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N

25150

EFFECTIVE DATE
OF SHIPPING UST
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CAREER FIELDS, POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT CHANGE. ALSO ERRORS

OCCASIONALLY GET INTO PRINT. THE FOLLOWING ITEMS UPDATE AND CORRECT
YOUR COURSE MATERIALS. PLEASE MAKE THE INDICATED CHANGES.

1. CHANGE FOR THE SUPPLEMENT: 25150 00 SO1 8205

Supplement page 80, replacement page 100, answer 406-7: Delete "(1500 meters)."

2. CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 1

a. Page iii, Preface, lines 2-3 from bottom: Change "36 hours (12 points)"
to "21 hours (7 points)" and delete "These hours and . . . Chapters 2 and 5."
Lines 17-18 from bottom: Delete "Modules 10003 (Security) . . . as seperate
inclosures." Line 22 from bottom: Delete "Chapter 5 explains the On-The-Job
Training Program." Line 23 from bottom: Delete "In %;hapter 2 . . . and clas
sification procedures."

b. Page iv, Contents, line 6: Delete "2 Security . . . . 4." Line 9:
Delete "5 On-The-Job Training 45 "

c. Page 4, (Chapter 2): Delete page in its entirety.

d. Page 45, (Chapter 5): Delete page in its entirety.

e. Page 101, answer 139-1.(7): Change "e" to "b."

3. CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 2

a. Page 52, col 1, line 22 from bottom: Change "90499 90499" to "90499

90400."

b. Page 138, col 2, line 13 from bottom: Change "inverval" to "interval."

c. Page 178, col 2, last line: Change "right" to "left."

d. Page 179, col 1, line 16: Change "clockwise" to "counterclockwise."

e. Page 186, answer 210-2.b: Change "100'" to "800'." Answer 226-1.d.(1):

Change "4" to "3."

f. Page 188, answer 243-1.b: Change "0.7" to "6.5."

g. Page 190, Figure 3, line 3 from bottom: Change "CB SW MOVG NW" to

"C3 SW MOVG NE."

4. CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 3

a. Page 43, col 1, line 2: Change "date" to "data."
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EFFECTIVE DATE
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21 Sep 84

CAREER FIELDS, POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT CHANGE. ALSO ERRORS

OCCASIONALLY GET INTO PRINT. THE FOLLOWING ITEMS UPDATE AND CORRECT
YOUR COURSE MATERIALS. PLEASE MAKE THE INDICATED CHANGES.

4. CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 3 (Continued)

b. Page 100, Answer 411-2: Change "124.5°C" to "-24.5°C." Answer 412-2:Change "162.5°C" to "-62.5°C." Answer 413-2: Change "124.5°C" to "-24.5°C."
Answer 413-3: Change "162.3°C" to "-62.3°C." Answer 415-1: Change "163.1°C" to"-63.1°C." Answer 415-3: Change "161.1"C" to "-61.1°C." Answer 420-5: Change"125°C" to "-25°C."

5. CHANGES FOR THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE: 'VOLUME 1

a. Page 8, question 42, choice d: Change "HQ AWC" to "HQ AWS."

b. Page 17, question 107, choice c: Change "fron" to "from."

c. Page 19, question 117: In the stem of the question, change "cloder" to
"colder."

d. The following questions are no longer scored and need not be answered:
4 thru 24 inclusive, 56 thru 89 inclusive and 101

G. CI ;ANGES FOR THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE: VOLUME 2

a. Page 3, question 12: In the stem of the question, change "entries for
3 and 13" to "entries for columns 3 and 13."

b. Page 7, question 47, line 3: In the stem of the question, change "currect'
to "correct."

c. Page lu, question 67:
"travels."

d. Page 14, question 97:
"correct."

In the stem of the question, change "travles" to

In the stem of the question, change "currect" to

e. The following questions
8, 84, 85, 96 and 117.

are no longer scored and need not be answered:

7. CHANGES FOR THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE: VOLUME 3

a. Page 21, question 109, choice d: Change "standar" to "standard."

b. Question 102 is no longer scored and need not be answered.
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69R
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Subject ants Correction

1 fr bot Change "August 1980." to "September 1981."

20 Change "arriced" to "arrived."

16 fr bot Change "and" to "an."

8 Change "d." to "@"
16 fr bot Change "preciously" to "previously."

22 Change "not" to "no."

13 Delete "maintenance,."

11 Change "Figre" to "Figure."

10 fr bot Change "a. Central pressure within a cyclone." to "a.
Central pressure within a cyclone is increasing."

14 fr bot Change "300" to "200."
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a. Shut off high voltage at once.
b. If the high voltage cannot be turned off without

delay, free the victim from the live connector. RE-
MEMBER:

(1) Protect yourself with dry insulating material.
(2) Use a dry board, your belt, dry clothing or other

nonconductive material to free the victim. When possible
PUSHDO NOT PULLthe victim free of the high-
voltage source.

(3) Use an axe if necessary to cut the high-voltage
wire.

(4) DO NOT touch the victim with your bare hands
until the high-voltage circuit is broken.

Exercises (031):
1. List the four steps you should take to help an electrical

accident victim.

2. What is the purpose of the precautions you should
take when rescuing an electrical shock victim?

3-3. Fire Safety

Fires not only cause a tremendous monetary loss to the
Government but also result in severe injuries or loss of life
to many airmen. In a communications-electronics facil-
ity, there is always the possibility of a serious fire starting
from a short or overload. More frequently, fires are
caused by human carelessness or failure to comply with
safety regulations.

We know that the best way to fight fire is to prevent it
from starting. However, you should know how to put a
fire out if one should start. This section covers fire
prevention, the three classes of fires, and the use of fire
extinguishers. Knowing this information increases your
fire safety at work or at home.

032. Given simulated situations, identify or specify ap-
propriate actions as recommended by an effective fire
prevention program.

Fire Hazards. Always be alert for any fire hazards
existing within your section or organization, and elimi-
nate them. If you cannot immediately eliminate the
hazard, report it to your immediate supervisor and then
to the Ground Safety Officer.

If the hazard still isn't corrected, submit a USAF
Hazard Report, AF Form 457. AFR 127-2, The USAF
Mishap Prevention Program is the governing regulation
for this report. Submit the AF Form 457, with a verbal
description of the hazard, to the Chief of Safety or
command post at your base. (This applies to all hazards,
not just fire hazards and not just those hazards within
your unit.)

Ai AY .MCS,71:

A fire that starts in electrical equipment can usually be
arrested by merely turning off the AC (alternating
current) power supply to the equipment. Since electrical
equipment usually consists of metal, wiring and small
electrical components, only the insulation on the wiring
or electrical components will burn. Thus, a large fire in
electrical equipment is not common. The large fire is
usually caused by the overheating of main power lines
supplying the electronics equipment. Overheated power
lines can ignite the building structure materials and
spread to flammable materials nearby.

Inspection Checklist. Many factors contribute to fires.
To prevent fires, establish a fire safety program and
periodically inspect your shop or facility to eliminate fire
hazards that exist. A checklist of important items for
preventing fires is provided below. Your inspections
should include hazardous conditions.

Electrical equipment. Check all electrical equipment
for the following:

a. Poor grounding system.
b. Improper fuse rating. Fuses should have the ampere

and voltage rating specified in the applicable technical
order for the equipment.

c. Fuse boxes not marked with the proper size fuse to
be installed.

d. Defective switches and relays.
e. Worn or frayed AC power cords and internal

wiring.
f. Broken power plugs and sockets.
g. Dirty, oily electric motors or generators.
h. Dusty or dirty electronics equipment in general.

Fire control equipment. Check all fire control equip-
ment for the following:

a. Inadequate type and number of fire extinguishers.
b. Fire extinguishers not installed properly or blocked

by obstructions.
c. Fire extinguishers not inspected and recharged at

proper intervals.
d. Improper use of fire buckets and sand pails. (Some-

times used for cigarette butts and paper.)
e. Fire extinguisher seals broken.
f. Fire extinguisher hoses stopped up, or otherwise

defective.

Building housekeeping. Check the building in general
for the following:

a. Trash and foreign materials in the area.
b. Flammable or self-heating materials in unauthor-

ized containers or storage closets.
c. Dead grass and leases around the buildings and

yards.
d. Flammable materials stored in the attic area of the

building.
e. Unauthorized waste baskets or containers being

used. (Should be metal.)
f. Clean or dirty rags being stored in improper

containers. (Should be metal and covered.)
g. Designated nonsmoking areas not posted with "NO

SMOKING" signs.
h. Insufficient ash trays or disposal cans provided for

smokers.

9 8 3



i. Fire evacuation plans not posted for safe evacuation
of building.

Emergency fire reporting procedures not posted,
such as phone numbers and building numbers.

Emergency power facility. Check the emergency power
unit facility for the following deficiencies:

a. "NO SMOKING" signs not posted.
b Fuel lines to power units leaking.
c. Grease and oil containers not properly marked and

covered.
d. Grease and oil on the floors.
e. Clean or dirty rags stored in improper containers.
j. Improper grounding system for generator units.
g. Main fuse boxes not marked to indicate proper size

of fuses to use.
h. Improper size fuses being used.
i. Switch boxes not marked properly to indicate their

control.
1. Drip pans not installed under power units to prevent

flammable liquids from spreading on the power building
floor.

k. Drip pans not cleaned as required.
1. Exhaust pipe for power unit engine not insulated

properly from building structure.
In. AC wiring from generators not installed according

to good installation practices. Look for improper size
wire, onneetors, underrated switches, and worn wiring.

Exercises (032):
1. \ hale operating, the FPS-77 suddenly breaks out in

tire. What should you do first?

2 `i ou must conduct an inspection for areas indicated
below. Indicate items you check for. Some of the
items w ill be checked in more than one area.

Column A Column B
Items Area of hzspecnon

(I) Correct type of fire ex.
unguisher

(2) Dirty. oily electric
motors or generators

a. Electric equipment.
b fire control equipment.
c Building housekeeping.
d. Emergency power facilities.

Column A

(3) Containers not proper.
ly covered or sealed.

(4) Clean or dirty rags
stored in improper
containers.

(5) Drip pans improperly
installed or unclean.

(6) "NO SMOKING"
signs not posted.

(7) Insufficient ash trays.
(8) Leaking fuel lines.
(9) Improper fuse sizes.

3. If you notice a safety hazard but cannot eliminate it
yourself, what should you do first?

033. Name the three types of fire extinguishers; and
given a list of different types of burning material,
identify the correct fire extinguisher to use for each and
the proper way to use extinguishers with all material.

Fire Extinguishing Principle. Any fire needs three
conditions to exist: fuel, heat, and oxygen. When a fire
runs out of fuel, it goes out. If a fire cannot get air, it
smothers. If the fuel is cooled, the fire is retarded.
Generally, fire extinguishers put out a fire by smothering
it or cooling it. For example, the foam extinguisher
controls a fire by smothering action, whereas the carbon
dioxide (CO2) extinguisher controls the fire not only by
smothering it, but with cooling as well.

Classes of Fires. Fires are grouped into four general
classes: A, B, C, and D. Because all fire extinguishing
agents cannot be used on all types of fires, this
classification makes it possible to determine and to use
the agent best suited for fighting a particular type of fire.

Class A. Fires in this classification can be effectively
and safely extinguished by water or solutions containing
water. Fires occurring in wood, paper, and rags are
typical class A fires. The fires are extinguished by the
cooling effect of the water. Extinguishers suitable for this
class of fire should be identified by a triangle containing
the letter "A," as shown in figure 3-1,A. If colored, the
triangle will be green.

A. B.

ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT

C.

COMIUSTISLE

METALS

D.

Figure 3.1. Recommended markings for fire extinguishers.
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Class B. A class B fire is fed by liquid fuels such as oil,
gasoline, solvents, and grease. Water cannot be used to
combat this type of fire because it will only spread the
fire. The agents required for extinguishing this type of fire
are those which will dilute or eliminate air by blanketing
the fire, thereby smothering it. This type of fire is best
controlled by using a foam extinguisher. Figure 3- I ,B,
depicts the symbol used on class B extinguishers. If
colored, the square will be red.

Class C. A class C fire is one found in electrical
circuits, usually caused by insulation failure, an overload,
or short circuit. Fires in electrical equipment should be
controlled first by disabling the circuit. Only CO" or
chlorobrommethane-type (CB or CBM) fire
extinguishers should be used on electrical fires.
Extinguishers for use on class C fires should be marked
with a circle containing the letter "C," as shown in figure
3-1,C. If colored, the circle will be blue.

Class D. A class D fire involves the burning of
combustible metals such as magnesium and sodium. A
smothering agent such as CO' or, if available, dry sand,
powdered graphite, and certain dry chemical agents are
used to combat fires of this class. Magnesium fires may be
controlled by the use of water in the absence of CO' or
dry chemical agents.

Carbon dioxide extinguishers are the best to use on
class D fires because CO2 will nJt damage electrical
insulation. When using CO' extinguishers in a confined
or poorly ventilated space, avoid breathing excessive
amounts of the gas produced. Small percentages (less than
3 percent volume) of carbon dioxide gas in the air will
cause fatigue and perhaps severe headache. Three percent
in the air will double the breathing effort, and five
percent in the air will cause panting. Eight percent causes
unconsciousness very quickly. If you have to enter an area
with hazardous amounts of CO' gas, and breathing
equipment is not available, do so only with a lifeline and
an assistant standing by.

The CB-type extinguisher is used on electrical fires
because its agent is not a conductor of electricity.
Chlorobromomethane, however, is a highly toxic

chemical and should not be breathed excessively. The
CB-type extinguisher might be used instead of the CO'
type in fires located in secluded or "hard to get at places,
where the CO' agent cannot reach to smother the fire.

\ our local fire department w ill determine the proper
type of fire extinguisher for your facility or shop,
according to fire safety regulations. It is your
responsibility to know how to use these extinguishers if a
fire should start.

Fire control. Know the fire extinguishers, where they
are located, and how to use them. The following list
indicates the various types of fire extinguishers that are
found in or around a typical weather facility.

Cl. Water or loaded streamThis extinguisher contains
water or a water solution. Use it only on class A fires or
on a class D magnesium fire when a CO2 extinguisher is
not available.

b. CO' This is a bottle-type extinguisher produced in
various sizes. It is most commonly used on gasoline, oil,
grease, and electrical fires. It is filled with carbon dioxide
gas.

c. CBThis extinguisher contains a solution of
chlorobromomethane. Although commonly used on
electrical fires, it is being replaced by the Halon
extinguisher.

d. FoamThis extinguisher is used on almost any type
of fire, but is most effective on structural fires from a
liquid source.

e. Halon Another extinguisher that is proving very
effective is the Halon extinguisher. It is more expensive,
but much less toxic than the CB extinguisher. Halon
(bromochlorodifluoromethane) is safe and effective for
electrical equipment or a cathode ray tube. Halon
smothers the fire but leaves little or no residue. Halon is
highly recommended for use on the COMEDS, radar, and
computers. The Halon extinguisher appears to be the
safest and most effective extinguisher for any type of fire.

The operating instructions for these extinguishers are
always printed on the nameplate of each unit. Learn how
to use them before you need them. Figure 3-2 shows how

25.294

Figure 3-2. Direct agent to base of flame.
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to extinguish a typical fire. Direct the extinguishing agent
to the base of the flame. If you have any questions
concerning the operation of a particular type of
extinguisher, ask your trainer for guidance.

Be sure to notify your fire department after an
extinguisher is used so that it can be recharged or
replaced for future use. Rough handling of fire
extinguishers under pressure can cause serious injury. Do
not use a fire extinguisher for anything except to control a
fire.

Exercises (033):
I. What are the four types of fire extinguishers?

2. Indicate the type of extinguisher that should be used
for the following fires:
a. Combustible metals.

b. Oil or gasoline.

c. Wood, rags, or paper.

d. Electrical fires.

e. Grease.

f. Structural fires.

3. In extinguishing a fire, where should you direct the
extinguishing agent?

6

3-4. Compressed Gas Safety

What does compressed gas safety have to do with the
base weather station operation? You may be assigned to a
unit that takes rawinsonde or pibal observations. Also,
several weather stations use balloons as a backup for
obtaining ceiling heights.

034. Explain why specified compressed gas safety proce-
dures should be followed.

Compressed Gas Safety Procedures. The compressed
gas that is normally used at a base weather station is
considered nontoxic. However, there are certain safety
precautions that you should follow when handling
compressed gas. They are as follows:

a. Wears gas mask to prevent inhalation of fumes.
b. Wear rubber-soled safety shoes to prevent static

electricity and to protect your toes in case a cylinder
should be dropped on your foot.

c. Use two people to load and move cylinders to
prevent dropping the cylinders. (Lighter than air gases
compressed in a cylinder are heavy.)

d. Lift with your legs- -not your back. This will
prevent back strain.

e. Do not lift cylinders by the nozzle. A broken nozzle
will turn a cylinder into a projectile.

f Secure cylinders in an upright position during
transit and storage. An unsecured cylinder may fall and
break the Jozzle and become a projectile.

g. Store cylinders in a cool, dry place. Extreme heat
could increase the pressure in the cylinders to an unsafe
level.

Exercises (034):
1. What is the purpose of wearing safety shoes when

handling compressed gas cylinders?

2. Why should you not lift cylinders by the nozzle?

CS TYPE

Figure 3-3. Electrical fire and recommended extinguisher.
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3. What is the reason for securing cylinders during
transit and storage?

4. Why should cylinders be stored in a cool place?

3 -5, Reporting Safety Hazards

In he introduction to this chapter. we talked about
overlooking safety hazards and letting the experts take
care of finding and correcting safety hazards. You must
remember that to take this approach could result in
injury to someone, maybe you.

035. Given statements on reporting safety hazards, iden-
tify and correct those that are incorrect.

Correcting and Reporting Safety Hazards. All safety
hazards must be corrected. The first approach is to
correct it yourself, especially if the hazard is in your own
work area. The second approach is to repoa the hazard
to your supervisor. If the hazard still isn't corrected or if
you don't know to whom to report the hazard, submit an
AF Form 457, USAF Hazard Report. If you should
notice a safety hazard at a base when traveling and do not
have time to submit an AF Form 457, then submit the
report at your home base. The base chief of Safety must
notify the originator of action taken or contemplated
within 30 days of hazard report receipt.

Exercise (035):
1. Identify and correct the following statenymts that are

false concerning reporting safety hazards
a If the safety hazard is not in your work area, it

is no concern to you.

b If there is a safety hazard in your work area
that you cannot correct, report it to your
supervisor.

c If you report a safety hazard to your super -
visor and he or she cannot correct it. it is your
super, :sor's responsibility to submit a USAF
Hazard Report.

_ d The AF Form 457. USAF Hazard Report, is
submitted to the base Chief of Safety.

e If you notice a safety hazard at a base when you
are traveling but you cannot submit a USAF
Hazard Report there, forget it; after all, if you
noticed it someone else will also.

035a. (145 far computer answer key and feedback
reference only.) State the AFOSH standards that apply
to AFSC 251X0.

Air Force Occupational Safety and Health (AFOSH)
Standards. Congress directed the Department of Labor to
develop and enforce standards which insure safe and
healthful working conditions for employees of the
Federal Government and of the private sector. To meet
this requirement, the Air Force implemented standards
which provide active and continuing safety, health, and
fire-prevention programs at all organizational levels.
AFR 127-12, Air Force Occupational Safety and Health
Program, is the governing directive, while the AFOSH
127-series standards state the specific safety and health
requirements in the working environment. Following is a
list of the standards that apply to AFSC 251X0 and a
brief explanatict, of the scope of the standards:

Walking surfaces. This standard applies to the walking
surfaces of all permanent Air Force facilities and
surrounding grounds. Included in the standard are the
requirements for housekeeping, floorspace, aisles and
passageways, general construction, and exterior walkways
and Lrout ds.

Guarding floor and wall openings/holes. This standard
applies to all building areas where there is a danger of
people or materials falling through floor or wall
openings, or from stairs, platforms, or runways. The
requirements pertain to guards for floor and wall
openings/holes; guards for open-sided floors, platforms,
and runways; and stair railings.

Fixed industrial stairs. This standard contains
mandatory specifications for the design ar.d construction
of stairs around equipment. It also applies to stairs
leading to or from floors, platforms, or pits. The
requirements include stair strength, stair width, angle of
rise, length of stairs, lighting, handrails, etc.

Electrical installations and equipment. This applies to
all electrical installations and equipment. The standard
states that electrical installations and equipment must be
installed in accordance with the National Electrical
Code. In addition, the standard deals with procurement
of electrical equipment and training for personnel who
work with this type of equipment.

Personal protective clothing and equipment. This
standard contains requirements for procurement, issue,
use, and care of protective clothing and equipment items.
Such clothing and equipment are those required for
occupational protection against biological, chemical, cr
physical hazards and do not include normal work or
seasonal clothing.

Halon 1301 fire-suppression systems. This standard
applies to the design, installation, testing, and inspection
of this type of fire-extinguishing agent system.

13
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Iffy chemical installed fire-extinguishing systems. This c.
standard involves design, installation, testing, and
inspection of these types of systems, but it does not
include portable fire extinguishers.

Carbon dioxide installed fire-extinguishing systems. The d.
same criteria apply as for dry chemical extinguishers.

Fire alarm and detection systems. This standard pertains
to all Air Force facilities, including military family
housing. Its provisions are incorporated into all existing e.
and new structures. The requirements refer to
procurement, installation, inspection, and testing of fire
alarm and detection systems.

You probably noticed that these nine standards are f.
general in nature. Your supervisor will provide you with a
more detailed briefing on the standards as they apply to
you and your duty location.

Exercise (035a):
I. State the AFOSH standards that apply to AFSC

25IXO.
a.

8

g.

h.

b. i.
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Weather Station Management

THE SUCCESS OF Air Weather Service's worldwide
mission depends largely upon Weather Specialists and
Weather Technicians. You, as a weather specialist, are
one of a select group of people in the Air Force upon
whose shoulders rest tut responsibility of guiding a large
part of Air Weather Ser /ice's operation. As yot: progress
in rank and expeli..nce, your part will extend beyond
guiding your own actions to guiding other peopleyour
subordinates. It follows, then, that you need an under-
standing of more than just meteorological subjects. There
is no better time to start leaning the other subjects that
you will need to know later in your career than right now.

This chapter presents a discussion of administrative
duties, supply, management principles, the rating pro-
cess. counseling, and training.

4-1. Administration

Administration is a necessary part of good manage-
ment. Paper work is not welcomed by very many. but it is
important for at least two reasons. It provides communi-
cation and standardization between levels of authority
and also records the status of operation. To record the
operational status, files are maintained and reports
submitted. There are directives and forms to guide and
control the administrative duties. Knowledge of these
forms and directives makes the paperwork load easier.

036. State the two major AF documents which control
the preparation and processing of correspondence; and
from a list, select the true statements concerning prepara-
tion and processing of communications.

Air Force Correspondence Directives. As a weather
specialist, you may be responsible for preparing and
processing correspondence. Air Force Regulation 10-1,
Preparing Correspondence, contains guidelines for the
preparation of correspondence. Another commonly used
publication in the preparation and processing of corres-
pondence is Air Force Pamphlet 13-2, Guide for Air
Force Writing.

Occasionally, you will prepare, type, and forward
correspondence. However, in most cases, you will simply
be checking the work of others for format, content,
grammar, and so forth. Whichever it may be, your
knowledge of this subject must be thorough. Completion
of an effective writing course coupled with experience in
preparing correspondence will help you understand the

CHAPTER 4

rules of preparing correspondence. You should be able to
answer three basic questions:

a. What is the purpose of AFR 10-1?
b. What types of communications or correspondence

are there?
c. What are the three major parts of a letter?

AFR 10-1 contains guidance on how to prepare and
expedite written communications for transacting Air
Force business. It prescribes the standard format for
formal correspondence and the stationery to use. It also
provides instructions for informal correspondence. The
provisions of AFR 10-1 are mandatory for use by all Air
Force activities. Compliance with its policies and proce-
dures eliminates unnecessary and costly delays in the
preparation, receipt, delivery, and dispatch of communi-
cations.

Exercises (036):
1. What are the two major AF documents that control

the preparation and processing of correspondence'

2. Which of the following statements are true of AFR
10-1, Preparing Correspondence?
a. Prescribes the standard format and stationery for

both formal and informal correspondence.

b. Is advisory in nature.

c. Prescribes procedures for writing official letters

037. Given simulated situations, determine the type of
correspondence needed.

Why do you need to know the types of communi-
cations that can be used? Consider this example: The
commander asks you to prepare correspondence to
inform squadron headquarters of a need to obtain a new
weather teletype circuit. You must carefully select the
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Answers for Exercises

CHAPTER I

Reference:
001 - I. (I) a.; (2) a and b; (3) d; (4) c; (5) c; (6) b.

002 - I. a. Squadron.
b. Wing.
c. Detachment.
d. Squadron.
e. Wing.
f. Detachment.

002 - 2. To provide weather support to specialized units of the Air
Force and Army.

003 - 1. Basic Weather Course (Weather Trainee, AFSC 25010 entry).
Apprentice Weather Specialist, AFSC 25130.
Weather Specialist, AFSC 25150.
Weather Technician Course.
Weather Technician, AFSC 25170.
Weather Superintendent, AFSC 25190.

003 - 2. (I) a and b; (2) c; (3) b and c; (4) a; (5) b; (6) a and b; (7) b and
c; (8) b and c; (9) c; (10) a .nd b.

CHAPTER 3

026 - I. Commander.
026 - 2. (I) Inform the commander on the status of the accident

prevention program. (2) Perform periodic safety surveys of
operations within his or her unit. (3) Identify safety hazards
and monitor corrective actions. (4) Maintain unit safety
publications files and distribute educational materials. (5)
Assist the commander in preparing safety presentations.

027 - I. False. Numerous office accidents occur because not enough
attention is given to safety precautions.

027 - 2. True.
027 - 3. False. The greatest weight should be in the bottom drawers.
027 - 4. False. Cabinets and boxes should not be stored in hallways,

but if it is necessary to do so for short periods, make sure free
and easy thoroughfare is permitted.

027 False. Mesh guards should be used on all fans.
027 - 6. False. Employees must learn how to use fire extinguishers

before needed. There is no time for reading or laming when
a fire is Present.

027 - 7. False. A ladder should be used to reach higher levels. Falls
pccur even though someone steadies the chair or box.

028 - I. Disregarding safety precautions, operating unsafe equip-
ment, or failing to warn of dangers (no sign posted).

028 - 2. Fatigue.

029 - I. Any 10 of the following: (I) Secure power too; cables to
prevent tripping. (2) Ground power tools properly. (3) See
that moving parts on equipment are guarded. (4) Wear
goggles when using electrical power tools. (5) Make sure
equipment and wiring is well insulated. (6) Replace defective
cords and plugs. (7) Do not operate power tools or equip-
ment unless you have been properly trained to do so. (8)
Disconnect power cords after using power tools. (9) If
supervising, instruct all personnel in the correct use of
equipment, including proper safety practices. (10) Do not
wear metal rings, bracelets, or wrist watches while working
around electrical equipment. (11) Keep hands, feet, and
clothing u dry as possible. (12) In working on electrical
equipment (or in emergencies), pull all fuses, open circuit
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breakers, or disconect power sources. (13) Avoid using bare
hands for removing hot tubes; use asbestos gloves or a tube
puller instead. (14) Do not use toxic or flammable solvents
for cleaning equipment. (15) Do not take anything for
granted when working with inexperienced help; check each
step as performed.

029 - 2. If these safety rules are carefully followed, personnel injuries
such as shock, burns, cuts, bruises, fractures, sprains, and eye
puncture will be prevented. Electrical equipment can be very
hazardous; and, if safety precautions are not rigidly ob-
served, fatalities can occur.

030 - I. Talk to the maintenance person and see if the set can be
turned on. DO NOT turn the radar on without the main-
tenance person's approval.

030 - 2. You will often observe maintenance personnel at work and
should be alert for safety violations.

030 - 3. To first call another maintenance person to act as a safety
observer and then make sure the power to the radar console
is off before starting to work.

031 - I. (I) Rescue the victim.
(2) Call for medical aid.
(3) Stop the bleeding.
(4) Apply artificial respiration.

031 - 2. The precautions are to prevent you from becoming a victim.

032 - I. First, disconnect the power source. This will probably
extinguish the fire.

032 - 2. (1) a, b; (2) a; (3) c, d; (4) c, d; (5) d; (6) d; (7) c; (8) d; (9) a, d.
032 - 3. First, notify your supervisor to see if he or she can eliminate

the hazard.

033 - I. CO2, CB, foam, and Halon.
033 - 2. a. CO2 or Halon; b. foam or Halon; c. foam or water;

d. CO2, CB, or Halon; e. foam or Halon; f. foam or water.
033 - 3. At the base of the flame.

034 - I. Rubber-soled safety shoes will help prevent static electricity
and will protect your toes in case a cylinder is dropped on
your foot.

034 - 2. Lifting cylinders by the nozzle may result in a broken nozzle.
A broken nozzle will turn a cylinder into a projectile.

034 - 3. Cylinders should be secured to prevent them from falling and
breaking the nozzle. A broken nozzle may turn a cylinder
into a projectile.

034 - 4. Extreme heat may increase the pressure in the cylinders to an
unsafe level.

035 - I. a, c, and e are false.
a. Safety hazards are your concern regardless of where they

are.
c. Submitting a USAF Hazard Report is also your responsi-

bility; however, your supervisor should insure that it is
submitted.

e. If you cannot submit the USAF Hazard Report at the
base where you noticed a safety hazard, you should
submit it at your home base.

035a - I. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

8.
h.
i.
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Walking surfaces.
Guarding floor and wall openings/holes.
Fixed industrial stairs.
Electrical installations and equipment.
Personal protective clothing and equipment.
Halon 1301 fire suppression systems.
Dry chemical installed fire extinguishing systems.
Carbon dioxide installed fire extinguishing systems.
Fire alarm and detection systems.
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0 CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 2

Pen-and-Ink Changes:

Page-Col. Subject Lines Correction

iii 1 fr bot Change "October 1980 to "September I '..sq1."

17L 13 Change "AWC" to "AWS."

25 L 27 Change "read-just" to "readjust."

25L 11 fr bot Change "meomemtarily" to "momentarily."

30R 8 Change "laver" to "layer."

36 L 9 Change "ASW" to "AWS."

50L 4 fr bot Change "posed" to "exposed."

85L 4 fr bot Change ".5 °F" to "1.5°F."

93R 7 fr bot Change "ASW" to "AWS."

101 R 5 fr bot Change "999" to "VR B."

104R 18 Delete "(3) Decreases in intensity (T+ to T)."

II5L 4 Change "(range2" to "(range2)."

I23L 21 Change "he" to "he or she."

I 29R 8 Change "he" to "he or she."

130R 13,14 Change "only when they first occur" to "when they
first occur and then every hour for Class I stations or
every 3 hours for Class 2 and 3 stations."

133L 9 fr bot Change "OJT trainer will" to "OJT trainer and radar
coordinator will."

144R 1, 2 Change "(this code is not discussed in this CDC)" to
"(this code is discussed in Volume 3)."

I 44R 14 fr bot Change "two-digt" to "two-digit."

15 1 L Table 5-7 7 Change "northward" to "southward."

I85L 205-1 Change "BNK" to "BKN" in both places.

Page Changes:

Remove Pages Insert Pages

163-166 163-166
193-194 193-194
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Satellite Picture Interpretation

SENSOR-EQUIPPED weather satellites are rapidly
becoming one of the most important data-gathering
mechanisms in the meteorological inventory.
Meteorologists worldwide now depend on these data
sources to supplement the more "conventional"
observations. These satellites currently provide cloud-
cover data over "data sparse" areas, filling the
observational voids that have plagued meteorologists for
decades. The data is even more important since it is real
time data. However, the advantages are not limited solely

to isolated areas, but also provide invaluable insight into
the weather over areas where conventional observations
are dense.

With continued improvement in satellite technology,
these sensing devices will become even more valuable. To
obtain maximum value, correct interpretation of cloud
photographs is essential. This chapter covers the analysis
procedures needed to obtain maximum utilization of the

data.

6-1. Meteorological Satellite Systems

Before we start into the area of satellite photo
interpretation, it is important that you understand the
types of systems currently being used, the orbits they have,

and the difference in the two major types of data
available. This section will accomplish this purpose.

288. Given a list of statements, indicate which apply to
visible imagery and which apply to infrared.

Comparison of Visible and IR Imagery. Satellites in
use today provide data in both the visible and infrared
(IR) spectrum. There are advantages and disadvantages of
both types of data that you must be aware of when
analyzing satellite pictures.

Visual data is a measure of reflected solar radiation;
hence, sunlight must be present in order to obtain the
data. The satellite sensors used are simply cameras that
take pictures of the earth and its cloud cover. The
photographs appear similar to the pictures you obtain
from a camera. Therefore, the shades of black, gray, and
white depend on the amount of reflected sunlight. The
more moisture, the less the reflection, and the darker the
picture. A desert will reflect more than a heavily forested
area and produce a brighter picture.

The entire system is relatively inexpensive as

CHAPTER 6

compared to IR sensors because visible sensing devices

are uncomplicated and immediate utilization is possible
by the ground receiving unit. The major disadvantages
are the need for sunlight to obtain pictures and the
limitation of dc :. With improved sensing devices, the
limitation on detail should be greatly reduced.

Infrared (IR) sensors measure long-wave radiation
emitted by cloud, land, and water surfaces. These
measurements are converted to the temperatures of the
surfaces viewed. The error rate of the instrument is
approximately 1/2° C. at the warm end of the temperature
profile, to 1° C. for the cold end. Thus, the temperature
curve constructed can be fairly accurate.

One major advantage of the IR sensors is that
"pictures" may be taken at any time of the day or night.
This allows complete global coverage throughout the
entire orbit. One disadvantage is that IR imagery is more
difficult to "read" than visible imagery.

IR measurements are converted to a photograph where
the clouds and earth appear as different shades of gray.
Therefore, the darkest areas on the photograph represent

the warmest surfaces, while the brightest represent the
coldest surfaces. Thus, warm water would appear dark

gray, while cold cirrus clouds would appear white. IR
measurements also show relative cloud heights by
comparing indicated temperatures with expected heights

for that temperature.
IR data is used by scientists to study the earth's heat

budget in an effort to determine whether we have a heat
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input and output balance. Other scientists are trying to
determine the large-scale gains and losses of heat, the area
distribution of these gains and losses, and the influence
they have on large-scale circulation or storm
development. Further experiments are being carried on to
relate the effect of heat input and output on the available
potential and kinetic energy in the atmosphere.

A comparison of coinciding IR imagery and visible
pictures show that many cloud and land features are
similar in appearance, while other features are quite
different in appearance. For example, in IR imagery, the
gray shade of oceans varies with temperature, while in a
visible picture, oceans are uniformly dark except in areas
of sunglint.

Figure 6-1 shows the relative shades as they appear on
IR and visible pictures. This comparison shows which
features appear similar in either type of display and which
ones appear different. The circled numbers in the
tabulation locate features in figure 6-2.

The IR imagery in figure 6-2,B, and the visible picture
in figure 6-2,A, are coincident. These displays illustrate
the differences and similarities between the two types of
data. The clouds associated with the surface low between
Lake Superior and James Bay are cold and have a high
albedo, so they appear white in both pictures (17). A cold
front extends southwest from the !ow to the Texas
panhandle. The IR delineates areas of cold middle and
high clouds (17 and 11), but no distinction can be made
from the visible pictures. The stratocumulus west of
California (7) does not appear the same on both displays.
The characteristics of other numbered areas in these
pictures can be identified by referring to the gray scale of
figure 6-1.

Exercise (288):
I. Indicate for each of the statements below whether it

is representative of visible or IR imagery or both:
a. Requires the least amount of time to learn to

analyze.

b. Measures long-wave radiation emitted by cloud,
land, and water surfaces.

c. Appear as different shades of gray.

d. Pictures may be taken at any time of the day or
night.

e. Water will appear as a uniformly dark area.

f. Cirrus clouds appear very bright.
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g. Pictures may be taken during the complete orbit
around the earth.

h. Measures reflected sunlight.

289. Identify types of satellite orbits and orientations
with their specific characteristics.

It is important that we understand the types of orbits
which satellites make, their orientation, and the effect
that these orbits and orientations have on measuring
ability. Some of the most common are discussed in this
objective segment.

Orbits. The orbit is the path the satellite takes in
circling the earth from a reference point back to the same
reference point. The orbit determines the areal coverage
of the sensor.

Polar orbit. This is an orbit in which the satellite passes
over both of the earth's poles.

Equatorial orbit. This orbit is parallel to the equator.
Sun-synchronous orbit. This is an orbit in which the

satellite always passes over the equator at the same sun
time on each of its orbits.

Earth-synchronous orbit. In this type of orbit, the
satellite does not rotate around the earth, so actually it
does not have an orbit. The satellite remains stationary
above a geographical point on the earth at all times. The
obvious advantage of this orbit is the constant monitoring
of a given geographical region.

Orientation. The orientation refers to where the
camera of the sensor is facing.

Space oriented. The axis of rotation of the satellite
maintains the same direction with respect to space. This
keeps the camera pointed toward the earth during the
sunlight hours, with the solar cells directed toward the
sun. This orientation restricts the number of hours the
earth can be monitored by the sensors. During each orbit,
there is only a brief moment when the pictures taken are
of a point on the earth directly beneath the satellite. The
remainder of the pictures are of a sloping surface, and
extensive adjustment is necessary before they are used.

Earth oriented. With an earth orientation, the sensors
of the satellites would always be facing the earth. The
solar cells would always be facing space. This orientation
allows constant monitoring of the earth's surface.

Exercise (289):
1. Match the types of orbit or orientation in column B

with the characteristics in column A. Th.: items in
column B may be used more than once.

Column A Column B

(I) The axis of rotation
maintains the same
direction with respect
to space.

19

a. Polar orbit.
b. Equatorial orbit.
c Sun-synchronous orbit.
d Earthsynchronous orbit.
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Column A Column B

(2) Satellite passes over e. Space oriented.
both poles. f. Earth oriented.

(3) Satellite remains sta-
tionary over a

geographical point.
(4) Sensors are always fac-

ing earth.
(5) Allows constant

monitoring of a given
geographical region.

(6) Path of rotation
parallels the equator.

(7) Satellite passes over the
equator at the same sun
time every orbit.

(8) Restricts the number
of hours the earth can
be monitored.

(9) Solar cells always fac-
ing the sun.

289a. (289for computer answer key and feedback
reference only). Identify and correct false statements
concerning characteristics of satellite systems.

On April I, 1960, the first meteorological satellite to
provide photographs of the earth and clouds was
launched. Since that time, tremendous advances have
been made in the technology of the systems themselves,
the instruments they carry, and the quality of the data
received. During the past two decades over 30
operational meteorological satellites have been put into
orbit. There are currently three systems that are providing
data to the meteorological community.

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP).
The DMSP sensors were designed to provide high-quality
meteorological data and to have it in the hands of the
forecaster within 5 minutes after data transmission. The
sensors are earth oriented and respond to amounts of
radiation within specific spectral ranges.

Two types of data are available from the DMSP. The
first is visible data, which is a measure of reflected solar
radiation. This visible data has a centerline resolution of
I /3 nm for high resolution and I V2 nm for low resolution.
The second is infrared data which is a measure of emitted
earth and cloud radiation. The centerline resolution is the
same as for visible data.

The DMSP spacecraft has a sun-synchronous orbit
approximately 450 nautical miles above the earth.

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES). NOAA's geostationary satellites are in earth-
synchronous orbit at the appropriate altitude and speed to
keep them apparently stationary above a given spot on the
earth's surface, over the equator. Two satellites are
maintained in operational status, one at about 135° W.
longitude, observing North America and the Pacific
Ocean to west of Hawaii, the other at about 75° W.,
observing both North and South America and the
Atlantic Ocean and parts of the African west coast.

The sensor in the GOES provides both visible and
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infrared imagery. This sensor is capable of providing
resolution to 1/2 mile in visible, and 5 miles in infrared.

Polar-Orbiting Satellites. As the name implies, these
satellites circle the globe from pole to pole, while the
earth spins on its axis beneath them. One of the objectives
of this system is to provide frequent high-resolution
visible and infrared observations of the entire earth's
surface, especially in the polar regions which are not
observed by the GOES system.

The third generation of these satellites is capable of
providing imagery from visible, infrared, and other
channels in a usable strip about 1,800 statute miles
(2,800 km) wide from pole to pole. The resolution of this
system is from 1/2 to 4 miles.

Exercise (289a):
1. Identify and correct any of the following statements

that are false:
a. The DMSP is an earth-synchronous satellite that

provides only data in the visible spectrum.

b. The GOES satellites are stationary over the
equator and provide coverage of North and
South America and the surrounding oceans.

c. Polar-orbiting satellites are of use only in the
polar regions where other data are not available.

d. Most satellite systems provide better picture
resolution in the visible spectrum than they do in
the infrared spectrum.

6-2. Cloud Patterns

This section briefly covers small cloud elements or
cloud patterns and some of the general rules for
interpreting them.

290. Identify certain types of cloud patterns.

Cellular. The most common cloud formation found in
satellite pictures are open and closed cellular patterns.
Cellular patterns aid in identifying regions of cold air
advection, areas of cyclonic, anticyclonic, and divergent
flow, cloud types. the location of jet streams, and regions
of PVA (positive vorticity advection).

Cellular cloud patterns form as a result of mesoscale
convective mixing within the large-scale flow. The cell
type is dependent on the intensity of the heating from
below. Open cells form where there (I) is a large air-sea
temperature difference, (2) are unstable conditions, and
(3) are cumulus clouds. Closed cells form where a weak
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Figure 6-3._ Cellular cloud patterns.

air-sea temperature contrast exists and, thus, more stable
conditions and stratocumulus clouds result.

The open cells are composed of cloudless, or less
cloudy, centers surrounded by cloud walls with a
predominant ring or U-shape. The closed cells are
characterized by almost pologonal, cloud-covered areas
bounded by clear or less cloudy walls.

In figure 6-3, a large area of the eastern Pacific is
covered by cellular patterns which formed as cold air
mined over the warmer ocean surface. Open cells are
located at A, closed cells at B.

Cloud Band. A cloud band is a cloud formation with a
distinct long axis where the ratio of length to width is at
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least 4 to 1. Bands may be curved or straight. They may or
may not be associated with fronts.

In figure 6-4, a slow-moving, nearly stationary cold
front is shown between high-pressure areas. 1 he frontal
cloud band is in the first stage o; dissipation from point A
westward. There are cumuliform cellular clouds behind
the front and some cumuliform and stratiform clouds
ahead of the front. In the area where this front is moving
slowly, the frontal position is placed near the leading edge
of the cloud band.

In figure 6-5, bands at A and B are greater than 1° in
width and conform to the length-width ratio of at least 4-
to-I.

In figure 6-6, a band of clouds associated with a
fror.tal system is seen over the Atlantic The clouds,
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travels in a directional beam rather than in all directions
as souni does.

255 - I. a. Pulse length affects the minimum range of the set,
because the transmitter must be shut off by the time the
reflected signal returns.

b. Pulse repetition frequency affects the maximum range.
c. The signal must have time to return to the set before the

next pulse is transmitted. Antenna motion would affect
the maximum range of the set, but ONLY if it turned
too fast for the signal to return before the antenna
moved. This is NOT the case.

255 - 2. Pulse length may be measured in units of time it takes the
radar to send one pulse (expressed in microseconds) or in
units of distance from the front edge to the back edge of the
pulse (expressed in meters).

256 1. A short wavelength would be scattered and blocked by
heavy precipitation and thus be attenuated more than a
long wave e. 3th.

256 - 2. Five centimeters.

257 - I. Beamwidth, beam illumination, and beam height.
257 - 2. A correction for beamwidth must be subtracted for height

determinations. Beam illumination affects the presentation
so that the smallest echo that can be resolved by a radar is
the volume fixed by the beamwidth and one-half the pulse
length. Since the height of the beam is not the same
elevation above the earth's surface throughout its
maximum range, a correction for beam height must be
added to cloud height estimat--

258 - I. a. Range resolution; b. Bearing resolution; c. Elevation
resolution.

258 - 2. a. No; b. Yes; c. Yes.

259 - I Superrefraction (possible ducting) would be most likely to
occur.

259 - 2. Subrefraction may occur under these conditions if
precipitation is not occurring.

260 - 1. Droplet size and wavelength of the radar.
260 - 2. 1:1,000,000.

261 - I. The echo at 100 miles would appear much weaker.
261 - 2. To make echoes of equal reflectivity at different ranges

appear with equal intensity and definition.

262 - I. For a cloud having a liquid water content of I gram per
cubic meter, the attenuation is approximately 10 times the
amount of a moist atmosphere.

262 - 2. The precipitation attenuation would be approximately 8
times the cloud attenuation.

263 - I. Normally not.
263 - 2. Ground clutter echoes normally have sharper, more well

defined edges than a cloud.
263 - 3. As a moving spiral pattern on the PPI.

264 - I. (I)f,h, i; (2)g, j; (3) b,k; (4)a. b; (5)d; (6)c, e.

265 - I. (l) g; (2) b; (3) a; (4) d; (5) e; (6) f; (7) c; (8) h.
265 - 2. (I ) d, e; (2)c; (3) b; (4) a; (5) f.
265 - 3. (I ) d; (2) c; (3)m (4) f; (5) b; (6)g; (7) a.

266. I. It permits a comparison of echo intensity by the gain
reduction method.

266 - 2. It allows echoes of equal reflectivity at different ranges to
appear with equal intensity and definition.

266 - 3. It permits echoes of very high reflectivity, which are

surrounded by echoes of moderately high reflectivity, to be
displayed clearly.

266 - 4. It stores the target pattern until it is deliberately erased.

267 - I. Draw a red line through the erroneous data and enter the
correct data above it in red pencil.

267 - 2. Enter the date for the first observation on the page and for
the first observation of each new day on the page.

267 - 3. They become a put of the National Weather records.

268 - I. Take the hourly observation as near 35 minutes after tlx
hour as possible.

268 - 2. When echoes of special interest are first observed and then
at 10 and 35 minutes after each hour as long as the echoes
meet special criteria.

268 -3. Any 6 of the 13 requirements listed in table 5-1.
268 - 4. Any 3 of the 7 classed as severe in table 5-1.

269 - I.
269 - 2.
269 - 3.

CELLS
LN 6.
AREA 5.

270 1. Thunderstorms, TRW.
270 - 2. Steady rain, R.

271 - 1.
271 -2.
271 - 3.
271- 4.
271 - 5.
271 -6.

272 - I.
271 -2.
272 - 3.
272 -4.
272 - 5.
272 - 6.

Very strong (++).
Extrmie (XX).
Strong (+).
Very strong (++).
Moderate (no entry).
Strong (+).

Increasing (+).
Decreasing (-).
No change (NC)
Decreasing (-).
Increasing (+).
New echo (NEW).

273 - 1. 5/30 135/35.
273 - 2. 32023.
273 - 3. 340/35 15/30 270/12 280/32.

274 I. A line 12 miles wide, 12W.
274 2. An area with approximately a 10 mile diameter, D10.
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275 - 1. 2215.
275 - 2. 3216.

276 - I. 835 LN 5TRW++/+345/50 295/43 200/53 25W L2745
310 330/45.

276 - 2. 2235 AREA 10R/NC 100/53 115/57 185/59 207/57
23025 100/28 0000 1.1150.

277 - I. a. A; b. A; c. M; d. 0; e. A; f.0; g. M; h. A; i. 0; j. M.

278 - I. Less than 0.3 inch.
278 - 2. No. MOST TOPS BLO 250 should indicate mostly

rainshowers.
278 - 3. More than 2.5 inches.

279 - 1. Intensities of 1, 3, and 5.
279 - 2. The movement for an area is indicated by a windshaft for

direction and barbs for speed. The cell movement is
indicated by an arrow for direction and number for speed.

279 - 3. LM means little movement.
279 - 4. SLD (solid) is plotted on the chart to indicate lines with

coverage of greater than 8 tenths.
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280 1 a.
b.

d

Tornado
Tornado
Severe thenderstorni and large hail
Tornado and large hail
Hail 112 inch or more in diameter
Tornadoes vith large hail.

281 - I a Severe thunderstorms and hail
b Severe thunderstorms with hail at the surface. tornado

if associated with hook, finger, or protrusion on the
PPI.

c Spikeindicates hail shafts associated with intense
thunderstorms.

d. Severe thunderstorms. tornado, hail.
c (Same as h above).
f. Severe thunderstorms with large hail and possible

tornado (this criteria is not as good as is penetration of
the tropopause).

282 - I a This is the echo often associated with severe weather.
b Tornadoes. severe thunderstorms, hall and high winds
c Potential tornadoes or severe thunderstorms,

depending on echo tops.
d Tornadoes. severe 'hunderstorms, and hail, if echoes

are strong or "Cr)' strong.
e. Severe thunderstorms, tornadoes, and hail are

Indicated A point of intersection.
f Potential tornado. severe thunderstorm, and hail,

depending on echo intensity
Tornadoes, severe thunderstorms, and hail.

283 - I

g.

a Thunderstorm
h Tornado

c. Hail.
d Tornado.

284 - I Hurricanes may have all of the other severe weather
associated wit1i it.

284 - 2 The appearance of the outer band, often in the nature of a
squall line some 200 miles from the center of the
hurricane.

284 3 The precipitation hands which spiral out from the wall
cloud of a hurricane.

284 4. Either by the appearance of an echo-free eye or by using a
spiral overlay.

284 - 5. In the prehurricane squall line or the wall cloud.
284 - 6. The violent wind squalls are associated with the echoes of

the spiral band or the echoes forming the wall cloud.

285 - I A collection of photographs of locally observed radar echo
patterns.

285 - 2 (I) Typical weather echo patterns.
(2) Severe weather echo patterns.
(3) Normal, -fixed" echo patterns.
(4) Anomalous propagation echo patterns.

286 - I Mount the camera so that it is aligned with the PPI scope
and immobile, and hold the shutter of the camera open
while the antenna makes two complete revolutions.

286 - 2. Mount the camera so that It is _agned with :he R HI scope
and immobile, and hold the shutter o.f the camera open
chile the antenna makes two complete vertical sweeps in
automatic elevation.

286 - 3 Mount the camera so it is aligned with the A/R scope and
immobile, and hold the shutter of the camera open for
approximately five won&

287 - I Statements a and d are false.
a Angels appear on the PP1 scope as incoherent echoes.
d. Thin line echoes are frequently observed in advance of

squall lines or a thunderstorm complex.

CHAPTER 6

288 1. Statements a, e, and h renesent visible imagery. Statements
b. c, d, and g r.r,esent Infrared imagery. Statement f
applies to both.
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289 -1. (1)c. (4) 1. (7)c.
(2) a. (5) d. (8) e
(3) d. (6) b. (9) e. f.

289a - I. Statements a and c are false. Corrections are as follows:
a. The DMSP is a sun-synchronous satellite that provides

data in both the visible and infrared spectrums.
c. Polar-orbiting satellites provide :outrage of the entire

earth's surface. They are especially usc42! in the polar
regions because these regions are not observed by the
GOES system.

290 - 1 . (I )a; (2) h; (3) b; (4) d; (5) g, (6) c; (7) f; (8) e. (9) j; (10) I;
(11)m.(12)k;(13)i.

CHAPTER 7

291 - !. (1)b.c.c1; (2)1. (3)a; (4)g, h; (5)e; (6)f.

292 - I. Statements c, d, and c arr. false.
c The sensor should be hung from a support, away from

nonrepresentative heat and moisture sources. such as
your body.

d. The wind vane assembly will lock into the generator
housing only if the flat side is on the right side when you
face the rear of the generator housing.

e. The precipitation gage spike should be forced into the
ground, not driven in, in a vertical position to insure
that the measurement is representative.

293 - 1. DEW.
293 - 2. Higher than the white dot.
293 - 3. Check that the cable connections are clean and tight.
293 -4. Set the selector switch to AIR, rotate the DEWPOINT

TEMP control until the null meter centers, and continue
to adjust the control until the null meter remains centered
for 20 to 30 seconds, then, rotate the control 5° higher; the
meter should deflect two or more divisions to the right. To
check the dewpoint circuits, turn the selector switch to the
BAL position and adjust the BAL control until the wind
meter needle reaches the white dot; then turn the selector
switch to DEW and adjust the DEWPOINT TEMP control
until the null meter remains centered for 20 to 30 seconds.
The indicated temperature (dewpoint) should be lower -
than the temperature obtained with the selector set at AIR.

293 5 To test the wind detector, turn the selector to OFF and the
speed switch to the 0-10 position. Hold the detector
generator housing in one hand and spin the propeller in a
clockwise direction. The meter should deflect upscale.
Repeat this procedure with the speed switch in the 0-50
position. To check the direction circuits, set the selector
switch to the 180° position and the speed switch to the
0.10 position and align the 90° index over the index mark
on the generator housing: the wind meter should indicate
90° on the lower direction scale. Change the speed switch
to 0-50 position, this should have no effect on the reading.
Repeat this procedure by aligning the 180°, 270°, and
360° indexes over the index mark on the generator
housing. Repeat this procedure with the selector switch in
the 0° position and read the direction from the upper scale
on the wind meter. If any direction is more than 5° off,
notify maintenance.
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294 I. a. 0.10 inch: b. 1.04 inches; c. 0.79 inch.
294 - 2. a. 5 inches: b. 3 inches.

295 I Place the selector switch in the OFF position and the speed
switch in the 0-50 position. Read the speed from the wind
meter, letting each minor division equal 1 knot. If the
speed is less than 10 knots, set the speed switch in the 0.10
position and read the scale letting each minor division
equal 0.2 knot. Read and record to the nearest knot of
average speed.

295 - 2. Set the selector switch to the 0° position and read the
direction from the upper direction scale to the nearest 10°.
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Pen-and-Ink Changes:

PageCol Subject Lines Correction

iii I fr bot Change "1980" to "1981"

12R 13 fr bot Change "4H2///." to "4 HZ///."

16L 24 Change"B I V" to "BLV."

21 L 8 fr bot Change "menas" to "means."

32R I Change "2-3." to "2-4."
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6,7 Delete sentence "A I REPS are reported
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64R 12 Change "th" to "the."
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97-104 97-104

CHANGES FOR SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
25150 03 501 8106:

Foldout Changes:

Remove Foldouts
I and 2
Delete Foldout 3.

Insert Foldouts
I and 2
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of student-ceatered objectives.
Each of these carries a three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you.
The text that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises
following the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see
whether you: answers match those in the back of thi.i volume. If your response to an exercise is
incorrect, review the objective and its text.

Surface Codes and Locally Prepared Charts

MOST WEATHER stations are involved to some degree
in the decoding and plotting of weather codes. Naturally,
if you are assigned to a weather central, you plot a greater
variety of weather charts than the weather observer al
small detachment. No matter where your assignment may
take you, an important part of your duties involves
plotting weather charts and diagrams. You are expected
to produce plotted charts that represent the various
aspects of weather to the forecaster. The forecaster's
success in providing high-quality forecast service depends
upon your speed, skill, accuracy, and initiative. These
same qualities determine your success and progression in
Air Weather Service (AWS). A thorough knowledge of
the weather codes and proficiency in plotting them insure
the forecaster's success as well as your own.

The codes discussed in this volume are those that you
most frequently encounter as an observer. The objective
of this discussion is not to emphasize encoding or
decoding of individual elements, but rather to illustrate
what these codes represent in terms of their contribution
to mission effectiveness. The symbolic forms and coding
procedures for most of these meteorological codes were
presented quite thoroughly in the ABR25130 (resident)
course. Your ability to decode and plot the data depends
primarily upon the amount of practical experience you
have in using any given code.

This chapter covers the surface weather codes used
within the U.S. and internationally. It presents each code
form in enough detail to refresh your memory on map
plotting rules and policies. This chapter also includes the
data normally plotted on a local area surfact.hart.

Surface charts are necessary in any comprehensive
analysis and forecasting program. The surface chart
shows variations in weather conditions at the earth's
surface. The forecaster is confronted with many more
variables when making a surface analysis than when
making an upper air analysis. Geographical influences,
unequal surface heating, and unequal moisture
distribution are only a few of the problems a forecaster
must consider. The analysis of the weather data depicted
on surface charts is basic to any forecasting service and is
not limited to strictly professional agencies such as the

Air Weather Service and the National Weather Service.
Broadcasters on television also use the surface weather
chart (weather map) to present weather conditions and
forecasts to their viewers.

Surface charts are plotted on various map scale sizes.
Some charts cover the entire Northern Hemisphere
(small-scale, large geographicP1 area). Some cover only
North America. Others cover a larger map scale size
(smaller geographical area), such as the local area work
chart (LAWC). Because of the smaller scale of the larger

chart, fewer reports can be plotted for a given area.
For instance, two or three station plots could easily cover
the entire southern portion of Japan; whereas an LAWC
of Japar would permit plotting many more stations over
thc same area. Therefore, it is important to plot the
reports accurately on these smaller scale charts.

1-1. Surface Codes
AS A WEATHER OBSERVER,Maur job involves the

use of three different surface codes: ai,ways, metar, and
synoptic. Airways code is used mainly in the U.S., while
metar is used primarily overseas. SyrJptic code is used at
locations both in the U.S. and overseas.

This stoibn will explain the breakdown of each
surface code.

400. Decode Section 0 of a synoptic code report.

Synoptic Code. The most detailed description of the
synoptic code and the coding of individual elements are
contains in Federal Meteorological Handbook No. 2
(FMH-2), Synoptic Code.

Before we get into a detailed breakdown of the code,
there is some basic information which you need to know
about the code. The code is divided into six sections (0, 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5), and each section contains several groups.
These sections have regional differences in the method of
coding. Figure 1-1 shows the six World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) regions. The code form used
worldwide by U.S. military weather personnel is that of
WMO Regions IV and V. This is the code form that will
be discussed in this section of the text. Foldout I contains
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Figure 1.1. WMO regions of the world.

a breakdown of the code which should be helpful to you
as you read about the code.

To make things even simpler for you, AWS uses an
abbreviated form of the code, which means that you will
normally be concerned only with Sections 0, 1, and 2.
Following is a general description of the information
contained in each section:

Section 0 - Land/sea identifier, date/time, and

windspeed indicator.
Section 1 - Data common to land and sea stations.
Section 2 - Data peculiar to sea stations.
Section 3 - Regional code group.
Section 4 - Clouds with bases below station level.
Section 5 - National code groups.
Section 0. Now that you have some basic information

about the code, let's discuss the first section. Section 0 is

used by both land and sea stations. The symbolic
breakdown for land stations is:

YYGGi Itiii

MiMiMiMi. This first group identifies whether the
synoptic report is from a land or sea station. In a bulletin
of reports from land stations, this group is always
encoded as AAXX.

YYGGi, This second group is used to report the
date/time group of the report. The first two characters in

the group (YY) are the day of the month for the scheduled
time (GMT) of the observation. YY will always be a two-
digit number; e.g., 01 for the first day of the month. The
next two characters (GG) are the scheduled time (GMT)
of the observation in whole hours; e.g., 00 for 0000Z, 03

TABLE 1-1
WIND INDICATOR (iw)

If wind speed is in: Then use code figure:

meters per second (estimated speed) 0

meters per second (measured speed) 1

knots (estimated speed) 3

knots (measured speed)
4
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for 03002, 12 for 1200Z, etc. The last character in the
group (iw) is the wind indicator. Table 1 -1 is used to
decode iw. In a report from a U.S. land station,
always encoded as 4.

These first two groups (MiMiMiMi YYGGiW) form
the MANOP heading for a bulletin of reports. The third
group (Viii) in Section 0 will always be the first group in
each of the individual reports contained in a bulletin.

11111. This last group in Section 0 is a five-digit number
called the international index number. The first two
digits (H) are the block number, and the last three digits
(iii) are the station number. Each reporting location has a
unique international index number. For example, the
block number 72 is assigned to the U.S., and the station
number for Green Bay, Wisconsin, is 645. Therefore, the
index number for Green Bay is 72645.

So far, we have discussed the groups as they pertain to
land stations. Here is the symbolic breakdown for sea
stations:

YYGGi,,, D . . . D YYGGi,

As you can see, there are six groups as compared to
three for land stations. Extra groups are needed so that
the ship's location can be pinpointed.

YYGGiw. The same rules apply as in land
stations, with one exceptionMiMiMiMj is encoded as
BBXX rather than AAXX.

DD. . . . D. This group contains the name of the shin
and it may be up to 14 characters in length.

YYGGi, This group is encoded in the same manner
stated earlier. You may wonder why this group is
repeated. The main reason is because old reports may slip
into the bulletins due to the way the data is processed.
Having two date/time groups gives you a way to verify that
you are not using old data.

99444 99 is an indicator for this group, which
gives the latitude of the ship. The latitude is reported in
tenths of a degree; e.g., 99142 means that the ship is
located at 14.2°. But where at 14.2°? The next group
presents that information.

Q,L0L01,,I The first digit (Q) identifies the quarter
of the globe where the ship is located. The quarters are as

Latitude
1 North
3 South
5 South
7 North

Longitude
East
East
West
West

Therefore, if Q is 7, the ship's latitude must be 14.2°
North in the Western Hemisphere. The quarter of the
globe digit is followed by the longitude (1,01.0L,L0),
which is also coded to the nearest tenth of a degree. For
example, if this group is coded as 71326, the longitude is
132.6° West in the Northern Hemisphere.

In summary then, MiMiMMi is coded as either
AAXX (land station) or BMX (sea station). The
YYGGi, group contains the day, the time in whole hours,
and wind indicator. The Iliii group specifies a land
station's international index number. This group is

replaced by sea stations using the D . . . . D YYGGi,
99 LaLaLa QCLOLOLOLO groups. These groups give the
ship's name, time of report, latitude of the ship, and
longitude of the ship, respectively.

Exercises (400):
I. Decode the synoptic report below to answer the

following questions.

AAXX 06124
72258

a. Is the report from a land or ship station?

b. What is the station number?

c. What are the date and the time of the report?

d. How will the windspeed be given in the report?

2. Decode the synoptic report below to answer the
following questions.

BBXX 10063
FOXTROT 10033 99342 30516

a. Is the report from a land or sea station?

b. What are the latitude and longitude of the ship?

c. Is the report a current or old report?

d. What is the name of the ship?

e. How are the windspeeds reported?

401. Decode Section 1 of a synoptic report.

Section 0 was concerned with general information
such as location and date/time of the report. In Section I,
we will get into the "meat" of the report; namely,

s!nformation on clouds, visibility, weather, precipitation,
pressure, and so on.
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TABLE 1-2

INDICATOR FOR INCLUSION OR OMISSION OF PRECIPITATION DATA (iR)

Code
figure

Precipitation data

are reported:

Group 6RRRtR
is:

1 in Section 1 included

2 in Section 3 included

3 in none of the two
Sections 1 and 3

omitted (precipit
ation amount .= 0)

4 in none of the two
sections 1 and 3

omitted (precipitation
amount not available)

Section 1. This section contains 10 groups, which ale
shown in symbolic form below.

iRixIII/V14ddffIsnTrr2sTdTdTd3PoPoPoPo4PPPP 5appp
6RRR47wwW,W28NhCLCNiCH

iRi.th VV. This group must be included in the report.
The first character in the group (iR) is the indicator for
the inclusion or omission of precipitation data (the
6RRRtr group). Use table 1-2 to decode iR. If there is
measurable precipitation at the station during the
reporting period, then iR is encoded as I, and the 6RRRtr
group (discussed later) is also included in Section 1. If the
precipitation amount is zero (not even a trace), iR is
encoded as 3. If the precipitation amount could not be

28

measured, iR is encoded as 4. Code figure 2 from the

table 1-2 is not normally used.
The second character in the group (ix) is the indicator

for the type of station operation and for present and past
weather data. Use table 1-3 to decode ix. If there is
significant present or past weather during the reporting
period, then ix is reported as I, and the 7wwWi W2
weather group (discussed later) is also included in Section
I. If there is no significant present or past weather, ix is
encoded as 2. If the present or past weather could not be
reported, for whatever reason, ix is encoded as 3. Code
figures 4, 5, and 6 are reported by automatic stations

only, but the same rules apply as in code figures I, 2, and

3, respectively.

TABLE 1-3
INDICATOR FOR TYPE OF STATION OPERATION AND FOR PRESENT AND PAST WEATHER DATA (ix)

Cade
figure

Type of station
operation:

Group 7wwW1W2 is

1 manned included

2 manned omitted (no significant
phenomenon to report)

3 manned omitted (not observed,
data not available)

4 automatic included

5 automatic omitted (no significant
phenomenon to report)

6 automatic omitted (not observed,
data not available)
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TABLE 1-4
HEIGHT (AGL) OF LOWEST CLOUD BASE (h)

Code figure Feet Meters

0 0 - 100 0 - 50
1 100 - 300 50 - 100
2 300 - 600 100 - 200
3 600 - 900 200 - 300
4 900 - 1900 300 - 600
5 1900 - 3200 600 - 1000
6 3200 - 4900 1000 - 1500
7 4900 - 6500 1500 - 2000
8 6500 - 8000 2000 - 2500
9 8000 or higher 2500 or higher

or no clouds or no clouds
/ height of base of cloud not known

TABLE 1-5
HORIZONTAL SURFACE VISIBILITY (VV)

Code
figure

Statute
miles Kilometers

Code
figure

Statute
miles Kilometers

00 <1/16 <0.1 44 2 3/4 4.4
01 1/16 0.1 48 3 4.8
02 1/8 0.2 57 4 7
03 3/16 0.3 58 5 8
04 1/4 0.4 60 6 10
05 5/16 0.5 61 7 11
06 3/8 0.6 63 8 13
08 1/2 0.8 65 9 15
10 5/8 1.0 66 10 16
12 3/4 1.2 68 11 18
14 7/8 1.4 69 12 19
16 1 1.6 71 13 21
18 1 1/8 1.8 73 14 23
20 1 1/4 2.0 74 15 24
22 1 3/8 2.2 81 20 35
24 1 1/2 2.4 82 25 40
26 1 5/8 2.6 84 30 50
I28 1 3/4 2.8 85 35 55
30 1 7/8 3.0 87 40 65
32 2 3.2 89 >40 >70
36 2 1/4 3.6
40 2 1/2 4.0

NOTE: The original WHO code table has continuous code figures 00 - 99. Code
figures 90 - 99 are only used in ship reports. The complete code table
is in the FM51-2, Appendix B.

5
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TABLE 1-6
CLOUD COVER

Code
figure

Oktas Tenths

0 0 0

1 1 or less, but not zero 1 or less, but not zero

2 2 2 or 3

3 3 4

4 4 5

5 5 6

6 6 7 or 8

7 7 or more, but not 8 9 or more, but not ten

8 8 IO

9 Sky obscured, or cloud amount cannot be estimated

The third character in the group (h) is used to report
the height above ground level (AGL) of tl.e base of the
lowest cloud seen. Use table 1-4 to decode h. For
example, if the code figure for h is 3, the height (AGL) of
the lowest cloud base is 600 to 900 feet (200 to 300
meters). In addition, a total surface-based obscuration
(no clouds seen) is coded as a solidus (/).

The last two characters in this group (VV) are the
horizontal surface visibility. Table 1-5 includes the code
figures for the reportable visibility values for U.S. land
stations only. The FMH-2 contains a listing of reportable
values for locations other than "ae U.S. Taking an
example from the table, a code figure of 36 is decoded as
2'/4 statute miles.

Nddff This seconri group in Section I must also be
included in all reports. The first character (N) is the total
cloud cover. Use table 1-6 to decode N. As an example, if
N is encoded as 5, the total cloud cover is 5 oktas (5
eighths) or 6 tenths. If the sky is totally obscured and no
clouds are seen, N is encoded as 9.

The next two characters (dd) are the true wind
direction, in tens of degrees. For example, a wind
direction of 180° is encoded as 18. Calm is encoded as

00.
The last two characters (ff) are the windspeed. If the

windspeed is I through 99 knots, then ff is the actual
windspeed. If the windspeed is 100 knots or more, then ff
is the actual windspeed minus 100. When this situation
occurs, 50 is added to dd. As an example, a 112 knot
wind from a direction of 230 degrees would be encoded
as 7312. A calm wind is encoded as 00.

Is,,TTT. This group contains the air temperature, and
it is normally included in all reports. The first character
(I) is the identifier for this group. The second character
(sn) shows the sign of the temperature. If the temperature
is positive or zero, the code figure is 0. If the temperature
is negative, the code figure is 1. The last three characters

(1 1 1 ) are the air temperature in tenths of Celsius
degrees. So if you saw this group encoded as 10035, the
air temperature is +3.5° C. The "1" group is no' encoded
when the air temperature cannot be measured.

2sTdTdTd. This group contains the dewpoint
temperature, and it is normally included in all reports.
The first character (2) is the group identifier while sn
shows the sign of the dewpoint as in the "1" group. The
last three characters (TdTdTd) are the dewpoint
temperature in tenths of Celsius degrees. The "2" group is
not reported when the dewpoint cannot be measured.

3PoPoPoPc, 4PPPP (or 4a3hhh) 5appp. These groups
contain information on pressure. Land stations normally
report all three groups, while sea stations normally report
just the "4" and "5" groups.

The 3P0P0P0P, group contains the station pressure.
The first character (3) is the identifier, and the last four
characters (P0P0P0P0) are the station pressure in tenths of
millibars (mb). If the station pressure is 999.9mb or less,

then that value is encoded for PoPoPoPo. For example, a
station pressure of 984.6mb is coded as 9864. However,
when the station pressure is more than 999.9mb, the
thousands digit is dropped. For example, a station
pressure of 1016.7mb is coded as 0167. This group is
omitted when the station pressure is not available.

The second group (4PPPP) contains the sea-level
pressure. The first character (4) is the group identifier.
The PPPP is the sea-level pressure in tenths of millibars.
PPPP is encoded in the same manner as P0P0P0P. For
instance, a sea-level pressure of 1037.2 is coded as 0372.

Whenever the sea-level pressure cannot be obtained,
the 4a3hhh group replaces the 4PPPP group. The second
character (a3) is the indicator for which geopotential
pressure height (hhh) is being used. The following table
shows the breakdown of a3.

Code Figure
8
7
5

Pressure Level
850mb
700mb
500mb

For instance, if a3 is reported as 7, the geopotential height
(hhh) is for the 700mb level. In addition, the height is
reported in hundreds of meters. Now, let's take a specific
example. If this group is encoded as 48153, the 850mb
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TABLE 1-7
PRESSURE TENDENCY CHARACTERISTIC (a)

Cade
figure

Pressure Tendency Characteristic

0 Increasing, then decreasing; atmospheric pressure the same or higher
than 3 hours ago

1 Increasing, then steady; or increasing,
then increasing more slowly

atmospheric pressure now
2 Increasing (steadily or unsteadily) higher than

three hours ago

3 Decreasing or steady, then increasing;
or increasing, then increasing more
rapidly

4 Steady; atmospheric pressure the same as 3 hours ago

5 Decreasing, then increasing; atmospheric pressure the same or lower
than 3 hours ago

6 Decreasing, then steady; or decreasing,
then decreasing more slowly

atmospheric pressure now
7 Decreasing (steadily or unsteadily) lower than

three hours ago
8 Steady or increasing, then decreasing;

or decreasing, then decreasing more
rapidly

TABLE 1-8
PRECIPITATION AMOUNT (RRR)

Code
figure

MM Code
figure

MM

000 (not used) 990 Trace
001 1 991 0.1
002 2 992 0.2
003 3 993 0.3

994 0.4
995 0.5
996 0.6
997 0.7

988

989
988

989 or more
998

999
0.8

0.9

7 31
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TABLE 1-9
PAST WEATHER (W1 W2)

Code
figure

Past Weather Description

0 Cloud covering k or less of the sky throughout the appropriate period

1 Cloud covering more than k of the sky during part of the appropriate

period and covering LI or less during part of the period

2 Cloud covering more than k of the sky throughtout the appropriate

period

3 Sandstorm, duststorm or blowing snow

4 Fog or ice fog or thick haze

5 Drizzle

6 Rain

7 Snow, or rain and snow mixed

8 Shower(s)

9 Thunderstorms(s) with or without precipitation

NOTE: Only code figures 3 through 9 are considered to be significant past

weather.

level is reported at a height of 1530 meters over the

station.
You may be thinking, "How do I know if the group

being reported is for sea-level pressure or geopotential
height?" The answer is easy. If the second character in the
"4" group is a 9 or a 0, sea-level pressure is being
reported. If the second character is an 8, 7, or 5, the
geopotential height of a pressure level is being reported.

The third group (5appp) is the 3-hour pressure
tendency and pressure change group. The 5 is the
identifier, and the a is the characteristic of the pressure
tendency during the 3 hours preceding the time of the
report. Use table 1-7 to decode the pressure tendency.
The last three characters (ppp) are the actual change in
pressure in tenths of millibars during the 3 hours ending
at the actual time of the observation. For example, a
pressure change of 10.3 millibars is coded as 103, a

change of 6.8 millibars is coded as 068, and a change of
0.5 millibars is coded as 005.

This group is encoded as 5/ppp when the characteristic
is unknown. If both the characteristic and pressure
change are unknown, the group is not included in the

report.
6RRIttR. This group will be included in a report only

when there has been a measurable amount of
precipitation during the 6-hour period preceding the
actual time of the observation for 0000, 0600,1200, and
1800 GMT. The first character (6) is the group identifier.
The next three characters (RRR) are the total amount of
the precipitation during the period. This is the actual
amount of liquid precipitation and the water equivalent
of solid precipitation. The precipitation is reported in
millimeters, using the code figures in table 1-8. If you
want to convert millimeters to inches, use Appendix A in

TABLE 1-10
TIME PERIOD FOR CONSIDERING PASTWEATHER

Time (GMT) of report Beginning time (GMT) of W1W2 Ending time (GMT) of W1W2

0300 0000 0200

0600 0000 0500

0900 0600 0800

1200 0600 1100

1500 1200 1400

1800 1200 1700

2100 1800 2000

0000 1800 2300
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the FMH-2. Your station should have a copy of this
conversion table posted in your work area.

The last character (tR) is the length of time covered by
the 6RRRtR group. It is encoded in sixes of hours using
the following table:

1 = 6 hours
2 = 12 hours
3 = 18 hours
4 = 24 hours

and so on.

For example, if tR is encoded as 2, and the time of the
report is 1800 GMT, then the amount of precipitation
encoded is for the period 0600 GMT through 1800 GMT
(12 hours).

This code figure is needed because some stations are
not open 24 hours a day. This allows these stations a way
to report precipitation for the hours they were closed.

7wwW1 W2. This group contains information about
the weather at the time of the observation, and the past
weather since the last main (6-hourly) synoptic
observation. If there is not significant present weather or
significant past weather, this group will not be included
in the report.

The first character (7) is the identifier. The next two
characters (ww) are the code for the present weather. Use
the left-hand side of foldout 2 (in the supplement to this
volume) to decode ww. As you can see, the code figures
range from 00 to 99; however, only 04 through 99 are
considered significant. Code figures 00 through 03 are
used only when no significant weather has occurred.

The last two characters (WIW2) are used together to
show past weather. Table 1-9 is used to decode WINN/2.
WI is the most significant and W2 is the second most
significant past weather. To determine the most
significant, use the past weather that has the highest code
figure in table 1-9. For instance, if both rain and fog
occurred, W1 would be encoded as 6, and W2 would be
encoded as 4. If the past weather has been the same, the
same code figure is reported for both W1 and W2.

Now let's discuss the time period covered by the past
weather. Table 1-10 shows the time of each report, and
the beginning and ending times of the period for which
past weather is determined. The ending time is always one
hour before the time of the observation (because present
weather is any weather occurring at the time of the
observation or, if none is occurring, the weather during
the hour preceding the observation).

8NhCLCA/CH. This is the last group in Section 1, and it
is used to report any clouds that are present at the time of
the observation. It is not included in the report when
either the sky is clear or when a total obscuration is
present and no clouds can be seen.

The first character (8) is the group identifier. The
second character (Nh) may be either the total amount of
low clouds (CL), or the total amount of middle clouds
(CM). Use table 1-6 to decode Nh.

If there are any CL clouds, whether or not there are
also higher clouds, then Nh is the total amount of all CL
clouds. It does not make any difference if the CL clouds
are at different heights. For example, if 2/10 of stratus at
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500 feet and 3/10 of stratocumulus at 3,000 were
observed, Nh would be encoded as 4, since the total
amount of the CL clouds is 5/10 (4 oktas).

If there are not any CL clouds, but there are CM clouds,
then Nh is the total amount of all the CM clouds. Once
again, it doesn't make any difference if the CM clouds are
at different heights, or if there are also CH (high) clouds.
If there are no CL and CM clouds, but there are CH
clouds, then Nh is encoded as 0.

The last three characters in the group (CLCMCH) are
used to code the principal types of low, middle, and high
clouds. There are 10 code figures for each of the CL, Cm,
and CH clouds. Refer to the middle portion of foldout 2
to read the description of the cloud type for each code
figure. The cloud types are reported in accordance with
the international cloud classification system. Therefore,
to understand the coding of these cloud types, review the
discussion of international cloud types in another volume
of this course.

Now, let's decode a couple of examples of this group.
The first example is 88611. This means that the low clouds
are overcast (8 oktas), and that the low clouds are stratus,
but not of bad weather (CL = 6). The middle and high
clouds cannot be seen (CMCH = //). In the second
example, 8NhCLCMCH is 82050. This means that there
are no low clouds (CL = 0), and that there are scattered
middle clouds (Nh = 2 and CM = 5). The middle clouds
are altocumulus, invading the sky. There are no high
clouds (CH = 0).

This concludes the discussion of all of the groups in
Section 1. Remember that both land and ship stations
include Sections 0 and 1 in their reports. Following is the
complete symbolic breakdown of both sections for you to
review.

MiM,MjM, YYGGiy,
ilia (D.. ..D YYGGL (2oLLLoL) iiixhVV Nddff
IsTTT 2s,TdTdTd 3PoPoPo Po 4PPPP Sappp 6RRRt,

7wwWi W2
8NhCL.CmCli

Exercises (401):
Decode the synoptic report below to answer the following
questions.

AAXX 02124
72258 11661 61520 10132 20060 30017 49986 57035

60531
78099 84501

1. What is the wind direction and speed?

2. What amount of precipitation occurred?

3. How long a time period was used to measure the
precipitation amount?
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TABLE 1-11
HEIGHT OF WAVES AND SWELLS

Coded Height Height in meters Height in feet

00

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

:

less than n.25
0.25 to less than 0.75
0.75

It 1.25

1.25
t, 1.75

1.75
,, 2.25

2.25
,1 2.75

2.75
,, 3.25

3.25
ff 3.75

3.75
,, 4.25

4.25
,, A.75

4.75
,1

.3.25

5.25
,, 5.75

5.75
,, 6.25

6.25
ff 6.75

6.75
,, 7.25

7.25
el 7.75

7.75
,, 8.25

8.25
it 8.75

8.75
,, 9.25

9.25
1, 9.75

9.75
1, 10.25

. .

.

less than 0.8
0.8 to less than 2.5
2.5

,1 4.1

4.1
,, 5.7

5.7
,, 7.4

7.4
,, 9.0

9.0
If 10.7

10.7 " 12.3

12.3 " 13.9

13.9 " 15.6

15.6
- 17.2

17.2 " 18.9

18.9 " 20.5

20.5
,, 22.1

22.1 " 23.8

23.8 " 25.4

25.4 " 27.1

27.1
,1 28.7

28.7 " 30.3

30.3
,1 32.0

32.0 " 33.6

. .

.

4. What are the temperature and dewpoint,
respectively?

5. What is the station pressure?

6. How did the pressure change in the last 3 hours?

7. How much and what type of low clouds are reported?

8. What past weather is reported?

402. Decode Section 2 of a synoptic code report.

As mentioned before, Sections 0 and 1 are reported by
land and sea stations. However, Section 2 is reported by
sea stations only. You may wonder why you need to know
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about this section of the report, since you are at a land
station. The forecaster may need this state of the sea data
to brief an overwater flight.

Section 2. This section consists of nine grout, f
which the first sever, are the primary ones used by you and
the forecaster. Therefore, only these seven groups will be

discussed.
Section 2 is included in reports only from selected

coastal stations and sea stations that have been autb,rized
to inchde information about wind waves and swells in
their observations. The symbolic breakdown for the seven
primary groups is as follows:

222D,V, OST,,,TT, I P,P,,,,PPw. 2PWPWHWHW
3dwidwidv2d.,24Pwt Pw1Hw1Hwi 5Pw2Pw2Hw2 1-12

Any or all of these groups may be encoded, depending
upon the state of the sea. Use the group identifiers (0, 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5) to determine which groups are reported. The
222DsVs group is always reported with Section 2.

222D,V, The first three characters (222) are the
identifier for Section 2 of the report. Since the groups for
Sections 1 and 2 run together, looking for 222 makes it
relativeh easy for you to pick out the beginning of
Section 2 in a report. The fourth character (Ds) is the
direction the ship has moved during the 3 hours

9a
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preceding the observation. Use the following table J
decode Ds.

Code Figure
0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

Direction of Movement
Stationary

NE
E

SE
S

SW
W

NW
N

Unknown

The last character in the group (Vs) is the ship's
average speed during the 3 hours preceding the
observation. Use the following table to decode Vs.

Code Figure Actual Speed of Ship
0 0 knot

1 1-5 knots
2 6-10 knots
3 11-15 knots
4 16-20 knots
5 21-25 knots
6 26-30 knotsi 31-35 knots

36.40 knots
Over 40 knots

OsnT,T,T,,,. The first character (0) is the identifier for
this sea temperature group. The next character (se) is the
sign of the temperature. If the sea temperature is positive
or zero, then the code figure is 0. If the sea temperature is
negative, then the code figure is I. The last three
characters are the sea temperature in tenths of Celsius
degrees.

1P,,P,,,,H,H,. This group is used to report the
characteristics of wind waves. The characteristics are
determined instrumentally. Wind waves are those waves
that are caused by the action of the wind on the water.
Wind waves move in the same direction as the surface
wind.

The first character (1) is t:le identifier for the group.
The next two characters (12,aPwa) are the wave period in
whole seconds. The period of a wave is the average time
between the passage of two successive well-formed crests
past a fixed point. The last two characters (HwaHwa) are
the average wave height. This is reported by determining
the average height of the highest one-third of all waves
observed. Use table I - I I to decode the height.

2P,,1),,H,,11,,,. This group is also used to report wind
waves. The difference between this group and the "1"
group is that the wind waves in this group are determined
visually by the observer. Normally, if the "I" group is
reported, this group will not be reported and vice versa.

The first character (2) is the identifier, and PwPw is the
period of the wave in whole seconds. Use table I - I I to
decode the wave height (HwH,,,), just as you did with the
"I" group.

There are some special rules that apply to the "2"
group. First, if there are no wind waves, the group is
encoded as 20000. Second, if the period cannot be
estimated but the height can, then the group is encoded as
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299HwHw, using the appropriate height value for HwHw.
If neither the period nor the height can be estimates, the
group is encoded as 299//.

3dwidwid,2d,2. This group is used to report the
direction of the swell system(s). A swell system is a long,
often massive, crestless wave. A swell system may or may
not be moving in the same direction as the surface wind.
Furthermore, more than one swell system may be
occurring at a time.

The first character (3) is the identifier for the swell
direction group. The next two characters (dwidwi)are the
true direction, in tens of degrees, from which the first
swell system is moving. The last two characters (dw2dw2)
are the true direction, in tens of degrees, from which the
second swell is moving. If there is only one swell system,
dw2dw2 is encoded as solidi (/1).

4P,/Pm/Hwili,/. This group is used to report the
period and height of the fir.,t swell wave. Use the same
procedure that are in the "I"group to decode this group.

5P,2P,2H,2H,2 As you probably guessed, this group
is used to report the period and height of the second swell
system. Again, you should use the same procedures as in
the "1" group. If there is only one swell system, this group
will not be encoded in the report.

As you can see, Section 2 of the report is quite simple
to decode. The follOwing exercises will give you some
practice in decoding the groups in this section of the
report.

Exercises (402):
I. Decode Section 2 below to answer tin following

questions.

22243 00168 11206 31624 41510 52211
a. What is the direction and speed of movement of

the ship?

b. Is the wind wave determined instrumentally or
visually?

c. What is the height of the second swell?

d. What is the period of the wind wave?

e. Which direction is the first swell coming from?

2. Decode Section 2 below to answer the following
questions.

22215 00082 20000 333// 40803
a. What is the sea temperature?
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Figure 1-2. Plotted synoptic reports.

b. What is the period of the wind wave?

c. How many swell waves are reported?

d. What is the height of the swell?

403. Plot synoptic reports from land and sea stations on

a surface chart.

Plotting Synoptic Reports. While you were attending
the Weather Specialist Course, you learned and
extensively practiced the plotting procedures for the
synoptic code. This objective will not repeat all that
information; instead, it will briefly review those plotting
procedures to refresh your memory.

Foldout 1 depicts the plottinn model and the symbols
used in plotting a report. Take a tew minutes to review the
model. Note the plotting location of each character and
the symbols used in plotting some of the characters.

In reviewing the model, you probably saw that only
Section 1 of the code is plotted. Section 2 is very rarely
plotted, and it will not be discussed.

36 9c

Now, let's discuss the plotting procedures for each
character in Section 1 of the code.

a. IIiiiused to locate the land station.
b. D . . . . Dplot name of ship below all items in

the plotting model (not shown in foldout).
c. YYGGiwnot plotted unless the time is different

from time of map being plotted.
d. LaLaLa used to find latitude of ship.
e. 0cL0L0L0L0used to find longitude of ship. When

ship's location is pinpointed, draw small station circle

around that point.
I ir not plotted.
g. ixnot plotted.
h. hplot code figure direct from report.
i. VVplot code figure direct from report.
j. Nplot symbol that corresponds to code figure in

report.
k. ddffplot using wind shaft and barbs.
1. SnITTround off to whole degrees Celsius and

prefix minus sign if temperature is negative.
m. SnTdTdTdround off to whole degrees Celsius

and prefix minus sign if dewpoint is negative.
n. PoP0P0P0not plotted.
o. PPPPdrop the first character in the code figure

and plot the last three characters.
p. a3hhh if used, it is not plotted.
q. apppplot the pressure tendency symbol that

corresponds to "a" from the report; drop the first
character in the pressure change and plot the last two
characters.
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r. RRRplot code figure direct from report.
s. trplot code figure direct from report.
t. WWplot symbol that corresponds to code figure in

report.
u. W 1 plot symbol that corresponds to code figure in

report.

v. W2notplotted.
w. Nhplot code figure direct from report.
x. CLCMCHplot symbols that correspond to code

figures in the report. Note that CL is plotted below the
station circle and CM and CH are plotted above the
station circle.

Your weather station should have a copy of the
Synoptic Code Plotting Guide (Foldout 1) available for
use in the observing section. Use it as needed when you
have to plot synoptic reports.

Now, let's take some actual synoptic reports to see how
they are plotted on a surface map. Figure 1-2 depicts the
plots for each of the following land and sea reports.

72228 11460 42315 10'42 20100 39977 49968 53012
60021 70188 83270

72306 31120 82105 10113 20109 30036 40018 52023
71044 88600

72206 11674 41603 10168 20145 39994 49993 51018
60171 70198 81171

TANGO 11124 99280 70735 11881 11506 10226 10187
40037 50019 60081 70188 81060

ROMEO 11124 99302 70722 32871 21908 10193 20156
40026 82011

As you can see, the plotting procedures are quite
simple. However, the difficult part is developing plotting
speed, so that you can complete your maps in a timely
manner. Old map data is of little or no use to the
forecaster. Therefore, you should practice plotting
synoptic reports so that you are prepared when bad
weather occurs.

Exercises (403):
Plot the following sync;...,,c. reports on the surface map
provided in figure 1-3.

ACF

MV41. IVM /258cu
0 GG0 2 TYR

SHV
/

2 9 0 8

ACT

GRK

0 Br
AUS 294254

es551.4

COT

L.RD

KIM

/V286

kg. AI.

SAT
,

3 VCT

NIR 21
°CRP j;6

All f241
0

NQI

RYNI4 F BRO.

FR

0
)LCH

\
PA2H

2140U,n 11
243WG221V

Nam
O

AEA

03

235 1

MCA
0 Mob

st% 0 j

2

PI

Figure -3. Blank surface map for objective 403, exercises I through 6.

1. 72231 11002 82008 10261 20259 30116 40115 4. 72253 11661 42217 10187 20146 39998 49990
56031 60021 74254 88611. 57059 69921 70398 83272.

2. 72240 31461 62114 10249 20224 30098 40092 5. BRAVO 17184 99282 70953 32961 22112 10223
58045 70144 83501. 20194 40101 55032 80001.

3. 72256 11332 83020 10143 20107 39993 49982 6. SIERRA 17184 99273 70918 31661 42309 10234
53062 69922 79588 8697/. 20191 40128 55028 70199 82104.
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404. Decode an airways report. 3. What obstruction to vision is causing the visibility to
be lowered?

Airways Code. After completing Volume 2, you
should have knowledge of the coded elements in the
airways code. You should realize the uses and great
importance this code has in daily weather station
operations within the U.S. Turn to foldout 4 in the
supplement to this volume and you will find that the
airways code provides for three different possible plotting
models. One of the chief advantages of using the airways
code is that the remarks of operational and
meteorological significance are included and reports are
received hourly; whereas the synoptic reports are received

once every 3 hours. Each weather station has established
requirements to plot LAWCs. These charts are normally
plotted using the airways code.

Check foldout 4 for a breakdown of the elements
reported in the airways code. The plotting of the airways
code is very similar to the synoptic code, with a few

exceptions:
a. The complete sky condition is plotted to the lower

right of the station circle.
b. Sky cover is reported in contractions, but plotted as

symbols.
c. Maximum or minimum temperature is plotted

below the dewpoint temperature.
Follow plotting procedures included in foldout 4 for

all other elements.

Exercises (404):
From the airways report below answer the following
questions:

PIA W3X 1/4F 135/33/33/1805/991

I. What is sky cover?

2. The sea level pressure is

4. The temperature is

5. What are the direction and speed of the wind?

6. The altimeter setting is inches.

405. Correct a plotted airways report.

To correct the airways plot in figure 1-4, we need to do
the following:

h(h) Sky condition. Plot the entire sky condition, not
just the ceiling layer as in the incorrect plot.

ww Present weather. When a thunderstorm is
occurring with rain showers, plot the
thunderstorm symbol with a dot above .

RR Precipitation. Plot .03, not 3 as shown in the
incorrect plot.

The station circle must have an overcast plotted, not
broken as shown. It must agree with the greatest amount
of sky cover, not the ceiling layer.

REMARKSSea level pressure. When the pressure is
estimated as in the report above, be sure to
plot the E to show that the pressure was
estimated.
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AIRWAYS REPORT

Tot 12 SCT E25 BKN 80 OVC ?TRW- E149/80/74/1509/E998/1 NE-3 AND
CB SW-NW MOV8 N/ 50703 KW

80 >IC 149

7 r- 1, 07 \/
74 23 E25®

3
T NES

INCORRECT

74 Et 12(1)E2508ozp
.03

T NE-S AND
CB SWNW MOVE N

CORRECT

25-748

Figure 1-4. Incorrect and correct airways station plot.
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CHAPTER 2

Upper Air Codes

UPPER AIR data furnishes us information about the state of
the atmosphere beyond the reach of our surface instruments.
Without the benefit of this upper level data, locating the
position and height of the tropopause jetstream becomes
virtually impossible. Data regarding the positions of upper
air troughs and ridges, the advection of heat and moisture,
and thickness between constant pressure surfaces would be
missing from our weather maps without upper air observa-
tions. This wealth of information becomes meaningful to
you only when you understand the codes used to record the
data. Knowing the codes permits you to evaluate the
plotting of skew-T diagrams, constant pressure charts,
winds aloft, and station continuity charts.

In this chapter, you take a fresh look at the radiosonde
code (TEMP and TEMP SHIP) and upper wind code
(PILOT and PILOT SHIP). Once you have reviewed each
group of both codes, a study of the plotted data on the
various charts follows. The plotting models are guided by
the general instructions found in AWSR 105-22. Where
plotting policy is left to local option, an existing plotting
method is suggested.

2-1. Radiosonde Code

The radiosonde code handbook discusses the code format
used and the data for radiosonde code. The complete code is
divided into four indiVidual parts (A, B, C and D). Parts A
and C are specified for worldwide distribution. Parts B and
D are normally intended for distribution in continental or
regional areas. The United States has elected to collect and
distribute Parts A and B in a single message. The code name
"TEMP" has been assigned to the upper air observation
from a land station. The code names are for precise
reference purposes only and are not transmitted.

Parts A and B, normally completed soon after termina-
tion of the sounding, are transmitted tirct to provide
sounding data up to and including 100 mb. This makes data
available while the remainder of the sounding is being
evaluated and coded. Several hours later the remaining
parts, C and D, are distributed. Each of the coded parts
contains a specific type of level.

It is customary to call certain standard isobaric surfaces
mandatory levels. These standard levels, chosen by a WMO
agreement, must appear in every report, provide .1, of
course, the sounding reaches them. Parts A and C are
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composed of standard levels. Part A contains only the
standard levels at 100 mb and below. Parts B and D contain
levels, occurring between the standard levels, representing
significant changes in either temperature or humidity
encountered during the sounding. Hence, we use the term
"significant level." Part B includes significant levels up to
100 mb. The following format shows the radiosonde code
that applies to WMO Region IV (North and Central America)
and V (Southwest Pacific).

PART A:

TTAA YYGGId hill
99P0P0 ToToT.D0D0 dod0f0f0f0
0011:th TTT,DD ddfff
8511$:11 TTT,DD ddfff

TTT,DD ddfff
50hhh TTT,DD ddfff
40hhh TTT,DD ddfff

30hhh TTT,DD ddfff
25hhh TTT,DD ddfff
20hhh TTT,DD ddfff
15hhh TTT,DD ddfff
10hhh TTT,DD ddfff
88P,PiPt TiT,TADI dtd,ftfif,

77 or 66PmPmPm dmdmfmfmfm
4VbVbV,V,

PART B:

(Identification Section 1)

(Surface Data)

(Standard Isobaric Surfaces
Section 2)

(Tropopause DataSection
3)
(Maximum Wind Data
Section 4)

TTBB YYGGAIiii (Identification Section 1)

00P0P0P0 T0T0T1000D0
IIPPP TrTaDD
22PPP TTT,DD

33PPP TTT,DD . . , etc.
51515 101AdrAdi

PAAT C:
TTCC

70hhh TTT,DD ddfff
;;Ohhh TTT,DD ddfff
3Chhh TTT,DD ddfff
20hhh TT7,DD ddfff
10hhh TTT,DD ddfff
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(Surface Data)
(Significant LevelsSection
5)

(Regional CodesAdditional
DataSection 8)

(Identification Section 1)

(Standard Isobaric Surfaces
Section 2)



Exercises (416):
1. Answer questions, a through e, using the following

coded report:

UUAA 77121 99471 70169 14676 99021 11811 16022 00181
10411 16022 85500 01016 17027 700058 06368 16032 50562
20974 16028 40724 32368 15028 30920 483// 14045 25037
581// 14069 20175 613// 14035 15358 547// 25004 10616
571// 29009 88211 63311 14052 77240 15072;

a. What information is obtained from the first
group?

b. The 99471 group indicates the and is
° N.

c. What information can be decoded from the
70169 group?

d, The fourth group includes what information?

e What are the temperature and dewpoint at the
water surface?

2. Use the following coded report to answer questions a
through d.

UUAA 77111 99568 70197 18269 99014 09812 21018 0e115
08217 ///// 85437 00017 21029 70966 06762 21538 50552
23158 22059 40711 35156 22079 30906 481// 22098 25024
571// 22121 20162 63 I // 22097 15342 587// 22060 10597
591// 25048 88208 643// 22104 77234 22129 42532;

a. What are the ship's latitude and the longitude?

b. What is the Marsden Square number?

c. The height of the 1000-mb surface is
(coded figure).

d. What are the wind direction and speed at the
250-mb surface?
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2-2. Upper Wind Code
Code name "PILOT" refers to the upper-wind report

from a land station. The form of the code used by ships in
reporting upper-wind observations differs from the form
used by land stations only in regard to the identification
data. Just as in TEMP SHIP, the Iliii Identifier is
replaced by the groups 9 9LaLaLa QcLoLoLoLo
MMMULAULo. These groups were covered in objective
416. Upper winds serve for plotting station continuity
charts, winds-aloft maps, specific level winds on the
skew-T, and gradient winds. Since a radiosonde sounding
furnishes upper winds, both PILOT and TEMP codes
may be derived from a single sounding. In this way,
duplication of observation and coding can be avoided.
Like TEMP code, four parts (A, B, C, and D) divide the
upper-wind code.

These parts possess the same characteristics for
collection and distribution, level orientation, and stratum
coverage at the TEMP code. Part A is intended for
worldwide distribution and contains winds for standard
isobaric levels; Part B furnishes winds at significant and
fixed regional levels. Parts A and B cover the stratum
between surface and 100 mbs.

Upper wind data are normally available four times
daily, beginning at 0000 GMT. At those times when the
wind observation coincides with radiosonde reporting
(0000 and 1200Z), the upper winds are attached to the
radiosonde report. Because of this grouping together,
Part A PILOT becomes unnecessary, since it duplicates
wind data reported in Part A TEMP. This is also true for
Part C PILOT and TEMP. The complete code is outlined
here in much the same manner as the radiosonde code.
The format below illustrates symbolically the four parts
of the code.

PART A:
PPAA YYGGa4 ]lilt (Identification

Section 1)
44nP, PI
or
55nP, PI
----

44nP, PI
or
55nP, PI

77P.Pm Pm
or
66PmPm Pm
or

7HmHmHm
or
6HmHmHmHm

PART B:
PPBB YYGG,, Iliii

9tbui u2u3

9tui u2u3

PART C:
PPCC YYGG,4 lulu

ddfff ddfff ddfff

ddfff ddfff ddfff

dmdmfmfmfm 4VbVbVaVa

dmomfmfmfm 4VbVbV,V,

ddfff ddfff ddfff
..., .... ....

ddfff ddfff ddfff
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(Standard Isobaric
SurfacesSection
2)

(Maximum Wind
DateSection 3)

(Identification
Section 1)
(Fixed Regional
Levels and
Significant
LevelsSection 4)

(Identification
Section 1)
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44n PI PI
or
55nP, PI
----

44NP1 P1
or
55nPi P1
7711,,,P,,,P,
or
66P,PmP,.
Or

71-1,14,,,H,. H,T,

or
6H,H,H,H,
PART D.
PPDD YYGGD4 11ill

9
or tfluiu2u3
I

9
Or tntl 1 U2U3

i

ddfff ddfff ddfff

ddfff ddfff ddfff

dmd,fmfmfm 4 VbVbV,V,

dmdrufmfmfm 4VbVbV,V,

ddfff ddfff ddfff

ddfff ddfff ddfff

(Standard Isobaric
Surfaces Section
2)

(Maximum Wind
DataSection 3)

(Identificatioa
Section 1)

(Fixed Regional
Levels and
Significant
LevelsSection 4)

416a. (459for computer answer key and feedback
reference only). Decode the upper wind code, Parts A
and C.

Upper Wind Code, Parts A an C. Standard levels are
the same standard isobaric surfaces reported in the
radiosonde code. Quantitative changes in direction or
speed appear in the code as significant levels. Added to
these two types are fixed altitude levels included by
regional agreement. Parts A and C contain the standard
levels with 100 mb as the dividing level. Since these
winds are included in Parts A and C of the radiosonde
code, Parts A and C of the upper-wind code are normally
not used in Region IV.

Identification section. Identification data, with the
exception of the message identifier, is identical for all
parts of the code. Date-time data (YYGGa4) gives you the
same information as in the radiosonde code, including
the unit of measurement for windspeed. Code item a4 in
the date-time group relates to the method of obtaining
winds reported in the code. The meaning of the code
figures for a4 are:

Code Figure Equipment

0 Pressure instrument associated with wind-measuring
instrument.

1 Optical theodolite.
2 Radio theodolite.
3 Radar.
4 Pressure Instrument associated with wind-measuring

equipment, but pressure element failed during ascent.

The type of observing equipment used is also reflected in
the indicator for standard levels discussed in the next
topic.

Standard isobaric levels. An indicator group (55nP1 P1
or 44nP1 P1) introduces a series of standard levels. When

the standard levels are located by means of pressure-
measuring equipment (a4 of 0) 44 is reported. When
winds are reported at altitudes approximating the
standard isobaric surface heights (a4 of 1-4), 55 is
reported. The digit reported for n reveals the number of
surfaces reported in series and cannot exceed three. P !Pi
is a pressure indicator for the first level of the series. An
indicator group 44385 tells you that the levels are located
by pressure measurement (44), three standard levels are
included in the first series, and the first level of the series
is at 850 mb (85). The three wind groups that follow the
indicator are coded in ddfff form and represent the winds
for the 850-, 700-, and 500-mb standard pressure levels.
The 55nPI Pi groups are repeated as many times as
needed to report all the standard isobaric levels.

Maximum winds. Part A contains the reporting of
maximum wind data. One of two possible methods is used
in reporting maximum wind data. The format 77PmPmPm
or 6 6PmPmPm represents one method, and
7HmHmH,Hm or 6HmHmHmHm, a second method. The
method used depends entirely upon whether the level of
maximum wind was determined by pressure measurement
(PmPmPm) or by means of a height computation
(1-1,1-1,H,Hm)

The data reported for PmPmPm represents the pressure
at the level of maximum wind. Up to and including 100
nib, the pressure is reported to the nearest whole millibar
and to the nearest tenth of a millibar above 100 mb.
When pressure data is not available, the level of the
maximum wind is reported with respect to a computed
altitude, represented by HmHmHmHm. The altitude is
reported in increments of 30 feet. For example, if the
code figure 1400 is reported, the true altitude can be
obtained by multiplying the reported value by 30 (1400
x 30 = 42,000 feet).

The indicators 66 (or 6) and 77 (or 7) express the same
'waning as in the radiosonde code. The max wind group
itself, "dmdmfmf,1,," decodes the same as any wind
group. If the maximum wind was not observed, the
indicator group 77999 is inserted to give positive
notification that the maximum wind data is not available.

Exercises (416a):
1. Decode the upper level winds for the following levels

from the TEMP SHIP report below:

QQAA 77173 99470 70170 14677 55385 20022 21023
14026 55340

14034 14037 15046 18022 26006 28014 77999

a. The 850-mb level-
b. The 300-mb level-
c. The 250-mb level-
d. Maximum winds are-

2. From the upper wind report below, decode the upper
level winds for the levels indicated.

QQAA 77173 99568 70196 18269 55385 22016 20527
22046 55340

22064 21587 21595 55320 21106 21079 23048 77247
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a. iThe 100-mb level'
b. The 300-mb level.
c. The 700-mb level.
d. Maximum wind is

416b. (460for computer answer key and feedback
reference only.) Decode an upper wind code, Part B;
indicate its role in the rawinsonde report; and
differentiate between Parts B and D of the code.

Upper Wind Code, Parts B and D. Parts B and D
contain the fixed altitude levels with significant levels
placed between. Whenever a fixed altitude level closely
approximates the height of a standard level, the report
omits the fixed altitude level. This explainswhy 5000 feet
(850 mb) and 10,000 feet (700 mb), for example, do not
appear as fixed altitude levels.

Significant and fixed altitude levels. These levels in Part
B are also preceded by an indicator group. The key to
decoding the data in this section is the 9Tnu1 u2u3 group.
The first digit, 9, is an indicator identifying the group and
specifying that the levels reported are below 100,000 feet
and that the altitude figure is expressed in 1000 -foot
increments. The to element specifies the altitude of the
winds in tens of thousands of feet of the first wind-data
group following. In effect, this means that a tn coded as
"0" refers to winds below 10,000 feet. If to is I, the base
level of the winds reported in the data groups is 10,000
feet; a to of 2 means a base level of 20,000 feet, and so on
up to 90,000 feet. The figures coded for "Ili u2u3" specify
the units digits of the wind levels in increments of 1000
feet for the three successive levels. For example, a
9tnu1u2u3 group coded as 91246 indicates that the wind
data are for 12,000, 14,000 and 16,000 feet.

The three data groups that follow the 9tnuiu2u3 group
are, again, encoded the same as wind-data groups in the
radiosonde code. However, there may not always be three
data groups. If the 9tnu1 u2u3 group is used to report less
than three levels, solidi (/) will be coded in the group for
u2 and u3, as appropriate. For example, if the termination
of the sounding occurred at 98,000 feet, the group 998//,
followed by the wind-data group, would be the proper
method of encoding this information. As a matter of fact,
the wind at termination is always included as the last
significant level, just as the wind at the surface is always
encoded as the first significant level.

The group 9tnu1u2u3 used in Part E may take on a
slightly different form in Part D. The 9 indicator
specified that the levels reported in Part B were below
100,000 feet and that the altitude figure was expressed in
increments of 1000 feet. If the ascent extends to 100,000
feet and higher, the indicator 1 is used in lieu of the 9.
The indicator 1 specifies that the levels reported are
100,000 feet or above and are expressed in increments of
1000 feet. Following the last wind-data group, the
message separation signal signifies the end of the
complete message. The 9 group is repeated as many times
as necessary to report all significant and fixed altitude
levels.

Rawinsonde Code. When the elements of Parts A and
B of the radiosonde code ("1"TAA and TTBB) are

combined with elements in Part B of theupper wind code
(PPBB), they form a rawinsonde report.

When Parts C and D (TTCC and TTDD) are
combined with Part D (PPDD) and are transmitted
together, they furnish data above 100 mbs in the
rawinsonde report.

Exercises (416b):
1. Which part of the upper winds code is included in the

rawinsonde report?

2. Answer the questions on decoding of Part B of the
upper winds code from the following report;

PPBB 78000 72311 90023 07003 05504 05006 90467 05004
05013 05417 9089/05018 05018 91246 05016 05017 035149205/ 04512 04521 93035 04518 03527 04027 94148 02025
03014 27008 950// 29008

a. What are the wind direction and speed at the
surface?

b. Decode the 9205/ group.

c. What are the windspeed and direction at the
50,000-foot level?

3. What is the main difference between the Part B and
Part D in the upper air code?

2-3. Skew-T, Constant Pressure, and Winds Aloft
Charts

Now that you have reviewed the radiosonde and
upper-wind codes, we will review the plotting of this data.
Then we will go one step further and cover the detection
and correction of plotting errors.

417. Use the rawinsonde data provided to detect and
correct any errors on the plotted thermodynamic
diagram (skew-T).

Before you begin checking for errors, a review of some
of the plotting rules is appropriate.

Plotting Skew-T Charts. The thermodynamic diagram
(skew-T) is a commonly plotted chart used by weather
personnel. The number of required charts depend upon
sources of data, season, and the extent of the desired
analysis. In normal operations, one chart is used for each
reporting station, and not more than two surroundings of
new data are plotted on it.
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When preparing a skew-T chart, enter a trace from a
previous sounding on the chart for continuity. A 12-hour
interval between reports permits the forecaster to see on
one chart the atmospheric changes that occur at a
particular station. Trace the temperature and dewpoint
curves from the preceding (continuity) sounding in black
ink or pencil without transcription of data or circling of
any point. Usually, you do this before plotting the first
new sounding. Plot the first rew sounding that is 6 or 12
hours later than the black continuity traced in blue
pencil, and plot the second new sounding (12 or 24 hour
after the black trace) in red pencil. This plotting method
allows the use of red for the third set of curves to
emphasize the latest data.

A free air temperature curve and a dewpoint curve are
plotted for each sounding. Locate the points to be plotted
on the chart by reference to the pressure and temperature
(free air or dewpoint) of the level. Plot dewpoint
temperatures after subtracting the dewpoint depression
from the free air temperature. A plotting template is
available for this purpose. Indicate the temperature and

dewpoint by a small dot located at the appropriate
pressure level. Draw a small circle of approximately 1/8-
inch diameter around each dot on the temperature and
dewpoint curves. This circle will aid in locating the
points when you draw the connecting lines. The circle
further aids in identifying significant points on the
curves. Always represent the free air temperature curve
by a solid line and the dewpoint curve by a dashed line.
Identify superadiabatic lapse rates by entering "SUPER"
near the curve and drawing lines to the boundaries.

To show temperature and dewpoint curves through

strata of doubtful data, draw them in the normal manner;
however, the limits of these strata must be indicated in the
space above the legend at the bottom right of the diagram

(e.g., TEMP DBTFL 610-550 MB) in the same color that
you use for plotting the curves. Where there is a stratum
of missing data, terminate the curves at the lower
boundary of the stratum and start the curves again a. the

upper boundary of the stratum. Enter the symbol
"MISDA" in the middle
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of the stratum of missing data in the same color you use for
plotting the curves. "MISDA" is also entered whenever a
stratum contains no dewpoint data and the air temperature is
warmer than 40° C. Since dewpoint data is not encoded
for air temperatures colder than 40° C., no plotted remark
is necessary for missing dewpoint data above that point.

For levels from 1000 to 100 mb, enter the height of each
standard level on the isobar to which it pertains just inside
either edge of the diagram. Enter the heights for levels
above 100 mb just inside the right edge. If necessary, adjust
the position of height entries to avoid conflict with other
plotted data. Enter all height values exactly as they are
received

Plot wind data at the standard levels in the same color as
the corresponding sound curves, using wind shaft and
barbs. Plot wind data at other levels, taken from the upper
wind report for the same time, on the solid dots. Plot these
reports in the same manner that you would plot winds on
surface charts (north is at the top of the diagram, a full barb
equals 10 knots, etc.). Use the right-hand staff for the first
wind report, and plot succeeding reports on the middle or
left-hand staff. Usually you do not copy the winds for the
continuity trace unless the forecaster specifically desires
them, in which case they are plotted on the right-hand staff.

For identification, enter a legend for each sounding that is
plotted. Station index number (or location identifier), sta-
tion name, and time and date (GMT) complete the legend.
Use the same color for legend entries that you use for the
corresponding sounding curves. When a scheduled sounding
is not received, complete the legend entries and enter the
101 group, identifying the reason for no observation in the

0111111.

space above the legend in the appropriate color. If a 101
group is not received, enter "Z MISG."

Possible Plotting Errors. Experience in plotting skew-T
charts teaches you how to detect errors or at least suspect
mistaken plotting. However, not all errors result from
plotting. If, for example, the winds for the standard and
significant levels are all generally from 270°, while the
wind direction at some middle level is reported as 170°, it is
reasonable to suspect an error at that level. This is particu-
larly true if this reported wind is closely bracketed in height
by winds that are reported from 270°.

Errors in temperature plotting can be detected usually by
inspection of the sounding and by comparison with the
previous sounding. Unmarked superadiabatic lapse rate
should be rechecked for accuracy. Gross or erratic changes
from the previous sounding or nearby soundings are potent
tial errors. Many plotted temperatures are victims of a 10°
error, which plotters inadvertently commit because of the
skewed temperature lines. Accidently connecting a dewpoint
to the temperature curve also causes an unusual looking
lapse rate. It is always a good idea to clip the radiosonde
report to the plotted skew-T. Then when a question arises
about the accuracy of the plot, it can be checked immedi-
ately without having to search for the filed report. The
skew-T chart's value as an analysis and forecast tool
attaches a high degree of importance to accurate and rapid
plotting. A carelessly drawn skew-T is worthless.

Check the coded data given below with the actual plotted
skew-T for station 304 (Hatteras NC) on foldout 6 in the
separate inclosure to this volume.

USUSI MAX 010000
TTAA 51001 72304 99027 17633 17005 00234 19258 17518 85603
07827 20025 70200 06280 21525 50588 10780 25034 40756 22180
26542 30961 38956 27042 25083 487// 27041 20226 603// 27041
15400 729// 28555 10645 69911 31035
88150 729// 28555
77154 28063 41527

1-CBB 5100 72304 00027 17633 11016 19657 22802 03815 33799
02880 44787 09480 55633 03280 66447 16580 77428 18561 88417
20180 99400 22180 11300 38956 22150 729// 33142 679// 44128
647// 55100 699// 51515 SUPER 80.80

PPBB 51000 72304 90012 17005 17520 18021 90345 19022 19523
20024 90678 20025 20027 20028 909// 21025 91246 22029 22029
23030 917/1 22531 92035 25537 26049 26541 9305/ 26541 27541
94059 27041 28063 29035 9503/ 29043 30542

You will find the following errors in plotting:
a. The height of the 850-mb level.
b. The height of the 250-mb level.
c. The additional data group 51515 SUPER 80-80 not

plotted.
d. The remark "M ABOVE" not plotted at the termina-

tion of dewpoint curve.
e. The station not plotted (Hatteras NC).
f. In the 66447 level, 13.5 plotted should have been

16.5

30

g. In the 22150 level, 71.9 plotted should have been
72.9.

h. Winds at 400-mb level, 50 knots should have been 42
knots, 260° should have been 270°.

i. No horizontal line drawn for tropopause level.
j. Maximum wind has no arrowhead.
k. In the 77428 group, 39.5 plotted for dewpoint

should have been 29.5.
1. No wind plotted for 45,000 ft.
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o
rate until 1300Z when the new predominant conditions 7. Give the amount, type, and height of clouds forecastare forecast to occur. for 1400Z.

Exercises (424):
Decode the elements in the TAF below by answering the
questions that follow.

TAF KBLV 1010 27020/35 2000 97XXTS 8CI3012 QN142991INSCIG012
GRAM/ 1719 25015 9999 WX NIL 3SCO20 4AC080ONH2998INS CIG080
INTER 2023 00000 9000 10BR 3ST008 5SCO20 CIG020.

8. What is the lowest altimeter setting expected?

9. What is the forecast visibility between 1900 and
1. What station is the forecast for? 2000Z?

2. What does the contraction "TAF" mean? 10. What type of weather is forecast at 1900Z?

3. What are the beginning and ending times of the 11. What is the forecast ceiling height between 2000 andforecast? 2300Z?

4. What are the forecast wind direction and speed for 12. What are the wind direction and speed expected to be1600Z? between 0100 and 1000Z?

5. What is the forecast visibility between 1000 and
1700Z?

6. Describe the forecast weather between 1000 and
-.....,,, 1700Z.

45

13. What is the forecast sky condition after 0100Z?
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CHAPTER 4

Communications

WEATHER DATA obsemd or received during your shift

on duty are needed for the planning of USAF operations.

Weather not only affects flight operations but l!so has a

direct bearing on most military operations. Your weather

observations need immediate dissemination to all local

operating units so that decisions concerning the weather's

influence on their operations can be made. In addition, your

observations are relayed to all other locations that need the

information for their operations.
Both military and civilian weather observations are sent

throughout the world. They may be transmitted by teletype,

radioteletype, and continuous wave (CW) radio broadcast.

This exchange of worldwide weather data supports civilian

as well as military forecasting activities.
This chapter discusses the various methods used to

transmit and receive weather data of all types. If your
assignment is at a detachment, your primary concern :s the

dissemination of weather data to the local operating agen-

cies. Your next concern is the transmission of the weather

data to the Automated Weather Network (AWN). You will

study the responsibilities of the Air Force Communications

Command (AFCC), the Air Weather Service (AWS), and

the Modernized Weather Teletypewriter Communications
System (MWTCS) in the exchange of weather data. This

chapter also discusses the facsimile networks, the CONUS

Meteorological Data System (COMEDS), the local dissemina-

tion procedures, the automatic telephone answering device,

and the pilot to metro services (PMSV) radio. The chapter

ends with a discussion of weather communications quality

control.

4-1. Weather Communications Systems

Long-line dissemination of weather data between t., mili-

tary weather stations is done by an automatic collection-
dissemination network operated by weather editors and

AFCC personnel. At most AWS assignments, your duties

include handling and transmitting weather data. These tasks

contribute to the global interchange of weather data and are

essential to the operational effectiveness of your unit. As an

observer, you are a keyinan in this interchange of weather

data. To fully understand your role in the dissemination of

weather data, you must know about the various weather

networks and their operation.
The USAF/DCS weather communications networks are

the weather teletype networks, including the AWN, the
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weather facsimile networks, and the global weather inter-

cept and broadcast it;;.works. They provide the facilities for
rapid interchange of weather data on a worldwide basis.

The mission of the USAF/DCS weather communications

network is to provide communications service to the De-

partment of Defense (DOD) agencies and the Air Weather

Service in support of global missions. Weather data, be-

cause of its unique character and because of the volumes of

information which must have wide and timely dissemina-

tion, requires special communications network and message

handling procedures. The USAF/DCS weather communica-

tions networks and the AWN provide this unique service.

To make this service operate smoothly, all AWS person-

nel who operate weather communications facilities must

follow the procedures and schedules contained in AWSR

105-2, Weather Communications, and AFCCR 105-2,
Weather Communications Operations and Management.
Operating schedules, detailed instructions, and supplemen-

tary procedures are issued by the responsible AFCC eche-

lons to expand on AFCCR 105-2. AWS publishes a master

weather message catalog AWSP 105-52, which contains
complete descriptions of all weather message products

available within the USAF weather communications sys-

tem. These publications govern the military contribution to

the overall interchange of weather data. We will first
examine the teletype networks and their contribution to the

weather information system.

425. From a data or circuit description, determine the
sector of the AWN to which it belongs or the agency
responsible for the data or circuit routing.

The interchange of weather data between various coun-

tries is done through sophisticated communications system.

These highly computerized systems are able to handle large

volumes of data within a very short time. In addition,
centralization of the data relay sites has reduced costs while

improving the data available. Much of the military and
civilian weather dissemination system has been absorbed

into this unified system, called the Automated Weather

Network. First we will examine the individual systems

which make up the network and then the overall network.

Air Weather Service Teletype System. In 1976, the
three-circuit COMET (CONUS Meteorological Teletype
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routine and special (near real-time) astro/geophysical data
and for relaying forecasts to and from the Aerospace
Environmental Support Center (AESC), NORAD, Cheyenne
Mountain Complex CO. The data and forecasts are used to
make decisions affecting various military communications
systems.

Exercises (425):

1. Which weather circuit transmits low-speed (100-word-
per-minute) data between the United States and the
Azores? Who controls this circuit?

2. Name the circuit which links military weather stations
within the United States.

3. Which center has all FAA aviation weather data pass
through it before reaching ADWS?

4. Name the system through which military rawinsonde
data is transmitted within the United States.

5. What weather relay center transmits Southeast Asian
weather data?

6. On which circuit are State forecasts transmitted?

7. Which group is responsible for evaluating data from
ionospheric soundings and determining which military
communications systems to use?

426. Given message origin and termination locations,
trace the routing of a weather message through the
AWN.

Intercepts. Countries with isolated areas or primitive
communications systems send most of their weather data by
radio. The Air Force and Navy operate intercept radio
receiving sites to obtain this weather data. By operating
these sites, not only are more reports available; but the data
received is more timely. Delays encountered in relaying the
data through civilian channels can be as much as 6 hours.

Some reporting stations may not be listed in the directory
published by the WMO. If the intercept sites receive such
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data along with data from known sites in the same message
group, the unknown station's location can be estimated. As
more data is received and compared, the site's location can
be more closely established. Once the site is located with
sufficient accuracy, the data it transmits can be used to fill
in details within lesser sampled areas of the world. This
locator function is performed at the weather editor section
of Carswell ADWS.

Five Air Force and one Navy site handle most of the
intercept work. Each site is assigned an area of responsibili-
ty. In addition, each site is equipped to act as a backup
receiving site for the others. The general area each site
monitors is located in table 4-1 and in AWSR 100-1,
Global Weather Intercepts.The table also lists the nearest
center through which the weather message is relayed to the
AWN. For example: Torrejon, Spain, would pass its
weather intercepts through the relay center at Croughton,
England. The Clark AB, Philippines, intercepts would be
passed through the Hickam AFB, Hawaii, relay center.

Exercises (426):

1. An FAA briefer at St Louis MO requests current weather
for Cairo, Egypt. If the message was intercepted at
Incirlik AB Turkey, list the AWN relay points through
which it passed.

2. Sunspot activity blocks radio reception of New Zealand
weather transmissions at all Far East intercept sites.
However, Torrejon, Spain, is able to receive the mes-
sages. Trace the message route to an AF forecast site at
Seoul, Korea, and to the Fleet Numerical Oceanography
Center at Monterey CA.

TABLE 4-1
INTERCEPT STATIONS AND MONITOR AREAS

Intercept
Station

Monitored
Area

Relayed to
AWN Through

RAP Croughton,
England

USSR Croughton,
England

Torrejon AB. Western and Croughton.
Spain Southern Africa England

Incirlik AB. Middle East, and Croughton.
Turkey Southern USSR England

°wade AS,
Japan

People's Republic
of China, North

Nickam AFB HI

Korea. Eastern
USSR

Clark AB,
Philippines

South East Asia,
People's Republic
of China

Nick= APB NI

San Miguel US
Navy Communications
Station,

Philippines

Australia,

Indonesia,
Paskistan
New Zealand,
India

Nickam AFB HI
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3. A weather message is intercepted from central
Australia routed to AFGWC. List the sites it passed
through to get there.

427. Szcte the objective and composition of the Air
Force Digital Graphics System.

System Description. The Air Force Digital Graphic
System (AFDIGS) is a weather communications system
that provides facsimile products to all USAF weather
units, except for approximately 20-25 units. These few

units use other facsimile equipment to obtain needed
facsimile products not available at Air Force Global
Weather Central (AFGWC).

The Air Force Global Weather Central is the focal
point of the system, because it has the primary
responsibility for disseminating facsimile products over
the AFDIGS. To accomplish this task, AFGWC gathers
information from three main sources: the National
Weather Service (NWS), the Navy, and AWS field units

via the AWN.
The NWS and Navy furnish facsimile products

directly to AFGWC for transmission over AFDIGS. In
addition, AFGWC prepares facsimile maps based on the
data received from the field units. The Weather Facsimile
Switching Center (WFSC) at Offutt AFB then transmits
these products to the field units as soon as possible after
the products have been delivered to the computer.

System Objective. The objective of the Air Force
Digital Graphics System is to transmit information of a
graphic nature quickly, accurately, and reliably to the
field units which need the information.

The AFDIGS has met this objective very handily as
compared to fcrtner facsimile equipment. For example,
the AFDIGS Recorder operates at 720 scans per minute
(SPM) to permit the reception of up to 3 times the
number of maps a day. In contrast, former facsimile
recorders operated at either 120 SPM or 240 SPM,
which restricted the reception of maps to less than 200 a
day. Furthermore, AFDIGS employs digital transmission
techniques which makes the weather maps much sharper
and crisper as compared with previous facsimile
equipment. Thus, AFDIGS has greatly improved support
to the field units by making more maps available for use
and also by providing more timely reception of maps.

System Composition. The Air Force Digital Graphics
System is composed of four facsimile networks which
originate at AFGWC. Additionally, two other units have
the capability to enter facsimile maps into the system.
Howcver, AFGWC inputs the vast majority of products
into the AFDIGS.

All four networks provide facsimile maps 24 hours a
uay, 7 days a week, with simultaneous receipt of the
products at all locations on each network. Interruption of
transmission to one location on a network will not affect
the other locations' ability to receive maps.

Each of the four networks services a different part of
the world. Following is a list of the networks and the
areas of the world that they cover:
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a. CONUS AFDIGS (CONDIGS)The CONDIGS
services the continental U.S. and Alaska.

b. European AFDIGS (EURDIGS)The EURDIGS
services the units in Europe. Moreover, the European
Forecast Unit at Kapaun Barracks, German' also
transmits maps to EURDIGS users.

c. Pacific AFDIGS (PACDIGS)The PACDIGS
services units in the Philippines, Guam, Korea, Japan,
and Hawaii. Additionally, Detachment 17, 30 WS, at
Yokota AB, Japan, is capable of transmitting maps over
this network to all subscribers except Hawaii.

d. Howard and Lajes AFDIGSAs the name implies,
this network services Howard AFB in the Canal Zone
and Lajes ABS in the Azores.

Exercises (427):
1. State the objective of the AFDIGS.

2. List the four facsimile networks that compose the
AFDIGS.

3. Who inputs the majority of facsimile products into
the AFDIGS?

4-2. Facsimile Terminal Equipment
The basic objective of the Air Force Digital Graphics

System is to transfer graphic materials quickly, reliably,
and accurately. Without this mode of information
transfer, you would find most of your time occupied by
plotting maps for the forecaster. This plotting drudgery
can still happen if the facsimile equipment malfunctions.
However, by using proper operation and maintenance
procedures, you can greatly reduce the possibility of
missed or defective maps and the need of plotting maps
by hand.

Specifically, this section will explain the process of
facsimile image transmission and reproduction. It will
also describe the operation of the most commonly used
AFDIGS equipment and the preventive maintenance you
will be required to perform. Although the particular
machine we will discuss is the Alden 9500 DMDAF, the
basic operation of all wet-process, electrolytic recorders
is the same.

428. Explain how an image is transmitted to and
reproduced by the AFDIGS facsimile equipment.

Transmission of Facsimile Image. The transmission
of a graphic product over an electrical circuit is done by
dividing the image into extremely small elements of either
black or white, transmitting the data over the circuit, and
reconstructing the graphic image at the receiving
equipment. In order to successfully do this, the image
transmitting and receiving equipment must be positioned
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Figure 4-2. Message Program Matrix Panel.

at the same image point and moving at the same rate. The
transmitter must send control signals to the receiver to
insure that this is done. In spite of the fact that a typical
facsimile image of 18 inches by 18 inches may be broken
down into 3,000,000 elements of information, the
reproduced image is only an approximation of the
originalnot an exact copy.

Before transmission is started, the sending station
transmits a tone to the receiving equipment. This tone
starts the facsimile recorder. At the end of each graphic, a
stop tone is sent to halt the recorder.

Reproduction of Facsimile Image. As stated
previously, the receiving equipment is designed to
reproduce the graphic image that is sent from the
transmitter. The AFDIGS equipment uses three main
components to accomplish this task. The components are
the Modem, the DACOM decoder, and the recorder.
Each component plays a vital role in the image
reproduction process.

Modem. The purpose of the Modem is to provide for
compatible transmission between the AFDIGS circuit
and the recorder. Specifically, the Modem receives 4800
bits of information per second from the circuit and
simultaneously transmits this information at the same rate
to the DACOM decoder.

DACOM decoder. The DACOM decoder recomposes
the compressed Modem data of 4800 bits of information
per second to video data of 43,200 bits per second. This
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decoded data is then transmitted to the recorder, where
the graphic image is printed.

Recorder. The Alden 9500 DMDAF recorder uses a
special moist, electrolytic paper to reproduce the
transmitted graphic image. The paper is passed between a
writing electrode, which is made from a thin steel strip
and a helix electrode mounted on a drum. The contact
point between the writing electrode and the helix,
through the paper, corresponds to the image element
position being scanned by the facsimile transmitter. The
recorder converts the electrical signal received from the
transmitter into an electrical current which represents the
image element. This current, when passed through the
paper, leaves either a black mark or a white space that
corresponds to the transmitted image. A feel roller
mechanism pulls the paper past the helix and writing
electrode at the same rate the original copy is moved past
the transmitting scanner mechanism. Thus, the white and
black elements of the original map are reproduced, line
by line, until the complete image is reproduced.

An important feature of the recorder is the Mode and
Message Selection System (MOMSS). MOMSS permits
selective reception of transmitted weather maps.
Preceding each map transmission, an identification code
is sent to the recorder which identifies the map number
being sent. The MOMSS either accepts or rejects the map,
depending on how you have programmed the MOMSS.
You select the maps you want to receive by placing
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MR LAMP

® dataphone 4800

Figure 4-3. Modem front panel.

coding pins in the Message Program Matrix Panel, as
shown in figure 4-2. This allows you to automatically
receive as many maps as you need and to reject all others.
The advantage of this is that you will save expensive
facsimile paper by eliminating the reception of maps
which are not needed.

Exercises (428):
1. State how the transmitter sends a graphic image over

an electrical circuit.

2. Describe how the AFDIGS recorder reproduces the
transmitted graphic image.

3. What is the function of the DACOM decoder?

429. Correlate the equipment's status lamps, indicators,
and controls with their functions.

Modem. The Modem has six status lamps and four
controls (test buttons) which monitor and test the
operation of the Modem and the facsimile circuit. These
lamps and controls are all located on the front of the
Modem, as shown in figure 4-3.

Under normal operation, only three of the status lamps
are lit. Therefore, your main concern with the Modem is
to monitor these three lamps to be sure the Modem and
circuit are operating properly. The first three lamps
described hereafter are the ones you are required to check
on a frequent basis. You will use the remaining three
lamps and four controls only at the direction of
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ER LAMP

ON LAMP
LP CONTROL
AL CONTROL

ST CONTROL

DL CONTROL

NOT USED

maintenance personnel when problems occur with the
Modem or circuit.

ON lamp. This lamp monitors the power supply, and it
is lit when the power cord is plugged into a 105-volt to
130-volt outlet. The lamp goes out if the voltage of the
power supply becomes excessive. If this happens, unplug
and plug in again the power cord, once the over-voltage
has stopped. This will make the lamp come on again.

MR lamp. This lamp monitors the ability of the
Modem to accept an incoming circuit signal. When this
lamp is lit, the Modem is operating properly. If it is not
lit, contact the maintenance personnel so they can resolve
the problem.

CO lamp. This lamp indicates whether or not Modem
is detecting an acceptable signal from the circuit. This
lamp is also lit when the Modem and circuit are operating
properly. Contact the Network Control Office (NCO)
when the lamp is not lit.

RS and CS lamps. These two lamps are not normally lit.
The only time you need to monitor these lamps is when
maintenance personnel are testing the circuit and they ask
you to watch the lamps.

ER lamp. Normally this lamp is not lit. However, it
will light up if maintenance directs you to push the ST
control. Furthermore, this lamp will flash on and off
when the Modem is receiving invalid data. If this
condition persists for more than a few minutes, contact
NCO so they can correct the problem.

LP, AL, ST, and DL controls. You will use these four
control buttons only when instructed to do so by
maintenance. The controls are used to test the equipment.

Note that there are two additional control buttons
which are provided., however, these are not used and are
unmarked.

DACOM Decoder. No operation of the decoder is
required for normal use. Even so, you need to be familiar
with the following six status lamps and control buttons on
the decoder front panel to insure that proper transmission
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Figure 4-4. DACOM decoder front panel.

is occurring. Refer to figure 4-4 for their location as you
read their description and function,

CARRIER PRESENT. This lamp provides a visual
indication whether or not the Modem is receiving an
incoming signal from the facsimile circuit. This lamp
should be lit during normal operation. If not, contact
NCO.

CARRIER QUALITY. This lamp provides a visual
indication of the Modem's capacity to equalize the
incoming signal. Under normal operation, this lamp is lit.
If it is flashing on and off, or if it is not lit and the
CARRIER PRESENT is lit, then the Modem is making
errors, Call NCO when this happens.

LOSS OF SYNC. This lamp provides a visual
indication of a transmission that is not formatted. In
other words, when the lamp is not lit, the transmission is
in the proper format. When both this lamp and
CARRIER QUALITY are illuminated, a nonformatted
transmission is occurring or a failure has occurred.
Inform NCO if this problem happens. When the LOSS
OF SYNC lamp is lit and CARRIER PRESENT is not
lit, the system is in standby.

LOGIC TEST. This control button provides a means of
checking the DACOM decoder and recorder. When the
pushbutton is depressed, the Modem output is
disconnected and replaced with an internally generated
test pattern. Maintenance personnel will instruct you
when to use this control.

MODEM TEST. This control is not used at locations
in the continental U.S. If you are located overseas,
maintenance perm mel will instruct you when to use this
control.

POWER. This control button either connects or
disconnects the path of AC current to the DACOM
decoder. When the pushbutton is depressed, the button
will illuminate to indicate that power is on to the unit.

Weather Chart Recorder. Unlike the Modem and
DACOM decoder, this recorder contains controls that
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you will operate on a more routine basis. The controls
and indicators are depicted in figure 4-5.

MAIN POWER. As the name implies, this control
either completes or breaks the AC power to the unit.
When power is applied to the recorder, the control is
illuminated.

PAPER ADVANCE This control enables the rapid
advance of paper from the recorder. When the
pushbutton control is depressed, the paper-feed motor
operates at a high rate of speed to expel the paper rapidly.

NO PAPER. This indicator provides you with a visual
indication that tne recorder paper supply is either
exhausted or installed improperly. The illumination of
this indicator alerts you that the recorder is in an OFF
condition and will not respond to any commands until
the paper supply has been either replenished or
reinstal'A correctly.

AZITO PAPER ADVANCEOFF/AFTER. This
control provides a means of advancing a completed map
automatically. When the control is in the AFTER
position, the recorder will rapidly advance the paper 7
inches after the map has been recorded. When the control
is in the OFF position, the recorder will not automatically
advance th; paper.

SIGNAL MONITOR. This indicator shows that the
Modem is receiving data from the circuit. The indicator
will flash rapidly when the Modem is receiving a map. It
will pulsate at a slower rate when the MOMSS code is
transmitted before and after the map.

RUN CONTROL START /AUTO/STOP. This control
provides you with a means of mtusaally controlling the
record function of the recorder. When the control is in
the AUTO position, the recorder will start and stop
automatically by the control signal information from the
DACOM decoder. This is the proper position for normal
operation. In addition, there are the START and STOP
positions which let you start or stop the recorder at any
time.
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Figure 4-5. Weather chart recorder.

MODEIMESSAGE. This is a dual indicator that
displays the mode and message of the MOMSS in four
digits. The MODE indicator usually displays a "1" when
no maps are being received; however, it will display a "7"
just before and while a map is being received.

The MESSAGE indicator displays a three-digit
number representing the map to be received. This number
is valid only when the Mode is "7."

CHART REJECT MODEP IN /P OUT This control
permits you to either accept or reject the maps you have
pinned in the Message Program Matrix Panel. When this
control is in the P IN position, a pin in the matrix panel
will cause that chart to be rejected. However, if this
control is in the P OUT position, a pin in the matrix panel
will cause that chart to be accepted. This control is
located behind the matrix panel, as shown in figure 4-6.
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Exercise (429):
1. Match the status lamps, indicators, and controls in

column A with their functions in column B. Some
column B items may be used more than once.

Column A

_ (1)ER lamp.
_ (2)MR lamp.

(3)ON lamp.
(4)RS lamp.
(5)CO lamp.
(6)CS lamp.

_ (7)LP control.
_ (8)ST control.

(9)DL control.
(10)AL contra.

_ (1 1)LOSS OF SYNC.

Column B

a. When depressed, the paper ad-
vances rapidly.

b. Completes or breaks the path
of AC power.

c. Lights up when paper is in-
stalled improperly.
Lights up when transmission
is not in proper format.

e. Allows you to accept or reject
the maps that are pinned in
the matrix.



Column A

(12) LOGIC TEST.
(I3)CARRIER PRESENT
(14)POWER
(I5)MODEM TEST.
(16) CARRIER QUALITY.
(I7)PAPER ADVANCE.
(18)AUTO PAPER AD-

VANCE
OFF/AFTER.

(19)MAIN POWER.
(20)SIGNAL MONITOR.
(21)CHART REJECT

MODEP IN/P OUT.
(22) MODE/MESSAGE
(23) R UN CONTROL

START/AUTO/STOP.
(24) NO PAPER.

Figure 4-6. Chart Reject Mode control.

Column B

f. Lights up at all times during
normal operation.
Flashes on and off when
MODEM is making errors.
Allows you to manually con-
trol the record function of the
recorder.

i. Lights up when ST control is
pushed.
Is used only when mainte-
nance is testing the equipment
or circuit.

k. Flashes rapidly when the
MODEM is receiving a map.

I. Automatically advances a
completed map.

m. Displays the mode and
message of the MOMSS.

h.

430. Explain the preventative maintenance procedures
for the AFDIGS recorder.

Preventative Maintenance Procedures. Your
responsibilities for performing maintenance on the
recorder involve adjusting the blade electrode and
cleaning the helix, blade, and paper compartment. In
normal operation, the recorder collects lint-like residue
which falls from the back of the paper, and it also
accumulates chemical deposits which Lin by electricity
passing through the paper. This makes it necessary to
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clean the equipment about every 24 hours and to adjust
the blade electrode on a periodic basis.

You must exercise three precautions when performing
preventative maintenance. First, always turn off the
power before you begin any maintenance. Second, be
careful not to cut yourself on the sharp edges of the blade
of the helix. And third, be sure you turn the helix drum
only upward, which is the same direction it turns during
normal operation. Turning the drum downward can
damage the recorder.

Cleaning the helix. To clean the helix, open the
recorder cover and move the paper away from the helix
drum. Then clean the helix electrode and drum with a
water-dampened paint brush. Start on one end of the
drum and slowly rotate the drum until you have finished
cleaning.

Cleaning the blade. All you need to do is wipe the blade
with a moist piece of facsimile paper until all lint and
chemical deposits are removed.

Cleaning the paper compartment. First remove the roll
of paper from its holder. Then, using a moist piece of
facsimile paper, wipe off all exposed areas inside the
recorder.

Adjusting the blade. After the blade wears to within
1/16 inch from the top of the blade holder, position the
adjustment levers tc position "2" (fig. 4-7). Only one of
the levers is depicted in the figure. This will expose about
1/8 inch of additional blade. Position the adjustment
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Figure 4-7. Blade adjustment lever.

levers to position "3" after the blade wears again to 1/16
inch. After the blade wears down in position "3," discard
the blade and reset both adjustment levers to position
"1." A later discussion will explain how to replace the
blade.

Exercises (430):
1. Explain how to clean the helix.

. How often should cleaning procedures be
accomplished?

3. State the procedures for cleaning the blade and paper
compartment.

4. How do you know when to reposition the blade
adjustment levers from position "1" to position "2"?

431. Identify and correct false statements about
installing paper and replacing the writing edges in the
AFDIGS recorder.

Installation of paper. Installing a roll of paper in the
recorder is an easy, step-by-step process.

Step I. First turn off the AC current to the recorder by
pressing the MAIN POWER control button to the OFF
position.

Step 2. Press the two cover assembly latch plates, as
shown in figure 4-7a, and swing the cover open.

Step 3. Open the paper compartment cover (fig. 4-7b)
and remove the old roll of paper.

Figure 4;7a. Recorder latch plates.
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Figure 4-7d. Insertion of paper into the recorder.

Step 4. Unroll the paper from the top of the new roll
(fig. 4-7c) and insert the paper, right end first, into the
recorder (fig. 4-7d). Then draw a sufficient length of
paper so that it extends beyond the paper take-up roller
on the top of the recorder.

Step 5. What you do in this step depends upon whether
you want the maps to wrap around the take-up roller, or
whether you want to ren,ove the maps from the recorder
within a short time after they have been transmitted.

a. If ycu want to use the take-up roller, wrap the
leading edge of the paper around the take-up roller and
wind the paper around the roller three to five turns (fig.

RECORDING
PAPER

PAPER
TAKE.UP
ROLLER

PRESSURE ROLL
SUPPORT
BRACKET

60

FRICTION
DEVICE
(RUBBER.)

PRESSURE
ROLL

STORAGE

Figure 4-7e. Installation of paper on take-up roller.

4-7e). The moistness of the paper will enable it to adhere
directly to the rubber portions of the take-up roller.

b. If you want to remove the maps within a short time,
then use the pressure roller that is stored beneath the take-
up roller as depicted in figure 4-7e. Draw the paper over
the take-up roller, but do not wrap the paper around the
roller. Place the pressure roller in the support bracket
guide slots over the paper to allow the take-up roller to
act as a feed-through device (fig. 4-7f).

Step 6. Close both the paper compartment cover and
the recorder cover.

RECORDING
r

PRESSURE PREROSSLUL RE

R LL
SUPPORT
BRACKET

,4110.

//Mai

PAPER
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Figure 4-7f. Placement of pressure roller.



Figure 4-7g: Removal of blade fib in bladehoIdti.

Figure 4-7h. Clamping button.
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Figure 4.7j. Turning the cam on the helix drum.
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Figure 4.7l. Removal of helix and spring.
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Figure 4-7m. Installing the new helix.

Step 7. Press the MAIN POWER button to the ON
position.

Replacement of Writing Edges. The blade electrode
and helix electrode must be replaced periodically to keep
the recorder in optimum operating condition. Always
remember to turn off the current to the recorder when
changing either the blade or helix.

Blade electrode. The blade is a continuous metal loop
which is attached to the front cover of the recorder. The
blade should be replaced when it wears to within 1/16
inch from the top of the blade holder with the blade
adjustment levers in position "3."

First, you must lift the blade out of its holder slot (fig.
4-7g). The blade will not lift free easily if the clamping
button has locked the blade in place (fig. 4-7h). If the
blade is clamped, close the cover and operate the recorder
for about 30 seconds. Then check the position of the
clamping button again. Do this until the blade becomes
unclamped. Remember to turn the power off again. Then
clean the blade holder slot of any foreign materials.

Inspect the new blade for nicks and bent sections.
Check the straightness of each edge by holding the blade
taut against a flat surface. If the blade has nicks or bent
sections, use another new blade that checks out O.K.
Place the blade adjustment levers to position"1."

Place the blade into the blade-holder slot and around
the clamping button. Make a mark on the blade and on
the front edge of the blade holder (fig. 4-7i). Close the
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cover and operate the recorder for 5 minutes. Be sure the
mark on the blade has moved approximately la inch. If
you detect little or no movement, recheck the installation
of the blade.

Helix electrode. The helix is a metal strip that is
attached to the rotating drum. The helix should be
replaced if it becomes nicked, or when narrow verticle
light areas appear oil the maps and the helix is clean.

To change the helix, turn off the current to the
recorder and remove the paper. On the left side of the
drum, turn the oblong cam counterclockwise 1/4 turn as
shown in Figure 4-7j. Then grasp the holddown spring
and helix extension strip securely and lift them away from
the cam (fig. 4-7k).

Next slowly rotate the drum upward toward the paper-
feed rollers. At the same time, carefully lift out the helix
and spring as depicted in Figure 4-71. Once you reach the
right side of the drum, turn the cam on that side 1/4 turn
counterclockwise and remove the helix extension strip
and spring from the cam. Then clean the helix track on
the drum with a water-moistened brush.

Now you are ready to install the new helix. Turn both
cams 1 /4 turn counterclockwise. Place the extension strip
of the new helix over the leftside cam. Guide the helix
into the full length of the track as you rotate the drum (fig.
4-7m). Place the trailing end of the helix over the right-
side cam and turn the cam 1/4 turn clockwise. Then
reinstall the loop on one end of the holddown spring over
the left-side cam. Guide the spring over the helix as you
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rotate the drum. Finally, place the other loop over the
right-side cam and you have finished changing the helix.

Exercise (431):
1. Mark the following statements as either true (T) or

false (F). Correct the false statements.
(1) When installing a new roll of paper, you should

unroll the paper from the top of the roll.

(2) if you want to have the maps wrap on the take-
up roller, you need to insert the pressure roller
in the support bracket guide slots.

(3) The blade electrode should be replaced when it
wears to within 1/8 inch from the top of the
blade holder.

(4) The blade adjustment levers must be placed in
position "1" before installing a new blade.

(5) While removing the helix from the drum, you
must rotate the drum downward.

(6) The helix should be replaced when vertical
light areas appear on the maps, and you have
just cleaned the helix.

4-3. COMEDS Terminal Equipment
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With the change from the COMET system to the
COMEDS, new terminal equipment was introduced. This
system terminal is the Model 40, provided by Western
Union. It consists of either a keyboard display (KD) unit,
a receive-only printer (ROP), or both. Various
combinations of these KD and ROP units are included
within each Model 40 terminal. Although the
combinations vary, the operation of each assembly within
each terminal remains the same. Figure 4-8 shows the
general arrangement of the various assemblies with the
terminal. This terminal system has some features which
will not be exploited for several years in the AWN system.

The terminal operates at 1200 words per minute; this
is approximately three times the rate of the COMET III
printer it replaced and 12 times the rate at which the
military dedicated service "A" printer operates. The
terminal is designed to reduce the need for paper supplies
and for ease in correcting messages. By routing messages
to the display of the terminal, quick looks at data can be
made without expending paper.

In this section, we will examine the functions of each
assembly with the terminal and the improved features of
the COMEDS terminal ARQ capability. In addition, we
will examine the alarm conditions which can occur and
how to correct them. Some of the information about this
terminal will seem rather useless, but if a situation occurs
where you need data for a critical mission and the
terminal malfunctions, you will be happy to have the
inforniation.
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Examples of transmissions. Now that we have presented
the phonetic alphabet, the proper method of pronouncing
numerals, and the correct words and phrases used in
PMSV contacts, let us proceed to a few practice
examples. The first example will be for an inbound
aircraft, and the second will be for an aircraft requesting
en route information for a distant point. Let us assume
that an inbound aircraft is due to arrive at your station
and the latest observation and forecast are as follows:

Observation: 1800Z 20 SCT M40 BKN 250 BKN 5H
121/59/53/2315/991.

Forecast: 1900Z 27015 8000 05HZ 5ST020 2SC040
8CS300 QNH2990INS CIG020.
You must remember to convert the forecast to airways
code format before relaying the forecast to the pilot.

The conversation would begin with: "Chanute
METRO, this is JOY fife wun; over."

"JOY fife wun, this is Chanute METRO; go ahead."
"This is JOY fife wun; request Chanute's latest weather

and forecast for wun niner zero zero Zulu: over."
"RogerJOY fife wun; the wun ait zero zero Zulu

Chanute weather is too thousand scattered, measured
ceiling tower thousand broken, too fife thousand broken
cirriform, visibility fife in haze, temperature fife niner,
dewpoint fife tree, wind too tree zero degrees at wun fife,
altimeter too niner niner wun; the forecast for wun niner
zero zero Zulu is ceiling too thousand broken, fower
thousand broken, and tree zero thousand overcast,
visibility fife in haze, wind too seven zero degrees at wun
fife, altimeter too niner niner zero; over."

"JOY fife wun, roger; out."

The next example is for a C-130 overflying Chanute to
Grissom. The latest observation and forecast for Grissom
is:

Observation: 1900Z GUS 15 SCT M30 BKN 10
122/58/52/2410/992.

Forecast: 2100Z GUS 25015/25 8000 80RASH
5S1015 5CU025 QNH2992INS CIG015.

Wind: 10,000 ft. RANGUS 270/25; Temperature:
4° C.

The conversation between the aircraft overflying
Chanute and the forecaster at Chanute would perhaps be
something like this:

"Chanute METRO, this is MAC tree fife; over."
"MAC tree fife, this is Chanute METRO; go ahead."'
"MAC tree fife, request en route winds and

temperature at wun zero thousand to Grissom, and latest
weather and forecast for too wun zero zero Zulu for
Grissom; over."

"MAC tree fife, roger; stand by."
"MAC tree fife, winds aloft wun zero thousand

Chanute to Grissom too seven zero degrees at too fife,
temperature minus tower, the wun niner zero zero Zulu
Grissom weather is wun thousand fife hundred scattered,
measured ceiling tree thousand broken, visibility wun
zero, temperature fife ait, dewpoint fife too, wind too
fower zero degrees at wur. zero, altimeter too niner niner
too. the forecast for too wun zero zero Zulu is ceiling wun
thousand fife hundred broken, too thousand fife hundred
overcast, visibility fife in light rainshowers, wind too life
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zero degrees at wun fife gusting too fife, altimeter too
niner niner too; over."

"MAC tree fife, roger; out."
In these examples, note the manner in which the pilot

calls the weather station. Note also the correct method of
answering. Notice that in stating the time, the word Zulu
(phonetic alphabet) was used for the letter "Z," and the
numbers are sounded by digits. Also notice that the
person originating the call terminated the message.
Multidigit numbers, other than altitude values, are
sounded as separate digits. For example, the altimeter
setting 29.92 is transmitted as too niner niner too.
Altitude values and cloud heights such as 900 would be
niner hundred; 25,000 would be too fife thousand.

To gain proficiency in the use of the PMSV facility,
you should learn the phonetic alphabet and its
pronunciation, the numerical pronunciations, and the
proper words and phrases as described in this text. Then
practice on an intercom or tape recorder until yen' are
permitted to make actual contacts with aircraft. As a
weather specialist you are restricted to relaying
observations and printed forecasts. Requests for any
other information must be referred to the nearest station
having a forecaster on duty, if there is no forecaster on
duty at your station. Remember one of your primary
sources for PIREPs is through your PMSV contacts.
Therefore, you should consider it as part of your duty to
request a PIREP from aircraft calling on the PMSV.

Exercise (444):
I . You have established contact with SAM 56273, and

the pilot has requested the current weather and the
forecast for 2 hours. Specify the correct format for
giving the following information:

Observation: 10 SCT M30 BKN 300 OVC 5RW-
130/74/70/2315G22/992/CB W IViOVG E.

Forecast: 23015/25 8000 80RASH 2ST010 4CU030 8CS300
GoNH2990INS CIG030
INTER 23020/35 3200 95TS 6CB010 3SCO25
CIG010.

4-6. Communications Management
One of the purposes of communications management

is to use the resources available to the greatest extent
possible. You fit into the system by monitoring the use of
communications equipment and circuits. You, as the
person closest to the equipment and circuits, are in the
best position to transmit and receive data correctly and
determine if the data terminals and circuits are operating
properly.

In this section, we will study error messages and
quality control summaries, equipment and circuit outage
logs, and weather data requirements. When you use these
management tools properly, you improve the efficiency of
the weather data communications system and thereby
save the Air Force money and other resources.

445. Given examples of AXXX messages and other
necessary information, create appropriate reply
messages and explain what caused the AXXX
messages.
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TABLE 4-3
EXAMPLES OF AXXX MESSAGES

AXXX (NN) KAWN MESSAGES

OBSERVATIONS

AXXX10 KAWN 251815

STATIONS NOT RCVD KAWN

NBE BAD MXF NBG NMM NQA OZR OFF

STATNS SURVYD 152 REPORT MISG 8

INT ZDK

FORECASTS

AXXX62 KAWN 250220

STATNS NOT RCVD KAWN

AEX BAD BIX BLV FF0

STATNS SURVYD 25 REPORT MISG 5

INT ZDK
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AXXX Bulletins. The Ca.swell ADWS and AFGWC
monitor selects scheduled transmissions and informs the
originator(s) of nonreceipt of data or receipt for garbled
data. The monitor uses AXXXLNN) KAWN bulletins for
this purpose, and stations appearing in these bulletins
transmit their data in the format listed below. Stations
who repeatedly fail to correctly respond to AXXX
messages are reported to higher headquarters.

AXXX(NN) KAWN. This is a computer-generated
bulletin that contains all U.S. military stations from
which certain weather data (observations, forecasts, upper
air, radar) has not been received or was received garbled
at Carswell (KAWN). This bulletin deals only with
current data. Stations appearing in these bulletins
transmit their data in one of three ways: as RTD (routine
delayed weather reports) if data was not transmitted as
originally scheduled; as COR (corrected weather
message) if original data is in error; or as the original if no
error is evident in the hard copy, and it was originally
transmitted on schedule. Sample AXXX messages are
shown in table 4-3. Note that the (NN) group in the
heading is different for forecasts and observations. This
group is more fully covered in AWSP 105-52, Volume 3.

AX / /(NN) KGWC. This is a computer-generated
bulletin that lists all of the observations and forecasts for
military stations which were received in the AFGWC
TAF verification (TAFVER) data base. This bulletin is
transmitted by COMEDS to your station each morning at
0800 LST. A followup bulletin is sent 4-6 hours later in
case you missed the initial transmission. By checking the
bulletin, you can determine if AFGWC received all of
your observations and forecasts for the previous day.

Table 4-3a is a sample bulletin. Notice that the station
(STN) identifiers are listed in the left-hand column and
the hours (00Z through 23Z) are listed across the top.
Under each of the hour columns is printed either a "." or
an "0." A "." means that the observation was received at

TABLE 4-3a
EXAMPLE OF AX//(P'.4)KGWC MESSAGE

AXUW71 KGWC 041700
TAFVER RCPT SUMMARY 03 AUG

OBS RCVD

000000000011111111112222
STN 012345678901234567890123 TAFS RCVD
MER 05 11 17
SKA 00 06 12 18
BAB 00 06 12 17
MHR 05 11 17 23
GRF 13 19
OAR 000000000000 18

LSV 05 11 17 23
SUU 05 11 17 23
MCC 14
TCM 05 11 17 23
EDW 00000000 14 21
VBG 000000000000000 05 11 17 23
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TABLE 4-3b
EXAMPLES OF CBULLETINS

(OBSERVATIONS)

CWXN XXXX 151410
1506

GVW 0600 E80 BKN 5H 109/102/72/2220/981/ 520 1030;

CTXN XXX 250305
2412

RJTY 1200 23006 9000 05HZ 5CI200 02/00 3049INS CIGNO:

(FORECASTS)

CAXN XXXX 261400
GVW 251818 35005 999 3C 1300 QNH3000INS:

CAXN XXXX 261910
RJTY 251717 15005 9999 6CI300 QNH3000INS CIGNO:

AFGWC and an "0" means that AFGWC did not receive therefore, you can check to be sure that AFGWC received
the observation. For example, AFGWC received the all your station's TAFS.
observations for VBG from 1500Z through 2300Z, but What happens if AFGWC did not receive one of your
they did not receive observations from 0000Z through observations and/or TAFS for the previous day? Then
1400Z. you must transmit a C-Bulletin on the COMEDS.

The TAFS received by AFGWC are listed on the
right-hand side of the bulletin. The 2-digit number(s) C-Bulletin.s. C-Bulletins are prepared and transmitted
printed are the beginning time of the TAF(S). For to report those observations and forecasts that the
instance, SUU transmitted TAFS for 0500Z, 1 100Z, TAFVER data base did not receive.
1700Z, and 2300Z. You and the forecaster should know To insure TAFVER receipt, C-Bulletins must be
at what times your station is scheduled to transmit TAFS, prepared according to the following formats.

KRAN QUALITY CONTROL SUMMARY FOR WEEK ENDING JUNE 9 77

KRAN STATION LISTING 511Z 6 JUNE 77 AIRWAY 725310 LAT. 4018 LON... 8809

REASON FAILED 42

KRAN 0511 250 -SCT 40 2403 QNH2995.;

(Computer lost message or confused TAF and AIRWAYS reports)

KRAN STATION LISTING 17002 7 JUNE 77 AIRWAY 725310 LAT. 4018 LON.. 8809

REASON FAILED 42

KRAN 1700 60 SCT E 120 BKN 200 OVC 40 76/39/1909/BLDG CU E;

(Observer failed to enter altimeter setting)

KRAN STATION LISTING 1800Z 7 JUNE 77 AIRWAY 725310 LATE 4018 LON. 8809

REASON FAILED 28 44 48

KRAN 1800 60 SCT 250 SCT 40 83/26/1006/999;
(3 or 6 hourly; observer did not enter sea level pressure
or additive data presare tendency and cloud group)

Figure 4-18. Sample quality control summary
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TABLE 4-4
QUALITY CONTROL AIRWAY OBSERVATION ERRORS

Code Reason for Rejection

1 Ceiling designator missing

2 More than one
designator revftrced

5 Incorrect layer height value

6 Incorrect ceiling designator

7 Cloud contraction missing

8 Ceiling designator
reported without ceiling

9 Ceiling designator "W"

reported with other than "X"

10 More than one opaque over-
cast layer reported

11 Incorrect cloud con-
traction sequence

12 "CLR" not reported alone

13 Sky cover heights not
in ascending order

15 "x" or "-x" not accompanied
by valid obscuring phenomena
(present weather)

18 Incorrect visibility value

20 Visibility of 6 statute miles
or less not accompanied with
weather and/or obstructions
to vision

21

22

23

24

25

26

Incorrect present
weather contraction

Incorrect present weather
contraction sequence

Intensity of drizzle or snow
(occurring alone) not in
agreement with prevailing
visibility

Fog reported with T/TD spread
of 11°F or greater

Freezing precip reported
with temperature above 36°F

Frozen precip (other than
hail) reported with
temperature above 45°F

27 Precip reported with no
clouds in sky condition

28 Missing sea level pressure
on 3- or 6-hourly report;
"M" not reported
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Code Reason for Rejection

29 Nonnumeric character
(other than "E" as
prefix) reported in

sea level pressure

31

32

33

34

35

Missing temperature;
"M" not reported

Missing dew point, "WI
not reported

Temperature exceeds
normal range (-76 to
+130°F)

Dew point greater than
temperature

Temperature -35°F or
below and dew point not
reported as L,Issing (M)

37 Nonnumeric character
(other than E) reported
as a prefix to wind
direction

38

40

41

42

43

44

Incorrect wind direction

Average wind speed .
greater than wind gusts

Wind gust under 10 knots
oz squall under 20 knots

Missing altimeter setting;
"M" not reported

Hourly altimeter changes
exceeds 0.10 ins

Missing or incorrect:
pressure change
characteristic and
amcunt (app)

45 Amount of pressure change
(pp) not consistent with
3-hourly altimeter change

46 Pressure characteristic
(a of app) inconsistent
with sign (+, -, no change)
or 3-hour altimeter setting
trend

47 Precip reported in/past
six hours but no "RR"
reported

48 Sky not clear or totally
obscured; no cloud code
group reported on 3- or 6-
hourly reports

60 Garbled report - not
decodPd
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a. Stations reporting airways observations use CWXN
XXXX.

b. Stations reporting Metar observations use CTXN
XXXX.

c. Stations reporting TAFS use CAXN XXXX.

Table 4-3b shows examples of these three types of C-
Bulletins. Note that the C-Bulletins for airways and
Metar observations contain three lines. The fiat line is
the appropriate heading and the date/time group that the
message is transmitted. The second line specifies the day
and time of the observation. In the example for GVW, the
observation is for the 15th day of the month at 0600Z.
The last line of the bulletin contains the observation.

The C-Bulletin for forecasts contains oni two lines.
The first line is the heading and date/time group that the
C-Bulletin is transmitted. The second line contains the
forecast.

Quality Control Summaries (QCS). In addition to the
creation of the AXXX(NN) KAWN bulletins, the
computer also checks surface observations for each AWS
site for errors. The computers produce a weekly quality
control summary (QCS) listing, by AWS station, that
includes date/time group and text of observations failing
the validation check. If an error is detected and a
corrected report is transmitted, the corrected report
removes the erroneous report from the QCS. Reasons for
failure are indicated using diagnostic codes in AWSR
178-1, Evaluation Program, Attachment 2 (Quality
Control; Surface Diagnostic Code; Reason for
Rejection). These reasons are also listed in table 4-4.

AFGWC sends one copy of all QCSs to AWS and
three copies of applicable summaries to each wing. The
wing forwards a copy of the QCS to each unit for action.
At the unit level, you are required to review the quality
control summary and take appropriate action to correct
the mistakes. A typical QCS listing is shown in figure
4-18.

In a sense, the QCSs are the end product of a 3-step
system used to minimize errors. The other two actions
occur before the QCS is created. These are the actions
you perform when you check your work for errors before
entering your observation into the AWN system and
rechecking your message for errors after you have
transmitted the data. You should always recheck your
calculations and entries immediately after you have
prepared the message and again after the message is sent.
Remember, the errors reach the QCSs only if you do not
detect errors and send corrections.

Exercises (445):
I. At station HMN, you receive the following message:

AXXX 10 KAWN 231527
STAINS NOT RCVD KAWN
AEX HMN
STAINS SURVYD 149 REPORT MISG 2
INT ZDK

The message you transmitted contained an error.
From your corrected entries below, prepare a proper
response message.

HMN SA 1500 30 SCT 5H/013/57/43/2305/975 307 1100.

2. At station BLV, you receive the following message:

AXXX20 KAWN 160915
STAINS NOT RCVD KAWN
RAN BLV GUS
STATNS SURVYD 147 REPORT MISG 3

The message you transmitted was late. From your
observation below, prepare a proper response
message.

BLV SA 0900 BKN 7 002/86/51/3107/973/506 1070

3. You receive a,r AXXX message with your station
listed on it, but you were neither late transmitting the
observation nor was the observation in error. What
shovId you do?

4. At station BSM, you receive an AX//(NN) KGWC
message which shows that your 1500Z observation
and 1700Z TAF for the 5th day of the month were
not received by the TAFVER data base. Using the
following data, prepare the proper response
messages. Assume you are transmitting the messages
on the 6th day of the month at 1321 Z.
1500Z observation:

RSM SA 1500 6 SCT 3GF 016/82/78/1608/994/ 614 1600.

17002 forecast:

BSM 051717 16010 48Ci 3ST005 QNH2990INS
GRADU 1920 18010 .7999 WX NIL 2CU020
QNH2982INS

446. Given specified equipment or circuit outages,
make the appropriate entries on AWS Form 42.

Communications Service Record (AWS Form 42).
Whenever a piece of equipment or a communications
circuit fails at your station, you should enter certain
information on the AWS Form 42. This form gives you a
list of items needed to report the failure to your local
maintenance group. Items you report are equipment type
and model number (teletype or facsimile), circuit the
equipment is connected to, time of failure, and any
symptoms which would isolate the problem to either
equipment or circuit. A sample AWS Form 42 is shown
in figure 4-19.

The reporting procedure you use to report problems
depends on whether your site is collocated with an AFCC
maintenance unit or not. When your site is collocated
with the AFCC unit, report the problem to a single point
within NCMO (usually called the workload control unit).
If your site is not collocated, and maintenance is by
contract, notify the contractor and then notify the
servicing AFCC communications area NCMO. When
you are not collocated and no AFCC assistance is
required, you may delay reporting the outage until either
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Figure 4-19. AWS Form 42.

the end of the maintenance day (1200Z) or the end of
your duty day, if you are at a part-time station.

You do not have to report a facsimile communications
outage if it only affects one chart, unless the loss of the
chart causes a mission impact. You should, however,
report chronic facsimile reception problems even though
the charts received are usable.

The AWS Form 42 has no fixed cl;coff date. You can
continue to use it until it is completely filled, ycu can
change it on a date basis, depending on your local unit
policy. When disposing of the form, consult AFM 12-50
Disposition of Air Force Documentation. for instructions.

Entries at the top of the AWS Form 42 are self-
explanatory. Fill out the spaces in the body of the form
according to the following instructions:

Circuit or Machine No. Enter the circuit to which the
equipment is attached if you determine that the circuit is
faulty; enter the number of the machine if it is faulty.
Generally, each piece of equipment is given an
identifying number when installed. However, if one is not
provided, you should enter the machine type, such as
COMEDS terminal.

DTG Z Out. Enter the date/time (GMT) that the circuit
or equipment failed. If the equipment failed while the site
was not mannea, enter the time you discovered the
malfunction, not the time t-at the last data was received.
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Type of Outage. Check the appropriate column. If the
circuit failed, check Ckt; if the equipment, check Eqp.
Check Oth if neither the circuit nor the equipment failed.
However, enter the cause of the failure (if known) in the
Remarks column, along with any explanatory
information.

Mission Impact. Check the No column if the outage
does not affect your mission capability. Check the Yes
column if the outage impairs your mission, and also
indicate in the Remarks how the outage impacts your
mission capability. For instance, if your COMEDS went
out and no data was available to brief pilots, the Yes
column would be checked and a remark would be made
stating that data was not available for flight briefings.

The mission impact must be determined by you and
the forecaster after considering the length of the outage,
increased workload, and delays in meeting operational
requirements. Initially there may be no real impact, but
potential impact must also be considered.

DTG Z Reported. Enter the date/time GMT when the
NCMO or maintenance contractor was notified of the
fai lure.

JCN. If NCMO was notified of the failure, enter the
job control number which they give you and their initials.
If maintenance is performed by contract, and you are not
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collocated with an AFCC unit, enter the initials of the
maintenance person contacted.

DTG Z In. Enter the date/time (GMT) that service was
restored or that the equipment was repaired.

Total Outage. Enter time in hours and minutes (or total
minutes) between DTG Z Reported and DTG Z In. If
you are a part-time station, adjust this time for hours of
operation. You do not count the hours that the station is
closed.

Remarks. Enter cause of outage, when known;
information about the failure, if Oth was checked; and
any other items you consider appropriate which might

help isolate the problem. Also enter any delays (over 3
hours) you experience in obtaining maintenance, and any
steps you took to isolate the trouble (such as substituting a
spare machine or switching circuits to the equipment).

INIT. Initial when requesting maintenance and when
reporting service restored.

Exercises (446):
Make the appropriate entries on the blank AWS Form 42
provided in figure 4-20 for the following malfunction
situations:
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Figure 4-20. Blank AWS Form 42 (objective 446, exercises I through 3).

1. At 1900Z your COMEDS receive-only printer fails,
but you have an alternate method of receiving the
data you need. You notify NCMO of the failure at
1905Z. The initials of the person contacted are JW
and the job control number is 2079056. The repair
person arrives at your unit at 2030Z and completes
the repairs at 2045Z. The date is 20 March 1982,
and the AWS Form 42 was started on 15 March
1982. Your initials are HDW. Fill out the
appropriate parts of the AWS Form 42.
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2. At 0800Z on 22 March 1982, the drum on the
AFDIGS recorder will not turn. You arrive at the
weather station to open up at 1100Z and discover the
failure at 1105Z. The forecaster tells you that you
have received all of the maps needed before the
recorder became inoperative. You notify NCMO at
1115Z and are given a job number of 2081061 and
initials of BH. The repair person arrives at '210Z
and repairs the machine in 1 hour. The mkizhine
serial number is GTX-305. Your initials are SAH.
Make the proper entries on the AWS Form 42.
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3. On 25 March 1982 at 1405Z, your teleprinter on
circuit GT8022 begins to misprint. Substituting
another machine on the circuit does not correct the
misprinting (circuit fault). The circuit failure causes
a loss of weather observations and forecasts that were
needed for flight briefings. You notify NCMO at
1425Z. At 1445Z the circuit ceases to print, and at
1455Z you receive data normally. When you notified
NCMO, they gave you a job control number of
2084075 and initials of WK. Your initials are SAH.
Make the appropriate entries on the AWS Form 42.

447. State the procedures and information sources for
establishing and validating weather data requirements.

Weather communications functions at stateside
stations are generally standard throughout AWS units.
Most of the communication policies are standard and the
equipment types are similar. This is not necessarily the
case when it comes to weather data requirements.

Weather Data Requirements. Weather data
requirements are lists of data that weather units need to
carry out their missions. These requirements fall into four
major categories:

(' ) Standard requirements. This is data routinely
available within the AWN which are used to support
normal (routine) or special (priority/immediate) mission
requirements. The data :a required by the customer on a
daily basis.

(2) Demand requirements. This also is data routinely
available within the AWN which is used to support
normai or special mission requirements. However, the
data is required by the customer less frequently than once
daily. Demand requirements will normally be provided
on demand by ARQ or, at the option of the customer,
some may be provided by scheduled data transmissions.

(3) Command and control requirements. This is data
required by command and control systems such as the
MAC Command Post. The data is supplied directly from
AFGWC over non-AWN circuits.

(4) Contingency and exercise requirements. This is
data routinely available within the AWN which is
supplied to the customer on an "on-call" basis. In other
words, the weather station can send a service message by
COMEDS to KAWN requesting that a particular
contingency package of weather data be transmitted back
to the weather station over the COMEDS.

Establishing Weather Data Requirements. AWS
units are responsible for establishing their weather data
requirements with the servicing AWS Weather Editing
Unit. For example, the Weather Editing Unit at Carswell
AFB TX services all of the weather stations in the
continental United States (CONUS).

Three categories of priority have been established so
that the weather communications system can provide the
required meteorological data to various AWS units at the
time the data is needed. The three categories of priority
under which data requirements can be submitted are
routine, priority, and immediate. Individual units or
parent headquarters should evaluate each weather data
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requirement submitted to insure that it is placed in its
proper category; otherwise, the weather communications
system may be overloaded and its responsiveness
impaired.

The three priority categories are described in the
following paragraphs.

Routine. This is a request necessary to meet normal
mission changes. Routine requests for data will be
forwarded by letter, prepared in duplicate, direct to the
appropriate ADWS, with information copies to
intermediate headquarters. Oversea units should use
AUTODIN when routine requirements are needed within
30 days and the known mailing delay might not allow the
ADWS 15-days' processing time. Requests for routine
data will contain the following information:

a. Specification of the data type(s) required, such as
hourlies, TAFs, or synoptic data.

b. WMO block/station number or ICAO/FAA call
sign of required station(s), if available. If ships are
required, use the AWN computer-built ship editing
blocks diagram in AWSP 105-52, Volume 3, Attachment
A 1 -1.

c. The message heading frr all data requested other
than SA, SD, SI, SM, FT, and upper air.

d. Detailed justification which supports the data
requirement without violating COMSEC/OPSEC.

e. Date/time service is requested to begin. Allow at
least 15 dads. Routine updates are made every other
Thursday between 1100Z and 1200Z. Units will be
advised of the effective date/bulletin heading by the
servicing ADWS unit.f Duration of the requirementpermanent or
temporary. If temporary, include the dates data is

required.

Priority. A request to meet requirements generated by
"no notice exercises" or other short notice situations,
where there is insufficient time to submit a routine
request, falls into the priority category. Under these
conditions the AWS unit is authorized to task the ADWS
by priority service message for the support required.
Support periods are normally limited to no more than 10
days. Extension* should be fully justified. The AWS unit
requesting this type of support should notify its parent
headquarters (both squadron and wing) within 24 hours
via AUTODIN message and furnish:

a. Date/time support was requested.
b. All information concerning data requested.
c. The same information as in a routine request.

Immediate. Immediate data requests will be made to
meet requirements generated by tactical actions, national
or international emergencies, and situations which
gravely affect the national security of the United States.
Under these conditions, the AWS unit is authorized to
task the servicing ADWS by immediate service message
for the support required. The ADWS unit will make this
requirement its primary concern and will continue until
notified to cease by the originator. AWS units requesting
this support will notify their parent headquarters
immediately by telephone and AUTODIN message to
furnish them the same information as in a routine request.
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Changing and Reviewing Data Requirements. All
AWS units must maintain a current listing of mission-
essential teletype data and review their data requirements
to insure receipt of only mission essential data. Requests
for addition and/or deletion of specific teletype data are
submitted directly to the servicing ADWS by letter. The
servicing ADWS will forward copies of the unit's current
data requirements through channels to all units whose
requirements were reaccomplished during the month.
Units which have not changed their data requirements
during the past calendar year will receive copies of their
data requirements through channels from the ADWS in
January. Sufficient copies are provided to enable each
unit to retain one copy and return two copies to the
ADWS after certification.

When your unit receives copies of its registered data
requirements list, your unit reviews the list for currency
and accuracy. If no changes or corrections are necessary,
the unit retains one copy and forwards the other copies

through channels to the servicing ADWS. If changes are
required, they are made in accordance with instructions
issued by the individual ADWS.

Annually, in July, each AWS wing instructs their units
to identify their mission-essential facsimile requirements.
One copy of the requirements is sent through channels to
AWS. A current listing must also be kept on file at the
unit.

Your unit is responsible for continuously reviewing its
data requirements to insure that only mission-essential
data is received. Whenever a specific teletype data-type is
to be deleted, you must do so by submitting a letter
directly to your supporting ADWS.

During review of your data requirements, you
should examine the mission requirements for the
station. If the mission has changed radically,
you should examine the data-types with the view
that extra data, which is no longer used
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TABLE 4-5
DATADESIGNAToRs(TT)

S

SA
Surface Data Observations
Hourly and/or half-hourly

FC

FD

TAF 6-hour recovery forecasts
Winds aloft forecasts

(airway hourly) FE Extended forecast

SD Radar FF Flight forecast

SE Seismograph earthquake FG Radio warning service (radio

SF Atmospherics propogation forecast)

SG Microseismograph FH High altitude forecast

SI Intermediate hours (3-hourly FI Ice forecast

synoptic) FM Temperature extreme forecast

SM Main hours (6-hourly FN Regional forecasts

synoptic) FO Operational forecasts

SP Special (aviation) FR Public forecasts

SR River and special FR Route forecasts

service FS Surface prognostic chart

SW Supplementary airway
weather

FT Plain language terminal
forecast (PLATF)

SX Miscellaneous surface FU Upper air prognostic chart

U Upper air data (Observation) FW Winter sports forecast with

TW Thermal winds data

UA Aircraft report (PIREP) FX Miscellaneous forecasts

UB ABSTOP FZ Marine forecasts

UC Combined pilot balloon and A Analysis

RAWIN collective AB Weather summaries

UD Maximum wind AC Convective analyses

UE Temp-Temp ship (Part D) AH Thickness analyses

OF Temp-Temp ship (Parts C & D) AL Zonal wind analyses

UG Pilot-Pilot ship (Part B) (hemispheric)

UG Pilot-Pilot ship (Part C) AS Surface

UI Pilot-Pilot ship (Parts A & B) AT 3-hourly analyses

UJ Combined RAOB & RAWIN Coll AU Upper air

UK Temp-Temp ship (Part B) AV Vertical motion analyses

UL Temp-Temp ship (Part C) AW Wind analyses

UM Temp-Temp ship (Parts A & B) AX Miscellaneous

UN Rocketsonde data AZ Zonal analysis (hemispheric)

U0 Tropopause C Climate Data

UP Pilot-Pilot ship (Part A) CS Surface climate data

UQ Pilot-Pilot ship (Part D) CU Upper air climate data
WarningsUR Reconnaissance flight (regular W

and hurricane) WH Hurricane warnings (or

US Temp-Temp ship (Part A) advisories)

UT CODAR WW Warnings other than

UV Vector wind differences hurricane

UW RAWIN (electronic) Miscellaneous Data Headings

UX Miscellaneous upper air RE ADWS computer reload

UY Pilot-Pilot ship (Parts C & D) notices

F Forecasts and Prognoses DF Fall-out data

FA Aviation forecasts (comb) MANAM Corrections to manuals

FB Aviation forecast
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MET WATCH FORECAST AND ADVISORY LOG

DATE

Iii APR 7g
issuED,

IS/1200 Z

1'; R MTNAT OR AREA

GL15

VALID

1300 z to 1600
DissEm.NAT.0.... REMARKS

AGENCY T., INITIALS

RAPCON 1201 SD

TOWER 1202 z GBTEXT

2 % 'la F
BASE OP5 1203 z RK

SAC. CP 1203 z JF

z

z
FOREC ASTER

WI* 4,/11624L
ISSUED

Z

VALID

Z to Z

DISSEMINATION REMARKS

Ac.ENCv Timc INITIALS
TERMINAL OR AREA

z

TEXT

z

z

z

z
FORECASTER

Figure 5-17. AWS Form 15.

the ceiling and visibility for deteriorating conditions that
will affect your base. Once you decide that conditions for
your base will go below one of these criteria, you should
issue a met watch advisory.

Met watch advisories are issued to each agency
requiring the information. Normally these agencies are
notified by means of the ElectrowriterlTelAutograph or
teletype. If an agency cannot be notified by one of these
means, then the agency must be notifed by some other
method, such as the telephone.

Encoding Met Watch Advisories. A record of the
original met watch service must be maintained. When you
disseminate a met watch advisory by some system which
provides a record (i.e., ElectrowriteriTelAutograph), and
each agency requiring the information in that particular
advisory has access to the dissemination system, no other
records or encoding is required. Otherwise, the advisory
must be encoded on AWS Form 15, Met Watch Forecast
and Advisory Log.

Figure 5-17 is an example of a met watch advisory on
AWS Form 15 that you might encode and issue for your
station. Notice that the time of issuance and validity is the
first three entries. It is not necessary to enter the name of
the base unless the advisory is for a base other than your
own. The next entry is the actual forecast condition for
which the advisory is being issued. In the Dissemination
column, list the agencies to be notified. In the Time
column, following the agencies notified, enter the time

that you actually notified each agency. After the Time
column, enter the initials of the recipients to verify
dissemination. In actual practice, depending on your
local station's policies, you may log more than one
advisory on this form by merely entering the date along
with the times in the first three columns, and you may also
be required to use an advisory identifying number.

Exercises (458):
1. To whom must a met watch advisory be issued?

2. When is it required to complete AWS Form 15?

3. When is it required to enter the name of the base on
AWS Form 15?

4. What is the normal means of notifying supported
agencies of an advisory?

5. Who establishes met watch advisory criteria?
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Answers for Exercises

CHAPTER 1 401 - 4. 13.2°C. and 6.0°C.
401 - 5. 1001.7 millibars.

Reference: 401 - 6. It decreased 3.5 millibars.
400 - 1. a. Land station. 401 -7. 4 oktas of stratocumulus.

b. 258. 401 - 8. Thunderstorms with or without precipitation.
c. Sixth day of the month at 1200Z.
d. In knots (measured). 402 - I.

400 - 2. a. Sea station.
b. 34.2° S; 51.6°E.
c. Old report, because the bulletin is for reports at 0600Z,

and this report is for 0300Z.
d. Foxtrot.
e. In knots (estimated).

401 - 1. 150° at 20 knots.
401 - 2. 53 millimeters.
401 -3. The 6-hour period preceding observation time.

402 - 2.

403 1.

a. Southerly at 11-15 knots.
b. Instrumentally.
c. 17.2 feet to 18.9 feet.
d. 12 seconds.
e. 160° (true).
a. +8.2°C.
b. There isno wind wave.
c. One.
d. 4.1 feet to less than 5.7 feet.

Figure 1. Answer for objective 403, exercise 1.
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404 - 1.
404 - 2.
404 - 3.
404 - 4.
404 - 5.
404 - 6.

405 - 1.

Total obscuration.
1013.5 mb.
Fog.
33° F.
180° at 5 knots.
29.91.

77 (70 160

7 ii7-* 00/1
77 (15(1)E300100.

.48
CB NE AND SE

MOVG NE
Figure 2. Correct airways plot (answer for objective 405, exercise 1)

406 1. 1500 GMT.
406 - 2. 270° at 3 knots, maximum wind-10 knots.
406 3. 0500 (500 metenl
406 4. Fog.
406 - 5. Stratus.
406 - 6. 12°C.
406 - 7. Measured 500 feet (1500 meters).

407 - 1. 45 miles northwest of Athens, Georgia.
407 - 2. 10° F.
407 - 3. 2212 GMT.
407 - 4. Atlanta, Georgia.
407 - 5. It is needed to emphasize the turbulence report.
407 - 6. None.

408 - 1. Plot a point on the map for each direction/distance group
in the radar report. Connect the points with a solid line.

408 - 2. Reporting station call sign, type of echo system, areal
coverage, precipitation type, intensity, intensity trend, and
remarks.

408 - 3. By an arrow with barbs.
408 - 4. Plot the maximum tops in or near the echo area by placing

a bracket underneath the reported maximum tops.
408 - 5. An upward pointing arrow indicates the beginning of the

digital section.

409 - 1.
409 - 2.
409 - 3.
409 - 4.
409 - 5.

410 - 1.
410 - 2.
410 - 3.

411 - I.
411 -2.
411 -3.
411 -4.

CHAPTER 2

Block 72, United States.
Station 486, Ely, Nevada.
The sixth day of the month.
1200 GMT.
200 mb.

9EG mb.
070° at 3 knots.
Temperature +24°C., dewpoint +12°C

3169 meters.
124.5°C.
Not reported.
025° at 25 knots.

412 - 1. 169 mb.
412 - 2. 162.5°C
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412 - 3. None reported.

413 - 1.
413 - 2.
413 - 3.
413 - 4.

756 mb.
124.5° C.
162.3°C.
Height doubtful.

414 - 1. 1200 GMT.
414 - 2. That data for 850, 700, and 500 nib, and stability index

follow.
414 - 3. 3078 meters.
414 - 4. +7.

415 - 1. 163.1°C.
415 - 2. 275'; 74 knots.
415 - 3. 161.1 °C.

416 - 1. a. Data and time.
b. Latitude; 47.1.
c. Quadrant of the earth and longitude.
d. Location by Marsden square.
e. Temperature + 11.8° C.; dewpoint + 10.7° C.

-'16 - 2. a. 56.8° N.; 19.7° W.
b. 182.
c. 115.
d. 220°; 121 knots.

416a - 1. a. 200° at 22 knots.
b. 140° at 37 knots.
c. 150° at 46 knots.
d. Not reported.

416a - 2. a. 230° at 48 knots.
b. 215° at 87 knots.
c. 205° at 27 knots.
d. 210° at 107 knots.

416b - 1. Part B.
416b - 2. a. 070° at 3 knots.

b. Winds for 20,000 and 25,000 feet follow.
c. 290° at 8 knots.

416b - 3. Part B gives significant and fixed altitude winds below 100
mbs, and Part D gives such information for above 100
mbs.

417 - 1. (1) Na station in legend.
(2) No line indicating tropopause.
(3) 850-mb temp should be 113.9, not 112.9.
(4) 850-mb dewpoint should be 114.1, not 114.9.
(5) 700-mb dewpoint should be 115.0, not 115.9.
(6) 903-mb dewpoint should be 114.2, not 116.9.
(7) 828-mb dewpoint should be 112.2, not 113.1
(8) 228-mb level not plotted.
(9) Maximum wind has no arrowhead.

(10) No wind dirtltion indicator for 35,000 ft. or for
maximum wind.

418 - 1. (1) 637 temperature should be 1 1; not C.5.
(2) 747 dewpoint depression should be 13, not 24.
(3) 734 dewpoint depression should be 6, not 56
(4) 734 windspecd should be 50, not 55.
(5) 655 dewpoint depression should be 1, not 0
(6) 562 height should be 973, not 873

419 - 1. (1) 340 windspecd should be 15, not 5.
(2) 353 windspeed should be 25, not 20.
(3) 433; no wind direction indicator plotted.
(4) 456: 6000 ft wind plotted; nc 5000-ft wind reported.
(5) 637; 4000-ft wind plotted instead of the 5000 ft.

420 - 1.

420 - 2.
420 - 3.
420 - 4.
420 - 5.
420 - 6.

100
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28.0 N., 89.0 W.
1448 GMT.

23.0 N., 92.5 W
125° C.
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420 - 7.
420 - 8.
A20. 9.
420. 10.
420 - II.
420 12.

10.000 ft.
500 mb.
10 decameters
3149 meters.

is coded as 9.

421 - I. 270° at 10 knots.
421 -2. NE at a Beaufort force of 1.
42 I - 3. Significant weather changes since last observation
421 -4. Identifies icing and the location of the ice.
421 -5. Radar information.

CHAPTER 3

422 - 1. North America.
422 2. KWBC- Washington DC.
422 - 3. Positions are located by latitude and longitude.
422 - 4. Pressure systems (central pressure and location)
422. 5. Low.
422. 6. 61° N., 115°W.
422 - 7. Data on frontal systems.
422 - 8. Quasi-stationary front at the surface.
422. 9. 40° N., 56° W.
422 - 10. Isobaric data.
422 - I I. Continental, tropical, warm (cTw).
422. 12. Intermittent drizzle (not freezing).

423 - 1. Tropical systr.ms.
423 -2. Cloud systems.
423 - Section 7 (99977).
423 - 4. Characteristics of jetstreams.
423 -5. Section 9 (99999).
423 -6. Section 10 (88800).

424- 1. Scott AFB IL (KBLV).
424 - 2. Terminal aerodrome forecast.
424 - 3. Begins at 1000 GMT and ends at 1000 GMT.
424 - 4. 270° at 20 knots, gusting to 35 knots.
424 - 5. 2000 meters (11/4 statue miles).
424 - 6. heavy thunderstorm with rain but no hail.
424 7. 8/8 cumulonimbus at 1200 feet.
424 - 8. 29.91 in.
424. 9. 7 miles or greater.
424 - 10 Nonc.
424 - I I . 8000 ft, intermittently 2000 ft.
424 - 12. 250" at 15 knots.
424 - 13. 3SCO20 4AC080,C1G080.

CHAPTER 4

425 - I. Service 0, controlled by the FAA.
425 - 2. COMEDS.
425 - 3. Weather Message Switching Center (WMSC), located at

Kansas City MO.
425 -4. COMEDS.
425.5 Hickam AFB HI.
425 6. Service C.
425 - 7. Aerospace Environmental Support Center.

426 - I . From Incirlik, the message is sent to Croughton, England.
and then to ADWS at Carswell AFB TX. From Carswell
AFB, it passes through the WMSC at Kansas City MO, and
finally reaches St. Louis MO.

426 - 2. From Toi rejon, Spain, the messages are sent to Croughton,
England. and then to ADWS at Carswell AFB TX. For the
Korean forecast site, the message is relayed from Carswell
AFB to Hickam AFB HI. and then to the Korean forecast
site. For the Navy, the messrge is relayed from Carswell
AFB to Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center.

426 - 3. The message is intercepted by the Navy Communications
Facility at San Miguel, Philippines. It is transmittal
through Hickam AFB HI. to ADWS at Carswell AFB TX,
and then to AFGWC at Offutt AFB NB.

427 - I. The objective of AFDIGS is to transmit information of a
graphic nature quickly, accurately, and reliably to the field
units which need the information.

427 - 2. (I) CONUS AFDIGS, (2) European AFDIGS, (3) Pacific
AFDIGS, (4) Howard and Lajes AFDIGS.

421 - 3. AFGWC.

428 - I. The graphic image is divided into extremely small
elunents of either black or white. Then this data is
transmitted over an electrical circuit, and the graphic
image is reconstructed at the receiving equipment.

428 - 2. The recorder converts the incoming signal into electrical
current. This current is passed through a moist, electrolytic
paper by means of the writing and helix electrodes. The
current leaves either a black mark or white space on the
paper which corresponds to the transmitted image. The
paper is pulled past the electrodes at the same rate that the
original copy is moving. Thus, each element is reproduced
until the map is complete.

428. 3. The decoder recomposes the compressed Modem data of
4800 bits of information per second to video data of
43,200 per second, which is then sent to the recorder.

429 - I. (1) j; (2) f; (3) f; (4) j; (5) f; (6) j; (7) j; (8) j; (9) j; (10) j;
(I I) d; (12)j; (13) f; (14) b, f; (15) j; (16) f, g; (17) a; (18)
I; (19) b, f; (20) k; (21) e; (22) f, m; (23) h; (24) c.

430 - 1 . Open the recorder cover and move the paper away from the
helix drum. Then clean the helix and drum with a water-
dampened paint brush. Start on the end of the drum and
slowly rotate the drum until you have finished the
cleaning.

430 - 2. About every 24 hours.
430 - 3. Using a moist piece of facsimile paper, wipe off all exposed

areas inside the recorder, and remove all lint and chemical
deposits from the blade.

430 - 4. The blade adjustment levers should be repositioned when
the blade wears to within 1/16 inch from the top of the
blade holder.

431 - I. (I)T.
(2) F. If you want to remove the maps within a short time

after transmission, you need to insert the pressure
roller in the support bracket guide slots.

(3) F. The blade electrode should be replaced when it
wears to within 1/16 inch from the top of the blade
holder when the blade adjustment levers are in
position "3."

(4) T.
(5) F. While removing the helix from the drum, you must ,

rotate the drum upward.
(6) T.

432 - 1. A parity error was received.
432 - 2. You failed to place an ETX function at the ens' of the

message.
432 - 3. LOCAL.
432 -4. Place the KD in LOCAL mode. Enable FORM ENTER.

Depress the HOME key. Then depress the CLEAR key.
432 - 5. Press the CURSR RETRN key and then the UP arrow

until the cursor is positioned in front of the line where the
data is to be inserted. Press the LINE INSRT key and then
type in the line of missed data.

432 - 6. Three things could cause this: The KD is not in LOCAL
mode; the data was entered in Oie protected mode; and the
FORM ENTER is not enabled, or there is no space
available in the line. (The latter should not happen,
because there is room for 80 characters, but AWN imposes
a 69-character-per-line limit.)
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433 - 1. a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

f.
8.
h.

F. The INTRPT light comes on when the lid of the
ROP is raised.
F. When the printer has a LOW PAPER condition, the
paper button light is on, the RECEIVE ALARM lamp
is on, and the alai m sounds.
F. When replacing paper in the ROP, make sure the
paper passes behind the ribbon and not between the
ribbon and the type pallets.
T.
T.
T.
T.
F. The DATA ERROR lamp is activated when a parity
error is transmitted to the ROP.

i. F. You can turn off any of the ROP indicators except
the IN SERVICE lamp by correcting the indicated
condition and depressing the proper control key.

j. F. If your ROP is down when the REUS message is
received, you should send another ROP down message
as soon as possible.

434 - 1. a. RECEIVE ALARM.
13: SEND ALARM.
c. SEND ALARM.
d. RECEIVE ALARM.

434 - 2. Move the terminal reset switch to the DOWN position and
release it. Then reset the alarm.

434 - 3. Replace the paper in the ROP, depress the RECEIVE
ALARM reset switch, and depress the AUDIBLE OFF
switch to enable the alarm-sounding circuit in tht
terminal.

435 - I. Place the KD unit in LOCAL mode. Position the cursor at
the first location to be altered. Depress the FORM ENTER
key. Enter the new data.

4:5 - 2 When the KD reverts to RECEIVE mode, immediately
switch it to LOCAL, reposition the cursor below the last
protected data location, and reset the KD to RECEIVE
mode.

435 -3. It is possible that the message might be longer than the
available space. If this occurs, all data after the next to last
character in page 3 will be overprinted in the last character
of page 3.

435 - 4. Place the KD in LOCAL, position the cursor on a blank
line and type in the data, edit the data for errors, reposition
the cursor to the beginning of the message, and depress the
SEND key.

436 - 1. a. F. To request data with a priority preceaence, you
insert PP before the ARQ in the first line of the
message.

b. F. To transmit an ARQ message for Holloman AFB
(HMN), whose KD is inoperative, your message would
look like this:

RR KAWN ARQP (NL)
DE HMN (NL)

FT CNM ROW ABQ (EXT)

c. T.
d. F. The largest number of stations you can include in

one lined an ARQ request is nine.

437 - I. ARQ(NL)
TYPNO/TYPOK 311830 312359 (ETX)
ARQ(NL)
TYPNO/TYPOK 010000 010030 (ETX)

437. 2. Precedence one and two messages.
437 - 3. Required data other than precedence one and two must be

requested by a separate ARQ message.

438 - I. The first priority is to local agencies which control air
traffic. The second priority is to local agencies requiring
the information for operational flight decisions. The third
priority is long-line dissemination over the COMEDS or
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teletype system. The lowest priority is local dissemination
to users that require it for nonflight operations.

439 - 1.

I

BLV SP 1350

M7 OVC I F
270/03

ALSTG 30.03
PA.+330

51 /LW

Figure 3. Telewriter dissemination (answer for objertive 439, exercise 1).

440 - I. Maintain a record on AWS Form 40 and require receiver
to read back the message. (Use tape recording, if available.)

440 - 2. When the primary system is inoperative, relay by using the
forecaster's telewriter. If the only operative backup is hot
line or telephone, relay first to air traffic control
personnel.

441 - 1. Dust equipment; change paper, charts, ribbons, and writing
edges; fill inkwells; and make adjustments to the
microbarograph.

442 - I. The automatic telephone-answering device provides
information to military users and minimizes the number of
telephone contacts for the forecaster.

442 - 2. The recording should contain the current observation and
forecast, the possibility of severe weather (when
appropriate), the maximum and minimum temperatures,
and the chill factor during the cold months.

443 I. As soon as possible.
443 - 2. A record of contacts and information conveyed and

received. If the records of PMSV contacts are recorded on
tape, it is only necessary to enter time, aircraft
identification, and PIREP on AWS Form 30.

443 - 3. By checking the appropriate block on AWS Form 30 to
indicate if transmitted locally, long line, or to the observer
(ROS).

443 -4. AWS Form 12.
443 - 5. The aircraft height and distance from the PMSV station (if

no obstructions exist).
443 - 6. Transmit all PIREPs that include icing or turbulence.

102

444 - I. "273, METRO, weather wun thousand scattered, measured
tree thousand broken, tree zero thousand overcast,
visibility fife in light rainshowers, temperature seven
Power, dewpoint seven zero, wind too tree zero degrees at

80



wun fife gusting too too, altimeter too niner niner too, TS
west moving east. Forecast prevailing condition no change,
altimeter too niner niner zero, intermittently wun
thousand broken, too thousand fife hundred overcast,
visibility too with thunderstorms and raii.showers, wind
too tree zero degrees at too zero gusting tree fife; over."

445 - 1. HMN SA COR 1500 30 SCT 5H 013/57/43/2305/975/
307 1100

445 - 2. BLV SA RTD 0900 080 BKN 7 002/86/51/3107/973/
506 1070

445 - 3. Just retransmit tneoriginal message.
445 - 4. CWXN XXXX 061321

0.)15
BSM 1500 6 SCT 3GF 016/82/78/1608/994/614 1600;

CAXN XXXX 061321
BSM 051717 16010 4800 10BR 3ST005 QNH2990INS

GRADU 1920 1010 9999 WX NIL 2CU020
QNH2982INS;

446 - 1, 2, and 3.

447 - 1. (1) Specify types of data required. (2) List WMO
block/station numbers or ICAO call signs. (3) List message
headings for special sequences. (4) Give detailed
justification for requirements. (5) Give date/time request is
to begin. (6) State the duration of the requirements.

447 - 2. Routine: Requests necessary to meet normal mission
changes.
Priority: Requests necessary to meet requirements
generated by "no notice exercises" or other short notice
situations where there is insufficient time to submit a
routine request.
Immediate: Those data requests made to meet requirements
generated by tactical actions, national/international
emergencies, and situations gravely affecting national
security.

447 - 3. Any time a change in requirements occurs, but at least
annually.

447 - 4. AWSP 100.6, Military-Dedicated Service A Networks;
AWSP 105-52, Volume 1, Facsimile Products Catalog;
AN'SP 105-52, Volume 2, Weather Station Index; AWSP
105.52, Volume 3, Weather Message Catalog.
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Figure 4. Answer for objective 446, exercises 1, 2, and 3.
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447 - 5. "TT" refers to type of da,ta; "AA" refers to geographical
location of the message; "(M." is the location indicator
of the originating station, and 4 YYGGgg" is the date
(YY), whole hour (GG), and minutes (gg) of the message.

CHAPTER 5

448 - I. To supplement the centrally prepared maps. The LAWC
helps the forecaster identify the small features that are
often not identifiable on the facsimile charts.

448 - 2. Normally the distance moved in 24 hours by most storm
systems.

449 - I. a. T.
b. F.
c. T.
d. T.
e. F
f. T.

450 - 1. a.

b.
c.
d.
c.
f.

T.
T.
F.

F.
F.
T.

451 - I. Ceilings and/or visibilities.
451 - 2. Ceilings below 1000 feet and/or visibilities less than 3

miles.
451 3 Ceilings equal to or greater than 1020 feet, but less than

3000 feet and/or visibilities equal o or greater than 3
miles, but less than 5 miles.

452 I a. F Sketched contours nearly always are parallel to the
wind flow.

b. T.
c. F. Contours are lines of equal height.
d. T.
e. F. Isotherms are drawn for every 5°C.
f. T

453 I. a.
b.

c.
d.

F. Surface charts depict systems only in the horizontal
F. Lowpremure systems normally slope toward cold
air aloft. '
T.
T.

454 - I. Draw a line from the surface temperature upward parallel
to the dry adiabat and draw a line from the surface
dewpoint upward, parallel to the mixing ratio Where these
two lines intersect is the LCL.

454 2 Draw a line from the surface dewpoint upward, parallel to
the mixing ratio line until it intersects the temperature
curve.

454 3 Draw a line from the CCL downward, parallel to the dry
aoiabat to the surface, and read the temperature at that
point.

84
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454 - 4. Draw a line from the LCL upward, parallel to the moist
adiabat until it intersects the temperature curve.

454 - 5. Find the LCL for the 850-mb level, draw a line from the
850-mb LCL upward, parallel to the moist adiabat to the
500.mb level; read the temperature at this point, and
algebraically subtract from the 500-mb temperature.

455 - I. A cornpilatica and grouping of all climatological records
of ceilings and visibilities for a base. These records are the
historical summation of what has occurred (as far as
ceiling visibility are concerned) at a base since
maintenance of permanent weather records.

455 - 2. Such category should not be forecast unless there is
overriding synoptic evidence to the contrary.

455 - 3. The hour-by-hour trend.
455 - 4. The actual number of time', a particular category has

occurred. As a rough guide to forecasters, in using the
summaries with a high degree of confidence, a given
element should have occurred at least 20 times during the
POR.

455 - 5. When weather conditions are poor and the problem is to
determine whether :he situation will improve, get worse, or
remain the same.

455 - 6. Make the percentage values and trends from the summaries
one of the first entries on the forecast worksheet.
Determine the current ceiling and visibility by category;
enter the appropriate table for time and wind direction to
determine the probability of the different categories
occurring in the next 24 hours.

104

456 - I. The forecasting of a weather pattern feature bawl solely on
recent past motions of that feature.

456 - 2. He or she must know positions, directions, and speeds of
fronts and pressure systems, he or she must also be familiar
with precipitation and cloud patterns that might affect
movement of weather systems. He or she must evaluate
local weather through constant review of local weather
radar, pilot reports, and weather observations for the local
terminal and nearby stations.

456 - 3. (I) Select the time interval for continuity; (2) develop
accurate analyses; (3) overlay analyses and refine
continuity; (4) choose identifiable control points; (5)
extrapolate; and (6) met watch onset times at upstream
sus.. ons.

457 - I a. Flight met watch
b. Terminal met watch
c. Route met watch.
d. Area met watch.

458 - I. A met watch advisory i issued to each agency requiring
the information.

458 - 2. When the met watch advisory is disseminated by some
system which does nor . eovide a record and/or when an
agency requiring the information does not have access to a
dissemination system which provides a record.

458 - 3. When the met watch advisory is for a base other than your
own.

458 - 4. Supported agencies are normally notified by rh,Ans of the
Electrowriter/teleAutograph or teletype.

458 - 5 The local weather facility and its supported agencies

AUGAPS, AL (831606) 800
*us GOvCRNMENT PRINTING OPPIGIC 1983-.646-028/40 Region #4
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troporecittesi VA 3M-3 Apr 74I, and VA 305-4, Apr 76
OPik AWS/DOOFFITSgt Thomas S. Brock)
DISTRIBUTION:

LAND SHIP

SYNOPTIC CODE PLOTTING GUIDE
(FOR MORE DETAIL ON THE CODE FORM, SEE WMO 306 VOL I FM 12 VII AND FM 13 VII)

COMMON TO BOTH LAND AND SHIP
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NOTE
I In ww code louret000102 and 03 the circle shown m the table represents

the station circle It the wind shift interferes e.th plotting of short lines. these
lines are moved al obit), in a clockwise direction

2 Symbols for or encode figures 93. 54, 95, and 97, and for w 3 are alternates
The tempature station localOn or remarks wdl normaky mcbcate wench
should be plotted When en odudt both symbols are entered
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Preface

CAREER development includes a study of the fundamentals concerned with general Air Force subjects, career
area opportunities, and broad specialty functions. These fundamentals are acquired by self-study, using
specially designed Career Development Courses (CDC's). The self-study concept, through carefully plannedand
prepared texts, enables the on-the-job trainee to acquire the necessary knowledges with minimum direction and
assistance from his or her trainer. This is the first part of the dual-channel concept.

Job proficiency, the second part of the dual-channel concept, is achieved through applying the fundamentals
in performing tasks on a specific job assignment. Job Proficiency Guides (JPGs) list the specific task
reqt.irements, identify the required study references, establish the level of performance to be attained, and allow
for supervisory certification of achievement. The study references identified in the JPG cantain the operating
procedures and steps to be performed by the Weather Specialist.

This course offers you the knowledge needed to develop the performance skills for upgradingto AFSC 25150.
It enlarges and expands your training from the 3ABR25130 resident course, with sufficient review of that
training to allow for clarity of development. This is a three-volume course: Volume I, Background Knowledge,
Meteorology, and Climatology; Volume 2, Surface Observations, Radar, and Satellite; and Volume 3, Weather
Codes, Communications, Analysis, and Forecasting.

Volume 1 has seven chapters. The first chapter presents a summary of the mission and organization of Air
Weather Service (AWS). Chapter I also discusses the duties and responsibilities of weather personnel. It
illustrates the interdependence of the Weather Specialist and the Weather Technician in successfully
accomplishing the mission, and provides you with the necessary steps you must follow for career progression.

In Chapter 2, you are reintroduced to security and classification procedures. Chapter 3 discusses safety.
Chapter 4 deals with weather station management. Chapter 5 explains the On-the-Job Training Program.
Chapter 6 reviews general meteorology and further develops your knowledge of the dynamics of the
atmosphere, airmasses, cyclones, and anticyclones, fronts, and winds. The last chapter deals with climatic
controls, climatological summaries, and the sorting and processing of weather data.

Modules 10003 (Security) and 10009 (On-the-Job Training) referenced in the text,are included as separate
inclosures.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for preparing agency identification only, and should be ofno concern
to the student.

The inclusion of names of any ..oecific commercial product, commodity, or service in this publication is for
information purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the Air Force.

Direct your questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of this volume to the course author:
3350 TCHTG/TTGU-W, Stop 62, ATTN: MSgt Huth, Chanute AFB, IL 61868. If you need an immediate
response, call the author, AUTOVON 862-2232, between 0730 and 1530 (Central Time), Monday through
Friday. (NOTE Do not use the suggestion program to submit changes or corrections for this course.)

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's instructional aids, (Your
Key to a Successful Course, Behavioral Objective Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course
Examination), consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO as appropriate. If this person can't
answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFB AL 36118, perferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request
for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 36 hours (12 points). These hours and points include those assigned to the modules
that you will study in conjunction with Chapters 2 and 5.

Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of August 1980.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by 1 series of student-centered objectives. Each of
these carries a three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you. The text that
follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following the
information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see whether your answers
match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and
its text.

Air Weather Service Mission and Career Development

AS A WEATHER specialist (observer), the Air Weather
Service (AWS) mission may take you to many areas of
the world. Special assignments may include duty with
international organizations such as NATO, CENTO, or
SEATO. Although these special assignments or duty at a
weather center or central are available, your career as an
observer will probably begin at a detachment in the
continental United States.

This chapter's discussion includes the mission and
organization of AWS and a discussion of career progres-
sion and development of weather personnel.

1-1. AWS Mission and Organization

Air Weather Service, a Military Airlift Command
(MAC) component, operates a worldwide network of
weather facilities to provide around-the-clock weather
support to U.S. Air Force and Army units at all echelons.
More than 5,000 officers, airmen, and civilians operate
weather wings, A;r Force Global Weather Central
(AFGWC), and the Environmental Technical Applica-
tions Center (ETAC).

001. Identify specific examples of observing functions
under the broad mission requirements of the Air Weather
Service.

Mission. The mission of Air Weather Service, as stated
in AFR 23-31, Air Weather Service, is to "provide or
arrange for staff and operational weather service to
Active and Reserve Air Force units and Army units (see
AFR 105 -3 /AR 115-10), designated unified or specified
commands, and other agencies as directed by the Chief of
Staff, HQ USAF."

We can restate the mission of the Air Weather Service
by detailing some of its functions:

a. Provide weather support to all Air Force flying
commands. This includes providing (1) local and long-
line transmission of surface observations and forecasts,
and (2) weather briefings and pilot-to-metro service.

b. Provide weather support to the U.S. Army.
Weather observations, area forecasts state-of-ground
information, and flight forecasts pe mit Army com-
manders to make maximum use of weather conditions to
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decide when, where, and how to use their forces and to
anticipate enemy actions under such conditions.

c. Provide weather reconnaissance and atmospheric
air sampling. Specially instrumented aircraft and trained
aircrews take dropsonde observations, track and compile
data on tropical storms and hurricanes, and gather air
samples.

d. Provide environmental and scientific services such
as climatological studies of rawinsonde observations,
surface observations and forecasts, storage and retrieval
of environmental data, and staff assistance.

These are only a few examples of the functions
performed by AWS. However, they are enough to show
you that weather is a necessary consideration in military
operations.

Exercise (001):
1. Match the letter corresponding to the type of mission

support in column B with the examples of observing
functions in column A. Column B items may be used
more than once.

Column A

_(1)Encode and disseminate a state of a
ground observation. b.

_(2) Locally disseminate a surface ob- c.
servation.

_(3)Take a dropsonde observation. d.
_(4)Take a rawinsonde observation
......._(5) Prepare climatological summaries
_(6)Answer the pilot-to-metro service.

Column B

Army support.
AF flying support.
Environmental and sci-
entific services support
Airborne atmospheric
sampling and recon-
naissance support

002. For various Air Force units, specify the levels of
AWS orgrnizations most typically supporting these
units, and explain the purpose of an operating location.

Organization. AWS is organized on a functional oasis
to carry out its mission. The organizational structure
consist of wings, squadrons, detachments, and operating
locations. Each of these render direct service tailored to
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complement the mission of the unit or command sup-
ported. In addition to this specialized support, each
weather unit contributes to the global network of weather
data exchange.

Weather wings. The Air Force commands that bear the
responsibility for the largest share of the total Air Force
mission derive weather support from the weather wings.
For example, the 3d Weather Wing (headquartered at
Offutt AFB, Nebraska) supports Headquarters, Strate-
gic Air Command. In oversea areas the wings are
organized to serve theater commanders as well as the Air
Force headquarters. The 2d Weather Wing (headquar-
tered at Kapaun AFS, Germany) serves the Commander,
United States Forces in Europe, as well as Headquarters,
United States Air Force in Europe (USAFE).

Weather squadrons. Weather squadrons fall directly
under the weather wings. They are organized to directly
support each subordinate numbered air force. As an
example, the 9th Weather Squadron (subordinate to the
3d Weather Wing) supports the 15th Air Force of the
Strategic Air command. Each subordinate numbered air
force within a major command has a weather squadron
assigned to support it.

Weather detachments. To provide weather support at
base level, detachments of weather squadrons are estab-
lished at each base under the jurisdiction of the numbered
air force which the squadron supports. It is these detach-
ments that conduct the actual weather support activities.
Each detachment is organized and staffed to supply the
specific weather information that is required for the
base's operations. These detachments take observations
and supply weather forecasts and climatological infor-
mation for the base, tenant organizations, and in some
cases, for off-base Government agencies.

Operating locations (OL's). Throughout AWS, re-
quirements for weather support to specialized units are
requested by various Air Force and Army commands. co
provide this service, operating locations are formed.
These operating locations could be subordinate to Head-
quarters AWS, a wing, squadron, or a detachment. Their
purpose is to provide specialized weather support to the
requesting command. For example, OL G (Coral Gables,
FL), which is subordinate to Headquarters AWS, pro-
vides liaison with other national agencies on both the
research and operational requirements of storm tracking
and forecasting. This OL disseminates tropical storm
information to the military services and coordinates the
aerial reconnaissance of USAF, USN, and NOAA
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)
weather reconnaissance aircraft in the Atlantic-Carib-
ben and Gulf of Mexico area.

Exercises (002):
1. What organization level in AWS would most typically

support the following?
a. 15th Air Force.

b. Strategic Air Command (SAC).
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c. Minot AFB, ND.

d. 5th Air Force.

e. Headquarters USAFE.

f. Griffiss AFB, NY.

2. Explain the purpose of an operating location.

1-2. Career Progression

The most important aspect of any job, military or
civilian, is being provided the opportunity to increase
your knowledge, skills, and chances for promotion and
advancement. At this stage of your career it is important
that you know the opportunities available to you in the
Weather Career Field.

003. List, in order, the career progression steps of the
Airman Weather Career Field, and match duties and
responsibilities with the Weather Specialist, Technician,
or Superintendent job specialties.

Weather Specialist (AFSC 25150). After successfully
completing the mandatory 3-level course for Weather
Specialist, you were awarded AFSC 25130, Apprentice
Weather Specialist. When you arriced at your first duty
station, you were entered into upgrade training for
qualification to the 5 skill level. As shown in figure I-1,
the 5 skill level is a Weather Specialist with grade spreads
from A IC (E-3) to SSgt (E-5). To reach the 5 skill level
involves the dual-channel concept of on-the-job training
(OJT). The dual-channel concept is acquiring job know-
ledge through completing the CDC 25150 while, at the
same time, achievingjob proficiency by learning to do the
task on the job with a trainer to help you as you perform.

Here is a summary of the duties and responsibilities for
the Weather Specialist as contained in AFR 39-1,
Airman Classification Regulation: The- Weather Special-
ist observes, records, and disseminates weather element
information; plots weather charts and diagrams; main-
tains weather data files; performs organizational preven-
tive maintenance on weather instruments and electroik
weather equipment; operates weather data processors
and machines; and supervises subordinate personnel.

Weather Technician (AFSC 25170). To attend the
Weather Technician Course, you must be a qualified
Weather Specialist (AFSC 25150). You must also sub-
mit, through AWS, an application for this training. The
Weather Technician Course prepares you for your OJT
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and CDC requirements. Upon graduation f. 3m the
advanced course, you are entered into dual-channel OJT.
To be upgraded, you must complete the required OJT
and be in the grade of staff sergeant. (Completion of
Extension Course 2570 is also recommended). When
these requirements are satisfied, you will be awarded
AFSC 25170. Weather Technician.

Certain duties and responsibilities are the same for
both the specialist and the technician. They are to:

Observe, record, and disseminate weather element
information.
Plot weather charts and diagrams.
Supervise subordinate personnel.
Perform organizational preventive maintenance.

Additional duties and responsibilities required of the
technician are to present weather briefings; analyze
weather data; perform meteorological watch and make
forecasts; establish and conduct OJT; accomplish supply
and administrative functions; and supervise weather data
processing.

Weather Superintendent (AFSC 25190). The top of the
Airman Career Ladder is the Superintendent. Usually,
this position will be filled by an E-8 or E-9.

As you might expect, the Superintendent's duties and
responsibilities encompass and go beyond yours and the
7-level Technician. This senior NCO plans, organizes,
and directs weather activities; establishes and conducts
on-the-job training for weather personnel, inspects and
evaluates weather activities; and performs technical
weather functions.

Exercises (003):
1. List, in order, the career progression steps of the

Airman Weather Career Field.

2. Match the letter(s) corresponding to the AFSC and
job specialty in column B with the duties and respon-
sibilities in column A. Column B items may be used
more than

BASIC AIRMAN

AFSC 99000

Weather Trainee, AFSC 25010,
identifies individuals only
and will not be used or
manning documents.

Figure I-I. Airman Weather Career Field.

once.

Column A

(I)Obse record, and disseminate
weather elements.

(2) Direct weather activities.
(3) Present N.,eat her briefings.
(4) Maintain weather data Mei
(5) Perform meteorologica: w tch.
(6) Plot w :ter charts and c 'rams.
(7) Establish and conduct on-t,

training.
(8) Analyze weather data.
(9) Inspect and evaluate weather ac-

tivities.
_(10)Per,inia organizational preventive

maintena,Ice.

a.

b.

Column B

AFSC 2)150. Weather
Specialist.
AFSC 25170.
We2ther Technician.
AFSC 25190,
Weather Superinten-
dent.
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CHAPTER 2

Security

NOTE: For objectives 004-025, study objectives 001-022
in Module 10003, Security, which accompanies this
volume. When you complete Module 10003, return to the
text.

MODULE 10003

Security
CDC 25150.1 Objectives Module 10003 Objectives

004 001

005 002
006 003
007 004
008 005

94
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009 006
010 007
011 008
012 009
013 010
014 011
015 012
016 013
017 014
018 015
019 016
020 017
021 018
022 019
023 620
024 021
025 022



Safety

ALL OF US supervise as far as safety is concerned. Your
official supervisor is responsible for establishing a safety
program and for instructing you and your coworkers in
applicable safety practices. You are responsible for
insuring that the program works. The burden of accident
prevention falls on every one of us. Accidents will cease
only when each person maintains the proper attitude
toward safety programs.

Do you recognize and accept unsafe acts or situations
without taking positive corrective action? Do you rely on
the "experts" to find and correct the hazardous condi-
tions at your station? Do you overlook "small" safety
violations? Do you follow unsafe practices because the
"safe way" is too much trouble or red tape? Do you
believe that accidents always happen to the other fellow?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, you may be0 the safety problem. You may be the next accident victim
or you may cause someone else to become a victim. To
prevent this, you must understand and observe all safety
standards and regulations established in your unit. You
are obligated to make the appropriate agencies aware of
all potential hazards. Carelessness or neglect on your
part may result in serious injury or death to someone in
your unit.

3-1. General Weather Station Precautions

There are no secrets in accident prevention. It re-
quires commonsense and sound application of safe
procedures. Caution must be used at all times, not just in
the most hazardous situations. An accident can strike
anyone, anywhere, anytime. You must know, under-
stand, and practice safety procedures in the weather
station.

026. Identify the person responsible for the unit safety
program, and list the tasks of the unit safety NCO.

Safety Program Responsibilities. Each weather station
must nave a safety program. The main responsibility for
this program rests with the commander. A commander
may appoint a safety NCO to conduct the program. If
you were chosen for this duty you would:

a. Inform the commander on the status of the accident
prevention program.

b. Perform periodic safety surveys of operations with-
in your unit.

CHAPTER 3

c. Identify safety hazards and monitor corrective
actions.

d. Main'ain unit safety publications has and distri-
bute educational materials.

e. Assist the commander in preparing safety presen-
tations.

Exercises (026):
I. The main responsibility for weather station safety

rests with the

2. List the tasks a unit safety NCO is usually responsible
for accomplishing.

027. Identify and correct false statements concerning
general safety procedures for weather stations.

Safety Program Implementation. if you are selected as
the safety NCO, you would actually conduct the safety
program. This would consist of three basic
processes: detection, analysis, and correction. Detection
involves seeking out the unsafe work methods and
conditions; analysis is determining why the unsafe meth-
ods or conditions exist; and correction is elimination of
the unsafe method or conditions.

Detecting r ealher station office hazards. The weather
station is actually an office. Generally. an office is
considered as a nonhazardous working environment.
Where safe working practices are followed and physical
hazards have been eliminated, this is true. The following
information is abstracted with modifications from
6WWg Digest:

Approximately 25,000 office aorkers suffer disabling work
injuries each year. A study of 2.000 disabling occupational
injuries among office workers shows an average of 37 days lost
per casc and an average direct cost of $336 per case. About 45
percent of the office injuries result in disabling injuries. with one
of every six office workers injured oer year. The principal source
of disabling injuries are as follows:

5
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Source
Falls
Handling material or equipment
Striking against material. equipment
Vehicles
Flying panicles
Handtools (pencils, pens. rulers. etc.)

% of Total Disabling
Injuries

53%
20%
8%
3%
2%
1%

Analyzing and correcting office safety hazard. Most
accidents result from combining an unsafe act with an
unsafe condition. Corrective action obviously lies in
correcting both unsafe acts and conditions.

Unsafe acts can be eliminated by teaching employees
the importance of accident prevention and safe work
practices. A safety indoctrination for new employees and
safety seminars for all workers help to do this. To keep
safety awareness at a high level, display caution signs and
safety posters where the} serve as prominent reminders.
Distribute pamphlets and correct unsafe acts promptly
when observed. Thee methods help keep your coworkers
actively engaged in safety education. Involve your co-
workers in safety on a personal basis, and they will accept
the responsibility.

Unsafe conditions can be discovered through periodic
inspections of the work area. Conditions to be corrected
should be listed and the list retained until all items have
been correL ed. You should continually watch for unsafe
conditions and take action promptly to correct the
conditions. Giw heed to all reports of unsafe conditions
from coworkers.

a. To prevent office equipment accidents, follow these
safety procedures:

( I) An ange office furniture, equipment and electri-
cal appliances to obtain maximum safe utilization of
:nstalled facilities, such as overhead lighting, wall outlets.
telephones, and others.

(2) Locate desks, file cabinets, etc. so that drawers
will not open into aisles or walkways. Desk and file
drawers should never be left open.

(3) Distribute weight in file cabinets so top drawer
contents are not extra heavy. Avoid having more than
one file drawer open at a time.

(4) Attach file cabinets together. or to the floor. to
prevent them from tipping.

(5) Correct any splintering or other faulty condi-
tion of office equipment promptly.

(6) Provide adequate lighting for desks, work-
places, walkways, stairways. and storage area:.

(7) Permit no unauthorized person to operate
office equipment. Only a maintenance person should be
permitted to repair or adjust this equipment.

b. Observe these safety procedures concerning aisles
and floors:

(1)Maintain minimum aisle widths adequate for
two-way traffic and with unobstructed cccess to all parts
of the office.

(2) Keep wastebaskets, briefcases, or other objects
out of aisles or other places where they create a tripping
hazard.

(3) Sweep floors clear of pencils, bottles, paper
clips, and other loose objects.
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(4) Arrange furniture or use cable or conduit to
cover electrical or phone cords to prevent tripping.

(5) Repair floor holes, loose boards, splinters, or
floor depressions.

(6) Replace torn or badly worn carpeting, and
fasten down curled edges.

c. Safety rules for stairs are as follows:
(1) Post caution signs on doors that open onto one

or more steps.
(2) Provide suitable handrails for stairways, and

replace serverely worn stair treads.
(3) Prohibit running on stairs, in corridors, or

elsewhere in the office.

d. Electrical equipment safety rules are as follows:
(1) Protect fingers from electric fans with mesh

guards. Turn power off and wait till blades stop turning
before handling fans.

(2) Replace worn or broken electrical cords or
plugs, and tighten loose connections.

(3) Secure loose light fixtures or fixture parts.
(4) Do not extend electric cords over radiators,

steampipes, or through doorways.
(5) Use the insulating-link-type electric switch pull

chains.
(6) Install recommended fuse size.
(7) Ground all equipment.

e. Fire protection or prevention rules are to:
(1) Maintain easy access to fire extinguishers

hose.
(2) Provide ashtrays for disposal of smoking

matter.
(3) Clearly locate fire extinguishers and hoses, and

tag extinguishers with date of annual inspection.
(4) Teach all employees the fire alarm signals aa.d

the details of emergency evacuation procedures.
(5) Teach all employees to use fire extinguishers.

f General safety, procedures for you and yon co-
workers to practice are as follows:

(1) Fix windows that are hard to open. They may
be needed as a fire exit route.

(2) Stress good housekeeping to minimize accident
exposure.

(3) Furnish ladders for reaching nlerials on stock
shelves; and keep them in safe, ser'-eable condition.

(4) Avoid wal!.ing without looking where you are
goingaround corners. into open doors, or while read-
ing correspondence. Approach closed doors with
caution.

(5) Do not attempt to move heavy furniture or lift
heavy objects by yourself.

(6) Employ safe lifting procedureskeep the back
straight and lift with the legs.

(7) Do rot throw paper clips, shoot rubber bands,
throw objects out of windows, or engage in other types of
horseplay.

(8) Use cleaning fluids only in small quantity and in
well-ventilated al^c. Store the fluids in closed con-
tainers. Use only nontoxic cleaners.
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Exercises (027):
Indicate whether the following statements are true or
fa/se by marking blanks. Correct the false statements.

1 The office is the safest place to work so only
nominal attention has to be given to specific
safety measures.

_ 2 Most office accidents occur when an unsafe act
is combined with unsafe conditions.

_ 3 The greatest weight in file cabinets should be in
the top drawers to provide a stabilizing effect
to the cabinets.

4 File cabinets and boxes may be stored in the
hallways as long as they do not ocmpletely
obstri. A an emergency exit.

5 Mesh guards for fans are needed only when the
fans are at or below 5 feet.

6 Employees must know where fire extinguishers
are, but do not need training in their use as the
extinguishers have clearly printed instructions.

7 Employees may use chairs and boxes to stand
on and reach higher levels if another person
steadies the chairs and boxes.

3-2. Weather Equipment Safety Precautions

Most of the hazards which will confront you as a user
of electronic equipment will be associated with careless
operation practices. Precautions or preventive measures
to be observed are discussed in the following text.

028. Identify potential causes of accidents from simu-
lated situations.

Accident Causes. The following list indicates the
common causes of accidents which occur around weather
equipment. Note that the human element of carelessness
is present in every case.

a. Operating equipment without proper authority.
b. Working without sufficient experience.
c. Disregarding safety precautions.
d. Ignoring safety devices.
e. Operating unsafe equipment.
f. Careless housekeeping.
g. Working at unsafe speeds.
h. Indulging in horseplay.
i. Assuming unsafe body position while working.
j. Operating moving equipment without a proper

safety guard.
k. Failing to warn individuals of possible dangers.
1. Fatigue.

Exercises (028):
1. You know that a maintenance person is working on

the radar. You see an observer preparing to radiate a
signal. Which of the common accident causes is bei,._
violated?
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2. The observer relieving you for a midnight shift talks
about the fabulous, weekend she had at a place 900
miles away. After talking to her, you realize she has
been driving or partying for over 72 hours with no
sleep. What potential accident cause is most obvious?

029. Cite the genera! safety precautions in using electri-
cal equipment, and explain why safety rules should be
used for operation of such equipment.

Electrical Equipment Hazards. Hazards associated
with the use of electrically powered tools are electrical
shock, burns. cuts, bruises, falls, strains, sprains, parti-
cles in the eye, and explosions. Safely using electrically
powered tools will reduce or eliminate such accidents.

Electrical Equipment Safety Precautions. Safety pre-
cautions to observe when working with electrically
powered tools are listed below.

a. Locate power tool cables so they are not a tripping
hazard.

b. Properly ground all electrically powered tools.
c. Do not use powered tools unless all dangerous

moving parts are guarded.
d. Wear goggles when working where particle.; may

strike the eye.
e. Check electrical conductors for worn insulation.
f Replace defective cords and plugs immediately.
g. Do not operate a power tool unless trained to use it,

or unless supervised by your trainer.
h. Disconnect the electrical power cord when you

finish using a power tool.
i. If you are a supervisor, instruct all personnel in the

correct use of power tools; inform thera of the hazards
aod safety practices to be observed.

Six safety rules apply when you must become involved
with electrical equipment such as sensors, recorders, etc.
Fix them in your mind and observe them.

(1) Do not wear metal identification bracelets, wrist
watches, or rings while working around electrical equip-
ment.

(2) Keep your clothing, hands, and feet dry if at all
possible.

(3) Pull the fuses, open the circuit breakers, or dis-
connect the circuits from their source of power to protect
yourself and the equipment.

(4) Do not use your bare hands to remove hot tubes
from their sockets. You may burn your hands and drop
the tube. Use asbestos gloves or a tube puller for
removing hot tubes.

(5) Never use toxic or flammable solvents for cleaning
purposes.

(6) Do not take anything fur granted when working
with inexperienced help. Check every operation as they
perform it to insure it is properly completed.

9 7
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Exercises (029):
1. List 10 safety precautions to be observed when using

electrically powered tools, sensors, recorders, or simi-

lar equipment.

2. Briefly explain the purpose of the 10 safety rules you
listed.

030. Explain why you need to know the high-voltage
safety precautions, and given problem situations, deter-
mine the safest solutions.

High-Voltage Hazards. Body resistance to electrical
current varies between 100,000 and 600,000 ohms for dry

skin to 1,000 ohms for wet skin. The internal resistance of
the body, hand to foot, is about 400 to 600 ohms; from ear
to ear it is about 100 ohms. Even though the human skin
has high resistance and therefore acts as a partial
protector against electrical shock, it may be mortally
dangerous to come in bodily contact with an exposer,
power lead or other point ofpotential shock on electron-
ic equipment.

Suppose 115 volts is applied to the perspiring skin of a
worker who is standing on a good electrical ground.
Assuming a total resistance of 1,500 ohms (skin, body,
and ground contacts), the current through the worker's
body would be about .077 ampere or 77 miliamperes.
Though this amount of current may not be fatal, there
will always be pain, severe muscular contractions, and
breathing difficulties. When we think of electrocution, we
are inclined to think in terms of extremely high voltage,
but a point to remember is that more people are killed by
115 volts than any other voltage.

High-Voltage Safety Precautions. The following list
indicates the safety precautions to observe whileworking
with equipment where high voltages are present. Failure
to observe these precautions could result in death.
Although mainly intended for maintenance personnel,
you should also understand and see that the following
high voltage safety rules are not violated.

a. Never trust and electrical switch.
b. Do not rely soley on safety devices.
c. Inform the remote station of the circuit on which

you will be working.
d. Place a sign "DANGERDO NOT USE OR

OPERATE" or a similar warning note at the switch or
circuit breaker of the circuit on which you will be

working.
e. Turn the power switch to the OFF position.f Remove all fuses from circuits where switches

might be closed accidently or unintentionally.
g. Be alert for the presence of high-voltage lines o,

circuits in order to prevent accidental touching.
h. Do not work with high-voltage equipment by

yourself; have another person (safety observer) qualified
in first aid for electrical shock present at all times.
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1. Do not rely upon the insulation as complete
protection against electrical shock.

j. Keep your feet clear of objects on the floor.
k. Stand on a good rubber mat. (Not all so-called

rubber mats are good insulators.)
1. Use good rubber gloves when applicable.
m. Use a shorting stick to discharge all high-voltage

capacitors.
n. Do not change electron tubes or make adjustments

inside equipment when the high-voltage supply is on.

o. Make certain that the high-voltage plate circuits are
turned off before performing preventive maintenance on
equipment.

p. Make certain that all the equipment is pro-
perly grounded. Ground all test equipment to the equip-
ment under test.

Exercises (030):
1. What should you do if you have an operationally

important radar observation to make but notice that a
"DANGERDO NOT USE OR OPERATE" sign is
on the radar console?

2. Why do you need to know the safety precautions that
maintenance personnel should use?

3. The radar goes out of order and you call the standby
maintenance person. After checking the equipment,
the individual decides the trouble is in the console.
where there is high-voltage current. What is the
person's best course of action?

031. List the four steps in giving first aid, and explain the
purpose of precautions when resetting an electrical shock
victim.

Steps in Giving First Aid. You are limited in the first
aid you are allowed to give to injured personnel. How-
ever, you must, if needed, accomplish the following four
steps:

a. Rescue the victim.
b. Call for a medical officer and pulmotor, if possible,

but do not delay administering first aid while waiting for

either.
c. Stop all serious bleeding quickly.
d. If breathing has stopped, apply artificial respir-

ation immediately.

Electrical Shock First Aid. Although the victim of
electical shock depends on you to give prompt first aid,
you must protect yourself. Unless you want to become a
victim yourself, observe these precautions before at-
tempting a rescue:
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a. Shut off high voltage at once.
b. If the high voltage cannot be turned off without

delay, free the victim from the live connector. RE-
MEMBER:

(1) Protect yourself with dry insulating material.
(2) Use a dry board, your belt, dry clothing or other

nonconductive material to free the victim. When possible
PUSHDO NOT PULLthe victim free of the high -
voltage source.

(3) Use an axe if necessary to cut the high-voltage
wire.

(4) DO NOT touch the victim with your bare h ands
until the high-voltage circuit is broken.

Exercises (031):
I. List the four steps you should take to help an electrical

accident victim.

2. What is the purpose of the precautions you should
take when rescuing an electrical shock victim?

3-3. Fire Safety

Fires not only cause a tremendous monetary loss to the
Government but also result in severe injuries or loss of life
to many airmen. In a communications-electronics facil-
ity, t here is always the possibility of a serious fire starting
from a short or overload. More frequently, fires are
caused by human carelessness or failure to comply with
safety regulations.

We know that the best way to fight fire is to prevent it
from starting. However, you should know how to put a
fire out if one should start. This section covers fire
prevention, the three classes of fires, and the use of fire
extinguishers. Knowing this information increases your
fire safety at work or at home.

032. Given simulated situations, identify or specify ap-
propriate actions as recommended by an effective fire
prevention program.

Fire Hazards. Always be alert for any fire hazards
existing within your section or organization, and elimi-
nate them. If you cannot immediately eliminate the
hazara. report it to your immediate supervisor and then
to the Ground Safety Officer.

If the hazard still isn't corrected, submit a USAF
Hazard Repolt, AF Form 437. AFR 127-2, The USAF
Mishap Prevention Program is the governing regulation
for this report. Submit the AF Form 457, with it verbal
dc cription of the hazard, to the Chief of Safety or
command post at your base. (This applies to all hazards,
not just fire hazards and not just those hazards within
your unit.)

9

A fire that starts in electrical equipment can usually be
arrested by merely turning off the AC (alternating
current) power supply to the equipment. Since electrical
equipment usually consists of metal, wiring and small
electrical components, only the insulation on the wiring
or electrical components will burn. Thus, a large fire in
electrical equipment is not common. The large fire is
usually caused by the overheating of main power lines
supplying the electronics equipment. Overheated power
lines can ignite the building structure materials and
spread to flammable materials nearby.

Inspection Checklist. Many factors contribute to fires.
To prevent fires, establish a fire safety program and
periodically inspect your shop or facility to eliminate fire
hazards that exist. A checklist of important items for
preventing fires is provided below. Your inspections
should include hazardous conditions.

Electrical equipment. Check all electrical equipment
for the following:

a. Poor grounding system.
b. Improper fuse rating. Fuses should have theampere

and voltage rating specified in the applicable technical
order for the equipment.

c. Fuse boxes not marked with the proper size fuse to
be installed.

d. Defective switches and relays.
e. Worn or frayed AC power cords and internal

wiring.
f. Brcken power plugs and sockets.
g. Dirty, oily electric motors or generators.
h. Dusty or dirty electronics equipment in general.

Fire control equipment. Check all fire control equip-
ment for the following:

a. Inadequate type and number of fire extinguishers.
b. Fire extinguishers not installed properly or blocked

by obstructions.
c. Fire extinguishers not inspected and recharged at

proper intervals.
d. Improper use of fire buckets and sand pails. (Some-

times used for cigarette butts and paper.)
e. Fire extinguisher seals broken.
f Fire extinguisher hoses stopped up, or otherwise

defective.

Building housekeeping. Check the building in general
for the following:

a. Trash and foreign materials in the area.
b. Flammable or self-heating materials in unauthor-

ized containers or storage closets.
c. Dead grass and leaves around the buildings and

yards.
d. Flammable materials stored in the attic area of the

building.
e. Unauthorized waste baskets or containers being

used. (Should be metal.)
f Clean or dirty rags being stored in improper

containers. (Should be metal and covered.)
g. Designated nonsmoking areas not posted with "NO

SMOKING" signs.
h. Insufficient ash trays or disposal cans provided for

smokers.
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i. Fire evacuation plans not posted for safe evacua-
tion of building.

j. Emergency fire reporting procedures not posted,
such as phone numbers and building numbers.

Emergency powerfacility. Check the emergency power
unit facility for the following deficiencies:

a. "NO SMOKING" signs not posted.
b. Fuel lines to power units leaking.
c. Grease and oil containers not properly marked and

covered.
d. Grease and oil on the floors.
e. Clean or dirty rags stored in improper containers.
f Improper grounding system for generator units.
g. Main fuse boxes not marked to indicate proper

size of fuses to use.
h. Improper size fuses being used.
i. Switch boxes not marked properly to indicate their

control.
j. Drip pans not installed under power units to

prevent flammable liquids from spreading on the power
building floor.

k. Drip pans not cleaned as required.
1. Exhaust pipe for power unit engine not insulated

properly from building structure.
in. AC wiring from generators not installed according

to good installation practices. Look for improper size
wire, connectors, underrated switches, and worn wiring.

Exercises (032):
I. While operating, the FPS-77 suddenly breaks out in

fire. What should you do first?

2. You must conduct an inspection for areas indicated
below. Indicate items you check for. Some of the items
will be checked in more than one area.

-(1)_(2)
_(3)

(4)

_ (5)
(6)

- (7)
(8)
(9)

Column A
hems

Correct type of fire extinguisher.
Dirty. oily electric motors or
generators.
Containers not properly covered
or sealed.
Clean or dirty rags stored in im-
proper containers.
Drip pans improperly installed
or unclean.
"NO SMOKING" signs not
posted.
Insufficient ash trays.
Leaking fuel lines.
Improper fuse sizes.

a

b.
c.

d.

Column B
Area of Inspection

Electric equipment
Fire control equipment.
Building housekeeping.
Emergency power fa-
cilities

3. If you notice a safety hazard but cannot eliminate it
yourself, what should you do first.'

10

033. Name the three types of fire extinguishers, and
given a list of different types of burning material, identify
the correct fire extinguisher to use for each and the
proper way to use extinguishers with all material.

Fire Extinguishing Principle. Any fire needs three
conditions to exist: fuel, heat, and oxygen. When a fire
runs out of fuel, it goes out. If a fire cannot get air, it
smothers. If the fuel is cooled, the fire is retarded.
Generally, fire extinguishers put out a fire by smothering
it or cooling it. For example, the foam extinguisher
controls a fire by smothering action, whereas the carbon
dioxide (CO2) extinguisher controls the fire not only by
smothering it but with cooling as well.

Classes of Fires. Fires are placed in four classes: A, B,
C, and D. Cl F 'es are determined by type of combustible
material. A class A fire consists of burning rags, .wood,
paper, coal, and similar solid fuds. Figure 3-1 illustrates
this type of fire and the type extinguishers recommended
to combat it.

A class B fire is fed by liquid fuels such as oil, gasoline,
alcohol, etc. Watet CANNOT be used to combat this
typ... of fire because it will only spread it. This fire is best
controlled using the foam extinguisher, as shown in

figure 3-2.
A class C fire is one found in electrical circuits, usually

caused by insulation failure, an overload, or short circuit.
Fires in electrical equipment should be controlled first by
disabling the circuit. Only CO2 or chlorobromomethane
(CB) type fire extinguishers should be used on electrical
fires, as illustrated in figure 3-3.

A class D fire involves the fuming of combustible
metals such as magnesium and sodium. A smothering
agent such as CO2 or, if available, dry sand, powered
graphite, and certain dry chemical agents are used to
combat fires of this class. Magnesium fires may be
controlled by use of water in the absence of CO2 or dry
chemical agents.

Carbon dioxide extinguishers are the best to use on
class D fires because CO2 will not damage electrical
insulation. When using CO2 extinguishers in a confined
or pc orly ventilated space, avoid breathing excessive
amounts of the gas produced. Small percentages (less
than 3 percent volume) of carbon dioxide gas in the air
will cause fatigue and perhaps severe headache. Three
percent in the air will double the breathing effort, and five
percent in the air will cause panting. Eight percent causes
unconsciousness very quickly. If your have to enter an
area with hazardous amounts of CO2 gas and breathing
equipment is not available, do so only with a life line and
an assistant standing by.

The CB type extinguisher is used on electrical fires

because its agent is not a conductor of electricity.
Chlorobromomethane, however, is a highly toxic chemi-
cal and should not be breathed excessively. The CB type
extinguisher might be used instead of the CO2 type in fires
located in secluded or "hard to get at" places where the
CO2 agent cannot reach to smother the fire.

Yorr local fire department will determine the proper
type fire extinguishers for your facility or shop accorc ing
to fire safety regulations. It benefits you to know how to
use these extinguishers if a fire should start.
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. ....

CLASS 'A' FIRE

EXTING JISHER RECOMMENDED

WATER TYPE

Figure 3 -I. Rubbish tire and recommended extinguisher.

sire Control. Know the fire extinguishers, where they
are located, and how to use them. The following list
indicates the various types of fire extinguishers usually
available in or around a typical communications-elec-
tronics maintenance shop or facility.

a. CO2A bottle type extinguisher produced in vari-
ous sizes. Most commonly used on gasoline, oil, grease.
and electrical fires. It is filled with carbon dioxide gas.

b. CBThis extinguisher contains a solution of chlo-
robromomethane. Although mnmonly used on elec-
trical fires, it is being repl-:-LI by the Halon extinguisher.

c. Foam This extinguisher is used on almost any
type of fire, but is me t effective on structural fires from a
liquid source.

d. Halon- -Another extinguisher that is proving very
effective is the Halon extinguisher. It is more expensive.
but much less toxic than the CB extinguisher. Halon 1211
(brom. ochlorodifluoromethane) is safe and effective for
electrical equipment or a cathode ray tube. Halon
smo:hers the fire but leaves little or no residue. Halon is
highly recommended for use on the COMEDS, radar,
and computers. The Halon extinguisher appears to be the
safest and most effective extinguisher for any type of fire.

The operating instructions for these extinguishers are
always printed on the name plate of each unit. Learn how
to use them before you need them. Figure 3-4 shows how
to extinguish a typical fire. Direct the extinguishing agent
to the base of the flame. If you have any questions
concerning the operation of a particular type of extin-
guisher, ask your trainer for guidance.

Be sure to notify your fire department after an
extinguisher is used so that it can be recharged or
replaced for future use. Rough handling of fire extin-
guishers under pressure can cause serious injury. Do not

I I

FOAM TYPE

25.291

use a fire extinguisher for anything except to control a
fire.

Exercises (033):
I. What are the four types of fire extinguishers?

2. Indicate the type of extinguisher that should be used
for the following fires:
a. Combustible metals.

b. Oil or gasoline.

CLASS "R" FIRE FOAM TYPE

Figure 3-2. Oil fire and recommended extinguisher.
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c. Wood, rags, or paper.

d. Electrical fires.

e. Grease.

f. Structural fires.

CI TYPE

Figure 3-3. Electrical fire and recommended extinguisher.

3. In extinguishing a fire, where should you direct the
extinguishing agent?

CAUCA DIOXIDE
TYPE

3-4. Compressed Gas Safety

25.293

What does compressed gas safety have to do with the
base weather station operation? You may be assigned to a
unit that takes rawinsonde or pibal observations. Also,
several weather stations use balloons as a backup for
obtaining ceiling heights.

034. Explain why specified compressed gas safety proce-
dures should be followed.

Compressed Gas Safety Procedures. The compressed
gas that is normally used at a base weather station is
considered nontoxic. However, there are certain safety
precautions that you should follow when handling
compressed gas. They are as follows:

a. Wear a gas mask to prevent inhalation of fumes.
b. Wear rubber-soled safety shoes to prevent static

Figure 3-4. Direct agent to base of flame.
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electricity and to protect your toes in case a cylinder
should be dropped on your foot.

c. Use two people to load and move cylinders to
prevent dropping the cylinders. (Lighter than air gases
compressed in a cylinder are heavy.)

d. Lift with your legsnot your back. This will
prevent back strain.

e. Do nor lift cylinders by the nozzle. A broken nozzle
will turn a cylinder into a projectile.

f Secure cylinders in an upright position during
transit and storagt. An unsecured cylinder may fall and
break the nozzle and become a projectile.

g. Store cylinders in a cool, dry place. Extreme heat
could increase the pressure in the cylinders to an unsafe
level.

Exercises (034):
I. What is the purpose of wearing safety shoes when

handling compressed gas cylinders?

2. Why should you nor lift cylinders by the nozzle?

3. What is the reason for securing cylinders during
transit and storage?

4. Why should cylinders be stored in a cool place?

3-5. Reporting Safety Hazards

In the introduction to this chapter. we talked about
oNerlooking safety hazards and letting the experts take
care of finding and correcting safety hazards. You must
remember that to take this approach could result in
injury to someone. maybe you.

035. Given statements on reporting safety hazards, iden-
tify and correct those that are incorree:.

Correcting and Reporting Safety Hazards. All safety
hazards must be corrected. The first approach is to
correct it yourself, especially if the hazard is in your own
work area. The second approach is to report the hazard
to your supervisor. If the hazard still isn't corrected or if
you don't know to whom to report the hazard, submit an
AF Form 457, USAF Hazard Report. If you should
notice a safety hazard at a base when traveling and do not
have time to submit an AF Form 457, then submit the
report at your home base. The base chief of Safety must
notify the originator of action taken or contemplated
within 30 days of hazard report receipt.

Exercise (035):
I. Identify and correct the following statements that are

false concerning reporting safety hazards.
a If the safety hazard is not in your work area. it

is no concern to you.

_ b If there is a safety hazard in your work area
that you cannot correct. report it to your
supervisor.

c If you report a safety hazard to your super-
visor and he or she cannot correct it, it is your
supervisor's responsibility to submit a USAF
Hazard Report.

_ d The AF Form 457. USAF Hazard Report. is
submitted to the base Chief of Safety.

e If you notice a safety hazard at a base when you
are traveling but you cannot submit a USAF
Hazard Report there. forget :t, after all, if you
noticed it someone else will also.
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CHAPTER 4

Weather Station Management

THE SUCCESS OF Air Weather Service's worldwide
mission depends largely upon Weather Specialists and
Weather Technicians. You. as a weather specialist, are
one of a select group of people in the Air Force upon
whose shoulders rest the responsibility of guiding a large
part of Air Weather Service's operation. As you progress
in rank and experience. your part will extend beyond
guiding your own actions to guiding other peopleyour
subordinates. It follows. then. that you need an under-
standing of more than just meteorological subjects. There
is no better time to start learning the other subjects that
you will need to know later in your career than right nolA .

This chapter presents a discussion of administrative
duties. supply, management principle.. the rating pro-
cess. counseling. and training.

4-1. Administration

Administration is a necessary part of good manage-
ment. Paper work is not welcomed by very many. but it is
important for at least twc reasons. It provides communi-
cation and standardization between levels of authority
and also records the status of operation. To record the
operational status, files are maintained and reports
submitted. There are directives and forms to guide and
control the administrative duties. Knowledge of these
forms and directives makes the paperwork load easier.

036. State the two major AF documents which control
the preparation and processing of correspondence; and
from a list, select the true statements concerning prepara-
tion and processing of communications.

Air Force Correspondence Directives. As a weather
specialist, you may be responsible for preparing and
processing correspondence. Air Force Regulation 10-1.
Preparing Correspondence, contains guidelines for the
preparation of correspondence. Another commonly used
publication in the preparation and processing of corres-
pondence is Air Force Pamphlet 13-2, Guide for Air
Force Writing.

Occasionally, you will prepare, type, and forward
correspondence. However, in most cases. you will simply
be checking the work of others for format, content,
grammar. and so forth. Whichever it may be, your
knowledge of this subject must be thorough. Completion
of an effective writing course coupled with experience in
preparing correspondence will help you understand the
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rules of preparing correspondence. You should be able to
answer three basic questions:

a. What is the purpose of AFR 10-1?
b. What types of communications or correspondence

are there?
c. What are the three major parts of a letter?

AFR 10-1 contains guidance on how to prepare and
expedite written communications for transacting Air
Force business. It prescribes the standard format for
formal correspondence and the stationery to use It also
provides instructions for informal correspondence The
provisions of AFR 10-1 are mandatory for use by all Air
Force activities. Compliance with its policies and proce-
dures eliminates unnecessary and costly delays in the
preparation. receipt, delivery, and dispatch of communi-
cations.

Exercises (036):
I. What are the two major AF documents that control

the preparation and processing of correspondence9

2. Which of the following statements are true of AFR
10-1. Preparing Correspondence?
a. Prescribes the standard format and stationery for

both formal and informal correspondence.

b. Is advisory in nature.

c. Prescribes procedures for writing official letters.

037. Given simulated situations, determine the type of
correspondence needed.

Why do you need to know the types of communi-
cations that can be used? Consider this example: The
commander asks you to prepare correspondence to
inform squadron headquarters of a need to obtain a new
weather teletype circuit. You must carefully select the
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type of communication that most effecti% el) and eco-
nomically serves your purpose to insure explanation and
documentation AFR 10-1 lists six types of correspon-
dence useful for specific situations. These are:

Letters.
Indorsements.
Memorandums.
Reports.
Meeting minutes.
Staff studies.

ln our example given above, an individually prepared
letter explaining the problem would be the best type
communication.

Letter. The letter is the basic Air Force correspond-
ence. Normally the standardized format which is re-
quired for the standard official letter is used. This format
will be covered in the next objective. However,
occasionally you may want to use four other formats.

The personalized letter. This is an official letter to an
individual on a personal and private matter when warmth
and sincerity are essential. Use it for a notice of serious
illness. and expression of condolence, or in a semiofficial
explanatory, congratulatory. or welcoming letter.

The IN TURN letter. Prepare an IN TURN letter for
the following:

a The instructions are too long to type on an Optional
Form 4I, Routing and Transmittal Slip.

b. You need to record the instructions.
c. The final addressee must see the coordination or

other action of any previous addressee.

The short note reply. Write or type your comments on
the incoming letter. This method is used when you do not
need to retain a copy of the original leLtel.

Form or guide letters. Form letters are composed and
reproduced in quantity, in advance of actual use, to
accomplish repetitive, routine actions. A guide letter is a
model of a letter text composed in advance but not
printed. The guide letter is used in preparing an indivi-
dually typed letter in reply to a recurring inquiry.

Form and guide letters usually provide the following
advantages:

Saving in time and labor.
Rapid transactions.
Consistency in transacting business.

Indorsements. The indorsement is similar to the short
reply in that it is attached to the basic letter. The
indorsement is used only between U.S. military organiza-
tions.

Memorandum. This is used to transmit informal
instructions or remarks requiring no reply. It is used
especially between staff offices of the same headquarters.
The memorandum for record is used to briefly document
a discussion, telephone communication. or action that is
not available tor your files.

Reports. These are official statements or accounts
pertaining to a unit's functions. Reports are prepared and
submitted in accordance with the directives of a higher
authority.
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Meeting Minutes. Meeting minutes are a concise. clear
summary of the participants' discussions. The minutes
provide a record of completed or planned actions.

Staff Study. This is a problem-solution type of report.
It presents the data collected, discusses possible solu-
tions, and indicates the best solution.

Exercises (037):
Determine which of the six types of correspondence
should be used in each of the situations below.
I. A letter of commendation arrives for an airman you

are training. You must forward this letter and your
comments to the airmar.

2. You ale sending a letter of agreement to five agencies
on base for their coordination.

3. You must document a self-inspection you have just
completed on the forecast section.

4. You have developed an objective forecast study for
predicting visibility.

5. You must notify 150 meml;Irs of the next meeting of
the local American Meteorological Society.

6. You have received a letter requesting comments on a
proposed procedure and have no suggestions.

7. The wing commander is coming to visit your detach-
ment, and you wish to invite him to a detachment
party while he is there.

038. State the three parts of an Air Force letter, and
specify the regulation describing the proper letter format
and preparation procedures.

You might also ask why you need to know the three
major parts of a letter. By knowing the three major parts
of a military letter (heading, body, and close), you can
find the proper format and procedures for each part in
Chapter 4 of AFR 10 -I.

Figure 4 -I shows the correct format fora military letter
going from one Air Force organization to another.
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X (TYPED LETTERHEAD -

X Letter going to another

X Air Force organization

X outside your head-

X quarters.)

FROM: 4 Wea Wg (4WW0P) 23 June 1980

Ent AFB CO 80912

X

SUBJECT: The Air Force Letter with Typed Letterhead

X

TO; Det 2, 19 Wee Sq

X

1. When typing an Air Force letter, begin typing on the sixth line

from the top of the page. If the letter is going to an Air Force

organization outside your headquarters, an abbreviated address and

office symbol will follow the caption FROM:
r
2. SUBJECT: is typed two lines below the last line of the FROM

address. TO: is typed on the second line below the subject. All

these captions (FROM:, SUBJECT: AND TO:) will be typed on the left

margin. Information that follows the captions will begin two spaces

after the colons.

X

3. Double space betweea the last line of the address and the first

line of the text. Type the text in single space, (text of letters less

than 10 lines may be double spaced) with double spacing between

paragraphs and subparagraphs. Double space between the last line of

text and the Authority Line.

X

4. The Authority Line will be typed two lines below the last line

of the body or text, on the left margin. The Authority Line is omitted

when the commander signs the correspondence personally. It may also

be omitted when the text of the letter states that it is written at

the direction of the commander. In addition, it will be omitted on

communications within a headquarters, and to addressees outside the

Department of the Defense.

X

5. The Signature Element will be typed four lines below the Authority

Line and at the left margin. If no Authority Line is used, the

Signature Element will be four lines below the last line of the text.

X
FOR THE COMMANDER
X

X
X
JAMES L. JONES, Major, USAF
Administrative Officer

2 Atch

1. Cy AWS Ltr, 1 Apr 80

2. AFR 10-1, 20 Jun 80

(5 sep cover)

Figure 4-I. Military letter format.
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Notice the letter specifically states, "Outside your head-
quarters." Also notice the correct format for the heading,0 body, and close. The Xs on the left-hand side of the letter
indicate the number of spaces between each element
one Y. equals one space.

Exercises (038):
I What AF regulation provides guidance for preparing

and processing Air Force letters?

2. What are the three major parts of a letter?

039. Identify given information requirements for
records, publications, and files with swine, applicable
administrative dir.ct:ves.

Administrative Directives. The easiest way to find a
topic in a reference book is to consult the index. The Air
Force prints indexes of its publications and forms. AFR
0-2, Numerical Index of Standard and Recurring Air
Force Publications, lists the number, current date, title.
office of primary responsibility, and distribution for
manuals, regulations. and pamphlets. Publications are
arranged in numerical order by series. A series simply
groups publications of a similar topic together. For
example. series 5. Publiclions Management. groups
those regulations arid,' or manuals on that subject. Listed
also with each publication are the number of printed
changes.

AFR 0-9. Numerical Index of Departmental Forms,
lists forms published by the Air Force, Department of
Defense (DD). and other agencies. The index also lists
Air Force Technical Order (AFTO) forms. Each entry
gives the form number, date, unit of requisition. title, aid
prescribing directive. The prescribing directive tells you
how the form is completed and used.

Air Weather Service has its own indexes of directives
and forms. AWSR 0-2 and AWSR 0-9. These indexes
catalog publications peculiar to weather. Both AF and
AWS indexes are needed to support station administra-
tion.

Beyond the indexes lie a host of directives to guide your
administration. Consider briefly the following seven
directives discussed here in numerical order.

A FRs 5-1 and 5-31. To learn the policies, procedures.
and standards of publications management. refer to AFR
5-1, Air Force Publications Management Program. It
explains the publication system operating within the Air
Force. A FR 5-31. Publications Libraries and lndivid4a1
Publications Sets, explains how to establish and main-
tain publication libraries. Maintaining a reference library
and posting changes to manuals are regulated by AFR 5-
31.

AFR 10-1. Correspondence flows freely between Air
Force units How is this paperwork developed, what are
the rules for format. and what types of correspondence

should be used? Consult AFR 10-I. Preparing Corres-
pondence, when you need those answers.

A FMs 12-20 and 12-50. How good is your memory':
Can you remember events or letters dting the past few
months. Trusting to memory can be unreliable at time?.
So, is4e Air Force documentation system backs us up. It
serves as the memory of the organization by filing the
paperwork. Rules for arranging and labeling files are
contained in AFM 12-20. Maintenance of Current
Documentation.

Just as you find it useful to blot out certain things from
your own memory. the documentation system must clean
out from its files those things which are obsolete or serve
no useful purpose. AFM 12-50. Di. position of Air r.orce
Documentation, tells you a when and how to rid yc urself
of your records.

AFP 13-2. Writing, like speaking, needs to get the
message across clearly and quickly. When you need help
with the mechanics of writi:,g. AFP 13-2. Guide for Air
Force Writing, is a useful aid.

A WSR 212-1. The weather station reference library
may need a publication that is not available through
regular Air Force distribution che nnels. Eloks on mete-
orology, special studies, or books from other agencies
such as the World Meteorological Cloud Atlas may be
procured under the provisions of AWSR 212-1, Pro-
curing Books, Periodicals, and RE ports.

This brief summary of administrative directives does
not exhaust the list of directives applicable. However.
should you desire to post changes to a manual, prepare
correspondence. arrange a file, dispose of old records.
determine proper comma usage. order a book on meteor-
ology, find the prescribing directive for a form, or check
the currency of a publication, the directives mentioned
here apply.
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Exercises (039):
Use the following list of directives to answer the questions
given below the list.

AF. 0-2.

AFR 0-9
AFR 5-1.
AFR 5-31.

AFR 10-1,
AFM 12-20
AFM 12-50
AFP 13-2.
AWSR 212 -I.

Numerical Index of Standard and Recurring Air
For Publications.
Numerical Index of Departmental Forms.
Air Force Publications Management Program.
Publications libraries and 'rhridual Publications
Sets.

Preparing Correspondence.
Maintenance of Current Documentation.
Disposition of Air Force Documentation.
Guide for Air Force Writing,
Procuring Rooks, Periodicals, and Reports.

I. Where would you find the current date of an AF
manual?

2. Where are the rules for posting changes to a manual?

3. What directive tells you hew long to keep AWS Form
10?
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4. Where can you find format rules for Air Force corres-
pondence?

5. What directive wsuld hJp you order a special publica-
tion like the Cloud Ados?

6. Where could you find the prescribing directive for an
AF form you are using?

040. Given requirements for obtaining publications and
maintaining records and files, select the appropriate form
to be used.

Administrative Forms. When the same task must be
repeated many times. valuable time can be saved by
standardizing the task process. An industry assembly line
illustrates task standardization. In administration, forms
standardize certain repetitive tasks. Two types of forms
were chosen for discussion: the one used for obtaining
publications and those used for labeling documentation.

Obtainine publications. When you determine the need
for a publication, two questions need answering. Where
do I order from and how do I order? You order AF
publications/forms from your host base Publications
Distribution Office (PDO). Military Airlift Command
and AWS publications come through your wing/squad-
ron PDO if your unit is a tenant activity. A tenant unit is

one attached to a base and operated by another
command. The same forms are used for requisition fro a
either the AF or AWS.

Periodically, the index 0-2 is updated by a Publishing
Bulletin. The bulletin identifies the changes to the index
and avoids frequent reprinting of the index itself. Thus.
you must review these bulletins to learn of changes to
regulations. manuals. forms, etc. Having determined
your publications needs. yo., have one form for ordering.

Use AF Form 764a. Rec.uisition and Requirement
Request, to order publications and blank forms. Instruc-
tions for preparation of this form may be found in A F R
7-2. Procedural Guide for Customers of the Publishing
Distribution Officer.

This form is a four-part set with carbons preinserted.
Use it to establish requirements for publications and/ or
to submit one-time requisitions for publications or forms
to your PDO. Maintain the original copy in the suspense
file. Send the last copy (with record of distributions on
back) to your PDO. When the requirement is posted to
the PDO s records. the PDO will annotate your AF Form
764a "Posted" and return it to you to file in the
requirement tile.

Labeling documentation. Two AF forms are used to
label the files that a unit needs. AF Form 80, Files
Maintenance and Disposition Plan. contains a complete
listing of all the files for which an office has responsibil-
ity. The plan includes a title or description of the file, its
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arrangement (numerical, alphabetical, subjective. etc ).
and the rule covering its disposition.

AF Form 82. Files Disposition Control Label, is a
label that you attach to the file itself. This label identifies
the file, lists the disposition rule from AFM 12-50. gives
cutoff information (file cut off tells you when to separate
active from inactive files), and quotes instructions for
destroying the file after cutoff. When you wish to develop
a new file for record. prepare an AF Form 82 and place it
with the file. Then. record the existence of the new file on
the AF Form 80 plan.

Exercises (040:
Use the following list of forms to answer the questions
below the list.

AF Form 80. Files Maintenance and Disposition Plan
AF Form 82. Files Disposition Control Label
AF Form 764a. Requisition and Requirement Request

1. What form should you submit to establisl a future
requirement for AWSR 105-22?

2. What form should you submit to replace a lost manual
that you need?

3. What form w ould y ou consult to deter mine w hen a file
is to be placed inactive?

4. If a new file is started, what form must you change to
reflect the additional file?

5. What form becomes a permanent file of publications
that you have ordered?

041. Indicate the appropriate type of filing arrangement
for given situations.

Filing Systems. Maintaining files disposing of re-
cords. and posting changes are major duties of personnel
MN °Ned in administrative work. The first of these duties.
maintaining files. is discussed in the following para-
graphs. Efficient office management demands an orga-
nized filing system. Your present duty office must
maintain files according to the arrangements prescribed
by AFM 12-20.

Alphabetical arrangement. An alphabetical system
offers the best arrangement when the individual's name is
of primary importance Examples are h cator cards and
person tel records. Ther" are 16 rules listed in AFM 12-20
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for setting up alphabetical files. Listed below are some of
the more common ones applicable to the filing system in
the weather station.

The last name (surname) is always the first filing
unit.
When surnames are identical, file according to the
first name or initial.
With identical surnames and first names. use a
middle name or initial.

Numerical arrangement. One of the most widely used
filing systems involves the use of numbers. Regulations,
special orders, technical orders. and shipping documents
are a few examples. The most logical way of filing these
documents is by number. The two most common
methods of arranging files by number are:

( 1) Consecutive sequence. Numbers arranged by their
normal sequenceI, 2, 3, 4, etc., and read from left to
right.

(2) Terminal digit. Digits arranged first by the last two
or three digits (primary group), then by secondary group
(in groups of two or three), and read from right to left.

Chronological arrangement. This system is used to
arrange files in the date sequence when the date is the
primary means of reference, usually by year, month, and
day. It is an excellent system to use in the weather station
for the transitory reading and suspense files. It is also the
most useful method for keeping documents in small,
manageable groups.

Svbjective arrangement. This arrangement allows you
to group the correspondence and other related material
by subject. The subject arrangement of general corres-
pondence files has been standardized for Air Force -aide
use. This standardized arrangement is known as the Air
Force Subjective Classification System.

All functions which are performed in the Air Force are
grouped into 25 major categories. These major categories
may be broken down for more accurate filing when a
large volume of correspondence becomes involved.
When a category is divided into more specific functions,
they are called primary subdivisions. These are designa-
ted by single numbers following the three-letter designa-
tion of the major category. In some cases, it may be
desirable to subdivide again within the primary subdivi-
sion. These breakdowns are referred to as secondary
subdividions and are designated by two sets -4 numbers.
You may further subdivide to the tertiary and quaternary
subdivisions, which are designated by three and four sets
of numbe:s respectively. Dashes are used to separate the
numbers. An example of file codes under this system
follows.

Major categoryADM.
Primary subjectADM 1.
Secondary subjectADM I-I.
Tertiary subjectADM I-I-I.
Quaternary subjectADM I-I-I-I.

The following lists shows the 25 major subjective
categories and symbols:
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Symbol

ADM
CIV
COM
ENV
FIN
INF
INS
INT
INV
LEG
MAG
MED
MGT
MIL
MTN
OPS
PHO
POL
PRO
PUB
R &D
SEC
SUP
TNG
TRS

Categori.

Office administration
Civilian personnel administration
Command control and communications
Aerospace environment
Financial administration
Information activities
Installations management
Intelligence
Investigations, inspections, and safety
Legal administration
Mapping and charting
Medical services
Administrative management
Military personnel administration
Material maintenance engineering
Operations
Photography
Police operations
Procurement
Publishing and publications
Research and development
Security
Supply and Services
Training
Transportation

Use only those categories and subdivisions which are
needed by your unit. The others need not be used in the
file. Arrange the categories in alphabetical order. Sub-
divisions may be renumbered in order to maintain a
complete file. Titles of subdivisions may be changed or
new titles may be added. Figure 4-2 shows a sample file
drawer as illustrated in AFM 12-20. The paragraph
reference numbers in the margin refer to where you can
find information about the topic in AFM 12-20.

Exercises (041):
I. What type of filing arrangement best suits the filing of

regulations?

2. In what order should the names JOHNSON, James A.
and JOHNSON, John A. be placed, and what type of
filing arrangement is implied?

3. A suspense file is best suited to a file.

4. What type of filing arrangement breaks the system
into 25 major categories, and how should a secondary
subdivision under "ADM" be labeled?
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Figure 4-2. Sample file drawer.

042. Given specific types of weather charts, maps, and
data, select the time and method of disposition from an
extract of AFM 12-50 appropriate Decision Logic
Tables.

Documentation Disposition. Earlier discussions
pointed out. that AFM 12-50 furnishes a simple method
of identifying disposition instructions for Air Force
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thews.

4.

THIRD POSITION
Secondary
and further
Subd vi eons

25 132

records. This includes weather records and other infor-
mation. The disposition instructions are shown on
Decision Logic Tables (DLTs). based on the subject
series number in AFR 5-4, Publications Numbering
Systems. The subject series number for weather is 105.
Under this number, specific instructions are classified
in separate DLTs. Weather records are presently divided
into three DLTs. They are as follows:
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Table 105-1Observational Data Records.
Table 105-2Electrically Transmitted, Chart, and
Forecast Records.
Table 105-3Other Environmental Records.

Figure 4-3 shows a portion of two DLTs. Across the top,
columns A, B, and C set forth the conditions for the
decision in column D. Notice that these DLTs pertain
only to weather documents. Administrative documents
are covered by another series of tables.

Look at column A first to find the broad category of
document. Column B then breaks the broad category
into specific types. To illustrate, table 105-2, column A
(fig. 4-4) catalogs electrically transmitted data into four
tyres in column B. Column 13 separates teletype tape
from magnetic tape and outage logs. Column C further
qualifies and identifies the column 13 type. Teletype hard

TABLE 105-71

copy listed in column B, for example, is further qualified
as required or not required in column C. Column C
narrows down to the disposition rule.

Exercises (042):
Use the DLT, figures 4-3 and 4-4, to answer these
questions:
1. How and when do you dispose of the AWS Form 10,

Surface Weather Observations?

2. How long should you keep the AWS Form 42,
Communications Outage Log?

A B

If documents are or
pertain to

consisting or

1 worksheets and work charts not covered elsewhere in this
table

2 equipment signals

3 manuscript, autographic, photo+.
graphic, or magnetic tape
documentation

voltages and ordinates

surface, upper au, reconnaissance,
or space data

ongmal surface data, such as re-
port and radu weather observa-
tions forms; transmissometer,
TPQ 11, ceilometer, buograph
rolls/chuts; and radu-scope
photos

original surface data such as
weather observation forms and
temperature, temperature
difference, rain gaup, water flow,

Lbnstol recorder rolls/charts

original upper air data

computer processed to produce
observational data

duplicates

not fully tune calibrated and/or
have no statistical value

destroy when purpose has been
served.

destroy after 1 month.

fully time calibrated and/or of
temporary value for data pro-
cessing, special studies, or quality
control

destroy when purpose has been
served.

interpretable without reference
to recording equipment and/or
of lasting value

retire to National Climatic Cen-
ter after 1 month or after pro-
cessing, whichever is later

not fully time calibrated and/or
have no statistical value

original upper air data such as
rawinsonde and rocketsonde re-
corder and associated buoswitch,
hypsometer, wind angle recorder
tape, radar tracking, baseline
checks, and computer input/out-
put data, and station continuity
graph and pressure height trend
profile forms

fully time calibrated and/or of
temporary value for data proces-
sing, special studies, or quality
control

destroy after month.

destroy wlien purpose Gs been
served.

original upper air data such as
adiabatic charts associated with
rawinsonde and rocketsonde runs,
winds aloft computation sheet
forms, and computer output con-
taining similar data

interpretable without reference
to recording equipment and/or
of luting value

retire to National Climatic Cen-
ter after 1 month or after pro-
cessing, whichever is later.

original reconnaissance data such
as weather reconnaissance inflight
and vortex data worksheet forms,
and COMBAR code

not fully tune calibrated and/or
have no statistical value

destroy after 3 months.

Figure 4-3. Extract of Decision Logic Table 105-l.
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TABLE 105-2 _i____

ELECTRICALLY TRANSMUTED, CHART, AND FORECAST RECORDS

,R
U
L
E

A B C D

If documents are or
pertain to

consisting of which are then

1 worksheets and workcharts not covered elsewhere on this
table

destroy when purpose has been
served.

2

.........

I

electrically transmitted data teletype hard copy or facsimile
charts

not required for mission support
or of no operational value

destroy on receipt.

3 required for mission support destroy after 7 days.

4 teletype hard copy or magnetic
tape

required by weather editing
units for quality control

destroy when purpose has been
served.

5 equipment or communications
outage logs

destroy after 3 months.

6 magnetic tape data collections collected to meet AWS data
base requirements

destroy when purpose has been
served.

7 charts original manuscripts, magnetic
tapes, microfilm, analysis, aux-
iliary, prognosis and workcharts
(LASC or LAWC)

created for local use destroy after 1 month.

8 created for facsimile transmis-
mon

.1

destroy after 3 months.

9 designated for special studies
and/or of temporary value

destroy when purpose has been
served.

10 designated for microfilming or
special studies and/or of lasting
value as determined by AWS

retire to National Climatic Cen-
ter after 1 month or when pur-
pose has been served, whichever
is later.

11

`.

retire to National Geophysi-
cal and Solar-Terrestrial Data
Center after 1 month or when
purpose has been served, which-
ever is later.

12 retire to National Space Sciences
Data Center after 1 month or
when purpose has been served.
whichever is later.

Figure 4-4. Extract of Decision Logic Table 105-2.

3. The snow cover facsimile chart is considered of no
operational value at your station. What should you do
with it when it is received?

4. When can the 151200 GMT mission-essential airways
teletype data be destroyed?

5. Your station normally destroys the local area work
chart (LAWC) after I month. but you receive a local
request to keep the LAWC 2 months to support a
special study. Can you keep the LAWC for 2 months?
If so. state the table and rule from AFM '2-50.
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043. Given examples, indicate how changes and supple-
ments would be posted and filed.

Terminology. Changes and supplements to a basic
manual keep the issue current without involving a total
reprint. Posting changes to manuals occurs frequently.
Posting rules are contained in AFR 5-31 and fall into two
categories: write-in and insertion. We must also define
the difference between a change avid a supplement.
Changes revise the basic paragraphs of a manual. but a
supplement is a separate publication that adds informa-
tion or details to the basic paragraph so that it can be
implemented under local conditions.

Posting Changes and Supplements. Take posting a
change first. if a paragraph or sentence is deleted or
replaced. draw a "Z" or line through it and identify the
change as "deleted" or "replaced." In the margin. give the
change number that caused the revision. You need not
enter the date of the change. For -.n added paragraph.
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write in the new paragraph number in its proper numeri-
cal sequence. followed by the word "added." Again, put
the number of the change in the margin.

For page changes. simply replace the old pages with
new ones It is possible that one old page could be
replaced by two new ones: pages 12 replaced by pages 12
and 12.1. Place the new pages. in sequence, in the vacant
space. When replacing pages. take caution. Check to see
if any of the removed pages refer to a current supplement.
If so. pencil in at the top of the new page a statement like
"See supplement." After posting. file the change sheet in
the back of the basic manual. We will have more on filing
later.

Posting a supplement is much like a change. Of course.
a supplement doe not delete or replace. just adds. Post the
paragraphs added by a supplement as you would a

change. only identify the supplement in the margin.
When a basic paragraph is supplemented, circle its
number and identify the supplement number and issuer
in the margin, such as "AWS SUP 1." Put each supple-
ment page insert in place according to the supplement
instructions.

Filing Changes and Supplements. Filing supplement
sheets in the back of the basic manual, or if the supple-
ment remains in tact (no page inserts), file the whole thing
in back.

To mold confusion at the rear of the manual with all
the changes and supplements. file them according to
figure 4-5. Some basic manuals consist of several
Volumes. If a change (or supplement) refers to only one of
the Volumes, file the change in back of that volume.

SUPPLEMENT

'SUPPLEMENT

SUPPLEMENT

SUPPLEMENT

INTERIM CHANGE

CHANGE 1

AFR

(BASIC)

42.341

Figure 46. Example of filing changes and supplements.
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Exercises (043):
I. Change 1 adds a paragraph, 4.2.1. to the sample

below. Indicate how this change should be made.

"4.2. The first area that you should check ...
"4 3 Remove the old .."

2. Where would "Change 1" be filed after posting?

3. What is meant by the following posted entry?

"AWS SUP-1 d When a basic publication
IS

4. Arrange the following change and supplements in the
proper filing order:
a. AWS supplement.
b. Change 1.
c. Wing supplement.
d. MAC supplement.

044. Distinguish between DOIs and SOPs.

Relationship of DOh to SOPs. A higher headquarters
organizational directive prescribes the organization of a
weather detachment. This directive standardizes the
operation for detachments that perform similar detach-
ment functions. While standardization of similar
detachment functions is important, it is equally impor-
tant that supervisors prepare local directives establishing
instructions and procedures to cover their particular
operation. No two weather stations operate in exactly the
same manner.

Detachment directives define the specific duties and
requirements of different detachment functions. For
example. a local directive should cover the local area
work chart (LAWC) and work requirements, as well as
the guidelines for its preparation. The commander
establishes local directives so each member of the unit has
a thorough understanding of the assigned functions. The
directives should be brief, yet clear enough to provide
detailed instructions. These instructions or directives are
prepared in the form of detachment operating instruc-
tions and standing operating procedures.

Detachment Operating Instructions. A detachment
operating instruction (DOI) prescribes overall detach-
ment policy and pertains to two or more sections within
the detachment. DOIs are usually prepared for detach-
ment activities such as leave policy, travel restrictions,
and alert notification procedures, since these activities
apply to all personnel within the detachment.

Figure 4-6 is an example of a DOI. Notice that the
DOI number is 30-1 and that it pertains to a personnel
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subject. DOls use the same subject series numbers as Air
Force regulations and manuals: 30 for peronnel. 50 for
training. 55 for operations activities, and so on. The digit
following the dash identifies a specific DOI within a given
subject series and is usually assigned according to the
numerical sequence in which the DOls are issued. A DOI
should contain a purpose, scope, reference, and proce-
dure. The procedure must contain specific instructions
for the action required.

Detachment operating instructions are usually main-
tained in a looseleaf binder. In the front of the binder,
there should be a roster of all personnel assigned to the
detachment with spaces provided for initials. To remain
current, all personnel should review the DOIs periodi-
cally and verify by entering their initials opposite their
names. Newly assigned personnel must read the DOls as
soon as possible. Remember that DOIs are written to
cover those activities which pertain to two or more
activities of the detachment.

Standing Operating Procedures. A standing operating
procedure (SOP) contains operating instructions for only
one section. SOPs mr.y be unnumbered and should be
short and to the point. A Kardex-type file, using 5- by 8-
inch cards, is one of the better methods of keeping SOPs.
For handy reference, keep the SOP Kardex files in the
working area of each section.

The station chief prepares SOPs for the observing
section. These SOPs cover such functions as meteoro-
logical watch (MET WATCH) procedures. dissemina-
tion procedures, and plotting procedures.

New or revised SOPs may be "flagged" for 30 days by
placing a small piece of red material in the visible overlap
section of the card. This alerts everyone that a new or
revised SOP is being implemented. A note placed in the
log book will also bring the new or revised SOP to their
attention.

Figure 4-7 is an example of an SOP for pilot-to-metro
service (PMSV) procedures. Notice that the format is
very simple, that there is no purpose, scope, etc., and that
the instructions are concise.

SOPs and DOls that cover detachment activities
increase the effectiveness of the detachment. They
provide operating instructions for tasks in the detach-
ment and "spell out" detachment policy. In addition, they
help newly assigned personnel, since they provide concise
instructions for unfamiliar tasks.

Exercises (044):
1. What is the primary difference between a DOI and an

SOP?

2. For each situation below, determine whether an SOP
or a DOI should be written.
a. To standardize use of the detachment's vehicle.
b. To establish emergency recall procedures.
c. To establish procedures for recall of the standby

forecaster.
d. To standardize training policy and procedures.
e. To establish procedures for radar observations.
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Detachment Operating Instruction
Number 30-1

PERSONNEL

OffDuty Employment

Detachment 99
40th Weather Squadron
Butte Air Force Base

Montana
31 July 1980

1. Purpose: To assure that all forms of offduty employment engaged
in by members of this organization are in harmony with Air Force policies
and the public image which should be projected by members of the Air
Force. Further, to ensure that an individual's offduty employment will
not interfere with the performance of his/her military duties or interfere
in any way with the mission of the unit.

2. Scope: This DOI applies to all activeduty military personnel
assigned or attached to this organization.

3. Reference: AFR 30-30/ATC Sup 1.

4. Procedures: All personnel who are participating in or who plan
to participate in offduty employment will submit two (2) copies of
ATC Form 239 to the Commander for approval of said employment.

ROBERT J. SMITH, Captain, USAF

Commander

Figure 4-6 Example of a DOI

045. Given a list of statements concerning the AWS self-
inspection program, select those that are correct.

Self-Inspection Program. The AWS self-inspection
program is used as a management tool. The functional
checklists are designed to provide a means of analyzing
and evaluating overall effectiveness.

Units will perform a self-inspection every 12 months,
except for security inspections, which will be conducted
semiannually as required by AFR 205-1, Information
Security Program MACSUP I. Oversea units will
comply with the host command agreement, as prescribed
in AFR 11-4, Host-Tennant Support Responsibilities of
USA F Organizations.

Newly assigned supervisors will insure that a self-
inspection is conducted within 90 days of assignment.
They will monitor the correction of any discrepancies.

Conducting the self-inspection. Units will conduct the
self-inspection using applicable items in AWSP 123 -
series, MACP 123-9, MACP 123-15, and MACP 205-3.
(Host command or base checklists may be used for
security in place of MACP 205-3.)
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The inspection checklists are a series of questions that
can be used by simply checking the Yes or No blocks.
Each checklist item includes the directive reference.
Figure 4-8 shows a sample page of the self-inspection
checklist taken from AWSP 123-2.

Documenting the self-inspection. After the self-inspec-
tion is completed, a memo for file is prepared showing
which functions were inspected, dates inspected, and
inspected them, Discrepancies should be noted either on
the self-inspection checklist or documented in the memo
for file.

Exercise (045):
I. Select, from the following list, true statements con-

cerning the self-inspection program.
a. A unit self-inspection will be conducted semi-

annually of all functional areas.
b Newly assigned supervisors are required to

conduct a self-inspection within 60 days of
assignment.
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PILOT-TO-METRO SERVICE

1. Three principles govern the operation of the PMSV.

a. The PMSV has the highest priority of station business and will

be answered immediately.
b. Transmit information LAW AWSR 105-12, mainly:

(1) Use the ICAO phonetic alphabet.

(2) Use standard terms.
(3) Use standard format. (Examples posted near each set)

(4) Avoid repetition and redundant words.

c. You will monitor calls to other stations. If the requested

station does not respond within a reasonable time, you will respond.

2. Contacts will be logged on AWS Form 30. At 00Z enter the new

date on the next line, then continued entries below that.
a. Entries will include:

(1) Call sign

(2) Time of call

(3) Description of data supplied (if not taped)

(4) Data supplied in PIREP (if not logged on AWS Form 12)

(5) Forecaster initials
(6) Disposition of PIREP

(7) Reported or noted transmission or reception difficulties

b. In and Out times will be logged to indicate outages. Notify

AFC.; maintenance of any equipment failure.

c. After all requested data has been transmitted, a PIREP will

be requested.
Specifically request:

(1) Position
(2) Altitude
(3) Type of aircraft

(4) Quality of reception

(5) Significant wx (clds, icg, turbc)

3. Transmission time will be kept to a minimum to insure maximum

availability for contact.

SOP F-11 PILOT-TO-METRO 15 FEB 80

Figure 4-7. Example of an SOP.
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I, - 4-1

INSPECTION GUIDE/CHECK LIST
DATE

MAE Or AGES

SUBJECT/ACTIVITY

CHAPTER 4 - OBSERVING

NO ITEM YES NO

4-1

4-2

4-3

4-4

AWS OBSERVING PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (FMH-1B, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED):

a. Has a cooperative weather watch program been established in
with appropriate agencies? (paragraoh 11.1.1, AFR 60-5; and USA FM

D. Has the unit established a program to qualify air traffic
make limited weather observations? (AWSR S0 -10, paragraph 1; AFR

214.4)

c. Are observing standards and practices for fixed observing
a guide in establishing and managing a tactical observing station?
11.1.2)

d. At applicable stations, are specialized observations taken
Chapter 11, and according to instructions provided by support agencies?

SURFACE OBSERVING SITES AND STRUCTURES (FMH-1B):

coordination
1-200)

controllers to
60-5, paragraph

stations used as
(paragraph

as prescribed in

weather support

site is

a. Have observing site limitations been explained in a local
directive? (paragraph 2.2.1c)

b. Has an alternate observing site been established tf the primacy
evacuated? (paragraph 2.2.1d)

GENERAL SURFACE OBSERVING PROCEDURES (FM:. -1B, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED):

a. Are all required Special and Local observations being taken?
2.3.6 and 2.3.10)

b. Do posted criteria for Specials and Locals include published
cable to the airfield? (paragraphs 2.3.2d; 2.3.7, and 2.3.11)

c. Is a current altimeter setting included in all observations
single element Specials) which are disseminated to a local air traffic
agency? (Tables 2-1 and 2-2)

d. Are recorder charts annotated with time checks as required?
2.3.15b)

e. Is use of the equipment susranded when the accuracy or validity
ment readout indications are suspect? (paragraph 2.3.14b)

f. Are eqvipment outages and/or changes in instruments (including
changes) entered in Col 90 as required? (paragraph 3.5.12c)

SKY CONDITION (FMH-1B, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED):

(paragraphs

minima appli-

(other than
control

(paragraph

of equip-

reasons for

between thea. At stations where there is a difference of 20 feet or more
actual installed height of the RBC and the field elevation:

MAC Fr,T;'. 238

Figure 4-8. Sample page of a self-inspection checklist.
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c Units may use host command or base check-
lists for security self-inspection in place of
MACP 205-3._ d All items on the checklists include the directive
reference.

e. Discrepancies may be noted either on the
checklist or documented in the memo for file._ f. Discrepancies are monitored until corrective
actions are completed.

046. Given a list of statements concerning processing
inspection and staff assistance visit reports, identify the
correct statements.

Processing Inspection and Staff Assistance Visit
Reports. Replies to inspection reports will be required for
those findings where a reply is necessary to insure proper
corrective action. Replies will be routed through com-
mand channels. Each headquarters staff agency through
which the action copy of the report is processed reviews
all replies within its area of responsibility. Comments are
required if the reviewing agency does not concur with the
response or the adequacy of the corrective actions.

Replies to the USAF Inspector General Inspection
Reports. Major command replies to USAF Inspector
General inspection reports will be forwarded to the Air
Staff OPR identified in the inspection report.

The Air Staff agency receiving the replies evaluates the
adequacy of the action taken by the respondents and
sends information copies of all the evaluation corres-
pondence to HQ USAF/ IGD (PG).

Addressing Reports. Reports. except those elecztrically
transmitted. may be processed in either of two ways.

a. A report prepared ;n the field may be addressed to
the inspected unit for processing through command
channels to the headquarters ordering the inspection.
The inspection team chief must be authorized to sign the
report on behalf of the commander directing the inspec-
tion.

b. A report that is not prepared at the inspected facility
is forwarded by the commander directing the inspection
to the commander of the inspected command or activity.

AWS Assistance Visit (AV) Program. AWS wings will
publish. at least twice a year. a consolidated AV schedule
listing the AV's planned by the wing and its squadrons for
the next 6 months. A copy will be furnished to appro-
priate units.

You have certain responsibilities in processing inspec-
tion and AV reports. If possible. solve problems and
correct deficiencies during the visit. Limit "action items"
imposed on the visited activity to those that involve
impaired combat readiness, degraded mission accom-
plishment, or items that require action or monitoring by
the wing or squadron staff.

Prepare a written report for each AV. documenting
assistance provided and action items. if any. levied during
the AV. Establish suspense dates for each action item.
The AV report may be prepared after the visitor or
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visiting team returns to the home station. provided the
visited activity is thorJub:ily briefed on every action item
that will appear or the report. Send a copy of the AV
report to the .:.ited activity within 15 days after the
visitor returns to home station.

Exercise (046):
I. Select true statements from the following list.

a Replies are required for those findings where a
reply is necessary to insure proper corrective
&alert._ b Comments are required when the reviewing
agency does not concur with actions.

c Replies to the Inspector General inspection are
required from only the inspected unit.

d The team chief of the Inspector General in-
spection need not be authorized to sign the
inspection report.
Solve as many problems as possible during the
staff assistance visits.

f. A written report listing the action items is
required for each AV.

047. Given a list of statements concerning the AWS
Management Information System Report (MIS), select
the correct statements.

AWS MIS. The AWS Management Information
System (MIS) collects information from AWS units and
HQ MAC. This information is. in turn, distributed to
AWS. MAC, and Air Force commanders and their staff
for use in managing AWS resources.

Data collection forms. AWS Forms I. Ia. and lb (MIS
Workshee.$) are covered in detail in AWSR 25 -I.
Management Information System (MIS) Report, PCS:
MAC-A WS-DOQ (M) 7501. The MIS worksheets are
used to collect and format data which is submitted by
message to the MIS data base. Each AWS unit is required
to report monthly all applicable new data or changes to
data preciously rep3rted. Data already in the MIS data
base that is still current does not require reentry.

AWS Form I contains information such as organiza-
tional data, command support data. and local communi-
cations data. AWS Form la contains information on
operating hours. unit functions. and production data.
AWS Form lb contains information on kel personnel.
longline communications, and tactical weather equip-
ment.

Responsibilities. All AWS units must keep their MIS
data current and update the MIS data base in a timely
and accurate manner.

Procedures. Follow the procedures given in paragraph
3, AWSR 25 -I, when filing these reports.

Exercise (047):
I. Select true statements from the list below.
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a Procedures for filing the AWS MIS are con-
tained in AWSR 25 -I.

b All new MIS data must be reported quarterly.
..._ _ c. The AWS MIS collects information from

AWS units for use in managing AWS
resources._ d AWS Form I contains information on local
communications.

e AWS form I b contains data on the unit's
operating hours.

4-2. Supply

The mail objective of the Air Force supply system is to
support all AF actin ities by providing necessary supplies
and equipment. A secondary objective, of almost equal
importance. is to conduct supply operations so as to
conserve material and insure that the Air Force receives
the maximum possible benefit at the lowest cost.

048. Identify and correct false statements concerning
relationships between supply inventories and procure-
ment.

Procurement of Supply Items. Procurement is the
process that each unit uses to obtain the supplies and
equipment needed for 41v-to-day operation or to support
major operations the planned for the future. The
commander delegates authority to sign for the receipt ,f
all ty pes of supplies by preparing an AF Form 93, Supply
Representatne Authorization. For the purpose of ac-
countability. Air Force supplies are divided into two
classesexpendable and nonexpendable.

Expendable Items. These supply items are necessary to
maintain the operation of a weather detachment. Ex-
pendables include your teletype paper and ribbons.
pencils. and weather maps. Any item that is dropped
from accountability when it is issued is an expendable
item. In simpler terms. an expendable item is consumed
or used up while serving its intended purpose.

When obtaining expendable supplies, plan for enough
to assure an adequate supply level. However, Air Force
supply directives discourage the storage of more than 30
days' expandable supplies. Storing excessive quantities
of supplies causes an unequal distribution of supplies and
disrupts the programming and storing of supply items at
base level. In addition to maintaining adequate lei, els of
expendable supplies, you must know the consumption of
all these items. Such communications expendables as
telety pe paper. fax rolls. and recording rolls itnol% e a
very large amount of money during a year. You must
know the prices of these items so that you can pro% ide the
commander with annual funding requirements for ex-
pendable supplies. If you neglect this budgeting function.
you may find }ourself with a shortage of money to buy
supplies for the communications room the last month or
so before the end of the fiscal year (30 September).

Nunevendable Items. These items retain their identity
throughout their use. They may be turned in and
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reissued. These supplies include such durable items as
lockers, typewriters, and motor vehicles. Accountability
is maintained on official records for nonexpendable
items until they are lost. worn out, or destroyed. Another
term for nonexpendable items is replacement-type items.
Regardless of the type of item, you have property
responsibility for nonexpendable items.

Exercises (048):
Identify and correct any false statements below:
I. Annual supply funding requirements for expendables

depend upon consumption and storage.

2. Order a 90-day supply of expendable items.

3. A nonexpendable item is not accounted for. since it
can be replaced when worn.

049. Identify and correct false statements concerning
supply accountability and responsibility.

Accountability and Responsibility. When you buy an
article from a store. the moment the sales clerk completes
the transaction, the store drops its accountability. It then
becomes your property and your responsibility. Similar-
ly. when a stock clerk issues an AF item to you. he or she
is not longer accountable for that item. Although you do
not become the owner of the item. you assume responsi-
bility for its care and protection as provided by appli-
cable regulations.

Property responsibility is the obligation of each indni-
dual for the proper care of property belonging to the Air
Force. whether such property has been issued to him or
her or to the unit. Property responsibility includes
pecuniary liability. supervisory responsibility, and custo-
dial responsibility.

Pecuniary Liability. Pecuniary liability means that you
must pay for property that is lost, damaged. or destroyed
from causes other than fair wear and tear i.e., from
causes such as maladministration or negligence in the
use. care, custody, or safeguarding of the property.
Pecuniary liability may be shared in a particular case by
persons who have command. supervisor}. or custodian
responsibility.

If willful unauthorized issues of property are made and
the property is lost. damaged. or destroyed, the person
issuing the property and the person recening the prop-
erty are held jointly and separately liable for the value of
the property. If any person directs the unauthorized issue
of property because of peculiar conditions that justify the
issue, he or she must direct the issue in w riling and state
the conditions that justify it.
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Supervisory Responsibility. Supervisory responsibil-
ity applies to any person who exercises supervision over
property received, in use. in transit. in storay. or
undergoing modification or repair. Supervisors are re-
sponsible for selecting qualified persons to perform the
duties under their control and for properly directing and
training the persons. Supervisors instruct them in supply
procedures in order to insure the people comply with Air
Force regulations governing property.

Custodial Responsibility. Any person who acquires
possession of Government property has custodial respon-
sibility for it. That person is personally responsible for
the property if it is issued for his or her official use or
personal use, whether or not he or she has signed a receipt
for it. That person is also personally responsible for
property under his or her direct control for storage, use.
custody. or safeguarding. "Finders, keepers" may apply
in some circumstances but not to Government prop-
erty. If you find Government property that has been
apparently lost. stolen. or abandoned, you are to protect
it or care for it until it can be returned to the proper
authorities.

Relief from Property Responsibility. People are re-
lieved of responsibility for a particular piece of property
in a numtzr of ways. depending upon the circumstances.
Excess property is returned to Base Supply. When
required, other items arc transferred from your respon-
sibility to that of another perstm or organization.

Exercises (049):
Identify and correct any false statements below:

I. Responsibility for Government property rests with the
person who signs for it.

2. If you obtain possession of Govern men: property for
official use, your responsibility for it is called custo-
dial.

3. If your supervisor places Government property in
your custody. the pecuniary liability rests solely with
your supervisor.

4. When you find a Government item that someone lost.
you become responsible for the item until it is properly
returned.

5. Regulations prohibit the transfer of property respon-
sibility from one person to another.
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050. State the procedures for ordering weather charts.

Weather Plotting charts (WPCs). One of the most
commonly used expendable suppiies in the weather
station is the weather plotting chart. These charts are not
avail?ble at the local sales store but must be ordered
through the DMA Automated Distribution Manage-
ment System (DADMS).

The Defense Mapping Agency Catalog of Maps,
Charts, and Related Products, Part 1. Volume II (NW
50-1G-518) lists the weather charts that are available and
gives requisitioning instructions as prescribed by the
applicable Air Force and AWS regulations in the 96
series.

Chart requirements. The first step you should take
when establishing a requirement for weather charts is to
determine which charts you require. The catalog lists all
charts that are available and will tell you the area
depicted, chart size, type of projection, and color of the
chart. If it cannot be determined from the catalog that a
chart will satisfy your requirements, a single copy of the
original chart should be requisitioned for evaluation of
its suitability.

If you do not require a complete chart as depicted in
the catalog, you can request a "SPECIAL TRIM."
Special trim requests must be forwarded to HQ AWS,'
DO for validation. The special trim serves many
purposes:

You receive a product tailored to your individual
needs.
It reduces postage and transportation costs and
expedites delivery to you.
It saves you additional work, since you don't have to
trim the charts yourself.

Units with known recurring requirements for selected
WPCs should establish requirements for automatic dis-
tribution. Only one frequency of distributioni.e.. an-
nual, semiannual, or quarterlymay be established for
all charts received by each unit. Quarterly distribution
will be requested only when storage space prohibits
receipt on an annual or semiannual basis. Whenever
possible. request automatic distribution on an annual
basis.

Requisitioning charts. WPC products are requisi-
tioned through DADMS utilizing MILSTRIP-type re-
quisition forms such as DD Form 1348. DOD Single
Line Item Requisition System Document, and SF 344,
Multiuse Standard Requisitioning/ Issue System Docu-
ment. Complete instructions for filling out these forms
are contained in WPC catalog supplement No. 19.

Exercises (050):
I. What publication contains instructions for ordering

weather charts?

2. What are the three advantages of a special trim chart?
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3 When should you establish a quarterly automatic
distribution?

4 What frequence of automatic distribution is recom-
mended?

4-3. Supervision and Management

This section covers principles of management, the
rating process, job performance counseling, coordina-
tion, and quality control. The portion on principles of
management is a brief introduction to what a supervisor
must consider when operating his or her section. Tne
portion on the rating process and counseling is to make
you aware of what your supervisor expects of you and
what you can expect of your supervisor. The last portion
of the section on coordination and quality control are
subjects that you will actually get involved with, espe-
cially quality control.

051. Identify the key to success, and match the principles
of sound management with their distinguishing char-
acteristics.

Effective Management of the Weather Station. One
key to the successful operation of any weather unit is
effective management. Don't become hypnotized by the
words "supervision and management." There is no
mystery about them. It is simply the application of
commonsense to existing conditions in the weather
station. A successful supervisor must use the principles of
organization. There are four main principles by which an
operating unit should be organized. If you fail to follow
these rules, your operating unit will not effectively
accomplish its mission. If you follow the rules, you will
have taken the important first step toward competent
management.

Unity of Command. Each person in the weather unit
must know to whom he or she reports and whom he or
she directs. Just as the station chief works directly for the
commander and is responsible for the forecasting and
observing sections, you must understand your position in
the overall picture. When a new observer arrives in the
detachment, show the observer where he or she fits into
the organization and make the observer feel wanted.

Span of Control. The station chief for a large unit can
control only a limited number of personnel, so he or she
should assign a shift chief for each shift. This keeps the
number of personnel the station chief controls to the
desired level of three to seven people. Distance and time
are also factors in the exercise of control. A good
example of consideration of these factors: Locate one
part of the observing section in the weather station
proper and the other part in the representative observa-
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tion site (ROS). This management practice provides a
split function with both functions having direct super-
vision.

Logical Assignment. Jobs for each observer should be
specific, clear cut, and, if possible, similar in nature. In
addition, every task should be specifically assigned to an
individual. This is partially done in the detachment
operating instructions (DOIs) which spell out what each
shift must accomplish during its tour of duty.

Delegation of Authority. This is very important when
you have shift chiefs. The shift chief is responsible for the
observers on his or her shift, and must recognize the
difference between responsibility and authority. The job
of shift chief is an excellent position for an observer to
le...rn and gain experience as a supervisor.

Exercises (051):
1 What is the key to successful operation of a weather

unit discussed in this section?

2. Match each of the principles of sound management
with their distinguishing characteristics by placing
proper letters in the blanks.

Characteristics
(I) Know where you fit in the

chain of command.
_ (2) Supervise only 6 people.

(3) Make shift chiefs responsible
for the observers on his or her
shift.

_ (4) Separate duties so they do not
overlap.

Princtples
a. Logical assignments.
b. Unity of command.
c. Span of control.
d. Delegation of authority.

052. Define the five basic steps of weather station
management.

"The best laid schemes &mice and men gang aft a-
gley." The words of Robert Burns, written over 200 years
ago, still apply to your everyday operation. Every
weather station has a mission to produce the best service
and quality possible. But the question is, how do you
accomplish your mission? The following five basic steps
of management will help.

Planning. In planning, you think ahead and select the
best course of action to reach your objective. Project
yourself into the situation and ask "Why? What? Where?
When? Who? and How?" Planning becomes easier when
these questions help you follow a logical sequence. This
sequence might be:

a. Analyze the objective.
b. Evaluate the situation.
c. Consider possible courses.
d. Select the best course of action.
e. Develop an alternate plan.
f. Test plans for completeness.
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Actually, any sequence that helps you logically plan is a
good one.

Organizing. The purpose of organizing is to set up a
structure, determine procedures, establish requirement.,
and allocate resources needed to accomplish the ob-
jective.

Organizing is based on the mission. Different missions
or goals require different types of organizations. Remem-
ber the principles of management we previously covered
when organizing.

Coordinating. Remember that the total workload of a
weather station is usually divided over the areas of
forecasting, observing, maintenance, and administra-
tion. All work must be coordinated within these sections
to keep the activities in balance. The activities should not
overlap, and there should be no bottlenecks or misunder-
standings which would hurt the operation.

Directing. Directing is tt.: process of assigning work
and guiding workers to accomplish an objective. It is
putting into actual operation the results of your planning,
organizing, and coordinating.

In directing, you must make the best possible use of
your resources. Assign each observer duties equal to his
or her skill level. Let each worker know exactly what is
expected of him or her.

One particular problem within the weather station is
the existence of two types of workload, fixed and varible.
A fixed workload includes functions that are performed
routinely. For example, observations are taken 24 hours
a day, charts are plotted, and facsimile maps are colored
and displayed daily. The work required to accomplish
these tasks can be calculated.

A variable workload is work that mu:A 'u nn-formed
but cannot be scheduled by hour or amount of time.
Examples are telephone calls, weather radar operations,
and taking balloon ceilings.

Controlling. Controlling is the process of d etermining
if the actual operation is proceeding according to plan. It
is a system of checks to identify any mistakes, deviations,
or potential problem areas. Once a mistake or deviation
is noted, corrective action must be taken.

The control processes should be as simple as possible,
yet functional. They should be timely, with no duplica-
tion, and kept to as few as possible. Any time the controls
interfere with the mission or work, the controls are not
functional.

Exercise (052):
I. List and briefly define the five basic steps of weather

station management.

053. Identify and correct false statements concerning the
scheduling of work assignments.

Station Chiefs Responsibility for Duty Schedules.
Although the station chief usually makes up the duty
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schedule, it ordinarily is subn.itted ,o the commander for
final approval. Once approved, it becomes an official
order and must be followed. Therefore, the schedule can
be modified only by proper authority. Problems arise
when you exchange a shift with a friend without con-
sulting the station chief. There is the possibility that the
"friend" may fail to show for the changed shift. This
leaves you "holding the bag," so to speak. Unauthorized
shift changing makes it diffic: It for the station chief to
know where his or her personnel can be located in ease of
emergency.

Factors To Consider in Preparing and Implementing
Duty Schedules. When you are asked to prepare a duty
schedule or to participate in a combined effort to prepare
one, consider the number of people required for each
shift, the total number available for shift duty, and the
number of hours to be worked. Ideally, weather stations
should have sufficient observers; however, some stati
may temporarily have more than enough or, conversely,
not enough. Assume that a weather station has just
enough persons (4 observers; I needed per shift) to cover
its requirements for a 24-hour per day operation. A
sample schedule for this operation is shown in figure 4-9,
schedule A, and is a schedule for three 8-hour shifts.
Although Schedule A provides adequate time between
each shift (24 hours), it does not provide an adequate
break period. According to this schedule, the observer
who is assigned to "A" team has the fourth day off. This is
misleading because this day off is in reality only 24 hours
offthe same as the time off between each regular
working shift. Figure 4-10 shows some examples of other
schedules. Schedule B shows three shifts with adequate
resting periods between shifts. Schedule C is three shifts
with adequate resting periods between shifts, with off
time being at a different time than example B. Remember
a 48-hour, or longer, break permits the observer to
pursue recreational activities, which are essential to the
morale of a shift worker.

One suggested method of preparing a schedule is for
the observers tz z.;:bmit schedules they prefer to work.
This lets the station chief know their desires. These
preferences should b.: considered and included when he
or she drafts the *I chedule, if possible. This increases
observer morale.

Of course, the only sure way to evaluate any duty
schedule is to work it. This work trial should indicate if
the mission is impeded in any manner or if any personal
hardships are being created by the schedule. As you
know, the morale and effectiveness of a unit are greatly
hindried when duty schedules are poorly planned or
when the detachment is shorthanded. When observer
morale is low, a chief suspect is a poor work schedule.
However, is some cases, excessive working hours cannot
be avoided because of the manning or mission require-
ments of the detachment.

Exercises (053):
The following statements are concerned with weather
station duty schedules. Identify and correct those that are
false.
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SCHEDULE A

DATE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

00-08 A B C D AB C D A B C D

08-16 D AB CD A B C D A B C

16-24 CD AR CD A B C D A B

OFF BCD AB CD A B C D A

Three shifts, Four Observers

Work week max. 48 hr, min. 40 hr, ay. 42 hr.

Day off is 24 hours from midnight to midnight.

Adequate resting period between shifts

Figure 4-9. Shift Schedule A.

I. The station chief has final approval for observer
duty schedules.

2. The approved schedule is an official order but can be
changed by simple agreement between you and a
coworker.

3. To prepare a schedule, you must know the number of
hours to be worked, the number of persons available
for shift duty, and the number of persons required
for each shift.

4. The minimum time recommended between shif.s is
36 hours.

5. The minimum break time recommended is 48 hours.

6. A poor working schedule is frequently the cause of low
morale of the workers.
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054. State the purpose of a relief briefing and select from
a list those items to include in a relief briefing.

Relief Briefing. The purpose of a relief briefing is to
provide continuity of thought from the on-duty observer
to the relieving observer. An orderly and comprehensive
briefing provides a smooth transition between shifts.

Plan the briefing to include the current weather
situation. The entries on the AWS Form 10 provide an
excelltmt guide in describing the current sky condition,
visibility, weather, winds, temperature, and so on. In
addition, a visual check of the sky condition and visibility
will enable the relieving observer to get a "feel" for the
entries made on the AWS Form 10.

The current radar report for the local area must also be
discussed during the briefing. By knowing the location
and movement of local area echoes, the relieving observer
wili be better prepared to take observations.

A very important item that must be covered in the
briefing is the weather forecast. The forecast alerts the
relieving observer as to what type of weather conditions
to expect during the shift. This also aids in planning work
assignments. For example, if the forecaster expects bad
weather during the latter portions of the shift, plan to do
additional duties (supply, safety, etc.) during the be-
ginning of the shift.

Equipment status is the last item that must be discussed
in the relief briefing. The relieving observer must be
briefed on what equipment is logged out and, if known,
when the equipment will be back in operation.
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SCHEDULE B

DATE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

00-08 A A B B C C D D A A B B

08-16 DD A ABBCCDD A A

16-24 C C D D A A B B C C D D

OFF BBCCDD A A B B C C

Three shifts, Four Observers : Work week 42 hr average.

Day off 48 hours mid to mid.

Adequate resting period between shifts.

SCHEDULE C

DATE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

00-08 A AB BCCDD A A B B

08-16 C D D A A B B C C D D A

16-24 BCC DD A A B B C C D

OFF D B A C B D C A D B A C

Three shifts, Four Observers : 42 hr average

Day off 24 hours 0800 to 0800

Adequate resting periods between shifts. 25-693

Figure 4-10. Shift Schedules B and C.
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Exercises (054):
I. State the purpose of a relief briefing.

2. Select from the items below only those that should be
included in a relief briefing.
a. Radar echoes located in the local area.
b. Current weather situation.
c. Additional duties that need to be accomplished.
d. Equipment status.
e. Flights scheduled to arrive and depart.
f. Weather forecast.

055. Identify the three basic steps in the APR rating
process; and given simulated situations, identify the error
in the rating process.

APR Rating Process. AFR 39-62, Volume I, Non-
commissioned Officer and Airman Performance Re-
ports, establishes Air Force policy regarding NCO and
airman performance reports for active duty personnel. It
explains how to prepare, submit, and appeal these
performance reports. The basis for rating is a three-step
process: observing, evaluating, and reporting.

Observing. Your rater's evaluation must cover an
adequate time period to insure your typical performance
is observed. This consists of direct observation of your.

Behavior.
Performance of duty.
Quality of work (including actual achievements,
efficiency, working relations, etc.).

Frequent and direct observation is not always possible.
Sometimes only the results of your work are available,
and at other times, only observations from coworkers are
available. Your rater should get information from as
many sources as possible. The more complete the in-
formation, the better the evaluation will be.

Evaluating. When your rater has observed your per-
formance, the rater then evaluates it in relation to each
factor on the performance report. Figure 4-11 shows the
factors that must be evaluated.

Your rater should not emphasize isolated instances of
poor or outstanding behavior. The significance of the
event as well as its frequency should be weighted in
assessing how it represents your total performance. Your
rater must judge you in comparison only with other
airmen serving on active duty in the same grade and Air
Force Specialty (AFS).

The evaluation should be based on observations made
during the period of your report. Normally, the evalua-
tion should not be influenced by incidents which oc-
curred outside the period of your report. If an incident
occurred outside the reporting period and it comes to the
attention of your rater, the rater may include it in your
report if it adds significant information which has not
been previously reported. Comments of this type must be
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specifically identified in the comments section of your
report as having occurred outside the reporting period.
Improvements you have made in previously reported
weaknesses should be given particular attention by your
rater.

Reporting. Your rater should objectively prepare your
APR on the basis of his or her observation and evalua-
tion of your performance. Objectivity is the key.

In essence, the rating process is fulfilled in the reporting
step. At this point, the rater must know the person being
rated, be objective, and not dwell on weaknesses. Let's
take a look and see how this ties the rating process
together.

a. Know the person being rated. Your rater should not
wait for a blank APR from CBPO to be reminded that
you are due a performance report. If your rater has to
dream up information from the past about you, he or she
is doing you, the Air Force, and himself or herself an
injustice. Supervisors usually have some type of system to
keep track of accomplishments of their subordinates.
You can assist your rater by keeping a book or file of
things you have accomplished that you feel should be
included in your performance report.

b. Be objective. Look at figure 4-11, Section III; these
are factors your rating official must evaluate. Now, put
yourself in your rater's shoes and rate yourself. Not easy
is it? But if you make an honest effort to do your very
best, you will prov'de your rater the necessary informa-
tion to give you a fair rating. What is your very best? Let's
say you are having difficulty with map plotting. You plot
accurately, but your speed is not up to acceptable
standards. Do you take data and maps home to practice,
or do you continue to turn over maps to the forecaster
late? In your OJT progress, do you complete your CDC
volumes on time or do you wait until the last minute? Get
the idea? Your rater's objectivity will be based on your
total performance. The extra effort you put into your
career will separate you from those who do just the
minimum to get along. Air Weather Service is changing
rapidly, and those airmen who are willing to grow
professionally will reap the promotion..

c. Don't dwell on weaknesses. Although your rater
should point out areas of improvement in your perform-
ance he or she must exercise discretion when doing so. If
your rater points out a single or minor imperfection, it
does not accomplish a thing. Here again, you can be in
control. You know where you need improvement. It's as
easy as that. There are many avenues open to you to
improve yourself; the important thing is that you do it.

Exercises (055):
1. What are the three basic steps in the APR rating

process?
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E TIFICATION DA A Rood AFR 39.62, Vol 4 can tly at tomptettne any Item. 1

t NAME MUM I iItt. diddle iiIitia//

DOE, JOHN E.

2 SEAN

000-00-0000

3 GRADE

AIC
4 ORGANIZATION. COMMAND. LOCATION ANO PAS

CODE

Det 1, 8th Weather Wing (MAC)
Boondock AFB UT

CKOJFCHPQ

3 PERIOD OF REPORT ANO SUPERVISION 0 REASON FOR REPORT
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THROUGH
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DIRECTED 111,
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25150

II. JOB !DESCRIPTION Weather Specialist. Observes, encodes, and disseminates weather
observations; operates weather teletype and related communications equipment, decodes
weather data and plots weather maim, charts and diagrams, operates storm detection radar;
decodes and disseminates radar observations; performs preventive maintenance on weather
communications and electronic equipment; maintains weather data files.

III EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

1. Pt RFORMANCE Of DUTY. Consider the
quantity. quality. and timeliness of duties per-
formed as described in Section II.
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airmen.
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III,11-"'"ICI
IV OVERALL EVALUATION
How does the ratee compare with others of the
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Figure 4-11. AF Form 909 (front side).
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2. In each of the following situations, identify the error
the rater is making.
a. MSgt Jones receives an APR shell from CBPO

on an Airman Smith. He has no idea what Airman
Smith has been doing for the past year and must
dream up information to put on the report.

b. Airman Noble is continually late for work, but
never more than 5 minutes, and while at work
performs in an outstanding manner. On many
occasions he has stayed overtime to assist fore-
casters during bad weather. His rater, MSgt
Moore, lowers Noble's rating and comments about
his being late.

c. Airman Brown did not work in the same duty
location as his rater, MSgt Green. When Airman
Brown's APR was due, MSgt Green used only
the results of his work to prepare it. He did
not check with Airman Brown's NCOIC, co-
workers, or commander as to his daily per-
formance.

056. From a list of statements, select those that give the
identifying characteristics of an outstanding or referral
APR.

Outstanding Report. An outstanding APR is one
containing an entry by the last evaluator in the highest
rating box (box 9) in Section IV, Overall Evaluation.

The usefulness of an APR can be assured only if rating
officials rate realistically. The overall rating of 9 should
be reserved for those airmen who are clearly superior
performers. Rating too many airmen as outstanding
penalizes the truly outstanding performers.

The reverse side of AF Form 909 is for comments and
indorsements (fig. 4-12). Comments on the ratee's per-
formance are mandatory on all APRs. APRs that are
identified as outstanding require specific justification
that :upports the rating. Evaluators and other re3ponsi-
ble officials at all levels must use extreme care in
reviewing reports to make sure that they are fully
justified. Reports that are not fully substantiated should
be returned for inclusion of additional supporting evi-
dence or for a revision of the ratings. This is true for all
APRs, not just outstanding reports.

Referral Report. An APR which contains any of the.
foliowing ratings or remarks made by any evalu?' or
(rating or indorsing official) is considered to be refer al:

a. A rating in the lowest block (excluding "Not
Observed") in any one item in Section III.

b. An overall evaluation of 0 or I in Section IV.
c. Any comments in the APR, or attachments, that

refer to conduct incompatible with Air Force standards
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of personal conduct, character, integrity such as omis-
sions or misrepresentations of facts in official statements
or documents, serious financial irresponsibility, or gross
mismanagement of personal or government affairs.

A report is no longer considered referral if a subse-
quent evaluator refutes the comments or upgrades the
ratings to where the report is no longer considered
referral.

Comments are mandatory on a referral report and the
comments must justify the rating. In addition. the ratee
must be notified by letter of the referral report. The letter
will include:

Th" items that make the APR a referral report.
Instructions to the ratee on what action he or she
must take.
The name and address of the next evaluator (in-
dorsing official).
A reference to the ratee's right of appeal under
AFR 31-11, Correction of Officer and Airman
Evaluation Reports.

The ratee will comment on the report by indorsement
to the referral letter. The ratee should provide pertinent
comments and attachments at this time so that they may
be taken into consideration by the next evaluator. The
comments may not contain any reflection upon the
character, conduct, integrity, or motives of the rater
unless such comments are fully substantiated and docu-
mented.

The ratee has 20 calendar days to reply after receipt of
the referral letter.

Exercises (056):
Each of the following statements contain identifying
characteristics of either an outstanding or referral report.
In the space provided, place an "0" for the statements
identifying an outstanding report and an "R" for those
statements identifying a referral report._ I. An overall rating of 9 in Section IV._ 2. An overall rating of 0 or 1 in Section IV.

3. Giving too many airmen this rating penalizes the
truly outstanding performer.

_ 4. Comments on the APR reflect that the personal
conduct, character, integrity, and performance of
the ratee is below minimum acceptable standards._ 5. This report should be reserved for those airmen
who are clearly superior performers._ 6. Comments by the ratee on the character, cond uct,
integrity, or motives of the rater must be fully
substantiated.

057. Given a list of statements concerning performance
counseling, identify and correct those that are incorrect.

Purpose of Performance Counseling. AFR 39-62,
Volume I, states "APRs are evaluation devices designed
for personnel management for noncommissioned officers
and airmen of the Air Force. They will not be used as
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V. RATEWSCOMMENTS FACTS AND SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS: Illustrate the way the ratee

typically carries out any duties whether assigned or not assigned. Do not recapitulate

duties performed; tell how the ratee performs. STRENGTHS: Describe those positive

aspects of the individual's performance deserving special note. RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENT

AREAS: Clearly specify whether references are to serious deficiencies, faults, bad
habits, or to occasional tendencies. The value of such comments will be vastly in
creased if they include an indication of what progress, if any, has occurred as a
result of bringing the weaknesses to the individual's attention before preparing the
report. EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Comment on any special training or

courses of instruction the ratee completed or actively participated in during the
reporting period. This also includes offduty educational achievements. If applicable,

comment on the manner in which the ratee discharges OJT responsibilities, whether as
an OJT supervisor, trainer or trainee. SUGGESTED ASSITiMENTS: Apply your evaluation

of the individual for subsequent utilization. Be specific. OTHER COMMENTS: Include

those comments required by AFR 39-62. Add any comments not covered above which add to

the report and which are not prohibited by AFR 39-62.

NAME. GRADE. BRANCH OF SERVICE. ORGANIZATION.
COMMANO ANO LOCATION

RICHARD L. MURPHY, MSgt, USAF
Det 1, 8th Weather Wing (MAC)
Boondock AFB UT

OUTY TITLE

Chief, Weather Station Operations

OATE

30 Apr 79

SSAN

000-00-0000
SIGNATURE

VI. 1ST INDORSER'S COMMENTS OCONCUR NONCONCUR

Indicate concurrence or disagreement with the report. Significant disagreement with

ratings must be substantiated by specific comment. In addition, include any comments

that will increase the value of the report.

NAME. GRADE. BRANCH OF SERVICE. ORGANIZATION.
COMMANO ANO LOCATION

MICHAEL C. WHITE, Major, USAF
Det 1, 8th Weather Wing (MAC)
Boondock AFB UT

OUTY TITLE

Commander

OATE

2 May 79

SSAN

000-00-0000

SIGNATURE

VII. 2D INDORSER'S COMMENTS CONCUR NONCONCUR

The 2nd indorser'follows the same procedures as the 1st indorser.

NAME.GRA0E.BRANCHOFSERVICE.ORGANMATION.
COMMAND AND LOCATION

JAMES P. HILL, Colonel, USAF
8th Weather Wing (MAC)
Mitchell AFB CA

OUTY TITLE

Commander

OATE

6 May 79

SSAN
000-00-0000

SIGNATURE

VIII. 3D INDORSER'S COMMENTS CONCUR NONCONCUR

Include the comment "THIS SECTION NOT USED" when there are no further indorsements.

NAME.GRA0E.ORANCHOFSERVICE.ORGANMATION.
COMMANO ANO LOCATION

OUTY TITLE OATE

SSAN SeGNATURE

Figure 4-12. AF Form 909Commentsi Indorsements
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counseling devices." However, performance counseling is
so important that a section is devoted to the subject in
AFR 39-62, Volume 1. Why is performance counseling
so important?

Suppose you go to your local CBPO to review your
personnel record. During your review, you read your last
APR and you realize your rater gave you an overall
rating of 5. You are shockedespecially since your rater
never discussed your performance with you, and you
thought you were doing great. This is the reason for
performance counseling. Your rater is required to keep
you informed of your level of achievement, strengths, and
weaknesses so that the evaluation of your performance
will not come as a complete surprise to you.

Counseling is performed by your rater for the purpose
of assisting you in imr oving your performance and
advising you of futu- - career opportunities. There are
two distinct methods of counseling.

Continuing Counseling. This method may be per-
formed as the need arises, or when an event shows a
requirement for counseling. For example, if your rater
notices from reviewing the unit's quality control program
that you are weak in map plotting, you should be
counseled at that time. The counseling should not be put
off until your APR is due, continuing counseling is a day-
by-day process.

Periodic Counseling. If your rater deems it desirable,
counseling may be scheduled for you at regular intervals,
such as once every 6 months. If this method is used, you
must be counseled sufficiently in advance of the prepara-
tion of your APR to allow you time to show improve-
ment. At these counselings, the rater should discuss the
progress you have made since the last counseling session
and give you positive suggestions for further improve-
ment and development.

Exercises (057):
For each of the following statements, identify and correct
those that are false.
1. The purpose of counsL:.ng is to assist you in impro ing

your performance and advising you of future -areer
opportunities.

2. Counseling is required each time your rater prepares
an APR on you.

3. During a periodic counseling session, your rater
should give you positive suggestions for further
improvement and development.

5. Continuing counseling is a day-by-day process.

058. Specify the requirements for weather station coor-
dination with communications agencies.

Weather Station and AFCC Coordination. Weather
station communications equipment, like other equip-
ment, breaks down occasionally. It is necessary to
coordinate maintenance responsibility with the local Air
Force Communications Command (AFCC) unit for
some weather equipment. Western Union may have the
contract to maintain the Comeds and Teletype equip-
ment; however, their contract is through AFCC.
Therefore, the weather unit should coordinate equipment
malfunctions with AFCC. (Information on documenting
and reporting communications outages will be covered in
another volume of this CDC.)

An example of a malfunction requiring prompt coor-
dinating action would be undesirable performance of the
pilot-to-metro service (PMSV) facility. There may be a
loud hum or some other background noise that makes it
difficult for the pilot to hear and understand your
transmissions. You should report this to your AFCC
maintenance unit for immediate correction.

Preventive maintenance on the PMSV unit may result
in being "off the air" for the time needed to perform this
maintenance. The AFCC unit should coordinate this
with the weather unit. If possible, this preventive main-
tenance should be performed when contacts are expected
to be at a minimum. (When preventive maintenance is
being performed on the PMSV, request the nearest
weather station with a PMSV facility on the same
frequency to monitor calls for your station.)

AFCC indoctrination is required for all new observers.
This indoctrination is given by AFCC personnel. Air
traffic control personnel should receive training on
taking limited observations, weather reporting pro-
cedures, and reading and relaying weather data. The
AFCC unit should request the weather unit to conduct
this training when required. The indoctrination for
observers and the weather training for air traffic control
personnel should be coordinated with the AFCC unit.
Coordination is required to schedule training at the most
opportune time for all concerned personnel.

Exercises (058):
1. What items of the weather station operation require

coordination with the local AFCC unit?

4. Your rater may use your APR as a counseling device 2. Why should the weather unit coordinate the above
to show you where you can improve your performance. items with the AFCC unit?
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059. State the purpose of a quality control (QC) program
for the observing section, and specify corrective actions
required for deficiencies found during QC checks.

Purpose. The purpose of QC is for AWS commanders
and managers to exercise control over the quality of
environmental information their units produce. As the
availability of manpower and material becomes more
restrictive, the need for effective quality controls in-
creases. Good management dictates that you use all
resources in the most efficient manner, Several programs
should be developed to insure this efficiency.

On-the-Spot QC. On-the-spot-QC is a continuous
process designed to insure that environmental products
reach the user error-free. Work on the individual pro-
ducts should be checked frequently and deficiencies
brought to the attention of the individual responsible
These deficiencies should be corrected on the spot, if
possible.

After-the-Fact QC. After-the-fact QC is performed
primarily on products a production unit provides to
AWS and/or operational customers. QC monitors check
selected products for accuracy, timeliness, compliance
with directives, and any other factors necessary. Prob-
lems, when detected, will be noted on AWS Form 80,
Quality Control Register, (fig. 4-13) or on a general
purpose form. The individual that made the error will
complete Part n of AWS Form 80.

Exercises (059):
1. What is the purpose of a QC program?

2. What is the difference between on-the-spot and after-
the-fact QC?

3. How are problem areas noted?

4. Who IS required to sign for any discrepancy found?

060. Indicate the common errors made in recording
surface observations, and specify the observer job ele-
ments that should be quality controlled.

The following lists indicate items that should be
checked on AWS Form 10, Surface Weather Observa-
tions (Airways), and AWS Form 10a, Surface Weather
Observations (METAR). These lists also indicate some
of the common errors that occur during long-line dissem-
ination of observations.
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AIRWAYS

Ceiling designator missing.
More than one ceiling designator reported
Incorrect layer height value.
Incorrect ceiling designator.
Cloud contraction missing.
Ceiling designator reported without ceiling.
Ceiling designator "W" reported with other than "X."
More than one opaque overcast layer reported.
Incorrect cloud contraction sequence.
"CLR" not reported alone.
Sky cover heights not in ascending order.
"x" or "x" not accompanied by valid obscuring phenomena

(present weather).
Incorrect visibility veue.
Visibility of 6 statute riles or less not accompanied with weather

and/or obstructions to vision.
Incorrect present weather contraction.
Incorrect present weather contraction sequence,
Intensity of drizzle or snow (occurring alone) not in agreement

with prevailing visibility.
Fog reported with T/TD spread of I I° F. or greater.
Freezing precip reported with temperature above 36° F.
Frozen precip (other than hail) reported with temperature

above 45° F.
Precip. reported with no clouds in sky condition.
Missing sea level pressure on 3- or 6-hourly report. "M" not

reported.
Nonnumeric character (other than "E" as a prefix) reported in

sea level pressure.
Missing temperature; "M" not reported.
Missing dewpoint; "M" not reported.
Temperature exceeds normal range (-76° to +130° F.).
Dewpoint greater than temperature.
Temperature, 35° F. or below, and dewpoint not reported as

missing (M).
Nonnumerical character (other than "E") reported as a prefix to

wind direction.
Incorrect wind direction.
Average wind speed greater than wind gusts.
Wind gust under 10 knots or squall under 20 knots.
Missing altimeter setting; "M" not reported.
Hourly altimeter change exceeds 0.10 in.
Missing or incorrect pressure change characteristic and amount

(aPP).
Amount of pressure change (pp) not consistent with 3-hourly

altimeter change.
Pressure characteristic (a of app) inconsistent with sign +, -, no

change) or 3-hour altimeter setting trend.
Precip reported in/past 6 hours by no ''RR" reported.
Sky not dear or totally obscured; no cloud code group reported

on 3- or 6-hourly reports.

META R

Ceiling designator not reported with ceiling height below 3 N.)
feet.

Ceiling designator reported with ceiling height at or above 3.000
feet.

Incorrect layer height value.
Incorrect ceiling designator.
Incorrect cloud amount.
Ceiling remark or CIGNO not repor-A with sky cover total of 3/4

or more.
Height "(/ / /)" reported with layer amount of 9 or with other

than obscuring phenomena contraction.
Incorrect cloud type.
Sky cover heights not in ascending order.
Obscuring phenomena layer in sky condition not accompanied

by valid present weather.
Incorrect visibility value.
Visibility of 9000 meters or less not accompanied by weather

and/or obstructions to vision.
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Incorrect numeric code reported for present weather.
Fog reported with T/TD spread of 6° C. or greater.
Freezing precip reported with temperature above 2° C
Frozen precip (ot her than hail) reported with temperate- e above

7° C.
Precip reported with no clouds in :.:y condition
Missing temperature" / /" not reported.
Missing dewpoint: " / /" not reported.
Temperature exceeds range (-60° C. to +54° C.).
Dewpoint greater than teperature.
Temperature 37° C. or below. dewpoint not reported as" ,' ,' "
Nonnumeric character (other than "E") reported as a prefix to

wind direction.
Incorrect wind direction.
Average wind speed greater than maximum sped.
Max speed does not exceed mean ..peed by 5 knots or more.
Missing altimeter setting. " , , , / INS" not reported
Hourly altimeter change exceeds 0 10 in

All observer job elements should be quality controlled.
Surface observations, radar observations, local and long-
line disseminations, chart preparation, flimsy
preparation, and any other duties the observer performs
should be spot checked.

Exercises (060):
I. Use the preceding lists to answer the following

questions.
a. What are five common errors found in ceiling

and sky conditions on AWS Form 10?

b. Why should Heat her and,' or obstructions to vision
be reflected when the visibility is 9000 meters?

c. When should intensity of drizzle be reflected?

d. What should be transmitted for a missing tempera-
ture in METAR observation?

4-4. Miscellaneous Training

This section discusses ancillary training, which is
training other than on-the-job training. All Air Force
personnel are required to take and,' or perfcrm this type
of training.

061. Using a given table listing ancillary training require-
ments determine when or how often selected training
should be given.

Ancillary Training. Ancillary training refers to train-
ing in subjects which pertain to your duty performance
but are separate from your primary Air Force Specialty
(AFS). Basically, ancillary training covers training re-
quirements not covered by OJT, such as the Standards of
Conduct and Drug-Alcohol Education. To insure that
you are given all necessary training, it is necessary to
determine the training requirements.

Determining requirements. Your unit training officer
or NCO will heir your commander determine the
organization's training requirements and responsibilities
based on AFR 50-1, Ancillat y Training Program. Table
4-1 lists most of the training applicable to weather
personnel, the governing directive, and when the training
is required. For example, table 4-1 reveals that "Protec-
tion of the President" training is required annually in
accordance with AFR 124-16 and DOD Directive
5030.34 A systematic program, as illustrated by table 4- I.
insures that these requirements are met.

Record training. All ancillary training listed in table 4-
l. with the exception of Disaster Preparedness. is re-
corded on Air Force 991. Ancillary Training Record.

Exercises (061):
Using table 4-1, indicate when the following ancillary
training should be given.
1. OPSEC/ COM S EC.

2. Standards of Conduct.

e. Why would a pressure characteristic (a of app) bet- 3. Human Relations Education.
wrong?

f. When would the maximum speed (METAR) be in
error?

2. Specify the observer job elements that should be
quality controlled.
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4. USAF Security Education and Motivation.

062. Identify the two majcr categories of nonweather
personnel requiring training, the persons or units respon-
sible for this training, and the scope of training required.

Responsibilities for Training Nonweather Personnel.
Air Weather Service Regulation 50-10. Surface Observ-
ing for Nonweather Personnel, outlines a course of
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PROGRAM

Disaster Preparedness

Uniform Code of Military
Justice (UCMJ) Briefing

Standards of Conduct

Air Force Occupational
Safety and Health (AFOSH)
Program Orientation

TABLE 4-I
ANCILLARY TRAINING SUMMARY

REFERENCE

AFR 355-1

AFR 111-7

DOD Dir 5500.7
AFR 30-30

AFR 127-12

Protection from Terrorism PFR 124-5
DOD Dir 2000.12

Protection of the President AFR 124-16
DOD Dir 5030.34

Reporting Espionage,
Sabotage, and Subversion AFR 205-57

USAF Security Education
and Motivation

AFR 207-1

Crime Prevention Training AFR 125-17

Air Weather Service Junior
Officer Training

Drug and Alcohol Education

Human Relations Education

OPSEC/COMSF:

AWSR 50-14

PFR 30-2

AFR 30-2

AFR 55-30
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FREQUENCY

Annual

Upon entry on active
duty or within 6
days thereafter,
upon 6 mos of
active duty and
upon first reenlist-
ment.

Semiannual

Initial, plus
upon PCS

Prior to, or upon
overseas from
CONUS

Annual

Annual

Semiannual

Upon ititial assign-
ment to base and
periodically there-
after.

One time

Upon PCS

Upon PCS

Annual



general subject areas normally required in training
nonweather personnel. The training material in AWSR
50-10 should be modified to accommodate the weather
experience of personne; being trained and to fit local
weather conditions. This pamphlet applies to all AWS
units which have a responsibility to train nonweather
personnel in weather dissemination procedures and in
taking limited weather observations.

At locations where an AWS unit is assigned, it will
upon request, establish an appropriate program to
provide practical training and assistance to nonweather
personnel who require weather training to perform their
duties. The two major categories of nonweather person-
nel are air traffic controllers and pilots. At locations
where an AWS unit is not available, responsible super-
visors with previous weather training should provide
maximum guidances assistance, and practical training to
nonweather personnel requiring the training.

Pilots. Since weather is such an important factor in any
flying mission, it is mandatory that aircrew personnel be
thoroughly familiar with a basic knowledge of weather.
This allows them to receive and utilize weather briefing
information intelligently. Their initial weather training is
conducted in flight school. A refresher course is included
in the ground instrument school conducted annually.

Air Traffic Control Personnel. Air traffic control
personnel should receive appropriate training in weather
reporting procedures; they should be able to read, under-
stand, and relay weather data from available instru-
ments/indicators (e.g.. wind, RVR, altimeter settings,
etc.) and weather reports normally received before they
are weather certified for facility rating purposes. In
addition, air traffic control personnel must satisfactorily
demonstrate knowledge and proficiency in taking limited
visual surface weather observations before they can be
weather certified for air traffic control purposes.

Scope of Training. When an Air Weather Service unit
is requested to provide this training, the scope of the
training program should be limited to the extent neces-
sary to satisfy local requirements. Programs should be
tailored to train personnel in accomplishing those
weather tasks they will be required to perform during
their present job assignment. For example:

a. Pilots and other aircrew members who have had
previous weather training and/or experience may only
require a brief indoctrination. This should concern the
types of weather conditions peculiar to the local area of
interest and the types and formats of weather reports that
are normally disseminated locally and longline, to in-
clude methods of dissemination.

b. Nonweather personnel who. in their present jobs,
will not be required to read or otherwise use weather
sequences as received on teletypes should not be bur-
dened with learning weather codes and formats before
weather certification is approved.

c. Training for air traffic control personnel required to
make and disseminate complete limited weather observa-
tions may require complete study and comprehensive
practical training on all aspects of weather observing as
required by AWSR 50-10. On the other hand, dependent
on the local situation and extent of the controller's
observing responsibilities, weather certification require-
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ments might be satisfied through training on selected,
applicable portions of A WSR 50-10. AWS units who are
requested to provide this training should take into
consideration differences in local requirements when
devising and administering local practical; written tests
for certification requirements. For example. in fair
weather areas where snow never occurs. controllers
should not be expected to define snow or differentiate
between snow and snow pellets, nor know how to observe
and report such phenomena.

Exercises (062):
I. What are the two major categories of nonweather

personnel requiring weather training?

2. When requested. who is responsible for establishing a
weather training program for nonweather personnel?

3. What type of weather training program may an AWS
unit have to establish to train controllers who are
required to make and disseminat.; complete limited
weather observations?

4. For each of the following statements concerning scope
of training. identify and correct those that are false:
a. Nonweather personnel who, in their present job.

are not required to read or otherwise use weather
sequences received on teletype should learn
weather codes and formats before they are weather
certified.

b. Pilots and other aircrew members who have had
previous weather training and /or experience may
only require a brief indoctrination on weather
conditions peculiar to the local area of interest.

c. AWS units who are requested to provide weather
training to air traffic control personnel should take
into consideration differences in local require-
ments when devising and administering local prac-
tical/ written tests for certification requirements.

d. Weather training programs for nonweather per-
sonnel will be established by all AWS locations.

e. When a weather training program is established for
training nonweather personnel. it should be limited
to the extent necessary to satisfy local require-
ments.
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CHAPTER 5

On-The-Job Training

NOTE: For objectives 063-105. study objectives 001-043 078 016
in Module 10009, On-the-Job Training, which accom- 079 017
panics this volume. When you complete Module 10009. 080 018
return to the text. 081 019

082 020
v83 021

MODULE 10009 084 022
085 023
086 024

On-the-Job Training 07 025
088 026
089 027
090 028
091 029
092 030
093 031
094 032
095 033
096 034
097 035
098 036
099 037
100 038
101 039
102 040
103 041
104 042
105 043

CDC 25150-1 Objectives Module 10009 Objectives

063 001
064 002
065 003
066 004
067 005
068 006
069 007
070 008
071 009
072 010
073 011

074 012
075 013
076 014
077 015
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CHAPTER 6

Meteorology

AS A WEATHER SPECIALIST, you are an integral
part of the weather team. You contribute the initial
product of the service that weathermen providethe
weather observation. It follows, then, that a basic
knowledge of meteorological principles will help you
observt and report the weather.

6-1. Fundamental Meteorology

In the basic course, you studied the fundamentals of
meteorology. This section will review, these fundamen-
tals. This review will consist of pressure and wind
circulation, pressure systems, local winds, temperature
and moisture, airmasses, frontal effects, and wave cy-
clones. In addition, you will be learning about the
structure of the atmosphere, basic atmospheric physics,
and jet streams.

106. Identify the states of matter as they exist in the
atmosphere.

For many years, scientists thought matter and energy
were separate and unrelated. The fact that matter could
not be created nor destroyed was called the Law of
Conservation of Matter, and, similarly, energy had the
Law of Conservation of Energy.

At the beginning of the 20th century, however, Albert
Einstein established a relationship between matter and
energy. His theory relates matter and energy by the
equation, E = mc2, where "E" represents energy, "m"
mass, and "c" the velocity of light. The result of Einstein's
work led to the combination of the laws of conservation.
It states that matter and energy are interchangeable, but
the total amount of matter and energy in the universe is
constant.

Structure of Matter. Matter exists in three nasic states:
solid, liquid, and gas. It may be changed from one state to
another. The changes we are most familiar with in
meteorology involve water in the atmosphere. Clouds,
fog, rain, snow, and dew are observable states of matter.

Matter is composed of molecules which have motion.
The amount of molecular motion depends on the state of
the matter, along with the temperature and pressure on
the molecules. This relationship is illustrated in the states
of water in figure 6-1.
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Solid state. In this state, the temperature is the coolest
and the molecular motion is the least. The molecular
motion reaches a point where the molecules remain fixed
with respect to each other, although they still vibrate. The
stationary molecules produce a substance which main-
tains a definite volume and shape. If the temperature
reaches 0° K. (-273° C.), all molecular motion ceases and
only the vibration of the atoms remains.

Liquid state. When the temperature is raised slightly,
the molecules spread farther apart and begin to move
about in tightly packed groups. However, the group
motion is not completely random because of the closeness
of the other groups which restrict movement and velocity
In this state, shape depends on the shape of the container,
but the volume will remain the same.

Gaseous state. When the substance is heated to a very
high temperature, the molecular motion becomes very
rapid and random. The molecules travel in paths which
are restricted only by the container. Thus, a gas has
neither a definite shape nor a definite volume.

Exercises (106):
Indicate by filling in the blanks whether substances with
the following charcteristics would be a solid, liquid. or
gas.
1. Has the hottest temperature
2. Has the coldest temperature
3. Has almost no molecular motion
4. Has no definite shape but keeps a fixed volurr....

5. Has neither a definite shape nor fixed volume.

6. Has the greatest movement of molecules

107. Match a list of the main atmospheric gases with their
appropriate characteristics.

An average sample of pure dry air taken from the
atmosphere will contain by volume. 78 percent nitrogen,
21 percent oxygen, almost 1 percent argon, and .03
percent carbon dioxide. Two other important gases
might also be present in variable amounts. ozone (trace
amounts) and water vapor (1.2 percent).

Nitrogen is a colorless, tasteless, odorless, gaseous
element. It enters the atmosphere from volcanoes and
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T S 0°C
Molecules in ice
vibrate in place

LIQUID WATER

0°C < T < 100°C
Molecules in water
move about in a
restricted area

Figure 6-1. States of matter (H10).

from the decay of organic matter. It is removed by plant
life.

Oxygen is also colorless, tasteless, and odorless. It is a
prerequisite of almost all forms of animal and plant life.
At altitudes above about 13 miles (20 km.) the radiation
from the sun breaks the oxygen down into ozone.

Argon is colorless and odorless. It is considered an
inert gas.

Carbon dioxide, ozone, and water vapor are the more
variable gases which significantly affect the weather in
the atmosphere.

Carbon dioxide results from combustion, volcanic
action, and similar processes. Usually, its maximum
concentration occurs around cities and industrial areas.
However, the actual amount of carbon dioxide varies
with the seasons. There is more combustion and therefore
more carbon dioxide produced during winter heating.

Ozone reaches a maximum in the stratosphere. It is
important because of its ability to "absorb ultraviolet
radiation." Without this protection the sun would burn
everything on earth.

The third of the more variable gases, water vapor, is the
most important in determining weather. Without water
vapor, we could nct have the type of weather we are
familiar with. The water vapor in a parcel of air makes the
air lighter than a parcel of dry air. This affects the
stability of the atmosphere. The warmer the air, the more
water vapor it can hold. The maximum amount of water
vapor the air can hold is 4 percent by volume.

Exercise (107):
I. Match the list of gases in column B with their charac-

teristics in column A. The gases may be used more
than once.
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GASEOUS STEAM

T > 100°C
Molecules in steam
move about freely
and rapidly

Column A
(1) Occupies 21 percent by volume of

the atmosphere.
_ (2) Occupies 1.2 percent by volume

of the atmosphere.
(3) Occupies almost 1 percent by

volume of the atmosphere.
(4) Occupies 78 percent by volume of

the atmosphere.
(5) Occupies 0.03 percent by volume

of the atmosphere.
_ (6) Most important gas to meteor-

ology. The amount varies with
the seasons.

_ (7) The colder the air, the less of this
gas in the air.

(8) Maximum quantities are found
in the stratosphere between 65,000
and 100,000 feet.

(9) The more of this gas the air holds,
the lighter it will be.

(10) At a maximum around cities and
industrial regions.

_ (II) 4 percent by volume is the maxi-
mum amount of this gas the air
can hold.

(12) Absorbs ultraviolet radiation.
(13) All weather clouds and precipita-

tion are produced by this gas.
(14) Prevents the sun from burning up

the earth.

a.

b.
.c.
d.
e.

f.

Column B
Argon.
Carbon dioxide.
Nitrogen.
Oxygen.
Ozone.
Water vapor.

108. Match a list of the atmospheric divisions to their
appropriate characteristics.

Our atmosphere is classified into seven layers and
zones. The names of these layers in ascending order are:
troposphere, tropopause, stratosphere, stratopause,
mesosphere, mesopause, and thermosphere. Figure 6-2
illustrates the relative thickness, height, and temperature
of these layers.
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THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE

Figure 6-2. Vertical structure of the earth's atmosphere.

The troposphere, whose thickness varies from place to
place and between seasons, has an average height of
38,000 ft. (7 miles or 11 km.). Within the troposphere the
temperature decreases with height to about -55° C. or
-60° C., with the coldest temperatures occurring over the
Equator. We usually assume' a standard temperature
decrease in the troposphere of about 6.5° C. per 1,000
meters of altitude. The troposphere crmnains the most
significant vertical wind motions and water vapor and
experiences all the weather affecting the earth's surface.
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For this reason it captures most of the attention of
observers and forecasters.

A thin zone of transition between the troposphere and
the stratosphere is called the tropopause. Obviously, the
tropopause height varies directly with the troposphere
thickness and depends considerably on geographical
location, season, and other factors. For example, over
the poles the average tropopause height is only 5 miles,
but over the equator it is 10 miles, Below the tropopause,
the temperature normally decreases as height increases.
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At the tropopause the temperature becomes practically
isothermal (remains constant). The tropopause extends
only a few thousand feet but acts as the upper limit for the
occurrence of weather.

The next layer, the stratosphere, extends from the
tropopause to a height of about 164,000 feet (31 miles or
48 km.). Temperature within the stratosphere remains
isothermal up to about 100,000 feet; there it begins to
warm with altitude. A maximum temperature of 7° C.
(45° F.) is reached at the top of the layer.

The stratosphere contains most of the ozone of our
atmosphere; it is concentrated between 65,000 and
100,000 feet. The nacreous cloud (mother-of-pearl) also
occurs in the stratosphere. Scientists believe there may be
an association between the ozone concentration and the
nacreous cloud. Because no weather occurs in the
stratosphere, flying conditions are excellent.

At the height where the stratospheric temperature
stops increasing is a thin zone called the stratopause. It
represents a transition between the increasing tempera-
tures of the stratosphere and the decreasing temperatures
of the mesosphere.

The mesosphere extends to a height of about 262,000
feet (50 mi.). In contrast to the warm upper stratosphere,
temperature decreases with altitude in this layer to a
minimum near -100° C. (-148° F.). This rapid tempera-
ture decrease causes large convective (vertical) currents.
As a result, the mesosphere is considered unstable.

A cloud that occurs in the mesosphere is called the
noctilucent cloud (meaning "night luminosity") because
it appears to glow at night. It is believed that this cloud is
composed of meteoric or cosmic dust and volcanic dust.

Also found within the mesosphere is a concentration of
electrons called the "D" layer, which occurs at about
230,000 feet This layer reflects radio waves, making long
distance communications possible.

The last transition zone is called the mesopause. This
zone marks the end of the temperature decrease within
the mesosphere and occurs at about 262,000 feet. Above
this zone extends the atmosphere's final layer, the
thermosphere, which has no upper boundary. Within this
layer, the temperature remains isothermal to 300,000 feet
and then begins to increase with altitude. The ther-
mosphere contains noctilucent clouds and two layers that
reflect rad:^ vQves. These layers, like the "D" layer, are
cor,entrations of electron . They are called the "E" and
"F" layers.

Exercise (018):
I. Match the characteristics in column A to the appro-

priate layer or zone in column B. It is possible for a
layer to have more than one characteristic, and some
characteristics are evident in several layers.

Column A
(I, A thin layer of transition between

stratosphere and mesosphere
_ (2) Presents excellent flying condi-

tions because of a lack of weather
in this layer.

(3) No weather occurs in this layer,
tone

Column B
a. Troposphere.
b Tropopause.
c. Stratosphere.
d. Stratopause.
e. Mesosphere.
f. Mesopause.
g. Thermosphere.
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_ (4)

(5)
_ (6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Column A
This layer has an average lapse
rate of 6.5° C. per 1000 meters.
Contains the "E" and "F' layers.
Noctilucent clouds occur in this
layer/zone.
Contains most of the ozone of the
atmosphere.
The coldest temperatures in this
layer occur over the Equator.
Layer of the earth's atmosphere
extending from 262,000 ft. to
infinity.
The nacreous, or mothet-of-pearl
cloud, occurs in this layer.
All of our weather occurs in this
layer.
Average height of this layer, over
the equator, is 10 miles.
Contains the "D" layer.
An unstable layer of the earth's
atmosphere.
A thin layer of transition between
the troposphereand stratosphere.
A thin layer of transition between
the mesosphere and thermosphere.
Average height of this layer, over
the poles, is 5 miles.
Contains layers of electrons that
reflect radio waves

109. State the number of tropopause leaves and match a
list of characteristics with the proper tropopause leaf.

The Tropical Leaf. Highest of the three, the tropical
leaf is found near the 100-mb. level (54,000 feet). In
winter, this leaf lies along the Gulf Coast of North
America. In the summer it may cover much of the United
States and even extend into Canada. Because of its great
height, the free air temperature in the vicinity of the
tropical leaf is lower than thy temperatures at the other
leaves.

The Polar Leaf. This leaf usually lies north of the U.S.
Canadian border throughout the year. Occasionally, it
will drop into the United States during the winter. The
polar leaf is the lowest of the three leaves and occurs
around the 300 mb. level (31,000 feet). The polar leaf has
smaller free air temperature extremes than the other
leaves, and the lower stratosphere above it is relatively
warm.

The Midlatitude or Subtropical Leaf. This leaf occurs
at all seasons over the areas suggested by its name. It is
found at an intermediate level, usually close to the 200 -
mb. level (39,000 feet). Figure 6-3 illustrates the relation-
ships of the three primary tropopause leaves.

Other Leaves. On mean seasonal cross sections, there
appears at all seasons a "super high" tropical leaf. This
leaf is not extensive. It occurs at a level where the pressure
is 70 to 80 mb. (60,000 feet). It will be found above the
main jet and, therefore, above the areas over which the
tropical and polar leaves overlap. Though the persistence
of this leaf is recognized, its significance is somewhat
obscure. The super high tropical leaf is not shown on
NIVr: tropopause charts. Also, forecasters with experi-
ence in Arctic regions suggest the possibility of an
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Figure 6-3 N S crosssection illustrating the three primary tropopause leaves

"arctic" leaf. (Some research has been done on the
question of whether an arctic leaf exists.) This leaf is
believed to occur below the 300-mb. level over the United
States and Canada during the winter months.

Exercises (109):
1. How many major leaves compose the tropopause?

2. Match the characteristics in column A with the leaves
in column B.

Column A
...._ (I) Occurs at about 70-80 mb
_ (2) Occurs near 200 mb.
_ (3) Occurs near 300 mb.
_ (4) Occurs at about 100 mb
_ (5) Occurs below 300 mb.

(6) The highest leaf.
_ (7) The highest leaf of the major

three.
_ (8) The lowest leaf
_ (9) The lowest leaf of the major three.

Column B
a Tropical 'eaf
b. Polar leaf
c Midlatitude or subtrop-

ical leaf.
d Super high tropical

leaf.
e Arctic leaf
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Column A
(10) Found in Canada most of the

year but occasionally dips into
U.S.

(11) Extends across the U.S. and into
Canada during the summer but
stays over Gulf Coast during
winter.

_ (12) Occurs throughout the year over
continental U.S.

110. From a list of statements, select those that define jet
stream characteristics.

The jet stream is a narrow belt of strong winds, with
speeds of 50 to 200 knots, in the upper troposphere. These
winds generally have a westerly component. Jet stream
position varies between different latitudes and elevations
around the earth. It even travels in latitude and elevation
within a small geographical area. The jet stream may
appear as a continuous band around the earth, but more
often it vanishes abruptly at one of more points and then
reappears farther downstream.
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A jet stream rarely occurs alone in the atmosphere,
multiple jets are the rule. Two major jet streams are
frequently observed, the polar jet and the subtropical jet.
Figure 6-3 indicates the average position of these two
Northern Hemisphere jet stream cores with respect to the
tropopauses. The jet core depicted between the polar and
midlatitude tropopauses is called the polar or midlatitude
jet. The core between the midlatitude and tropical
tropopauses is called the subtropical jet. In addition, a
third jet stream, called the arctic jet stream, often occurs
during the winter at approximately 75° N. above the 100-
mb. level.

Exercise (110):
1. From the following statements, select those that

define jet stream characteristics.

a. A jet stream is a belt or band of strong winds with a
general easterly component (N. Hemisphere) which
flows in a wavelike pattern around the earth.

b. A jet stream is a belt or band of strong winds
with a general westerly component (Northern
Hemisphere) which flows in a wavelike pattern
around ''-ie earth.

c. A jet stream may appear as a continuous band
around the globe, and usually has points on the
earth where it can't be located.

d. The jet stream has minimum winds in its axis of
100 to 200 knots.

e. The jet stream varies in latitude and elevation
around the world.

f. The two major jets are the arctic jet and the
subtropical jet.

111. Correlate a list of the atmospheric forces that cause
wind with the appropriate characteristics of the forces.

Pressure Gradient Force. The variation of heating (and
consequently the variations in pressure) from one locality
to another is the initial factor that produces movement of
air, or wind. The pressure changes most rapidly along a
direct path from high to low pressure, and it is along this
path that we measure the pressure gradient. Pressure
gradient is defined as the rate of change in pressure over a
given distance. The velocity of the wind depends upon the
pressure gradient. If the pressure gradient is steep, the
windspeed is strong; if the pressure gradient is weak, the
windspeed is light. While the pressure gradient helps
determine the windspeed, pressure gradient force helps
determine wind direction. Pressure gradient force is a
force that moves air from an area of high pressure to an
area of low pressure.

Coriolis Force. If pressure gradient force were the only
force affecting windflow, the wind would blow at right
angles across isobars (lines connecting points of equal
pressure) from high to low pressure. From observation,
we know the wind actually blows parallel to isobars
above any frictional level. Therefore, other factors must
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be affecting the windflow, and one of these factors is the
rotation of the earth. A particle at rest on the earth's
surface is in equilibrium. If the particle starts to move
because of a pressure gradient force, its relative motion is
affected by the rotation of the earth. If a mass of air from
the Equator moves northward, it is deflected to the right.
This means that a south wind would become a south-
westerly wind. If a mass of air from the North Pole moves
southward, we would have a northeasterly wind instead
of a north wind. This deflection is known as Coriolis
force.

Coriolis force is stated as a law. This law states that
when a mass of air starts to move over the earth's surface,
it is deflected to the right of its path in the Northern
Hemisphere and to the left of its path in the Southern
Hemisphere. Coriolis force is dependent upon latitude.
The force has its greatest effect at the poles and the force
diminishes to zero at the Equator. Coriolis force is also
dependent upon the speed of the moving airmass. As the
speed of the moving airmass increases, Coriolis force also
increases, and as an airmass slows down, the force
decreases.

Centripetal Force. There is a law that states that a body
in motion continues in the same direction in a straight
line and with the same speed unless acted upon by some
external force. Therefore, for a body to move in a curved
path, some force must be continually applied. The force
restraining bodies to move in a curved path is called the
centripetal force, and it is always directed toward the
center of rotation. When a rock is whirled around on a
string, the centripetal force is afforded by the tension of
the string.

Centrifugal Force. There is another law that states that
for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
Centrifugal force is the reacting force which is equal to
and opposite in direction to the centripetal force. Centri-
fugal force, then, is a force directed outward from the
center of rotation.

As you know, a bucket of water can be swung over
your head at a rate such that the water does not come out.
This is an example of both centrifugal and centripetal
force. The water is being held in the bucket by centrifugal
force tending to pull it outward. The centripetal force, the
force holding the bucket and water to the center, is your
arm swinging the bucket. As soon as you cease swinging
the bucket, the forces cease and the water falls out of the
bucket.

High- and low-pressure systems can be compared to
rotating disks. Centrifugal effect tends to fling air out
from the center of rotation of these systems. Therefore,
when winds tend to blow in a circular path, centrifugal
effect (in addition to pressure gradient and Coriolis
effects) influences these winds.

Frictional Force. Friction is a force that tends to retard
the movement of the air. Friction depends on the nature
of the surface over which the air is moving. It has the least
effect over water surfaces and the greatest effect over
mountainous terrain. The effect of surface friction ex-
tends from the surface to approximately 3,000 feet.
Friction causes windspeeds to decrease and also causes
the wind direction to be pulled toward lower pressure.
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Exercises (111):
I. Match the atmospheric forces that cause wind in

column B with the characteristics of the forces in
column A. The forces may be used more than once.

Column A
(1) Retards the movement of air. a

Column B
Pressure gradient force

(2) Restrains bodies to move in a b. Coriolis force.
curved path. c. Centripetal force.

(3) Causes the wino to deflect to the
right in the Northern Hemisphere.

d. Centrifugal force.
Friction.

____ (4) Has its greatest effect at the poles.
(5) Directed outward from the center

of rotation.(6) Affects the wind from surface to
3,000 feet.(7) Moves air from an area of high
pressure to one of low pressure.

(8) Equal and opposite of centripetal
force.

112. State the basic reasons why the general atmosphere
circulation assumes the theoretical three-cell pattern.

Pressure and Wind Circulation. All weather phe-
nomena are basically the result of the unequal distribu-
tion of solar heat acting upon the earth and its fluid
envelope, the atmosphere. The spherical shape of the
earth influences the amount of heat received by the earth
at the Equator, the midlatitudes, and the poles. Since we

know that the net heat loss and gain for the earth and
atmosphere as a whole are maintained in a state of
balance, there must be latitudinal transfer of heat. To
maintain this balance, the atmosphere constantly changes
to compensate for the unequal heating. This constant
change and movement of huge masses of the atmosphere
is known as the general circulation.

Three-cell theory of circulation. The circulation of the
air would be very simple if the earth's surface were
smooth and uniform, and the earth were stationary.
Movements within our atmosphere would have to be
caused by pressure or density differences from one place
to another. Since the earth does rotate, the effects of
rotation and Coriolis force upon the general circulation
must be considered. The three-cell theory of circulation
best describes these effects. This theory divides the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres into three lati-
tudinal belts of 30° each. The boundaries of these three
cells are the Equator and 30° (north and south) and 60°
latitudes (north and south). For our purposes, we can
confine our discussion to the three cells in the Northern
Hemisphere. The rotation of the earth causes the Coriolis
effect by deflecting a moving particle to the right in the
Northern Hemisphere. The flow of air from the middle
latitudes (30° -60°)toward the pole would, therefore, be
deflected to the right (east) and become a westerly flow,
while flow from the pole southward (60°-90°) would
become an easterly flow. The circulation is more complex
than this initial deflection would imply, but the basic flow
pattern can be broken down into three distinct circula-
tion cells, as shown in figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4. Three-cell theory of circulation.
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The first cell is formed by the warm air rising at the
Equator and flowing north. As the air moves north, it is
deflected to the right by the Coriolis force to become the
upper westerlies. While the air moves north, it cools, and
by the time it reaches 30° north, a portion of this air is
cool enough (dense enough) to descend and form an area
or belt of high pressure at 30° north. Remember, only a
portion of the air descends. The remainder continues to
move northeasterly (because of Coriolis) until it reaches
the pole. At the pole, the air descends, causing another
area of high pressure, and then begins to flow southward.
Coriolis force is greatest at the poles, and the southward
flowing air is deflected greatly to the right to become
easterly flow on the surface, while the wind at upper levels
continues to be westerly. (The wind at upper altitudes
from the Equator to the North Pole is westerly.) At 30°
north, the sinking cool air divides to flow both north and
south at the surface. The air flowing southward, deflected
by Coriolis, becon s the northeast trade winds between
the Equator and 30 north. The air flowing northward of
30° is also deflected by Coriolis, and being closer to the
pole, the deflection is greater. Therefore, the air aloft and
on the surface is westerly. The surface air moving
southward from the North Pole and the surface air
moving northward from 30° N. converge at approx-
imately 60° N. and rise. This completes the second and
third cells.

Exercise (112):
1. What is the basic reason the general atmosphere

circulation assumes the three-cell pattern?

113. Given statements describing semipermanent and
migratory pressure systems, match the proper system
with its description.

We have discussed the general circulation and its
development. The three-cell theory of circulation is

closely related with the semipermanent pressure systems.
These pressure systems are developed through the cellu-
lar circulation and are found in nearly the same regions at
all times of the year with seasonal variations in position
and intensity.

Semipermanent Pressure Systems. If land and water
masses were uniformly distributed upon the earth's
surface, these pressure systems would be less subject to
change and could then be more justifiably called perma-
nent. The unequal distribution of land and water masses
and their differing heat absorbing and radiating proper-
ties, however, cause a seasonal variation in the position
and intensity of these systems. In the Northern Hemi-
sphere there are three semipermanent high cells and two
semipermanent low cells. The centers of these sytems
vary geographically from summer to winter.

The names of the high-pressure cells are the Bermuda
High (Atlantic Ocean), Siberian High (Central Russia),
and the Pacific High (which covers most of the central
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Pacific Ocean). The low-pressure cells are the Aleutian
Low (Northern Pacific) and the Icelandic Low (Northern
Atlantic). The high-pressure systems (except the Siberian
High) are more dominant in the summer, and the low-
pressure systems dominate in the winter. The interaction
of these large-scale, semipermanent systems cause the
formation of lesser high- and low-pressure systems that
move with the prevailing windflow as influenced by the
general circulation.

Migratory Pressure Systems. Since the migratory
systems generally move along in accordance with upper
level flow, they account for a far greater amount of heat
exchange than do the semipermanent systems. These
moving systems bring the bad and good weather that is
usually associated with low-pressure and high-pressure
areas, respectively. A later discussion explains the wea-
ther patterns associated with these migratory pressure
systems. We know that the physical characteristics of the
earth do not affect the upper level winds, but they do have
a definite effect on the surface and lower level winds. The
rough surface and land-water temperature differences
produce local winds that, in many cases, mask the general
circulation winds.

Exercise (113):
I. Match the pressure system in column B with the

statement in column A that correctly describes the
type of system. Entries in column B may be used more
than once.

Column A
_(l) Unequal distribution of land and

water masses and differing heat-
absorbing and radiating properties
cause a seasonal variation in posi-
tion am intensity of these systems.

_ (2) These ,ystems generally move
along in accordance with upper
level flow.
These systems bring the bad and
good weather that is usually asso-
ciated with low- and high-pressure
areas.

_ (4) In the Northern Hemisphere there
are three high cells and two low
cells associated with this system.

(3)

Column B
a Semipermanent pres-

sure system.
b. Migratory pressure

system.

114. State the four categories of local winds, and specify
the type of wind for given descriptions.

Local Winds. The local winds consist of such winds
and patterns as land and sea breezes, mountain and valley
breezes, and the forced-circulation-type winds. These
latter winds have local names such as Santa Ana, bora,
chinook, foehn, and others. Most local winds, while their
names are numerous, fall into four categories. They are
local-cooling, local-heating, adjacent local heating and
cooling, and the forced circulation winds. Each of these
types can be ilustrated by a typical example.
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COOLING NEAR SURFACE AT NIGHT
CAUSES DENSER AIR TO SINK ALONG
SLOPES. AIR IS QUITE DRY AND
RETARDS FORMATION OF FOG IN THE
VALLEY.

N
DRY AIR

MOUNTAIN
BREEZES

Figure 6-5 Mountain breeze

Local-cooling wind. In figure 6-5, the local-cooling-
type wind is the mountain breeze. At night, because of
radiational cooling, the air in contact with the mountain
slopes becomes colder and denser than the surrounding
air and sinks along the slopes. Evcn when the mountain
breeze is well developed, it rarely exceeds 12 to 15 knots.

Local-heating wind. Figure 6-6 shows the local-heat-
ing-type wind called the valley breeze. Sunlit mountain
slopes and the air next to the slopes are usually warmer
than the surrounding air during the day. The air in contact
with the slopes becomes lighter than the surrounding air
and rises up the slopes. Mountain tops are frequently ob-
scured by clouds formed by the rising air. This is called a
valley breeze because it flows up and out of the valley. The
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valley breeze is usually stronger and better developed
than the mountain breeze, and reaches its maximum
speed in midafternoon.

Adjacent heating and cooling wind. The land and sea
breezes illustrate the adjacent heating and cooling type
wind, as shown in figure 6-7. Since land masses absorb
and radiate heat at a rate three times more rapidly than
water masses, the land is warmer than the water during
the day and colder at night. Along a coast or shoreline,
sea breezes (coming from the sea) would be expected in
the afternoon. Increased temperature of the land causes
hot air to rise over it. Then the cooler air over the water
flows landward to take its place. At night, the system
reverses itself to produce land breezes. The ._ow cooler

AIR WARMING NEAR SURFACE RISING
ALONG SLOPES,AND GENERALLY
PRODUCING CLOUDS MAY OBSCURE
MOUNTAIN PEAKS

)
\., 24

Figure 6-6 Valley brccic
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Figure 6-7. Land and sea breeze.

land produces a cool breeze to flow out over the warmer
water. The land breeze is best developed just before
dawn. This entire pattern depends on the fact that water
warms and cools much slower than land. The sea breezes
reach maximum velocity between 1400 and 1600 local
time, and since they are usually stronger than land
breezes, they penetrate inland as far as 25 to 30 miles.
Both the land and sea breezes are shallow in depth.

Forced-circulation winds. Forced-circulation winds
are those intensified by terrain, usually mountain ranges.
Two forced-circulation winds are the mistral and the
bora. Both are cold fall (downslope) winds that remain
colder than the air they replace in the lowlands. Ex-
tremely strong and gusty, they often cause considerable
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damage. The mistral pours down from the highlands and
intensifies as it funnels through the valleys. It is most
violent in winter and spring, usually lasting for several
days, sometimes with short lulls. These winds are found
wherever there are highlands that tend to trap cold air,
but derive their name from such winds that develop in
southern France. Speeds often exceed 60 mph and reach
80 mph in the lower Rhone Valley of France. The bora is
the local name of the fall wind along the coast of
Yugoslavia. Cold air crosses the mountains and pours
down onto the waters of the Adriatic Sea. It is very strong
and sometimes has squalls that may reach 100 mph or
more. When the bora occurs in conjunction with cyclonic
(counterclockwise) circulation, there is considerable
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Figure 6-8. Chinook wind

cloudiness and rain over the lowlands; but when the flow
is anticyclonic (clockwise), the skies are cloud free.

The foehn wind, called the chinook in North America,
is a warm, dry, downslope wind. Figure 6-8 illustrates the
chinook wind. The air rising on the windward side of the
mountain cools and loses its moisture content through
condensation. Continuing over the crest of the moun-
tains, the dry air descends the leeward slopes. This
downslope motion causes compression and subsequent
heating of the air; thin, a dry, warm wind blows down the
mountain. A chinook wind may raise the temperature by
as much as 30' Fahrenheit in just a few minutes at
stations located at the base of the mountains. On the
leeward side of the mountains, the air is clear and dry. On
the windward side, clouds build up and rain occurs in
what is called the foehn wall or chinook arch.

A special type of foehn wind develops when very strong
flow occurs perpendicular to the mountain range and
when the windspeed increases rapidly with altitude. This
condition also causes the formation of the mountain
wave condition. Figure 6-9 shows the airflow and
associated clouds with a mountain wave. The air flows
fairly smoothly with a lifting component as it moves up
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the windward side and gradually increases, reaching a
maximum near the peak of the mountain. On passing the
peak, the flow breaks down into a complicated pattern

Figure 6-9. Mountain wave.
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with downdrafts predominating. Continuing downwind
5 to 10 miles from the peak, the airflow begins to ascend
as part of a definite wave pattern. Additional waves,
generally less intense than the primary wave, may form
further downwind.

Characteristic cloud types, peculiar to wave action,
provide the best means of visual identification. Although
the lenticular clouds in the illustration are depicted as
being smooth in appearance, they may be quite ragged
when the airflow at their level is turbulent. These clouds
may form singularly or in layers at heights usually above
20,000 feet. The roll cloud forms at a lower level, gener-
ally about the height of the mountain ridge. While clouds
are generally present, it is possible for wave action to take
place when the air is too dry to form clouds.

Exercises (114):
I. What are the four categories of local winds?

2. What is the name of a local cooling type wind?

3. What is the wind called when air near the surface of
mountain slopes warms and rises, causing clouds that
may obscure mountain peaks?

4. The land and sea breezes illustrate what type of wind?

5. The mistral and the bora winds are examples of what
types of winds?

6. What is the wind calied (in North America) that is
caused by air rising on the windward side of a
mountain, losing its moisture, continuing over the
crest, and descending as dry air?

7. Cap clouds, lenticular clouds, and roll clouds are
associated with what local wind?

115. Given a list of terms related to temperature and
moisture, match them with their proper definitions.

Every phenomenon occurring in the atmosphere that
we call weather is the result of differential absorption and
reradiation of solar energy, as well as the availability of
moisture. Heat and temperature are closely related terms,
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but heat is an energy quantity, while temperature is
merely a measure of heat. The main source of heat in the
atmosphere is the insolation from the sun. Moisture is
added to atmosphere by evaporation from the surface of
the earth. We will review the methods by which heat is
transferred and the process that leads to precipitation
and the subsequent return of moist....e.

Heat Transfer. The earth receives its heat from the sun,
then reradiates it into the atmosphere and space. This
process preserves the heat balance of the earth and its
atmosphere. There are four basic methods of heat
transfer: radiation, conduction, advection, and con-
vection.

Radiation. Tice earth receives heat from the sun in the
form of short-wave radiation. The gases in the atmos-
phere, includin8 water vapor, are virtually transparent to
short-wave radiation. Although the reflectivity off the
cloud tops is such that a considerable amount of solar
radiation is prevented from reaching the earth's surface, a
substantial amount passes through the clouds. The short-
wave radiation is absorbed by the earth during the day
and then reradiated into the atmosphere in the form of
long-wave radiation at night. The lower layer° of the
atmosphere absorb most of the earth's radiation, leaving
less to be absorbed at higher altitudes. Therefore,
absorption of the earth's long-wave radiation by the
atmosphere traps (for a time) some energy that would
otherwise be quickly lost to space. As the water vapor and
clouds absorb the long-wave radiation, part of it is
reradiated back to earth. This absorption and reradiation
by water vapor and clouds establishes a greenhouse
effect. Water vapor and clouds absorb radiation on a
selective basis. They absorb a greater amount of long-
wave radiation than short-wave radiation. After some
experience in weather observing, you will find that an
overcast cloud layer has the effect of minimizing the
maximum temperature during the day and moderating
the minimum temperature during the night. The reason
for this is that the clouds and water vapor act in much the
same way as the glass in a greenhouse. Part of the long-
wave radiation emitted by the earth is absorbed, re-
radiated, and reflected by the clouds. The earth absorbs
this radiation and reradiates it again, and the process
continues. The result of the greenhouse effect is a higher
average temperature on cloudy nights, and hence, a
smaller probability of fog.

Conduction. Heat transfer by conduction requires
direct contact. On a sunny day the earth's surface is
heated by absorbing radiation. After the earth's tempera-
ture becomes higher than that of the surrounding air, the
air in contact with the earth is warmed by conduction. At
night the process is reversed. The earth is cooled rapidly
by terrestrial radiation, and the air in immediate contact
with the ground is cooled as the air gives off some of its
heat by conduction to the cooler earth. Remember that
air is a poor conductor of heat. For this reason, the
temperature of the air lags behind that of the earth and
changes less. The poor conduction of the air and its slow
loss of heat explains why frost can occur on the ground
when the free air temperature at standard observation
height is considerably above freezing.
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Advection and convection. During heat conduction,
the conducting mass does not move. Advection and
convection require mass movement to transfer heat.
Except for the direction of movement, advection and
convection are essentially alike. Advection refers to the
horizontal transport of heat, such as by wind or water.
The Gulf Stream provides a good example of advection,
bringing warm Caribbean water to the cold North
Atlantic area. Convection, on the other hand, refers to
the vertical transport of heat. A forest fire, for example,
sends great volumes of hot air aloft, thus warming the
atmosphere to some degree. Convection is of considera-
ble significance in the transfer of heat. As the air is heated
near the earth's surface, it becomes less dense and rises.
While rising, the air cools to the point where the water
vapor condenses into visible droplets (a cloud formation).

Effects of Heat Transfer. The ability of water vapor to
absorb and emit long-wave radiation is of primary
importance in mintaining the earth's temperature bal-
ance. But if these facts are valid, how does water vapor
get into the atmosphere?

Evaporation. Water vapor is acquired by the atmos-
phere through evaporation over lakes, rivers, oceans, and
even snow. The evaporation process is the physical act of
changing the state of water from a liquid to a gas. This
cuange of state requires a large amount of heat. Just as
the evaporation of perspiration cools the human body, so
does the evaporation of water into the air cool the
surrounding area. This might be noted by a change in the
air temperature in the summer as you near a body of
water, such as a large river or lake. Evaporation, then,
could be considered a cooling process.

Obviously, the air cannot continue to accept water
vapor without being changed in some way. The amount
of evaporation that will take place depends upon how
much water vapor the air can hold, which is, in turn,
directly dependent upon the air temperature. When the
air contains all of the water vapor it is capable of holding,
it is said to be saturated (100 percent humidity). Satura-
tion of the air occurs by two basic methods. (1) the
evaporation process continues until the air, at a constant
temperature, will hold no more water vapor, or (2) the
temperature is decreased, and the capacity decreases
accordingly until the capacity equals the actual amount
of water vapor in the air. To simplify an explanation of
these methods, we can say that air may be saturated by
the addition of water vapor or by cooling it. Remember
that the process of evaporation is a cooling process, that
is, heat is drawn from the atmosphere. When the reverse
occurs (condensation), this heat is returned to the
atmosphere.

Condensation. Once the air reaches saturation, any
further addition of moisture causes this excess water
vapor to condense into visible moisture. This process
(called condensation) accounts for the removal of most of
the water vapor in the atmosphere. The most common
forms of visible moisture are clouds and fog. Although
the addition of water vapor to the air can produce
saturation and condensation, saturation and condensa-
tion are reached most frequently by cooling the air. This
cooling may occur from the air passing over a colder
surface (advection), by the air being lifted, such as being
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forced up a mountain (adiabatic cooling); or by the
ground beneath the air cooling at night by radiation and
thereby cooling the lower layers of the air by conduction.
This latter situation most frequently produces fog rather
than clouds. With an increase in the wind to 15 knots or
more, this fog may rise and become a layer of stratus
clouds.

Exercises (115):
I. Match the terms in column B with the definitions in

column A by placing the proper letters in the blanks.

Column A
_ (I) The form of radiation that is ab-

sorbed by the earth during the day.
(2) This method of heat transfer re-

quires direct contact.
_ (3) The form of radiation that is re-

radiated into the atmosphere at
night.

_.....(4) The horizontal transport of heat
by wind or water.

_ (5) The physical act of changing the
state of water from a liquid to a gas

_ (6) The absorption and reradiation of
long-wave radiation by water va-
por and clouds.

_ (7) The vertical transport of heat.
_ (8) When air reaches saturation and

further addition of moisture causes
visible moisture to occur.

Column B
a Short-wave radiation
b. Conduction.
c. Advection.
d. Convection.
c Evaporation
f Condensation
g Long-wave radiation.
h. Greenhouse effect.

116. State how clouds are classified, name the two
categories of clouds, and list the three lifting mechanisms
that form clouds.

Classification and Categories of Clouds. Clow.--'s are
classified both according to their form or appearance and
according to the physical processes producing them.
Clouds form as a result of condensation or sublimation of
the water vapor in the air that is rising and cooling All
clouds, according to their appearance, fall into one of two
categories, cumuliform and stratiform.

Cumuliform clouds. As you know, cumuliform clouds
have considerable vertical development The extent of
the vertical development usually indicates the intensity of
convection, stability, and the associated turbulence
These clouds form when air rises and condenses. Cumuli-
form clouds usually result from rapid lifting of the air,
which also causes turbulence. This lifting action is
produced by either mechanical means (such as air being
forced up mountains), thermal heating, frontal con-
vection, or by a combination of these lifting mechanisms

Stratiform clouds. Stratiform clouds occur in sheets or
layers and often extend from horizon to horizon Al-
though these clouds have some thickness, they do not
have the vertical development of cumuliform cloudm and
they are indicative of stable air. These clouds also form by
the lifting and cooling of air, but on a more gradual scale
than cumuliform clouds.

A later discussion will describe in greater detail how
these clouds are associated with weather systems
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Exercises (116):
I. State how clouds are classified.

2. Name the two categories of clouds.

3. List the three listing mechanisms that form clouds.

117. State the three factors needed for airmass formation
and the three types of geographical areas of the world
that adequately fulfill source region requirements.

Airmass Formation. Three factors are considered
necessary for the formation of airmasses. First, there
should be an area with a fairly uniform surface, this
surface may be land or water. Second, the area should
have uniform temperature and moisture. Third, the area
should preferably be an area of high pressure, where the
air has a tendency to stagnate.

An airmass is a large body of air having about the same
horizontal temperature and moisture properties. Fre-
quently, in certain geographical areas, an airmass will
have little or no tendency to flow toward another area.
Such an airmass is, in effect, stagnant. If this period of
stagnation extends over long periods of time, the air mass
acquires the temperature and moisture properties of the
underlying surface. These properties depend upon the
physical and geographical nature of the underlying
surface. By the time such a change has been completed,
an extensive portion of the airmass has become the same
throughout, and its properties are nearly uniform at each
level.

Source Regions. The regions in which airmasses are
formed are called source regions. The source region is the
essential factor determining the individual properties of
the airmass. The depth and properties that an airmass
assumes depend on the length of time it remains over the
source region. Other factors that determine the eventual
characteristics of an airmass are: (I) the characteristics of
the surface over which the airmass travels after leaving
the source region, and (2) the length of time that the
airmass has been away from the source region.

Many regions of the earth do not fulfill these require-
ments. For example, most midlatitude regions are too
variable with respect to temperature, because of the
almost continuous intrusion of airmasses from the north
and south. On the other hand, large snow- or ice - covered
polar regions, tropical oceans, and large desert areas are
excellent source regions.

Exercises (117):
I. Name the three factors needed for airmass formation

over an area.
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2. What are the three types of geographical areas of the
world that adequately fulfill source region require-
ments?

118. From given pressure system characteristics, classify
the airmasses according to type.

Airmasses are classified according to their source
region and characteristics with letter identifiers. The
source region is considered to be the most useful
criterion. Thus, the primary airmass identifier refers to
the source region. Four source regions are:

A-- Arctic /Antarctic.
PPolar.
TTropical.
EEquatorial.

To further classify the source region, a distinction is made
between land and water areas, since these lend decidedly
different characteristics to overlying airmasses. The letter
"c" is used for continental and "m" for maritime surfaces;
for example, cP indicates a continental polar airmass and
mT would be a maritime tropical airmass.

A third category indicates whether the air is colder (K)
or warmer (W) than the surface it is moving over. This
classification is relative and frequently difficult to deter-
mine.

A fourth letter may be used to indicate the stability of
the airmass. An "s" is used to indicate a stable airmass
and "u" indicates an unstable airmass.

By combining these letters, a relatively complete
description of the airmasses may be obtained. A classifi-
cation of cPWs indicates a stable, continental polar
airmass that is warmer than the surface it is moving over.

Exercises (118):
Classify the following airmasses based on the given
characterisics.
1. Formed just south of Iceland during winter and is

now over the U.S.S.R. It is unstable.

2. Formed over Canada during winter and is now over
the U.S. It is stable.

3. Formed over Brazil during simmer and is now
moving toward the Equator. It is unstable.

4. Formed in the Atlantic east of Bermuda during winter
and is now over the SE U.S. It is unstable.
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119. Given a simulated airmass characteristic, determine
the modification that will take place due to its movement.

Airmass Modification. The modification of weather
conditions within an airmass depends upon the changes
in temperature, moisture, and stability. The path of the
airmass influences the modification of these properties.
Most often, changes in temperature, moisture, and
stability occur simultaneously, but not necessarily in the
same degree. These changes depend upon the physical
nature of the underlying surface. As the airmass moves
from its source region, it will slowly acquire the tempera-
ture and moisture characteristics of the new areas over
which it passes. A cP airmass, for example, moving over a
large body of water picks up moisture from evaporation
and is thus modified to mP. Also an mil airmass moving
inland over mountains is modified by losing its moisture
because of adiabatic cooling and becomes a cP airmass.

As the airmass moves, the thermal symbol must change
in relation to the surface over which it passes. The
thermal symbol is relative only to the surface over which
it is passing. For example, if a polar airmass moves out
over a large body of water, the thermal symbol would be
(K) because it is colder than the underlying surface of
water.

Exercise (119):
1. If an airmass moves from a polar region out over a

large body of open water, what would be the probable
airmass classification (disregard the stability indi-
cator)? Why?

6-2. Weather Systems

In the first section of this chapter, you learned the
fundamental concepts of meteorology. This section will
build on those concepts by discussing frontal systems,
high- and low-pressure systems, and their associated
weather patterns.

120. Specify the characteristics expected in a frontal
zone.

Thermal Structure. One of the significant features in
frontal zone identification is the temperature lapse rate
through a front, as depicted on the Skew-T. The lapse
rate through the frontal zone usually shows warming
(frontal inversion) which, in turn, produces stabilization
through the frontal zone. For this reason, the frontal
zone resists vertical exchanges of heat and moisture
between the airmasses on either side of the front Figure
6-10 is an illustration of an idealized lapse rate through a
frontal zone. We realize that this is an ideal situation
seldom encountered. An actual sounding would prob-
ably show a less definite frontal zone and many minor
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Figure 6-10. Temperatuie inversion through a frontal lone

variations in the lapse rate. The sharpness and extent of
the frontal inversion, in any case, is indicative of the
degree to which the front will resist mix:ng between the
airmasses.

Humidity Characteristics. The classical but y pat-
tern through a frontal zone is similar to one illus.rated in
figure 6-11. The dewpoint (Td) curve usually shows an
inversion ..warming), or sharp change associated with the
inversion, in the temperature curve. In some situations,
the dewpoint curve will be a better indicator of the frontal
zone than the temperature curve. Figre 6-11 illustrates
this fact. In any case, both the temperature and dewpoint
curves should be analyzed together to determine whr
the frontal zone is located.

Vertical Wind Distribution. The best sources for
identifying frontal inversions are the combination of
temperature and dewpoint curves and vertical wind
distribution. Usually the wind direction backs (changes
counterclockwise) with height through a cold front and
veers (changes clockwise) with height through a %/arm
front. In figure 6-12, for example, the veering winds
(southwesterly changing to northwesterly) betweeo 800
and 650 millibars identify that this is a warm frontal zone.

Horizontal Wind Distribution. The discontinuities in
the vertical associated with a frontal zone are also
represented in the horizontal. In addition to temperature
and dewpoint discontinuities, a frontal passage at the
surface (particularly a cold frontal passage) is usually
accompanied by an easily identifiabl- wind shift. The
horizontal shift in wind direction is in a clockwise or
veering sense. The shift in wind direction is almost always
accompanied by an increase in windspeed. The ski-per
wind discontinuities are associated with a cold frontal
passage.
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Exercises (120): _ 6. The surface winds veer with passage of a warm
Identify each true statement and explain why the others front.
are false.

1. The temperature lapse rate through a frontal zone
shows an inversion.

7. The surface winds are usually stronger with the
passage of a cold front.

2. The dewpoint temperature decreases rapidly
through a frontal zone.

121. Given frontal characteristics, classify cold fronts as
3. The winds back with height through a cold fast moving or slow moving.

frontal zone.

Frontal Weather Effects. The weather associated with
fronts and frontal movement is called frontal weather.

_ 4. The winds back with height through a warm Frontal weather is more spectacular and quick changing
frontal zone, than airmass weather and, for this reason, requires close

investigation into the associated weather patterns of the
different frontal types. The type and intensity of frontal
weather is determined largely by such factors as the slope_ 5. The surface winds veer with passage of a cold of the front, the water vapor content and stability of the

front. airmasses, the speed of the frontal movement, and the
relative motion of the airmasses at the front. Because of
the variability of these factors, frontal weather may range
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from a minor wind shift with no clouds or other visible
weather activity to severe thunderstorms accompanied
by low clouds, poor visibility, hail, icing, and severe
turbulence. In addition, the weather associated with one
section of a front is frequently quite different from that in
other sections of the same front. The reason for this is
that the boundary between two different airmasses is not
a sharp wall. Instead, there is a zone of transition
(referred to as a zone of discontinuity), which is often
many miles wide. This zone is customarily called the
frontal surface, or merely a front.

Since the airmasses separated by a front have different
temperature and water vapor characteristics, they also
have different densities. When airmasses with different
densitites meet, the denser air slides (wedges) under the
less dense air. Conversely, we find that the less dense
warm air slides up over the denser cold air. As a result, the
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frontal surface is sloping. The steepness of the slope is

measured as the angle between the Earth's surface and the
frontal surface.

Discontinuities in airmass properties and characteris-
tics, such as temperature, water vapor content, wind,
cloud types, and pressure changes, are used to locate and
identify fronts and to trace their movements. One of the
most easily recognized discontinuities across a front is
temperature. At the earth's surface, the passage of a front
is usually characterized by a noticeable change in tem-
perature. The rate and amount of the change are partial
indications of the intensity of the front. Strong fronts are
accompanied by abrupt and sizable temperature changes,
while weak or diffuse fronts are characterized by gradual
or minor changes in temperature.

Cold Fronts. With a cold front, the cold air displaces
warm air at the surface. Cold fronts usually move faster
and have a steeper slope than warm fronts.
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At the surface, a cold frontal passage is characterized
by a temperature and dewpoint decrease, a wind shift,
and, on occasion, gusty winds. The weather associated
with cold fronts is more concentrated (in a narrow band)
than that associated with warm fronts.

Cold fronts are classified as either fast moving or slow
moving. The following discussion will analyze these two
types of cold fronts. Refer to figure 6-13 as you read the
text.

Fast-moving cold front. This type of cold front is
commonly called an inactive front. It has a much steeper
slope than a slow-moving cold front, and the front has an
average movement of about 25 knots. As the name,
inactive, implies, there are little or no clouds and weather
at and behind the front. Most of the clouds and weather
are located ahead of the front. When the warm air ahead
of the front is moist and unstable, the clouds are
predominantly cumuliform and precipitation is in the
form of moderate or heavy showers. A line of thunder-
storms frequently develops ahead of a fast-moving cold
front that is displacing warm, moist, unstable air. This
line of strong convective activity is projected between 50
and 200 miles ahead of the front and roughly parallel to
it. This line of thunderstorms is called a squall line or
instability line. On the other hand, when the warm air
ahead of the front is very dry, little or no cloudiness is
associated with the front.

With the passage of a fast-moving cold front, the
visibility and ceiling improve rapidly. The maximum
temperature drop usually occurs far behind the front, but
the dewpoint decreases sharply wit:i frontal passage. The
typical pressure pattern shows pressure falls ahead of the
front, and strong pressure rises after passage. The wind
with frontal passage is strong, gusty, and turbulent for a
considerable length of time.

Slow-moving cold front. This type of cold front is
usually called an active front. The slope of the front is not
as steep as an inactive cold front, and the slow-moving
cold front moves at average speeds of 10-15 knots.

With the active front, most of the clouds and weather
are located at and behind the front. When the warm air
ahead of the front is moist and stable, there will be
stratiform clouds (nimbostratus, altostratus, and cirro-
stratus) and moderate precipitation extending several
hundred miles behind the front. However, when the
warm air is moist and unstable (or has a tendency to be
unstable), thunderstorms and cumulonimbus will form
up to 50 miles behind the front.

With a slow-moving cold front, a deck of stratus clouds
and / or fog may form and persist after frontal passage
when the cold air is moist and stable. This is very
uncommon with fast-moving cold fronts. When both the
warm and cold airmasses are very dry, little or no
cloudiness is associated with the front.

After passage of a slow-moving cold front, ceilings and
visibilities improve slowly. The temperature and dew-
point drop rapidly behind the front. The pressure falls
steadily prior to frontal passage and rises weakly behind
it. The maximum wind velocity occurs at frontal passage
and decreases afterward. The wind is not usually as
strong and gusty as with a fast-moving cold front.
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Exercise (121):
1. For each of the following characteristics, classify the

cold frontal system associated with it as fast moving
or slow moving.
a. Average movement of 10-15 knots.

b. Active front.

c. Line of thunderstorms 100 miles ahead of front.

d. Temperature and dew point drops rapidly after
frontal passage.

e. Strong and gusty winds.

f. Steeper slope.

g. Clouds and weather located ahead of front.

h. Ceilings and visibilities improve slowly.

i. Clouds and weather extend for several hundred
miles behind the front.

j. Inactive front.

k. Maximum temperature drop occurs far behind the
front.

122. Specify the characteristics of warm fronts.

Warm Fronts. Warm fronts exhibit certain character-
istics that distinguish them from other types of fronts.
They have shallow slopes as depicted in figure 6-14.
Warm fronts move at an average speed of 10-20 knots. A
warm front differs from a cold front in that the associated
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Figure 6-13. Fast- and slow-moving cold fronts.
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Figure 6-14 Warm fronts with stable and unstable warm air.

weather pattern is more extensive with a warm front. The
clouds are generally more stratified, and the precipitation
is of a continuous nature.

Stratus clouds predominate along a warm front. Warm
front clouds usually occur in the following sequence.
cirrus, cirrostratus, altostratus, and nimbostratus. Cirrus
and cirrostratus form several hundred miles ahead of the
surface front. Gradually, they thicken to form altostratus
300 to 500 miles ahead of the front. Precipitation may fall
from the altostratus.

The amount and type of clouds and precipitation with
a warm front vary with the characteristics of the air-
masses involved. There are three basic situations:

(1) When the overrunning warm air is moist and
stable, nimbostratus clouds with continuous light to
moderate precipitation are found approximately 300
miles ahead of the front. The base of the clouds lowers
rapidly as additional clouds form in the cold air under the
frontal surface. These clouds form by evaporation of the
falling rain. The clouds in the cold air are stratus when the
cold mass is stable and stratocumulus when the cold air is
unstable.

(2) When the overrunning air is moist and unstable,
cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds are frequently im-
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bedded in the nimbostratus and altostratus clouds. In
such cases, heavy rain showers, interise and intermittent,
alternate with continuous precipitation.

(3) When the overrunning warm air is dry, it must
ascend to high altitudes before condensation can occur.
Therefore, only high and middle clouds are observed.

Figure 6-14 depicts the cloud and precipitation pat-
terns associated with unstable, warm, moist air and
stable, warm, moist air. Visibility, except where the
precipitation occurs, is usually good. When the cold
airmass is stable, fog may restrict the visibility.

The pressure ahead of the front usually makes a rapid
or unsteady fall, with a leveling off after frontal passage.
The windspeed increases in advance of warm fronts until
it reaches a maximum just prior to frontal passage. The
temperature usually remains constant or rises slowly
ahead of the front and increases markedly after frontal
passage.

Exercises (122):
Identify each true statement and explain why the others
are false:
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1. Warm fronts have shallow slopes. occlusion occurs in the central and eastern parts of the
United States. Figure 6-15 is a cross section of a cold-
front occlusion depicting the typical weather and asso-
ciated cloud patterns. The imbedded thunderstorms with_ 2. Warm fronts move at 20-30 knots. the cold-front occlusion usually occur with the pasage of
the surface occluded front.

Warm front occlusion. In the warm-front occlusion,
the cold air ahead of the warm front is colder than the air_ 3. Cumulonimbus clouds occur when the over- behind the advancing cold front. When the cold front

running warm air is moist and stable. overtakes the warm front, the cool (less dense) air behind
the cold front slides up over the colder air ahead of the
warm front. The air in the warm sector is again forced
aloft. The warm front remains on the surface, and the

4. Cumulus and nimbostratus clouds occur when the cold front rides up over the warm frontal slope to become
overrunning warm air is moist and unstable. an upper cold front (cold front aloft). You should

remember that the type of occlusion is named after the
type of front that remains on the surface. Figure 6-16
shows the weather and cloud patterns normally asso-

5. Stratocumulus clouds occur when the overrun- ciated with the warm-front occlusion. The cloud system
ning air is dry. with the warm-front occlusion is much wider than that

with the cold-front occlusion, because the warm frontal
surface extends under the upper cold front (compare figs.
6-15 and 6-16). This causes the weather pattern with a

6. Precipitation may fall from the altostratus located warm front occlusion to be very similar to that ofa warm
ahead of the front. front. A line of thunderstorms with the warm-front

occlusion is often imbedded with the stratiform overcast
layer and may precede the surface occlusion by 200 to 300
miles.

....._ 7. Continuous precipitation can be found with either
stable or unstable air.

123. Indicate the types of occluded fronts, the season and
region of maximum occurrence of occlusions, and the
type of weather associated with occluded fronts.

Occluded Fronts. The examples we have just looked at
and discussed involved the passage of both a cold front
and a warm front. However, there are other possibilities
of frontal configurations. These are variations of the cold
and warm frontal structures, and include what is called
occluded fronts. Occlusions combine the weather of the
warm and cold fronts into one extensive system. The line
of thunderstorms usually associated with a cold front
merges with the low ceilings and visibilities of the warm
front. However, there are a few significant differences in
the weather between the two types of occlusions. Oc-
cluded frontal systems are more common in the northern
portions of the United States than in the southern
portions. They occur more frequently during the winter
months; and in the United States, in the northwest and
northeast sections of the country.

Cold-front occlusion. If the air behind the cold front is
colder than the air ahead of the warm front, the occlusion
is a cold front occlusion. In this case, the advancing cold
front remains on the surface and forces the warm front
and warm air aloft. As this process continues, the surface
warm front becomes an upper warm front. This type of
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Exercises (123):
1. What type of occlusion will occur when the air behind

the cold front is warmer than the air ahead of the
warm front?

2. Where is the region of most common occurrence of
cold frontal occlusions in the United States?

3. In what season of the year are occluded fronts most
common in the United States?

4. If the air behind the cold front is colder than the air
ahead of the warm front, what type of occlusion will
occur?

5. Where are the imbedded thunderstorms with a cold
frontal occlusion normally located?

6. Which type of occluded front normally has the wider
cloud system?
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The cross section of the cold front

occlusion shown below occurs at line A-A/

in the wciather map at the left.

ay.
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higure 6-15. Cold-front occlusion.

7 How far in achance of the warm occluded front may
the line of imbedded thunderstorms occur?

124. State what a quasi-stationary front is, and specify
the weather cone itions associated with a quasi-stationary
front.

Quasi-Stationary Front. A front which becomes sta-
tionary, or nearly so, is called a quasi-stationary front.
Normally, a front which is moving less than 5 knots and
does not move steadily in one direction is considered
quasi-stationary.

A front becomes stationary when the cold airmass does
not move either toward or away from the front. This
means that the wind blows parallel to the front rather
than toward or away from the front.

Even though the front is quasi-stationary, there is still
an inflow of warm air toward the front which causes a
slow upglide of air on the frontal surface. As the air is
lifted and condensed, clouds and precipitation form in
the warm air on and above the front. The width of the
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precipitation band and low, ceilings Varies from 50 miles
to about 200 miles.

If the warm air associated with the stationary front is
stable, stratiform clouds are predominate with possible
drizzle, light rain, or snow.

If the warm air is unstable (or has a tendency to be
unstable), the clouds will be a mixture of cumuliform and
stratiform. The precipitation is showery in nature and
thunderstorms may occur.

Within the cold airmass, extensive fog and low ceilings
may result when the cold air is saturated by warm rain or
drizzle falling through the cold air from the warm airmass
above.

Exercises (124):
1. State what a quasi-stationary is

2. Identify each true statement and explain why the
others are false.

______ a. Cumuliform clouds occur when the warm air is
stable.
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b Cumuliform and stratiform clouds occur when when two conditions are met: (1) two airmasses of

the warm air is unstable. different densities exist adjacent to each other, and (2) a
prevailing wind field brings the two airmasses together.

Frontogenesis Regions. Certain regions of the world
have a high frequency of frontogenesis. These regions

c. Thunderstorms and showery precipitation occur usually have the greatest temperature contrasts. Two of
when the warm air is unstable. the most important areas are those over the North Pacific

and the North Atlantic Oceans.In winter, the arctic front,
a boundary between polar and arctic air, forms in high
latitudes over northwest North America, the North

d Fog and low ceilings usually occur in the warm Pacific, and near the Arctic Circle north of Europe. In
airmass. summer, this front mainly disappears, except north of

Europe.
The polar front, which is usually present all year, is a

boundary between either tropical and polar air (the most
e The width of the band of precipitation and low frequent), between maritime polar and continental polar,

ceilings varies from 50 to 200 miles, or between modified polar air and a fresh outbreak of
polar air. This front is common over North America ;n
winter in the vicinity of 50° N. latitude.

125. Define frontogenesls, and select regions where
frontogenesls frequently occurs.

Frontogenesis. Frontogenesis is the formation of a new
front or the regeneration of an old front. This occurs only
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Exercises (125):
I. Define frontogenesis.
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2. Concerning the fronts listed below, select the region(s)
where they are likely to form.
a. In winter the arctic front forms

(1) Through central U.S.
(2) Near the Arctic Circle north of Europe.
(3) In the N. Pacific.
(4) South of the polar front.
(5) Over northwest N. America.
(6) Near 50° N. latitude.
(7) Between polar and arctic air.

b. The polar front usually forms
(I) Near the Arctic Circle.
(2) Near northern coastal regions in winter.
(3) North of the arctic front.
(4) In the N. Pacific and north of Europe.
(5) Near 50° N. latitude.
(6) Between modified polar air and a fresh

break of polar air.
(7) Between tropical and polar air.

out-

126. Define frontolysis and state the causes of frontolysis.

Frontolysis. Frontolysis is defined as the dissipation of
a front. The first way frontolysis occurs is when the
temperature difference disappears between the two ad-
jacent airmasses. As airmasses move farther and farther
away from their source regions, the airmasses modify. As
the airmasses become more and more alike, the front
gradually dissipates. The temperature difference can also
be eliminated by surface heating and turbulent mixing of
the air in the frontal zone between the airmasses.

The second way frontolysis occurs is when the pre-
vailing wind field carries the airmasses away from each
other. As the airmasses move farther away from each
other, the front gradually dissipates.

Exercises (126):
I. Define frontolysis.

2. State the two causes of frontolysis.

127. Define a wave cyclone, explain the difference
between stable and unstable waves, and distinguish
between cyclogenesis and cyclolysis.

Wave Cyclones. The term "cyclone" is used to denote
any area of closed counterclockwise circulation in the
Northern Hemisphere. When this closed circulation
occurs in a frontal surface, it is called a wave cyclone.
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Wave cyclones are classified as stable or unstable. If
the amplitude of the wave increases with time, the wave is
called unstable. When the amplitude decreases or re-
mains the same, the wave is called stable. The unstable
wave cyclone usually deepens. The stable wave either
shows no change or fills. A cyclone is deepening when the
central pressure decreases. It is filling when the central
pressure is increasing.

Cyclogenesis. Cyclogenesis describes the formation of
a cyclone or the deepening of an existing cyclone. Thus,
when cyclogenesis occurs, the central pressure falls more
rapidly than the surrounding areas; and evidence of an
increase in the intensity of the counterclockwise circula-
tion occurs.

Cyclogenesis may begin at the surface and work
upward or might begin aloft and work downward to the
surface, Waves that work upward are usually associated
with surface fronts; waves working downward usually are
not,

Cyclolysis. Cyclolysis is the filling of an existing cyclone.
When cyclolysis occurs, the central pressure increases at a
rate greater than the surrounding area; and the intensity
of the cyclonic circulation decreases.

Exercises (127):
1. Define a wave cyclone.

2. Explain the difference between stable and unstable
waves.

3. For each of the following characteristics, distinguish
whether cyclogenesis or cyclolysis is occurring:
a. Central pressure within a cyclone.

b. The deepening of an existing cyclone.

c. The filling of an existing cyclone.

d. The increasing of intensity of the counterclockwise
circulation.

128. State the main characteristics for each stage in the
life cycle of stable and unstable wave cyclones.

Wave Cyclone Life Cycle. Wave cyclones (stable and
Listable) develop on s:ow-moving cold fronts or station-
ary fronts. Figure 6-17,A, shows a typical situation for a
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Figure 6-17. Cyclone life cycle



wave cyclone to develop. The stationary front is located
between a cold airmass to the north and a warm airmass
to the south with the winds blowing parallel to the front.

First stage (stable and unstable waves). The initial
stage is called frontal wave formation. The frontal wave is
formed by cold air advancing southward and warm air
pushing northward. The initial stage is shown in figure 6-
17,B.

Second stage (stable and unstable waves). In the
second stage, a wave cyclone develops (cyclogenesis). The
cold air continues to push southward, causing the closed,
counterclockwise circulation to form (fig. 6-17, C).

Third stage (stable wave). A stable wave cyclone has its
greatest development in the second stage. The third stage
is the dissipation stage for a stable wave. With time, a
stable wave decreases in amplitude and dissipates (cyclol-
ysis) because the circulation does not support continua-
tion of the wave.

Third stage (unstable wave). If the circulation con-
tinues to increase around the cyclone, a well-defined,
unstable wave develops (fig. 6-17,D). In the third stage,
the cold air west of the unstable wave pushes the cold
front southeastward fast enough to overtake and force
the warm front alr'ft; and an occlusion forms. Thus, the
third stage is calet the occlusion stage. This occlusion
process is depicted in .---ure 6-17,E, and F.

Fourth stage (unstable wave). The fourth stage is the
dissipation of the unstable wave cyclone. The occlusion
process signals the beginning of the end of the cyclone.
During the occlusion process, the tongue of warm air
extending into the cyclone is forced aloft. The warm air
aloft allows the cyclone to fill with cold air which brings
about the dissipation of the cyclone and occlusion, as
illustrated in figure 6-17,G.

Exercises (128):
1. State the main characteristic of each stage in the life

cycle of a stable wave.
a. First stage.

b. Second stage.

c. Third stage.

2. State the main characteristic of each stage in the life
cycle of an unstable wave.
a. First stage.

b. Second stage.
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c. Third stage.

d. Fourth stage.

129. Specify the characteristics of anticyclones and
distinguish between anticyclogenesis and anticyclolysis.

Anticyclones. An anticyclone is a closed, clockwise
wind circulation in the Northern Hemisphere which
usually has relatively high pressure. An anticyclone is
commonly called a high.

Semipermanent and migratory anticyclones, as wind
systems, never reach the intensity of well-developed
cyclones. The anticyclones, though sometimes deep in
vertical extent, are less organized in formation, shape,
and development. The interaction between two adjacent
anticyclones or airmasses forms the cyclones which
assume such an important part in the weather picture.

Horizontal extent. Anticyclones are generally larger
than cyclones. Some anticyclones have diameters that are
2,000 miles or more. The size of the anticyclone is partly
determined by the size of the airmass to which the
anticyclone is associated. Normally, semipermanent anti-
cyclones will have a greater horizontal extent than
migratory anticyclones.

Vertical extent. The vertical extent of anticyclones
depends upon the characteristics acquired in the airmass
source region and the subsequent modification. The
subtropical anticyclones (semipermanent) are very deep
and persistent. They are either stationary or move very
slowly. Small breakoff highs (migratory) often occur and
move along the edges of :arge subtropical highs. These
smaller highs of lesser horizontal and vertical extent
provide areas of clearing weather between frontal
systems.

Continental polar anticyclones (migratory) are of far
less vertical extent than subtropical highs, and they rarely
extend above 10,000 feet. These extremely cold and dry
polar highs are drawn down toward lower latitudes on
the backs of polar frontal systems. These highs are slower
to modify as they move over warm water, but they do
acquire subtropical characteristics after 2 or 3 days over
warm water.

Anticyclogenesis. Anticyclogenesis describes the for-
mation of an anticyclone or the intensification of an
existing anticyclone. Therefore, when anticyclogenesis
occurs, the central pressure increases more rapidly than
the surrounding areas. Also, evidence of an increase in
the intensity of the clockwise circulation occurs.

Anticylolysis. Anticyclolysis is the weakening or dissi-
pation of an existing anticyclone. When anticylolysis
occurs, the central pressure decreases at a rate greater
than the surrounding area, and the intensity of the
clockwise circulation decreases.
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Exercises (129):
I. Identify each true statement and explain why the

others are false.

a. Anticyclones have clockwise wind circulation in
the Northern Hemisphere.

_ b. Anticyclones never reach the intensity of well-
developed cyclones.

_ c. Anticyclones are generally smaller than cyclones.

d. Subtropical and anticylones have deep vertical
extent.

_ e. Subtropical anticyclones follow polar frontal
systems.

_ f. Continental polar highs are cold and dry.

2. For each of the following characteristics, distinguish
whether anticyclogenesis or anticyclolysis is occur-
ring.
a. The central pressure in increasing.

b. An anticyclone is weakening.

c. The central pressure is decreasing.

d. An anticyclone is forming.

e. The clockwise circulation increases.

f. The clockwise circulation disappears.
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130. Correlate a list of the six types of pressure systems
with their appropriate characteristics.

Cold Core High. A cold core high is one in which the
temperatures on a horizontal level decrease toward the
center. In other words, the temperature in the center of
the high is lower than toward the outside of the system.
The pressure at the center of these systems on the surface
is high, but the pressure decreases rapidly with height. A
cold corc high rarely extends more than 10,000 feet above
the surface. This t: pe of high is a migratory pressure
system.

Warm Core High. A warm core high is one in which the
temperatures on a horizontal level increase toward the
center. This means that the temperatures in the center of a
warm core high are higher as compared to the outside of
the system. The pressure at the center of these systems is
high, and the high increases in intensity with altitude.
This type of high has great vertical extent, and it is usually
found over water areas. Warm core highs are classified as
semipermanent pressure systems.

Warm Core Low. A warm core low is one in which the
temperatures on a horizontal level increase toward the
center. A warm core low is similar to a cold core high in
that it decreases in intensity with height and that it rarely
extends more than 10,000 feet above the surface. This
type of low is a migratory pressure system.

Cold Core Low. A cold core low is one in which the
temperatures on a horizontal level decrease toward the
center. A cold core low is similar to a warm core high in
that it increases in intensity with height and that it has
great vertical extent. A cold core low may be classified as
a migratory or semipermanent pressure system, de-
pending upon the synoptic situation.

Dynamic High. A dynamic high is a combination of a
surface cold high and an upper level warm high or well-
developed warm, high-pressure ridge. Dynamic highs
have axes which slope toward the warmest air aloft in the
troposphere.

Dynamic Low. A dynamic low is a combination of a
warm surface low and a cold upper low or low-pressure
trough. Dynamic lows have axes which slope toward
coldest air aloft in the troposphere.

Exercises (130):
1. Match the pressure system

characteristics in column A.
in column B with

Column A
(1) Combination of a surface cold

high and an upper level warm
high.

_ (2) Has a warm core center and rarely
extends more than 10,000 feet
above the surface.

(3) Has a ccld core center and great
vertical extent.

(4) Combination of a surface warm
low and an upper level cold low.

(5) Has a cold core center and rarely
extends more than 10,000 feet
above the surface.

(6) Has a warm core center and great
vertical extent.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

1.

Column B
Cold core high.
Warm core high.
Cold core low.
Warm core low.
Dynamic high.
Dynamic low.
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6-3. Flight Hazards

The thunderstorm represents one of the most formida-
ble weather hazards to flight. Though the effects of the
thunderstorm tend to be localized, the turbulence, high
winds, heavy rain, icing, lightning, and, occasionally, hail
accompanying thunderstorms are a definite threat to the
safety of flight and to the security of Air Force
installations. It is important that you, the weather
specialist, be aware of the types of weather associated
with thunderstorms and the three stages of thunderstorm
development.

131. State what atmosphe, ditions are necessary for
the formation of a thunderstoral.

Thunderstorm Formation. The thunderstorm repre-
sents a violent and spectacular atmospheric phenome-
non. The thunderstorm is usually accompanied by
lightning, thunder, heavy rain, gusty surface winds, and,
occasionally, hail and tornadoes. A certain combination
of atmospheric conditions is necessary for the formation
of a thunderstorm. These factors are unstable (or nearly
unstable) air of relatively high humidity and some type of
lifting action. Before the air actually becomes unstable. it
must be lifted to a point where it is warmer than the
surrounding air. Some type of external lifting action
must be introduced to satisfy this requirement. For
example, the air may be lifted by solar heating, terrain, or
fronts.

Exercise (131):
I. State the factors necessary for the formation of

a thunderstorm.

132. Name the three stages in the life cycle of a
thunderstorm, and distinguish between the stages by
selecting statements defining the stages.

Thunderstorm Structure. The fundamental structure
element of the thunderstorm is the unit of convective
circulation known as a convective cell. A mature
thunderstorm contains several of these cells, which vary
in diameter from I to 6 miles. Generally, each cell is
independent of surrounding cells of the same storm. Eadi
cell progresses through a cycle which lasts from I to 3
hours. In the initial stage (cumulus development), the
cloud consists f a single cell, but as development
progresses, new cells form and older cells dissipate.

The life cycle of the thunderstorm cell consists of three
distinct stages. the cumulus stage, the mature stage, and
the dissipating (or anvil) stage. (See fig. 6-18.)

Cumulus stage. Although most cumulus clouds do not
become thunderstorms, the initial stage of a thunder-
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Figure 6-18. Life cycle of a thunderstorm cell.

storm is always a cumulus cloud. The main feature of this
cumulus (or buildup) stage is an updraft, which prevails
throughout the entire cell. Such updraft speeds vary from
a few feet per second to as much as 100 feet per second in
mature cells.

Mature stage. The beginning of surface rain, with
adjacent updrafts and downdrafts, initiates the mature
stage. By this time the top of the average cell has attained
a height of 25,000 feet or more. As the raindrops begin to
fall, the frictional drag between the raindrops and the
surrounding air causes the air to begin a downward
motion. As the raindrops fall, they combine with other
raindrops; thus the rate of fall increases and the
downward motion is accelerated. This is a downdraft. At
this time, the updraft reaches its maximum speed.
Measurements show that updrafts increase in speed with
altitude up to 25,000 feet. They also show that down-
drafts are usually strongest at the middle or upper flight
levels. Downdrafts are not as strong as updrafts;
downdraft speeds range from a few feet per second to
about 40 feet per second. Significant downdrafts seldom
extend to the top of the cell, because in most cases only ice
crystals and snowflakes are present, and their rate of fall
is insignificant in causing appreciable downdrafts.

The mature cell, then, generally extends far above
25,000 feet, and the lower levels consist of sharp updrafts
and downdrafts adjacent to each other. Large water
droplets are encountered, suspended in the updrafts, and
descending with the downdrafts as rain.

Dissipating (anvil) stage. Throughout the life span of
the mature cell, more and more air aloft is being dragged
down by the falling raindrops. Consequently, the
downdrafts spread out to take the place of the dissipating
updraft. As this process progresses, the entire lower
portion of the cell becomes ?.n area of downdraft. Since
this is an unbalanced situation, and since the descending
motion in the downdraft effects a drying process, the
entire structure begins to dissipate. The high winds aloft
have now carried the upper section of the cloud into the
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anvil form, indicating that gradual dissipation is over-
taking the storm cell.

Exercises (132):
1. Name the three stages in the life cycle of a thunder-

storm.

2. From the following list of statements, indicate those
that are true of the cumulus stage by a "C," the
mature stage by an "M," and the dissipating stage
bya "D."

_ a. The main feature of this stage is an updraft._ b. Surface rain begins with adjacent updrafts and
downdrafts.

c. Not all r.!Juds in this stage become thunder-
storms.

d. The upper section of the cloud forms an anvil.
e. In this stage the cell generally extends far

above 25,000 feet.
f. In this stage the entire structure begins to

dissipate.

133. Specify the thunderstorm type based on given
synoptic situations.

Thunderstorm Types. All thunderstorms are similar in
physical makeup; but for purposes of identification, they
may be divided into the two general typesfrontal
thunderstorms and airmass thunderstorms.

Frontal. Frontal thunderstorms are most commonly
associated with warm and cold fronts. The warm-froat
thunderstorm is caused when warm, moist, unstable air is
forced aloft over a colder, denser shelf of retreating air.
Warm-front thunderstorms are generally scattered, they
are difficult to identify, because they are obscured by
other clouds. The cold-front thunderstorm is caused by
the forward motion of a wedge of cold air into a body of
warm, moist, unstable air. Cold-front storms are nor-
mally positioned aloft along the frontal surface in what
appears to be a continuous line.

Under special atmospheric conditions, a line of
thunderstorms develops ahead of a cold front. This line
of thunderstorms is known as a prefrontal squall line. Its
distance ahead of the front ranges from 50 to 300 miles.
Prefrontal thunderstorms are usually intense and appear
very menacing. Bases of the clouds are very low.
Tornadoes sometimes occur when this type of activity is
present.

Airmass. Airmass thunderstorms are subdivided into
several groups. In this discussion, however, only the two
basic groups will be mentionedthe convective thunder-
storm and the orographic thunderstorm.

Convective thunderstorms may occur over land or
water almost anywhere in the world. Their formation is
caused by solar heating of various areas of the land or sea,
which, in turn, provides heat to the air in transit. The land
type of convective thunderstorms normally forms during

the afternoon hours after the earth has gained maximum
heating from the sun. If the circulation is such that cool,
moist, convectively unstable air is passing over this land
area, heating from below causes convective currents and
results in towering cumulus or thunderstorm activity.
Dissipation usually begins during the early evening
hours.

Storms that occur over bodies of water form in the
same manner, but at different hours. Sea storms usually
form during the evening after the sun has set. They
dissipate during the late morning.

Orographic thunderstorms are the second basic group
of airmass thunderstorms. As the name implies, oro-
graphic thunderstorms form in mountainous rgions,
particularly adjacent to individual peaks. A good
example of this type of storm occurs in the northern
Rocky Mountain region. When the circulation of the air
is from the west, moist air from the Pacific Ocean is
transported to the mountains, where it is forced aloft by
the upslopc of the terrain. If the air is also unstable, this
upslope motion causes thunderstorm activity on the
windward side of the mountains. This activity may form a
long, unbroken line of storms similar to a cold front. The
storms persist as long as the circulation causes an upslope
motion.

From the windward side of the mountains, identifica-
tion of orographic storms may sometimes be difficult
because the storms are obscured by other clouds. From
the lee side, the outlines of each storm are plainly visible.
Orograhpic storms, almost without exception, enshrond
mountain peaks or hills.

Exercise (133):
1. Based on the synoptic situations given below, state the

thunderstorm type that is occurring
a. Thunderstorms are forming due to solar heating.

b. Thunderstorms are forming along a squall line

c. Thunderstorms are formin where moist, unstable
air is being forced aloft by a mountain.

d. Thunderstorms are forming over the water at
0300L.

e. Thunderstorms are forming along a mming wedge
of cold air.
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134. Correlate flight hazards with their proper de-
scriptions.

Turbulence. Turbulence is caused primarily by irregu-
lar movements of air in the atmosphere which creates
eddy currents and wind gusts. The eddy currents are
sharp, quick updrafts and/or downdrafts which induce
erratic aircraft movement.

It is important that you know how these eddies and
gusts affect an aircraft. The following principles are of
greatest significance:

a. The effect is directly proportional to the speed of the
aircraft. This means that the faster the aircraft flies in a
turbulent area, the more it will bounce around.

b. The effect is inversely proportional to the weight of
the aircraft; i.e., the heavier the aircraft, the less it is going
to bounce around.

c. The effect is directly proportional to the wing area
of the aircraft. The greater the distance between the
leading edge of the aircraft wing and trailing edge the
greater the turbulence experienced.

There are two types of turbulence: thermal and
mechanical. The eddies may be created by heating or by
some lifting mechanism.

Thermal turbulence. Thermal turbulence is associated
with heating. As the surface is heated by solar radiation,
the air above it is warmed through contact. The warm air
rises in uneven and irregular motions creating eddies and
gusts. These eddies and gusts lead to the "rough" air

The most hazardous thermal turbulence travels w1...
thunderstorms. This is usually classified as moderate or
severe. Turbulence may be encountered anywhere in the
thunderstorm, including the clear air along the outer
edges of the storm clouds. However, the greatest
probability -f severe turbulence is between 10,000 and
15,000 feet below the top of the thunderstorm cloud,
while the least severe turbulence is encountered near the
base of the storm.

Mechanical turbulence. Mechanical turbulence is
caused by wind flowing over rough terrain or by a
marked change in wind speed and /or direction (wind
shear) in a short distance.

When obstacles such as buildings and hills block the
wind's path, the normal wind flow is transformed into a
vast snarl of eddies similar to rapids in a stream, but more
complex. The turbulence is most intens when the terrain
is very rough, the wind speeds are strong, and the
atmosphere is stable. Mountain wave turbulence (di-
cussed in the objective on local winds) is the most severe
type of terrain-induced turbulence.

Mechanical turbulence also occurs with strong wind
shear. Wind shear is most common along frontal zones
and jet streams, but this shear may occur anywhere in the
atmosphere where there is a rapid change in wind speed
or direction. When mechanical turbulence is located
above 10,000 feet, it is defined as clear air turbulence
(CAT). One of the easiest ways to forecast the intensity of
the turbulence is through the horizontal or vertical wind
shear:
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Horizontal Shear
25-49 kts/90 nm - Moderate
50-89 kts/90 nm - Severe
_.>... 90 kts/90 nm - Extreme

Vertical Shear
3-5 kts/1000 ft - Light
6-9 kts/ 1000 ft - Moderate

10-15 kts/1000 ft - Severe
> 15 kts/ 1000 ft - Extreme

For example, if the winds at 15,000 feet are 30 knots and
the w::-.ds at 16,000 feet are 38 knots, the vertical wind
shear is 8 knots per 1,000 feet. Therefore, the turbulence
is forecast to be moderate.

Horizontal wind shear is computed in the same
manner. For example, if the wind at point A is 70 knots
and the wind at point B (90 nm from point A) is 100
knots he horizontal wind shear is 30 knots per 90nm. In
this case, the turbulence is also forecast to be moderate.

Icing. Icing is another of the weather hazards to
aviation. It is important that the pilot be informed about
icing because of the serious effects it has on the aircraft's
performance. Ice on the airframe decreases lift and
increases weight, drag, and stalling speed. In addition,
the accumulation of ice on exterior movable surfaces
affects the control of the aircraft.

Two basic conditions must be met for ice to form on an
airframe in significant amounts. First, the aircr-ft-
surface temperature must be colder than 0° C. Second,
supercooled water droplets, liquid water droplets at
subfreezing temperatures, must be prese..t. Clouds are
the most common sources of supercooled water droplets.
In general, the lower and warmer the base of the cloud,
the higher is its water content and the greater the chatice
of icing.

There are three basic forms of ice accumulation on
aircraft: rime ice, clear ice, and frost. While in flight, an
aircraft can experience any one of the three. In addition,
mixtures of rime and clear ice are comon.

Rime ice. Rime ice is rough, milky, and opaque similar
to the ice that forms around the freezing unit on a
refrigerator. The granular texture exists because the ice
forms when very small droplets freeze almost instantly
upon striking the aircraft, trapping air between the
spherical drops. Rime ice is most frequently associated
with stratiform-type clouds.

Clear ice. Clear ice is glossy, clear, or translucent and
formed by relatively slow freezing of large supercooled
droplets. The large droplets spread out over the airfoil
prior to complete freezing, forming a clear sheet of ice.
This ice is formed in cumulus-type clouds and freezing
precipitation.

Frost. Frost is a light feathery deposit that occurs when
moist air above 0° C. passes over a surface that is below
0° C. An aircraft may collect frost when it is descending
from cold air into warmer lower layers. Frost may form
during the night when the temperature of the skin of the
aircraft is below freezing. Frost can Luver the windshield
or canopy and completely restrict outside visibility or it
may form, on the inner side of the canopy.
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Hail. Hail is considered as one of the worst hazards of
thunderstorm flying. It usually occurs during the mature
stage of cells having an updraft of more than average
intensity, and is found with the greatest frequency
between 10,000. and 15,000-foot levels. As a rule, the
larger the storm the more likely it is to have hail.
Although encounters by aircraft with large hail are, not
too common, hail of one-half to three-fourth inch can
damage an aircraft in a very few seconds.

Surface Wind Gusts. A significant hazard associated
with thunderstorm activity is the rapid change in surface
wind direction and speed immediately prior to storm
passage. The strong winds at the surface accompanying
thunderstorm passage are the result of the horizontal
spreading out of downdraft currents from within the
storm as they approach the surface of the earth.

The total wind speed is a result of the downdraft plus
the forward velocity of the storm cell. Thus, the speeds at
the leading edge, es the storm approaches, are greater
than those at the trailing edge. The initial wind surge, as
observed at the surface, is known as the first gust.

The speed of the first gust is normally the highest
recorded during storm passage, and the direction may
vary as mur' as 180° from the previously prevailing
surface wintt irst-gust speeds increase to on average of
about 16 knots over prevailing speeds, although gusts of
over 78 knots (90 mph) have been recorded. The average
change of wind direction associated with the first gust is
about 40° .

Tornadoes. A tornado is a violent whirling storm with
a small diameter, usually a quarter of a mile or less. The
length of the track of a tornado may be from a few
hundred yards to as much as 300 miles; the average is less
than 25 miles. The velocities of tornadic winds are in the
general range of 150 to 300 miles per hour. The speed of
the storm over the earth's surface is comparatively slow
usually 25 to 40 mph.

Rain. Thunderstorms contain considerable quantities
of moisture which may or may not be falling to the
ground as rain. These water droplets mag 'oe suspended
in, or moving with, the updrafts. Rain is encountered
below the freezing level in almost all penetrations of fully
developed thunderstorms. Above the freezing level,
however, there is a sharp decline in the frequency of rain.

There seems to be a definite correlation between
turbulence and precipitation. The intensity of turbulence,
in most cases, varies directly with the intensity of
precipitation.

Lightning. Lightning can do considerable damage to
aircraft, especially to radio equipment. It is also haz-
ardous during refueling operations on the ground; there-
fore, refueling personnel should be alerted immediately
when thunderstorms are In the area. The thunderstorm
changes the normal electrical field, in which the earth is
negative with respect to the air above it, by making the
upper portion of the thunderstorm cloud positive and the
lower part negative, This negative charge then Induces a
positive charge on the ground. The distribution of the
electrical charges in a typical thunderstorm is shown in
figure 6-19.
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Exercise (134):
1. Match the term (flight hazard) in column 13 with its

description in column A by placing proper letters
in the blanks.

(1)

_ (2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

_ (8)
(9)

Column A
Caused by eddy currents and wind
gusts.
Considered as one of the worst
hazards of thunderstorm flying.
Is encountered below the freezing
level in almost all penetrations of
fully developed thunderstorms.
Forms in clouds with supercooled
water droplets.
Can do considerable damage to
aircraft radio equipment.
Is caused by thermal or mechani-
cal means,
Rime, clear, and frost are the three
basic forms.
Is a violent whirling storm.
Occur as a result of thunderstorm
movement and downdrafts.

Column B
a. Turbulence.
b. Icing.
c. Lightning,
d. Hail.
e. Rain.
f. Surface wind gusts.
g. Tornado.

6.4. Tropical Cyclones

The tropical cyclone is one of the most destructive of
all weather phenomena. Due to its greater horizontal
extent and longer life, it exceeds any other phenomena in
total damage and loss of life.

There are many regional names applied to the more
intense tropical cyclones. For example:

Region
W. Indies or Caribbean
N. Pacific
Phillippines
W. Coast of Mexico

Indian Ocean (Australia)

Name
Hurricane
Typhoon
Bassi°
El Cordonazo de San Francisco
(The Lash of St. Francis)
Willy Willy

Regardless of the name or region, tropical cyclones all
have essentially the same characteristics.

135. list the four officially recognized categories of
cyclones a tropical origin and specify their win.] speeds.

The terms "tropical cyclone," "tropical storm," "hurri-
cane," and others are frequently used almost interchange-
ably with little regard for differences in size or intensity.
However, there are four officially recognized categories
of cyclones of tropical origin. All four must have a closed
circulation and are distinguished by windspeed within the
storm.

Tropical Disturbance. This type is characterized by a
slight circulation on the surface but more marked
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Figure 6-19 Location of electricql charges inside a typical thunderstorm cell.

circulation aloft. Winds are light. This type is common
throughout the tropics and subtropics.

Tropical Depression. The tropical depression has one
or more closed isobars with windspeed less than 34 knots.
This type is usually expected to intensify.

Tropical Storm. The tropical storm has several closed
isobars and windspeeds of 34 knots, up to and including
63 knots.
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Hurricane or Typhoon. In hurricanes or typhoons, the
maximum windspeed is 64 knots or greater.

Exercise (135):
1. List the four categories of tropical cyclones. and

specify their windspeeds.
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CHAPTER ?

Climatology and Weather Data

NO DOUBT you have discussed, or even "cussed." the
climate of your home or favorite region. Usually. weather
and climate are big considerations in making health,
sports activity, or retirement plans. Thus, everyone is
concerned with the climate. Customarily, the climate of a
given place is the sum total of all the weather variables.
These variables are then expressed as an average.

Unfortunately, average weather has very little meaning
in itself. Some simple examples illustrate the point.
Baltimore and San Francisco have similar average
temperatures-55° F. a:xi 53° F., respectively. Compar-
ing the warmest and coldest months gives a different
view. Baltimore ranges between 33° F. and 77° F. San
Francisco has 49° F. and 57° F.only an 8° range.
Cairo, Egypt, and Galveston, Texas, have nearly ider.:i-
cal monthly temperatures, but Cairo receives only 1 inch
of rain. while Galveston gets 46 inches, spread over the
seasons. Expressing climate in simple averages can be
very misleading.

Since you do not need to study climate in depth unless
you continue your career in weather as a weather
technician, this chapter merely outlines the controls that
most affect the climate and briefly mentions the major
climatic zones.

7-1. Climatic Controls

A study of climatology could involve a large number of
elements like pressure, wind, sunshine, humidity, etc.
Two elements, however, seem to be foremost in govern-
ing the level of human activity. Temperature and precipi-
tation. perhaps because they are so apparent. seem to
receive the most attention. Why are temperatures and
rainfalls so different from place to place?

We shall investigate three factors that most influence
climate with respect to temperature and precipitation.
These factors are latitude, topography, and airflow.
Your study of this section will close with a more specific
identification of the major climatic zones within the
United States and the climatic controls that influence
them.

136. Clarify several aspects of the effects of latitude upon
climate.

Latitude. As you travel poleward, the temperature
becomes colder. Everyone knows this happens because

the polar region receives less heat from the sun. Two
variables rule the amount of potential hest available.
These are the length of day and the angle of the incoming
radiation.

Axis tilt. All latitudes of the earth do not receive equal
heating, due to the earth-sun relationship. The earth
revolves around the sun in a plane of orbit. The earth's
axis is tilted 231/2° from the perpendicular to that plane of
orbit. Figure 7-1 illustrates this relationship. As you
study the figure, you can readily see that the North Pole
receives no sunlight during the winter (shown at the
December 22 position). On the other hand, equatorial
regions receive heat year round. This helps to create a
heat surplus at the lower latitudes. Even though the pole
has as much sunlight during the summer as darkness
during the winter, this does not create a heat surplus
because of the second factorangle of incoming
radiation.

Angle of radiation. The more vertical the sun's radia-
tion to the earth's surface. the more heating it can
accomplish. This happens because radiation aimed verti-
cally concentrates on a smaller area. You can illustrate
this by shining a flashlight vertically against a wall and
comparing that spot to one that is made by shining the
light at an angle. The angled light covers more area. Such
is the sun's radiation; the greater the angle. the more area
covered. and subsequently the less heat per unit area. The
sun's radiation strikes the earth's surface more vertically
at the Equator than at the pole. This second factor
contributes to the heat surplus at low latitudes.

Finally, vertical radiation passes through less
atmosphere to reach the surface than slanted solar
radiation. Thus, there is less chance for scattering and
absorption for the vertical rays. When all these factors
are combined, they create a heat surplus at the Equator
and a deficiency at the poles.

Three-cell circulation. A lack of heat balance cannot
remain between these two points. A strong tendency to
equalize exists. Heated air near the Equator becomes less
dense and rises. As a result, a belt of low pressure
develops at the Equator. Surrounding air flows toward
the low pressure and a simple circulation starts. To
describe the total circulation for the Northern Hemisphere
is difficult because of so many variables. Nevertheless, an
idealized flow pattern is often shown as three cells of
circulation between the Equator and the pole. Consult
figure 7-2 for an illustration of the three cells.
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The first cell is formed by the warm air rising at the
Equator and flowing north. As this air moves north, it is
deflected to the right by Coriolis to become the upper
westerlies. The upper westerlies prevail from the Equator
to the pole and occur right below the tropopause. It is safe
to state, therefore, that wind at and above 25,000 feet in
the Northern Hemisphere is generally westerly.

By the time this northward moving air reaches 30° N.
latitude, Coriolis has deflected it so much to the east that
a belt of high pressure develops at the surface due to the
diminished movement northward. At 30° N., then, two
air motions are observed. A portion of the airflow
continues northward aloft and a portion descends to the
surface. Since high pressure exists at the surface, the
descending air must flow outward from the center of the
high toward low pressure. The belt of high pressure at 30°
N. ib called a zone of divergence (moving apart), and the
belt of low pressure at the Equator toward which this air
is flowing is a zone of convergence (coming together).
Sailors call this zone of convergence the doldrums
because of its light winds. In this zone the trade winds of
the Northern and Southern Hemispheres meet.

The northward flowing air (aloft, at 30° N.) continues
to move northeasterly (due to Coriolis) and around the
earth until it reaches the pole. At the pole, a high pressure
zone forms and again the air descends and flows outward
(divergence) toward a low pressure (convergence) at
about 60° N. Between the equatorial and polar cells flow
the midlatitude westerlies. Some writers consider this a
third cell. Its circulation is influenced by the interaction
of the other cells.

The general circulation pattern is important because it
shows zones of divergence and convergence. They, in
turn, influence precipitation. Where airflow converges.
more precipitation usually occurs. Divergence has the
opposite effect. Rising air in the convergence zones
causes instability; divergence and stability go together.
The zones are not stationary but migrate slightly with the
season. During summer they move north in the Northern

Hemisphere. Migration of the zones causes a seasonal
effect in precipitation. For this reason, summer dryness
and slight winter rain characterizes the area around 35°
N. as the 30° zone of divergence migrates.

In summary. latitude definitely affects the climate.
Temperature varies with latitude because of heat received
due to length of day and angle of incoming radiation.
Where the most heat is received, not only is the tempera-
ture higher but also the seasonal range of temperature is
small. Table 7 -I points this out.

Climatic latitude patterns. Closely related to the
temperature effects caused by unequal heating are the
latitude patterns of wind, pressure, and precipitation.
Four typical patterns emerge that can be roughly
grouped according to latitudes 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°.

At 0°. heating causes a zone of convergence with rising
air and low pressure. The air is unstable and heavy
precipitation occurs during all seasons. Warm tempera-
ture prevails all yea' with very little seasonal change.

A high-pressure zone of divergence lies at 30°. The air
is stable, but slight rain falls in winter and the summer is
dry. Winter temperature is mild and summers are hot.

Another zone of convergence, a low-pressure area. is at
60°. Here, precipitation occurs during all seasons.
Winters are cold but summers are mild.

Finally at 90 °, a high-pressure zone of divergence
causes stability. Slight precipitation occurs in all seasons
because of the cold temperatures. Winters are very cold,
and even summer temperatures are below freezing.

Exercises (136):
I. Why does the temperature vary with latitude?

2. What causes the zone of divergence at 30° N. latitude?

TABLE 7-1
MEAN TEMPERATURE °F AT THE LATITUDE CIRCLES

Latitude Yearly January

oo 79 80 78 2

200 78 71 82 11

3o° 69 58 81 23

1400 57 41 75 314

6o° 3o 3 57 54

9o° -9 -42 30 72
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3. Define a zone of convergence.

4. Does more precipitation occur in a zone of conver-
gence or divergence? Explain your answer.

5. Match the climatic characteristics to the latitude.

Characteristic

_a Heavy precipitation throughout the year. a
lone of convergence. small seasonal range
of temperature

b Dry slight winter rain. tone of do ergence.
mild winter.

e Slight precipitation throughout the year:
lone of divergence: cold winter

Laramie

0°
30°
60°
90°

137. Given simulated topographical features, identify
the effects of topography upon climate.

Topography. While the sun provides the energy for our
planet. keep in mind that the earth's surface converts
solar radiation into sensible heat. Since the earth's
surface is not uniform. we can expect different results
from different surfaces. Temperature and pressure de-
pend upon the type of earth surface. Another feature of
the earth's surface, elevation causes variations in precipi-
tation. For purposes of this discussion. both surface type
and elevation shall be classed together as topography.

incoming radiation varies from place to place for
reasons discussed in the last objective. Add to this the
heat differences due to surface type, and marked varia-
tions in temperature may occur. Two main types of
surfaces are land and water. How does each affect the
climate?

POLAR ICE

Factors influencing land and water temperatures.
Some radiation does not heat the surface because it
reflects off the surface. Land reflects about 15 percent;
water averages about 10 percent when the sun angle is
between 60° and 70°. This difference in reflectivity is not
enough to cause significant temperature differences.
However, surfaces covered with fresh snow or ice reflect
80 percent of incoming radiation. Thus. the cold. snow-
covered lands tend to remain cold.

Since land and water reflect radiation by similar
amounts, any temperature difference between the two
would have to result from the way the radiation is
abosorbed. Land is a poor conductor of heat; conse-
quently, energy received at the surface stays near the
surface and the temperature rises proportionately Water
in motion. on the other hand, conducts the heat received
to a greater depth because of mixing. Therefore. the
surface temperature of water should be cooler than the
surface temperature of land if t he same amount of energy
is received.

The poor conductivity of land makes it heat and cool
quickly and also encourages a wide range of temperature.
Extremes of temperature are always recorded over land
areas. Moving water heats and cools slowly and presents
a narrow range of temperature. A large land or Water area
passes its temperature characteristics to the air above it.
By applying these characteristics of topography. you may
understand the temperature of a particular location.

A coastal location with the predominant airflow from
the water possesses a mild climate with a narrow
temperature range when Lompared to an inland station in
the same latitude. However, a coastal station, where the
predominant airflow is from the land. has a climate more
nearly like an inland station. but the occasional flow from
the water prevents it from experiencing the same ex-
tremes of temperature.

Ocean current's effect on temperature. Another great
influence on the temperature is the ocean current. Large
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Figure 7-3 Generallied pattern of ocean currents.
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seas and the oceans develop a pattern of motion due to
the prevailing windflow. These currents move slowly over
great expanses, and as they move they take on the
temperature features of the latitude. A current that
spends several days flowing at an equatorial latitude
picks up heat and enters the middle latitudes as a warm
current. The Gulf Stream is such an equatorial stream. It
brings moderate temperatures as far north as Boston and
the British Isles. The Japan Current in the Pacific Ocean
plays a somewhat different role along our west coast.
Even though this current brings mild temperatures to the
Aleutians and south coast of Alaska, by the time the
current reaches the California coast, it is considered cool.
A simple sketch showing the influence of the ocean
currents along east and west coasts in the Northern
Hemisphere is provided in figure 7-3.

Topography and precipitation. Topography plays an
important role in determining the precipitation of a
climate. Obviously, air that has traveled across a large
body of water contains more moisture than air that has
traveled the same length across land. Moisture-laden air
flowing onshore from a large body of water frequently
causes fog. Lifting the moist air is where the second
feature of topography, elevation, exerts its influence.
Moist air forced to rise over a mountain chain cools. As it
cools, its capacity to hold moisture lessens. When the
cooling, rising air reaches saturation, some of its mois-
ture must be forced out (condensed). Clouds form and
precipitation occurs.

Moist air from the Pacific butts up against the Rocky
Mountain barrier, deposits its moisture along the west
slope, and reaches the east slope as a dry, warming wind.
The Appalachian Mountains in the eastern U.S. do not
reach such great heights and, therefore, do not influence
the passing airflow as markedly as the Rockies. Addi-
tionally, the air approaching the Appalachians is con-
tinental air, already fairly dry, and has little moisture
to lose.

Mountain barriers affect the temperature of the region
on the leeward (away from the wind) side. This happens
because air forced to rise on the windward side cools at a
rate that is slowed by the amount of moisture in the air.
After the moisture condenses, the dry air descending the
leeward side warms faster than it cooled previously. This
warm, dry air has been named the chinook in the western
U.S.

Exercises (137):
Use figure 7-4 to answer exercises 1 through 5 below. In
the figure, assume that a warm, summer, westerly airflow
exists along the line ABCD.

1. Which point receives more precipitation, B or C?
Why?

2. Which point has the higher temperature, A or B?
Why?
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3. Which
Why?

point receives more precipitation, C or D?

4. Which point has a lower temperature, C or D?
Why?

5. If a cold, moist, northeast airflow affects points B and
C, which one should show the warmer temperature
and why?

138. Describe the effects of airflow upon the climate in
the United States.

Airflow. Air that flows from a region carries the
temperature and moisture properties of the region with it.
Airflow, then, acts as a modifying factor upon the
climate. To exert a significant effect upon climate,
airflow must be steady, at least for a season, and on a
large scalenot local. Air originating in the large
semipermanent pressure systems qualifies in both ways.

High-pressure systems. Three large, semipermanent,
high-pressure systems direct the flow of air across the
U.S. Two of these, Bermuda and Pacific highs, influence
summer climate. The Canada high takes over in winter.
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The Bermuda high, situated over the Atlantic Ocean
about 30° to 35° N. in summer, sends warm, moist air
across the interior of the United States. This airflow can
be felt as far north as Wisconsin and extends to the eastern
portions of Texas, Oklahoma. Kansas. and nevraska.
Greatest influence, however, is felt east of the Mississippi.
During winter, the Bermuda high migrates southward
and becomes weaker. Generally, only the Gulf Coast
States, Florida, and the eastern shoreline to North
Carolina get the benefit of the Bermuda high in winter.

During winter, the interior of the United States east of
the Rocky Mountains belongs to the Canada high. This
high brings cold temperatures and dry air. Usually, the
coldest temperatures are felt north of the Oklahoma-
Arkansas-Tennessee-North Carolina borders. South of
that line, the cold Canadian air becomes somewhat
milder, as it is modified by entering a warmer latitude.
Despite moderation, these cold outbreaks bring uncom-
fortable temperatures in winter to the heart of Dixieland.
Map figure 7-5 shows the general influence of the major
systems.

On the west coast, the Pacific high brings mild
temperatures and moist air to Washington, Oregon, and
northern California. The total annual effect of this high is
to keep the summer cool and the winter mild. Precipita-
tion falls steadily the entire year in the Northwestern
United States. The Pacific high does not exert much
influence in southern California because the shape of the
coastline, which veers away from the Pacific circulation.
Without the flow of ocean-modified air, southern Cali-
fornia's climate is more continental in naturehot and
drythan the northern portions of the Pacific Coast.

Unstable Midwest airflows. While each of the semi-
permanent pressure systems has its favorite region, the
midsection of the United States sometimes gets a flow
from all three. The Rocky Mountains act as a barrier to
west-east flow, but occasionally some Pacific air slips
over the hump and spreads into the Plains area. Passing
over the mountains greatly modifies the air, and usually
the Pacific air remains aloft, being forced to ride up over
an airmass already in the Midwest. The Midwest pro-
vides a meeting place for the other two airflows, which
have unlike characteristics.

Cold, dr} Canadian air meeting warm, moist, tropical
air forces the warm air aloft along a frontal surface and
causes the frontal, stormy weather so common to the
Midwest. These two unlike airflows push each other
north and south across the Plains, sometime; being
joined by the third flow aloft. Seasonally, the Canada
high dominates in winter, the Bermuda high in summer.
Low-pressure cyclones pass slowly from west to east,
gathering strength from the mixing of warm-moist and
cold -dry airmasses. These storms contribute to the
unstable climate of the Midwest.

Exercises (138):
1. What are the effects of the airflow from the Bermuda

high upon the Midwest in winter?
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2. What causes the dr} climate ir. southern California?

3. Why is west Texas drier than east Texas?

4. What causes the warm, moist climate along the
Washington-Oregon coast?

5. Why does the Midwest have frequent, frontal storms?

139. Indicate the climatic controls that influence the
climate of the United States, and match the climatic
zones with States or regions in the United States.

Climatic Zones. A climatologist named Kiippen de-
vised a classification for climate, using five main types.
These are as follows:

Tropical, rainy (A).
Dry (B).
Warm, temperate, rainy (C).
Cool, snow forest (D).
Polar (E).

Figure 7-6 shows the climatic regions of the United
States, based on the above classification. Koppen also
developed subdivisions for each climate type, but the
subdivisions are not important for our discussion here. A
brief description of the five types is necessary for your
understanding.

Polar. The terrain in polar climatic regions is not
entirely frozen or ice covered. For the most part, these
areas are treeless. Boundaries of such regions are better
determined by the temperature of the warmest month.
The southern limits of a polar climatic region are the
areas where the warmest month barely reaches 50° F. In
the United States, polar climate is confined to the high
mountain elevations.

Cool, snow forest. Cool, snow-forest climate occupies
the northern tier of States and the mountain areas. Figure
7-6 shows that this climatic region occupies the grassland
and forest belt of the United States. Most of the
precipitation occurs in summer and is adequate for the
growing season. Temperature in this zone is controlled by
latitude except at the mountain elevations, where topo-
graphy is predominant. Airflow governs the precipitation.

Warm, temperate, rainy. South of the snow forest lies
the warm, temperate, rainy climate, where the coldest
month is not below 27° F. Most of this region has
adequate rainfall in all seasons. Much of the temperature
and precipitation of this climate is due to airflow. Warm,
temperate, rainy regions receive flow from a large water
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figure '1.6 General climatic regions of the United States according to Koppens
classification.
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body. As the flow travels farther from the water, the
temperature becomes less moderate and more severe.

Dry. The dry climate boundaries are generally dictated
by vegetation and annual precipitation rather than
temperature. However, Kiippen found a very simple
relationship between the average annual temperature and
average annual precipitation to determine the border of
the dry climate. That relationship is: r= 0.441 8.5, where
r is the average annual rainfall and t the average annual
temperature. Supplying a 60° F. temperature for the
formula leads to an annual rainfall of about 18 inches.
Any region with less than 18 inches of rainfall yearly and
whose mean annual temperature is 60° F. can be
considered dry according to the formula. Dry climates in
the United States are caused by mountain barriers
blocking the moist airflow.

Tropical. Tropical, rainy climate is usually found
around the equatorial latitude. To qualify as tropical,
rainy climate, the coldest month must not average below
64° F. and the total rainfall must exceed 30 inches. The
rainfall does not necessarily have to fall evenly through-
out the year, but the total is adequate to support lush
vegetation. The southern third of Florida has a tropical,
rainy climate. It is caused by all three climatic controls
mentioned in this chapter. latitude, topography (ocean
influence), and airflow.

Exercises (139):
1. Match the climatic zone in column B with the State

or region in column A.

Column A
_(I) Michigan.
_ (2) Nevada

(3) Southern tip of Florida
_ (4) Kentucky.
_ (5) Oregon coast
_ (6) New Jersey
_ (7) West Texas

(8) Colorado highlands

Column B
a Tropical, rainy.
b Dry
c. Warm, temperate, rainy
d Cool. snow forest
e Polar

2. In the United States, which climatic control contri-
butes most to the polar climate?

3. Which type of climate in the United States is influ-
enced by all three climatic controls?

4. The warm, temperate, rainy climate in the U.S. is
most influenced by what climatic control?

140. Correlate climatological terms with their definitions.

Climatology. Climatology is the scientific study of
climate, and is considered by meteorologists to be a

major branch of meteorology. Climatology deals with
similarities and variations of weather from time to time
and place to place. There are three principal approaches
to the study of climatology. These are physical, descrip-
tive, and dynamic.

Physical climatology. This approach to climatology
seeks to explain the cause of climate by the physical
influencing climate and the processes producing the
various kinds of physical climates, such as marine, desert,
mountain, and so on.

Descriptive climatology'. Descriptive climatology typi-
cally orients itself in terms of geographical regions and is
also referred to as regional climatology. A description of
the various types of climates is made on the basis of
analyzed statistics from a particular area. A further
attempt is made to describe the interaction of weather
and climatic elements upon the people and the 'seas
under consderation.

Dynamic climatology. Dynamic climatology attempts
to relate characteristics of general circulation to climate.

Climatology as related to other sciences. Climate has
become increasingly important in ether scientific fields.
Geographers, hydrologists, and oceanographers use
quantitative measures of climate to describe or analyze
the influence of our atmospheric environment. Climate
classification has developed primarily in the field of
geography. The basic role of the atmosphere in the
hydrologic cycle is an essential part of the study of
hydrology. Parallel to this, both air and water measure-
ments are required to understand the energy exchange
between the air and the ocean.

One of the three prefixes may be used with the word
"climatology." By prefixing either "micro," "meso," or
"macro" to climatology, you can denote climatology on a
small, medium, or large scale.

Microclimatological studies often measure climatic
contrasts between hilltop and valley, and city and
surrounding country; or they may be of an extremely
small scaleone side of a hedge contrasted with the
other, a plowed furrow versus level soil, or opposite leaf
surfaces. Climate in the microscale may be effectively
modified by relatively simple human efforts.

Macroclimatology is the study of the large-scale
climate of a large area or country. Climate of this scale is
not so easily modified by small human efforts.

Mesoclimatology embraces a rather indistinct middle
ground between macroclimatology and microclimatol-
ogy. The areas are smaller than those of macroclima-
tology and larger than those of microclimatology and
may or may not be climatically representative of a
general region.

Exercise (140):
1. Match climatological terms in column A with the

appropriate definitions in column B.

Column A
(I) Climatology.

._ (2) Physical climatology.
(3) Descriptive climatology

_ (4) Dynamic climatology
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Column B
a A study that measures the cli-

matic contrast between city and
surrounding area.

b This approach tries to exphin



Column A

(5) Microchmatology
_ (6) Macrochmatology

(7) Mcsochmatolog}.

7-2. Climatological Data

Column B

the cause of climate by the physi-
cal process Influencing it

c Attempts to relate characteris-
tics of general circulation to
climate.

d. The study of the large-scale
climate of a large area or country.

c. Embraces a rather indistinct
middle ground between macro-
climatology and microclimcol-
ogy.
Regional climatology
The scientific study of climate,g.

This section presents the climatological entries made
on AWS Form 10, Surface Weather Observations. It also
corers statistical terms and the computation of climatol-
ogical information.

141. Given simulated data, record entries for Summary of
the Day data.

When performing as a shift observer, you have to make
a few minor climatological entries on the AWS Form 10.
The columns involved are 42-45, Synoptic Data, 68-70,
Summary of the Day; and 71-73, Peak Wind. Ertries for
the synoptic data vary greatly, depending upon the
station's hours of operation and its time zone. To cover
all the situations would require many examples. This
portion of the text discusses a few examples, from which
you can apply the guiding principles presented to other
situations.

Synoptic Data: Situation 1. The first situation applies
to a station in the eastern time zone that operates 24
hours and is 5 hours later than Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT). Column 42, Synoptic Data, takes the time entry
in local standard time. Synoptic data is entered at 6-
hourly times and midnight. Figure 7-7 illustrates the
times and is explained as follows.
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Figure 7-7 Synoptic Data (24 hours, EST)

The first entry covers the period between midnight and
the earliest 6 hourly of the day. Enter the amount of
precipitation (col. 44) and the amount of snowfall (col.
45) that occurred during the period. The next line covers
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the period between the last 6 hourly of the previous day
and the earliest 6 hourly of the current day. Each of the
entries for 6-hourly times summarizes the data for the 6-
hour period between these regular observations. On the
last line, you enter the required data for the period
between the last 6 hourly of the day and midnight.

The rules for entry in each column are simple to follow.
Enter in column 44 the amount of precipitation to the
nearest .01 inch that occurred during the specified period.
When no precipitation is observed, enter "0." Enter a T
(trace) for amounts measured as less than .005 inch.
Whenever the water equivalent of solid precipitation
cannot be measured, enter the estimated water equi-
valent, using a 1/ 10 ratio (or other ratio when evidence
supports it). A wet, heavy snow might support a ratio of
8/1; fine snow might be as high as 12/1. Prefix estimated
values with the symbol "E" and enter the ratio used as a
remark in column 90.

Make snowfall entries in column 45 showing "0" for
none, "T" for less than .05 inch, and all other amounts to
the nearest 0.1 inch. Some snowfall needs to be explained
because of melting. Explanation is made in the following
ways:

Trace of precipitation melted as it fell: In col. 45
enter "T," and col. 90 enter "T - MELTED AS IT
FELL."
Estimated snowfall due to melting: In col. 45 enter
amount, such as "E 1.0," and in col. 90 enter
"E - ESTIMATED DUE TO MELTING."
Snowfall consists entirely of hail: In col. 45 enter
amount, such as "*T" and in col. 90 enter " *HAIL."

Occasionally, snowfall occurs as intermittent showers
and each shower melts before the next one falls. To obtain
an accurate measure for the 6-hour period, enter the total
of all the depths accumulated by each of the falls.

Column 46 differs from 45 in that the accumulated
depth of solid precipitation on the ground is recorded.
Make your measurements at each 6 hourly and at
midnight. Enter the depth to the nearest whole inch, with
"0" for none and "T" for less than 0.5 inch. You must take
great care in finding a representative depth. Select an area
that is smooth, level (preferably grass covered), and as
free from drifting as possible. If, as in the case of snowfall
entry, the entire depth consists of hail, prefix the depth
with an asterisk and in column 90 enter " *HAIL."

Synoptic Data: Situation 2. Our next situation applies
to a station that operates 24 hours and is in the central
time zone. Only the time entries differ from the first
example. All the rules for entry in the other columns
apply no matter which time zone you are in. Because the
central time zone is 6 hours different from Greenwich,
local times for the 6-hourly observations are the same as
GMT. Thus, in the central time zone, no entry is needed
in the "MID TO" and "MID" blocks because the
midnight observation is the same as a 6 hourly.

Synoptic Data: Situation 3. The last illustration is for a
station that operates less than 24 hours a day. Here, you
enter only the 6-hourly observations taken during the
time of operation. A simple table below shows how this
can be figured. The table shows a station in the eastern
time zone operating between the hours of 0800 and 1700
EST.
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6 Hourlies EST
01

07

13.

19

Hours of Operation

08

17

Only one 6 hourly (13 LST) can be recorded during the
operating hours. Of course, the amounts of precipitation
and snowfall measured at that time represent a 24-hour
period instead of 6. It has been 24 hours since the last 6
lit:Judy. Indicate that extended period of measurement by
prefixing an "s" to both the precipitation and snowfall
entries. Explain the "*" by entering a remark in column
90 such as, '4* 24-HR PCPN." The first 6 hourly, then,
measures the amounts fallen during the period since the
last 6 hourly taken the day before.

Summary of the Day Entries, Entries for the Summary
of the Day are recorded in columns 66-70. In columns 66
and 67, record the maximum and minimum
temperatures. respectively (fig. 7-8). Enter the maximum
and minimum temperatures of the day (LST) to the
nearest whole degree Fahrenheit. The only other permis-
sible entry is "M" for "missing" by stations which operate
less than 24 hours per day, and only when they cannot
accurately determine these temperatures. Obtain the
maximum and minimum temperatures using the follow-
ing procedures and priorities:

a. Determine the maximum and minimum tempera-
tures from digital readout or temperature recording
equipment, if available.

b. Determine the maximum and minimum tempera-
tures using maximum and minimum thermometers. if
available.

c. Determine the maximum and minimum tempera-
tures using the air temperature entries from column

SUMMARY OT THE DAY

14-11 MAX
TEMP lil

(Ss)

14-HR MIM
TEMP 1F)

1ST)

7 53
SNOWSNOW...

"*"cwc.,.%1 )im)
TALL DEPTH

1SS) KM (10)

.ftlli .9 0
PEAK WIND

SPEED DIKTM TIME
(Soo.) luso) am0
(TI) (TO (13)

I b 2:7 tct2.0

Figure 7-8. Summary of the Day.

Entries for the Synoptic Data provide the information
for ct.Itimns 68-70. In column 68, enter the 24-hour
precipitation, water equivalent. Obtain this figure from
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the data gathered for column 44. However. for all U.S.
time zones except the central zone, do not include the
amount measured for the first 6 hourly in a 24-hour
operation. Figure 7-8 shows the total for column 68 taken
from the amounts in column 44 of figure 7-7. The .03
precipitation recorded at the first 6 hourly is not included
because the observation covers a ticae period that belongs
to the day before. Only 5C minutes of the period pertain
to the current date and that data is recorded in the"MID
TO" block. Prefix the entry with an "E" when totals
include estimated amounts, and enter an explanatory
note in column 90. The same procedure is used for
column 69, 24-hour snowfall.

Where 24-hour observations or midnight observations
are not taken. total the amounts in columns 44 and 45.
prefix amounts other than 0 with an "E." and enter them
in columns 68 and 69. This shows that the amounts are
estimated.

Enter in column 70 of the depth of solid precipitation
on the ground at 1200 GMT. Entries are made to the
nearest whole inch with the following exceptions. Enter
"0" for none and 'T' for less than 0.5 inch on the ground.
You may use the i 200 GMT value from column 46. If the
station does no operate at that time, you may enter the
depth measured as near to 1200 GMT as practicable. but
indicate with a remark in column 90 the time that the
depth measurement was taken.

Peak Wind Entry, Peak wind entry is made only at
stations having continuous. instantaneous recording
windspeed equipment. Even if the record for the day is
incomplete, the recording may still be used, provided it is
reasonable to assume the missing data did not include the
peak wind. Enter the highest speed in knots recorded
during the 24 hours ending at midnight. Speed entry goes
in column 71, and the direction of that peak wind goes in
column 72 in tens of degrees (270° = 27). Finally, enter in
column 73 the time of the peak wind to the nearest minute
GMT. Occasionally, the peak wind occurs more than
once a day, but space is available for only the last two
occurrences. For more than two occurrences. make a
rema. k in column 90 such as "PK WND 28 1620Z." This
remark gives the direction and time of the additional
peak wind occurrence.

Exercises /141):
Use figu.e 7-9 to answer exercise I.
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Figure 7-9 Synoptic Data, mountain standard time (MST + 7 houn
= GMT), (objective; 141. exercise I).
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I. What is the entry (based on data in fig. 7-9) for each c. Column 70
Summary of the Day column on AWS Form 10?

a. Column 68
b. Column 69

MI!

Use data in figure 7-10 to answer exercise 2.
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Figure 7-10 Synoptic Data for 03 21 Pacific standard time (PST 4. 8 hours = GMT), (objective 141. exercise 2).
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2. What is the entry for each column (AWS Form 10)?
a. Column 68
b. Column 69
c. Column 70

3. What are the AWS Form 10 columns 44 and 45 entries
for a snowfall of 0.4 inch whose water equivalent is
estimated using a ratio of 12 to 1?

4. If the peak wind was 35 knots from 310° and occurred
at 1423 GMT. what are the AWS Form 10 column
entries?
a. Column 71
b. Column 72
c. Column 73

142. Match statistical terms with their definitions; and
given a list of temperatures, compute the mean, mode,
median, and temperature extremes.

You need to know and become acquainted with terms
used in the discussion of climatology. In this section the
most commonly used statistical terms are defined and
explained.

Mean or Average. The mean is the most commonly
used climatological .,:rm. "Mean" normally refers to the
arithmetic mean. which is obtained in the same manner as
the average. This average is obtained by adding the values
of ali the factors or cases and then dividing by the number
of items. For example. the average daily temperature
would be the sum of the hourly temperatures divided by
24. The mean. as computed in this manner, is generally
optimum for both the expected value and the center of
the distribution for temperature.

Unfortunately, the term "mean" has been used in many
climatological records without clarification as to how it
was computed. In most cases. the difference in results is
slight. In analyzing weather data. the terms "average"
and "mean" are often used inte:...hi, igeably.

Absolute. The term "absolute" usually is applied in
climatology to the extreme highest and lowest values for
any given meteorological element that have been re-
corded at the place of observations. Assume. for
example. that the extreme highest temperature ever
recorded at a particular station was 106° F. and the
lowest recorded as 15° F. These are called absolute
maximum and absolute minimum. respectively.

Extremes. The term "extreme" is applied to the highest
value and the lo yv'est value for a particular meteorolog-
ical element which have occurred over a particular period
of time. The term is usually applied to months, seasons.
yeast-. or a number of years. The term may be used for a
calendar day only. for which it is particularly appli able
to temperature. For example, the highest and lowest
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temperature readings for a particular day are considered
the temperature extremes for that day. At times. it is
applied to the average of the highest and lowest tempera-
tures and termed "mean monthly extremes" and "mean
annual extremes."

Range. Range is the difference between the highest and
lowest values and reflects the extreme variations of these
values. Except for very crude work, this statistic is not
recommended for use, since it has a high degree of
variability. The range is related to the extreme values of
record and can be useful in determining the extreme
range for the records available.

Frequency. Frequency is defined as the number of
times a certain value occurs within a specified period of
time. When an array of values needs to be presented. a
condensed presentation of data may be obtained by
means of a frequency distribution.

Frequency distributions are generally of two types.
discrete (made up of distinct parts) and continuous. The
most common discrete climatological variable is fre-
quency; for example. the number of days with rain. etc. In
continuous distributions, the probability density is a
function of a continuous random variable (its possible
values extend over a continous period). Temperature.
pressure, precipitation, or any element measured on a
continuous scale has a continuous. random variable.

Mode. The mode is defined as the value that occurs
with the greatest frequency. or the value about which the
most cases occur. It is the point of maximum density or
the point of greatest frequency in a frequency distribu-
tion, or the most common value.

The mode cannot be determined readily from unorga-
nized data; therefore. the data must be grouped in a
frequency distribution before its location can be deter-
mined accurately. Even so. the mode is not always well
defined or possible to locate properly. The maximum
density may be located at more than one point; therefore
the point determined as the mode depends upon the
judgement of the person interpreting the data.

Median. The median is the value at the midpoint in an
array. For determining the median. all items have to be
arranged in order of size. Rough estimates of the median
may be obtained by taking the middle value of an ordered
series; or if there are two middle values. they are averaged
to obtain the median. The position of the median is found
by using the following formula:

Median = n + I
2

where n is the number of items.

Exercises (142):
1. Match the definitions in column B to the correct

statistical term in column A.

Column A Column B

( I) Absolute. a The number of times a certain value oc-
--(2) Extreme curs in a specified period of time
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Column A
(3) Range

_(4) Frequency
_(5) Mean0 _.(6) Mode.
_(7) Median

.fi

b

c

d

c

f
g

Column B
The highest and lowest values for any
given meteorological element that have
been recorded at the place of observation.
The highest and lowest value for a partic-
ular element for a particular period of
time
The difference between the highest and
lowest values.
The average obtained by adding all
values of all factors and dividing by the
number of items.
The center value
The value that occurs most frequently.

2. Using the following list of temperatures. compute the:
a. Mean.
b. Mode.

Median.
Extremes.

c.
d.

OGOOL - 43° !200L - 48°
0100L - 42° 1300L - 50°
0200L - 41° 1400L - 51°
0300L - 41° 1500L - 52°
0400L - 40° '600L - 52°
0500L - 40° 1700L - 50°
0600L - 39° 1800L - 49°
0700L - 38° 1900L - 48°
0800L - 40° 2000L - 47°
0900L - 42° 2100L - 46°
1000L - 44° 2200L - 45°
1100L - 46° 2300L - 44°

7-3. Weather Data

A large amount and variety of weather data reaches the
station 1 is teletype and facsimile communications. Each
message or chart received should be readily available for
the user and be pertinent to the unit mission as well.
Prompt display of the weather data received brings
current information to the user. Air Force weather
communications are directed by both Air Force Com-
munications Command (AFCC) and AWS Regulations
105-2. Weather Communications. Weather messages are
assigned abbreviated headings designed to aid identifica-
tion and display. 7*.e abbreviated headings are called
MANOP Headings.

In this section. a few MANOP Headings are discussed.
Also included is a short discussion on how to label
weather features on charts for display.

143. Identify and interpret MA,NOP Headings of
weather messages.

A message heading is composed of printed groups in
the following symbolic format:

TTAA (a) CCCC(k) YYGGgg (BBB)

Each term can be explained as follows:
TT: This is the designator for the type of data.
AA: These letters indicate the geographical location.
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(ii): These two digits are used to differentiate between
more than one bulletin containing data in the same code,
originating from the same geographic a- 'a and the same
originating station. The U.S.. for example, ts divided into
circuits which are numbered with a two-digit identifier.
Circuit breakdown aids the collection of the huge amount
of similar data that would have to be collected under one
MANOP Heading. Airways reports, hourlies. and
specials from the several hundred U.S. stations are
conveniently broken into smaller messages by the circuit
divisions. Stations in the Western U.S. collect their
airways reports under a SAUW MANOP Heading, in the
Eastern U.S. under an SA UE MANOP Heading, and
under SAUM in the middle section of the country.

The first group of the heading is most important in
identification. Though the remaining groups play a lesser
role. they cnniplete the identification. The following
explanation of terms may serve as a review:

CCCC: A four-letter location indicator of the station
originating or compiling the message.

(K): Not used by Air Force.
(YY): Day of the month.
GGgg: Time (hours and minutes) of message in GMT.
(BBB): Indicator that a change has taken place in an

otherwise regular meteorological message. Authorized
indicators are:

' RTDRoutine delayed weather.
CORCorrections to a message.
AMDAmendment to a message.

A breakdown of the data designator can be found in
AWSR 105-2, Attachment I. Table 7-2 duplicates part of
that listing in attachment I. As you study table 7-2 for a
moment, notice that the data designators for surface type
data all begin with the letter "S." Similarly, upper air data
is "U," climatic data is "C," etc. Obviously, the first letter
of the designator hints toward the type of data. Some-
times the second letter of the designator offers a further
hint, but you must look for your own pattern of identifi-
cation to help you.

Geographical designators are listed in AWSR 105-2,
Attachment 2. Every attempt has been made to make the
designator resemble the geographical name. A partial list
in table 7-3 shows this to be true. These abbreviations
refer to land stations. All ships take weather observa-
tions. tuo. Most ships are traveling on mission, but some
ships are placed at strategic weather 1r tions and act as
weather ships. The latter are called star onary and the
former mobile. The first letter of the ship geographical
designator denotes the type of ship: "W" for stationary,
"V" for mobile. Then the second letter indicates the
regi,...n from which the ship is sending. The World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) has divided the
world's water areas into six regions. Each region is
assigned a letter. The water areas surrounding North
America are in Region IV, indicated by letter "D." A
weather ship stationed off the coast of Newfoundland,
for example, might carry a geographical designator of
"WD."

Exercises (143):
I. Match the data designator in column B with the type

of data in column A (refer to table 7-2):
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TABLE 7-2
DATA CONTENT DESIGNATORS

Surface data
SA Airways/AERO/METAR hourly and half-hourly
SB Radar summaries
SD Radar reports
SI 3- Hourly SYNOP/SHIP intermediate hours
SM 6-Hourly SYNOP/SHIP main hours
SN SYNOP/SHIP nonstandard hours
SN SYNOP/SHIP nonstandard hours
SP MMMM/BBBB/SPECH/SPECl/Airways specials
Upper air data
UA AIREP/PIREP/COMBAR/SACWXR
UC Combined pilot-balloon and rawin report
OF TEMP/TEMP SHIP (parts C and D)
UI PILOT/PILOT SHIP (parts A and 13)
UM TEMP/TEMP SHIP (parts A and B)
UN Rocketsonde
UR RECCO
UW RAWIN
Climatic data
CS CLIMAT surface
CU CLIMAT Temp
Analyses
AB Weather summary
AN Nephanalyses
AR Radar analysis
AR Radar analysis
AW Wind analyses
Forecasts
FC TAF, period of validity, 12 hours or less
FE Extended forecasts
FF Flight forecasts
FL Flight laIvisories (SIOMET /AIRMET)
FT TAF, !freriod of validity, greater than 12 hours
Warnings
WH Hurricane warnings
WO Warnings (including SVR RAREPS and PIREPS)
WW Military weather warnings

Column A Column B

_(I) PIREP. a. SA.
(2) Radar report. b. FT.
(3) Military weather warning c. WW.
(4) Aerodrome k-aecast (TAF). valid over d. SM.

12 hours. e, WH.
_______(5) Airways reports. f. AR,

(6) Radar analysis. g. UA.
(7) Hurricane warning. h. SD.

_(8) Synoptic, main hours,

2. The MANOP Heading SMVD denotes
data reported by a . ship.

(stationary/ mobile)

3. What would be the first letter of the data designator
for rawin or upper wind reports?

Use the MANOP Heading "SPUS 47 K AWN 221612
RTD" to answer the next two questions.

4. This message was filed on the day of
the month.

5. What is the identifier of the originating station?

6. What is the geographical designator for : (a) Alaska;
(b)North Atlantic; (c) Canada?

144. Give the meaning of selected weather map symbols,
and Indicate the shading, symbol, and color used for
selected weather features.

The display of weather features on a map calls for a
sign language that is descriptive of the data being
prevented. Symbols, lines, shading, and color are ir-
ranged in combinations to show the more importnnt
weather features at a glance.

Frontal and Instability Line Features. Fronts are
important features of a weather map. They are classified
as cold, warm, stationary. or occluded. Most of the fronts
are depicted at surface, but sometimes they are shown
aloft. The symbol for front does not indicate the
strength of the front. However, separate symbols are used
for fronts that are forming (frontogenesis) or breaking
down (frontolysis). When you use color to show a front,
blue is for cold, red for warm, purple for occluded, and
alternate red and blue for stationary.

Though not strictly classed as a front, an instability line
travels ahead of some cold fronts and brings some very
violent weather with it. This important feature is shown
in black color on the map. Figure 7-11 shows the symbols
and colors for the common frontal features. You should
become familiar with the symbols and colors for each
term.

Other Weather Map Features. Additional important
features of a weather map are zones of precipitation.
areas of storms. or areas where visibility for flying is
restricted. These features are shown by shading. color.
and symbol.

When you use color, show zones of precipitation in
green. Shading indicates the type of precipitation,
whether it be continuous, intermittent, or showery. Table
7-4 shows the shading schemes for these three types.
Since no shading is used for showery areas, indicate these
areas by distributing the appropriate shower symbols for
rain, snow, or hail over the area. Make them green when
using color, Symbols may be distributed over the zones of
continuous and intermittent precipitation as well. Use the
appropriate symbol (green. except for freezing precipi-
tation, which should be in red).

Storm areas, thunderstorms, tornadoes, and funnel
clouds are shown only by symbol, and the symbols are in
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TABLE 7-3
GEOGRAPHICAL DESIGNATORS

AC Arctic region

AK Alaska

AZ Azores

BE Bermuda

CN Canada

DL Federal Republic of Germany

EN Europe, Northern

EW Western Europe

GL Greenland

GT Gilbert Islands

HW Hawaiian Islands

IY Italy

JP Japan

KO Republic of Korea

MX Mexico

NA North America

NT North Atlantic

PA Pacific

PH Philippines

RS Russia (European)

SA South America

TU Turkey

PK United Kingdom of Great Britain and No. Ireland

US United States

VI Virgin islands

WK Wake Island.
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ITEM SYMBOLS
MONOCHROMATIC POLYCHROMATIC

COLD FRONT AT THE SURFACE 4,-11-
COLD FRONT ABOVE THE SURFACE 4, -A ..&_

COLDFR ONT FRONTOGENESIS * 1 1
COLD FRONT FRONTOLYSIS *1.. -74 1
WARM FRONT AT THE SURFACE * ___Aatt
WARM FRONT ABOVE THE SURFACE * flC1_,
WARM FRONT FRONTOGENSIS Al& il
WARM FRONT FRONTOLYSIS * 74 Ilk
OCCLUDED FRONT AT THE SURFACE 4 MLAAIIILL_
OCCLUDED FRONT ABOVE THE SURFACE 4 ,,&,,,6,_

OCCLUDED FRONT 'FRONTOLYSIS 4, akk.,........,

QUASISTATIONARY FRONT AT THE ilby___Ally
SURFACE

QUASISTATIONARY FRONT ABOVE THE '"r\T c\r co

SURFACE 0
z

QUASISTATIONARY FRONT Del,- 0
a

Aft.T.
FRONTOGENESIS c,

QUASISTATIONARY FRONT FRONTOLYSIS d6- -i. my- ////////
QUASISTATIONARY OCCLUDED FRONT AT alk.A..1w..r.-,.
THE SURFACE

cad.=.7....ta21QUASISTATIONARY OCCLUDED FRONT
ABOVE THE SURFACE D

n.

QUASISTATIONARY OCCLUDED FRONT 4"...ria"-w-r- / / / /
FRONTOLYSIS

mammaSHEAR LINE . . ...mamma In

V

it

INSTABILITY LINE
!

........

INTER-TROPICAL CONVERGENCE ZONE =Z== =1=:= ORANGE
NOTE IHE SEPARAIION OF IHE iy/0 LINES GIVES A OUALIIAIIVE REPRESENIAIION OF IHE WIDIH OF

IHE ZONE IHE HAI CHED LINES MAY BE ADDED 10 iNDICAIE AREAS OF AClivilY

INTER-TROPICAL DISCONTINUITY

SUB-TROPICAL DISCONTINUITY

AXIS OF TROUGH

AXIS OF RIDGE

EN MI NM NI 111

ANVWAA.WVVNAMAI

Figure 7-11 Symbols for fronts and allied phenomena
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ALTERNAT
RED AND
GREEN

BROWN

Y

_,

v
a

WV co



PRECIPITATION TYPE

Continuous

Intermittent

Showery

TABLE 7-4
SHADING SCHEMES

TABLE 7-5
WEATHER SYMBOLS

Continuous precipitation

rain

snow * *
drizzle 5

Intermittent precipitation

Showers

rain

snow

drizzle

rain

snow

hail 6

Freezing rain

Freezing drizzle

Thunderstorm

Tornado (funnel cloud) )(

Fog ?....E----

Duststorm or sandstorm Si.

Haze pp

with rain

95

solid

SHADING

Or

No shading

cross-hatch

single hatching

25-702

A
with hail ri



red. Place these symbols as close to the reporting station a.

as possible so as not to create the illusion of a larger area b.

of storm than really exists. c.

Restrictions to flying visibility take on several forms, d.

most commonly fog. dust, sand. or haze. Both shading e.

and symbols depict these areas on the map. Yellow, solid f.
shading and symbols indicate fog. Brown. solid shading g.

with the proper symbols indicate the other phenomena.
Table 7-5. shows typical weather symbols.

Exercises (144):
1. Give the meaning for each of the symbols depicted in

figure 7-12.

9 . 41

Figure 7-12. Frontal symbols (objective 144, exercise I)
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2. Indicate the proper map shading, ...ymbol, and color
for the following weather features:

Shading Symbol &
Feature Shading Color Color

a. Snow shower.
h. Fog.
c. Continuous drizzle.
d. Continuous freezing rain.
c. Thunderstorms.
1. Ha7C.
g. Intermittent snow.
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ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

CHAPTER I

Reference:
001 - I. (1) a., (2) a and b, (3) d, (4) c, (5) c, (6) b.

002 - I. a Squadron
b. Wing.
c Detachment.
d. Squadron.
e Wing.
f. Detachment.

002 - 2 To provide weather support to specialized units of the Air
Force and Army.

003 - I. Basic Weather Course (Weather Trainee, AFSC 25010 entry).
Apprentice Weather Specialist, AFSC 25130
Weather Specialist, AFSC 25150.
Weather Technician Course.
Weather Technician, AFSC 25170.
Weather Superintendent, AFSC 25190.

003 - 2. (1) a and b, (2) c; (3) b and c, (4)a; (5) b, (6) a and b, (7) b and
c; (8) b and c; (9) c; (10) a and b

CHAPTER 3

026 - I. Commander.
026 - 2. (I) Inform the commander on the status of the accident

prevention program. (2) Perform periodic safety surveys of
operations within his or her unit. (3) Identify safety hazards
and monitor corrective actions. (4) Maintain unit safety
publications files and distribute educational materials (5)
Assist the commander in preparing safety presentations.

027 - I. False. Numerous office accidents occur because not enough
attention is given to safety precautions

027 - 2. True.
027 - 3. False The greatest weight should be in the bottom drawers
027 - 4. False. Cabinets and boxes should not be stored IP hallways,

but if it is necessary to do so for short periods, make sure free
and easy thoroughfare is permitted.

027 - 5 False. Mesh guards should be used on all fans.
027 - 6. False. Employees must learn how to use fire extinguishers

before needed. There is no time for reading or learning when
a fire is present.

027 - 7. False. A ladder should be used to reach higher levels. Falls
recur even though someone steadies the chair or box.

028 - I. Disregarding safety precautions, operating unsafe equip-
ment, or failing to warn of dangers (no sign posted).

028 - 2. Fatigue

029- 1. Any 10 of the following: (I) Secure power tool cables to
prevent tripping. (2) Ground power tools properly. (3) See
that moving parts on equipment are guarded. (4) Wear
goggles when using electrical power tools. (5) Make sure
equipment and wiring is well insulated. (6) Replace defective
cords and plugs. (7) Do not operate power tools or equip-
ment unless you have been properly trained to do so. (8)
Disconnect power cords after lacing power tools. (9) If
supervising, instruct all personnel in the correct use of
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equipment, including proper safety practices (10) Do not
wear metal rings, bracelets, or wrist watches while working
around electrical equipment. (II) Keep hands, feet, and
clothing as dry as possible. (12) In working on electrical
equipment (or in emergencies), pull all fuses, open circuit
breakers, or disconect power sources. (13) Avoid using bare
hands for removinc, hot tubes; use asbestos gloves or a tube
puller instead. (14) Do not use toxic or flammable solvents
for cleaning equipment. (15) Do not take anything for
granted when working with inexperienced help; check each
step as performed.

029 - 2 If these safety rules are carefully followed, personnel injuries
such as shock, burns, cuts, bruises, fractures, sprains, and eye
puncture will be prevented. Electrical equipment can be very
hazardous; and, if safety precautions are not rigidly ob-
served, fatalities can occur.

030 - I. Talk to the maintenance person and see if the set can be
turned on. DO NOT turn the radar on without the main-
tenance persons approval.

030 - 2. You will often observe maintenance personnel at work and
should be alert for safety violations.

030 - 3 To first call another maintenance person to act as a safety
observer and then make sure the power to the radar console
is off before staning to work.

031 - 1 (I) Rescue the victim.
(2) Call for medical aid.
(3) Stop the bleeding.
(4) Apply artificial respiration.

031 - 2. The precautions are to prevent you from becoming a victim

032 - I First, disconnect the power source This will probably
extinguish the fire.

032 - 2. (I) a, b, (2) a, (3) c, d, (4) c, d, (5) d, (6) d, (7) c; (s) d, (9) a, d
032 - 3. First, notify your supervisor to sce if he or she can eliminate

the hazard.

033 - I. CO2, CB, foam, and Halon.
033 - 2 a. CO2 or Halon, b. foam or Halon, c foam or water;

d. CO2, CB, or Halon, e. foam or Halon, f foam or water
033 - 3. At the base of the flame.

034 - I. Rubber-soled safety shoes will help prevent static electricity
and will protect your toes in case a cylinder is dropped on
your foot.

034 - 2. Lifting cylinders by the nozzle may result ma broke., norzle.
A broken nozzle will turn a cylinder into a projectile

034 - 3, Cylinders should be secured to prevent them from falling and
breaking the nozzle. A broken norzle may turn a cylinder
into a projectile.

034 - 4. Extreme heat may increase the pressure in the cylinders to an
unsafe level.

035 - I. a, c, and e are false.
a. Safety hazards are your concern regardless of where they

are.
c. Submitting a USAF Hazard Report is also your responsi-

bility, however, your supervisor should insure that it is
submitted.

e. If you cannot submit the USAF Hazard Report at the
base where you noticed a safety hazard, you should
submit it at your home base.
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036- 1.

036 - 2.

037 - I.
037 - 2.
037 - 3.
037 - 4.
037 - 5.
037 - 6.
037 - 7.

038 - 1.
038 - 2.

039 - I.

029 - 2.

039 - 3.
039 - 4.
039 - 5.
039 - 6.

040 - I.
040 - 2.
040 - 3.
040 - 3.

040 - 5.

C.1 - I.
041 - 2.

041 - 3.
041 - 4.

042 - I.

042 - 2.
042 - 3.
042 - 4
042 - 5.

043 - I.

043 - 2.
043 - 3.
043 - 4.

044 - I.

044 - 2.

045 - I.

046 - I.

047 - 1.

048 - I.

048 - 2.
048 - 3.

049 - 1.

049 - 2.
049 - 3.

CHAPTER 4 049 - 4.
049 - 5.

AFR 10 -I, Preparing Correspondence. and AFP 13-2,
Guide for Air Force Writing.
Statements a and c. 050 - 1.

Indorsement. 050 - 2.
The IN TURN letter.
Memo for record.
Staff study.
Form letter.
Short note reply. 050 - 3.
Personalized letter.

050 - 4.
AFR 10-1.
Heading, body, close. 051 - I.

051 - 2.
AFR 0-2, Numerical Index of Standard and Recurring Air
Force Publications. 052 - I.
AFR 5-31, Publications Libra-ies and Individual Publica-
tions Sets.
AFM 12-50, Disposition of Air Fore.? Documentation.
AFR 10-1, Preparing Correspondence.
AWS R 212-1, Procuring Books, Periodicals, and Reports.
AFR 0-9, Numerical Index of Deparimental Forms.

AF Form 764a, Requisition and Requirement Request.
AF Form 764a, Requisition and Requ:rement Request.
AF Form 82, Files Disposition Control Label. 053 - I.

AF Form 80, Files Maintenance and Disposition Plan
AF Form 764a, Requisition and Requirement Request.

053 - 2.

Numerical.
Place James A. ahead of John A. Johnson. It is an alpha-
betical arrangement.
Chronological.
Subjective; "ADM 1-1."

053
053

053
053

- 3.
- 4.

- 5.
- 6.

054 - L
Retire to National Climatic Center after 1 month or after
processing, whichever is later.
Three months.

054 - 2.

Destroy on receipt.
Destroy after 221200 GMT. 055 - I

Yes. Table 105-2, Rule 9. 055 - 2.

Change the sample as shown:
"4.2 The first area that you should check . .

"Chg 1 4.2.1. Added"
"4.3 Remove the old . . "

In the back of the basic manual (or regulation).
Paragraphd has been supplemented by AWS Supplement I. 056 - I.
(/) b; (2) d; (3) a; *) c. 056 - 2.

056 - 3.
A DOI prescribes owrall policy pertaining to two or more 056 - 4.
sections within the unit. An SOP contains operating pro- 056 - 5.
cedures for only one section.
a. DOI; b. DOI; c. SOP; d. DOI; e. DOI.

056 - 6.

057 - 1.
Statements c, d, e, and f are true. 057 - 2.

Statements a, b, e, and f ars true. 057 - 3.
057 - 4.

Statements a, c, and d arc true. 057 - 3.

False. Annual funding reou'rements for expendables depend
upon consumption and cost.

058 - 1.

False. Order a 2.0-day supply of expendable items.
False. All nonexpendables are accounted for. 058 - 2.

False. Responsibility for Government property rests with all
Air Force personnel.
True.
False. Pecuniary liability may be shared by persons who have
supervisory or custodial responsibility.

059 - I.
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True.
False. Property may be transferred to either Base Supply or
to another individual's account, as required, according to
prescribed procedures.

Defense Mapping Agency Catalog of Maps. Charts, and
Related Products, Part I, Volume II (NW 50-IG-518).
a. You receive a product tailored to your individual needs.
b. It reduces postage and transportation costs and expedites

delivery.
c. It saves you additional work since you don't have to trim

the charts yourself.
When storage space prohibits receipt on an annual or semi-
annuli! basis.
Annual.

Effective management.
(I) b; (2) c; (3) d; (4) a.

(1) Planning: thinking ahead and selecting the best course of
action to reach your objectives; (2) organizing: setting up a
structure, determining procedures, and allocating rcources;
(3) coordinating: keeping work in balance, preventing over-
laps, misunderstandings, and bottlenecks; (4) directing:
assigning work and guiding workers in accomplishing objec-
tives; and (5) controlling: determining if actual operation is
proceeding according to plan.

False. The station chief makes the schedule but it is normally
signed by the commander.
False. All changes in the schedule should be approved by the
station chief.
True.
False. The m;nimum time recommended between shifts is
24 hours.
True.
True.

It provides continuity of thought from the on-duty observer
to the relieving observer.
Items a, b, d, and f should bit included.

Observing, evaluating, and reporting.
a. MSgt Jones does not know the person he's rating.
b. MSgt Moore is overemphasizing (dwelling on) one

weakness.
c. MSgt Green did not endeavor to get meaningful informa-

tion on Airman Brown's performance from as many
sources as possible.

0.
R.
0.
R.
0.
R.

True.
False. Your rater should counsel you sufficiently in advance
of your APR to give you a chance to improve.
True.
Frlsc Your APR will not be used as a counseling device.
True

Maintenance of communications equipment, AFCC indoc-
trination of weather personnel, and training of air traffic
controllers to take limited observations.
The coordination for maintenance is required to get the
equipment repaired. The coordination for training is re-
quired to schedule the training at the most opportune time
for the concerned personnel.

For AWS managers to exercise control over the quality of
environmental idformation their units produce.
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059 - 2. On-the-spot QC is a continuing process of checking weather
products during production. After-the-fact QC is a check of
selected products after the work is completed.

059 - 3. Errors should be noted on AWS Form 80 or a general
purpose worksheet.

059 - 4. The person who made the error must initial and also indicate
the correct entry and the reference that specifies the correct
entry

060 - I. a. Five of the most common errors in the ceiling and sky
ccmditiuns found on AWS Form 10 ate:: ceiling designator
missing. more than one ceiling designator, wrong cloud
contraction, incorrect layer height value, and more than
one opaque overcast layer. (Omer errors could also be
mentioned.)

b. If the visibility is less than 7 miles. an obstruction to vision
is required 9.000 meters equates to 6 miles.

c The intensity of drizzle (or snow) must be in agreement
with prevailing visibility.

d Transmit two solidi (/ /) for missing temperature
e. If the pressure change characteristic is inconsistent with

the altimeter setting trend.
1. When it does not exceed the mean speed by 5 knots or

more
060 - 2. All observer job elements should be quality controlled. (For

example. surface observations, radar observation,. local and
long-line dissemination, chart preparation. flimsy prepara-
tion and any othcr job elements the observer performs
should be spot checked.)

061 - I.
061 - 2
061 - 3.
061 - 4

Annually.
Semiannually.
Upon PCS
Semiannually.

062 - I. Air traffic control persoimel and pilots
062 - 2. The AWS unit assigned to the base or. where no AWS unit

is available. revoubibic supci V6011 with previous weather
training.

063 - 3. Complete study and comprehensive practical training as
outlined in AWSR 50-10.

062 - 4. Statements a and d are false.
a. They should not be burdened with learning weather codes

and formats if they are not required to read or use them.
d They will be established only upon request.

106 - I

106 - 2
106 -3.
106 - 4
106 -5.
106 - 6.

107 - I.

108 - 1.

109 - 1

109 - 2.

112 - I.

CHAPTER 6

114 - I. Local cooling, local heating, adjacent heating and cooling
and i'orced circulation.

114 - 2. Mountain breeze.
114 - 3. Valley breeze.
114 - 4 Adjacent heating and cooling.
114 - 5. Forced circulation.
114 - 6. Chinook.
114 - 7. Mountain wave.

115 - I. (1) a; (2) b; (3) g; (4) c; (5) e, (6) h; (7) d; (8) f

116 - I. According to their form or appearance and according to the
physical processes producing them.

116 - 2. Cumuliform and stratiform.
116 - 3. Mechanical, thermal heating. and frontal convection.

117 - I. The area must have a fairly uniform surface (land or water),
have uniform temperature and moisture, and should be
preferably an area of high pressure where the air has a
tendency to stagnate.

117 - 2. Polar regions, tropical oceans, and large desert areas.

118 - I.
H8 - /
H8 - 1
118 -4.

mPwu.
cPKs.
cTWu.
mTWu.

119 - 1. mPK. Because the airmrss leaves the poplar source region
and passes over water. it becomes maist and modified to
maritime (m). It came from a polar (P) region and is colder
(K) than the underlying surface.

120 - 1. True.
120 - 2. The dewpoint temperature increaser 0.-ough a frontal lone.
120 - 3. True.
120 - 4. The winds veer with height through a warm frontal lone.
120 - 5. True.
120 - 6. True.
120 - 7 True.

121 - I. a. Slow moving.
b. Slow moving.
c. Fast moving.
d. Slow moving.
e. Fast rnovi..g.
f. Fast moving.
g. Fast moving
h. Slow moving
i. Slow moving.
j. Fast moving.
k. Fast moving.

Gas.
Solid
Solid.
Liquid.
Gas.
Gas.

( I ) cl. (2) f. (3) a; (4) c, (5) b; (6) f; (7) f; (8) e; (9, f; (10) b; ( II) f;
(12) e; (13) f; (14) e.

( I ) d; (2) c; (3) c; (4) a; (5) g; (6) e, f. g; (7) c; (8) a: (9) g; (10) c;
(I I)a; (12) b; (13)e; (14) e; (15) b; (16) f; (17) b; (18) e. g.

3.
( I) d; (2) c; (3) b; (4) a; (5) e; (6) d; (7) a; (8) e; (9) b; (10) b;
(I I) a; (12) c.

The correct statements are b. c, and e.

(1) e; (2) c; (3) b; (4) b: (5) d; (6) e; (7) a; (8) d.

The rotation of the Earth, which causes the deflection of
moving particles to the right in the Northern Hemisphere.

122 - I.
122 - 2.
122 - 3.
122 - 4.
122 - 5.
122 - 6.
122 - 7.

123 - L
123 - /
I23 - 1
123 -4.
123 - 5.
123 -6.
123 -7.

124 - 1.
124 - 2.

113 - I. (1) a; (2) b; (3) b; (4) a.
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True.
Warm fronts move at 10-20 knots
Stratiform clouds occur under these conditions.
True.
Only middle and high clouds occur.
True.
True.

Warm-front occlusion.
Central and eastern.
Winter.
Cold-front occlusion.
Along the surface occluded front.
Warm-front occlusion.
200 to 300 miles.

A from which becomes stationary or nearly so.
a. Stratiform clouds occur when the warm air is stable.
b. True.
c. True.
d. Fog and low ceilings usually occur in the cold airmass.
e. True.
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125 - L Frontogenesis is the formation of a new front or the regener-
ation of an old front.

- 2. a. (2). (3). (5). (7).
b. (2). (5). (6). (7;

176 - I. Frontolysis is definzd as the dissipation of a front.
1:.6 2. a. When the temperature difference d.sappears between the

two adjacent airmasses.
b. When the prevailing wind field carries the two airmasses

away from each other.

127 - I A wave cyclone is a closed couterclockwise circulation (in
the Northern Hemisphere) along a s'irface front.

127 - 2 If the wave deepens (decreases in central pressure) with time.
it is unstable If the nave does not change or fills (increases
in central pressure). it is stable.

127 - 3 a. Cyclolysis.
b. Cyclogenesis.
c. Cyclolysis.
d Cyclogenesis.

128 - I. a. Frontal wave formation.
b. Development of wave cyclone.
c. Dissipation of wave cyclone

128 - 2. a. Frontal wave formation.
b. Development of wave cyclone
c. Development of occlusion.
d. Dissipation of wave cyclone

129 - I. a. True.
b True.
c Anticyclones are generally larger than cyclones
d. True.
e. Continental polar anticyclones follow polar frontal sys-

tems.
f. True.

29 - 2 a. Anticyclogenesis
b. Anticyclolysis.
c. Anticyclolsis.
d. Anticyclogenesis
e. Anticyclogenesis.
f. Anticyclolysis

130 - I (1) e; (2) d: (3) c: (4, f; (5) a: (6) b.

131 - I. Unstable air of relatively high humidity and a lifting action.

132 - I. Cumulus, mature. and dissipating (anvil).
132 - 2. a C; b. M; c C; d. D: r. M: f. D.

133- I. a. airmass (convective); b. frontal; c. airmass (orographic);
d. airmass (convective); e. frontal.

134 - I. (I) a; (2) d: (3) e; (4) b; (5) c; (6) a; (7) b; (8) g; (9) f.

135 - I. (1) Tropical disturbance: winds are light. (2) Tropical de-
piesson; wind speed less than 34 knots (3) Tropical storm;
windspeeds of 34 knots, up to and including 63 knots. (4)
Hurricane or typhoon; maximum windspeed of 64 knots or
greater.
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CHAPTER 7

136 - I All latitudes do not receive equal heating due to the length
of the day and the angle of the incoming radiation.

136 - 2. Coriolis diminishes the northward movement of the air aloft
and develops a belt of high pressure.

136 3. An area of low pressure. ruing air, and subsequent instability.
136 - 4. Convergence, because of the instability.
136 - 5. a. 0°; b. 30°; c. 90°.

137 - I. Point B has more precipitation than point C. because the
moisture is lost as the air flows up the mountains.

137 2. Point B has the higher temperature. because the airflow over
the warmer land has warmed the air.

137 3 Point D receives more precip.tation than point C because
the moisture is lost as the air flows over the mountains but
the air picks up more moisture as it moves over the lake
located between points C and D

137 4. Point D has the lower temperature, because of the airflow
over the cooler lake surface.

137 - 5. Warmer at point B. because the northeast airflow, having
crossed tl,e mountains, would descend drier and warmer.

138 - 1. Winter effects are mino:. but the Bermuda high brings mild.
moist air.

138 - 2. The moist Pacific airflow veers away from southern Califor-
nia because of the coastline shape; a dry continental influ-
ence predominates.

138 - 3. East Texas receives some moisture from the Bermuda high
system. but west Texas is normally under a dry continental
influence.

138 - 4. The Pacific high.
138 5. Cold. dry air meets warm. moist air along frontal surfaces.

139 - I (I) d; (2) b; (3) a; (4) c; (5) c, (6) c, (7) e. (8) e.
139 - 2. Elevation.
139 - 3. Tropical
139 - 4. Airflow.

140 - 1. (1) g; (2) b; (3) f; (4) c; (5) a: (6) d: (7) e.

141 I.
i41 - 2.
141 - 3.
141 - 4.

a. 03; b. 0; c. I

a. E. 29; b. E. 32: c. 10.

Column 44-E. 03: column 45- 4
a. 35: b. 31; c. 1423.

142 - I (1) b: (2) c: (3) d; (4) a; (5) e; (6) g. (7) f.
142 - 2. a. 44.92, b. 40; c. 44.5, J. low 38, high 52.

143 - I. (I) g; (2) h; (3) c; (4) b; (5) a, (6) f; (7) e; (8) d.
143 - 2. Synoptic; mobile.
143 - 3 U.
143 - 4 22nd.
143 - 5. KAWN
143 - 6 (a) AK; (b) NT; (c) Chi.

144 - 1. a. Surface warm front.
b Surface cold front.
c. Cold frontogenesis.
d Surface occluded front.
e. Warm frontolysis.
f Surface stationary front.
g Instability line.
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144-1

Shading Shading Color Symbol and Color

a. None None 7 Green

b. Solid Yellow Yellow

c. Solid or Green Yl Green

cross-hatch

d. Solid or Green R9 Red

cross-hatch

e. None None i'7

f. Solid Brown c>c) Brown

g. Single Green * Green

hatching

Au GM AL(13434 92)1,200

Figure I. Shading and coloring scheme (answer for objective 144, exercise 2).
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S T 0 P - 1. MATCH ANSWER SHEET TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBER.

2. USE NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY.

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

25150 01 22
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE, METEOROLOGY, AND CLIMATOLOGY

Carefully read the following:
DO's:

1. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer
sheet address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification

number" in the righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do

not match, return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI
immediately with a note of explanation.

2. Note that item numbers on answer sheet are sequential in each

column.
3. Use a medium sharp #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet .

4. Write the correct answer in the margin at the left of the item.
(When you review for the course examination, you can cover your
answers with a strip of paper and then check your review answers
against your original choices.) After you are sure of your answers,
transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a

clean eraser. But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if
at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments

through your unit trainer or OJT supervisor. If voluntarily

enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI Form 17.
DON'Ts:

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for
each review exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks.
Double marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks

will register as errors.
3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.
4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #2 black lead pencil.
NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED ON THE VOLUME

REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the
VRE is the Learning Objective Number where the answer to that
item can be located. When answering the items on the VRE, refer
to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The VRE
results will be sent to you on a postcard which will list the

actual VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate
the Learning Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the
text and carefully review the areas covered by these references.
Review the entire VRE again before you take the closed-book
Course Examination.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

Note to Student: Consider all choices carefully and select the best
answer to each question.

1. (001) Air Weather Service provides or arranges for staff and
operational weather service us directed by the

a. AWS Commander.
b. Secretary of Defense.
c. Chief of Staff, HQ USAF.
d. Chairman. Joint Chiefs of Staff.

2. (002) Wtich weather unit provides weather support at base level?

a. A wing.

b. A squadron.
c. A detachment.

d.' An operating location.

3. (003) What training is required for upgrading to the 5-skill
level?

a. Proficiency and performance training.
b. Performance and job specialty training.
c. Job speciality and job proficiency training.
d. Job knowledge and job proficiency training.

4. (004) Under the Information Security Program, each individual's
responsibilities include

a. maintaining industrial classification codes.
b. granting such security clearances as may be needed.
c. maintaining all facilities used for storing classified documents.
d. protecting against attempts to gain information through espionage.

5. (005) Classified information is official information that

a. must be protected in the interest of the nation.
b. has restrictions imposed on the personnel who wrf.te it.
c. has restrictions placed on the personnel who copyright it.
d. must be distributed only to military personnel having a secret

security clearance.

6. (006) A document is classified according to the

a. objective of the information.
b. cost of obtaining the information.
c. facts revealed by the information.
d. method of developing the information.

2
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7. (007) Which of the following is not an intended use of security
classification guides?

a. Isolate and identify each piece of information that needs
to be classified.

b. Determine the appropriate schedule for upgrading or reclassifying
each piece of information involved.

c. Identify the specific level of classification applicable to
each piece of information requiring classification.

d. Insure that provisions are established for periodic reviews
to determine the currency of each classification, downgrading,
and declassification acticn.

8. (008) The declassification schedule for a classified document
must contain all of the following except the

a. current date.
b. date of origin.
c. instructions for downgrading.
d. instructions for declassifying.

9. (009) Classified information will not be stored in

a. safes.
b. vaults.

c. file cabinets.
d. central funds repositories.

10. (010) Which mode of classified information movement is reliable
and provides the greatest security in the transfer?

a. Courier.
b. Mail.

c. Telecommunications.
d. Encrypted radio transmission.

11. (012) What is the biggest concern in the Communications Security
Program?

a. Improper use of radios.
b. Improper use of telephones.
c. Use of teletypewriter systems.
d. The microwave relay system.

12. (013) What aspect of TRANSEC has the Air Force developed into
a unit to counter "talking around" classified information?

a. Cryptosecurity.
b. Physical security.
c. Emission security.
d. Essential Elements of Friendly Information.

3
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13. (014) During a telephone conversation, you discuss bits of information
which you had not intended to discuss and which caused a security
violation. This situation resulted from

a. a planned conversation.

b. an unplanned conversation.
c. an incomplete conversation.
d. a talk-around conversation.

14. (015) The primary purpose of Operations Security is to

a. deny the enemy the opportunity to intercept our communications.
b. keep the enemy from counteracting our offensives.
c. keep the element of surprise on our side.
d. deny the enemy access to our areas.

15. (016) What is a major objective of the Operations Security Program?

a. Develop OPSEC procedures and techniques.

b. Institute corrective actions for breaches of security.
c. Deny the enemy access to our classified areas.
d. Document enemy attempts to gain iniormation concerning our

combat operations.

16. (017) Which of the following is a lesson learned in Operations
Security?

a. Unclassified Air Force documents must Ile protected.

b. It is easy to infiltrate the USAF and gain a position of trust.
c. It is very easy for an enemy to gain foreknowledge of planned

operations.

d. Following procedures is the surest way to insure that our
operations will be successful.

17. (018) What is the purpose of the Air Force Physical Security
Program?
a. Deter hostile enemy acts against the USAF.
b. Protect all USAF bases containing Priority A resources.

c. Furnish manpower and equipment support to the resources protection
program.

d. Provide a positive means of controlling personnel near priority
resources.

18. (019) Which of the following is not normally included as one
of the ultimate goals of a hostile threatagainst USAF resources?

a. Obtain U.S. geographical, political, social, and production
concessions.

b. Create social and political U.S. unrest and collect ransoms.
c. Limit the capacity of the U.S. to wage war.
d. Limit or change U.S. foreign policy.

25150 01 22
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19. (020) What method is a threat group using if they force you to
do what they want done by using physical or moral force to motivate
you?

a. Subversion.
b. Sabotage.

c. Coercion.
d. Extortion.

20. (021) If you find persons in a restricted area and you believe
they don't belong there, what form of report should you transmit?

a. Helping Hand.

b. Broken Arrow.
c. Covered Wagon.
d. Safe Wind.

21. (022) You have discovered pesons in a restricted area where they
do not belong. In proper sequence, what are your next actions?

a. Challenge and identify them.
b. Sound an alarm and keep them under control.
c. Control their actions and search them for weapons.
d. Report their location and apprehend them.

22. (023) Which threat to resources is described as willful or malicious
destruction of property?

a. Damage.
b. Loss.

c. Destruction.
d. Vandalism.

23. (024) Who must you, as a member of the Air Force, notify if you
become aware of a threat against the President?

a. The FBI. c. Your supervisor.
b. The local sheriff. d. Your co-workers.

24. (025) What should you do after you report an attempt to gain
information about your base's aircraft?

a. Try to find out more about the person who wants the information.
b. Tell the person you don't want to talk about it anymore.
c. Do only what OSI tells you to do, no more and no less.
d. Do nothing at all and avoid the person who asked for the information.

25. (026) Who is responsible for insuring that an effective safety
program is established in the weather station?

a. The detachment safety officer.
b. The weather station commander.
c. The base safety officer.
d. The station chief.

5
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26. (027) What three basic processes are essential in conducting

a safety program?

a. Detection, analysis, and correction.

b. Analysis, education, and supervision.

c. Education, correction, and detection.

d. Supervision, detection, and correction.

27. (028) When an observer gets shocked trying to adjust a mechanism
inside the radar, what is the cause of the accident?

a. Ignoring safety devices.
b. Operating unsafe equipment.
c. Disregarding safety precautions.

d. Operating equipment without proper authority.

28. (029) You notice that a repairman working on the inside of the

radar set is wearing rings. What is the repairman doing wrong?

a. Operating equipment without proper authority.
b. Ignoring safety switches.
c. Operating unsafe equipment.
d. Disregarding safety rules.

29. (030) Which of the following is not a safety precaution to observe
while working with high-voltage equipment?

a. Remove all fuses from circuits where switches might be closed.

b. Do not work on high-voltage equipment by yourself.

c. Rely on insulation as a complete protection against electrical
shock.

d. Make certain that all test equipment is properly grounded
to the test equipment under test.

30. (031) Which of the following first aid steps is not required

when giving first aid to an injured person?

a. Rescue the victim.

b. Stop all serious bleeding at once.
c. Protect yourself against infection.
d. Apply artificial respiration, if the victim's breathing has

stopped.

31. (032) A large electrical equipment fire is usually caused by

a. defective switches.

b. overheated main power lines.

c. a poor grounding system.
d. dirty and/or oily electric motors.

6
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32. (033) The most common hazard in using a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher
is

a. skin irritation.
b. slippery surfaces.
c. improper ventilation.
d. electrical conductivity.

33. (034) Which of the following is a correct safety procedure to
follow when handling compressed gas')

a. Lift with your arms and legs.
b. Store cylinders in a hot, dry place.
c. Secure cylinders in a horizontal position during transit.
d. Use at least two people to load an move cylinders.

34. (035) Who should first try to correct a safety hazard?

a. The supervisor.
b. The unit safety NCO.
c. The base chief of safety.
d. The person who detects the hazard.

35. (037) The basic Air Force corre3pondence is the

a. letter.

b. report.

c. memorandum.

d. indorsement.

36. (038) What are the three major parts of a military letter?

a. Introduction, body, and conclusion.
b. Body, heading, and ending.
c. Heading, body, and close.
d. Conclusion, text, and introduction.

37. (041) Which of the following filing arangements is most widely
used in filing regulations, special orders, and shipping documents?

a. The subjective arrangement.
b. The numerical arrangement.
c. The chronological arrangement.
d. The alphabetical arrangement.

38. (042) Decision logic tables provide

a. filing instructions for Air Force records.
b. guidance for posting changes to Air Force publications.
c. disposition instructions for Air Force records.
d. guidance for recording changes to Air Force publications.
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39. (043) When a supplement to a basic manual is issued, the supplement

a. adds to the basic manual.
b. revises the basic manual.
c. replaces the basic manual.

d. deletes the basic manual.

40. (044) Which of the following is a true statement concerning SOPs?

a. SOPs must be numbered.
b. SOPs should be short and to the point.
c. SOPs contain a purpose, scope, reference, and procedure.
d. SOPs pertain to two or more sections of the detachment.

41. (045) From the list below, select the true statement which concerns
the self-inspection program.

a. Discrepancies must be noted on the checklist.
b. All items on the checklists include the directive reference.
c. A unit self-inspection will be conducted semiannually of all

functional areas.
d. Newly assigned supervisors are required to conduct a self-

inspection within 60 days of assignment.

42. (046) From the list below, select the true statement concerning
processing inspection reports.

a. Replies are not necessary when corrective actions are required.
b. Comments are required when the reviewing agency does not concur

with the response or the adequacy of the corrective actions.
c. Replies to the Inspector General inspection are required from

only the inspected unit.
d. The Air Staff agency receiving the replies evaluates the adequacy

of the action and sends information copies to HQ AWC.

43. (048) Which of the following items is an example of a nonexpendable
supply item?

a. A pencil. c. A typewriter.
b. A writing tablet. d. A teletype ribbon.

44. (049) Property responsibility is the obligation of

a. the NCOIC only. c. the station chief only.
b. the commander only. d. each individual.

8
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45. (051) What are the four main principles of management?

a. Unity of Command, Span of Control, Logical Assignment, and
Delegation of Authority.

b. Unity of Cor.nand, Span of Control, Homogeneous Assignment,

and Delegation of Work.
c. Span of Control, Logical Assignment, Delegation of Authority,

and Span of Assignment.
d. Homogeneous Assignment, Span of Control, Delegation of Command,

and Unity of Assignment.

46. (052) What is the initial basic step of management?

a. Planning. c. Controlling.

b. Organizing. d. Coordinating.

47. (053) Who has the final approval for duty schedules?

a. The shift chiefs. c. The staff weather officer.

b. The station chief. d. The commander.

48. (054) The purpose of a relief briefing is to provide

a. continuity of thought from the on-duty observer to the relieving
observer.

b. continuity of thought from the on-duty forecaster to the relieving
observer.

c. an orderly and comprehensive briefing from the on-duty observer
to the relieving observer.

d. an orderly and comprehensive briefing from the on-duty forecaster
to the relieving observer.

49. (055) Which of the following is the first step in the three-step
APR rating process?

a. Reporting. c. Evaluating.
b. Observing. d. Performing.

50. (057) Counseling on a day-by-day basis is

a. continuing counseling. c. individual counseling.

b. periodic counseling. J. performance counseling.

51. (058) What AFCC personnel require limited weather observing indoctrination?

a. Pilots and navigators. c. Base operation personnel.
b. Air traffic controller. d. AFCC maintenance schedulers.
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52. (059) What are the two types of quality control processes used
in a weather detachment?

a. On-the-spot and predictive.
b. After-the-fact and follow-up.
c. Predictive and after-the-fact.
d. On-the-spot and after-the-fact.

53. (060) Which of the following is NOT a quality controlled observer
job element?

a. Radar observation. c. Forecast preparation.
b. Chart preparation d. Long-line dissemination.

54. (061) Ancillary training is training

a. required for skill-level upgrading.
b. in subject areas not covered by OJT.
c. related to an individual's Primary AFS.
d. required for qualification in'a duty position.

55. (062) What nonweather personnel must demonstrate knowledge and
proficiency in taking limited, visual, surface weather observations?

a. Pilots.

b. Navigators.

c. Air traffic controllers.
d. Base operations personnel.

56. (063) Which of the following Air Force organizations must conduct
on-the-job training?

a. All organizations.
b. Only training sections.
c. Only the Air Training Command.

d. Only those having enlisted personnel assigned.

57. (064) On-the-job training is designed to qualify airmen through

a. supervised study and job experience.
b. skill development and formal classes.

c. self-study and supervised instruction.
d. job proficiency development only.

58. (065) The purpose of the dual channel OJT program is to provide
an airman with both

a. knowledge and skill. c. skill and proficiency.

b. skill and experience. d. knowledge and experience.
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59. (066) The supervisor needs training for technicians within the

section. The course is listed in AFM 50-5 a an FTD course, but
this training is not available as part of the command's field
training program at his or her base. What action should the supervisor
take?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Request the training by letter to EQ, ATC/TT.
Write a special request letter for assistance to
Request the training, using AF Form 403, Request
Technical Training.
Request TDY for the technicians to the base with
capability.

MAJCOM.

for Special

the FTD training

60. (068) A course, designed to be completed in off-duty time, that
supplements resident training or prepares an airman for resident
training falls within which of the following types of training?

a. Operation Bootstrap.
b. ECI Correspondence Courses.
c. Professional Military FAIcation Program.
d. Field Technical Training (Type 4).

61. (069) The Air Force pays part of tha expense of an airman's
off-duty education. This tuition assistance is part of which
one of the following programs?

a. Operation Bootstrap.
b. ECI Correspondence Courses.
c. Professional Military Education.
d. Community College of the Air Force.

62. (070) Concerning training needs, when is the initial evaluation
of a newly assigned airman required?

a. At the time the airman reports for duty.
b. Within 20 workdays of Rrrival at the base.
c. Within 20 days of arrival at the duty section.
d. Within 30 days of arrival at the duty section.

63. (071) All of the following factors apply to Air Force training
assignments except

a. personal desire. c. overmanned career field.
b. personal aptitude. d. first come, first served.

64. (072) The Unit Manning Document authorizes the

a. requirement to conduct OJT.
b. assignment of personnel by AFS skill level.
c. upgrading of skills through qualification training.
d. forecast of a unit's personnel situation at any given time.

11
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65. (073) For a training capability to exist, there must be

a. a qualified technician as a trainer.
b. an individual to certify job proficiency.
c. a trainer with the same or higher skill level.
d. a person technically qualified to perform the task.

66. (076) CDCs must contain all the following information except

a. basic principles.
b. career field fundamentals.
c. equipment-related information.
d. common knowledge requirements of the specialty.

67. (077) A point the supervisor should stress during issuance of
CDC materials to a trainee is the

a. supervisor's responsibility.
b. parallel proficiency training.
c. importance of VRE scores.
d. essentialty of the CDC for career progression.

68. (079) The PTT is the mission directive for accomplishing

a. technical training only.
b. on-the-job training only.
c. military and technical training.
d. all formal Air Force training.

69. (080) Prior service enlisted persomlel are enlisted into the
Air Force for each of the following reasons except to fill specific
requirements for entry into

a. on-the-job training.
b. basic technical training courses.
c. the basic military training course.
d. specialtien possessed at time of discharge.

70. (081) Qualified airmen whose control AFSC is indicated as an
overage

a. must be retrained.
b. must be discharged if they are first-term airmen.
c. must be returned to any previously awarded AFSC.
d. are encouraged to retrain.

71. (082) The specialty training standard (STS) is defined as

a. an on-the-job training guide.
b. the official Air Force specification for training.
c. a document containing tasks for all Air Force AFSCs.
d. the official ATC specification for technical training.

12
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72. (084) Individual units would be likely to duplicate an airman's
training were it not for Air Force policy on

a. recording training.
b. centralized records.
c. individual control of records.
d. OJT manager's control of training.

73. (087) The OJT advisory service has the responsibility of

a. training OJT supervisors in OJT methods.
b. training personnel on OJT for the ANG/AFRES.
c. advising trainers of OJT methods and responsibilities.
d. assisting commanders in establishing effective OJT programs.

74. (088) If an STS for a specialty exists, you should use it

a. as a trainee's JPG after designating the specific job tasks.
b. as a checklist for training needs.
c. to reflect all training tasks.
d. with an AF Form 623a as a JPG.

75. (089) How is qualification training recorded?

a. On the JPG in the same manner as UGT.
b. On the JPG, with tasks identified by the letter "q".
c. As a listing of tasks on AF Form 797, JPG Continuation Sheet.
d. As a special entry on AF Form 623a, On-the-Job Training Record

Continuation Sheet.

76. (090) Unless needed for recording current skill level training,
JPGs for previous skill levels are

a. discarded.
b. given to the individual.
c. sent to the CBPC-OJT unit for file.
d. put in a separate file and used to record qualification training.

77. (091) AF Form 623, On-the-Job Training Record, is most accurately
defined as a

a. broad record of all training, education, and experience.
b. complete history of an airman's training.
c. comprehensive record of AFSC-oriented training.
d. record of upgrade and qualification training only.

78. (092) Ordinarily, tLe AF Form 623 should be given to the individual

a. upon his or her promotion to E-8.
b. if needed for CCAF credits.
c. upon his or her separation from the Air Force, if not before.
d. in all of the above situations.

25150 01 22
13
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79. (093) The AF Form 1096, CDC Status Record, is maintained by the

a. squadron OJT manager only.
b. immediate supervisor only.
c. CBPO-OJT unit.

d. unit OJT manager and the immediate supervisor.

80. (096) Which of the following OJT responsibilities belongs to
the trainer?

a. Monitoring CDC progression.
b. Evaluating assigned trainees.
c. Acting as holder of CDC package.
d. Maintaining issued CDCs in good condition.

81. (097) To maintain liaison between CBPO and subordinate units
on OJT matters is a responsibility of the

a. OJT trainer. c. trainee's immediate supervisor.
b. NCOIC, CBPO-OJT unit. d. squadron OJT manager.

82. (098) Which of the following characteristics should a supervisor
weigh most heavily in considerin6; an individual for the job of
OJT trainer?

a. Patient with others.
b. Knowledgeable concerning the training duties of the job.
c. Ability to evaluate a trainee's progress fairly.
d. Enjoys working with and teaching others.

83. (099) Which of the following actions should start when the trainer
receives a trainee?

a. Evaluation.

b. Motivation.
c. Instruction.
d. Brief demonstration of all job tasks.

84. (100) To compare a spinning top to a gyroscope is to use what
training principle?

a. Go from the known to the unknown.
b. Go from the easy to the difficult.
c. Present new material in short units.
d. Be !ure that the trainee sees the job as a whole.

85. (101) The most effective instructional method to use in teaching
new manual skills is

a. lecture.
b. discussion.

14

c. performance.
d. demonstration.
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86. (102) Using available training aids is a part of which step of
an effective OJT technique?

a. Tryout performance by the trainee.
b. Preparing the training situation.

c. Preparing the trainee for instruction.
d. Presenting the operation to the trainee.

87. (103) Essentially, the task breakdown consists of what two parts?

a. Task elements and knowledges.
b. Key points and important steps.
c. Training points and key elements.
d. Logical steps and important points.

88. (104) The result of an effective OJT program should be

a. increased production.
b. better training methods.
c. trainees with a genuine interest in training.
d. accurately maintained charts and records.

89. (105) The field evaluation program is an aid in the quality control
of

a. on-the-job training programs.

b. production line effectiveness.
c. formal and career development courses.
d. all of the above.

90. (106) What state of matter has the least molecular motion?

a. A gaseous state. c. A solid state.
b. A liquid state. d. A chemical state.

91. (107) The gas that is most important in determining our weather
is

a. ozone.

b. oxygen.

c. water vapor.

d. carbon dioxide.

92. (108) Most of the weather affecting the earth occurs in the

a. troposphere. c. mesosphere.

b. stratosphere. d. thermosphere.

93. (109) Which of the following is NOT one of the main tropopause
leaves?

a. Arctic.

b. Polar.

15

c. Midlatltude.

d. Tropical.
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94. (110) The jet stream is a

a. wide belt of winds with wind speeds of 100-200 knots.
b. wide belt of winds with wind speeds of 50-200 knots.
c. narrow belt of winds with wind speeds of 100-200 knots
d. narrow belt of winds with wind speeds of 50-200 knots.

95. (111) Which force deflects air to the right in the Northern Hemisphere
as a result of the earth's rotation?

a. Frictional force. c. Centrifugal force.
b. Coriolis force. d. Pressure gradient force.

96. (112) The three-cell circulation pattern is caused by the

a. earth's rotation and coriolis force.
b. tilt of the earth's axis.
c. revolution of the earth around the sun.
d. location of land masses in respect to the oceans.

97. (113) Which of the following accounts for the greatest amount
of heat exchange?

a. The local wind circulation.
b. The migratory pressure systems.
c. The semipermanent pressure systems.
d. The unequal heating of land and water masses.

98. (114) A mistral wind is a/an

a. local-cooling wind.
b. local-heating wind.
c. forced-circulation wind.
d. adjacent heating and cooling wind.

99. (115) Considering the earth's atmospheric balance of heat, the
earth will gain heat by

a. insolation during the day and will lose heat by short-wave
radiation at night.

b. radiation during the day and will lose heat by insolation
at night.

c. short-wave radiation during the day and will lose heat by
long-wave radiation at night.

d. long-wave radiation during the day and will lose heat by short-
wave radiation at night.

100. (116) Which of th following is a cloud category?

a. Stratiform. c. Cirroform.
b. Altoform. d. Nimbusform.
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101. (117) Which of the following conditions is NOT necessary for
the formation of air masses?

a. A uniform surface.
b. An area of high pressure.

c. A uniform temperature and moisture.
d. A large drop in atmospheric pressure.

102. (119) A continental polar air mass moving out over an oceanic
area will ordinarily

a. undergo a change due to adiabatic warming.
b. acquire maritime characteristics.
c. retain its continental characteristics.
d. undergo a change due to subsidence.

103. (120) A cold-frontal zone can be identified by

a. backing winds across the fontal zone.
b. veering winds wiht height through the frontal zone.
c. a decrease in the dewpoint through the frontal zone.
d. a temperature increase through the frontal zone.

104. (121) When the warm air ahead of a fast-moving cold front is
moist and unstable, the clouds are

a. cumuliform with
b. stratiform with
c. stratiform with
d. cumuliform with

105. (122) Which of the

at 10-20 knots, and

heavy showers.
continuous rain.
occasional light rain.
little or no precipitation.

following fronts has a shallow slope, wives

has the more extensive weather pattern?

a. Warm front.
b. Quasi-stationary front.
c. Slow-moving cold front.

d. Fast-moving cold front.

106. (123) With a warm front occlusion, the coldest air is located

a. behind the warm front.

b. ahead of the warm front.
c. behind the cold front.

d. ahead of the cold front.

107. (124) A quasi-stationary front has

a. a movement of less than 10 knots.
b. a windflow that is parallel to the front.

c. a windflow that is away fron the front.
d. a movement of less than 5 knots in one direction.
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108. (125) The regeneration of an old front is called

a. frontolysis. c. frontogenesis.
b. cyclogenesis. d. anticyclogenesis.

109. (126) Which of the following is a cause of frontolysis?

a. The clouds and weather dissipate along the frontal zone.

b. The two adjacent air masses modify to the same central pressure.
c. The air mass on one side of the front overruns the other air

mass.

d. The temperature difference disappears between the two adjacent
air masses.

110. (127) The term "cyclone" is a term used to denote an area of

a. open clockwise circulation in the Northern Hemisphere.
b. open counterclockwise circulation in the Northern Hemisphere.
c. closed clockwise circulation along a surface front in the

Northern Hemisphere.
d. closed counterclockwise circulation in the Northern Hemisphere.

111. (128) Wave cyclones develop on

a.

b.

c.

d.

slow-moving

fast-moving
slow-moving
fast-moving

warm fronts.

warm fronts.
cold fronts.
cold fronts.

112. (129) Which of the following is a characteristic of anticyclones?

a. They are not as organized as cyclones.
b. Their horizontal extent is less than a cyclone.
c. As wind systems, they are more intense than cyclones.
d. They have closed, counterclockwise circulation in the Northern

Hemisphere.

113. (130) A dynamic low is a combination of a

a. cold surface low and an upper-level warm high.
b. cold surface low and a warm upper low.
c. warm surface low and an upper-level cold high.
d. warm surface low and a cold upper low.

114. (130) A warm core high

a. decreases intensity with height.
b. is usually found over water areas.
c. is a migratory pressure system,
d. rarely extends more than 10,000 feet above the surface.
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115. (131) What factors are necessary for formation of a thunderstorm?

a. Stable air with high humidity.
b. Stable air and a lifting action.
c. Unstable air with low humidity.

U. Unstable air and a lifting action.

116. (132) The three stages of a thunderstorm cell are the

a. formative stage, mature stage, and the dissipating stage.
b. cumulus stage, mature stage, and the dissipating stage.
c. cumulus stage, convective stage, and the anvil stage.
d. formative stage, convective stage, and the anvil stage.

117. (133) What type of thunderstorm is caused when warm, moist,
unstable air is forced aloft over cloder, retreating air?

a. Frontal. c. Convective.
b. Air mass. d. Orographic.

118. (134) The least severe turbulence in a thunderstorm is found

a. near the base of the storm.

b. near the top of the storm.
c. 10,000 below the top of the storm.
d. 15,000 above the base of the storm.

119. (137) What feature causes Boston to have moderate temperatures?

a. The Great Lakes.

b. The Gulf Stream.
c. The coastal plain.
d. The Appalachian Mountains.

120. (138) During winter, the pressure system that predominates in
the Midwest US is the

a. Aleutian low. c. Pacific high.

b. Icelandic low. d. Canadian high.

121. (139) Which of the following areas in the US would be classified
as a polar climate?

a. The Dakotas. c. The Colorado Rockies.

b. The Montana highlands. d. The New England states.

122. (139) The warm, temperate, rainy climatic zone is predominate
in the

a. southwestern US. c. northwestern US.

b. southeastern US. d. Great Lakes region.
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123. (140) What are the three approaches to the study of climatology?

a. Descriptive, general, and specific.
b. General, dynamic, and specific.
c. Descriptive, physical, and general.
d. Physical, dynamic, and descriptive.

124. (144) How is continuous precipitation colored on a weather map?

a. By solid shading in red.
b. By single-hatching in red.
c. By cross-hatching in green.
d. By drawing the appropriate symbol in green.

END OF EXERCISE
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PREFACE

VOLUME I gave you general background knowledge of your duties in the Air Force. It also presented
material on meteorology and climatology to give you a basic background to build upon as you proceed
into this volume on taking surface observations.

This volume consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 reviews the 27 different cloud types and presents
information on evaluating and recording sky conditions and visibility. Chapter 2 covers weather and
obstructions to vision. Chapter 3 presents.information on pressure, rmperature, dewpoint, and wind.
Chapter 4 deals with the different types of observations. It also gives the requirements for record,
special, and local observations. Chapter 5 deals with the capabilities and limitations of weather radar.
With the continued sophistication of meteorological sensors, radar is assuming an ever-increasing role
in the reporting and analysis of weather phenomena. Hence, your understanding of the principles of
radar detection and how to interpret the radar scope presentations will determine to what degree the use
of radar will aid in your professional development. Chapter 6 gives a brief introduction to satellite
picture interpretation. Chapter 7 covers the procedures on setting up and using the AN/TMQ-22,
Meteorological Measuring Set.

Printed as a supplement to this volume are i 2 foldouts. Whenever the text refers to one of these
foldouts, please turn to the supplement and find that foldout.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for preparing agency identification only and should be of no
concern to the student.

The inclusion of names of any specified commercial product, commodity, or service in this
publication is for information purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the Air Force.

Direct your questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of this volume to the course
author: 3350 TCHTG/TTGU-W (Stop 62), ATTN: MSgt Huth, Chanute AFB IL 61868. If you need
an immediate response, call the author, AUTOVON 862-2232, between 0730 and 1530 (Central time),
Monday through Friday. (NOTE Do not use the suggestion program to submit changes or corrections for
this course.)

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's instructional aids
(Your Key to a Successful Course, Behavioral Objective Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and
Course Examination), consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If this
person can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form
17, Student Request for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 42 hours (14 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of October 1980.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of student-centered objectives.
Each of these carries a three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you.
The text tha: follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The
exercises following the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete
them, see whether your answers match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an
exercise is incorrect, review the objective and its text.

Sky Conditions and Visibility

THE EVALUATION of clouds and visibility is probably
the most involved and significant aspect of taking a
weather observation. As a weather specialist, you must be
able to identify 27 states of the sky and know how each
affects the weather at your station. In many cases, your
interpretation and evaluation of the sky condition and
visibility will determine whether an aircraft can land at
your base or whether the pilot must seek an alternate
airfield.

I-1. State of the Sky
Have you ever looked up at the clouds in the sky and

remarked, "It looks like rain?" Clouds have been called
the signposts of weather. Clouds occurring in sequence
describe a weather event much as chapters of a book
unfold a story. For instance, the changes from cirrus to
cirrostratus to altostratus clouds warn of an approaching
warm front.

These cloud messages are not hard to understand, but
they are not obvious. To become a good cloud reader
takes study and experience. To interpret clouds we
should consider their formation and classification.
Experienced meteorologist categorize all clouds into 10
basic types. These basic types are:

(1) Cumulus.
(2) Cumulonimbus.
(3) Stratocumulus.
(4) Stratus.
(5) Altostratus.
(6) Nimbostratus.
(7) Altocumulus.
(8) Cirrus.
(9) Cirrostratus.

(10) Cirrocumulus.

Each basic type may be further classed into subtypes.
The subtypes are recognized internationally as 27

states of the skyarranged as low, middle, and high
clouds. Each state of sky possesses a diitiiiguishing
feature to separate it from the others. This feature may be
the appearance, extent, size, or method of formation. The
distinguishing features provide the clues that preview

t

,

approaching weather. The first subtype discussed is the
low clouds.

200. Name the appropriate low cloud classification for
given cloud descriptions and characteristics.

Cumulus (CU). In the year 1803, an English
pharmacist, Luke Howard, divided all clouds into three
basic groupscumulus, stratus, and cirrus. Cumulus,
translated from Latin, means "heap." Heap aptly
describes this cloud in most of its stages. In the earliest
stage of development, cumulus usually forms in, and
indicates, good weather, Figure 1-1,A, illustrates that
cumulus has a clearly defined outline during the building
stage and appears very white in color. The base of the
cumulus, 1-1,B, becomes darker as the cloud builds in
size, but generally remains horizontal. After the building
stage has gone on for awhile, or ended, the edges of
cumulus become ragged, being fragmented by the wind,
as shown in figure 1-1,C.

Notice the bulging appearance at A in figure 1-1. This
is characteristic of building cumulus. Whatever its stage
of development, cumulus always has the "cottony"
appearance. Since these' clouds form by convective

A

C

B
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action, the height of their base above the earth's surface is
related directly to the amount of moisture at the surface
the higher the moisture content, the lower the cloud
bases. Although the water droplets in cumulus are very
numerous, they are also very small in the cloud's early
stages. As the cloud grows in size, large drops within the
cloud increase in number. The large drops may be
precipitated from the cloud or may continue to be carried
within the cloud by vertical air motions.

Precipitation in the form of showers occurs with
cumulus clouds of moderate development. Though this
precipitation may be of moderate intensity, its duration is
usually short lived. These clouds do not produce the
heavy rain and high winds that are associated with their
bigger brothers, the cumulonimbus. Occasionally, the
precipitation (showers) from cumulus clouds evaporates
before it reaches the ground. This situation is referred to
as virga and is characterized by a dark area immediately
below the nearly uniform base of the cumulus cloud. This
darkness, caused by precipitation, decreases in intensity
as it descends beneath the cloud until it disappears
(complete evaporation). When virga consisting of snow or
ice crystals occurs, the virga portion is not as dark, and it
appears more wispy. This is caused by the greater
influence that wind has on falling snow and appears as a
greater bending of the precipitation trails (virga). In any
case, the precipitation does not reach the surface. Air

B

Weather Service (AWS) classes two subtypes of cum lus
for coding.

CL,-/ (cumulus). Cumulus clouds encoded as low oud
"I" have little vertical extent and may appear flan ned.
Associated with gcod weather conditions (no
precipitation), such a cloud is encoded as low cloud "1."
This cloud is shown in foldout I (printed in a se arate
supplement to this volume) as LI, cumulus h milis.
When this cloud occurs below cumuloninpfrus or
nimbostratus during precipitation, it is cod-, as L7.
Under these conditions it usually appears ragg-i , changes
shape rapidly, and is called cumulus frac Thus, the
difference in classification of LI and L s precipitation.
When the convective forces that fo cumulus continue
their action, LI cumulus grows int. L2 cumulus.

CL-2 (annulus). Low cloud "2" is a cumulus cloud of
moderate or strong (towerin: vertical development.
Generally, CL-2 is accomp led by other cumulus or
stratocumulus clouds that ave their bases at the same
level. When this cloud type develops a tower appearance,
illustrated in the first L2 picture of foldout 1, you should
enter a remark in your observation stating the direction of
the towering cumulus from the station, such as TCU W.
Towering cumulus may be distinguished from
cumulonimbus by a lack of massivenessi.e., its strong
vertical 1owth is not matched by a horizontal spreading
or bulging. Other important things to remember about

Figure 1-2. Cumulonimbus.
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this are that it does not have a cirriform tep, and it is
rarel capable of producing thunder. Cumulus clouds of
mode to or strong vertical extent may, however, produce
precip.tation in the form of showers. When a cumulus
develo, both height and massiveness, it enters the next
basic 4:lou category, cumulonimbus.

Cumulon bus (CB). Energy forces within a
cumulonimbus e capable of producing the most intense
storm known in weather the tornado. However, when
cumulonimbus clouds are observed on the horizon they
appear strikingly beautfful. Their tall, rounded masses
reach gracefully skyward, often penetrating above cirrus
cloud formations. OverheRd, they present a more
menacing picture. It is not uncommon for these clouds to
produce heavy rain; lightnini; strong, gusty surface
winds; hail; and occasionally tornadoes.

To classify cumulonimbus clouds into the basic cloud
forms, you should know that CB clouds are distinguished
from cumulus clouds by the following characteristics:

Massive appearance.
Extensive vertical development.
Fibrous or anvil top.
Thunder and lightning.

Though the anvil feature of cumulonimbus is an
identifying feature, sometimes only a fibrous appearance
or a lack of sharp top outline is observed. When the cloud
enters the dissipation stage, this upper section invariably
assumes the classic anvil formation. Figure 1-2 shows
several interesting features. At A, figure 1-2, the anvil top
is visible. Points B and C show the fibrous appearance of
a CB top. At B, the cloud is just beginning to lose its

sharp outline. At C, the fibrous appearance is evident.
Callout D points to a cell of convective activity that shows
the typical sharp outlines of a building cumulus. Often
you will encounter a dissipating sell next to a building
cell. The cloud shown with the anvil top, figure 1-2,A, is
in the dissipating stage, as evidenced by the anvil. During
dissipation, much of the cell's energy is directed
downward. Consequently, surface weather may be even
more severe during this stage.

The question often discussed among specialists is when
does the cumulus (moderate development) become
cumulonimbus. There are several points of identification.
When viewed from a distance, the massiveness and the
appearance of the cloud top, already mentioned, offer
positive means of CB identification. Overhead, other
identifying guides are needed.

Thunder, lightning, or hail may be the sole indication
of their presence. When you can't hear thunder overhead,
and you are having trouble in deciding between
nimbostratus or cumulonimbus, use the character
(showery versus continuous) or the rain as a guide. A
cumulonimbus cloud with extensive vertical development
which has begun dissipating is generally preceded by an
outrush of cool air a few minutes before the storm cell
reaches overhead. (This is normally when the strongest
surface wind gusts occur.) The dark lower portion of a
CB is usually accompanied by rapid-moving stratus
fractus and cumulus fractus. Usually one of these signs
can identify a CB from a cumulus.

A common occurrence with cumulonimbus cloud
varieties is mammatus development. This feature
normally occurs at the base of the cloud in the form of

Figure 1-3,)Mammatus.
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clearly defined bulges (pouches, fig. 1-3) but may appear
at some level above the cloud base. In either case, these
mammatus formations provide the forecaster with a good
indication of the degree of instability present in the area.
Though these cloud types may not produce tornadic
activity, they can be used by the forecaster as indicators of
potentially severe weather.

Studies of tornado development reveal that the base of
the cumulonimbus cloud usually appears to be very dark
and ragged before tornado activity occurs. The first sign
of a funnel cloud often appears in the form of a tuba (a
small appendage, often cone-shaped) beneath the cloud.
When tubas are sighted with a CB, they frequently appear
and withdraw from several portions of the cloud. A tuba
that continues to develop toward the ground is referred to
as a funnel cloud until it reaches the groundthen it
becomes a tornado. The passage of a CB can cause a
variety of changes in weather. Observing and
disseminating these conditions present a challenge. For
coding purposes, two subtypes of CB exist.

CL-3 (cumulonimbus). Low cloud type "3" is
cumulonimbus in its earliest stage of development. A low
"3" cloud differs from other CB clouds because the
summit lacks cirriform development (no anvil).
Cumulonimbus clouds classified as L3 have summits
which lack clear outlines but are neither clearly fibrous
(cirriform) nor in the form of an anvil. Foldout I, L3,
shows an example of a cumulonimbus cloud without
appreciable cirriform development. When you observe
this type of cloud, add a remark to your observation to
indicate the location (direction) of the cumulonimbus
cloud from the station and the direction toward which it
is moving.

The following are examples of cumulonimbus remarks
entered in column 13 of AWS Form 10:

a. CB W MOVG E.
b. CB NE MOVG SE.
c. CB NW. (This indicates that the direction of

movement is unknown.
d. CB 5NE MOVG E. (Enter distance (5) from station

if it is known.)
These typical remarks for CB clouds are entered when no
thunderstorm is being reported.

CL-9 (cumulonimbus). Low cloud type "9" is
distinguished from L3 by the presence of the cirriforrn
anvil. If you find it difficult to determine whether the type
is L3 or L9, the occurrence of lightning, thunder, or hail
is customarily associated with L9. An L9 cloud requires a
remark in column 13 of AWS Form 10 that is similar to
that for L3 clouds. When mammatus development is
present, use the same remark format in column 13, except
that the abbreviation "CBMAM" is used instead of
"CB"; for example, CBMAM W MOVG E.

Stratocumulus (SC). Stratocumulus (SC) clouds form
in several ways. They are formed when stratus clouds near
the earth's surface lift, cumulus clouds dissipate, or
middle cloud layers lower. Stratocumulus clouds are
distinguished from cumulus by their flatter appearance.
As SC clouds merge into one layer, they appear grey with
dark areas. These dark areas are the thicker portions of
the SC clouds. Stratocumulus type is sometimes mistaken
for altocumulus.

4

The best way to judge whether a cloud is stratocumulus
or altocumulus is by the size of the individual elements.
The International Cloud Atlas states that when the
regularly arranged small elements of the cloud layer have
an apparent width of more than 5°, the cloud is identified
as SC. An easy method of determining this width is to
hold three fingers at arm's length and see if the cloud
element is larger than the three extended fingers. If it is
not, then perhaps the cloud is altocumulus.

Foldout 1, L4 and L5, shows two examples of typical
SC clouds. The rounded masses and rolls of L5 are a
unique feature of SC. The variety of SC shown as L4 is
frequently formed by the spreading out of cumulus in the
late afternoon when the surface heating is greatly
diminished.

Precipitation rarely occurs in association with SC
clouds. When it does occur, it is usually weak and tends
to be intermittent in character. Light snow showers are
probably one of the most common forms of precipitation
from SC. During cold weather, SC clouds frequently
produce ice crystal virga.

CL-4 and -5 (stratocumulus). Low cloud type "4" is
encoded only when SC clouds are formed from the
spreading out of CU or CB clouds. During this spreading
process, CU clouds may still be present. Foldout 1, L4,
shows an example of SC clouds formed from the
spreading out of CU clouds. When SC clouds form by
other means, they are classified as low cloud "5." CL-5
essentially includes all SC clouds not formed from the
spreading out of CU clouds. If you cannot determine that
SC formed from CU, code the cloud as L5.

CL-8 (cumulus and stratocumulus). This state of sky is
actually a combination of two other low cloud types CU
and SC. When CU and SC clouds have base; at different
levels and the SC is formed by means other than the
spreading out of cumulus, you classify the cloud type as
L8. Often, a layer of stratocumulus is mistaken for
stratus. Avoid that mistake with the following guidelines.

Stratus (ST). You can discriminate between ST and a
layer of SC by the uniform appearance of the ST cloud
base. Stratocumulus always has an unequal distribution of
darkness. When dissipating, ST clouds may appear as
large, irregular dark patches between lighter colored
portions already thinning. The entire cloud takes on a
mottled or blotched appearance.

A ST cloud usually forms very close to the earth's
surface and is called fog when it is in contact with the
earth (50 feet or less). It may also form under other cloud
layers such as altostratus and nimbostratus. Stratus is
capable of producing only light continuous precipitation,
such as drizzle, ice prisms, or snow grains.

Stratus clouds are frequently confused with
nimbostratus and altostratus. To help clarify
identification, study this comparison:

Stratus:
Produces only light precipitation, if any.
May reveal the sun through its thinnest parts.
Has a more uniform base than nimbostratus.
Is generally grey.

Nimbostratus:
Always produces heavier precipitation.
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Never reveals the sun.
Has an uneven base.
Is usually darker in appearance than stratus.

When the outline of the sun is distinguishable through
stratus clouds, it can be used to distinguish between
stratus and altostratus. The sun seen through ST has a
sharp, well-defined outline. Altostratus blurs the outline
of the sun as if viewed through ground glass. When you
are evaluating ST cloud types, you must consider your
past observations of the clouds as a basis for proper cloud
identification. Stratiform clouds do not just suddenly
develop. They usually are associated with a stable
condition in the atmosphere and, therefore, evolve
slowly.

CL-6 (stratus). Low cloud "6" is an ST cloud in a more
or less continuous sheet or layer, or in ragged shreds, or a
combination of both, but it has no stratus fractus of bad
weather. The primary difference between L6 and L7 is the
presence of bad weather. This term refers to the
conditions that exist a short time before, during, and after
precipitation. Since all stratiform clouds appear greyish
and continuous in form, you must be aware of the
identifying features of each stratiform type.

CL- 7 (stratus fractucor cumulus fiuctus). Low cloud type
"7" often occurs below layers of altostratus and
nimbostratus, and it is classified as L7 whenever stratus
fractus or cumulus fractus of bad weather are present.
When these cloud types are present but bad weather
conditions do not exist, stratus fractus clouds are classed as
L6 (ST) and cumulus fractus clouds as LI (CU). Foldout
1, L7, shows an example of how the sky appears with
these cloud types.

Ragged stratus fractus clouds never occur alone. They
are always associated with clouds of low and/or middle
types. When they are observed below nimbostratus and
similar precipitating clouds, they change shape rapidly
and move fast. Stratus fractus and cumulus fracws are
usually found beneath the base of CB clouds that are
precipitating. However, when this situation occurs, only
the CB cloud type is encoded.

Exercise (200):
1. Name the appropriate low cloud classification for the

descriptions and characteristics given below:
(1) This cloud type is a cloud of moderate or strong

vertical development, and does not have a
cirriform top.

(2) This cloud type is formed by means other than
the spreading out of cumulus and has bases at
different levels.

(3) In its earliest stage of development this cloud
type usually forms in, and indicates good
weather.

(4) This cloud type has a summit that lacks clear
outline, is not clearly fibrous, nor in the shape
of an anvil.

(5) This cloud type is formed from the spreading
out of cumulus or cumulonimbus clouds.

(6) This cloud type is formed by means other than
the spreading out of cumulus.

(7) This cloud type is in a more or less continuous
sheet or layer, or in ragged shreds, or a
combination of both and bad weather is not
present.

Spire 1.4. FraCtus clouds.
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(8) This cloud type has a cirriform anvil.
(9) This cloud type often occurs below layers of

altostratus and nimbostratus during bad
weather.

01. Given cloud descriptions and characteristics,
Identify the middle cloud subtypes.

Altostratus (AS). This middle height range cloud has
features similar to the lower stratus. The primary
difference between altostratus and stratus is the
composition of the cloud. An AS cloud consists primarily
of ice crystals, snow crystals or flakes, and supercooled
water droplets. The lower portion of low AS clouds may
consist of ordinary water droplets and the upper portion a
combination of ice crystals and supercooled water
droplets. The composition explains the different features
of each cloud.

Altostratus clouds are generally uniform in
appearance. They are greyish or bluish in color and
appear fibrous. Other basic characteristics are these:

Altostratus clouds are dense enough to prevent
objects on the ground from casting shadows.
The sun appears as though seen through ground glass
when an AS cloud is present (foldout 2, printed in a
separate supplement to this volume, M1).
Halo phenomena never occur with AS clouds.
Precipitation is continuous.

Precipitation falling from an AS cloud frequently
obscures the cloud base. When this occurs, accessory
clouds such as cumulus fractus and stratus fractus may
form below the AS. Figure 1-4 illustrates this condition.
During the hours of darkness, AS clouds are even more
difficult to identify. At this time, you must watch for such
things as a lowering of the ceiling and an increase in the
intensity of precipiktion. If this happens, you may have
nimbostratus. Fold ,... 2 shows AS clouds in the
semitransparent state (M1) and in the opaque state (M2).

Altostratus clouds, as other middle clouds, are found
at a height range from 6,500 to 23,000 feet in the
temperate region. When they are at the higher levels of
this middle cloud range, they are often erroneously
identified as cirrostratus because of their lighter
appearance. However, if there are no shadows cast on the
ground, they are AS. Cirrostratus is never dense enough to
prevent the sun from casting shadows. When the AS
lowers, as during the approach of a warm front, it usually
becomes thicker and completely obscures the sun.

Cm- l (altostratus). Middle cloud type "I" is an AS
cloud, the greater part of which is semitransparent.
Usually, the sun or moon is dimly visible as though seen
through ground glass. This cloud type is usually found
within the higher portion of the middle cloud range. This
type of AS cloud usually forms from the gradual
thick,;ng and Pr; nn of a cirrostratus layer. In a later

L. .41116 J114tuk vi we sun. I nerelom, j1/4.
can use this rule as a guide in determining whether or not
you have AS clouds. Foldout 2, M 1, shows an example of
this cloud type. More rarely, this type of AS cloud forms
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from the extensive spreading out of the middle or upper
part of a CB cloud. When altostratus clouds continue to
thicken, they are classified as M2 clouds.

CM -2 (altostratus or himbostran 9. An AS cloud
classified as M2 is a darker grey or a darker, bluish grey
than altostratus clouds encoded as M 1. The greater part
of this AS cloud (M2) is sufficiently denseto hide the sun
or moon. A nimbostratus cloud, which is also encoded as
M2, is often caused by a further thickening of dense AS.

Nimbostratus (NS). The word "nimbus" is a Latin
word that means violent rain or black rain cloud.
Nimbostratus clouds live up to this definition. An NS
cloud produces continuous precipitation in the form of
rain, snow, or ice pellets.

Nimbostratus is a grey, often dark, cloud that appears
diffuse as observed from the ground. This is caused by the
continuous precipitation that falls from this cloud. It is
always thick enough to completely obscure the sun and is
almost exclusively found near frontal zones. It is common
to find stratus fractus clouds below NS. These clouds are
caused by the falling pree:;.:*Ation from the NS cloud and
tend to dissipate completely when the precipitation
becomes heavier.

Even though NS is classified as a middle cloud, its base
is most often found in the low cloud range. Examples of
this are evident as warm fronts approach the station. The
AS is soon classified as NS when the cloud increases in
density and heavier precipitation occurs. This cloud may
continue to lower to within several hundred feet of the
surface as the front approaches. Correctly identifying this
cloud can alert you to the pattern of weather you can
expect at the observation site.

Nimbostratus clouds are distinguished from opaque
AS clouds by their denser and darker appearance. The
base of an NS cloud has a more diffuse and wet
appearance than an AS cloud. However, both of these
cloud forms are classified as M2. Nimbostratus clouds
usually evolve from the thickening of AS clouds but may
also evolve from CB clouds.

Altocumulus (AC). An AC cloud is composed largely
of water droplets, but at very low temperatures it may
have some ice crystal development. Altocumulus clouds
often look very much like SC clouds. The primary
differences between these two cloud types are the size of
the elements and their height. One way to distinguish
between AC clouds and other cloud forms is to determine
the size of the cloud elements. Extending three fingers at
arm's length, the size of the elements should fall within
the area covered by your fingers. If they do not cover at
least one finger, they are probably cirrocumulus. This
guide is useful only when the cloud elements in question
are more than 30° above the horizon.

When an AC cloud does not have uniformly arranged
elements, you must considei oth r identifying features of
the clouds. Altocumulus clouds appear white, grey, or a
"nmhination ,..hite and grey. They are in any of the
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Roundeu masses and rolls (such as SC).
Banded.
Semitransparent.
Lenticular (unusual shaping by the wind).



Castellated (tufts, turrets, etc.)
Double layered.
Dark and thick.

Of all the basic cloud forms, AC has more varieties.
Altocumulus clouds evolve from the lifting of lower
clouds or, more rarely, from the thickening and lowering
of cirrocumulus. As large CU clouds (TCU or CB)
dissipate, the middle portion of the cloud frequently
becomes AC. In this case, your selection of the correct
type of cloud has a definite meteorological significance to
the forecaster. Foldout 2, M3 through M9, illustrates
some typical forms of AC clouds.

The virga phenomenon is common with AC. When it
occurs, the precipitation trails appear smaller than those
associated with low clouds.

A corona is often present with AC clouds when they
are semitransparent. This phenomenon is especially
useful to you in determining the type of cloud during
hours of darkness. A corona appears as a small ring of
light around the moon and appears to blend with the
moon's light, whereas a halo presents a large distinct
circle of light around the moon. Sometimes, a corona
displays the rainbow colors faintly. The corona is caused
by the diffraction of light through water particles. The
diameter of the corona depends on the size of the water
droplets in the cloud. Large water droplets produce a
small corona, and small water droplets produce a large
corona.

CM -3 (altocumulus). Middle cloud type "3" is an AC
cloud, the greater part of which is semitransparent. The
various elements of the cloud change slowly and are at the
same level. This description of M3 clouds does not imply
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that some of the elements cannot be opaque. Generally
this cloud type has some degree of opaqueness, but it is
predominantly semitransparent. The elements are
relatively small and undergo changes very slowly. This
cloud type does not progressively invade the sky. Foldout
2 shows an example ,f M3 from the horizon to overhead.

CM -4 (altocumul s). Middle cloud type "4" is an AC
cloud in patches, and the greater part of it is
semitransparent. The cloud elements occur at one or
more levels and continually change in appearance. Often
this cloud type (M4) appears shaped as an almond or a
fish. These unusual lenticular-shaped cloud forms are
mostly found near the mountainous regions but may
occur at any location. An additional discussion of this
lenticular cloud is presented in the section on
orographically related clouds.

Cm-5 (altocumulus). Middle cloud type "5," AC, is
arranged in semitransparent bands or in one or more
fairly continuous layers that progressively invade the sky,
as shown in foldout 2, M5. In either case, the main
characteristic of M5 clouds is that they generally thicken
as a whole. Once the forward edge of the cloud has
reached the part of the horizon opposite to that part
where the clouds first appeared, the cloud is no long
classified as M5. This is also the case when the forward
edge has ceased advancing.

CM -6 (altocumulus). Altocumulus clouds classified as
M6 must have formed from the spreading out of CU or CB
clouds. As large CU clouds or CB clouds dissipate, their
remains often consist of large, dark elements. They
usually continue to dissipate and thin out to form into
separate elements. The best guide to determine the

Figure 1.5. Altocumulus
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presence of M6 is to view the actual transformation of CU
to AC. Foldout 2 shows two examples of AC clouds
formed by the spreading out of CU clouds.

CM-7 (altoaimulus or altocumulus with altostratus).
Middle cloud type "7" consists of AC clouds in two or
more layers. They are usually opaque in places and do not
progressively invade the sky. Middle cloud type "7" also
consists of AC clouds together with AS or NS clouds.
This cloud type is actually a combination of other middle
cloud types. For example, if AS (M2) and AC (M3) are
present and together, encode the cloud type as "7."
Generally the AC elements of this cloud type are not
changing continually. Foldout 2 shows two examples of
AC clouds classified as M7.

Cm-8 (altocumulus). Middle cloud type "8" is an AC
cloud with sproutings in the form of small towers or
battlements. Figure 1-5 and foldout 2, M8 castellanus,
illustrate the sproutings. Another form of middle cloud 8
is similar to very small CU clouds or tufts in the middle
cloud range, and it often appears ragged. Foldout 2, M8
floccus, shows this situation. When this cloud has the
sproutings in the form of turrets, the cloud is called
altocumulus castellanus. A remark such as "ACCAS N-
NE" with your observation emphasizes this significant
cloud.

CM -9 (altocumulus). Middle cloud type "9" is an AC
cloud form of a chaotic sky and occurs at several levels. As
seen from the ground, this cloud type appears heavy and
stagnant. Meteorologically speaking, AC clouds of a
chaotic sky are found near low-pressure areas that
contain some storm activity. Foldout 2 showsan example

of a chaotic sky. Altocumulus clouds are frequently
forced to higher levels in the atmosphere. When this
occurs they are called cirriform clouds.

Exercise (201):

1. For the following cloud descriptions and
characteristics, identify the middle cloud subtypes.

(1) The greater part of this cloud type is
semitransparent and the sun or moon is dimly
visible as though seen through ground glass.

(2) This cloud type is formed from the spreading
out of cumulus or cumulonimbus clouds.

(3) This cloud type is sufficiently dense to hide the
sun or moon.

(4) This cloud type, the greater part of which is
semitransparent, does not r gressively invade
the sky.

(5) This cloud type consists of two or more layers,
opaque in places, and does not progressively
invade the sky.

(6) This cloud type is called a chaotic sky and
occurs at several levels.

(7) This cloud type forms in patches and
continually changes in appearance.

(8) This cloud type is arranged in bands or in one
or more fairly continuous layers that
progressively invade the sky.

(9) This cloud type forms sproutings in the form of
small towers or battlements.

444,4;rik- -
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202. Identify the CiftnifICSt1011 of given deed
descriptions and characteristics.

Cirrus (CI). Cirrus clouds generally form between
16,500 and 45,000 feet in the temperate zone. They
appear as very white clouds, usually in patches or
filaments. The form of CI cloud that is most readily
identified is the hook-shaped CI. This type of CI, figure
1-6, is in very fine strands which are shaped into the form
of a hook by the wind. Foldout 3 (printed in a separate
supplement to this volume), HI through H6, shows eight
different types of CI cloud formations.

Cirrus clouds of a denser variety, as shown on foldout
3, H3, frequently evolve from the dissipation of other
basic cloud forms such as CB. The cirriform remains of a
cloud may spread out to a great extent and completely
lose its former identity (anvil shape). Cirrus clouds also
form from middle cloud layers that are forced aloft.
Cirrus and cirrostratus clouds are often combined in one
layer as shown on foldout 3, H5 and 116. WIrn an
extensive cirrostratus layer approaches the station ;nom
the distant horizon, the leading edge is usually CI clouds.
As the layer continues to approach, the cloud layer
becomes more uniform and usually thickens. This
situation is quite common in advance of a warm front.

Halo phenomena, figure 1-7, can occur with Cl
clouds, but this is relatively rare. When a halo is present
with cirrus, it is usually only a partial halo because of the
characteristics of cirrus (strands, filaments, etc.). When
the halo is a complete circle, you should suspect the
presence of cirrostratus.

CH-1 (drain). High cloud "1" Is a a cloud in the form
of fikenents, strands, or hooks that do not progressively
invade the sky. This cloud type is often present with other
CI clouds. In this case, you classify the cloud type as HI
only when the total amount of hooks, filaments, or
strands is greater than the combined total of the other CI
clouds present. Whatever the situation, remember that
HI does not progressively Invade the sky.

CH-2 (cirrus). High cloud "2" is a dense cirrus cloud
that is in patches or entangled sheaves which usually do not
Increase in size and which sometimes seem to be the
remains of the upper pan of a cumulonimbus. An H2
cloud can also be CI with sproutings in the form of small
nsrets or battlements or CI having the appearance of
cumuliform tufts. This dense CI cloud does not originate
from CB clouds, although the patches are sometimes
rather opaque and have borders of entangled filaments.
This can give the erroneous impression that the cloud
patches are the remains of cumuliform clouds. When an
112 cloud is present with other CI clouds, the H2
characteristics must predominate for the clouds to be
encoded as such. H2 and H3 clouds are often mistaken
for each other. When it is certain that the cloud evolved
from a CB cloud, the cloud is classified as H3.

CH-3 (drain). WO elm). type "3" is a dense cloud that
is often in the form of an anvil, which is the remains of the
upper parts of a CB cloud. The best guide to classify this
cloud type is to observe the upper part of a CB cloud as it
transfor. A into dense CI. However, if you have sufficient
evidence that the dense CI cloud evolved from
cumulifoim.clouds, you mityAiisify dense CI clouds as
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H3 ever though you do not actually see the
transformation. This evidence may come from pilot
sightings of CB clouds near your area or the unmistakable
features associated with the dissipation of cumulifor
clouds (M6 for example).

CH-4 (cirrus). High cloud type "4" is a CI cloud in the
form of hooks and/or filaments that progressively invades
the sky and becomes more dense. This cloud type is very
similar to HI except that an 7.14 cloud progressively
invades the sky and becomes more dense. These clouds
appear to fuse together near the horizon where they first
appear, but no cirrostratus clouds are present. When
cirrostratus conditions are present, you should examine
the clouds closely to determine whether or not to classify
the type as H5.

Cirrostratus (CS). A CS cloud is a whitish veil very
similar in appearance to CI clouds. The primary
difference is the great horizontal extent of CS and its
more veil-like appearance. Cirrostratus clouds usually
produce a halo when the cloud composition is thin
enough. Cirrostratus often appears as AS on the distant
horizon. In this case, you should consider the speed of
movement of the cloud (a CS cloud appears to move more
slowly) and the slower changes in form and appearanc
that are characteristic of CS. Cirrostratus clouds on the
horizon are sometimes confused with haze. You can
distinguish the haze by its dirty yellow-to-brown color.

A CS cloud is never thick enough to prevent objects on
the ground from casting shadows when the sun is higher
than 30° above the horizon. Observing the effect that the
sun has on CS can be one of your greatest aids in
determining the type of CS cloud present. For example, a
CS layer may be so thin that only the presence of a halo
reveals its presence, as shown in foldout 3, H7.

CH-5 (cirrus and cirrostratus or cirrostratus alone). High
cloud type "5" is CI and CS clouds or CS clouds only.
(The CI clouds are often in bands converging towards
one point or two opposite points of the horizon.) In either
case, they progressively invade the sky and generally grow
more dense, but the continuous veil does not reach 45°
above the horizon. Usually, the leading edge of this cloud
type is in the form of CI filaments or hooks and,
occasionally, resembles the skeleton of a fish. When this
cloud type progresses to 45° above the horizon, it is
classified as H6.

CH-6 (cirrus and cirrostratus or cirrostratus alone). High
cloud type "6" has the same appearance and features of
H5 but extends to more than 45° above the horizon,
without the sky being actually covered. Similar to H5, it
progressively invades the sky and grows more dense.
When the cloud layer covers the entire sky, it is classified
as H7.

CH-7 (cirrostratus). High cloud type "7" is a veil of CS
clouds covering the celestial dome. This cloud is uniform
in structure, showing few distinct details. On occasion,
the continuous veil of H7 is so thin (transparent) that the
only indication of its presence is a halo phenomenon.
When lower clouds obscure parts of an overcast CS layer,
you may still classify it as H7 if you have evidence that the
layer covers the sky. If the CS layer does not cover the
sky, classify the cloud type as H8.

CH-8 (cirrostratus). High cloud type "8" is CS which is
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not is not longer progressively invading the sky and
wh,.. does not completely cover the celestial dome.
When H8 is present with other cirriform cloud types, it
must be predominant to be classified as H8. Though the
definition of this cloud type specifically states that the CS
clouds are not progressively invading the sky, this refers
to the continuous veil form of the CS formation. When
CS is in patches (not CI) H5, H6, and H7 are not
appropriate classifications. Classify patches of
cirrostratus as H8 regardless of whether they are increasing,
even though CI and cirrocumulus clouds may also be
present but not predominant.

Cirrocumulus (CC). Cirrocumulus clouds (H9) are
very much like the regularly arranged elements of high
AC clouds. The basic difference, however, is their size
and composition. To be CC clouds, the element must
have an apparent width of less than 1°. You can measure
this by extending your little finger at arm's length. If the
element you are evaluating is no larger than your finger,
the cloud type is probably CC. Again, this guide is only
reliable when the cloud element is higher than 30° above
the hori'.on.

Cirrocumulus clouds consist primarily of ice crystals,
but they can also consist of minute supercooled water
droplets that are usually replaced rapidly by ice crystals.
Cirrocumulus clouds are observed with a slight corona
phenomenon which adds to the beauty of the cloud.
When this cloud is present, the sky is often referred to as a
mackerel sky because of the cloud layer's resemblance to
the scales of a fish. Some observing terms used to identify
this cloud are pebbles on a beach, honeycomb, and netlike.

Some forms of CC clouds are similar to altocumulus
castellanus clouds. They appear as small tufts or turrets;
however, they must be less than 1° in width to be
classified as CC. Foldout 3, H9, shows an example of CC
development with other cirriform clouds. Some of the
elements appear so small that they are difficult to discern
with the naked eye.

High cloud "9" is CC clouds by themselves or
accompanied by CI and/or CS clouds, but the CC clouds
must be predominant. Be sure that you remember that the
elements of CC must have an apparent width of less than
1°

Exercise (202):

1. Supply the appropriate high cloud classification for
the descriptions and characteristics given below.

(1) This cloud type is often referred to as a
mackerel sky.

(2) This cloud type is a dense cloud that is often in
the shape of an anvil.

(3) This cloud type is uniform in structure, covers
the celestial dome, and a halo may be the only
indication of its presence.

(4) This cloud type is in the form of filaments,
strands, or hooks that do not progressively
invade the sky.

(5) This cloud type progressively invades the sky
and generally grows more dense, but the
continuous veil does not react, 45°.

(6) This cloud type can have sproutings in the form
of small turrets or battlements.



_ (7) This cloud type is in the form of hooks and/or
filaments that progressively invade the sky and
become more dense.

(8) This cloud type progressively invades the sky
and generally grows more dense. The
continuous veil extends to more than 45°.

(9) This cloud type is not (or no longer)
progressively invading the sky and does not
completely cover the celestial dome.

1-2. Orographic Cloud Forms
Certain types of clouds are formed as a result of air

moving over rough terrain. These clouds indicate the
presence of a mountain wave condition in the
atmosphere; therefore, they are significant in flight
operations. A mountain wave condition consists of
turbulent air and strong updrafts and downdrafts. Flight
operations in these conditions pose a serious threat to
flight safety. As a weather specialist, it is important that

'V you recognize and report these unusual clouds.
The most common orographic clouds belong to the

same class as AC, SC, and CU clouds. Listed below are
the orographically produced clouds that are related to a
mountain wave:

Lenticular - AC.
Rotor (roll) - CU.
Foehnwall (cap, collar) - SC.

203. Given descriptions and characteristics of
orographic clouds, supply the name and subtype
number for each.

Lenticular. The lenticular cloud is an AC cloud (M4)
which is almond or fish shaped. The cloud is observed in
patches at one or more levels, and the elements are
continually changing in appearance but generally remain
stationary in spite of the high wind speed. They
constantly form on their windward side and dissipate on
their downwind side. Since the cloud patches are of
limited horizontal extent and their elements are
continually changing, these clouds are usually
semitransparent rather than opaque. The patches, as a
whole, may have the form of large lenses and are not
progressively invading the sky. Foldout 2, M4, shows an
example of standing (stationary) lenticular clouds.

Rotor. Rotor clouds are cumuliform in appearance
and are found on the leeward side of the mountain range.
Rotor clouds, similar to lenticular clouds, are stationary
and are constantly forming on their windward side and
dissipating on the leeward side. Because of their vertical
development and cumuliform appearance, they are
usually encoded as low cloud type "2."

In addition to classifying the lenticular and rotor
clouds for cloud code group encoding, you must append
remarks concerning these clouds to your weather
observation, such as the following:

rLbL OVHD AND W
FEW ACSL FRMG W-NW
APRNT ROTOR CLDS.NR MTNS

The first remark indicates that you observed altocumulus
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(AC) standing lenticular (SL) overhead (OVHD) and to
the west (W) of your station. In the second and third
remarks, "FRMG" is the contraction for forming and
"APRNT" is the contraction for apparent.

Foehnwall. The foehnwall cloud is SC in appearance
and is usually classified as low cloud type "5." This cloud
hugs the top of the mountain and sometimes flows down
the leeward side of the mountain, producing the
appearance of a waterfall.

Exercise (203):
1. Supply the name and subtype number for each of the

following orographic clouds.
(1) This orographic cloud type is observed in

patches at one or more levels, and the elements
are continually changing in appearance but
generally remain stationary in spite of high
wind speeds.

(2) This orographic cloud type hugs the top of a
mountain and gives the appearance of a
waterfall.

(3) This orographic cloud typ is found on the
leeward side of a mountain range and has
vertical development.

1-3. Cloud Code Group
As you know from your previous training, cloud

recognition and identification is only part of your job.
You must know how to encode the cloud types so that
your observation can be transmitted and used by other
weather specialists to plot on a weather chart. Your cloud
code group, correctly encoded, prcnides the weather
technician with a picture of the meteorological processes
that are occurring at your station.

204. For given cloud types, encode the correct cloud
cork group.

Encoding 1 CL CM CH Group (Column 13). Each 3-
and 6-hourly observation must have a cloud code group
appended to it. Of course when the sky is clegr or
completely hidden by surface-obscuring phenomena, a
cloud code group is not appended. The 1 CL CM CH
group is entered in column 13 of AWS Form 10. (The
sequence of entry for observations is discussed in a later
section of this text.) Presently, the concern is how to
encode the cloud types correctly. To see AWS Form 10,
refer to foldout 4 (printed in a separate supplement to this
volume).

Whenever there is only one cloud type present for each
cloud division of the atmosphere (CL, CM, and CH), you
merely enter the correct type for each division. If no
clouds are present in a division, enter a zero for that
division. Whenever you have more than one cloud tvn in
a division 'ie type that is the most sit, ,
Table 1-1 shows the order of priority for encoding clouds
in the 1 CL CM CH group.

Suppose you determine that the following cloud types
are present during a state-of-the-sky evaluation:



TABLE 1-1
ORDER OF PRIORITY FOR ENCODING ICI 04CH GROUP

Order of
Priority

Low Cloud
CL

Middle Cloud
CM

High Cloud
CH

1st

2nd

3rd

9 CB (anvil)

3 CB

4 SC (from CU)

9 AC(chaotic)

8 AC(turrets)

7 AC(with AS
or NS)

9 CC (predominant)

7 CS (covers sky)

8 CS(not covering
or invading)

4th 8 SC & CU 6 AC(from CU) 6 CS(invading, over
45°)

5th 2 CU(large) 5 AC (invading ) 5 CS(invadin5, less
than 45 )

6th 1 CU 4 AC(changing) 4 Cl (invading)

7th 5 SC(not from 7 AC(two levels) 3 Cl (from awn.)
CU)

8th 6 ST 7 AC(opaque) 2 Cl(dense patches
predominant)

9th 7 STFRA,
CUFRA

3 AC(semi-
transparent)

1 C 1 (filaments
predominant)

10th

1 1 th

2 NS or AS

1 AS (semi-transparent)

CL-2 (towering cumulus).
CL-5 (stratocumulus at a different level).
CM-3 (altocumulus)
CH-I (cirrus)
CH-8 (cirrostratus)

How is this cloud observation encoded for the cloud
group entry in column 13 of AWS Form 10?

Table 1-1 shows that L2 takes priority over L5 when
low cloud types are encoded. But it is not as simple as
this. Generally, you enter the code of the cloud type that
has priority; however, when L2 and L5 are both present
(at different levels), the loo cloud type is classified as L8.
This example for encoding low cloud types illustrates the
importance of knowing the definitions of the 27
international cloud types. An inexperienced observer
might select L2 for encoding. Only one middle cloud
(M3) is present in this example; therefore, the cloud
group code is 183 to this point. The cirriform cloud types
are classified as HI and H8; therefore, you need to
determine from table 1-1 which cloud must be encoded.

. 5`..
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In this case, high cloud 8 takes priority over HI. The
correct entry in column 13 of AWS Form 10 for this
particular state of sky is 1838. You may make the air
traffic controllers aware of the presence of the towering
cumulus by the remark TCU in column 13 and the
direction from the station.

When you cannot e...-termine the middle or high clouds
because of lower niouds and/or obscuring phenomena, a
slant is entered for CM CH, or both, as appropriate. if
there is less than 10/10 but more than 9/10 sky cover
(breaks) and po higher clouds are visible, classify this
condition as 9/10 sky cover and enter a broken symbol in
column 3. When there is less than 10/10 but more than
9/10 sky covz.r (breaks) and higher clouds are visible,
assign a height and sky cover symbol for the higher cloud.
For trace of sky cover (less than 1/10) as the first layer,
assign a height and classify as 1/10 sky cover. Enter this
condition as a layer in column 3 and a 1 in column 21 if
it is the only layer.

230



Examples

Column 3
25 SCT M30 BKN 100 BKN 220 OVC
M20 BKN
15 SCT E200 OVC
E80 BKN
MI5 OVC

Column 13
TCU W/1838
1500
1.501

1070
15//

Column 21
10

9
I0
8

10

Exercises (204):

For the following cloud types, erode the correct cloud
code group.

1. CL -4, CL -5, Cm-6, CH-I, CH-8.

2. CM -7 (not overcast).

3. co, CL-2, CM -3 (not overcast).

4. Overcast (10/10) CL-5.

5. Less than 10/10 SC but more then 9/10 (breaks) with
no higher clouds visible.

6. Less than 10/10 SC but more than 9/10 (breaks) with
CI visible through breaks.

1-4. Sky Condition
Determining the sky condition is largely subjective and

requires, above all, practical experience. There is one
important reason for a careful evaluation of the sky:
almost all changes in surface weather are preceded or
accompanied by clouds. For example, frontal passages
give advance warning of their presence by a series of
charges in clouds and sky condition. The weather
technician interprets the significance of these changes
from your observation. Your training in making surface
observations prepares you to recognize and record the
details of the changing sky.

Sky condition is observed and evaluated in layers.
During your observation, you consider amount,
transparency, and height for each layer. Looking at a series
of observations, you can see sky cover transitions by the
changes in the observed layer. A change in the amount of
a layer from 0.8 to 0.6 may appear unimportant from one
observation to the next. However, when this minor
change is regarded within a trend and in relation to all the
other sky data, an approaching weather situation may be
foretold. In observing the sky condition, first you
consider the layers of sky cover.
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205. Given cloud diagrams, identify the cloud layers
and heights.

Layers. A layer is defined as "clouds or obscuring
phenomena which have bases at the same approximate
level." A layer may appear as continuous cover, such as
stratus, or it may appear as detached elements, such as
fair-weather cumulus. Also, both continuous and
detached elements may combine to form a layer. The
essential requirement is that their bases be at the same
approximate level. The upper portions of a
cumulonimbus cloud are often spread horizontally by
wind and form (Pulse cirrus or altiform clouds- These
horizontal extensions of the cumulonimbus clouds are
regarded as separate layers only if their bases appear
horizontal and at a different level from the parent cloud.
Otherwise, the entire cloud system should be regarded as
a single layer at a height corresponding to that of the base
of the cumulonimbus. A layer can be a combination of
cloud types or obscuring phenomena at the same level.
Obscuring phenomena, such as haze, are often present in
the atmosphere but are not considered as a layer unless
they have an apparent base. Having divided the state of
the sky into layers of clouds, obscuring phenomena, or
both, mxt determine the amount of each layer.

Amount. Though you observe the amount of sky
covered by each layer in terms of tenths of sky,
contractions are used to describe the sky cover. Table 1-2
gives the sky cover contractions and their meaning. These
sky cover contractions are entered in column 3 of AWS
Form 10 for each layer of clouds or obscuring
phenomenasurface based or not. Each contraction
represents the portion of the sky that is covered at that
layer and below. Figure 1-8 illustrates this "at and below"
concept of assigning sky cover contractions. The
difference between layer and sky cover also is shown.

In figure 1-8, the first layer (2/10 stratus) is entered in
column 3 of AWS Form 10 as scattered (SCI'). This 2/10
amount also represents the total sky cover at this level.
The next layer tells a different story. Though the
altostratus covers 4/10 sky asa layer, the total sky cover up
to this point is 6/10 because of the combined amounts of
the first two layers. Thus, the contraction for the
altostratus layer is broken (BKN) because of the concept
described as "at and below" sky cover. The highest layer

4/10 ALTOSTRATUS

7/10 CIRROSTRATUS

X

2/10 STRATUS

13.113

Figure 1.8. Layer and sky cover.
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Summation Amount
of Sky Cover _Sbol. Contraction

1/10 to less than
10/10 surfaced-based
obscuring phenomena. -X -X

No height assigned to this condition.
Vertical visibility is not completely
restricted.

10/10 surfaced-based
obscuring phenomena. X X Always preceded by a vertical visi-

bility (height) value. Height value
preceding this symbol is normally pre-
fixed with the ceiling designator W.

Clear CLR This symbol (contracIdon) is not used
in combination with any other.

Less than 1/10 thru
5/10, half or more
thin.

Less than 1/10 thru
5/10, more than
half opaque.

6/10 thru less than
10/10, half or more
thin.

ll

-SCT

SCT

-BKN

Height values preceding these symbols
(contractions) are never designated as
ceiling layers.

6/10 thru less than
10/10, more than
half opaque. BKN

Height valuo preceding this symbol (con-
traction) is prefixed with a ceiling
designator (M or E), provided a lower
ceiling layer is not present.

10/10, half or more
thin. -OVC Height value preceding this symbol

(contraction) is never designated as
a ceiling layer.

10/10, more than
half opaque. OVC

Height value preceding this symbol

(contraction) is prefixed with a
ceiling designator (M or E), provided
a lower broken ceiling layer is not
present. This symbol (contraction)
is used in combination with lower
overcast layers only when such layers
are classified as thin.
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4/10 ALTOSTRATUS

Figure 1-9 Surface-based sky cover.

3/10 cirrostratus) is also assigned a broken contraction
because the combined total equals 9/10 sky cover.

You can understand how meaningless it would be to
enter three separate scattered contractions in column 3 to
report these individual layers. To a pilot flying above the
highest layer and looking for ground navigational aids,
your report of "scattered" sky cover would hide 9/10 of
the ground from his view. By reporting a broken sky
cover, you have more accurately described the sky
condition, to the pilot.

Symbols for reporting surface-based obscuring
phenomena are also provided. Table 1-2 shows that a X
symbol describes a partly obscured condition. Figure 1-9
shows another typical sky condition. What sky cover
symbols/contractions are entered in column 3 of AWS
Form 10 for this example? If you selected X for the first
layer, BKN for the next layer (cumulus fractus), and OVC

for the highest layer, you are correct. Figure 1-9
illustrates two principles. First, the 6/10 fog, even though
surface based, hides sky just as if it were a cloud aloft.
Second, the trace of cumulus fractus must be treated as a
layer. Even though this layer covers less than 0.1 sky, it is
a layer by definition and also meets the criteria for
broken sky cover. This is true because the total at and
below that level (including the 6/10 fog) hides enough sky
to require the broken contraction.

When sky cover layers are advancing or receding on
the horizon, you use the left-hand column of table 1-3 as
a guide to determine the number of tenths of the sky that
is covered by a layer. When a layer of sky cover surrounds
the station, use the right-hand column of table 1 -3 as a
guide to determine the number of tenths of sky coverage.
Table 1-3 takes much of the guess-work out of estimating
sky coverage at difficult angles of observation.

During your observation of sky cover, be alert for
layers that occur directly beneath another layer. In this
case, you cannot add the amounts of both layers to arrive
at total sky cover because they hide the same section of
the sky; for example, when 0.3 of cumulus is below 0.5 o;
altocumulus. Together these two layers hide 0.5 of the sky
and, therefore, are both scattered layers. The few samples
discussed here help to illustrate the layer versus sky cover
principle and entries for sky cover amounts. Another
feature that you must consider when observing sky
condition is the transparency of the layer.

Transparency. This fancy term means "capable of
being seen through." A window is transparent. Opaque is
the opposite of transparent. Occasionally, when we talk
about certain clouds, such as altocumulus, we use the
term semitransparent. That is a proper and accurate
descriptionfor clouds. For sky cover it is not proper.

TABLE 1-3
SKY COVER EVALUATIONS

Angle of Advancing
or Receding Layer Edge

Tenths of
Sky Cover

Angular Elevation of
Layer Surrounding Station

0° to 25°
26° to 45°

46° to 59°
60° to 72°

73° to 84°
85° to 95°

96° to 107°
108° to 119°

120° to 134°
135° to 154°
155° to 180°

0

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8
9

10

0° to 2°
3° to 8°

9° to 14°
15° to 20°

21° to 26°
27° to 33°

34° to 40°
41° to 48°

49° to 58°
59° to 71°
72° to 90o
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10/10 CIRROSTRATUS TRANSPARENT

..--, I2 C2
c--- 2/10 CUMULUS

4/10 ALTOCUMULUS
(3/10 TRANSPARENT)

25-127

Figure 1-10. Thin sky cover.

These semitransparent layers, though they permit the
passage of light, do not permit a clear picture of higher
layers. Therefore, for practical purposes, consider them
opaque when you are deciding between transparency and
opaqueness for encoding.

To accurately encode transparent sky cover, you must
again recognize the difference between a layer and sky
cover. That is, the "at and below" concept importantly
affects your decision. Transparent layers are classified as
thin. The lowest layer can be classified as thin only when
the transparency equals one-half or more of the total layer
amount. For example, a layer of stratus that covers 0.6 of
the sky but is 0.3 transparent is classified as thin. The
column 3 entry (AWS Form 10) would be BKN. The
minus () sign indicates that the layer is thin enough to
reveal higher clouds or sky above.

When you observe multiple layers, use the "at and
below" concept to obtain "total" opaque and
transparency amounts. Figure 1-10 shows an example of
opaque and transparent layers coexisting in the sky. To
solve this problem, start with the lower layer and work up.
Let's arrange the amounts for each layer in order and add
the transparency totals for each layer. You can count
three layers in figure 1-10; thus you need three sky cover
contractions. As you add each layer to the total sky cover,
the first layer is SCT, second BKN, and third OVC.
Decide now, at which layers the sky cover is thin. Below,

you can see the information for each layer arranged in
table form:

Total Total Total Sky Cover
Layer Amount Opaque +Transparent =Sky Cover Contraction

1st
2d
3d

0.2 0.2 0.2 SCT
0.4 0.3 0.3 0.6 BKN
1.0 0.3 0.7 1.0 OVC

It is easy to see that the total transparent sky cover becomes
one-half of the total sky cover at the second layer. It, is
reported as thin broken (BKN). The sky cover remains
thin at the third layer. This is so because the transparent
sky cover is well over one-half of the total cover.

It is possible to report more than one overcast
contraction in column 3. The only rule to observe in this
case is that only the highest layer may be classified
opaque. The lower overcasts must be thin. As a final step
in reporting sky cover, you ascribe a height to each
reported layer.

Height. Heights of layers must be reported according
to established reportable values. Table 1-4 shows the
reportable values that can be entered in column 3. For
example, during the evaluation of sky cover, suppose you
detect four opaque layers:

0.2 surface-based fog.
0.3 stratocumulus at 4,780 feet.
0.0 altocumulus at 9,300 feet.
1.0 altostratus at 16,500 feet.

If you use table 1-4 correctly, the height entries in column
3 for each layer should be: X 48 SCT 95 SCT 160
BKN. This example does not indicate a ceiling designator
which we will discuss separately. Notice that the last layer
(a:tostratus) is exactly halfway between two reportable
values. In this case, select the lower height.

In the above example, each height represents the base
of the layer above the surface. There is one situation when

TABU 1-4
SKY COV1R HI 1611i VALUES

Feet
Reportable Values

(Coded in Hundreds of Feet)1

5000 or less To nearest 100 feet

5001 to 10,000 To nearest 500 feet

Above 10, 000 To nearest 1,000 feet

1 Code heights that are hallway between reportable values as
the lower of th, two heights.
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heightrepresents the vertical visibility into the layer. This
applies only to a surface-based layer completely
obscuring the sky (X). Since this layer is ceiling, the
discussion of how to obtain its height is discussed later.

For all sky coverage, whether scattered, broken, or
overcastceiling or nonceilingthin or opaqueclouds
or obscuring phenomena, you must use the height that is
obtained from the most reliable method. Several methods
are available for obtaining heights. You must take into
consideration not only the reliability of the height data
but also the distance from the observation point, the
height of the layer, and the time of observation. Do not
enter in column 3 (AWC Form 10) the method by which
you obtained the height measurement, unless you have a
broken or overcast layer that is classified as a ceiling.
However, the same rules for obtaining heights apply for
all layers, regardless of amount. When finally you have
the amounts, transparency, and heights of the layers your
last decision involves the sky cover ceiling.

Exercises (205):

1. Determine cloud layers and reportable heights from
figure 1-11.

1.

4/10 ALTOSTRATUS

12.300'

3/10 CIRROSTRATUS

23.0001
2/10 STRATUS

900'

2S-1M

Figure 1-11. Cloud illustration (objective 205, exercise I).

2. Determine cloud layers and reportable heights from
figure 1-12.

10/10 CIRROSTRATUS TRANSPARENT

23.3001

4/10 ALTOCUMULUS

3/10 TRANSPARENT

6:72/10 CUMULUS 16,41131

1,2501

73-tEPE

figure 1.12. Cloud illustration (objective 205, exercise 2).

3. Determine cloud layers ana reportable heights from
figure 1-13.

3.

4/10 ALTOSTRATUS
14.6704

6/10 POO

IS-07
Figure 1-13. Cloud illusrltion (objective 205, exercise 3).
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1-5. Ceilings

In many cases, ceiling layers are the controlling factor
for aircraft departures, landings, or the diversion of
aircraft to another airfield. Low ceilings demand the most
accurate measurements possible. Sometimes a difference
of 100 feet in the ceiling layer determines whether or not
an aircraft can safely land or whether the pilot must seek
an alternate field. Therefore, two important
responsibilities in observing sky conditions are that you
correctly judge the presence of 0.6 sky cover or more and
that you assign an accurate height to the ceiling layer.

In column 3 of AWS Form 10, ceiling heights are
provided with a ceiling designator. These letter
designators (listed below) indicate the method by which
you obtain the ceiling height.

Designator
M
E
w

Meaning
%muted ceiling
Estimated ceiling
Indefinite ceiling

Normally, the cloud height set (AN/GMQ-13),
commonly called the rotating beam ceilometer (RBC), is
used for determining layer or ceiling heights. But the
cloud height set has limitations. Let's investigate the
methods of obtaining heights to see how and when each
one should be used.

206. State the methods of obtaining a measured ceiling
and the procedures for obtaining cloud heights from the
rotating beam ceilometer.

Measured Ceiling Heights. A ceiling is the height
ascribed to the lowest opaque broken or overcast layer
aloft, or the vertical visibility in a surface-based layer of
obscuring phenomena. Ceiling heights are prefixed with
an "M" designator whenever they are obtained by a
rotating beam ceilometer (AN/1GMQ-13), ceiling lights,
or known heights of unobscured portions of abrupt,
isolated objects (buildings, towers, etc.) within Ph
nautical miles of a runway. Values obtained from either
the RBC or ceiling light must be less than 10 times the
baseline to be classified as a measured ceiling.

When you use the RBC for obtaining ceiling heights,
the following procedures should be followed:

a. During outages of the RBC, if an RBC is available
for an alternate runway, it may be used provided, that in
your judgment, the measurements are considered to be
representative of conditions an aircraft will encounter
during landing approach.

b. When reactions from the RBC scope for a single
broken or overcast layer are present, consider the spot of
maximum deflection on the scope as an instantaneous
height value. Determine a mean height value by averaging
as many angular readings as possible during the period of
evaluation.

c. For scattered clouds, use as many scope reactions as
are available during the period of evaluation to obtain an
average height.

d. When multiple layers are present, supplement scope
height indications with visual observations. Average only
those reactions which are considered applicable for the
layer whose height is being determined.
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Exercises (206):

1. Define a "ceiling."

2. What are the three methods for obtaining a measured
ceiling?

3. What procedure should be used to obtain cloud
heights when multiple layers of clouds are present?

4. What procedure should be used to obtain cloud
heights when scattered clouds are present?

207. Identify procedures for determining estimated (E)
and indefinite (W) ceiling heights.

Estimated Ceiling Heights (E). There will be times
when you cannot obtain a measured ceiling from your
RBC or ceiling light. For example, heights obtained from
these measuring sets that are equal to or greater than 10
times their baseline must be classified as estimated (E).
The following procedures are used to classify a ceiling as
estimated.

Aircraft. Ceiling heights reported by a pilot (converted
from height above mean sea level (MSL) to height above
surface) can be classified as estimated when, in the
judgment of the observer, the ceiling heights are
representative of conditions over the airfield.

Balloon. If you canna determine a ceiling height with
a ceiling light, RBC, radar, or pilot report, it should be
determined by balloons whenever necessary For example,
if the ceiling is at or below the minimum height for VFR
operations or the ceiling height is 2,000 feet or less and
the presence of a stratus-type cloud layer makes
estimation difficult, a balloon may be used to estimate the
ceiling.

A balloon ceiling is based on the known ascension rate
of a pilot or ceiling balloon. Ascension rates are fixed by
the amount of lift given to the balloons. Proper balloon
inflation (neither over nor under inflation) controls the
lift. When using a balloon, to determine ceiling heights,
use the following procedures:

a. Choose the appropriate color of balloon; red for
thin clouds and blue or black balloons under all other
conditions.

b. Watch the balloons continuously, determining with
a stopwatch (or any watch having a second hand) the
length of time that elapses between the release of the
balloon and its entry into the base of the cloud layer. The
point of entry will be considered as midway between the
time the balloon first begins to fade and the time of
complete disappearance. .

c. Then determine the height above the surfacerfiom
prepared tables in the FMH-1.

kt ic ),.
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The accuracy of the height obtained by a balloon will
be decreased when the balloon does not enter a
representative portion of the cloud base, is used at night
with a light attached, or is used during the occurrence of
hail, ice pellets, any intensity of freezing rain, or
moderate to heavy rain or snow.

Convective cloud height diagram. This method is not
suitable for stations in mountainous or hilly terrain. It
should be used only when the clouds present are formed
by active surface convection in the vicinity of your station.
The diagram (fig. 1-14) is usually most accurate when
estimating the height of cloud bases at 5,000 feet or less.
Recent dewpoint and free air temperature readings must
be available.

To use the diagram in figure 1-14, locate the dewpoint
temperature at the base of the diagram (vertical solid
lines) and the dry-bulb temperature (sloping solid lines),
and follow these lines to the point where they intersect.
Follow this intersection point horizontally to the right
side of the diagram, and read the estimated cloud height.
This value represents the base of the convective clouds at
your station. For example, assume that you have a
dewpoint temperature of 58° F. and a free air
temperature 75° F. The estimated cloud height is 4,000
feet. One important fact to remember when you use this
method is that as changes in the dewpoint and
temperature occur, you should recompute the height.

Natural landmarks or objects. Known heights of
uncbscured portions of natural landmarks or objects
more than 1' /2 nautical miles from any runway of an
airfield can be used to estimate a ceiling height. Most
weather stations have visibility charts that provide you
with the heights of any hills, mountains, TV towers, etc.,
that are within the area of your base. If, for example, there
is a hill 3 miles from your base with a known height of
600 feet and the cloud base that you are trying to evaluate
is touching the top of the hill, you can estimate the height
of the ceiling as 600 feet.

Observational experience. You can estimate a cloud
height by observational experience provided the sky is not
completely hidden by surface-based obscuring
phenomena and other guides are lacking or, in your
judgment, are considered unreliable. You can also
consider the persistence of heights previously classified as
measured. Your estimations should be checked, whenever
possible, against a reliable method of measurement. This
comparison tells you whether you usually estimate high or
low under different sky cover conditions.

RBC or ceiling light. You can estimate ceiling heights
from an RBC or ceiling light when their values equal or
exceed 10 times the baseline used. For example, if the
baseline of the RBC is 400 feet, an angular reading of 84°
would equal 3,800 feet. Therefore, any angular reading
over 84° can only be used as an estimated height.

Weather-surveillance radar ceiling heights. The range
height indicator (RHI) scope of the AN/FPS-77 can be
used to estimate cloud heights. However, such height
indications seldom compare well with indications from
cloud height measuring equipment for heights below
10,000 to 12,000 feet. RHI scope displays are also not
rliable for detecting the heights of cirriform clouds.
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Ordinarily, RHI scope indications only aid in evaluating
the heights of middle clouds.

Cloud elements. The apparent size of cloud elements,
rolls, or features visible in the cloud layer can be used to
estimate cloud heights. Large rolls usually indicate that
the cloud layer is relatively low while small rolls or
elements usually indicate that the layer is relatively high.
The three-finger method of distinguishing stratocumulus
from altocumulus is an example of using cloud element
size to determine cloud height.

Night lights. You can estiamte cloud height by using the
reflection of city lights or other lights at night. During
darkness, the reflection of lights may serve not only to
indicate the presence of a layer, but may also be useful as
a guide in estimating its height. For example, through
experience and reliable measurements, a station has noted
that cloud layers over a city to the west are noticeably
illuminated when the base of the layer is 5,000 feet or
lower. However, it has also noticed that a layer must be at
1,000 feet or lower for any appreciable illumination from
a small town to the northeast of tb station.

Indefinite Ceiling Heights (W). Ceiling values are
classified as "indefinite" when the vertical visibility in a
surface-based obscuring phenomena is:

a. The distance that you can see, from the ground,
vertically into an obscuring phenomena which
completely conceals the sky.

b. Based on the visible portions of nearby objects
(buildings, control towers, etc.) on the airfield complex.

c. Based on a height equivalent to a ceilometer upper
limit reaction. Consider the point at which deflection on
the scope of the RBC becomes a zero deflection as an
evaluation of the vertices visibility. Use the average value
obtained from at least four consecutive sweeps as a
representative (W) ceiling height.

d. Based on the top of a ceiling light beam, or the
height at which a balloon completely disappears.

e. Based on the maximum vertical height from which a
pilot can see the ground. The report must occur with 11/2
nautical miles of the runway and with 15 minutes of the
actual time of an observation. Pilot reported values need
not be used if, in your judgment, they are not
representative of conditions over the airfield.

Exercise (207):

I. From the list of statements below, concerning
estimated and indefinite ceiling heights, identify and
correct those that are false.
a. A ceiling height reported by a pilot is coded as

estimated in column 3, AWS Form 10, in height
above MSL.

b. The appropriate color of balloon to use for
estimating a thin cloud layer is black.
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c. The convective cloud height diagram is suitable
for use in mountainous or hilly terrain.

d. Small cloud elements usually indicate that the
cioud height is relatively high.

e. When using the convective cloud height diagram,
you should recompute the cloud layer heights as
changes in the dewpoint and temperature occur.

f. When an indefinite (W) ceiling height is based on
the upper limit of a ceilometer reaction, you use at
least six consecutive sweeps as a representative
ceiling height.

g. Known heights of unobscured portions of natural
landmarks or objects more than 11/2 nautical miles
from any runway of an airfield can be used to
estimate ceiling height.

h. Estimated ceiling heights from an RBC or ceiling
light can be used only when their values are less
than 10 times the baseline used.

i. Height indications from the RHI scope of the
FPS-77 can be used for estimating heights of
cloud layers below 10,000 feet.

j. An indefinite (W) ceiling is the distance you can
see, from the ground, horizontally into an
obscuring phenomena that completely hides the
sky.

k. RHI scope indications, from the FPS.77 radar,
are most useful to you in evaluating the heights of
middle clouds.

I. The accuracy of an estimated balloon ceiling
height will be decreased when the balloon does
not enter a representative portion of the cloud
base.
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m. The reflection of city lights may provide a useful
guide in estimating ceiling Lights.

n. If you cannot determine a ceiling height with an
RBC, ceiling light, or pilot report, the ceiling
should be determined by balloons whenever
locally deemed necessary.

o. An indefinite (W) ceiling height can be based on
the visible portions of objects (buildir.gs, control
towers, etc.) on the airfield complex.

1-6. Ceiling/Sky Remarks and Entries

Some facts that the standard column 3 entries, AWS
Form 10, do not reveal are ceilings that vary in height or
amount, significant clouds, or other significant features
about the sky cover. This significant information is
added, when necessary, to the airways observation.

208. Given simulated sky condition illustrations and
descriptions, classify the sky cover amounts into layers,
assign reportable heights, select the ceiling layer,
record special remarks, and encode a cloud code group.

Variable Ceiling. Rapid fluctuations of a ceiling
indicate an irregular base; therefore, the height is
variable. A variable ceiling is reported whenever the
ceiling height is less than 3,000 feet and rapidly decreases
and increases by one or more reportable values during the
time of observation. The height of the ceiling is the
average of all the observed values. A variable ceiling is
not based on rapid fluctuations of the instrument readings
alone. Visual observation is needed to exclude the
possibility that the fluctuation is caused by separate
layers.

To enter a variable ceiling, average the readings ,,

obtained during the ceiling observation. Enter the
average (use reportable values only) as the ceiling height
in column 3. This average value is suffixed with the letter
"V" to indicate that the ceiling a variable; for example,
M I5V BKN. Whenever you make a variable ceiling entry
in column 3, you must enter a remark for the lowest and
highest value of the ceiling in column 13, such as CIG
11 V19. When considered together, the entries MI5 BKN
and CIG 11 V19 make a complete description of the
ceiling layer.

Variable Sky Condition. Variable sky condition
describes a sky condition which has varied between
reportable conditions (e.g., SCT to BKN, BKN to OVC,,
etc.) during the period of observation (normally the past
15 minutes). This condition is reported in column 13
when the layer is below 3,000 feet. Nothing need be
remarked when a layer varies in amount from 4/10 to
5/10 because both amounts qualify as a scattered layer.
Enter a remark for those amounts that vary between

reportable values-5/10 to 6/10 (scattered to broken), or
when the variability goes from 6/10 to 5/10 (broken to
scattered).

Enter in column 13, at the time of observation, a "V"
and the condition to which it varies during the period of
observation. When necessary to distinguish between
column 3 entries, include the layer's height; i.e., SCT V
BKN, BKN V SCT, 18 OVC V BKN.

Breaks (BRKS). Report breaks or an area absent of
clouds in a layer, below 1,000 feet, which covers 6/10 but
less than 10/10 of the sky. Enter BRKS in column 13,
followed by direction from station. Omit the remark if the
breaks are in all quadrants; i.e., BRKS S, BRKS OVR
cvIMR.

The remark BRKS for a broken layer below 1,000 feet
is very important to flight operations. This remark
discloses io the pilot the location of the clear area in the
broken layer. When you know the direction from your
observation point to the middle marker (radio instrument
used for landing), you should report BRKS OVR MMR
when the remark is appropriate. The middle marker is
significant because it is located off the end of the runway
where the pilot makes his landing approach; therefore, if
this portion of the sky is free of clouds, you should
append this remark to your observation. Check with your
station chief to find out the exact location of the middle
marker at your base in relation to your point of
observation.

Other Remarks. Other remarks describe a variety of
observed features. Perhaps you might observe that the
ceiling or sky condition at a distance from your station
appears to be different. If you can find evidence that this
is so, remark it in a fashion that tells exactly what you see.
Here are samples of remarks you might use:

CIG LWR OVR CITYceiling lower over :ity.
CLD BASES OBSCG MTNS Wcloud bases
obscuring mountains to the west.
LWR CLDS W APCHG STNlower clouds west
approaching station.

Obscuring phenomena aloft. When obscuring
phenomena are aloft rather than surface-based, you must
report the height and sky cover symbol with the type. For
example, enter a scattered layer of smoke at 1,000 feet as
KI0 SCT (sky cover contraction from column 3). To
enter this remark in column 13, you need to have a
corresponding height and sky cover contraction in
column 3.

Surface-based obscuring phenomena. Whenever you
report a sky condition that includes a partly obscured
condition (X), indicate in column 13 the phenomena
producing the obscuration. Indicate the tenths of sky
obscured following the obscuration symbol, e.g., "F6,"
"S3," "FIC3," etc. No entry is required when the amount
of obscuration is zero or ten tenths. Enter direction of
breaks or discontinuity in an obscured sky (X); e.g.,
"THN F NW," BRK IN FOG TO SE," etc.

Significant clouds. The use of cloud remarks with an
observation usually produces a variety of opinions. The
following cloud remarks are usually considered
significant at any location. Therefore, you should be able
to report them properly:



Cloud Type

Towering cumulus.

Cumulonimbus (no
thunderstorm is being
reported).

Climulonimbus mamma (with
or without thunder).

Altocumulus castellanus.

Standing lenticular or rotor
clouds.

Vertical or inclined trails of
precipitation attached to
clouds but not reaching the
surface.

Sample Remarks

TCU, distance (if known), and
direction from station: i.e.; TCU NE,
TCU 25 SW.
CB, distance from station (iif known,
based on radar or pilot report),
direction from station, and
movement (if known), i.e., CB 20S
MOVG NE, CB OVHD MOVG E.
Same as cumulonimbus, except use
CBMAM; i.e., CBMAM IOW
MOVG SE.
ACCAS and direction from station;
i.e., ACCAS SE.
Description and direction from
station, i.e., ACSL SW-W, APRNT
MTNS S.
VIRGA and direction from station;
i.e., VIRGA NW.

Exercises (208):

For each of the following figures and corresponding
descriptions, classify sky cover amounts into layers,
assign reportable heights, select the ceiling layer, record
special remarks, and encode the appropriate cloud code
group.

1. 3/10 CU of little vertical development. It took a 30-
gram balloon 1 minute and 10 seconds (820') to
enter the layer.
4/10 SC, not from cumulus, with a variable reading
on the RBC going from 1,200' to 1,300' to 1,200' to
1,400':
a. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarks*
c. Cloud code group.
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25 098

Figure 1-15 Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise I).

2. 4/10 Stratus fractus (3/10 transparent) is present at
an estimated height of 300'.
10/10 NS at a height of 650' as determineu by the
RBC 10 minutes ago.
Some precipitation is occurring to the west of the
station, but it is not reaching the ground:
a. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarks*
c. Cloud code group:

25699

Figure 1-16. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 2).

3. 2/10 Stratus fractus, of bad weather, at a measured
height of 150'.
4/10 CBMAM, moving towards the southeast at an
estimated height of 1,750'.
2/10 CU, of great vertical extent, at an aircraft height
of 2,400' above the surface.
2/10 AC from cumulus, at an estimated height of
19,000'.
2/10 CI, the remains of the upper part of a CB, at a
height of 42,500' as determined by a radar RHIa
scope:
a. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarks
c. Cloud code group

25.700

Figure 1-17. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 3).

4. 1 /10 Cumulus fractus 500'.
1/10 TCU, east at 1,400'.
2/10 AC, from cumulus, at an estimated 6,500'.
2/10 AS, semitransparent and having a base at an
estimated height of 9,500'.
2/10 ACCAS at an estimated height of 13,000'.
1/10 CI, in hooks and strands, not progressively
invading the sky, reported by aircraft to be 21,000
above the surface.
2/10 CC at an estimated height of 22,000':
a. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarks:
c. Cloud code group:
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Figure 1-18. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 4).

5. 3/10 CB, with anvil shaped top, at a height of 1,750'.
2/10 AC in the shape of an almond and having no
apparent motion at a height of 17,500'.
a. Ceiling and sky cover:
b. Remarks:
c. Cloud code group.

25.702

Figure 1.19. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 5).

6. 6/10 ST at 240' determined by the known height of a
radio tower 1/2 mile to the south. The layer has
varied from 6/10 to 5/10 during the period of
observation.
3/10 AS, semitransparent, at an estimated height of
7,000' :
a. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarks.
c. Cloud code group:

25.703

Figure 1-20. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 6).

7. 5/10 Smoke (3/10 transparent) at 1,000' from the
RBC.
1/10 CU, of little vertical development as determined
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from the convective cloud height diagram (refer to
fig. I -14). Dewpoint= 52°, temperature= 65°:
a. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarks.
c. Cloud code group.

25.704

Figure 1-21. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 7).

8. 6/10 ST at an estimated height of 700'. There are
some small breaks in the layer northeast of the
station.
3/10 AS, all transparent, at an estimated height of
7,000':
a. Ceiling and sky cover:
b. Remarks.
c. Cloud code group.

25.705

Figure 1-22. Sky cover iaustration (objective 208, exercise 8).

9. 10/10 ST determined by a 30-gram ceiling balloon at
a height of 1,000'. There is a small break in the layer
to the northwest through which some clouds are
visible at an estimated height of 3,500':
a. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarks.
c. Cloud code group.

25.706

Figure 1.23. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 9).

10. 6/10 AC, semitransparent and not changing at an
estimated height of 13,000'.
10/10 CS can be seen through the areas between the
AC elements. The base of the CS is estimated at a
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height of 46,000'. There are small breaks overhead:
a. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarks.
c. Cloud code group:

......
...............

x
25.707

Figure 1-24. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 10).

1.7. Cloud Height Measuring Equipment

Observation of all weather elements, in some way,
involves a measuring device. The primary cloud height
measuring set used in AWS is the AN/GMQ-13.

209. State the normal baseline, the requirements for
operation, the turn-on procedures, the calibration
procedures, and the limitations of the rotating beam
ceilometer.

Cloud Height Set (AN/GMQ-13). The AN/GMQ-13
is often called the rotating beam ceilometer (RBC)
because the projected light beam rotates through its
measuring arc. The RBC offers several advantages. First,
a rapid measuring sweep (every other sweep is a
measuring sweep) provides a measurement approximately
every 6 seconds. Second, it provides measure rents of
clouds during all periods of operation, day or night.
Third, a dual light system allows height measurements
even though one light burns out. Fourth, the baseline
length allows height measurements between a range of 50
to 4,000 feet with a reasonable degree of accuracy.

The length of the baseline determines the maximum
height that clouds can be considered measured with
accuracy for observational purposes. Shortening the
baseline to less than 400 feet, most widely used baseline
in AWS, decreases the maximum height of accurate
measurements. Increasing the baseline increases the
maximum height, but other limiting factors may arise.
They include light beam cutoff by low hanging fragments,
attenuation of the light beam intensity by fog or other
obstruction to vision, and diffusion of the light beam by
water droplets.

Period of operation. The presence of low clouds or fog
governs the period of RBC operation. The RBC should
be turned on whenever one of the following conditions
exists at your station:

i

SCALE LIGHT

C)
PONCA

ON

9
tieCOUL AVON

ON

T-7
FOCUS N0N12.0144 NORIZ CENTER VENT CENTER ERiGNTNESS SWEEP LtNGT! ,0

0
SYNC

0
CALISAATE

,..

Figure 1-25. GMQ-13 indicator controls.
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a. When clouds are present within the height
measuring capability of the set or tog is present.

b. When either of the above conditions is forecast or
expected to be present within 3 hours.

c. When a local need exists.

When none of these conditions exists or is not expected to
occur within 3 hours, you may keep the RBC in standby.
To obtain height readings from the RBC you must be able
to adjust the sweep, read the scales, and interpret the
scope.

Adjusting the sweep. Figure 1-25 shows the controls
used to adjust the sweep. After you turn on the POWER
and Z MODULATION toggle switches, begin the sweep
adjustment by turning the BRIGHTNESS control
clockwise until the sweep appears on the scope. Use the
HORIZ CENTER control to make the sweep run along
the vertical centerline of the scale, and adjust the FOCUS
to obtain the sharpest beam. Place the CALIBRATE
switch in each position and adjust as follows:

a. Position number 5. Sweep should appear at 0°.
Adjust with the SWEEP LENGTH control.

b. Position number 4. Sweep should appear at 90°.
Adjust with the SWEEP LENGTH control.

c. Position number 3. Sweep should appear at 45°.
Adjust with the VERT CENTER control.

d. Position number 2. Sweep flashes in each of the
rectangles on the scale (18° markers). If not, read just the
other calibration settings. After these adjustments, place
the CALIBRATE switch in position number 1. The
sweep should trace the proper length (0° to 90°). Adjust
the HORIZ GAIN control until about 1/8 inch of noise
(sweep width) is present. During sweep adjustment, the
PROJECTOR switch has been OFF. When you turn it on
you may find the projector and indicator are not
synchronized.

The indicator uses a pulse that shows when the
indicator sweep is synchonized with the projector. The
"SYNC" pulse appears as a short step that is displaced to
the right of the sweep path. The SYNC pulse should
appear at the bottom 2° of the sweep. This step is
commonly called the ZERO STEP, and occurs every
fourth sweep. If the SYNC pulse appears anywhere else,
push the SYNC button meomentarily. The indicator
sweep will come to rest at 0° until it becomes
synchronized with the projector. During the 0° rest time,
the SYNC lamp is lit. When synchronization is achieved,
the indicator sweep automatically begins its cycle and the
sync lamp goes out.

Exercises (209):

1. What is the normal baseline for the RBC?

2. What are the three conditions which require the RBC
to be turned on?

3. The calibration switch has five positions. What
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occurs at each of the positions? How do you make the
necessary adjustments?

4. State the turn-on procedures.

5. What positions should the calibration switch be in
for normal operation?

6. What is the purpose of the SYNC button?

7. What is the main limitation of the RBC?

8. How often does the ZERO STEP occur?

9. How often can a measurement be obtained from the
RBC?

210. From simulated RBC scope indications,
determine the height of the base(s) of the cloud(s)
and/or vertical visibility.

Scale Overlay (400 Feet Baseline). To read the
indicator scale on the cathode-ray tube (CRT) accurately,
you must keep one caution in mind. The measured height
changes rapidly as the elevation angle approaches 90°. In
other words, a small change in the elevation angle
indicates a large change in measured height. With a
baseline of 400 feet, height indications registered on the
scale, above 76° elevation angle, must be carefully
observed to avoid misreading the scale by one or more
reportable values (see table 1-5).

Scope Interpretation. Interpretation of the patterns on
the overlay of the scope requires experience more than
anything else. As an aid, a few typical patterns are
illustrated in figure 1-26. These illustrations present only
generalized pictures and do not portray the many
variations that can occur. A brief discussion of details A
through F of figure 1-26 follows:

a. Details A, B, and Fare single-cloud indications. As
the project beam shines on the cloud directly over the
detector, the scope trace widens. The base of the cloud is
at the base of the widest part of the scope trace. Detail A
shows an abrupt deflection that places the base at 60° and
700 feet. The trace in detail B widens less abruptly with
the widest point at 62° and 750 feet.
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TABLE 1-5'
HEIGHT VALUES FOR I HE RBC WITH A 400-FOOT BASELINE

ANGLE

REPORT

VALUE

ACTUAL

VALUE ANGLE

REPORT

VALUE

ACTUAL

VALUE ANGLE

REPORT

VALUE

ACTUAL

VALUE

5
6 0

35
42
149--

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

300

400

26o
2 70
280
291
301
313
324
336
3W1
360
373
386
400
414
429
Wilt

62

63
6/4

800
752
418._

9
10
11
12
13
114

15
16
17
18
19
20

100

56
63
71
78
85
92

100
107
115
122
130
138
146

65
66
67

900
858
898
942

68
69 1000

990
1042

70
71
72

1100

1200

1099
1162
1231

42
143

144

45
46
47
48

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
8o
81
82
83
84
85
86

1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1900
2100
2300
2500
2800
3300
3800
4600
5500

1308
1395
1493
1604
1733
1882
2058
2269
2526
2846
3258
3806
4572
572o

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3o
31
32

200

154
162
170
178
187
195
204
213
222
231
240
25o

49
50
51
52
53

500

1460

477
494
512
531

514
55
56
57

8

600
551
571
593
616
640

9
6o
61

700
666
693
722

These two details show clouds whose bases are well
defined, such as cumulus clouds. Detail F shows a diffuse
or less defined cloud base, such as the base of a stratus
cloud. The scope depicts the base at 75° and 1,500 feet.

b. Detail C apparently presents two cloud layers at 46°
and 65°. When multiple layers appear on the scope, you
should verify their existence by an outside visual
observation, if possible. Do this to avoid reporting a noise
signal as a cloud layer.

c. Detail D depicts a low ceiling accompanied by fog
at the surface. The fog causes the wide trace at the
surface. The base of the cloud is indicated at the widest
part of the bulge or about 100 feet.

d. Detail E shows two features. Reflection of the light
by falling snow causes a wide trace at the surface.
However, enough of the projected light reaches through
the snow to strike the cloud base at 60°. Frequently,
precipitation or dense surface fog reduces the amount of
projected light received at the photocell so that only the
tapered portion of the trace appears, such as shown in

1.;
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detail E from the surface to 400 feet. A tapered trace
should help in estimating the vertical visibility into the
phenomenon.

e. Another feature in details A, B, and C needs to be
mentioned. Notice the bulging trace in detail A at about
20°, again in detail B at 10° and 20°, and also in detail C
at 15°. These depict noise signals that are generated either
within the set or from external radio or light sources.
Noise signals are often characterized by their random
patterns; that is, they do not appear as a fixed signal from
scan to scan. Also, a signal appearing between measuring
scans, when no signal information is being presented,
gives a further indication that you are receiving noise.
High-intensity flasher interference does cause regularly
spaced signal reactions about 15° apart on the indicator
scope. Noise signals also show narrow, sharp deflections
as well as the gradual bulges shown in the illustrations.
Although you cannot eliminate noise signals, you can
reduce their effect upon the scope trace by turning the
HORIZ GAIN control to a lower setting.



Exercises (210):

For each of the following figures, determine the angle and
height of the base of the cloud(s) and/or vertical visibility.
Use table 1-5 to determine the reportable value.

1. Figure 1-27: 2. Figure 1-28:
a. Angle a. Angle
b. Reportable height b. Reportable height
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Figure 1-27 RBC cloud height indication (objective 210, exercise 1). Figure 1-28. RBC cloud height indication (objective 210, exercise 2).
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3. Figure 1-29: 4. Figure 1-30:
a. Angle a. Angle
b. Reportable height b. Reportable height
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Figure 1-29 RBC cloud height indication Objective 210, exercise 3). Figure 1-30. RBC cloud height indication (objective 210, exercise 4).
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PROJECTOR

CROSS
WIRES

BASELINE--------

SIGHTING
TUBE PEEP

SIGHT

THUMBSCREW

QUADRANT PLATE

QUADRANT PLATE
COVER

PENDANT CLUTCH
ASSEMBLY

'PENDANT

CLINOMETER

cloud height from the clinometer use the following
procedures:

a. Loosen the pendant clutch on the quadrant plate to
allow the pendant to swing freely.

b. Sight through the clinometer and center the
intersection of the crosshair upon the brightest portion of
the light beam spot on the cloud base. When the sky is
completely obscured by a surface-based laver, sight on the
upper limit of the light beam penetration.

c. When the pendant has come to rest, lock it in
position without moving the clinometer.

d. Read the indicated angle to the nearest whole
degree and release the pendant clutch.

e. Repeat steps a through d three times and determine
and average angular reading.

f Refer to a prepared table applicable to the baseline
used for the equivalent height value of this average
reading.

Exercises (211):

1. When can a ceiling light be used to determine ceiling
heights?

2. List the six steps used in determining cloud heights
with a clinometer (ML-119)?

212. Given simulated data indicate the entries for sky2 5.712
condition using the metar code.

Figure 1-31. Ceiling light projector and clinometer.

211. State when a ceiling light can be used to
determine ceiling heights, and list the six steps in
determining these heights with a clinometer (ML-119).

Ceiling Light Projector (ML-121). Some AWS units
have a ceiling light. A ceiling light is a fixed installation
consisting of a powerful incandescent lamp with a
reflector system and focusing arrangement housed in a
weatherproof drum. It projects a concentrated beam of
light vertically upon the cloud base (or into a surface-
based obscuring phenomena) so that a weather specialist,
located at a measured distance from the projector and
sighting with a clinometer (ML-119), can determine the
cloud height from the angle of inclination indicated by
the clinometer (fig. 1-31). The ceiling light can be used to
determine nighttime sky cover heights and vertical
visibility. In order for you to determine a cloud height
with the ceiling light, loud(s) must be directly over the
projector beam. When clouds are scattered, or where
clearing exists, especially over the observation site, eye
estimation must be made.

Clinometer (ML-119). The clinometer is a lenseless
sighting tube with crossed wires at its larger end and a
quadrant plate assembly which is graduated in 1°
intervals from 0° to 90° (see fig. 1-31). To determine the

30

Sky Condition (Column 3, AWS Form 10). Enter
each surface based observation and/or each obscuring
phenomena aloft as a six-character group (N,CChshshs) in
ascending order. No entry is made when sky is clear.

Amount (Ns). For each individual layer, enter amounts
to the nearest eighth (except enter "9" for a totally
obscured sky). Estimate the amount of each layer without
consideration of other layers.

Enter traces of clouds as one-eighth and overcast with
breaks as seven-eights.

When two or more types of phenomena occur with
bases at the same level, the amount entered will refer to
the total of all types at that level except when
cumulonimbus is one of the clouds and it does not
represent the greatest amount.

Type (CC). Enter type of obscuring phenomena or
cloud using the appropriate two letter abbreviation from
table 1-6.

When two or more types of phenomena occur with
bases at the same level enter the type that represents the
greatest amount or if equal amounts enter type considered
more significant.

When cumulonimbus type clouds are observed at the
same level as other cloud types, and do not represent the
greatest amount enter each type in separate cloud groups
(e.g. 3/8 clouds observed at 3,000 feet consisting of 1/8
cumulonimbus and 2/8 cumulus, enter I CB 030 2 CU
030).
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TABLE 1 -6

METAR CLOUD AND OBSCURING PHENOMENA TYPES

Clouds Abbreviations

Altocumulus

Altocumulus Castellanus
Altocumulus (standing lenticular)
Altostratus
Cirrocumulus
Cirrocumulus (standing lenticular)
Cirrostratus
Cirrus
Cumulonimbus
Cumulonimbus Mamma (Mammatocumulus)
Cumulus
Cumulus Fractus
Nimbostratus
Stratocumulus
Stratocumulus (standing lenticular)
Stratus

Stratus Fractus
Towering Cumulus

AC

ACCAS
ACSL
AS

CC

CCSL
CS

CI

CB

CBMAM

CU

CUFRA
NS

SC

SC SL

ST

STFRA
TCU

Obscuring Phenomena

Precipitation:

DZ

GR
IC

PE

RA

SN

SG

SN

FG

HZ

SA

FU

Drizzle (including FZDZ)
Hail
Ice Crystals
Ice Pellets and Snow Pellets (including PESH)
Rain (including RASH and FZRA)
Snow (including SNSH)
Snow Grains

Hydrometeors other than Precipitation:

Blowing Snow
Fog (including BR, BCFG, and FZFG)

Lithometeors:

Haze or Dust
Sandstorm, duststorm, or blowing dust or sand
Smoke

NOTE: This table lists the two-letter abbreviations used to report type of
phenomena in sky conditions. In addition, it lists the abbreviations used
to report clouds and obscuring phenomena in Remarks of an observation.
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TABLE 1-7
METAR REPORTABLE VALUES FOR LAYER HEIGHTS (h,hth,)

Code Feet Meters Code Feet Meters Code Feet Meters

000 0-50 0-15 030 3,000 900 100 10,000 3,000001 100 30 031 3,100 930 110 11,000 3,300
002 200 60 032 3,200 960 120 12,000 3,600
003 300 90 033 3,300 990 130 13,000 3,900004 400 120 034 3,400 1,020 140 14,000 4,200

005 500 150 035 3,500 1,050 150 15,000 4,500006 600 180 036 3,600 1,080 160 16,000 4,800007 700 210 037 3,700 1,110 170 17,000 5,100
008 800 240 038 3,800 1,140 180 18,000 5,400
009 900 270 039 3,900 1,170 190 19,000 5,700
010 1,000 300 040 4,000 1,200 200 20,000 6,000
011 1,100 330 041 4,100 1,230 210 21,000 6,300
012 1,200 360 042 4,200 1,260 220 22,000 6,600
013 1,300 390 043 4,300 1,290 230 23,000 6,900
014 1,400 420 044 4,400 1,320 240 24,000 7,200

015 1,500 450 045 4,500 1,350 250 25,000 7,500
016 1,600 480 046 4,600 1,380 260 26,000 7,800
017 1,700 510 047 4,700 1,410 270 27,000 8,100
018 1,800 540 048 4,800 1,440 280 28,000 8,400
019 1,900 570 049 4,900 1,470 290 29,000 8,700

020 2,000 600 050 5,000 1,500 300 30,000 9,000
021 2,100 630 055 5,500 1,650 310 31,000 9,30G
022 2,200 660 060 6,000 1,800 320 32,000 9,600
023 2,300 690 065 6,500 1,950 330 33,000 9,900
024 2,400 720 070 7,000 2,100 340 34,000 10,200

025 2,500 750 075 7,500 2,250 350 35,000 10,500
026 2,600 780 080 8,000 2,400 etc. etc. etc.
027 2,700 810 085 8,500 2,550 990 99,000 29,700
028 2,800 840 090 9,000 2,700 999 100,000 30,000
029 2,900 870 095 9,500 2,850 or more or more

Height (hsitsh)). Enter height of layer (vertical visibility
for obscured condition) using code figures from table
1-7. Enter / / / for partially obscured conditions.

Exercises (212):

Indicate the entries for sky condition in metar code for
the following illustrations.

1. Figure 1-32.

A.

Opt NIIMIOSTRATUS At A MEASURED 1700 MT

25.713

2. Figure 1-33.

6.
7/11 ALTOCUMULUS ISIMATID 8500

CIRRUS (STOW= 10.000

X e

75.7)4

Figure 1-33. Sky cover illustration (objective 212, exercise 2).

3. Figure 1-34.

C.
2/ MC
1/, STITATUS MeASURIO 1850 11

29.70

Figure 1-32. Sky cover illustration (objective 212, exercise 1). Figure 1-34. Sky cover illustration (objective 213, exercise 3).
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1.8. Visibility

isibility, as well as ceiling height, aids in decisions
inv lying air traffic control. For this reason, the
ob tion of visibility must be timely, accurate, and
rep ntative. There are four types of visibility that you
must consider: (1) prevailing, (2) sector, (3) differing
leveloand (4) runway visual range.

213. iven descriptions of visibility markers,elk

distingui between those most suitable for day use and
those most suitable for night use.

Visibility Markers. Suitable objects must be used in
determining visibility. In order for visibility observations
to be representative, you must select visibility markers
which meet certain criteria.

Daytime markers. The most suitable and useable
daytime markers are prominent dark colored objects
which can be observed in silhouette against a light
colored background, preferably the horizon sky.

Marker size. An object should subtend an angle of not
less than 0.5° above the horizon, as viewed from the point
of observation.

Nighttime markers. The most desirable nightvisibility
markers are unfocused light of moderate intensity. The
red or green lights of airway beacons and TV or radio
tower obstruction lights may be used. Because of their
intensity, focused lights of airway beacons should not be
used; however, their brilliance may serve as an aid in
estimating whether the visibility is greater or less than the
distance to the light source.

Exercise (213):

1. From the following list of visibility markers, indicate
those best suited for night markers by an N or day
markers by a D._ a A red light marker on a large building.

b A dark brown house._ c A line of trees._ d A beacon light on an Air Force base.
e A white Farmhouse and barn.
f. Smokestack of a manufacturing plant._ g Red light on top of a TV tower.
h A church steeple.

214. State the requirements for reporting sector and
differing level visibility; given drawings and
descriptions, determine correct entries and remarks for
reporting visibility.

Prevailing Visibility. Prevailing visibility is the
greatest distance that known objects can be seen and
identified throughout half or more of the horizon circle
that surrounds the station. To aid you in determining the
prevailing visibility, observing stations maintain a
visibility chart, or list, that identifies objects suitable for
visual sightings. Size and color are used to determine
which objects will be selected.

Unfortunately, objects that meet these requirements
are not always present in every direction. When this
happens, the station uses all available objects. However, if

".4

33
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your station is such that your view of portions of the
horizon are obstructed by trees, buildings, etc., you can
use control tower values of prevailing visibility as a guide
in determining your prevailing visibility. For example,
the presence of a surface-based obstruction to vision that
is uniformly distributed to heights above the level of the
control tower is sufficient reason for evaluating your
prevailing visibility as that of the control tower. If your
station falls in this category you must reevaluate your
prevailing visibility, as soon as practicable, upon
notification of a differing control tower value or of a
reportable change at control tower level.

Entries and Remarks. Column 4 (AWS Form 10) is
where you enter the prevailing visibility. It is entered in
statute miles, and you use the reportable values listed in
table 1-8. The column 4 entry represents the prevailing
ground level visibility taken at the weather specialist's
natural height from as many established observation
points as necessary to view the entire horizon. The only
other entry in column 4 is made where there is a variable
visibility. In this case, the letter "V" is affixed to the
prevailing visibility entry to give an entry such as "11/4V".
All other entries relating to prevailing visibility go in
column 13.

Variable Visibility. Note 3 of table 1-8 outlines the
rule for reporting rapidly changing prevailing visibility at
observation time. When you take a visual sighting on
markers less than 3 miles away and the markers seem to
appear and disappear alternately indicating an increasing
and decreasing visibility, don't panic. Decide whether the
visibility varies by one or more reportable values. At the
same time note all of your observed values, average them,
and if your average is less than a reportable value of 3
miles, report the visibility as variable. This simply means
that you place the average value in column 4 and affix a
"V" to it. This average value, of course, represents the
prevailing visibility that is common throughout half or
more of the horizon circle.

The contraction "VSBY" identifies column 13
remarks that pertain to visibility. The column 13 variable
visibility remark explains the range of the variable
visibility. Remember that when visibility is variable, the

Figure 1-35. Sector visibility.



TABLE 1.8

REPORTABLE VISIBILITY VALUES (MILES)

Increments of Separation (Miles)

1/16 1/8 1/4 1 5

0 3/8 1 1/4 2 3 10 15

1/16 1/2 1 3/8 2 1/4 4 11 20

1/8 5/8 1 1/2 2 1/2 5 12 25

3/16 3/4 1 5/8 2 3/4 6 13 30

1/4 7/8 1 3/4 3 7 14 35

5/16 1 1 7/8 8 15 40

3/8 1 1/8 2 9 etc.

NOTES: 1. Prevailing visibility is reported in statute miles at land
s,:ations and in nautical miles on naval ships and ocean-
station vessels. If the visibility is halfway between two
reportable values, enter the lower value.

2. When the prevailing visibility is estimated to be more than
the distance of the farthest visibility marker, estimate
that visibility to the nearest reportable value.

3. If the prevailing visibility is less than 3 miles and rapidly
increases and decreases by one or more reportable values,
suffix the average of all the observed values with a V (for
variable) and enter the range of variability in remarks.

4. If the prevailing visibility is', miles or less, and a different
prevailing visibility is reported from a location other than the
official observation site enter this differing visibility in
remarks.
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Figure 1-36. Sector visibility.

prevailing visibility entry in column 4 is an average.
Therefore, the column 13 remark defines the high and
low visibility observed. A remark of `VSBY 1V2" means
the visibility is varying between 1 and 2 miles. The
reportable visibility values from table 1-8 are used in
column 13 remarks.

Sector Visibility. Sector visibility is actually a part of
determining prevailing visibility. Sector visibility points
out a part of the horizon where the visibility is uniform.
When observing visibility, divide the horizon circle into a
few or as many parts as you need to separate the different
sector visibilities. Figure 1-35 illustrates a horizon that is
divided into four unequal sectors. Each sector presents
uniform visibility within itself. For example, from north
through east you can see 7 miles, east through south 8
miles, etc. These two sectors together give the prevailing
visibility of 7 miles. The number of sectors you need
depends upon the uniformity of the horizon visibility.

Sector visibility sometimes requires an explanation or
remark. Refer to figure 1-36 and determine the
prevailing visibility. The greatest distance seen
throughout the western half of the circle is 4 miles, the
prevailing visibility. Imagine a pilot's surprise if he
approaches the field from the east. The entire sector from
northeast to southeast has a 112-mile visibility. This
sector is significant because of two criteria. First, sector
visibility is reported when the sector visibility differs
from the prevailing visibility, and second, when the sector
has a visibility of less than 3 miles.

There is one more point that you need to consider
concerning the significance of sector visibility. Suppose
the sector visibility differs from prevailing visibility but is
more than 3 miles (see fig. 1-37). Both criteria for
reporting sector visibility are not met, but nut difference
is operationally significant. Operational significapcz is a
legitimate rearm for entering a remark on a sector
visibility. Otherwise, with a prevailing visibility of 7 or
more miles, no hint of an obstruction to vision is
contained in the observation. Suppose there is a north-
south active runway in figure 1-37. The 4-mile visibility
in the north will go unnoticed unless you make an
operationally significant remark to alert the pilot of the
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Figure 1-37. Sector visibility.

visibility in that sector. Therefore, when a sector visibility
of 3 miles or more differs from the prevailing visibility,
and you consider the difference operationally significant,
enter a sector visibility remark.

When sector visibility reporting requirements are met,
the sector visibility remarks are entered in column 13.
Sector remarks define direction and the visibility in the
sector, such as VSBY E 11/2, as shown in figure 1-36.
Eight compass points are used to identify sector
direction: N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and NW.
Intermediate directions (NNE) can also be used if
necessary, although most directions can be described by
the eight compass points. When more than one sector
needs reporting, list the sectors in a clockwise direction.

Differing Level Visibility (Note 4, Table 1.8). To
report differing level visibility, the prevailing visibility
must be 3 miles or less in column 4 and a different
prevailing visibility is reported from a location other than
the official observation site. This other location is
normally the control tower. Enter in column 13 the
location from which the observation was made, the
contraction "VSBY," and the visibility value; i.e., TWR
VSBY 3.

Exercises (214):

1. Give the meaning of the term "prevailing visibility."

2. Under what conditions can you use control tower
values of prevailing visibility as a guide in
determining the prevailing visibility for column 4?

3. When reporting sector visibility, how many compass
points normally are used to identify sector direction?
What are they?
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4. When taking a prevailing visibility observation, you
find the visibility varying from 5M to to 3/4 to 1
mile. What entries would you make in column 4 and
column 13 of AWS Form 10?

5. What are the two requirements that must be met to
report sector visibility?

6. Your prevailing visibility entry in column 4 is 3
miles. The tower informs you that they can see 2
miles. What remark, if any, would you makeon ASW
Form 10 t.nd where would you enter it?

7. When reporting sector visibility and more than one
sector needs to be reported, how are the sectors listed
in column 13?

8. If sector visibility differs from prevailing visibility,
but is more than 3 miles can you report visibility in
column 13 and if so, why?

9. Indicate the appropriate entries for prevailing and
sector visibility (as required) from figure 1-38.

A

25.716
Figure 1-38. Sector and prevailing visibility (objective 214, exercise

9).

215. Indicate the annotations required on the
transmissometer recorder chart; and from a simulated
transmissometer chart and a conversion table
determine the reportable RVR.

Runway Visual Range (RVR). The fourth type of
visibility you must consider is runway visual range. RVR
is determined from the transmissometer (AN/GMQ-10 or
AN/GMO-32) and the RVR computer (AN/FMN-1).
Transmissometers are located alongside and about 14 feet
higher than the centerline of the runway(s) officially
designated for the reporting of RVR in longline
transmissions. Generally speaking, a "designated RVR
runway" is any runway which has been instrumented with
a transmissometer. Along with the transmissometer, the
FMN-1 computer provides you with the maximum
distance, in the direction of takeoff or landing, at which

36

the runway, or specified lights or markers along the
runway, can be seen at a height corresponding to the
average eye-level of the pilot at touchdown. In order to
accurately report RVR, you should be familiar with the
operation of the transmissometer and the FMN-1
computer.

Transmissometer (AN/GMQ-10 or AN/GMQ-32).
The transmissometer operates on the principle of a beam
of light directed at a light-sensitive photocell. This
photocell is sensitive to the amount of light that it receives
and, therefore, registers any reduction in the amount of
this light. An obstruction, such as rain, fog, or haze
between the projector and detector reduces the amount of
light the photocell receives. The percentage of reduction
(transmissivity)is converted by tables into linear visibility
values

Operation. Transmissometers are operated
continuously. At low transmission readings, less than 15
percent, the transmissometer offers an expanded scale
feature. Place the transmissometer range switch in HIGH
mode when transmissivity is less than 15 percent. This
action simply multiplies by five the value indicated by the
pen. A 10-percent value at LOW range becomes a 50-
percent value in HIGH range. The important point about
HIGH mode is to divide the indicated value by five
before converting to a reportable runway visibility.
Changing the range switch to HIGH mode does not
increase the sensitivity of the set. The same amount of
projected and detected light applies to either mode. Your
chances for accurately reading the low scale values
improve with the expanded scale.

Trangnissometer recorder chart. The recorder chart roll
provides a permanent record of approach visibility. The
chart roll is graduated horizontally for time and vertically
for transmitsivity. A chart roll will last for approximately
15 days. You must remember to change the chart as
necessary to prevent loss of data. It is also important to
remember that the recorder chart is driven by an 8-day
clock; therefore, you should check it on your shift to
insure that it is wound and running. If the clock stops, the
chart will not move; that causes the pen to overprint in
one spot, and you will lose important data.

Annotation of transmissometer recorder chart. Each
transmissometer recorder chart must display the
following entries (fig. 1-39):

a. A time check and date-time group at the beginning
and ending of each chart roll.

b. A time check and date-time group at the actual time
of each 6-hourly observation.

c. A time check and date-time group at the beginning
and ending of maintenance shutdowns or other periods of
inoperation.

d. A time check and date-time group when you are
notified of any aircraft mishap occurring at or within the
vicinity of your station.

e. When the chart time differs from the actual time by
more than 5 minutes, note the time of adjustment and
enter a new time check on the chart.

I When the chart or any part of the chart is provided
for special studies, an aircraft accident investigation, etc.,
enter other identification as necessary; e.g., station name,
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TABLE 1-9
RVR-TRANSMISSOMETER CONVERSION TABLE FOR A 500-FOOT BASELINE

NIGHT DAY

RVR
Mtrs (Ft) LS 5 LS 4 LS 3 Other

RVR
Mtrs (Ft) LS 5 LS 4 LS 3 Other

M0300 1000- M0300 1000-
.001 .003 .007 .016 .039 .095 .200 .2000300 1000 0300 1000
.005 .010 .022 .037 -1-- .084 .175 .268 .2680360 1200 0360 1200
.013 .024 .044 .065 .140 .261 .328 .3280420 1400 0420 1400.
.025 .043 .074 .098 .201 .343 .380 .3800490 1600 0490 1600
.042 .067 .108 .134 .261 .419 .426 .4260550 1800 0550 1800
.062 .095 .145 .171 .319 .466 .466 .4660610 2000 0610 2000
.085 .124 .183 .207 .373 .501 .501 .5010670 2200 0670 2200
.109 .155 .220 .242 .422 .532 .532 .532

0730 2400 0730 2400
.135 .186 .257 .276 .468 .560 .560 .5600790 2600 0790 2600
.161 .217 .292 .308 .509 .584 .584 .5840850 2800 0850 2800
.187 .247 .326 .338 .547 .606 .606 .606

0910 3000 0910 3000
.213 .276 .358 .366 .581 .626 .626 .6260970 3200 0970 3200
.239 .305 .389 .393 .612 .644 .644 .644

1030 3400 1030 3400
.263 .331 .417 .418 .640 .661 .661 .6611100 3600 1100 3600
.287 .357 .444 .444 .665 .676 .676 .676

1160 3800 1160 3800
.310 .382 .469 .469# .689 .689 .689 .689

1220 4000 1220 4000
.349 .422 .509 .509# .711 .711 .711 .711

1370 4500 1370 4500
.399 .473 .560 .560# .737 .737 .737 .737

1520 5000 1520 5000
.444 .517 .603 .603# .759 .759 .759 .759

1670 5500 1670 5500
--- .484 .557 .640 .640# -- .777 .777 .777 .777

1830 6000 1830 6000
.520 .591 .672 .672# .793 .793 .793 .793

P1830 6000+ P1930 6000+

NOTES:
1. This table is used at locations where airfield minima are published
in feet.

2. Before entering this table with transmissivity value:

a. Subtract background illumination.

b. Divide by five if value was obtained while in HIGH mode.

3. Use column labeled "Other" when runway lights are inoperative or other-
wise not available (also, see paragraph 6.2.4e).

4. Values identified by "I" were adjusted to accomplish necessary
compatibility between respective equations.
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runway number, and length of the transmissometer a. Time check at beginning of chart roll. Indicate
baseline. RVR for day, LS-5.

Day and night conversion tables. In determining RVR
from the transmissometer you must be able to, select the
app apriate time for changing from day to night values or
vice versa. In general, the day conversion table values
(table 1-9) should be used in the evening until low
intensity lights on or near the airfield complex are clearly
visible, and the night conversion table values should be
used in the morning until these lights begin to fade.

Exercises (215):

1. When do you place the transmissometer switch in
HIGH mode?

2. Why is it important to remember to perform a
mathematical function to your transmissivity reading
when the set is operating in HIGH mode?

3. Annotate the transmissometer chart in figure 1-40
with the appropriate entries for the following
information:
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b. Time check at 6-hourly observation. Indicate
RVR for day, LS-5.

c. Aircraft mishap occurs at 0515. Indicate RVR for
day, LS-5.

d. Time check at end of chart roll. Indicate RVR for
day, LS-5.

4. What is the RVR at point A in figure 1-40 if the
transmissometer is in HIGH mode and runway light
setting is 5?
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Figure 1-40. Transmissometer chart strip (objective 215, exercise 3).
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Figure 1-41. AN/FMN-1 runway visual range computer.

216. Indicate the requirements for the RVR computer
operation, the frequency of current visibility
computation, the procedure for taking manual
background checks, how the readings are displayed,
and the limitations of the RVR computer.

Runway Visual Range Computer (AN/FMN-1). The
FMN-1 computer operates in conjunction with the
transmissometer. The output pulses from the
transmissometer receiver (which are proportional to
visibility) provide the input information fo the
computer. The computer does not replace, but
supplements, the transmissometer by using the same
electrical data, subtracting background illumination, and
displaying the resulting runway visual range in hundreds
of feet. A current visibility value is computed every 51
seconds and is displayed on the primary indicator (fig.
1-41).

Operation. The computer is turned on whenever the
visibility is 2 miles or less, or is forecast to be 2 miles or
less within 3 hours. The set may be turned off if these
conditions or a local need does not exist. Obtaining RVR
from the computer poses no observational problems. It
makes an automatic background check when first turned
on. Manual background checks can be taken, whenever
you think it is necessary, by putting the background toggle
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POWER SWITCH

switch to the ON position and releasing. The background
light will come on and the set will make a new
background check. The computer stores and uses the last
background check taken. If the active runway or visibility
sensing device is switched, you should take a new
background check.for the new runway in use. However, if
you do, remember that the computed 1 minute mean is
unreliable for 3 minutes.

A change in runway light setting may also render the
current computer readout value invalid. The computer is
hooked up with the runway lights. When control tower
personnel change the runway light setting the computer
automatically indicates the new light setting on the light
setting lamp (fig. 1-41). The computer has a light setting
switch for day and night settings. This switch does not set
the runway light intensity, it only affects the computing
function of the set. For example, if control tower
personnel turn up the runway lights to light setting 3 and
it is daytime, the light setting lamp above LS3 on the
computer will illuminate. You must then position the
light setting switch to LS3 on the day scale which will
make the computer function identical to the runway light
setting. It will take approximately 1 minute for the new 1-
minute readout to appear in the windows of the primary
indicator. To insure that a change in runway light setting
is not missed during periods of low visibility, many



weather units have a letter of agreement with the control
tower personnel. The letter states that when a change is
made in the runway light setting the control tower
operator will call the weather station to verify that the
computer is on the same setting.

Exercises (216):

1. What are the requirements to have the
transmissometer and computer turned on?

2. How often is a current visibility value computed on
the runway visual range computer?

3. Describe how a manual background check can be
made.

4. Where is the current visibility value displayed?

5. How long does it take the computer to compute and
indicate a new reading when there is a light setting
change?

217. From simulated FMN-1 primary indicator
readings, determine the RVR, indicate the entry to be
made in column 13, and the entry for local and long-
line transmission.

There are two categories of RVR stations: the
noncategory II station and category II station. There is
also criteria for the noncategory II stations that report in
miles and those that report in feet. For the purpose of this
discussion we will consider a noncategory II station
where airfield minima are published in feet. If you are
assigned to a category II station, or a station that reports
in miles, you should follow reporting procedures as
outlined in FMH-1B.

Observational Requirements. To observe and report
RVR effectively, you should be aware of the following
factors:

(1) The location of all RVR equipment on the airfield
and the relationship of RVR sensors and readouts to the
runway approaches.

(2) The RVR category minima for all RVR equipped
runways.

(3) The active (in-use) runway and current light
setting.

Touchdown RVR is coded in feet and entered in column
13 (a. the first entry) when prevailing visibility is 1 mile
or less and/or RVR is 6,000 feet or less. Enter
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touchdown RVR (when data is available) in column 13
in the following format:

a. Rnn(d)VRVrVr(Vs):
R: Indicator for runway.
nn: Runway number.
(d): Runway number designator ("R" for

right, "L" for left, and "C" for
center). These designators are used
only at stations that have two or more
parallel runways.

VR: Indicator that visual range data
follows.

VrVr: The touchdown RVR in hundreds of
feet indicated on the digital display
of the primary indicator.

(Vs): A symbol "+" to indicate a value
greater than the highest reportable
value (ii.e. 6,000 feet) or "" to
indicate a value below the lowest
reportable value. (i.e. 1,000 feet).

b. RVRNO: Indicates that data for the in-use
runway is required to be reported but
is not available.

c. Examples of noncategory II RVR reported in feet:
R15VR24 Runway 15 RVR is 2,400 feet.
R15VR60+ Runway 15 RVR is greater than

6,000 feet.
R15VR10 Runway 15 RVR is less than 1,000

feet.

Local and longline transmission of RVR reported*: feet.
RVR is disseminated locally on the telewriter exactly as it
is reported in column 13 (ii.e., R15VR45) For loniline
transmission limit RVR using the code form
RVRVrVr(Vs). For example, transmit RVR40 for an
entry of R18VR40, and transmit R'VR10 for an entry
of R18VR10.

Exercises (217):

From the following illustrations simulating FMN-1
primary indicator readings and runway information, give
the information required.

1. Sec figure 1-42:
a. Column 13 entry:
b. Telewriter transmission entry:
c. Teletype transmission entry:

(IN.USE RUNWAY #15)

23.719

Figure 1.42. FMN-I indication (objective 217, exercise I).



'KAUAI-10
REPORTABLE VISIBILITY VALUES (METERS AND MILES)

Statute
Miles Meters

Statute
Miles Meters

Nautical
Hilda Meters

Nautical
Miles Meters

0 0000 4 6000 0.0 0000 1.9 3600

1/16 0100 5 8000 0.05 0100 2.0 3700

1/8 0200 6 9000 0.1 0200 2.2 4000

3/16 0300 7 9995 0.15 0300 2.4 4500

1/4 0400 8 9999 0.2 0400 2.5 4700

5/16 0500 9 9999 0.25 0500 2.6 4800

3/8 0600 10 9999 0.3 0600 2.7 5000

1/2 0800 11 9999 0.4 0700 3.0 6000

5/8 1000 12 9999 0.45 0800 4.0 7000

3/4 1200 13 9999 0.5 0900 4.3 8000

7/8 1400 14 9999 0.55 1000 5.0 9000

1 1600 15 9999 0.6 1100 6.0 9999

1 1/8 1800 20 9999 0.7 1300 7 9999

1 1/4 2000 (etc., in 9999 0.8 1500 8 9999
5 mile

1 3/8 2200 increments) 0.9 1700 9 9999

1 1/2 2400 1.0 1800 10 9999

1 5/8 2600 1.1 2000 11 9999

1 3/4 2800 1.2 2200 12 9999

1 7/8 3000 1.3 2400 13 9999

2 3200 1.4 2600 14 9999

2 1/4 3600 1.5 2800 15 9999

2 1/2 4000 1.6 3000 20 9999

2 3/4 4400 1.7 3200 (etc., in
s mile

9999

3 4800 1.8 3400 increments)
I

NOTE: Stations reporting visibilities in nautical miles will locally
disseminate the value 0.05 as 'LESS THAN 0.1.'
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2. See figure 1-43:
a. Column 13 entry:
b. Telewriter transmission entry.
c. Teletype transmission entry'

(IN.USE RUNWAY #09)

25.720

Figure 1-43. FMN-I indication (objective 217, exercise 2).

3. See figure 1-44:
a. Column 13 entry.
b. Telewriter transmission entry

... c. Teletype transmission entry:

218. From simulated data, write the entries for
visibility and RVR in metar reports.

The observational requirements for visibility are the
same as those for airways observations (see objective
217). The recording of the observation on AWS Form
10a, however, is different from the recording on AWS
Form 10. To see AWS Form 10a, refer to foldout 5.

The observation is recorded in columns 4A, 4B, 4C,
and 4D (AWS Form 10a) in the following manner:

Col 4A-Enter prevailing visibility in statute miles using reportable
values (table 1-10).

Col 4B-Enter prevailing visibility in meters using four digits.
Col 4C-Local dissemination. Enter the RVR in feet using the values
in table 1.9.
Col 4D-Longline dissemination. Enter the RVR in meters using the
values in table 1-9. (Table 1-9 gives the direct conversion from feet
to meters.)

The values in 4B and 4D must always equate with the
values in 4A and 4C, respectively.

Some examples of visibility and RVR entries (runway
34) are as follows:

Visibility RVR 4A 4B 4C 4D

3/4 mi. 2200 ft. 3/4 1200 R34VR22 R0670

4 5
1/16 mi.

I mi.
1000 ft.
6000+ ft.

1/16
I

0100 R34VRIO
1600 R34VR60+

RM0300
RP1830

4 mi. None 4 6000 No entry No entry

I/2 mi. unavailable 112 0800 RVRNO R/ / / /

(IN -USE RUNWAY #15 i

25.721

Figure 1-44. FMN-I indication (objective 217, exercise 3).

4. See figure 1-45:
a. Column 13 entry:
b. Telewriter transmission entry:
c. Teletype transmission entry:

0 0

(1N-USE RUNWAY #15)

25.722

Figure 1-45. FMN- I indication (objective 217, exercise 4).

5. See figure 1-46:
a. Column 13 entry:
b. Telewriter transmission entry:
c. Teletype transmission entry:

I 8

(IN.USE RUNWAY #15)

25.723

Figure 1-46. FMN -1 indication (objective 217, exercise 5).
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Exercises (218):
Write the entries for visibility and RVR in metar code for
the following illustrations.

1. See figure 1-47:
a. Col 4
b. Col 4B
c. Col 4C.
d. Col 4D.

RUNWAY 18

1

25.724

Figure 1-47. Simulated visibility and FMN- I indication (objective
218, exercise 1).

2. See figure 1-48:
a. Col 4A:
b. Col 4B
c. Col 4C.
d. Col 4D

RUNWAY 27

+ +

25.725

Figure 1-48. Simulated visibility and FMN- I indication (objective
218, exercise 2).



1

3. See figure 1-49:
a. Col 4k
b. Col 4B.
c. Col 4
d. Col 4D

RUNWAY 03

25.736

4. See figure 1-50:
a. Col 4k
b. Col 4B.
c. Col 4C
d. Col 4D.

RUNWAY 36

25.727

Figure 1-49. Simulated visibility and FMN-1 indication (objective Figure 1.50. Simulated visibility and FMN-1 indication (objective
218, exercise 3). 218, exercise 4).
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Weather and Obstructions to Vision

TO THIS POINT, YOU have seen how pilots and
forecasters can use the sky condition and visibility entries
to make decisions. Weather and obstructions to vision
entries on AWS Form 10 are not only a continuation of
this discussion but are directly related to sky condition
and visibility. The latter, visibility, is determined by the
type of weather or obstruction to Jision that is present. By
knowing the type of phenomenon that is restricting
visibility, the forecaster can make a better prediction of
the future visibility. The pilot uses this same information
to determine what impact, if any, the weather
phenomenon will have on his aircraft. For instance,
correctly reporting freezing precipitation is of utmost
concern to the pilot. His aircraft could develop
aerodynamic problems from icing because of this weather
phenomenon. Volume 1 of this course provided you with
the necessary knowledge of the meteorological processes
that produce weather and obstructions to vision. This
chapter discusses more specifically the way to recognize
each weather phenomenon and the way to correctly
encode it in your surface weather observation.

2-1. Storm Phenomena

Though the term "weather" is often used in a broad
sense, in observing it refers specifically to atmospheric
phenomena that are the basis for entry in column 5 of
AWS Form 10. This section will cover storm related
phenomena such as tornadoes, funnel clouds, water
spouts, and thunderstorms.

219. Ideally types of tornadic activity, and from
simulated reports indicate the entries required on AWS
Form 10.

Tornado, Funnel Cloud, and Waterspout.
Tornadoes, funnel clouds, and waterspouts are weather
phenomena that occur in areas where intense
thunderstorm activity is possible. However, they may or
may not occur in conjunction with thunderstorms. In any
case, they stem from the same cloud formthe
cumulonimbus. This cloud (discussed in Chapter 1)
spawns the frontal and airmass thunderstorms which are
usually characterized by thunder, lightning, strong wind
gusts, heavy rain showers, and sometimes hail. Under
certain conditions, the potentially destructive energy
produced within a cumulonimbus mass is released in the
form of a whirling vortex beneath the cloud. When the
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CHAPTER 2

whirling vortex does not reach the ground, it is called a
funnel cloud; when the vortex, with its low pressure and
tremendous winds, touches the ground, it is called a
tornado. If the vortex descends to the surface over water it
is called a waterspout.

The distinguishing feature of a tornado, funnel cloud,
or waterspout is a funnel-shaped appendage that hangs
from the base of the cloud. Sometimes thunderstorms are
in progress at the time the funnel descends, and
precipitation prevents easy detection of the funnel cloud
or tornado. Depending on the distance from the point of
observation, funnel cloud or tornado identification
ranges from the obvious to the doubtful. For example, the
ragged appearance of cumulus fractus clouds, that are
frequently in the area during thunderstorm activity, may
suggest a funnel-shaped appendage. Since these cloud
elements usually change rapidly in appearance, close
observation for a short time usually resolves the question
of whether or not a funnel actually exists. Your judgment,
based on all available information, is the key ingredient
to proper identification.

Entries and Remarks for Weather (Column 5). To
report a tornado, funnel cloud, or waterspout as present
weather, the phenomenon must normally be occurring at
the station, at the time of observation. To be considered
occurring "at the station" the phenomenon must be
visible from the observation site. If you observe a
tornado, funnel cloud, or waterspout enter the
phenomenon in column 5 written out in full; i.e.,
TORNADO, FUNNEL CLOUD, or WATERSPOUT.

Entries in Remarks for Weather (Column 13).
Significant remarks for storm phenomena provide added
information for the entries in column 5. Storm
phenomena present a constant threat to the public as well
as to flying operations. Your remarks on tornadic activity
alert pilots to its location, the direction in which it is
moving, and other information that adds to the basic
remark. Though this is a discussion of only significant
remarks to air traffic controllers, you are encouraged to
enter any remark that you think is operational.

Tornadic activity in progress at the station. Whenever a
tornado, funnel cloud, or waterspout is sighted by station
personnel, enter, in column 13, the description, distance
in nautical miles (if known), location with respect to the
station or to a well-known point, and direction of
movement; i.e., TORNADO NE MOVG N, FUNNEL
CLOUD 5SW OMA MOVG NE. If the initial special



observation taken for the beginning and/or ending of
tornadic activity was not transmitted on longline teletype,
include the time of beginning (B) and/or ending (E) with
the most recent remark in the next transmitted
observation; i.e., TORNADO B35 W MOVG E,
TORNADO E40 MOVD NE, FUNNEL CLOUD
B16E19 NW DSIPTED.

Tornadic activity reported by an outside source.
Tornadic activity reported by an outside source within 1
hour of its ocurrence that has not been observed at the
station or previously reported, will be entered in column
13. Enter the source (or UNCONFIRMED), description,
location, direction of movement, and time (GMT) in
hours and minutes; i.e., STATE POLICE TORNADO
15W BLV MOVG NE 1608, PILOT FUNNEL CLOUD
1 OS OMA MOVMT UNKN 1630, UNCONFIRMED
TORNADO 15SW BLV MOVG NE 1815.

Exercises (219):

1. What is a whirling vortex that does not reach the
ground called?

2. What is a whirling vortex that descends to the
surface, over water, called?

3. What is a whirling vortex that touches the ground
called?

4. You receive a -eport from a pilot that he has sighted a
funnel cloud at 1630Z, 25 nautical miles southwest
of your station (OFF), moving northeast. What
entries, if any, should you make in columns 5 and 13
of AWS Form 10?
a. Column 5
b. Column 13

5. At 1749Z you take a special observation for the
sighting, by you, of a tornado at your station. The
tornado is west of your station and moving toward
the northeast. You record the observation and
transmit it by longline teletype. What entries, if any,
should you make in columns 5 and 13 of AWS Form
10?
a. Column 5
b. Column 13

6. You take a special observation for the appearance of
a funnel cloud at your station. You sighted the funnel
cloud southwest of your station at 1630Z, recorded
the observation, but did not transmit it longline. At
1635Z the funnel cloud was northeast ofyour station
and receded back into the base of the mammatus
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cloud. You take a special observation for its ending
and transmit it longline. What entries, ifany, should
you make in columns 5 and 13 AWS Form 10?
a. Column 5
b. Column 13

220. State when a thunderstorm can be included in an
observation even though thunder is not heard; and from
simulated observational data, write the appropriate
column 5 and 13 entries,

Thunderstorms. Thunderstorm activity, though not as
serious as tornadoes, presents many hazards to flight
operations. For observing purposes, a thunderstorm is
present and occurring at the station when;

a. Thunder is first heard.
b. Hail is falling or lightning is observed in the

immediate vicinity of the airfield and the local noise level
prevents you from hearing the thunder.

Column 5 entry. Whenever a thunderstorm is in
progress, a significant entry is required in column 5 for
intensity. You determine the intensity based on the
following characteristics observed within the past 15
minutes:

a. Thunderstorm (T)wind gusts less than 50 knots
and hail, if any, less than 3/4 inch in diameter.

b. Severe thunderstorm (T+)wind gusts of 50 knots
or greater, or hail 3/4 inch or greater in diameter.

Column 13 entries. The intensity T or T+ is also
entered in column 13 along with the location of each
storm center (with respect to the station) to include
distance in nautical miles, if known, and the direction
toward which the storm is moving (or moved), if known.
Some examples are:

Special observation: T NW MOVG SE (FIBI)
Record observation: T B50 NW MOVG SE

In these examples, the thunderstorm remark without the
beginning time indicates that the special was not
transmitted by longline teletype (FIBI); therefore, it has
to be sent in the next transmitted observation. The rule
for this is: When the initial special observation taken for
the beginning and/or ending of thunderstorm activity was
not transmitted on longline teletype, include the time of
beginning and/or ending, or both, with the most recent
remark in the next transmitted observation. When the
thur -7-4storm ends (15 minutes after the last occurrence
of I.:, under, hail, or lightning) enter T or T+ and the
direction the storm moved. These are examples:

Special observation: T+ MOVD E
Record observation: T 837E52 MOVD SE

The above remarks are typical examples of thunderstorm
ending remarks. The first example shows a severe
thunderstorm that ended at the time of the transmitted
special, no ending time was necessary. The second
example shows a thunderstorm of short duration and the
specials taken to begin and end the thunderstorms were
not transmitted via longline teletype.
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Lightning (LTG). Lightning, though not considered as
weather, is associated with thunderstorms. Therefore,
remarks about the frequency and type of lightning
provide useful data to the air traffic controllers and the
forecaster. Lightning remarks are made with or without
the presence of audible thunder. When a thunderstorm is
present, lightning remarks are placed after the associated
thunderstorm remarks in column 13. Each lightning
remark should contain the frequency, type, and direction
from the station (direction need not be reported when it is
the same as the thunderstorm with which it is associated).
The following contractions are used for lightning
remarks:

Frequency
OCNL - Occasional
FQT - Frequent

Type
CC - Cloud to cloud
IC - In cloud
CG - Cloud to ground
CA - Cloud to air

The following examples show how these contractions are
used as remarks:

OCNL LTGIC W
FQT LTGCCCG N-E
FQT LTGIC W-NW OCNL LTGCA E

Hail (A). Whenever thunderstorms and lightning are
present hail is very possible. Large hail can cause
extensive damage to aircraft structures. When you
observe hail at your station you should include the
contraction "A" for hail in column 5 and a remark in
column 13. Hail is entered in column 13 usually
following your remarks concerning lightning. Report hail
in a special or record special observation whenever it
begins or ends, and in all observations taken while it is
occurring. Include the time of beginning and/or ending,
or bosh, following the same criteria as you did for
thunderstorms and tornadic activity.

The contraction "A" will be entered in column 13
followed by the beginning and/or ending times if
necessary, and the contraction HLSTO with the diameter
in inches of the large stones; i.e., HLSTO 112, AB13E15
HLSTO 3/4.

Exercises (220):

1. When can a thunderstorm be included in an
observation even though thunder is not heard?

2. Use the following observational data to make
appropriate column 5 and 13 entries.

A thunderstom is in progress at the station. Hail
is falling (largest stone is 11/2 inches in diameter).
Frequent lightning is observed from cloud to ground
in the southeast and occasional lightning is observed
from cloud to cloud overhead. The storm is overhead
and moving toward the southeast. Your observation
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was transmitted by longline teletype.
a. Column 5
b. Column 13

3. Use the following observational data to make
appropriate column 5 and 13 entries.

A thunderstorm began at the station at 2030Z. A
special was taken but not transmitted by longline
teletype. Thunder was last heard at 2040Z. The
thunderstorm moved to the east. There is occasional
lightning cloud to cloud east. A record special is
taken and transmitted by longline teletype at 2055Z
to end the thunderstorm.
a. Column 5
b. Column 13

2.2. Precipitation
This section will cover forms, character, intensity, and

measurement of precipitation.

221. Identify certain precipitation forms.

Precipitation falls in many forms. Generally speaking
the various types are classified into three main forms:
liquid, freezing, and solid.

Liquid Precipitation. Rain and drizzle are the only
two forms of liquid precipitation. Rain is distinguished
from drizzle by the size of the water droplet (particle) and
the spacing between droplets. Rain droplets have a
diameter usually greater than 0.02 inch (0.5 mm),
whereas drizzle has a droplet size less than 0.02 inch (0.5
mm). The drizzle droplets are very close together and
appear to float with the air currents. Drizzle usually falls
from low stratus clouds and is frequently accompanied by
low visibility and fog.

Freezing Precipitation. Freezing precipitation is
liquid precipitation that falls and freezes upon impact
with the ground or objects in flight or on the ground.
Usually, freezing precipitation is caused by super-cooled
water particles, but it may occur when the surface is cold
enough to freeze water particles that are near freezing.
When water particles do freeze upon impact with the
ground or objects in flight or on the ground, classify the
precipitation as either freezing rain or freezing drizzle.

Solid Precipitation. For observation purposes, solid
precipitation is classified into the following forms:

Ice pellets.
Hail.
Snow.
Snow pellets.
Snow grains.
Ice crystals.

Ice pellets. Ice pellets are either transparent or
translucent particles of ice which are round or irregular
in shape (rarely conical) and have a diameter of 0.2 inch
(0.5 mm) or less. Ice pellets are formed by two different
processes. If continuous precipitation (such as rain or



melted snowflakes) freezes, the result is a transparent ice
pellet (formerly cal ed sleet). Snow pellets that become
encased in a thin layer of ice are classified as ice pellets.
This occurs when a snow pellet begins to melt and
refreeze, or it may occur when snow pellets come in
contact with water eroplets while falling. In this case the
water freezes, producing a thin layer of ice around the
snow pellet. This type falls as a shower. Ice pellets usually
rebound when striking hard ground and make a sound on
impact.

Hail. Hail is distinguished from other solid
precipitation by its irregular shape and generally large
size. Hail falls almost exclusively from strong convective
clouds (cumulonimbus) which are usually accompanied
by thunder. Some hailstones consist of alternately opaque
and clear layers of ice, which are formed by the strong up
and down drafts within the cloud. On occasion,
hailstones freeze together and fall in irregular lumps.
When hail falls at the station, you must determine the size
of the largest hailstone that is readily available. Hail
seldom occurs when surface temperatures are near or
below freezing.

Snow. Snow is precipitation of ice crystals, mostly
branched in the form of six-pointed stars. At
temperatures higher than about 23° Fahrenheit the
crystals are generally clustered to form snowflakes.

Snow pellets. Snow pellets are white, opaque grains of
ice. The grains are round or sometimes conical.
Diameters range from about 0.08 inch (0.2 mm) to 0.2
inch (0.5 mm). Snow pellets are brittle and easily
crushed. When they strike hard surfaces, they bounce and
often break up. When conditions are right, snow pellets
serve as the nuclei for hail development. Snow pellets
form exclusively in convective clouds which produce
showery precipitation.

Snow grains. Snow grains are very small, white, opaque
grains of ice, similar in structure to snow. The primary
difference is the smallness of each element and the fairly
flat or elongated shape of the snow grains in comparison
to snow. They do not burst or shatter when they strike
hard surfaces. Snow grains usually fall in small quantities
mostly from stratus clouds and never as showers.

Ice crystals. Ice crystals are unbranched, in the form of
needles, columns, or plates. They are often so tiny that
they appear to be suspended in the air. Ice crystals may
fall from a cloud or from clear air. The crystals are visible
mainly when they glitter in the sunshine or other bright
light (diamond dust). They may produce a luminous
pillar or other optical phenomena. Ice crystals (which are
frequently seen in polar regions) occur only at very low
temperatures in stable airmasses.

Exercises (22J):

1. What are the two forms of liquid precipitation?

2. Define "freezing precipitation."
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3. Name the precipitation form described by each of the
following statements.

(1) Transparent or translucent particles of ice
which are round or irregular in shape. They
usually rebound when striking hard ground and
make a sound on impact.

...._ (2) Very small, white, opaque grains of ice that
usually fall in small quantities mostly from
stratus clouds and never as showers.

_...._ (3) Ice crystals, mostly branched in the form of six-
pointed stars.

_...._ (4) Falls from strong convective clouds and
occasionally freeze together falling in irregular
lumps.

(5) Unbranched, in the form of needles, columns,
or plates.

_ (6) Form exclusively in convective clouds and
under the right conditions serve as the nuclei
for hail development.

222. Identify the three categories of precipitation and
classify the intensity of precipitation by rate of fall or
visibility criteria.

Knowing the type of precipitation that is associated
with low ceilings and visibilities is undoubtedly of great
benefit to both the pilot and forecaster. This information
is made even more meaningful when the character and
intensity of precipitation are added. The pilot is very
interested in knowing the presence of rainshowers versus
rain, because rainshowers tell him to expect a greater
fluctuation in visibility as he lands and takes off from an
airbase. The decision of whether the precipitation is
showery or continuous, light or moderate, is determined
by the observer's judgment based on experience and
established guidelines.

Character of Precipitation. Precipitation character is
based upon established criteria. The character of
precipitation is divided into three categories:

Continuous.
Intermittent.
Showery.

Continunus. Continuous precipitation increases or
decreases gradually in intensity, if at all. Precipitation of
this character is usually associated with stratiform cloud
types such as altostratus, nimbostratus, and stratus.

Intermittent. Intermittent precipitation also increases
or decreases gradually in intensity. However, to be
classified as intermittent, the precipitation must stop and
start at least once within the hour preceding the
observation. This category of precipitation is used with
precipitation types not classified as showery and
indicated by a remark in column 13 (for example,
INTMT R ).

Showery. Showery precipitation changes intensity
rapidly, or the shower begins or ends abruptly. Swelling
cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds produce showery
precipitation. When showers have ended at the
observation site but are still in progress near the station,
this can be indicated by entering an appropriate remark
in column 13 (i.e., RWU E, SW OVR MTNS N).

II
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TABLE 2-1
ESTIMATING INTENSITY OF RAIN OR ICE PELLETS ON A

RATEOFFALL BASIS

Light Scattered drops or pellets that do not completely wet

or cover an exposed surface, regardless of duration, to

0.10 inch per hour; maximum 0.01 inch in 6 minutes.

Moderate 0.11 inch to 0.30 inch per hour; more than 0.01 inch

to 0.03 inch in 6 minutes.

Heavy More than 0.30 inch per hour; more than 0.03 inch in

6 minutes.

Intensity of Precipitation. Intensity of precipitation is
an indication of the amount of precipitation falling at the
time of observation. Each precipitation form (with the
exception of hail and ice crystals) is suffixed with an
intensity symbol. The symbol "" for light, an omission
(no symbol) for moderate, and "+" for heavy. Each
intensity is defined with respect to the type of
precipitation occurring.

Determine the intensity of precipitation from
established standards, such as the FMH-1 B. These
standards provide tables that you can use to determine
intensities. Tables 2-1 through 2-4 are reproductions of
these tables. Use tables 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 to determine
rain or ice pellet intensity and use table 2-4 to determine
the intensity of drizzle or snow.

To improve your judgment in determining the intensity
of precipitation, observe the precipitation over a period
of time. Frequently, the total precipitation (water

equivalent) for the day is not supported by the intensities
that the observer reports during the day. For example,
suppose an observer carries moderate continuous rain
interspersed with short periods of light rain for a 6-hour
period. At the end of the 6-hour period his measurement
was only 1 inch. Since an intensity of moderate for an
entire 6-hour period should yield more than 1 inch
(based on table 2-1), the intensity of moderate carried by
this observer was in error. Remember that a check of
precipitation amounts for a 6-hour period and for the day
is a good indication of whether or not you are entering the
correct intensities.

Exercises (222):

1. What are the three categories of precipitation?

TABLE 2-2
ESTIMATING THE INTENSITY OF RAIN

Light

Moderate

Heavy

Scattered drops that do not completely wet an exposed
surface, regardless of duration, to a condition where
individual drops are easily seen; slight spray is
observed over pavements; puddles form slowly; sound on
roofs ranges from slow pattering to gentle swishing;
steady small streams may flow in gutters and downspouts.

Individual drops are not clearly identifiable; spray is
observable just above pavements and other hard surfaces,
puddles form rapidly; downspouts on buildings seen 1/4 to

1/2 full; sound on roofs ranges from swishing to gentle
roar.

Rain seemingly falls in sheets; individual drops are
not identifiable; heavy spray to height of several
inches is observed over hard surfaces; downspouts run
more than 1/2 full; visibility is greatly reduced; sound
on roofs resembles roll of drums or distant roar.



TABLE 2-3
ESTIMATING THE INTENSITY OF ICE PELLETS

Ligh t

Moderate

Heavy

Few pellets falling with little, if any, accumulation.

Slow accumulation.

Rapid accumulation.

2. What category of precipitation is usually associated
with stratiform cloud types?

3. Swelling cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds
produce what category of precipitation?

4. What is the category of precipitation that stops and
starts at least once within the hour preceding the
observation?

5. What precipitation category changes intensity rapidly
or begins and ends abruptly?

6. Using tables 2-1 through 2-4, classify the intensity of
precipitation described in each of the following
statements:

(1) Individual raindrops are not identifiable.
(2) Snow is falling. There are no obstructions to

vision present. The prevailing visibility is 1/4
statute mile.

(3) Ice pellets are falling and accumulating slowly.
(4) Rain is falling. Scattered drops do not

completely wet an exposed surface.
(5) Drizzle is falling and there are no obstructions

to vision present. The prevailing visibility is I
statute mile.

223. State the procedures for measuring liquid and
solid precipitation; and, from given data, indicate the
water equivalent of precipitation.

Precipitation Measurement. As stated in another
volume of this course, you are required to make some
climatological entries on AWS Form 10. The columns
for the measurement of liquid and solid precipitation are
44-45, Synoptic Data, and 68-70 from Summary of the
Day Data. In another volume of this course you were
given the requirements for making measurement entries
in these columns. Here we will explain how to take these
measurements.

Precipitation gage. The standard rain gage (fig. 2-1) in
use at Air Weather Service detachments is a very simple
device that collects precipitation for measurement
whether it falls in liquid or solid form. Despite certain
limitations of collection under gusty or high wind
conditions, the gage provides a fairly representative
measurement of the amount of precipitation that falls
between specified periods of time.

In figure 2-1, the measuring tube (A) is held in an
upright position within the overflow can (B) by a sleeve
(C) that is attached to the collector-funnel unit (M. The
collector-funnel unit directs the precipitation into the
measuring tube beneath it. Another sleeve fits over the
mouth of the overflow can and holds the funnel in place,
When the measuring tube is completely filled, the liquid
in it represents 2 inches of liquid precipitation.

Measurement of liquid precipitation. Liquid
precipitation is measured by a 24-inch measuring stick
that is graduated in hundredths of an inch and labeled
every tenth of an inch. The stick is made of redwood,
which has a very slow absorption rate. The stick turns
very dark when it is wet, making it easy to read.

TABLE 2-4
INTENSITY OF DRIZZLE OR SNOW WITH VISIBILITY

(COLUMN 4) AS CRITERIA

Light

Moderate

Heavy

Visibility 5/8 statute mile or more.

Visibility less than 5/8 statute mile, but not less
than 5/16 statute mile.

Visibility less than 5/16 statute mile.
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Figure 2 -I. Rain gage.

To measure the amount of liquid precipitation in the
measuring tube, insert the dry stick into the tube.
Withdraw the stick after 2 or 3 seconds and read the
precipitation depth to the nearest .01 of an inch at the
upper limit of the wet portion of the stick. After
measuring and recording the amount, be sure to empty
the tube before reassembling it. If you do not empty the
tube, the next period of measurement will be erroneous.
If the measuring tube is filled to the brim, empty the
contents (2 inches). Then measure the amount in the
overflow can, if any, by pouring it into the tube. This
excess, if any, plus the original 2 inches of liquid in the
tube, is the total precipitation amount for the observation
period.

Measurement of solid precipitation. When solid
precipitation is expected, remove the collector-funnel
unit and the measuring tube from the overflow can. Since
you are interested in determining water equivalents of

solid precipitation, melt O.:: contents of the overflow can
before measuring the fe' ten amount. To do this, pour a
measured amount of wE rm water into the can and then
pour the resulting liquid into the measuring tube. After
measuring the total liquid, remember to subtract the
amount of warm water used to melt the solid
precipitation. The difference is the water equivalent of
the solid precipitation. During snowfall accompanied by
strong or gusty winds, the amount of fall collected in the
overflow container may not represent actual snowfall. If
you think the rain gage collection is not representative,
disregard the catch and obtain, if possible, water
equivalent by means of core sampling in accordance with
Chapter 7 of FMH-1B.

If this procedure is not possible, you can estimate the
water equivalent. To estimate water equivalent of solid
forms of precipitation, first obtain a measurement of the
snowfall. Convert the actual depth to its water equivalent
on the basis of a 1:10 ratio (or other ratio if frflIV/11 to be
representative for the station). For example, if 1.6 inches
of snow has fallen, the water equivalent is approximately
.16 inch (i.e., 1.6 divided by 10 = .16 by us...4 the 1:10
ratio).

Exercises (223):

1. What is the procedure for measuring liquid
precipitation?
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2. What is the necessary procedure to prepare for the
measurement of solid precipitation?

3. What is the procedure for measuring the water
equivalent of snow using the rain gage?

4. The measuring tube of the rain gage is full of liquid
precipitation. You pour out the contents and find
there is some more precipitation in the overflow can.
You pour this into the measuring tube and measure
an additional .1 of an inch of precipitation. The total
measur,,ment for the period is inches.

5. Snow is forecast and you remove the collector - fennel
and measuring tube from the rain gage. It begins to
snow. At the time you have to measure for the water
equivalent of the snowfall yc... :'our 1 inch of warm
water into the overflow can to melt the snow. You
pour the resulting liquid into the measuring tube and
measure 1.15 inches of liquid precipitation. The total
measurement of water equivalent for the period is

of an inch.



6. Due to high winds you determine the rain gage
collection of a snowfall is not representative. You
cannot take a core sample. You determine 2.2 inches
of snow has fallen. You estimate the water equivalent
on a 1:5 ratio. The total water equivalent for the
period is of an inch.

224. Specify the appropriate AWS Form 10 additive
data entries for precipitation.

Recording Precipitation in Column 13. There are
certain specified requirements for entering precipitation
amounts in column 13 of AWS Form 10.

Six-hour precipitation. The amount of precipitation (or
water equivalent) in the past 6 hours is entered as "RR"
of the appRR as tenths or hundredths of inches. Encode a
trace as "00." Omit RR when no precipitation has
occurred. When the amount of precipitation is 1 inch or
more, enter the tenths and hundredths as RR and enter in
plain language the number of whole inches. For example,
2.53 inches is entered as app53 TWO.

Snow depth (904spsp). This group is reported at stations
transmitting scheduled aviation observations on longline
teletype or COMEDS. It is omitted if there is no more
than a trace (less than .5 inch) of snow on the ground at
the time of observation. When more than a trace of snow
is on the ground, encode and report the snow depth in the
1200 GMT observation at stations taking scheduled
observations at that time. Encode and report the snow
depth in the 0000, 0600, and 1800 GMT observations
when more than a trace of snow is on the ground and
more tkan a trace of precipitation (water equivalent) has
occurred within the past 6-hour period. Encode the tens
and units digits of snow depth as "spsp." Include a 90499
group for each 100 inches of snow. For example, 3 inches
of snow is encoded as 90403, 99 inches is encoded as
90499, 100 inches is encoded as 90499 90499, 219
inches is encoded as 90499 90499 90419.

There are special requirements for oversea stations and
CONUS stations operating less than 24 hours per day.
Check FMH-13 for these requirements.

Twenty-four hour precipitation (2R24R24R24R24). This
group is reported at stations transmitting scheduled
aviation observations on longline teletype of COMEDS.
It i3 normally omitted if no more than a trace of
precipitation (water equivalent) has fallen in the
preceding 24 hours. When more than a trace of
precipitation (water equivalent) has fallen in the past 24
hours, encode and report the 24-hour precipitation at
1200 GMT. Encode the tens, units, tenths, and
hundredths of inches (water equivalent) for
R24R24R24R24. For example, encode .12 inch as 20012,
and encode 2.53 inches as 20253. If more than a trace of
precipitation has occurred and the amount cannot be
determined, encode 2/ / / I.

.
There are special requirements for some oversea

stations and stations not operating 24 hours per day.
Check FMH-1B for these requirements.
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Exercises (224):

1. Indicate the appRR entries for the following 6-hour
precipitation (water equivalent) measurements:
a. Trace.

b..12 inch.

c. 2.03 inches.

2. Indicate the appropriate snow depth entry in column
13 for each of the following:
a. There are 5 inches of snow on the ground at 1200

GMT.

b. There are 9 inches of snow on the ground at 1800
GMT and a trace of precipitation has occurred in
the past 6 hours.

c. There are 112 inches of snow on the ground at
0000 GMT, and 1 inch of precipitation (water
equivalent) has fallen in the past 6 hours.

3. Indicate the appropriate entry in column 13 for 24-
hour precipitation for the following water equivalent
measurements:
a. Trace.

b. .12 inch.

c. 10.02 in :hes.

2-3. Obstructions to Vision

The term "obstructions to vision" includes all other
types of atmospheric phenomena not considered
"weather." Since visibility is affected by obstruction to
vision phenomena, the forecaster studies reports of
obstructions at the local station as well as reports from
surrounding stations. This data and this knowledge of the
meteorological factors that influence changes to
" bstructions to vision are extremely important aids in
night operations and scheduling.



225. List the five hydrometeors and the five
lithometeors; and frora given des.riptions, name the
specific obstruction t. \vision.

All obstructions to vision are classified as either
hydometeor or littometeor. They are not entered in
column 5 of AWS Form 10 unless they restrict visibility
to 6 miles or less. However, enter those that you think are
operationally significant as remarks in column 13. In
fact, these remarks are encouraged. Remember that when
obstructions to vision cover 0.1 or more of the sky, they
are considered as sky cover ( X or X).

Hydrometeors. Hydrometeors are atmospheric
phenomena that consist of liquid or solid water particles.
When these particles are falling, they are called
precipitation. When they are suspended in the
atmosphere, they are called obstructions to vision. For
observing purposes, there are five hydrometeors that are
considered obstructions to vision:

Fog.
Ground fog.
Blowing snow.
Ice fog.
Blowing spray.

Fog. Fog is a suspension of small water droplets in the
air, reducing horizontal visibility at the earth's surface.
Fog is distinguished from other obstructions to vision by
its dampness and grey appearance. Usually fog does not
form or exist when the difference between the
temperature and dewpoint is greater than 4° Fahrenheit
(2° Celsius); however, it should be reported whenever it is
observed. When temperatures are below freezing, the
difference may exceed 4° Fahrenheit. Heavy fog
sometimes produces rime or glaze ice on cold, exposed
object. To be entered in column 5 fog must have a
vertical depth of 20 feet or more.

Ground fog. Ground fog, on the other hand, is fog that
extends to a depth of less than 20 feet. Unless you have
some way of measuring the depth, such as known heights
of buildings or towers on the base, it will be very difficult
to judge the depth of the fog. When in doubt encode it as
fog.

Blowing snow. Blowing snow exists when the wind
blows snow to moderate or great heights. Blowing snow is
closely related to drifting snow; the main difference is that
blowing s-ow restricts visibility (6 miles or less) and the
sky may become obscured when the particles are raised to
great heights. Drifting snow does not reduce visibility
below 7 miles at eye level. Therefore, drifting snow is not
entered in column 5 of AWS Form 10.

Ice fog. Ice fog is a rare form of fog, because it usually
forms at temperatures below-20° Fahrenheit (-30°
Celsius). Ice fog does not produce rime or glaze on cold
objects. It consists of elements very similar to ice crystals
except that ice fog particles are suspended in the
atmosphere. Ice fog produces optical effects that are
similar to those produced by ice crystals, such as halo
phenomena, luminous vertical columns, or sparkling
effect. Ice fog can form at temperature and dewpoint-
differences of 8° Fahrenheit (4.5° Celsius) or more.

Blowing spray. Blowing spray is reported only at sea
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stations near large bodies of water. To be reported, the
spray, which is water droplets that are blown from the
water by the wind, must restrict the visibility at eye level
(6 feet on shore, 33 feet at sea) to 6 miles or less. Unless
you are assigned to a station near a large body of water,
you never will have to report this obstruction to vision in
your observation.

Lithometeors. All obstructions to vision that do not
have a water composition (hydrometeor) and are not
classified as "weather" are called lithometeors. They are
classified into five separate types as follows:

Dust.
Blowing dust.
Blowing sand.
Haze.
Smoke.

Dust. Dust is finely divided earthy matter that is
uniformly distributed in the atmosphere. You can
distinguish it from other lithometeors by the tan or grey
tinge that it gives to distant objects. When dust is present,
the sun's disk is pale and colorless gy has a yellow tinge
through the dust.

Blowing dust. Blowing dust is dust that the wind ricks
up from the surface and blows about in clouds or sheets.
To be classified as blowing dust, it must restrict
horizontal visibility to 6 miles or less. In aviation
observations the following are also reported as blowing
dust:

a. Duststormsame as blowing dust except visibility
is reduced to less than 5/8 mile but not less than 5/16
mile.

b. Severe duststormsame as blowing dust except
visibility is reduced to less than 5/16 mile.

Blowing sand. Blowing sand is reported when the wind
picks up sand from the surface and blows it about in
clouds or sheets. To be classified as blowing sand, it MU.St
restrict horizontal visibility to 6 miles or less. In aviation
observations, the following are also reported as blowing
sand:

a. Sandstormsame as blowing sand except
horizontal visibility is reduced to less than 5/8 mile but
not less than 5/16 mile.

b. Severe sandstormsame as blowing sand except
horizontal visibility is reduced to less than 5/16 mile.

Haze. Haze is a suspension in the air of extremely
small, dry particles, such as salt, dust, or pollen. They are
invisible to the naked eye and sufficiently numerous to
give the air an opalescent appearance. In spite of the
fineness of haze particles, haze restricts visibility. Over
the landscape, haze resembles a uniform veil that subdues
the natural colors, such as green trees along the horizon.
When viewed against a dark background, such as a
mountain, haze produces a bluish tinge. It causes a dirty
yellow or orange tinge against a bright background, such
as the sun, clouds on the horizon, or snowcapped
mountain peaks. When the sun is well above the horizon,
its light sometimes has a peculiar silvery tinge because of
haze. These color effects distinguish haze from thin fog,
even when the thickness of haze approaches that of thin
fog.



TABLE 2 -5
SYMBOLS FOR WEATHER AND OBSTRUCTIONS TO VISION

AND ORDER OF ENTRY FOR COLUMN 5

WEATHER

Tornadic Activity TORNADO
WATERSPOUT
FUNNEL CLOUD

Severe Thunderstorm T+
Thunderstorm T

Drizzle L
Rain R
Rain Showers RW

,

Freezing Drizzle ZL
Freezing Rain ZR

Hail A
Ice Crystals IC

Ice Pellets IP

Ice Pellet Showers IPW

Snow S

Snow Grains SG

Snow Pellets SP
Snow Showers SW

OBSTRUCTIONS TO VISION

Fog F
Ground Fog GF
Ice Fog IF
Blowing Snow BS
Blowing Spray BY

Haze H
Smoke K
Dust D
Blowing Dust BP
Blowing Sand BN

NOTES:

in the following order:

decreasing intensity

of decreasing intensity

decreasing intensity

of decreasing predominance, if

Column 5 only when the prevailing
to vision is occurring at

to 6 miles or less by obscuring
in Remarks. Note that

to vision.
_

1. Combinations of these symbols are entered

a. TORNADO, FUNNEL CLOUD, or WATERSPOUT

b. Thunderstorm

c. Liquid precipitation, in order of

d. Freezing precipitation, in order

e. Frozen precipitati A, in order of

f. Obstructions to vision, in order
discernible

2. Obstructions to vision are reported in
visibility is 6 miles or less and the obstruction
the station. If the visibility is reduced
phenomena not at the station, report the phenomena
intensity symbols are not used with obstructions
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Smoke. Smoke is a very common obstruction to vision
near large cities and industrial areas. It consists of fine
ash particles produced by combustion. When the disk of
the sun is viewed through smoke r.t sunrise or sunset, it
apparrs very red. When the sun is above the horizon, it
may have a:: orange tinge. Evenly distributed smoke from
distant sources generally has a light grayish or bluish
appearance. A transition to haze may occur when smoke
particles have traveled great distances; for example, 25 to
100 miles or more, and when the larger particles have
settled out and the remaining particles have become
widely scattered through the atmosphere.

Exercises (225):

1. List the five hydrometeors.

2. List the five lithometeors.

3. Classify the specific hydrometeor or lithometeor
described in each of the following statements:
a. Water droplets are suspended in the air to a depth

of 40 feet.

b. Loose snow is blown by the wind to a height of 4
feet.

c Loose sand is blown by the wind and restricts
visibility to 3 miles.

d. The disk of the sun appears very red at sunrise and
the visibility is 5 miles due to a suspension of
particles in the air.

226. From simulated observational data, indicate the
entries for columns 4, 5, and 13 (of AWE, Form 10) to
include appropriate remarks for visibility, weather,
and obstructions to vision in airways code.

Order of Entry for Weather and Obstructions to
Vision (Column 5). Whenever weather and obstructions
to vision are present at the time of the observation, you
must enter the appropriate weather symbol and intensity
in column 5 of AWS Form 10. The correct order of entry
is this:

a. TORNADO, FUNNEL CLOUD, or WATER
SPOUT.

b. 'Thunderstorm.
c. Liquid precipitation, in order of decreasing

intensity.

d. Freezing precipitation, in order of decreasing
intensity.

e. Solid precipitation, in order of decreasing intensity.
f Obstructions to vision, in order of decreasing

predominance, if discernible.
Table 2-5 shows the weather and obstruction to vision

symbols that are used in column 5. Remember, to enter
obstructions to vision, you must have a prevailing
visibility (column 4 entry) of 6 miles or less. If the
visibility is reduced to 6 miles or less by obscuring
phenomena not at the station, report the phenomena in
remarks (column 13). As indicated in table 2-5, the
words "tornado," "funnel cloud," and "waterspout" are
always spelled out in full. This permits ready
identification of these severe weather phenomena. If
there is not enough space in column 5 for a one-line
entry, use as many lines as necessary and start subsequent
observations on the next line.

Entries and Remarks for Weather and Obstructions
to Vision (Column 14 Significant remarks for weather
and obstructions to vision provide added information for
the entries in column 5. We have discussed entries and
remarks for storm phenomena earlier. Here, we will
discuss other remarks. The following guidelines apply to
all column 13 remarks as well as those for weather and
obstructions to vision:

a. Use accepted weather contractions whenever
possible.

b. Spell out remarks that may be "lisinterpreted for
other data (SW Is this southwest or show showers?).

c. Enter the directions of phenomena, using 8 points
of the compass (N, NE, SE, etc.).

d. Enter a dash between the direction when the
phenomena extends from one point of the horizon to
another (NE-SE or N-E).

e. Enter additional direction references in a clockwise
direction when the phenomena exceeds a 90 degree
portion of the horizon circle (NW-NE-E or S-W-NW).

f Enter distances to phenomena in nautical miles
when known and appropriate. Enter all time references in
GMT.

g. Report movement of clouds or other phenomena
with respect to location and direction toward which the
phenomena are moving (Cis W MOVG NE).

Other Significant Ren-e.rks (Column 13). Following
is a list of observed elements and conditions that require
remarks, the guidelines for their entry, and some
examples of typical entries.

Observed Guidelines for Reporting Typical Entry
Precipitation vary- Enter type and intensity R. ONCLY R, SW
ing in intensity (from column 5), OCNLY, OCNLY SW.
during period of and type and intensity to
observation. which it varied.

Shallow
fog.

ground When the ground fog depth
is less than 6 feet. Enter
shallow ground fog depth in
feet.
When snow is drifting and
does not restrict the visi-
bility at eye level (6 feet
above the surface). Omit if

Drifting snow

2.4

SHOW GFDEP4

DRFTG SNOW



Observed Guidelines for Reporting Typical Entry

blowing snow (BS) is
reported.

Dust devils. Enter dust devils followed DUST DEVILS
by direction from station. SW

Obscuring phe- Enter type, description, and F BANK NE-S
nomena at a dis direction from station.
tance from and not
at the station.

Increase in snow Average snow depth in- SNOINCR 2
depth. creases by 1 inch or more

during past hour.

Fog dissipating or Self-explanatory. F DIS1PTG or F
increasing. 1NCRG

Smoke drifting Self-explanatory. K DRFTG OVR
over field. FLD

Exercise (226):

1. From the following 'mulated observational data (at
observation time) what entries, if any, are made in
columns 4, 5, and 13 of AWS Form 10 for visibility,
weather, and obstructions to vision, and remarks?
a. There is a CB 10 miles northeast of the station and

moving toward the east. A few peals of thunder are
heard and occasional flashes of incloud lightning
are seen to the northeast. Rainshowers are falling
from the CB but not at the station, and the
prevailing visibility is 8 miles.
(1) Column 4

(2) Column 5

(3) Column 13

b. Light snow is falling. Surface winds are pickingup
the snow from the surface to a height above 6 feet
and the prevailing visibility is 1 mile. Visibility to
the north is 3/4 mile and to the west is 1/2 mile.
(1) Column 4

(2) Column 5

(3) Column 13
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c. Moderate snow and light freezing rain are falling.
Fog is present and obscuring 1/10 of the sky. The
prevailing visibility is 0 miles and the visibility to
the northeast is 1/16 mile. The primary indicator
of the FMN-1 indicates a runway visibility of
1,200 feet on runway 22.

(1) Column 4

(2) Column 5

(3) Column 13

d. Dust is being picked up by high, gusty surface
winds. Prevailing visibility is 3 miles. The control
tower reports a visibility of 6 miles.
(1) Column 4

(2) Column 5

(3) Column 13

227. From simulated observational data, indicate the
entries for columns 4.5, and 13 to include appropriate
remarks for visibility, weather, and obstructions to
vision in metar code.

Metar Code. Soul:: f.ritries for metar code differ from
airways code. I w lc swing information gives the
requirements for :netar entries.

Visibility. Prevailing visibility foi column 4A is
entered in whole and/or fractional parts of statute miles
(whole and/or decimal parts of nautical miles). Column
4B is prevailing visibility in meters. Column 4C ts RVR
for local dissemination. Column 4D is RVR for longline
dissemination.

Remarks for visibility will be enter,,i in column
Enter VIS d by appropriate remark.

Wcather and obstructions to vision. Column 5A for
local dissemination will be entered using the letter codes
in parentheses from table 2-6. Column 5B for longline
dissemination will be entered using the numbers and
letters codes from table 2-6. Only one code may be
selected fcr longline dissemination. (See notes for table
2-6.)

Remarks for weather and obstructions to vision are
entered in accordanc' with table 2-7.



TABLE 2-6
METAR PRESENT WEATHER

In selecting codes, see explanatory notes on the followlog page. SMOKE

(FU)
04FU

HAZE

(HZ)
OSHZ

DUST

(HZ)
06HZ

BLOWING OUST
OR

BLOWING SAND

(BLSA)
07SA

DUST DEVILS

(P0)
DEP°

MIST

(FG)
10BR

SHALLOW FOG (OR ICE FOGI
Of the 1110110n end not doom than six loot

THUNDERSTORM BUT
NO PRECIPITATION

(15) or (TS+)
17TS

SQUALL

(A)
I$SQ

FUNNEL CLOUD,
TORNADO, OR

WATERSPOUT

(TORNADO), ETC.
19FC

PATCHES

im1FG)1.121111
CONTINUOUS

(MIFG)
FG

RECENT PRECIPITATION (pt the tettlen &On, the preceding hear but not the Mow of oh Inn)

RECENT THUNDER.
STORM W or WO
RECENT PRECIPI

TATION

29RETS

CONTINUOUS OR INTERMITTENT
SHOWERY

DRIZZLE
(et Snow Gtatt,1

20REOZ

RAIN

2IRERA

SNOW

22RESN

RAIN AND SNOW
MIXED OR ICE

PE LLETSorgro or

23RERASN

FREE ZING RAIN
OR

FREE ZING DRIZZLE

2IREFZRA

RAIN
SHOWERS

2SRESH

SHOWERS OF SNOW
OR OF

RAIN AND SNOW

26RESNSH

SHOWERS OF HAIL,
SNOW PEL LE TS, or
ICE PELLE TSHrot a)
W or WO RECENT RAIN
2TREGR SHOWERS

DUSTSTORM DR SANDSTORM DRIFTIN9 SNOW LOWIN

LIGHT OR
MODERATE

(BLSN-) or (BLSN)
3312LSH

N W

HEAVY

(BLSH+)
39815N

LIGHT TO MODERATE HEAVY

LIGHT TO
MODERATE

(DRSN)
36DRSH

HEAVY

Vtig4)

stuvny the poi, hour has goring the post hour ht.

DECREASED
ISA)
30SA

SHOWN NO CHANGE
(SA I
3)SA

BEGUN OR
INCREASED

(SA)
3250

DECREASED
(SA.)

A

SHOWN
NO CHANGE

(SA+)
34XXSA

BEGUN OR
INCREASED

(SA+)
35XXSA

FOG DR ICE FOG
FREEZING FDG

PATCHES
no, ,n ,,,,n
ond 4.c., ,t,.. SI.

(BCFG)"."
'40 BCFG

PATCHES
at rA ,,,,Imon .0,4
(1,,,,, rnri .,.

C8FcGd

damns, prcdons hoof has

SKY VISIBLE

(FZEG)
411FZEG

SKY OBSCURED

(FZFG)
49EZFG

BECOME THINNER SHOWN NO CHANGE BEGUN OR BECOME THICKER
SKY VISIBLE

(PG)
12FG

SKY OBSCURED

gn
SKY VISIBLE

(FG)
IIFG

SKY OBSCURED

(FG)
I5FG

SKY VISIBLE
(FG)
46FG

SKY OBSCURED

(FG)
17FG

DRIZZLE (NOT FREEZING) FREEZING DRIZZLE DRIZZLE AND RAIN MIXED
LIGHT MODERATE HEAVY

LIGHT

(F ZOZ -)
56FZ0Z

MODERATE
OR HEAVY

IFZDZ) or (FZDZ+)
S7XxFZDZ

LIGHT

(RA-0Z-)
SERA

MODERATE
OR HEAVY

(RAOZ-1, (DZ+ RA),
59RA Ns

INTERMITTENT

(OZ -1
SODZ

COW INUCUS

(DZ.- (
5102

INTERMITTENT

(?2f2)Z

CONTINUOUS

(OZ)
SIDZ

INTERMITTENT

(OW
SIX XDZ

CONTINUOUS

(DZ+)MT=
RAIN (NOT FREEZING)

AV
FREEZING RAIN RAIN (OR DRIZZLE) AND SHOW 'AIRED_

MODERATE
LIGHT OR HEAVY

WV), (RA-SN-) (6,1MNAURA+SIO, rc

LIGHT MODERATE

LIGHT

(EZRA-)
66F7RA

MODERATE
OR HEAVY

(6F7ZxR4)zoa.FZRAt)

INTERMITTENT

MAI

CONTINUOUS

,,,,,
li`nA

INTERMITTENT

IRA)
62RA

CONTINUOUS

(RA)
63RA

INTERMITTENT

(RA+)
61XXRA

CONTINUOUS

(RA+)
65X ERA

SHOW

ICE
CRYSTALS

(IC)
741C_

SNOW
GRAINS

(7S7G1), (SG), (SG9)

ICE PELLETStow . 1.,..tlY lt)

(PE -), (PE), (PE +)

IGHT MODERATE HEAVY

INTERMITTENT

48'471)

CONTINUOUS

ISN- I
'ISN

INTF7MITTENT

(SN)
77SN

CONTINUOUS

(SN)
)ISN

INTERMITTENT

74 iSXNX+ S)

CONTINUOUS

(SN+I
75)(XSN

RAI,' SHOWERS RAIN AND 5 , 4 , 4 SHOWERS MIXED SNOW SHOWERS HOW PELLET OR ICE PELLET HAIL (.wt asa.04S C
(t II) SHOWERSypo 0, 1.70.111 001411 ha wl.11'thittNotmovit)

with*, without lain, r roan and snow ...hoedmODE RATE

(WASH)
8lx)(SH

HEAVY

!RASH.)
82X XSH

LIGHT

(RASH-SNSH-)
SMASH

MODERATE
ooOR HEAVY

I 11 ) , o t cxA

MODERATE
LIGHT OR HEAVY

(SNSH-1 (SNSH)or (SNSH+1
ESSNSH 66XXSN

LIGHT

(RASH-1
80RASH

LIGHT

(SN H

MODERATE
OR HEAVY LIGHT

PEW). et (G H-), rc
NAIL THUNDERSTORM DURING PRECEDING boy not et tiro. of oh THUNDERSTO8R7MGRAT TIME QII 0111E(198RSGVAASR7-10.414:,n+,!.",, RAIN AT TIME OF OBSERVATION MAIL WITH °Tull% ALONE OR WITH MODERATE SEVERE MODERATE DR SEVERE SEVERE

ALONE OR WITH
OTHER MODERATE
OR HEAVY PREC IP

(GRI IR ASH.GR ,H,
90XXGR

LIGHT

fRASH- , IRA-I
9(RA

MODERATE
OR HEAVY

TRASH IRA.) 1
92X%RA

LICHT PRECIS., OM
LICHT SNOW PELLET Oc
,cc PELLET SHOWERS
SNOW 019 RAIN *00

SNOW MIRED

(RASH-GR), (5 N SH.1 ),,
93GR

OTHER MOD TO tow
RCCIP. OR WOO '0

HWY SNOW OR
ICE LLLLLL SHOWERS,
SNOW, OR RAIN ARO

SHOW WITIZO

IfiRx)ig415H), Ns

WITH RAIN
AND/OR SNOW

(MASH.), ..
95T5

WITH HAIL, SNOW
PELLET, OR ICE PEh
LET(w orSHOWERS

WITH RAIN WITH DUSTORMAND/OR SNOW OR SANDSTORM

(TS4SHSHMTPRASETE), (TSSAMTSTSA-), WC
9'XXTS "e 9STSSA

WITH HAIL. SHOW
PELLET, OR ICE pri.
LET (type STSHOWERS

(TSIGRI,(TS+PESH),te
9WXXTSGR
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TABLE 2-6 (Contd)

1. Code Selection. In general, the highest applicable code will be selected for
entry in Column 5B (longline). However, code 19FC has priority over all other codesin the table, code 17TS has priority over codes 04-49, and recent phenomena (codes
20-29) are reported only if no other code is applicable at the time of observation.

2. Codes 07, 10, 30-35t 38-39, and 41-47. Report these codes using the affect
of tae phenomena on horizontal visibility according to the following guide:

VISIBILITY

NAUTICAL STATUTE
CODES METERS MILES MILES

41-47 0000-0900 0.0 - 0.5 0 - 1/2
::.'

33-35, 39 0000-0400 0.0 - 0.2 0 - 1/4
L4 30-32, 38 (mod) 0500-0900 0.25-0.5 5/16 - 1/2
-, 07, 10, 38 (lgt) 1000-9000 0.55- 5.0 5/8 - 6

3. Codes 10-12 and 40-47. Fog should be classified as continuous (rather than
patchy) when it covers 1/2 or more of the ground normally visible; e.g., code 12
(rather than 11), code 44 (rather than 41), etc.

4. Code 18. A sauall is defined as a sudden increase in wind speed of at least 15
knots and sustained at 20 knots or more for at least 1 minute. This code is reported
only if the squall occurred within 10 minutes prior to the actual time of observation
and it is the highest applicable code (see note 1 above).

5. Codes 20-29, 30-35, 42-47, and 91-94. "During the past/preceding hour" refers
to the 60-minute period prior to the actual time of the current observation being
taken.

6. Codes 30-35 and 42-47. "Increased/becoming thicker" and "decreased/becoming
thinner" conditions are primarily based on trends and changes occurring during the
past hour, using the affect of the phenomenon on horizontal and/or vertical visi-
bility as a guide. However, when conditions during the past hour were variable, the
code considered most representative based on the change occurring since the larA
observation may be selected.

7. Codes 36-37. As a general guide, report drifting snow as "heavy" (code. 37) when
the surface is predominantly hidden from view; otherwise, use code 36 (light to
moderate).

8. Codes 48-49. Freezing fog is defined as fog whose droplets freeze upon contact
with exposed objects and form a coating of rime and/or glaze. Note that it can
occur even though the air temperature is above freezing.

9. Codes 50-57, 70-75, 77, 8S-86, and appropriate 90-series. Determine the
intensfEiOf drizzle or snow (occurring alone) using the affect of the phenomena
on horizontal visibility according to the following guide:

VISIBILITY

NAUTICAL STATUTE
INTENSITY METERS MILES MILES

Heavy 0000-0400 0.0 - 0.2 0 - 1/4
Moderate 0500-0900 0.25 - 0.5 5/16-1/2
Light 1000 or more 0.55 or more 5/8 or more

10. Codes 89, 90, 93, 94 96 and 99. To report the occurrence of hail, select the
icode with regard to the intensity of other types of precipitaticl and/or the thunder-

storm with which the hail is associated. If the hail occurs alone, select code
"90XXGR" or "94XXGR," as appropriate.
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TABLE 2-7
METAR SIGNIFICANT REMARKS

A
When condition observed is:

B
Then enter:

1. a. Ceiling height (i.e., to in-
elude vertical visibility in a
totally obscured sky)

"CIG," ceiling designator "(D)" 04, E, or W)
when ceiling is less than 3,000 feet, and
ceiling height "hhh" in hundredg of feet
above field elevation; e.g., CIGM012t_CIG110.

b. Layer amount(s) total 5/8 or more
but do not constitute a ceiling

"CIGNO" (except, do not entei7?or a iiiitiy
obscured existing alone).

c. Variable ceiling height below
3,000 feet

"CIG," ceiling designator "(D)" and aVerage
of all observed values; and "CIG" followed
by ex:times of variability (lowest, "V," and
highest); e.g., CIGM012 CIG010V016, CIGE029
CIG026V033.

d. Variable sky cover (during
past 15 minutes) and variability
affects reporting of a ceiling
below 3,000 feet

Condition existing at observation time (i.e., as in
"a" above or "CIGNO "), "OCITL," and "CIG(D)hhh" or
"CIGNO" for previous condition resulting from vari-
able sky cover; e.g., CIG037 OCNL CIGE018 (see Note 1).

2. a. Wind direction varying by 60u or
more during period of observation, with
wind speed 7 knots or more.

*WND" followed by extremes of variability
separated by a "V;" e.g., WND 270V340.

b. Magnetic wind direction (at lo-
cations disseminating observations
locally and on longline by Teletype
using a single

Using symbolic form "MAGdd" ("dd" = wind
direction in tens of degrees); e.g., MAG16.

3. a. Prevailing ibility less than
3 miles varying by one or more
reportable values

"VIS" followed by extremes of variability
(lowest, "V," and highest); e.g., VIS 1/4V1/2,
VIS 0.7V1.0.

b. Sector visibility of less than
3 miles differing from prevailing
visibility

"VIS," sector identification, and visibility
in the sector(s); e.g., VIS N2, VIS N1.8SE0.7.
Identify the observation point if it differs
from that for which prevailing visibility is
reported; e.g., TWR VIS N3/4.

c. Prevailing visibility of 3 miles or
less, and a different prevailing visi-
bility is reported from a location other
than the official observation site

Location from Which observation was made,
"VIS," and visibility value; e.g., TWR VIS 3,
TWR VIS 2.5.

4. a. Tornado, funnel cloud, or
waterspout in progress

Description, time of beginning (see Note 2), distance
from station (if known), direction from station, and
direction of movement or "MOVMT UNK:" e.g., TORNADO
NE MOVD N, FUNNEL CLOUD B20 S MOVMT UNK.

b. Tornado, funnel cloud, or
waterspout having ended or dis-
appeared

Description, time of ending or beginning and ending
(see Note 2), and direction of movement; e.g.,
TORNADO MOVD N, FUNNEL CLOUD B16E19 NW DSIP1D.

c. Tornado, funnel cloud, or water-
spout reported by an outside source
as having occurred within the past 1
hour and has not been Observed at the
station or previously reported by
another source

Source (or "IlsECINFIRMED"), description, location,
direction of movement or "MOVMT UNK," and time
of observation; e.g., CIVIL POLICE TORNADO 15W
EDIU MOV N 1608, PILOT TORNADO 10S MJW UNK.

d. Thunderstorm in progress 'IS," time of beginning (see Note 2), distance
from station (if known) , direction from station
and direction of movTment (if known); e.g.,
TS OVHD MOV SE, TSB03 SW MOV NE.

e. Thunderstorm ending "TS," time of ending or beginning and ending
(see Note 2), and direction of movement; e.g.,
TS MOVD SELTSE49 MOVD E.
Frequency ("FRO" or "CCNIP), type, and direo-
tion from station; e.g., OCNL LTGOOCGN. FRQ
LTGCAIC SE-NW. Direction may be omitted if

the same as TS or CB CBMAM remark.

f. Lightning

g. Hail -w-00 and time of beginning, ending, or both
(see Note 2); "HLSTO" and diameter (in inches)
of the largest hailstone; e.g., HLSTO 1,
GRB13E14 HLSTO 1/2.
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TABLE 2-7 (Contd)

A
When audition observed is:

B
Then enter:

h. Precipitation varying in inten-
sity during the period of obser-
vation

Type and intensity (for condition at time of
observation), "OCNL," and type and intensity
to which it varied during the period of obser-
vation, e.g., RA- OCNL RA, SNSH OCNL SNSH+.

i. Precipitation at a distance from
(but not at) the station

Type and intensity (or "U" if unknown), and
direction fran station; e.g., RASHU SW,
SNSH OVR MTS N.

3. I.. mg . :. .. - . at a s-

tance from (but not at) the station
Desc ption on ram station; e.g.,
FG BANK N-SE.

5. a. Breaks or an area absent of
clouds in a layer, below 1,000 feet,
which covers at least 5/8 but less
than 8/8 of the sky.

"BRKS" and direction from station; e.g.,
BRKS N, BRKS WR MM. Omit remark if breaks
are in all quadrants.

b. Ceiling or sky condition at a
Lastance differing from that at the
station

Description and location; e.g., CIG LWR OVR
CITY, LWR CLDS W APCHG STN, CID BASE OBSC
HMS W.

c. Cumulonimbus (for which no
thunderstorm is being reported)

"CB," distance from stati3R-1117EZZ), lo-
cation, and movement (if known); e.g., CB 20S
MOV NE, CB OVHD MOV E.

d. amulonurbus Mamma (with or
without thunder)

Same as CtmUlonimbus, except use "CBMAM:"
e.g., CBMAM 30W MOV SE.

e. Towering Cumulus "TCU," distance (if known) and direction from
station; e.g., TCU NE, ICU 25SW.

f. Standing lenticular or rotor
clouds

Description and direction from station; e.g.,
FEW SML PICSL SW-W, LRG ROTOR CLDS WR MIS S.

g. Altocumulus Castellanus "ACOAS" and direction fran station; e.g.,
ACCAS SE.

h. Vertical or inclined trails of
precipitation that do not reach
the surface

"VIRGA" and direction fran station; e.g.,
VIRGA NW.

NOTES:

id):

REMARKS

1.

2.

tornadic
include
remark
indicator
reported;
for

Examples of variable sky cover (see remark

Observed SKY CONDITION

2/8SC, varying to 3/8 2ST010 2SCO25 CIGNO OCNL CIGM025

3/8SC, varying to 2/8 2ST010 3SCO25 CIGM025 OCNL CIGNO

2/8ST, varying to 1/8 2ST010 3SCO25 lAC080 CIGE025 OCNL CIG080

If the initial special observation taken for the beginning and/or ending of
activity, thunderstorm, c4 hail was not transmitted on longline Teletype,

the time of beginning (B) and/or ending (E) with the current (most recent)
in the next SP, RS, or SA, observation which is transmitted longline. Enter the

B and/Or E and the appropriate time(s) immediately following the phenomena
e.g., TSB35 MOV E GRB37E39 HLSTO 3/4. These B and/Or E dins are entered

longline transmission only.
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Exercise (227):

1. Indicate the appropriate entries in columns 4, 5, and
13 for each of the following in metar code.
a. Visibility: prevailing-4 statute miles runway 03

visual range is 6,000 feet.
Atmospheric phenomena: light rainshowers are

occurring at the sta-
Con.

Col 4A
Col 4B
Col 4C
Col 4D
Col 5A
Col 5B
Col 13

b. Visibility: prevailing-1/4 nautical mile, NE 1/2,
runway 36 visual range 1,000 feet.

Atmospheric phenomena: fog (covers 10/10 sky)
no change in past
hour.

Col 4A
Col 4B
Col 4C
Col 4D
Col 5A
Col 5B
Col 13

c. Visibility: prevailing-3 statute miles, E 2'/2 miles
Atmospheric phenomena: heavy rainshowers

stopped 2 minutes
ago, moved east.
Fog bank 3 miles
west of station,
increasing.

Col 4A
Col 4B
Col 4C
Col 4D
Col 5A
Col 5B
Col 13



Pressure, Temperature, Dewpoint, and Wind

THE PRIME CONSIDERATION for any major chart
analysis that a forecaster makes is the distribution of
atmospheric pressure. A forecaster is also concerned with
the temperature and dewpoint differences between
airmasses and the direction and speed of the wind. This
chapter deals with the recording of this data on AWS
Form 10, and the related instruments used to measure
these parameters.

3.1. Pressure

This discussion is based on the three main pressure
concepts. These concepts are station pressure, sea-level
pressure, and altimeter setting. First, you must determine a
basic pressure value that is used for the computation of
the other two operational pressure values (station
pressure). Second, the forecaster needs a pressure value
that he can use in the analysis of weather systems and the
prognosis of these weather systems (sea-level pressure).
Third, the pilot must have a pressure value that provides

Figure 3-1. Column of air and column of mercury.
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him with a reliable indication of his inflight altitude
above sea-level (altimeter setting).

Atmospheric pressure is defined as "the pressure
exerted on a specified unit area by a column of air
extending vertically from the reference surface to the top
of the atmosphere." Figure 3-1 illustrates a column of air
that is exciting pressure at a given location on the earth's
surface. The illustration shows the influence that this air
column has on a column of mercury. This measurement
of atmospheric pressure is the basis for all pressure values
regardless of your location, the height above sea-level, or
the type of pressure measuring equipment.

228. Identify types of pressure measurement and,
indicate which pressure instrument should be used
under certain conditions.

Station Pressure (Column 17, AWS Form 10).
Station pressure is the actual atmospheric pressure at your
station in inches of mercury. This value, though not
transmitted locally or longline, is the basis for
determining other pressure values. Atmospheric pressure
readings at AWS detachments are o'-'ained from aneroid
barometers, microbarographs, and mercurial barometers.
For routine pressure observations, you obtain pressure
data from instruments based on the following order of
priority:

6-Hourly Pressure Obserintions Other Pressure Observations
(00Z, 06Z, 12Z, 18Z) (e.g., Locals, Specials)

1. Aneroid barometer 1. Aneroid barometer
2. Mercurial barometer 2. Microbarograph

3. Mercurial barometer

This listing is based on instrument availability and the
assumption that the respective instrument is properly
calibrated. Most weather stations locate their pressure
measuring devices very close to the actual station
elevation. For this reason, station pressure is usually the
atmospheric pressure at the assigned station elevation.

Sea-Level Pt essure (Column 6). Sea-level pressure
(SLP) is the pressure at mean sea-level (MSL) either
directly measured at sea-level, or calculated if not at sea-
level. It is the reference level for all pressure values. Sea-
level pressure is calculated from the station pressure, the
12-hour mean temperature, and the station elevation. It is
plotted on surface maps so that there is a standard
pressure level. A standard pressure level is needed so that
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Figure 3.2. Conversion of station pressure to sea level pressure.

the pressures from several stations for one given time can
be compared. Referring to figure 3-2, you can see that
station A, located at sea-level, reports a sea-level pressure
that is the same value as the station pressure, 1016
millibars (mb). Station B, located 3,000 feet above MSL,
must compute an equivalent sea-level pressure, thus
converting a station pressure of 928 mb to an SLP of
1,029 mb.

Altimeter Setting (Column 12). Altimeter setting is a
calculated sea-level pressure in inches of mercury. The
pilot uses it to adjust the altimeter of the aircraft. If the
altimeter is set to the current setting it indicates the field
elevation when the aircraft is parked on the runway. The
altimeter in an aircraft is an aneroid barometer,
calibrated to indicate altitude instead of pressure. For
example, it indicates 10,000 feet when the pressure is
20.58 inches, regardless of whether or not the altitude is
actually 10,000 feet. When the altimeter is properly
adjusted for the current setting, the indicated altitude
corresponds to the equivalent pressure in the actual
atmosphere. By the same token, a pilot flying from a high-
pressure (warm) area to a low-pressure (cold) area with a
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constant setting cranked into his altimeter finds that the
true altitude varies both above and below the indicated
altitude. This is shown in figure 3-3. For this reason, a
pilot changes the setting of the altimeter according to the
changes that are supplied by air traffic controllers along
the flight path. In this way the pilot can use the altitmeter
to maintain a reasonably true altitude. This helps to
eliminate the hazard of flying into other aircraft or
mountains because of altimeter error. A very important
fact to remember is that altimeter setting is based on field
elevation.

Exercises (228):

1. Which one of the three main pressure concepts is the
reference for all other pressure values?

2. What pressure concept is a calculated sea-level
pressure in inches of mercury?

ALTIMETER
READS HIGH

ALTIMETER READS CORRECTLY

THIS IS THE ALTITUDE
WHICH IS INDICATED

8A3MB

41111011111. 900 "
COLD

ALTIMETER READS LOW

INDICATED 5000 FT.

Figure 3-3. Flying from warm air to cold air.
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3. When taking a 6-hourly pressure observation, which
pressure instrument should be used if all pressure
instruments are available and properly calibrated?

4. What pressure concept is the basis for determining
other pressure values?

5. When you are taking a special observation and the
aneroid barometer is unreliable, which pressure
instrument should you use if all other instruments are
available and properly calibrated?

229. Identify certain kinds of pressure instruments.

Mercurial Barometer. The mercurial barometer
consists of a glass tube approximately 36 inches long with
a 1/4-inch internal diameter. The top of the glass tube is
sealed, and the bottom end opens into a reservoir called
the cistern. During manufacture, the tube is filled with
mercury and inverted in the cistern. As the mercury
drains from the tube into the cistern, an almost perfect
vacuum is created in the top of the tube. The vacuum is
necessary so that, as the atmospheric pressure outside the
tube changes, the mercury in the tube can move up and
down without a back pressure from air trapped inside the
tube. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to fill a barometer
tube without trapping small amounts of air, water, and
mercury vapor in the space above the mercury. Therefore,
an instrumental correction is applied to all mercurial
barometer readings to compensate for this defect.

Instrumental errors. Despite careful attempts to
construct a precision instrument, certain unavoidable
instrument errors occur. Briefly, those errors require
corrections for these items:

a. Inaccurate zero setting, or scale calibration.
b. Capil!aryfrictional effect between the mercury

and the glass tube.
c. Imperfect vacuum in the top of the glass tube.

The instrumental error for a mercurial barometer is
determined and entered on DD Form 744, DOD
Mercurial Barometer Corrections (Gravimetric), at the
manufacturer's laboratory. This form accompanies the
barometer to its point of installation where more
corrections are needed to fit the barometer to its
geographic location. These corrections compensate for
errors caused by the following items:

a. Gravity and altitude above sea level.
b. Removalthe vertical distance between the

elevation of the ivory point and the station elevation.
c. Instrumental residual errors caused by

environmental differences between the laboratory and
site.

All of the instrument and location corrections are entered
on the DD Form 744 and, when totaled, make up the sum
of correction.

.,
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Figure 3.4. Aneroid barometer mechanism.

Aneroid Barometer. The aneroid barometer, as
shown in figure 3-4, consists essentially of an aneroid
cell, often called a bellows (A), from which air and water
vapor have been removed and a minute amount of dry,
inert gas introduced. The bellows is sensitive to changes
in pressure and expands or contracts as the pressure
decreases or increases. The amount of change in the
bellows is then magnified mechanically through a linkage
(B) and gear system (D) to operate the pointer (E) on the
face of the barometer. The reliability of the aneroid
barometer depends upon the strength, flexibility, and
resilience of the metal used for the aneroid cell and its
consistency of performance under varying conditions of
pressure and temperature.

An increase in temperature causes the metals of the
aneroid cell and the spring, if any, to offer less resistance
to compression and causes thermal expansion of the
parts. If these effects are uncorrected, the indicator of the
aneroid barometer varies with both pressure and
temperature. Two methods are usually combined to
overcome most of the effects of temperature. One is to
introduce a small amount of inert gas in the aneroid cell
as it is sealed, so that as temperature rises the pressure of
the inert gas increases to help compensate for the
weakening of the force of the spring action. The other
method is to use a bimetal temperature compensation
shaft (fig. 3-4,C) built into the mechanical apparatus, so
that as temperature rises, the difference in expansion of
the two metals causes the shaft to bend slightly. Because
of the function of the shaft in the mechanism, this
bending produces a slight shift in the indication of the
pointer. You can see that it is necessary to place the
aneroid barometer where there is no vibration and where
the temperature is as constant as possible to obtain the
most accurate pressure readings.

Microbarograph. A microbarograph is a recording
aneroid barometer which has a pen to make a trace of
pressure variations on a chart that has a magnified scale.
The barograph shown in figure 3-5 is the type most often
found in AWS stations. On this barograph, the chart
shows al-inch pressure change over a vertical distance of
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Figure 3-5. Microbarograph.

2.5 inches. This is known as a 2.5:1 ratio of pressure
change magnification.

The barograph has two bellows that respond to
pressure by expanding and contracting. These responses
pass through the linkage that magnifies the movement and
ends in a pen arm and pen. The pen in turn makes an ink
trace on the barogram. The barogram is mounted on a
vertical cylinder, driven by a clockwork mechanism (8
day) so that the drum rotates at a uniform rate, usually 1
revolution every 4 days. Again, as in aneroid barometers,
temperature variations can cause barograph errors. The
error is compensated for in the same way as those for the
aneroid. Additionally barographs are equipped with
either dashpots or a damper to dampen out the effects of
vibrations and small scale pressure fluctuations. The
damper can be adjusted when the pen of the barograph
shows excessive vibration.

Exercise (229):

1. Name the specific pressure instrument each of the
following statements define.

(I) An instrumental correction is
applied to this instrument to
compensate fok- defects in
manufacture.
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(2) This instrument consists of a bellows,
linkage, gear system, and pointer.

(3) This instrument is equipped with
dashpots to compensate for the
effects of vibration and small
pressure fluctuations.

(4) The DD Form 744 accompanies this
instrument to fit the instrument to its
geographic location.

(5) This instrument uses a barogram that
shows a 1-inch pressure change over
a vertical distance of 2.5 inches.

(6) Thia instrument requires bekng
placed where there is no vibration
and where the temperature is as
constant as possible.

230. State the steps in obtaining pressure readings
from the mercurial barometer, and, from given
mercurial barometer figures, read the pressure to the
nearest .001 of an inch.

Reading the Mercurial Barometer. Before you take
an observation of the station pressure or are required to
make barometer comparisons (discussed in a later
objective), you must be able to:



Read the attached thermometer.
Adjust the zero level.
Adjust the vernier.
Read the scales.

Read the attached thermometer. Obtain a readin3 from
the attached thermometer immediately upon opening the
doors of the barometer case. Stand directly in front of the
thermometer and take the reading to the nearest 0.5 of a
degree Fahrenheit. Your line of sight should be
perpendicular to the thermometer at the height of the top
of the mercury column to avoid the error of parallax. This
temperature (of the air surrounding the barometer) is
used to compute the temperature correction,

Adjust the zero level. Adjust the level of the mercury in
the cistern to the top of the ivory point (this is the zero
end of the barometer scale). To adjust the zero level of the
mercury follow these procedures:

a. Turn on the light for the glass windows and
partially close the doors of the case to throw the front of
the cistern in a shadow.

b. Gently tap the glass cylinder of the cistern so that
the mercury will have a convex surface.

c. Turn the adjusting screw so that there is a space of

SCALE-VERNIER RATIO 24:25

SMALLEST INTERVAL .002 it

.25
432L

31

1/8 to 1/4 inch (3 to 6 mm) between the mercury surface
and the ivory point.

d. Slowly raise the mercury until only a slight thread
of light can be seen between the ivory point Lid the
mercury (when doing this, be sure your eyes are on a level
with the top of the mercury surface) and then continue to
turn the adjusting screw very slowly until the thread of
light just disappears.

When the setting is cnrrect, there should not be even a
slight dimple where the ivory point makes contact with
the mercury (when sighting on the point of contact at a
30° angle). Also, if the setting is correct, the tip of the
ivory point will appear to coincide with its reflected
image on the mercury surface.

Adjust the vernier scale. The next step is to adjust the
ernier near the top of the mercury column (the
meniscus). With your fingertips, gently tap the metal
casing near the meniscus so that it assumes its normal
rounded shape. Stand so that your eyes are on a
horizontal line of sight to the top of the mercury column.
Slowly adjust the vernier downward with the knurled
thumbscrew until the lower edge lies on the top of the
mercury column. NOTE: The front lower edge of the

24:25

.002 in
19:20

.05 mb

30

SCALE READING 31.150

VERNIER INCREMENT .006

BAROMETER READING 31.136

29.300

.017

29.317
25.79

1005.00

.65

1005.65

Figure 3-6. Mercurial barometer scale readings.
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Figure 3-7. Mercurial barometer scale readings (objective 230, exercise 2).
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vernier is the edge formed by the notch cut in the lower
end of the vernier plate. This plate extends down
approximately one-sixteenth of an inch below the notch
on each side. These extensions are very narrowdo not
mistake this for the zero mark of the scale. When the
vernier is properly adjusted, you will see two small
triangles of light on each side of the mercury column.
Prior to reading the scales remember to lower the level of
the mercury in the cistern until there is a space of 1/8 to
1/4 inch (3 to 6 mm) between the mercury surface and the
ivory point. Do not lower the mercury below the lower
edge of the glass cylinder.

Read the scales. To read the height of the mercury
column, you must understand the scales attached to the
barometer. The mercurial barometer is read in inches of
mercury to the nearest .001 inch; however, some stations
use a millibar scale that is read to the nearest .01 millibar.
This discussion centers on the inches of mercury scale.
The fixed scales on the barometer are graduated in
inches, tenths, and five one-hundredths. The vernier scale
is graduated to .002 inch. The zero line of the vernier is
also the index for the fixed scale readings. Take the first
portion of the reading from the fixed scale directly
opposite the index of the vernier. In the inch scale shown
in figure 3-6,A, the index shows a reading on the fixed
scale between 31.15 and 31.20 inches. From the fixed
scale always read the value of the line nearest to, but still
below, the index. In this case 31.15 inches. Having read
the fixed scale, proceed to check for one of two
conditions to read the value from the vernier.

One condition is the presence of a line on the vernier
that coincides exactly with a line on the fixed scale. If this
is so, read the value of the hundredths on the fixed scale
and add the two one-thousandths of an inch from the
vernier scale. As shown in figure 3-6,A, the value from
the fixed scale is 31.15 plus .006 inch from the vernier
scale. The barometer reading Cierefore is 31.156 inches.

The second condition is the absence of a line on the
vernier that coincides exactly with a line on the fixed
scale. This is shown in figure 3-6,B. In this case, two lines
on the verni,:r are.between two lines on the fixed scale;
this is the p tint that you must evaluate. This condition
produces a v due of hundredths and one one-thousandths
of an inch to be added to the fixed scale reading. In figure
3-6,B, the fixed scale reading is 29.30 inches; the vernier
reading is between the third and fourth graduations that
are between the numbers I and 2 (.010 and .020). The
vernier reading is .017 inch, when added to the fixed
scale reading of 29.30, gives a barometer reading of
29.317 inches. Figure 3-6,C, shows a millibar scale, and
the fixed scale reading plus the vernier reading results in a
barometer reading of 1,005.65 millibars. The scale-
vernier ratios shown in figure 3-6 denote the ratio of
fixed scale divisions to the vernier divisions.

Exercises (230):

1. What are the steps required in obtaining pressure
readings from the mercurial barometer?

2 1%V

2. Read the mercurial barometer drawings in figure 3-7
to the nearest .001 inch.

231. Given aneroid barometer drawings and
instrument corrections, determine station pressure to
the nearest .005 inch.

Av...roid Barometer. The aneroid barometer is used at
most AWS detachments as the primary pressure
instrument for making routine pressure observations. The
aneroid scale is graduated in inches, tenths, and to one-
hundredths; however, the scale graduations are large
enough to =bully determine the pressure to the nearest
.005 inch.

Reading the aneroid scale. There is a definite procedure
for reading the aneroid as there is for the mercurial. The
steps involved are these:

a. Lightly tap the face of the instrument to reduce the
effect of friction.

b. Read the scale at the pointer to the nearest .005
inch (0.1 mb), estimating the value between the
graduations.

Figure 3.8 illustrates a reading of 29.980. To read the
pressure accurately, adjust your line of sight so that the
pointer and its image ia the silver ring are aligned. When
you have determined the correct reading, you must apply
the instrument correction to determine the actual station
pressure. This correction is taken from AWS Form 85,
Barometer Comparisons, which will be diccussed later.

Exercise (231):

1. Read the aneroid barometer drawings presented in
figure 3-9 to obtain observed pressure; then, apply
the given correction to obtain the station pressure.

232. State the requirements and procedures for making
time and pressure adjustments, time checks, and
changing the chart on the microbarograph.

Microbarovaph. The microbarograph is used, as
necessary, for determination of pressure tendency and as
a backup to the aneroid barometer. When it is used for
routine pressure measurements, certain adjustments for
pressure and time are required. Also certain notations on
the barograph chart are required.

Pressure adjustments. When used as the primary
pressure instrument, the microbarograph must be
readjusted to a zero correction when the error in the trace
on the chart exceeds .050-inch Hg (mercury). When the
chart is replaced or changed to start or begin a new trace
an adjustment must be made if the correction to the
reading exceeds .010-inch Hg. To adjust the por,ition of
the pen, slowly turn the knurled pressure-adjusting knob
at the top of the pressure element housing (refer to fig.
3-5) until the pen is at the correct station pressure. Tap
the case lightly to overcome any sticking in the linkage
mechanism before checking the adjustment of the pen.
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.3

ANEROID
A

a. OB BAR 29.

CORR .005
SP

.3

.8

ANEROID
II

b.

OB BAR 29.

CORR +.010

SP

ANEROID
C

ANEROID
D

c. d.

OB BAR 29. OB BAR 28.

CORR +.005 CORR .010

SP SP

Figure 3-9. Simulated aneroid readings (objective 231, exercise I).

Time adjustment. To adjust the cylinder for time, turn
it counterclockwise until all slack motion in the drive
mechanism is removed. If the pen position does not agree
with the time-ordinate line after the slack has been
removed, continue to turn counterclockwise with
sufficient force to override the friction drive until the
timing error is eliminated. A time adjustment is required
for time errors if the recorded trace is in error by one-
fourth of a chart division (15 -ninutes).

Time checks. When the instrument is used as the
primary instrument, make a time check immediately after
the 6-hourly correction has been determined. The line
should be about equal in length to the width of two chart
divisions. Do not make a time-check line when the
instrument is cold enough that the pen might not return
readily to the pressure. Do not make a time check when an
aircraft mishap local observation is taken.

289 70
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Barograph chart. The barograph chart must be changed
to begin a new trace at 4-day intervals and should be
reused whenever possible in order to conserve supplies.
Replace charts at least every 8 days when the instrument
is used as the primary instrument (two traces) for station
pressure. Charts may be replaced at less frequent intervals
when the barograph is not used as the primary instrument.

To replace a barograph chart, proceed as follows:
a. Remove the pen from the chart by means of the pen

shifting lever and open the case. Lift the cylinder
vertically until it is free of the spindle and remove the
chart from the cylinder by taking the holding clip off.

b. Enter the beginning date and time at the start of
each separate trace on the chart. In addition, if the
barograph is used as the primary instrument, enter the
appropriate inches value along the first time arc; e.g., 28
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This means that you must be able to read the chart to the
nearest one-fourth space.

When the microbarograph becomes the primary
pressure instrument it is compared with the mercury
barometer at each 6-hourly observation. At this time a
correction is determined that applies throughout the next
6-hour period of local, special, hourly, and 3-hourly
observations.)

When the microbarograph comparison with the
mercury barometer shows a difference of 0.05 inch or
more, the observer must adjust the position of the pen to
return the microbarograph to a "zero" correction.

Let's take a reading off the barograph chart in figure
3-11 at the first noon observation. We read 29.130
inches, and for this example the mercurial barometer
reading was 29.133 inches. Then the barograph
correction would be +0.005 for each observation
between 1200 and 1800 hours.

Exercises (233):

Use figure 3-11 to determine the following.
1. Read the pressure at 1500 hours on the first day and,

using :he barograph correction determined at 1200
hours, determine the station pressure.

2. Read the pressure at 1700 hours on the first day and,
using the computed barograph correction, determine
the station pressure.

3. Determine the barograph correction for the
following midnight observation if the mercurial
barometer reading is 29.218 inches.

4. What is the corrected station pressure at 0300 hours
the second day using the correction determined in
number 3 above?

5. The mercurial barometer reading for noon the
second day is 29.120. What must now be done to
obtain pressure readings from the barograph?

224. State the requirements and procedures for making
the barometer comparison on AWS Form 85.

Barometer Comparisons. Whether you are making a
routine comparison of the aneroid or comparing a newly
installed aneroid, the comparisons must be entered on
AWS Form 85, Barometer Comparisons. For a routine
comparison, the frequency of readings is weekly. For
standardizing a new aneroid, hourly and daily readings
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are necessary. Entries for comparison readings for a new
aneroid are illustrated by the sample AWS Form 85 in
figure 3-12.

Hourly comparisons. Assign each reading a comparison
number and enter in column 1. Take 10 comparison
readings and date and time each reading in columns 2
and 3. If practicable, make these readings at hourly
intervals; but, in no case should the interval be less than
15 minutes. Make all pressure readings and subsequent
entries on the AWS Form 85 to the nearest .001 of an
inch Hg. Next, enter the observed data from both the
mercurial and aneroid barometers. This includes the
temperature of the attached thermometer of the mercurial
barometer ( column 4) to the nearest .5° Fahrenheit,
observed mercurial reading (column 5), and observed
aneroid reading (column 9). Make the pressure readings
as close in time to each other as possible to eliminate the
effects of atmospheric pressure changes.

Following the entry of observed data, apply the
temperature correction and sum of corrections to the
mercurial reading and enter the result in the station
pressure column (column 6). These two corrections are
derived from separate sources. The temperature
correction .s derived from table B5.2, Correction of the
Mercurial Barometer for Temperature (ML-512) of
FMH-8B, Barometry. The sum of corrections is derived
from the DD Form 744 which is attached to the
instrument. These two corrections are algebraically
added to get a total correction. For example, figure 3-12,
comparison number i , shows an attached thermometer
reading of 71.C° Fahrenheit and an observed mercurial
barometer reading of 29.983. A temperature correction
of .106 (from table B5.2) results for coordinates 71.0°
Fahrenheit and 30.G inches (the closest value to 29.983 is
observed). This is algebraically added to the sum of
corrections to make a total correction of .126. The
observed pressure, 29.983, minus .126 explains the
29.857 station pressure in column 6. Compare the station
mercurial pressure to the observed aneroid and enter the
difference in column 10. Simply subtract column 9 from
column 6 and include the algebraic sign (29.857
29.857 = .000).

Make this comparison for 10 consecutively hourly
readings and compute the algebraic mean. Referring
again to figure 3-12, notice that the corrections are
algebraically totaled and then entered in column 11 on
the 1747Z line. Indicate also the first and last numbers of
the comparisons used in making-up the total correction.
Then find the mean correction from column 11 by
dividing by 10, and enter the result in column 12. Note
that, to determine the column 15 entry in this case, it is
necessary to apply the current column 12 entry to the
observed aneroid reading. However, in all subsequent
computations of column 15, the previous column 12
entry is applied. The aneroid barometer may now be used
by applying the correction in column 12 until it is
redetermined the next day.

Daily comparisons. Comparisons are made twice dai'y
for the next 5 days at 6-hourly intervals and at the same
time each day. Column 15 shows the results of applying
the mean correction (column 12) to the aneroid reading
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(column 9). After you do this, compare column 15 with
column 6 and enter the difference in column 16. At the
time of the second comparison each day, recompute the
mean correction using the last 10 entries in column 10;
e.g., using comparisons 3 through 12 on the first of the 5
days, 5 through 14 on the second day, etc. When you have
20 consecutive readings and no column. 16 entry has
exceeded ±.010 inch Hg., consider the aneroid
standardized. From this point, discontinue the daily
comparisons and begin weekly comparisons. After the
aneroid is determined standardized, the mean correction
(column 12) will be applied, to the nearest .005 inch, to
all subsequent aneroid readings.

Weekly comparisons. The weekly comparisons are
intended to keep the aneroid correction current. Make
two comparisons, at 6-hourly intervals, on the same day
of the week. If practical it is advisable to schedule the
comparisons prior to 6-hourly observation times; e.g.
1130Z and 0530Z. Check the reliability of the
instrument by verifying that the "difference" in column
16 does not exceed .010-inch Hg. If the difference
exceeds this tolerance, immediately verify the difference
by making a second comparison, preferably by another
qualified individual. If the difference from the second
comparison does not exceed the acc Ned tolerance, mark
column 10 of the first set of readings koy circling) and use
the second comparison in completing the posted
correction.

Figure 3-12 shows this condition. Comparison
number 22 was omitted from sums because the correction
was +.012, exceeding the accepted tolerance. Therefore,
comparison number 22a was done at 1210, and a
difference of .000 prevailed. You will also notice that
comparison 23 and 23a exceeded .015-inch Hg. In this
case discontinue use of the aneroid and initiate a request
to intermediate-level maintenance personnel for a
replacement aneroid or for other appropriate assistance.

Exercises (234):
1. What are the requirements for standardizing

comparisons of the aneroid barometer?

2. What are the requirements for routine comparisons
of the aneroid barometer?

3. What are the procedures for making the aneroid
barometer comparisons?

STATION PRESSURE COMPUTATION

TIME (WV ME 11113

ATT TRIM" (SO) TO 74,0 77.5 71.0

1:4"" "R (Si) at WIatart 4/.10 A7.all43

TOTAL CORR WE ...09.5 .../4 -.14.; -.144
sTA pass (53) ati.49 ping x9.744 Q1.7 Si

mows (so 41.325' Qt 17$ Qg .74 5 Q'7 7g0

SARA CORR (sr *0 +.005 0 1..005

REMARKS. NOTES, ANO MISCELLANEOUS "'RENOIR EN A (SO)

gliROGRAPN RE5E7 To ZERO CORRCCTIoN AT Wig

Figure 3-13. Station pressure computation.
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4. When making weekly comparisons if the column 16
of AWS Form 85 .xceeds .010 inch what must you
do?

5. What procedure is required if two consecutive
corrections in column 16 exceed .015 inch?

235. Given specific data, compute the total correction,
station pressure, and barograph correction and indicate
the entries for columns 59 through 65 of AWS Form 10.

Comparison of the Microbarograph. As indicated
earlier, station pressure (column 17 of AWS Form 10)
can be determined easily from the aneroid barometer.
When you used the aneroid, you did not have to complete
columns 59 through 65 of AWS Form 10. However,
when you use the microbarograph as the primary
instrument, you must complete these columns. When the
microbarograph is used for pressure measurements, it
must be standardized by comparison with the station
mercurial barometer, and routine comparisons must be
made at 6-hourly intervals during station duty hours.

Station pressure computation (columns 59 through 65).
To make the discussion easier to follow, refer to figure
3-13. The following entry rules apply:

a. Column 59-the time (GMT) the mercurial
barometer is read.

b. Column 60-the temperature (to the nearest .5° F.)
of the attached thermometer.

c. Column 61-the mercurial barometer reading to
the nearest .001 inch Hg.

d. Column 62-the to :al correction of the mercurial
barometer (DD form 744 and temperature correction) to
the nearest .001 inch.

e. Column 63-the algebraic sum of columns 61 and
62 (station pressure).f Column 64-the microbarograph reading to the
nearest .005 inch Hg.

g. Column 65-the difference between the mercurial
barometer and microbarcgraph readings (rounded to the
nearest .005 inch).

If the column 64 entry is greater than the column 63
entry, the correction entered in column 65 is prefixed by
a minus sign; if less, a plus sign. This entry (column 65) is
entered to the nearest .005 inch and is the barograph
correction for the next 6-hour period. If the barograph is
reset because of a comparison exceeding .050 inch Hg,
verify the accuracy by making a second comparison. If
necessary, the second comparison may be entered in
block 90 or on a second page of the AWS Form 10. If
your comparison still exceeds .050 inch Hg., reset the
barograph to a zero correction, place an asterisk before
the zero, and make a note in column 90 (* barograph reset
to a zero correction at 1148).
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Exercise (235):

1. From the following information, compute total
correction, station pressure, and barograph
correction, and indicate the entries for columns 59
through 65 of AWS Form 10.

Type of mercurial barometer: ML-512 with sum of
corrections of -.020.

Correction of Mercurial Barometer for Temperatures (ML-512)

27.5
70.0 -.095
70.5 -.096
71.0 -.097
71.5 -.098
72.0 -.099
72.5 -.101

28.0 28.5
-.096 -.098
-.097 -.099
-.099 -.101
-.100 -.102
-.101 -.103
-.103 -.104

29.0 29.5 30.0 30.5
-.100 -.101 -.103 -.105
-.101 -.103 -.104 -.106
-.102 -.104 -.106 -.108
-.104 -.105 -.107 -.109
-.105 -.107 -.108 -.110
-.106 -.108 -.110 -.112

a. Co 59 - 1154 c. Co 59 - 0547
Co 60 - 70.0 Co 60 - 72.0
Co 61 - 29.100 Co 61 - 28.694
Co 62 Co 62 -

-Co 63 Co 63
- 28.985 - 28.565Co 64 Co 64

Co 65 Co 65 -

b. Co 59 - 1753 d. Co 59 - 1157
Co 60 - 71.5 Co 60 - 71.0
Co 61 - 29.858 Co 61 - 29.733
Co 62 Co 62 -
Co 63 - _ Co 63 -
Co 64 - 29.710 Co 64 - 29.605
Co 65 Co 65 -

236. List the steps in computing sea level pressure
using the pressure reduction computer, and determine
the sea level pressure from given information.

Sea Level Pressure Reduction. The weather station at
which you are assigned should, and probably does, have
prepared tables you can use to determine sea level
pressure and altimeter setting. However, there are times
when you may have tc construct new tables from
"scratch." This could occur when you move to a new
observation site, or when your current tables do not have
enough range to cover extreme variations.

Pressure reduction computer. You can reduce the
observed station pressure (column 17) to sea level
pressure (column 6) by either of two methods-by using
the pressure reduction computer (WBAN 54-7-8) or by
using prepared pressure reduction tables. The quickest
and most accurate method is to use the computer. Side 1
of the computer is used to compute sea-level pressure
values. This side is calibrated in millibars and inches of
mercury (pressure) and has a movable scale calibrated in
"r" values the ratio of sea-level pressure to station
pressure per increment of 12-hour mean temperature in
degrees Fahrenheit).

To reduce station pressure to sea level using the
computer, follow this procedure. First, use the statior
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pressure as it is recorded in column 17 to the nearest .005
inch of mercury. Next, determine the 12-hour mean
temperature. Then, using side I of the computer, set the
P-index to the current station pressure on the P-scale
(inches). Determine the "r" value by using the mean
temperature and the table of "r" values for your station
that is supplied with the computer. Align the computer
cursor with the derived "r" scale value. Under the cursor
on the outer (Po) scale, read the sea level pressure in
millibars. Figure 3-14 illustrates the proper alignment of
the scales and cursor for the following values.

Station prtssure = 29 285 inches (outer scale)
"r- value (derived from table using a 12-hr mean temperature of
75° F.) = .0269

These values produce a sea-level pressure of 1,018.4 mb.

Table preparation and use. This method of computing
sea-level pressure is much simpler than using pressure
reduction tables; therefore, it is used at most AWS
stations. If you do have to prepare sea-level pressure
reduction tables, you must prepare them in accordance
with FMH-8A, WBAN Manual of Barometry.

The FMH-8A uses a basic formula for determining sea
level pressure values. Let's begin by putting down the
formula and identifying its parts:

KHpg
Po = Px r (where r - Tmv)-1
Po =

P=

r=

K=

sea level pressure

station pressure

ratio of sea level pressure to station pressure fur each
degree of temperature

a constant value of 0.0266896° R (This value is built
into the table of "r" values.)

Hpg = represents the difference it twecn two known heights or

Tmv = 12-1nur mean temperature expressed in degrees
ran kine

Now, work an example problem by substituting the
following values into the formula:

your station elevation in m ters

Observed station pressure
Station elevation
12-hour mean temperature

= 27.00 inches of mercury
= 500 meters
= 50° F.

Using table 3-1 (an extract from FMH-8A), convert
27.00 inches mercury to pressure in millibars (914.33
mb). Then, convert the 12-hour mean temperature from
the Fahrenheit scale to the Rankine scale using °R =

s. SCALE SYMBOLS

F, = STATION PRESSURE IN'HG OR M5

Po = PRESSURE REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.IN HG OR MB

= PRESSURE REDUCTION RATIO CORRESPONDING TO

TEMPERATURE ARGUMENT.t (FIGURE I IS OMITTED

PRECEDING DECIMAL ON SCALE OF r WHERE
r ii p 0 /pi

THE P. ,P0 SCALE PERTAINS TO EITHER STATION PRESSURE

OR REDUCED SEA LEVEL PRESSURE THE TABLE OF T

MUST BE APPROPRIATE TO THE GIVEN STATION ELEVATION

AND LOCATION

COMPUTATION OF PRESSURE REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL

r

I DETERMINE (A) OBSERVED STATION PRESSURE

(B) STATION TEMPERATURE ARGUMENT, is

(C) PRESSURE REDUCTION RATIO, r FROM TABLE,

CORRESPONDING TO t

Figure 3-14. Example of sea level prwtire computation on computer.
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TABLE 3-1
IN( tiLN 01 MI_ K( MII I WARS

In. Hg . 00 . 01 . 02 . 03 . 04 . 05

27. 00 914.33 914. 66 9 15. 00 915. 34 915. 68 9 16. 02

27.10 917.71 918.05 918.39 918.73 919.07 919.40

27.20 921.10 92 1. 44 921.78 922. 11 922.45 922.79

27.30 924.48 924.82 925.16 925.50 925.84 926. 18

27.40 927.87 928.21 928. 55 928.89 949. 23 929. 56

27.50 931.26 931.60 931.93 932.27 932.61 932.95

27.60 934.64 934.98 935.32 935.66 936.00 936.34

27.70 938.03 938.37 938.71 939.05 939.38 939.72

27.80 941.42 941.75 942.09 942.43 942.77 943. 11

27.90 944.80 945. 14 945.48 945.82 946. 16 946. 50

28. 00 948. 19 948. 53 948. 87 949. 20 949. 54 949. 88

459.7 + °F., which produces a value of 509.7° R. Now
using table 3-2 (extracted from FMH-8A), locate the
station elevation value and enter the table to where it
coincides with the Rankine temperature. The Rankine
temperature of 509.7° is rounded off to 510° R., giving us
a value for "r" of 1.06211. Our final step in arriving at
the sea-level pressure is to multiply the station pressure
millibar value by the derived "r" value as follows:

914.33 mb x 1.06211

This produces a sea level pressure of 971.1 mb.
You can now start the sea-level pressure reduction

table. The actual tabular construction and format used is
at the discretion of the individual station. Remember,
when you vary the temperature or pressure, you must
compute a new constant ("r" value). You must also
include enough values in the table to cover the pressure
and temperature range of your station.

Exercises (236):

1. List the steps in computing sea level pressure using
the pressure reduction computer.

2 Given the following information and using tables 3-1
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and 3-2, determine the sea level pressure in millibars:
a. Station pressure = 27.50 inches.

12-hour mean temperature = 50° F.
Station elevation = 550 meters.

b. Station pressure = 27.80 inches.
12-hour mean temperature = 60° F.
Station elevation = 590 meters.

c. Station pressure = 27.35 inches.
12-hour mean temperature = 45° F.
Station elevation = 570 meters.

237. Determine an altimeter setting based on given
information, and list the steps required to compute the
altimeter setting using the pressure reduction
computer.

Altimeter Setting. The two most common methods of
computing altimeter setting are the FMH-8A method and



TABLE 3-2
',LK IVFD 'R" VA: l'F TAKE

Station
elevation
in Meters

12-hour mean temperature in degrees Rankine

500 505 510 515 520

500 - 1. 06338 1. 0627 5 1. 062 1 1 1. 0 6 148 1. 06086

510 - - 1. 06468 1. 064 02 1. 06338 1. 0627 5 1. 062 14

520 - 1. 066 0 1 1. 06 532 1. 064 6 6 1. 06402 1. 06338

530 - 1. 067 31 1. 06662 1. 06596 1. 06 530 1. 064 6 3

54 0 - 1. 0686 1 1. 06792 1. 06723 1. 066 57 1. 0659 1

550 - 1. 06994 1. 06923 1. 068 5 1 1. 06782 1. 067 14

560 - 1. 07 125 1. 07 053 1. 06982 1. 06910 1. 06842

57 0 - 1. 07 2 58 1. 07 182 1. 07 1 10 1. 07 038 1. 069 7 0

580 - 1. 07 389 1. 07 3 12 1. 07 2 38 1. 07 167 1. 07 09 5

590 - 1. 07 520 1. 0744 3 1. 07 369 1. 07 29 5 1. 07 22 1

600 - 1. 076 54 1. 07 57 5 1. 074 9 8 1. 07421 1. 07 349

the pressure reduction computer (WBAN 54-7-8) method.
Pressure Reluction Computer. When using the

computer, the only information you need to obtain an
altimeter setting is the station pressure and the station
elevation in feet. Figure 3-15 is an example of altimeter
setting computation using the computer.

The first step is to obtain the station pressure to the
nearest .005 inch (column 17). Then using side 2 of the
computer, set the P-index to the obtained station pressure
value on either the P or P.A.S. scale, as appropriate.
Align the cursor over the station elevation on the H-scale.
Finally, under the cursor on the F.A.S. scale (in this
example), read the indicated altimeter setting value to the
nearest hundredth of an inch. Figure 3-15 illustrates how
the computer is set up using a station pressure of 29.275
inches and a station elevation of 737 feet. These values
produce an altimeter setting of 30.07 inches.

Altimeter setting tables. This method requires you to use
tables 8.1-1 through 8.1-4 from FMH-8A. To illustrate
the actual procedure when using this method, we have
included table 3-3 (an extract of table 8.1 from
FMH-8A). To compute altimeter setting by this method,
use the following steps:

a. Refer to the body of table 3-3 and find the pressure
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altitude corresponding to your conected (column 17)
station pressure.

b. Subtract, algebraically, your station elevation from
the pressure altitude obtained from the table.

c. Go back to the table again. Take the value obtained
from step b and find this value in the table. Its pressure
equivalent is the altimeter setting.

Now let's work through a sample problem. Pcdunk
AFB, Iowa, has a station elevation of 735 feet. At a given
time the station pressure is 29.090 inches. Follow the
steps given above and :Ise table 3-3. Your computations
should produce the following results:

Step a Station pressure = 29.090.
Step b - Pressure altitude value for 29.090 = 778.
Step c - Now subtract the station elevation algebra-

ically, 778 - 735 = +43.
Step d - Within the table we find that this +43 corre-

sponds to a pressure of 29.87 inches. (In some
cases, interpolation is necessary.)

This 29.87 inches is the altimeter setting for a station
pressure of 29.090. When preparing tables using this
method, keep in mind that you must start with the lower
and upper limits of the observed extreme station pressure
values. This information can be obtained from the station
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SCALE SYMBOLS

P=STATION PRESSURE .INCHES OF MERCURY UN1

H:: STATION ELEVATION (OR PRESSURE ALTITUDE ) FT

AS=ALTIMETER SETTING, INCHES OF MERCURY.

ALTIMETER SETTING COMPUTATION
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READ ALTIMETER SETTING ON THE P. A. If . SCALE OPPOOTE STATfON

ELEVATION ON THE H SCALE (OR BENEA )1 SPECIAL INDEX LINE)

'' rrit(N6
0

Figure 3.15. Example of altimeter setting computation on computer.

climatic data summaries. Table 3-4 is an example of a
completed station pressure to altimeter setting conversion
table. As ycu can see this table was constructed using
28.400 and 30.280 inches as the extreme values of
observed station pressure.

Exercises (237):

1. Using table 3-3, compute altimeter setting for the
following information:
a. Station pressure = 28.405

Station elevation = 1,353 feet
Altimeter setting = inches

b. Station pressure = 28.610
Station elevation = 985 feet
Altimeter setting = inche

c. Station pressure = 29.950
Station elevation = 35 feet
Altimeter setting = inches

2. Using table 3-4, determine the altimeter setting for
the following information:
a. Station pressure = 28.630
b. Station pressure = 29.990
c. Station pressure = 28.420
d. Station pressure = 30.220
e. Station pressure = 29.050

3. List the steps in computing the altimeter setting using
the pressure reduction computer.

238. Determine an app and/or app 99ppp group, and
indicate the significant column 13 pressure remarks.

Pressure Entries and Remarks. Most pressure entries
on AWS Form 10 are made easily and quickly. When the
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aneroid barometer is the primary pressure measuring
instrument, only three columns (6, 12, and 17) are used
for pressure. In addition, the Remarks column (column
13) is used. When the microbarcgraph is the primary
instrument, lines 59 through 65 are completed every 6
hours in addition to the regular entries (objective 235).

eleinants are normally determined as close to the
hour as possible. You should plan to evaluate and record
all other elements of your observation before you read the
barometer. In this way, each weather station makes
pressure readings at nearly the same time. This increases
die usefulness of the pressure values.

Sea level pressure (column 6). Enter sea level pressure in
millibars using only the tens, units, and tenths digits
(without the decimal point); e.g., enter 132 for a sea-level
pressure of 1,013.2 mb. If the pressure is estimated,
prefix the value with an "E"; e.g., E132.

Altimeter setting (column 12). Enter the altimeter
setting in inches of mercury using only the units, tenths,
and hundredths digits (without the decim:31 point); e.g.,
enter 994 for a setting of 29.94 inches. Prefix the entry
with an "E" when the data are estimated. Enter "M' for a
missing setting.

Station pressure (column 17). Enter station pressure to
the nearest .005 inch on each 3- and 6-hourly
observation (e.g., 29.995). Prefix station pressure with an
"E" when the data are estimated. Enter "M" if pressure is
missing.

Supplementary Coded Data and Remarks (Column
13). Coded additive data groups are included only with
the 3- and 6-hourly observations. The first coded group
contains barometric data (app 99ppp).

Barometric trace (a). Barometric data 'ncludes both the
barometric characteristic (trace) and the tendency (amount
of change). The first element, "a," is the characteristic of
the barogram trace (if availablc) for tne 3-hour period
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TABLE 3-3
ALTITUDE IN FEET AS FUNCTION OF PRESSURE

Standard Atmosphere Table in Accordance With Specifications of ICAO
(International Civil Aviation Organization)

Tabular v2lues give altitude (in feet) in the standard atmosphere as a function of
pressure (inches of mercury, shown as side and top argument).

Note: Altitudes are strictly in terms of "standard geopotential feet."

Pressure,
inches of
mercury

0 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

ft.ft. ft ft ft ft ft. ft. ft. ft.

25.0 4888 4878 4867 4856 4846 4835 4824 4814 4803 4792

26.1.. . 4782 4771 4760 4760 4739 4728 4718 4707 4696 4686

25.2 4675 4665 4664 4643 4633 4622 4611* 4601 4590 4580

26.3 4669 4569 4648 4637 4527 4516 4506 4495 4484 4474

25.4 4463 4463 4442 4432 4421 4411 4400 4389 4379 4368

26.5 4368 4347 4337 4326 4316 4305 4295 4284 4274 4263

25.6 4253 4242 4232 4221 4211 4200 4190 4179 4169 4158

25.7. 4148 4138 4127 4117 4106 4096 4085 4076 4064 4054

25.8 . 4044 4033 4023 4012 4002 3991 3981 3971 3960 3950

25.9. 3939 3929 3919 3908 3898 3888 3877 3867 3856 3846

26.0 . 3836 3826 3815 3805 3794 3784 3774 3763 3753 3743

26.1 3732 3722 3712 3701 3691 3681 3670 3660 3650 3639

26.2 3629 3619 3608 3598 3588 3578 3567 3557 3547 3537

26.3 .... 3626 3616 3606 3495 3485 3475 3465 3454 3444 3434

26.4 .. . 3424 3414 3403 3393 3383 3373 3362 3362 3342 3332

26.5 3322 3311 3301 3291 3281 3271 3260 2250 3240 3230

26.6..... 3220 3210 3199 3189 3179 3169 3159 3149 3138 3128

26.7... .. 3118 3108 3098 3088 3078 3067 3067 3047 3037 3027

26.8 3C:7 3007 2997 2987 2976 2966 2956 2946 2936 2926

26.9 2916 2906 2896 2886 2876 2866 2856 2846 2835 2825

27 0 . 2815 2806 2796 2785 2775 2765 2755 2745 2735 2725
27.1 . 2715 2706 2696 2685 2676 2666 2666 2645 2635 2626

27.2 ..... 2615 2605 2595 2685 2576 2565 2555 2545 2535 2525
27.3 2516 2506 2495 2486 2476 2466 2465 2446 2435 2426

27.4 .... 2416 2406 2396 2386 2376 2366 2366 2346 2336 2326

27.5 2316 2307 2297 2287 2277 2267 2257 2247 2237 2227

27.6...... 2218 2208 2198 2188 2178 2168 2168 2148 2139 2129
27.7 2119 2109 2099 2089 2080 2070 2060 2060 2040 2030
27.8 2021 2011 2001 1991 1981 1972 1962 1962 1942 1932

27.9 . .... 1923 1913 1903 1893 1884 1874 1864 18 64 1844 1835

28.0 1826 1816 1805 1796 1786 1776 1766 1757 1747 1737

28.1 1727 1718 1708 1698 1689 1679 1669 1659 1650 1640
28.2 ... 1630 1621 1611 1601 1592 1582 1572 1662 1653 1643

28.3 . 1633 1524 1514 1504 1496 1485 1476 1466 1456 1446
28.4 .... 1437 1427 1417 1408 1398 1389 1379 1369 1360 1350

28.5 . 1340 1331 1321 1312 1302 1292 1283 1273 1264 1264
28.6.. 1244 1236 1226 1216 1206 1196 1187 I.77 1168 1158
28.7 . 1149 1139 1129 1120 1110 1101 1091 1082 1072 1063
28.8..... 1053 1044 1034 1024 1015 1006 996 986 977 967
28.9 968 948 939 929 920 910 901 891 882 872

29.0 863 853 844 834 825 816 806 796 787 778
29.1 ...... .... 768 769 749 740 730 721 711 702 693 683
29.2 674 664 666 646 636 627 6t7 608 698 689

29.3 . 679 670 561 661 542 632 623 614 604 496
29.4 . 486 476 467 457 448 439 429 420 411 401

29.5 292 382 373 364 364 346 336 326 317 308
29.6 298 289 280 270 261 262 242 233 224 215
29.7 206 196 187 177 168 169 149 140 131 122
29.8 112 103 94 85 75 66 67 47 38 29
29.9 20 10 1 -8 -17 -27 -36 -46 -64 -64
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TABLE 3-4
ST' 11c:' l'it; N.1 RI- 10 Al TINIFTFR crTTI\G

Podunk Air Force Base, Iowa

St.11 i.1, El LV.It ; ) 1 4 : 7 3 5 ft

Station
Pressure
(Inches) .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

28.40 29.17 29.1$ 29.19 29.20 29.21 29.22 29.23 29.24 29.25 29.26

28.50 29.27 29.28 29.29 29.30 29.31 29.31 29.32 29.33 29.34 29.36

28.60 29.37 29.38 29.39 29.40 29.42 29.43 29.44 29.45 29.46 29.47

28.70 29.48 29.49 29.50 29.51 29.52 29.53 29.54 29.55 29.56 29.57

28.80 29.58 29.59 29.60 29.61 29.62 29.63 29.64 29.65 29.66 29.67

28.90 29.68 29.69 29.70 29.71 29.72 29.73 29.74 29.75 29.76 29.77

29.00 29.78 29.79 29.80 29.81 29.82 29.83 29.84 29.85 29.86 29.87

29.10 29.89 29.90 29.91 29.92 29.93 29.94 29.95 29.96 29.97 29.98

29.20 29.99 30.00 30.01 30.02 30.03 30.04 30.05 30.06 30.07 30.08

29.30 30.09 30.10 30.11 30.12 30.13 30.14 30.15 30.16 30.17 30.18

29.40 30.19 30.20 30.21 30.22 30.23 30.24 30.25 30.26 30.27 30.28

29.50 30.29 30.30 30.31 30.37 30.33 30.35 30.36 30.37 30.38 30.39

29.60 30.40 30.41 30.42 30.43 30.44 30.45 30.46 30.47 30.48 30.49

29.70 30.50 30.51 30.52 30.53 30.54 30.55 30.56 30.57 30.58 30.59

29.80 30.60 30.61 30.f2 30.63 30.64 30.65 30.66 30.67 30.68 30.69

29.90 30.70 30.71 30.72 30.73 30.74 30.75 30.76 30.77 30.78 30.79

30.00 30.80 30.82 30.83 30.84 30.85 30.86 30.87 30.88 30.89 30.90

30.10 30.91 30.92 30.93 30.94 30.95 30.96 30.97 30.98 30.99 31.00

30.20 31.01 31.02 31.03 31.04 31.05 31.06 31.07 31.08 31.09

301
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TABLE 3-5
.t 1, \.: ..1 i'u I: :,! , % ' ' lz NCTFR!STIC

Description of Characteristic
Graphic

Representation
Code
Figure

Primary Unqualified Requirement Additional Requirements.

HIGHER
Atmospheric pressure now higher
than 3 hours ago

Increasing, then decreasing. 0

Increasing, then steady; or in-
creasing more slowly. I

Increasing steadily; or in-
creasing unsteadily.

Decreasing or steady, then
increasing; or increasing, then
increasing more rapidly.

\.-- 3

THE SAME
Atmospheric pressure now same
as 3 hours ago

Increasing, then decreasing.

Steady or unsteady 4

Decreasing, then increasing. 5

LOWER
Atmospheric pressure now lower
than 3 hours ago

Decreasing, then increasing. \/ 5

Decreasing, then steady; or
decreasing, then decreasing
more slowly.

''.\,..... 6

Decreasing steadily or de-
creasing unsteadily \...
Steady or increas ng then
decreasing, or decreasing, then
decreasing more rapidly.

8

Column I Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

prior to the actual time of observation. It is determined by
observing the trace on the barogram of the
microbarograph and then selecting the coded value, as
shown in table 3-5, that best represents the past 3-hour
period. At stations not equipped with a microbarograph,
encode "a" from the trend in the altimeter settings
recorded in column 12. Column 1 of table 3-5 shows the
criteria for determining the coded value "a." Column 2
describes the general characteristic the trace must assume.
Notice that only three code values (0, 4, and 5) may be
coded when the 3-hour change is ±.000.

Barometric tendency (pp). The "pp" is the amount of
barometric change for the past 3 hours. This change is the
difference to the nearest .005 inch, between the column
17 entry at observation time and the column 17 entry 3
hours prior. This difference is then converted to a coded
value, as shown in table 3-6, which together with the trace
forms the app group. For example, a pressure trace for the
past 3 hours indicates a falling then steady trace. The total
pressure change for the 3-hour period is .035 inch.
Therefore, the app group should be coded 612.

Pressure change exceeding 9.8 mb (99ppp). If the
pressure change over a 3-hour period exceeds 9.8 mb
(code fig. 98), encode pp as 99 and include the 99ppp
group in column 13. For, example, a 3-hourly pressure
trace of 2 and a tendency of .340 (11.5 mb) is coded 299
99115.

Significant remarks (column 13). As for all elements of
the observation, there are remarks concerning pressure

83

that you should be prepared to report. These are remarks
that are significant to meteorologists and are as follows:

a. Pressure rising rapidly (PRESRR) or pressure
falling rapidly (PRESFR). These conditions should be
reported when the pressure is rising or falling at a rate of
.06 inch or more per hour, with a total fall or rise of at
least .02 inch or more at the time of observation.

b. Pressure unsteady (PRES UNSTDY). This
condition should be reported by stations with a
microbarograph. It is indicated by sharp troughs or crests
that depart at least .03 inch from the mean trend.

Exercises (238):

1. Indicate the significant column 13 pressure remarks
for each of the following:
a. The pressure has risen. .02 inch in the last 20

minutes preceding the observation.

b. The barograph chart indicates sharp troughs and
crests that depart from the mean trend by .03 inch.

c. In the 30 minutes preceding the observation the
pressure fell .06 inch.
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TABLE 3-6
SYMBOLS "pp" AND "ppp" - AMOUNT OF BAROMETRIC CHANGE IN THE LAST 3 HOURS

Amount of rts or foil

PP PPP

Code

"Our*
Inches of

nrcury
Millibars

Cod
figur

Inches of
n' e ).

MIllibors
Cod

nfigure
Inches of

on * y
_____

Mi Ilibors
Cod
figurefigure

Inches of
mercury

00 0.000 0.0 100 0.295 10.0
02 .005 .2 52 O. 156 5.2 102 .300 10.2
03 .010 .3 54 . 160 6.4
05 .015 .5 56 .165 5.6 103 .305 10.3 154 0.455 15.4
07 .020 .7 58 . 170 6.8 105 .310 10. 5 156 . 460 15.'6
08 .025 .8 59 . 175 5.9 107

108
.315
.320

10. 7
10. 8

157
159

.465

. .170
15.7
15. 9

10 .030 1.0 61 . 180 8.1 110 . 325 11. 0 161 . 475 16. 1

12 .035 1.2 63 .185 6.3
14 . 040 1. 4 64 . 190 6. 4 112 . 330 11.2 163 . 480 16. 3
15 . 045 1. 5 66 . 195 6.6 113 . 335 11. 3 134 . 485 16. 4
17 .050 1.7 68 .200 8.8 115

117
.340
.345

11.5
11.7

166
168

.400
. 495

16.6
16. 8

19 .055 1.9 69 .205 8.9 119 .350 11.9 169 .500 16.9
20 .060 2.0 71 .210 7.1
22 .065 2.2 73 .215 7.8 120 .355 12.0 171 .505 17.1
24 .070 2.4 75 . 2S0 7.5 122 .360 12.2 173 .510 17.3
25 .075 2.5 76 .225 T.6 124

125
.365
.370

12.4
12.5

174
176

.515

.520
17.4
17. 6

27 .080 2.7 78 .230 T. 8 127 .375 12.7 178 . 525 17.8
29 .085 2.9 80 .235 8.0
30 .090 3. 0 81 .240 8.1 129 .380 12.9 179 .530 17.9
32 .095 3.2 83 .245 8.3 130 .385 13. 0 181 . 535 18. 1
34 . 100 3.4 85 .150 8.5 132

134
.390
.395

13.2
13. 4

183
185

. 540

. 545
18.3
18. 5

36 .105 3.6 86 .255 8. 6 135 .400 13.5 186 .550 18.6
37 .110 & 7 88 .260 8.8
39 . 115 3.9 90 .265 9.0 137 .405 13.7 188 . 555 18.8
41 . 120 4. 1 91 .270 9. 1 139 .410 13. 9 190 . 560 19. 0
42 .125 4.2 93 .275 9.3 141 .415 14.1 191 .565 19.1

142 . 420 14.2 193 .570 19.3
44 . 130 4.4 95 . 280 9. 5 144 . 425 14. 4 195 . 575 19. 5
46 .135 4.6 97 .285 9.7
47 . 140 4.7 OS . 290 9.8 146 .430 14. 6 196 .580 19. 6
49 . 145 4. 9 . 295 10. 0 147 . 435 14. 7 198 . 585 19. 8
51 . 150 6. 1 99 , . 300

etc.
10. 2
eta.

149
151

.440

.445
14:9
15. 1

200
201

. 590

. 595
20.0
20. 1

152 . 450 15. 2 203 . 600 20.3

2. From the following information, and using tables 3-5
and 3-6, determine the app and/or app 99ppp group:
a. The characteristic of the trace during the past 3

hours indicated that the pressure decreased then
increased. The column 17 entry 3 hours ago was
28.975 and now is 28.935.

b. The characteristic of the trace during the past 3
hours indicated that the pressure increased
steadily. The column 17 entry 3 hours ago was
29.150 and now is 29.210.

84

c. The characteristic of the trace during the past 3
hours indicated that the pressure decreased then
increased. The column 17 entry 3 hours ago was
30.100 and now is 30.100.

d. The characteristic of the trace during the past 3
hours indicated that the pressure increased then
increased more rapidly. The column 17 entry 3
hours ago was 29.405 and now is 29.735.

e. The characteristic of the trace during the past 3
hours indicated that the pressure increased then
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decreased. The column 17 entry 3 hours ago was
30.120 and now is 30.000.

3-2. Temperature and Dewpoint
Temperature is one of the most common and easily

understood measurements of weather. Besides its
usefulness as a tool for analyzing frontal positions,
temperature data is used by the pilot, along with pressure-
altitude, to compute the runway distance needed to reach
takeoff speed. The temperature of the air is sometimes
called ambient temperature. This means air freely moving
about, unaffected by controlled heating or cooling
sources. The dewpoint indicates the temperature to which
air must be cooled, with constant water vapor content and
pressure, to reach saturation. The dewpoint is important
because it is the temperature beyond which further
cooling produces visible condensation. Air Weather
Service uses two methods for obtaining temperature and
dewpointthe AN/TMQ- I 1 Hygrothermometer, and the
psychrometer.

239. State the temperature and dewpoint ranges of the
TMQ-11; and, given TMQ-11 readings, determine the
entries for columns 7 and 8 of AWS Form 10.

Temperature and Humidity Set (ANITMQ-11). The
temperature sensing element of this set is a device that
changes its electrical resistance with changes in
temperature. The dewpoint sensing element (dewcel) is a
gold-alloy device coated with lithium chloride that
changes its electrical resistance with changes in humidity.
These changes in electrical resistance cause a change in
the signal from the transmitter to the indicator.

Operating range. The sensing elements and indicators
operate over the following temperature ranges:

Temperature indicator, 80° to + 130° Fahrenheit.
Dewpoint indicator, 50° to +90° Fahrenheit.

If you determine that there is an error of .5° F. in
temperature readings or 2.5° F. in dewpoint readings,
notify maintenance and obtain data from the
psychrometer. This determination of possible error

should be made by maintenance personnel at the site of
the ANNMQ-1 I transmitter. When the operating range
of the indicators is exceeded, obviously the data is
disregarded. Occasionally, the dewpoint indicator
registers the same or a higher temperature than the free air
temperature, especially during fog or precipitation. In
this case, if no equipment error is suspected, consider the
dewpoint to be the same as the temperature. If ice fog is
present, assume that the dewpoint with respect to ice is
the same as the temperature, and convert the dewpoint
from ice to water by 11-'ans of the psychrometric
calculator.

Entries on AWS Form 10. Read all temperatures to
the nearest whole degree. Temperature is entered in
column 7 to the nearest whole degree Fahrenheit; e.g., 35
for 34.5, 105 for 105.4. Prefix subzero temperatures with
a minus sign; e.g., 7. Enter M for missing data.
Dewpoint is entered in column 8 to the nearest whole
degree Fahrenheit; or enter M for missing data. Prefix
subzero dewpoint temperatures with a minus sign. Enter
statistical data in parentheses; i.e., enter the water
equivalent of the dry-bulb temperature when the air
temperature is 35° (-37° C.) or below.

Exercises (239):

I. What is the temperature range on the TMQ -11?

2. What is the dewpoint range on the TMQ-11?

3. Given the following information, determine the
correct entries for column 7 and column 8 of AWS
Form 10.

TMQ-II Readings

Col 7 Col 8
Temp indicator Dewpoint indicator entry entry
a. 90.4 70.6
b. minus 22.5 minus 25.0
c. 108.8 96.5
d. minus 35.6 minus 40.0
e. no equipment error and fog is present

65.4 66.0

Figure 3-16. Sling psychrometer.
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240. Specify how to prepare the sling psychrometer for
use.

Sling Psychrometer. At most AWS detachments the
psychrometer is used as a back-up for the AN/Iiv1Q-11.
It consists of a metal back plate with two liquid-in-glass
thermometer tubes fastened to it so that the mercury bulb
of one tube extends approximately 2 inches beyond the
other. This thermometer (the wet-bulb) is extended so
that you can dip it in water without moistening the dry-
bulb thermometer. Figure 3-16 is an illustration of the
sling psychrometer, showing the position of the
thermometer tubes. Two temperatures are obtained from
the psychrometerthe dry-bulb temperature (free- air)
and the wet-bulb temperature (temperatures reached by
evaporational cooling).

General practices. When the psychrometer is used as a
backup for the TMQ-11, it should be kept indoors. Prior
to actual use for temperature measurements it must be
exposed to the outside free air (in a shaded location) long
enough to allow the instrument to reach temperature
equilibrium (normally 15 minutes). When not in use it
should be kept in a clean, dust free location to prevent the
wick from getting dirty.

Water used to moisten the wet-bulb wick must be free
of mineral matter to prevent the wick from becoming stiff
and the bulb incrusted with minerals. Use distilled water
when available, rain water, or melted snow. Store the
water in a covered container and replace it as often as
necessary, usually once a week.

The wick on the wet-bulb thermometer must be kept
clean in order to obtain accurate readings. Change the
wick at least once a week in areas subject to dust or other
impurities suspended in the air. Otherwise, change the
wick at least once a month. At stations where the
psychrometer is used only as a backup and is stored in a
clean location, these frequencies may be modified.

Preparation of the wet-bulb. The wick must be
moistened prior to ventilation of the psychrometer and
according to the procedures and conditions described
below:

a. When the dry-bulb temperature is above 37°F.
(3°C.), moisten the wick just prior to ventilating (even if
the humidity is high and the wick appears wet). If the wet-
bulb temperature is expected to be 32°F. (0°C.) or less,
moisten the wick several minutes before ventilation so
that a drop of water forms on the end of the bulb.

b. Whenever practical in areas where the temperature
is high and the relative humidity is low, precooled water
should be used. Moisten the wick thoroughly several
minutes prior to and again at the time of ventilation. This
helps reduce the temperature and prevents the wick from
drying out during ventilation. When this procedure is not
completely effective, keep the wick extended into an open
container of water between observations.

c. At dry-bulb temperatures of 37°F. (3°C.) or below,
use water that has been kept at room temperature in order
to melt completely any accumulation of ice on the wick.
Moisten the wick thoroughly (at least 15 minutes before
ventilation) to permit the latent heat of fusion (released
when water freezes) to be dissipated before ventilation is
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begun. Do not allow excess water to remain on the wick
since a thin ice coating is necessary for accurate data. If
the wick is not frozen at wet-bulb temperatures below
32°F. (0°C.), touch the wick with clean ice, snow, or
other cold objects to induce freezing. If you are unable to
induce freezing use the low temperature range of the
psychrometric calculator for computation.

Preparation of the dry -bulb. When appropriate, take the
following actions prior to ventilating the psychrometer:

a. When dew or frost is expected, check the dry-bulb
thermometer 10 to 15 minutes prior to ventilation.
Remove any collection of dew or frost from the
thermometer with a soft cloth and allow sufficient time
for the dissipation of extraneous heat before ventilation.

b. The dry-bulb temperature must be obtained prior to
beginning ventilation when precipitation is occurring. If
there is moisture on the thermometer, wipe it dry with a
soft cloth and shield the thermometer from the
precipitation as long as necessary to permit dissipation of
any extraneous heat before reading the temperature.

Exercise (240):

1. Identify and correct any of the following statements
that are false.
a. Prior to actual use for temperature measurements,

the psychrometer must be exposed to the outside
free air (in a shaded location) for at least 15
minutes.

b. In areas that are subject to dust or other impurities
suspended in the air, the wick on the wet-bulb
thermometer should be changed at least once a
month.

c. Whenever practical in areas where the
temperature is high and the relative humidity is
low, warm water should be used to moisten the
wick of the wet-bulb thermometer.

d. If the wick is not frozen a wet-bulb temperatures
below 32°F., touch the wick with clean ice, snow,
or another cold object to induce freezing.

e. The dry-bulb temperature must be taken after
ventilation when precipitation is occuring.

241. State the procedures for ventilating the sling
psychrometer.

Ventilating the Psychrometer. To insure proper
ventilation of the sling psychrometer, the air should pass
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Figure 3-17. Reading the thermometer.
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over the psychrometer bulbs at a minimum of 15 feet per
second. Using the sling psychrometer as a backup, swing
the instrument so that it revolves at 2 revolutions per
second. Select a shady spot with no obstructions within a
radius of 3 to 4 feet and face into the wind. Hold the
instrument to your front and waist high while slinging it.
Keep the instrument in the shade of your body as much as
practical, but not so close that body heat will affect the
readings.

Steps in ventilating. After the wick of the wet-bulb has
been properly moistened, use the following steps as a
guide in ventilating the sling psychrometer:

(1) Begin by ventilating the psychrometer for about 15
seconds. Read the wet-bulb thermometer, but do not
record the reading.

(2) Ventilate for another 10 seconds and again read
the wet-bulb. Continue this process at 10-second
intervals until successive readings are within 1°F. or less
of each other. Then ventilate the instrument at 5 second
intervals.

(3) When two consecutive readings show no further
decrease, the wet-bulb temperature has been reached.
Read this temperature to the nearest 0.1°F. As quickly as
possible, read the dry-bulb temperature to the nearest
0.1°F. Record both these temperatures.

If the wet-bulb temperature rises between successive
readings, remoisten the wick and ventilate again.

Reading the thermometers. Make certain that your line
of sight is perpendicular to the thermometer tube at the
top of the liquid column, as shown in figure 3-17. This
avoids introducing an error of parallax.

Exercise (241):

1. How should you ventilate the sling psychrometer?

242. List the steps in computing the dewpoint using the
psychrometric calculator.

Psychrometric Calculator (ML-429UM). The

UNE OF SIGHT

/

OBSERVER'S EYE IN CORRECT
POSITION READINGI78.4°

23412

calculator computes dewpoint by comparing the wet-bulb
temperature with the wet-bulb depression at the average
station pressure. Table 3.7 lists average station pressures
for several ranges of station elevation. Select the pressure
to determine which D-scale (colored rings) to use on the
computer. Next, select the high range (fig. 3-18) of the
computer if the wet-bulb temperature is above 32°F. or
the low range side (fig. 3-19) if the wet-bulb temperature
is below 32°F. Then follow the steps listed below:

(1) Set the 0° index of the D-scale opposite the wet-
bulb value on the "Ti" scale if the wet-bulb wick is ice
covered, or opposite the DP-scale if the wick is unfrozen.

(2) Move the cursor to the wet-bulb depression along
the appropriate colored D-scale.

(3) Read the dewpoint on the DP-scale under the
cursor hairline. Before you make the AWS Form 10
entry, insure that the scale you use does not result in a
dewpoint that is higher than the free air temperature.

Exercise (242):

1. List the steps you should use with the psychrometric
calculator to compute the dewpoint.

TABLE 3-7
AVERAGE STATION PRESSURE Vs. STATION ELEVATION

Station Elevation
(feet)

Computer Pressure Base
(inches of mercury)

531 to +392 30"

+393 to +1341 29"

+1342 to 2316 28"

2317 to 3836 27"

3837 to 5976 25"

Above 5976 23"
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OBSERVED: Dry Bulb = 53.3

Wet Bulb = 48.7

Depression = 4.6

TEMPERATURE OF DEW P I
Air Depression of Wet Bulb

Temperature 4.5 5.0

53 44 43

54 46 44

4.

Step 1/f

5 4.6 5s0

a
1_53.3

b 54

44 43

46 44

Step #2

4.5 4.6 5.0

1-53
44 4

L53.3 44.6 43.

b 54 46 44

Step 1/3

I nal
4.5 4.6 5.0

46

43

43.3

44

a x
b y

.3 x
1 2

x = .6

a = 53.3 - 53 = .3

b = 54 - 53 = 1

x = .6 (44 + .6)

y = 46 - 44 = 2

b
=y x a= 53.3 - 53 = .3

.3 x
b = 54 - 53 = 1

1 1 x= .3 (43 + .3)

x = .3 y = 44 - 43 = 1

7i110' = -13r5- a = 4.6 - 4.5 = .1

.1
b = 5.0 - 4.5 = .5

.5

x
x = .3 (44.6 - .3)

.5x = .13 y = 44.6 - 43.3 = 1.3

x = .26 or .3 r---
Dew Point = 44° Fl

Figure 3-20. Sample interpolation.
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243. Given dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperature
readings, compute the wet-bulb depression and
calculate the dewpoint by interpolation.

Dewpoint Calculation. Psychrometric tables offer
one method of computing dewpoint. These tables list the
dewpoints for a wide range of dry-bulb/wet-bu:b
depression relationships. (Depression is the difference
between the dry-bulb and wet-bulb readings.) Often your
observed data falls between table values, and you must
interpolate to obtain the correct dewpoint. Figure 3-20
illustrates, step by step, a double interpolation. You can
see that interpolation is necessary between air temperature
table values and depression table values, hence the term
"double interpolation." A simple ratio and proportion
solves the interpolation. As you solve each interpolation
step in figure 3-20, you can readily see how the dewpoint
(middle square in step 3) is obtained. The dewpoint may
equal the dry-bulb or wet-bulb temperature, but it should
never be higher than either.

Exercises (243):

1. From the folk Ning dry- and wet-bulb temperatures,
compute the wet-bulb depression (WBD).

a. 56.4 b. 8 c. 1.5
53.0 1.5 -2.8

WBD WBD WBD

d. 36.9 e. 1.0
29.5 0.7

WBD WBD

2. Using the following values, solve for the dewpoint
(DP) by using interpolation:

72 61

72.7 DP

73 62

3-3. Wind

Air has characteristics, such as temperature, moisture,
and movement. Air movemen sometimes produces
unusual conditions in certain areas. These conditions
have been given names such as "chinook" on the leeward
side of the Rockies, "nor'easter" in New England, and
"Santa Ana" in California. Some winds affect large areas,
whereas others occur on a local scale. Whatever their
extent, wind observations include direction, speed, and
character. This section includes the wind equipment,
entries on wind charts, changing the chart rolls,
extracting information from the wind equipment, and
recording wind information on AWS Form 10, Surface
Weather Observation.

244. Specify features of wind measuring sets and
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recorder charts, and state how to make entries on the
recorder charts.

Wind Measuring Sets. Two sets, AN/GMQ-20 and
AN/GMQ-11, are used to provide fixed station surface
wind measuring and indicating. Wind sets are oriented to
magnetic north. A recorder may be used with the
GMQ -l1, and the GMQ-20 comes supplied with one.
The GMQ-20 offers one important advantage over the
GMQ-11. Without modification, the GMQ-11 will
handle only two readouts. The GMQ-20 will operate up
to 10 readouts. These wind measuring sets can measure
wind speeds up to 240 knots on the recorder. The
indicator range is 0 to 120 knots. To record speeds over
120 knots, you must switch the recorder to high range.
Obtaining wind speed and direction from the indicator or
recorder is not difficult. You must remember to convert
magnetic direction to true direction before longline
transmission. Figure 3-21 shows the Gtv1Q- II indicator
and RO-2 recorder. (There are some differences between
the RO-2 and the RO-362 recorders, but the differences
are mainly where the switches are located.)

Operation of the wind measuring sets requires very
little effort. Normal operation of the set is in the 0-to
120-knot low range. Recorder chart speed is normally 3
inches per hour, but it car, be operated at 6 inches per
hour to give a clearer record of changes in speed or
direction. The conversion of chart speed is done by
equipment personne, only.

Recorder Charts. There ue certain entries that are
required on the wind chart. The following instructions
apply to these required entries.

Changing charts. Change the wind recorder chart only
as necessary to prevent loss of record.

Chart identification. At the beginning and end of each
chart roll, enter a time check, the station name, and a
date-time group to indicate the time the traces began or
ended respectively. Enter the chart feed rate if different
from normal, or if times are not printed on the chart.
Enter other identification as necessary if the chart, or any
part of the chart, is provided for purposes such as special
studies or an aircraft accident investigation.

Time checks. Make time checks on the recorder chart
by drawing a short line on the chart and entering the date-
time to the nearest minute (GMT). The following are the
minimum requirements for making time checks:

a. At the beginning and end of each chart roll.
b. At the appropriate time of each 6-hourly

observation.
c. When notified of an aircraft mishap.
d. For each disruption or discontinuity in the

recorded trace.
Example: Enter a time check upon return of equipment to
operation following an outage or periodic maintenance.

e. At the time of the first observation of the day at
stations not operating 24 hours per day.

Time adjustments. Adjust the chart to the correct time
whenever the time error :s inure than 5 minutes. Draw an
arrow to the point of adjustment and enter the time near
the arrow.

Annotations for inoperative periods. Indicate
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maintenance shutdown or other inoperative periods by
entering time checks and date-time groups at the end of
period of operation and the beginning of the next. At the
point of outage enter the appropriate reason: such as,
POWER FAILURE, DIRECTION INOP, OR SPEED
INOP. When the equipment is returned to service, adjust
the chart to the correct time if necessary.

Chart feed rate. Whenever the chart feed rate is
changed, enter a time check and an appropriate note:
such as, BEGIN 6IN/HR OR BEGIN 3 IN/HR.

Disposition of chart. Instructions for disposition of
recorder charts are contained in the 105 series of tables in
AFM 12-50.

Exercise (244):

1. Identify and correct false statements concerning
wind measuring sets, recorder charts, and recorder
chart entries.
a. The GMQ-11 can operate 10 readouts.

d. Chart identification is entered at the beginning
and the end of the roll.

e. The recorder chart roll is changed at the
beginning of each month and as required during
the month.

f. Time checks are entered at the appropriate time of
each 6-hourly observation.

245. Given strips of a wind recorder chart, obtain the
wind direction and speed.

Wind Direction. The direction from which the wind is
blowing gives its name to the wind. A west wind is one
coming from the west. Two geographic pointsthe true

b. The wind indicator has a speed range capability of north pole and the magnetic north poleare references
0 to 120 knots but by switching it to the high range for any direction. The observing equipment is oriented to
will give readings f70M 0 to 240 knots. magnetic north. ASW Form 10 entries require true north

orientation. Therefore, between observation and entry
you must convert from magnetic north to true north.

True and magnetic direction conversion. The line along
L. The major advantage of the GMQ-20 over the which the true and magnetic directions are the same is

GMQ- 1 1 is that it offers two different chart called the agonic line or 0° magnetic variation. Figure
speeds. 3-22 shows that the variations on one side of the 0° line

20° 15° 10° 5° 0° 5° 10° IP 20°

WESTERLY
VARIATION

EASTERLY
VARIATION

10°

25 113

Figure 3.22. Magnetic uriation
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TABLE 3-8

Beaufor
Number

MPH Knots International
Description

Specifications

0 Less than 1 Less than 1 Calm Calm; smoke rises
vertically

1 1-3 1-3 Light air Direction of wind shown
by smoke drift but not
by wind vanes

2 4-7 4-6 Light Breeze Wind felt on face; leaves
rustle; vanes moved by
wind

3 8-12 7-10 Gentle Breeze

Moderate

Leaves and small twigs
in constant motion; wind
extends light flag
Raises dust, loose paper;
small branches moved

4 13-18 11-16

5 19-24 17-21 Fresh Small trees in leaf begin
to sway; crested wavelets
form on inland waters

6 25-31 22-27 Strong Large branches in motion;
whistling heard in tele-
graph wires; umbrellas
used with difficulty

7 32-38 -43-33 Near gale Whole trees in motion;
inconvenience felt walk-
ing against wind

8 39-46 34-40 C.1e Breaks twigs off trees;
impedes progress

9 47-54 41-47 Strong gale Slight structural damage
occurs

10 55-63 48-55 Storm Trees uprooted; consider-
able damag ot.-^nrs
Widespread damaN11 64-72 56-63 Violent

storm
12 73-82 64-71 Hurricane

are termed easterly variations and variations on the other
side of the line are westerly variations. To convert
magnetic direction to true direction:

ADD EASTERLY variation to magnetic direction.
SUBSTRACT WESTERLY variations from
magnetic direction.

If you find it necessary to convert true direction to
magnetic direction then reverse the above procedure.
Figure 3-22 is only approximate because the earth's
magnetic field is continually shifting and local variation
will change by several minutes of arc each year at most
localities. For this reason the revised charts must be
monitored regularly for any changes in local variations.

The direction is determined over a 1-minute period
and read to the nearest 10°. Rarely does the recorder pen
scribe a straight line; it usually swings across a wide range

94

of directions. You simply choose the direction that
occurs most frequently during the observation period.

Wind Speed. The speed is determined over a I-minute
period and is read to the nearest knot.

The RO-2 wind recorder has priority over other wind
measuring devices. When the recorder is not available,
the direct reading dial of the AN/GMQ-11 wind
measuring set is the station standard.

Estimating wind direction and speed. On occas..m, it
may be necessary to estimate the wind direction and
speed. When this situation arises you can use free moving
objects to determine the wind direction. If a wind cone or
tree is available, you should have little trouble in
estimating the direction. Estimating the wind speed can
pose more of a problem.

When instruments are not available, estimate the speed
by using the Beaufort wind scale as shown in table 3-8.
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Exercises (245):
1. From the wind recorder chart provided in figure

3-23, what is the wind direction and speed at 1800
local time at Ch;cago, Illinois?

Figure 3-23. Wind chart strip (objective 245, exercise 1).

2. Using the section of wind recorder chart in figure
3-24, what is the wind direction and speed at 1200
local time at San Antonio, Texas?

Figure 3-24. Wind chart strip (objective 245, exercise 2).

3. Determine the wind direction and speed from the
wind recorder chart shown in figure 3-25 for
Buffalo, New York, at 0500 local time.

;
111) !.11:1

I.!!
1, 1,

11111 11111
i .11
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Figure 3.25. Wind than strip (objective 245, exercise 3).
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246. Determine wind character from recorder charts.

Wind Character. A simple report of direction and
speed does not always completely represent the observed
wind. The terms "gusts," "squall," and "windshift" help
describe the characteristics of the wind not revealed by
direction and speed.

Gusts. Gustiness complicates aircraft touchdown and
takeoff maneuvers in a manner that is similar to, but
much more serious than, the handling affects you feel
while driving a car during gustiness. Further importance
is added to gusts by their association with frontal passage
and thunderstorms. A gust is defined as a sudden
intermittent increase in wind speed with at least a 10-knot
variation between peaks and lulls. There is no time
limitation and the observer must use his own judgment as
to the meaning of "sudden."

Squalls. A squall is distinguished from a gust by a
sudden increase of wind speed of at least 15 knots and a
sustained average of 20 knots or more maintained for at
least 1 minute before the speed diminishes. Squalls

usually indicate that turbulence is present near the earth's
surface and, like gusty winos, pose a problem to flight
operations.

Windsh#1. Windshifts (change in direction of 45° or
more within 15 minutes or less) are usually associated
with some or all of the following phenomena, typical of a
cold front passage:

Gusty winds.
Clockwise shift (Northern Hemisphere).
Rapid drop in dewpoint.
Lightning, thunder, heavy rain, and hail in the
summer.
Rain or snow showers.

In most cases, the duty forecaster informs the observer of
anticipated windshifts. However, if there is no forecaster
on duty, the observer must make the determination as to
when the actual shift occurs. Report windshifts when (I )
a shift is associated .with frontal movement and (2) the
shift is from other causes and is considered important to
aircraft operation.

Exercises (246):

1. Use the section of the wind recorder chart in figure
3-26 to determine whether there were gusts at the
1100 a.m. observation. If so what was the numerical
value?

11 AM

0 330
--N

Ili
i;ii

;

:' , !1.11 i ; ; . ; .

I,

I : I .,:

I I

.,,

"" 401750
11 011..1 01.1.00:,, 1 ;I' i i c . 1 0

1

! I,I iii Idli !ill III;
:I id tilt !II! 111..

111. 1111 ii:1! 1:11;

!' ;:di iii I;;,, ;

Ii: HI! !Ii

Figure 3-26. Wind chart strip (objective 246, exercise 1).
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1. Use the section of the wind recorder chart in figure
3.27 to determine whether there were any squalls. If
so what is the value? (Use 2100 observation time.)

Figure 3-27. Wind chart strip (objective 246, exercise 2).

3. Use the section of the wind recorder chart in figure
3-28 to determine whether or not there has been a
windshift. (Use 2100 as observation time.)

9 PM

25.739

Figure 3-28. Wind chart strip (objective 246, exercise 3).
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247. Make wind entries in appropriate columns on
AWS Form 10.

Wind retries and Remarks. Enter wind direction in
dolumn 9 and wind speed in column 10. Use two digits
for each entry. Enter the direction in tens of degrees to
the nearest ten degrees and the speed to the nearest whole
knot. A wind of 275° and 8 knots is entered as 28 in
column 9 and 08 in column 10. Even calms and speeds in
excess of 100 knots require only 4 digits; for example,
calm is written as "00" in column 9 and "00" in 10, a
"105" knot wind from 160° is entered as "66" in column
9 and "05" in column 10. Be sure to enter a north wind as
"36" rather than "00," and if you estimate the wind from
the Beaufort scale, enter "E" before the direction in
column 9.

Gusts are identified by the symbol "G" followed by the
peak speed observed during the 10 minutes prior to the
ascribed observation time and entered in column 11. A
squall is identified by the symbol "0" followed by the
peak speed observed during the same time period of 10
minutes and also entered in column 11.

Peak wind Record the peak wind in column 13 in the
next Record observation whenever the recorded wind
speed exceeds 25 knots since the last Record observation
and when this speed was not included in the body of a
Special observation transmitted on longline teletype.

Add the standard remark "PK WND" to the
observation. Then give the direction and speed followed
by a solidus and the minutes past the hour of the
occurrence. For example, if the highest wind speed since
the last Record observation (with no intervening Special

observations) was 37 knots from 270° and it occurred at
1146 GMT, you should record the following remark in
column 13: PK WND 2737/46. If the peak wind occurs
more than once, record the first occurrence. Omit the
remark if the peak wind speed is recorded in column 10
of the AWS Form 10.

Windshift. Windshift is a change in wind direction of
45° or more that takes place in less than 15 minutes. In
column 13, enter the contraction "WSHFT" followed by
the minutes past the hour that the windshift began. For
example, if a windshift occurs at 1635 GMT, record
WSHFT 35. If the windshift is caused by a frontal
passage, " FROPA" is appended to the remark (e.g.,
WSHFT 35 FROPA). The forecaster can tell you
whether the windshift is caused by a frontal passage. If the
initial entry is not transmitted on longline teletype, enter
the remark in the next observation which is transmitted
longline.

Variable wind direction. Variable wind direction is a
condition in which the wind direction is fluctuating by
60° or more during the observation. This condition is not
considered as a reportable remark when the wind speeds
are 6 krots or less. Enter the contraction "WND"
followed by the extremes of variability (e.g., WND
27V33).

Exercises (24Th

Make the appropriate entries on the AWS Form 10 (fig.
3-29) for the data given in each exercise.

1. Use the sectional wind recorder charts in learning
objective 245 to answer the following.

WIND

COIAA46*
Tan
este)
(11)

ALIIT

11"1")

Os)

REMARKS AND SUPPLEMENTARY COOED DATA
DESIMED ORDER OF ENTRY I OVA, SFC based oboe phenomena, remarks elaborating

on preceding coded dote 3-and 6- hourly additive data,
radiosonde data, runway conditions, weather modification (13)

DRCTN
(true)
(5)

SPUD
(WM)

(10)

Figure 3-29. Blank sectional strip of AWS Form 10 (objective 247, exercises I though 3).
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a. Make all appropriate entries on the AWS Form 10
for the winds indicated in figure 3-23 at 1800
local.

b. Make all appropriate entries on the AWS Form 10
for the winds indicated in figure 3-24 at 1200
local.

c. Make all appropriate entries on the AWS Form 10
for the winds indicated in figure 3-25 at 0500
local.

2. Use the sectional wind recorder charts in figures
3-26 through 3-28 to answer the following.
a. Make all necessary entries (excluding peak wind)

on the AWS Form 10 for the winds indicated in
figure 3-26 at 1100 local.

b. Make all necessary entries (excluding peak wind)

99
N.

on the AWS Form 10 for the winds indicated in
figure 3-27 at 2100 local.

c. Make all necessary entries (excluding peak wind)
on the AWS Form 10 for the winds indicated in
figure 3-28 at 2100 local.

3. From the following information, make all the
appropriate entries on the AWS Form 10.
a. A thunderstorm begins and the wind speed

reaches 32 knots from 220° at 1832 GMT. (Enter
peak speed.)

b. The wind was blowing from 120° and changed
direction to 270° at 1548 GMT. (Enter
windshift.)

c. The wind is fluctuating from 90° to 180° and back
again. (Enter the variable wind direction.)
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Types of Observations

YOU HAVE STUDIED considerable information about
making a weather observation. You have reviewed the
observation in general terms of weather systems and
meteorological principles and progressed to the specifics
of observing, identifying, and recording many individual
elements. You have studied the mathematical operations
involved in deriving the observation. You have reviewed
the use of various instruments and equipment that helps
you measure weather elements. You now need to
correlate the observational data for preparation in the
proper format.

We will be concerned with both airways and metar
code reports and the various types of observations used
for each code. Airways observations are recorded on
AWS Form 10 and metar observations will be recorded
on AWS Form 10a. The observations for both codes are
very similar and we will examine the various ways that
they may be recorded. The main difference between
airways and metar codes is that airways is a domestic (US
only) code whereas metar is used in in foreign countries.

4-1. Record Observations

You learned how to enter the various elements of an
observation from material in previous chapters of this
volume. Now you will study the types of observations and
coded format when certain observing criteria are met. We
will answer such questions as, when you should take and
record special observations and what columns on the
AWS Form 10 are used to encode the different types of
observations.

248. Given record observations in airways code and
metar code, identify the errors in each observation,
and, given simulated data, encode the freezing level
data.

Airways Observations. Record observations are
frequently referred to as hourly, 3-hourly, and 6-hourly
observations. Record report are scheduled for hourly
transmission over longline communications circuits.
Since the observation is transmitted on the hour, you
should start each record observation before the hour,
always allowing sufficient time to encode and disseminate
the observation over teletype. Usually, you should
observe all elements of the observation within 15 minutes
preceding the time of dissemination. This means that if
you complete your record observation 2 to 5 minutes

CHAPTER 4

before the hour, no element should be observed more
than 15 minutes before the actual time of the observation.
Of course, this is also applicable to the elements you
append to your observation in column 13.

Column entries required for record observations are as
follows:

a. Column 3, Sky Condition.
b. Column 4, Prevailing Visibility.
c. Column 5, Weather and Obstructions to Vision.
d. Column 6, Sea-level Pressure.
e. Column 7, Temperature.
f Column 8, Dewpoint.
g. Column 9, Wind Direction.
h. Column 10, Wind Speed.
i. Column 11, Wind Character.
j. Column 12, Altimeter Setting.
k Column 13, Appropriate Remarks.
Hourly observations differ from 3- and 6-hourly

observations in that column 13 entries for hourly
observations are restricted to the following data:

a. RVR.
b. Surface based obscuring phenomena.
c. Other remarks elaborating on preceding coded

data.
(1) Significant to air traffic control.
(2) Significant to meteorologists.

d. Supplementary coded data.
(1) Freezing level data (if available).
(2) Runway conditions.
(3) Weather modifications (if available).

We will now examine the elements of airways code that
have not been covered previously.

Freezing level data. All stations (where data is
available) will include freezing level and icing data in the
first record observation following receipt of the data.
Icing data is reported only when icing is tietermined from
variations in the ascension rate of the balloon. At stations
where US Army ARTY/MET (Artillery/Meteorology)
data are available from a unit within 25 nautical miles
from your station, include freezing level data in remarks
of the next record observation after receipt of data.

Enter the data using the appropriate format below:
a. RADAT UU (D)(hpliptip) (hphphp) (hphpbp)
b. RADAT ZERO.
c. RADAT MISG.
d. (RAICG HHMSL SNW).

100
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The individual elements and contractions are
explained as follows:

a. RADAT. A contraction to indicate that freezing
level data follows.

b. UU. Relative humidity (RH) to the nearest percent.
Use the highest RH of any of the coded crossings of the 0°
C. isotherm. If the highest RH occurs at two or more
levels, select the lowest level. Encode UU as "00" when
the RH is 100 percent. Encode UU as "20" when the RH
is 20 percent or less. Encode UU as "/ 1' when the
sounding crossed the 0° C. isotherm and RH is missing.

c. (D). A letter designator L (lowest), M (middle), or
H (highest) to identify the 0° C. isotherm crossing to
which the UU correspond3. Omit when only one height
value is coded.

d. (lphphp). The height, in hundreds of feet above
MSL, where the sounding crossed the 0° C. isotherm. For
encoding, select a maximum of three levels according to
the following requirements: (1) select the first crossing of
the 0° C. isotherm after release, (2) select the highest
crossing of the 0° C. isotherm, and (3) select the
intermediate crossing. Where there are two or more
intermediate levels, select the one with the highest RH. If
two or more intermediate levels have the same RH, select
the lower level. After selecting the levels, encode them in
ascending order of height.

e. (/n). Indicate for the number of crossings of the 0°
C. isotherm other than heights encoded. This element is
omitted if all crossings are coded.

f ZERO. Enter "ZERO" in place of the coded data
when the entire sounding is colder than 0° C.

g. MISG. Enter "MISG" in place of the coded data
when the surface temperature is warmer than 0° C. and
the sounding terminated before reaching the 0° C.
isotherm.

h. RAICG. A contraction to indicate that icing data
follows. (Report only when icing is present.) Enter this
data following the RADAT data.

i. HHMSL. Indicate the altitude of icing in hundreds
of feet with the indicator MSL following the height (i.e.,
RAICG 100MSL).

j. SNW. Indicate the contraction "SNW" if snow is
causing a slow ascension rate (i.e., RAICG 15MSL
SNW).

Runway condition. Enter the runway surface condition
(RSC) and the average runway condition (RCR) for the
active runway as provided by the base operations officer.
When base operations is closed or the runway condition
data is not available; transmit RCRNR.

Supplementary coded data for 3- and 6-hourly
observations. Hourly record observations combined with
3- and 6-hourly observations enable the customer to have
an airways report for each hour of the day. The 3-hourly
observations are recorded at 0300, 0900,1500, and 2100
GMT. The 3-hourly observation is encoded the same as
hourlies except that you must encode certain other
supplementary coded data as follows:

a. A 3-hourly barometric change (app).

b. Cloud code group (1CLCMCH when clouds are
present).

The 6-hourly observation is the remaining type of
record observation and is recorded at 0000, 0600, 1200,
and 1800 GMT. This record observation type differs
only in the column 13 coded data entries. For a 6-hourly
the entries included are:

a. A 3-hourly barometric change and the amount of 6
hours precipitation (appRR99ppp).

b. Cloud code group (1CLCMCH when clouds are
present).

c. Snow has occurred (904spsp).
d. Maximum or minimum temperature (TATA

when required).
e. A 24-hourly precipitation (2R24R24R24R24 at

1200 GMT only).

Metar Observation. Since you have already studied
the many elements used to make an airways observation,
you should not have any trouble in making a metar
observation. Only the method of reporting and
disseminating is changed in some cases. You will notice
the similarity between AWS Forms 10 and I Oa (only the
location of the various columns is different).

Record reports are transmitted each hour over the
longline teletype. The same general rules apply to metar
hourly observations. Metar column entries for record
observation are as follows:

a. Column 9 - Wind Direction.
b. Column 10 - Wind Speed.
c. Column 1! - Maximum Wind Speed.
d. Column 4 - Visibility.
e. Column 5 - Weather and Obstruction to Vision.
f Column 3 - Sky Condition.
g. Column 7 - Air Temperature.
h. Column 8 - Dewpoint Temperature.
i. Column 12 - Altimeter Setting.
j. Column 13 - Appropriate Remarks.

We will now examine the elements of metar code that
differ from airways and have not been covered previously
in this volume.

Wind dddliffmfm. Let's begin with wind movement.
a. Wind direction (ddd). Obtain a 10-minute mean

direction for the period preceding the period of
observation.

b. Hind speed (1j). Obtain a 10-minute mean speed for
the period preceding the observation.

c. Maximum wind speed (fmfm). Obtain the maximum
wind speed if 10 knots or more for the 10-minute
preceding period. Maximum wind speed must exceed the
10-minute mean by 5 knots or more to be recorded.

d. Calm. Calm will be reported 00000.
e. Variable. Variable direction reported as 999

followed by the speed.
Temperature (TT). Enter air temperature to nearest

whole degree Celsius in two digits and temperature below
0° are preceded with an "M."



Dewpoint temperature (rd rd. Entered the same way
as the temperature.

Altimeter setting. Enter to nearest hundredth of an inch
in four digits.

Remarks. Desired order of entry is this:
a. Ceiling height (when below 3,000 feet prefix M, E,

or W; i.e., CIG M028).
b. Remarks elaborating on preceding coded data.
c. Supplementary coded data.

Exercises (248):

(Information presented in the first three chapters of this
volume must be combined to answer the following
exercises.)

1. Identify the errors for each airways observation given
in figure 4-1.
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Figure- 4-1. Airways record observations (objective 248, exercise 1).
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2. Identify the errors for each metar observation given
in figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2. Metar record observations (objective 248 exercise 2).

3. Encode the appropriate freezing level data for the
following information:

Height in feet sounding crossed the 0° C. isotherm RH(%)

1,900 79
2,900 80
4,500 84
5,100 80
5,600 75

4-2. Special Observations
The FMH-1B lists the criteria for taking special

observations. We will give this crieria in the following
objective. You must know what meteorological situations
are critical at your station. For example, an airbase whose
operations involve departures of fighter aircraft would
have requirements that differ from those of a baie4hich
provides transport service to oversea areas.
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249. Given hypothetical changes in weather
conditions, make the required entries on AWS Form 10
in airways code and on AWS Form 10a in metar code.

Airways Code. Encoded special airways observations
use the following form 10 entries:

a. Column 2, Time (GMT).
b. Column 3, Sky Condition.
c. Column 4, Visibility.
d. Column 5, Weather and Obstructions to Vision (if

applicable).
e. Column 9, Wind Direction.
f Column 10, Wind Speed.
g. Column 11, Wind Character (if applicable).
k Column 12, Altimeter Setting.
i. Column 13, Remarks:

(1) RVR.
(2) Obscuring Phenomena.



(3) Remarks pertaining to preceding coded
elements.

(4) Runway condition.

To better understand the encoding of special
observations, let's examine the mandatory criteria. Take a
special observation following a break in the hourly
observation schedule.

Wind and windshift. Take a special observation when:
a. The average 1-minute wind speed suddenly

increases to twice or more than the currently reported
wind speed, and exceeds 25 knots.

b. Any wind direction changes 45` or more in less than
15 minutes and is associated with:

(1) A frontal passage.
(2) The result of other causes if considered

operationally significant. (Normally, any occurrence
when the wind speed after the shift is 10 knots or more.)

Runway conditions. As required.

Miscellaneous. Any other meteorological situation
which, in the opinion of the observer, is critical to safety
of inbound aircraft.

Single element specials. Single element sp--cials are
authorized to be taken for: (altimeter setting need not be
appended)

(1) Runway visual range.
(2) Tornadic activity.
(3) Runway conditions.

Ceiling and sky condition. Take a special observation
for ceiling and sky when:

a. The ceiling forms below, decreases to less than, or,
if below, increases to equal or exceed:

(1) 3,000 feet.
(2) 1,500 feet.
(3) 1,000 feet.
(4) 500 feet.
(5) 300 feet (for ADCOM alert aircraft).
(6) All published landing minima, applicable to

the airfield, listed in Department of Defense Flight
Information Publications (DOD FLIPs).

b. Clouds or obscuring pfr:nomena aloft are present:
(1) 1,000 feet and no layer aloft was reported

below 1,000 feet in the preceding Record, Special, or
Record Special observation.

(2) The highest published instrument landing
minimum applicable to the airfield, and no layer aloft
was reported below this height in the preceding Record,
Special, or Record Special observation.

Prevailing visibility. Take a special observation when
the prevailing visibility is observed to decrease to less
than, or, if below, increases to equal or exceed:

(1) 3 miles.
(2) 2 miles.
(3) P/2 miles.
(4) 1 mile.
(5) All published landing minima applicable to the

airfield listed in DOD FLIPs.

Runway visual range. At stations where airfield minima
are published in feet, the RVR applicable to touchdown
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for the active runway is observed to decrease to less than
or, if below, to increase to equal or exceed:

(1) 6,000 feet.
(2) 4,000 feet.
(3) 2,400 feet.

Tornado, funnel cloud, waterspout. Take a special when
it:

(1) Is observed.
(2) Disappears from sight.
(3) Occurred within the past hour according to an

unofficial report and was not observed or recorded at the
station.

Thunderstorm. Take a special observation when it
(1) Begins (a special is not required for the beginning

of a new thunderstorm if one is currently reported in
progress at the station).

(2) Increases in intensity (I' to T+).
(3) Decreases in intensity (T+ to T).
(4) Bids.
Precipitation. Take a special observation when:
(1) Hail begins or ends.
(2) Freezing precipitation begins, ends, or changes in

intensity.
(3) Ice pellets begins end, or change in intensity.
(4) Any other type of precipitation begins or ends

(Note that, except for freezing precipitation, hail, and ice
pellets, a special observation is not required for changes
in type or for the beginning/ending of on type while
another is in progress).

Metar Code. The FMH-1B lists criteria for taking
special (METAR/SPECI) observations. The genival rules
apply for both airways and metar specials. The following
columns on AWS Form 10a are used for special
observations:

a. Column 2, Time (GMT).
b. Column 9, Wind Direction.
c. Column 10, Wind Speed.
d. Column 11, Maximum Wind Speed.
e. Column 4, Prevailing Visibility and RVR.f Column 5, Present Weather.
g. Column 3, Sky Condition.
h. Column 12, Altimeter Setting.
i. Column 13, Remarks:

(1) Ceiling height.
(2) Remarks elaborating on preceding coded data.
(3) Supplementary coded data.

The metar specials (METAR/SPECI) have the same
mandatory criteria as airways specials.

Exercises (249):

(Information presented in the first three chapters of this
volume must be used to answer the following exercises.)

1. Encode the following observations in airways code
on AWS Form 10 provided on foldout 4, printed in
a separate supplement to this volume. There will be
no entries for sea level pressure, temperature,
dewpoint, and altimeter setting.)



a. Sky condition: 7/13 CB and SC at 1,800 feet
determined by RBC. The CB is southwest of thc

station moving northeast.
Visibility:7 miles to the northwest and southeast; 8

miles to the northeast and southwest.
Atmospheric phenomena: None.
Wind: 200° at 12 knots.
Observation completed. 1255L (central standard

time).

b. Sky condition: 7/10 CB and SC. The height has not
been redetermined since 1255L. The CB is
southwest of the station moving northeast.
Visibility: 7 miles to the northwest and northeast; 6

miles to the southeast; 5 miles to the southwest.
Atmospheric phenomena: Thunder is heard from
the CB to the southwest at 1317L (CST).
Occasional flashes of lightning are visible in-
cloud and from cloud to ground to the southwest.
Wind: I90° at an average speed of 24 knots. There
are peaks to 29 knots and lulls to 18 knots. At
1303L a peak wind occurred from 200° at 31
knots.

c. Sky condition: 8/10 CB and SC, the bases are at
1,700 feet determined by the RBC. The CH is
southwest moving northeast.
Visibility: 7 miles to the northeast; 5 miles to the
southeast; 2 miles to the southwest 7 miles to the

northwest.
Atmospheric phenomena: Thunder was heard 5
minutes ago from the southwest. Occasional in
cloud lightning is visible to the southwest. Light
rainshowers began at 1322L.
Hind: 190° at an average of 18 knots. Peaks to 23
knots and lulls to 13 knots were recorded in the

last 10 minutes.

2. Encode the following observations in metar code on
AWS Form 10a provided in foldout 5, printed in a
separate supplement to this volume. (Therewill be no
entries for temperature, dewpoint, or altimeter
setting.)
a. Sky condition: 4/8 CB and 4/8 SC at 1,600 feet

determined by RBC. The CB is overhead moving
to the northeast.
Visibility: 5 miles to the northeast; 3 miles to the
southeast; Ph miles to the southwest; 3 miles to
the northwest.
Atmospheric i lienomena: Thunder is heard
overhead accompanied by frequent in-cloud
lightning. Moderate rainshowers are occurring.
Wind: 200° at 15 knots.
Observation completed: 1357L (central standard
time).
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b. Sky condition: 3/8 CB and 4/8 SC measured at
1,400 feet. The CB is overhead moving northeast.
Visibility:4 miles to the northeast; 2'/2 miles to the
southeast; 1 mile to the southwest; 2'/: miles to the

northwest.
Atmospheric phenomena: Thunder is heard
overhead, but no lightning is observed. Hail
begins to fall at the station at 1403L with a
maximum of 3/4 inches. Moderate rainshowers
are still occurring.
Wind: 220° at 21 knots with gusts to 26 knots.

c. Sky condition:418 CB and 4/8 SC measured at
1,200 feet. The CB is overhead moving northeast.
Visibility: 4 miles to the northeast; 21/2 miles to the
southeast; 1 mile to the southwest; 3 miles to the
northwest.
Atmospheric phenomena: Frc cent thunder is
heard overhead, but no lightning is observed.
Moderate rainshowers are still occurring. The hail
ended at 1414L.
Wind. 2',. -4' at an average speed of 21 knots. The
maximum wind in last 10 minutes was 24 knots.

43. Local Observations
Local observations may be taken and recorded at any

weather observing station. They are taken primarily to
report changes in conditions that are significant to local
airfield or other base operations, but that do not meet
special criteria. Changes in conditions that meet both
local and special criteria will be reported as a special
observation. Local observations are recorded on AWS
Form 10 or 10a only at Air Force stations that do not
have a permanent printed record of each observation
(Eiectrowriter, etc.).

250. Given lists of observations on AWS Forms 10 and
10a, determine the type of observation and the
requirement for the observation.

Airways Code. For locals taken and disseminated in
support of aircraft operations, the contents of the
observation include:

a. Time.
b. Sky Condition.
c. Prevailing Visibility.
d. Weather and Obstructions to Vision (when

applicable).
e. Remarks, as appropriate.

A local should be taken immediaiely following
notification or observance of an aircraft mishap (ACFT
MISHAP) at or near the station. These observations will
consist of all elements normally included in a record
observation, except sea level pressure, and will be
identified in remarks as "(ACFT MISHAP)." The
remark (ACFT MISHAP) will NOT be disseminated
locally or longline.

Local observations are not required for in-flight
emergencies. However, such in-flight emergencies should



alert the observer to intensify the weather watch and to
take and disseminate any observation that would be of
help to the aircraft in distress. If the in-flight emergency
results in an accident, the aircraft mishap local
observation is required.

Change in runway. Take a local following notification
of a change of runway in use. Where the runway is dual
instrumented, change the weather sensors and allow them
time to update with current information before taking the
observation. If the station is single instrumented for
ceiling, visibility, and wind, take a local only if
specifically requested by a supported agency, such as the
control tower.

RVR. Take a local for RVR when:
(1) Visibility conditions for reporting RVR are first

observed to occur, when the conditions first are observed
no longer to exist.

(2) RVR is observed to have decreased to less than or,
if below, to have increased to equal or exceed 2,000 feet,
1,600 feet, or any published RVR minimum applicable
to the runway in use.

(3) RVR is first determined as unavailable (e.g.,
RVRNO) for the runway in use, and when it is first
determined that the "RVRNO" report is no longer
applicable, provided the conditions for reporting RVR
exist.

Altimeter setting. Take a local for altimeter setting as
required:

(1) When necessary to meet local requirements, which
are determined locally.

(2) Upon request.
(3) At a frequency not to exceed 35 minutes when

there has been a change of 0.01 inch (0.3 mb) or more
since the last locally disseminated value.

This observation may be disseminated as a "single
element" local.

Load significance. Take a local for any criteria
established because of its significance to local operations.
For example,

(1) Altimeter setting to local air traffic control.
(2) Special list of local criteria.

Meteorological significance. Take a local for any
meteorological situation which, in the opinion of the
observer, is significant to local operations.

Metar Code. The requirement for locals in mttar code
are the same as for airways code.

Exercises (250):

1. Determine the type of each observation listed and the
requirement for each observation in figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-4. Sample PIREP on AWS Form 12,

2. Turn to fold--ut 6 (printed in a separate supplement
to this volume) and determine the type of each
observation listed and the requirement for each
observation.

4-4. Pilot Reports

Suppose an aircraft departs another airbase at 1115
LST time and lands at your airbase, 400 miles away, at
1330 LST. The aircraft commander tells the duty
forecaster that he was flying a C-47 at 10,000 feet and
that he experienced light to moderate turbulence during
the entire flight. He also says that there is a line of
building cumulonimbus clouds 35 miles west of the
station. What is the value of this report?

Reports such as this alert the forecaster to areas of
actual turbulence. Pilot reports provide information that,
generally, cannot be obtained from other sources. These
reports also identify significant phenomena in the areas
between reporting stations.

Your job in handling pilot reports is to insure that each
pilot report is encoded correctly and that it receives the
proper dissemination. This requires that you know the
types of phenomena that are commonly reported and the
way that each element is arranged.
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251. Given a pilot report, encode it in PIREP form on
AWS Form 12.

Pilot reports which contain hazardous weather
phenomena need to be given immediate local and
longline dissemination as severe weather reports. The
following phenomena are transmitted longline under the
heading of UUA (severe):

Tornadic activity.
Severe or extreme turbulence.
Hail.
Severe icing.

All other pilot reports are transmitted under the heading
of UA.

AWS Form 12. The AWS Form 12, PIREP, has two
sections. The top portion is for plain language and for use
overseas. The bottom portion of the form is for encoding
for dissemination in the CONUS. Follow along the
bottom portion of the form in figure 4-4 as we discuss the
entries on the form.

Location, time, and altitude (101/). Report each location
using a three-letter location identifier of a navigational
aid and if necessary, a space and a six-digit group of
numbers. (The first three digits indicate the magnetic
bearing from the navigational aid. The last three digits
indicate the nautical mile distance from the navigational
aid.) Two or more locations may be grouped together by



connecting each location with a hyphen. When entered in
its proper position, the location appears as:

RAN US / OV RAN
RAN UA / OV RAN 315030
RAN UA /0y IND-DAY
RAN UA / OV IND 030045 - DAY 150025

These are four examples of the coded location of a
PIREP. Immediately following the location, you enter
the time of observation.

Sometimes when pilot reports are received either by
radio communications or personally from the pilot, the
time of observation is confused with other times. The
time of receipt of the PIREP may not be the time of
observation. Whether the forecaster, control tower
personnel, or you receive the PIREP, make every effort to
determine the actual time of observation.

Encode the time of observation in four digits to the
nearest minute GMT following the location. If a period
of time is reported, encode the midpoint time.

Example: for 1825Z to 1915Z, encode 1850.
Next comes the altitude of the aircraft. Enter the

altitude of the aircraft (FL) in 3 digits to the nearest 100
feet above MSL (mean sea level). When the altitude is
unknown, encode as FL UNK.

Type of aircraft (1TP). Include the type of aircraft, if
known, in all PIREPs. If the aircraft type is unknown,
enter /IP UNK.

Sky-cover bases and tops (/SK). The format for cloud,
smoke, and haze layers is (1) height of base (if known), (2)
sky-cover contraction, and (3) height of top (if known).
Report\ the height of bases and tops in 3 digits to the
nearest 100 feet above MSL. Authorized contractions
are: CLR, SCT, THN-SCT, BKN, THN-BKN, OVC,
THN-OVC, KLYR, THN-KLYR, HLYR, and THN-
HLYR. A space is required between the base and sky
cover contraction and between the sky cover contraction
and the top. Separate each layer with a solidus when two
or more are reported. Some examples follow:

SCT 080
300 OVC
015 THN-KLYR 020/ 045 BKN 180

The first example shows a report where the tops are
unknown. In the second example the bases are unknown.
The third example shows a report of two layers.

Air temperature (/TA). Report temperature in whole
degrees Celsius using two digits (02). If a pilot reports the
temperature in Fahrenheit, convert it to Celsius. Prefix
negative temperatures with a minus sign ().

Wind velocity-direction and speed (/WV). Encode wind
direction and speed in six digits (three digits each). If
reported winds are derived from airborne computer
systems, encode a "C" following the wind value (/WV
290037C).

Turbulence am. The intensity of turbulence is the
first element reported following /TB. The only values that
may be reported are: NEG, LGT, MDT, SVR, and

EXTRM. Encode NEG only if in an area of forecast
turbulence. Report varying intensity by inserting a
hyphen to combine the intensities reported (LGT-MDT).
A space must follow the intensity or varying intensities.

Include the type of turbulence only if clear air
turbulence (CAT) or CHOP is reported. CHOP can not
be reported with SVR or EXTRM. Include the altitude
(always reported in three digits) only if different from the
altitude encoded for FL. Report base and top of a
turbulent layer by using a hyphen (060-100). Report a
layer with a undefined lower or upper limit as "BLO" or
"ABV." These will be treated as an altitude. (BLO-130
or 270-ABV). Use a solidus to separate two or more
layers of turbulence (/TBLGT 060-140/MDT CAT 140 -
ABV).

Icing (/IC). The intensity of icing is the fiist element
reported following /IC. The only values that may be
reported are: NEG, TRACE, LGT, MDT, and 'WR.
Encode NEG only if reported in an area of forecast icing.
The three types of icing that may be reported are: RIME,
CLR (clear), or MXD ( a combination of rime and clear).
Include the altitude using the same rules as for
turbulence.

Remarks (/RM). The Remarks section permits the
reporting of weather conditions that do not fit under the
previously coded elements. Weather elements such as
tornadoes, hail, tunderstorms, precipitation, obstructions
to vision, etc., are reported in remarks. The most
hazardous phenomenon will be listed first. An example
of a PIREP remark is: /RM LN TSTMS E HIR CLDS
VSB. Standard contractions will be used if possible.

AWS Form 12 Requirements. PIREPs received at
AWS units will be recorded on the upper portion of AWS
Form 12 except when:

a. The PIREP is recorded on a local dissemination
device that provides a written record.

b. The PIREP is recorded on AWS Form 30, Pilot to
Metro Service (PMSV) Log, as a result of a PMSV
contact.

AWS units in the CONUS, Hawaii, and Guam will
format the PIREP on the lower portion of AWS Form 12
for longline dissemination. Figure 4-4 is a sample pilut
report in PIREP form. When you extrac'. the elements as
previously discussed and prefix your station call letters to
the report, it will appear as:

BLV UA /0V BLV 045010 1433 FL 090 TIP T29 /TB LGT
/RM TRW ALQDS

When a problem that is not explained arises in regard
to entering pilot report data on AWS Form 12, let your
judgment prevail. Remember, the primary concern is to
have a report that can be used effectively.

Exercise (251):
1. From the following pilot report, make the

appropriate entries on both the upper and lower
portions of the AWS Form 12 provided in figure 4-5.
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A pilot reports a broken line of thunderstorms 45
miles NW of Dodge City in a north-south direction at
1624CST. Bases are 3,000 feet with tops at 34,500

feet. Occasional cloud-to-cloud and cloud-to-
ground lightning is observed. Aircraft type is a T-39.
PIREP received at 22/1656CST.

DATE TIME PIREP RECEIVEDPIREP
( z )

LOCATION OR EXTENT OF PHENOMENA 3. TIME DESERVED

( Z )4. PHENOMENA AND ALTITUDE

r. AIRCRAFT TYPE

Loden& += SpAtz symOOL *' ONLY IF DIFFERENT PROALF_L_ A 4. ONLY IF CAT IS REPORTED

4- 4.- FL-10-(U) UI -1- /0V-1- /TR*
MIG Ty PE I LOCATION OF PHENOMENA 1-1. TR (DENT RADIAL /DISTANCE TilAt (Z) FLT LV I TYPE ACFT

iT A-1-
/SK -1-

CLOUD BASE AMOUNT TOP/BASE AMOUNT TOM /ETC.
I TEMPERATURE C

/IC-IP-/WV -1- /TB-1-
WIND (DIRECTION IIPEEDIITURULIENCE INTENSITY TYPVIS ALTITUDES! ICING INTENSITY TAPE ALTiTUO4*
/RM-)P-

wzmARKS PLAIN{ TEXT (012/1/WEI/Ou Chlinent iinfoNta Moo)

6. EVALUATION FOR DISSEMINATION For A. B. and C "X" as opproprlofo.) D. INITIALSA. LOCAL DISSEMINATION

:::0
B. LONGLINE DISSEMINATION C. FOR USE IN SURFACE

OBSERVATION
FESTR OISVR

AVIS slOpR76 12 PREVIOUS EDITION WILL BE USED.
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Weather Radar

FOR MORE THAN A century, meteorologists have used
the existing weather conditions to forecast future weather
conditions. In most cases the current weather information
was based on the conditions visible to the "naked eye"
from designated points on the ground. Then the
adaptation of radar to weather use afforded a way of
filling in the voids between observation points.

Radar gives us a three-dimensional (3-D) picture of
the cloud structure. This 3-D picture is important to the
forecaster because it indicates the amount of vertical
development of the clouds. When the sky is overcast, the
amount of vertical development cannct be determined
without the use of radar. Now, with the elimination of the
representative observation site (ROS) at many bases, the
radar becomes even more important to the forecaster
because the observer does not maintain a continuous
weather watch. You must depend on the radar for
information on vertical development of clouds even when
the sky is not overcast. Your radar observations are very
often the basis for issuing a local weather warning.

This chapter reviews the theory of radar; radar terms,
characteristics, and limitations; components and
operation of the AN/FPS-77 radar used by AWS;
interpretation of radar information; and radar reporting.
Before we get into the subject of radar we need to
consider first aid and safety precautions necessary when
working with the radar.

5-1. First Aid and Operational Safety Precautions
Safety and first aid should be of prime importance to

personnel working around and with electrical equipment.
You should be familiar with major causes of accidents
and hazards; also with precautions related to electrical
equipment and first aid for electrical shock. The dangers
of electricity can be avoided by the use of common sense,
safety precautions, and knowledge. Physically, severe
electronic shock has two types of effectsburning and
paralysis. Either can range from minor, temporary
damage of fatal injury.

252. State first-aid treatment for electrical shock and
burns. ,

Electrical Shock. When a person comes in contact
with a wire carrying electricity, many things can happen,
and these depend primarily on the amount of electricity

CHAPTER 5

involved. Sometimes victims are "frozen" to wires, or
they may be knocked off their feet. The victims may be
burned over large parts of their bodies. Severe electrical
shock usually causes victims to stop breathing. This is
why artifical respiration must be started as quickly as
possible.

Any cut or wound that is severe enough to bleed
requires attention. Depending on the severity, the
required first aid may vary from a bandage to a
tourniquet.

To prevent or treat for shock, begin by making the
victim as comfortable as you can. Act as calmly as
possible, and reassure the person. Remove any bulky
items, and loosen the person's belt and clothing. Handle
the person as gently as possible and don't move the victim
unless it is absolutely necessary. Use anything that will
keep the victim warm. If conscious, the victim should lie
stomach down with the face to one side. This will prevent
choking in the event of vomiting.

If the wounded person is conscious, give warm coffee,
tea, or cocoa, but never alcohol. If oxygen is available,
give it to help revive the victim. Most important, treat the
victim for shock even though there are no apparent
symptoms.

Treatment for Burns. First-aid treatment of those
persons with severe burns is complicated because they
invariably lapse into a state of shock. Also, the first line
of defense against infection, the skin, is sometimes
burned away. Therefore, there are three things to be done
as quickly as possible:

Protect against shock.
Protect against infection.
Make comfortable.

The first thing to do is cut or tear clothing away from
the burn, but do not attempt to remove any cloth that may
be stuck to the injured area. Burns are best treated by
complete exposure to the air, but this can be done only in
a controlled area, such as a hospital.

Electrical burns from low voltage usually cover only a
small area of the skin and generally can be recognized
easily. First -aid treatment consists of covering the burn
with a bandage.

Exercises (252k
I What first aid should you use for a person who has

come in contact with an electrical charge?
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2. If a person has severe burns from the electrical
charge, what can you do to help?

253. Give reason why certain precautions are
necessary when you are operating the FPS-77.

Operating Precautions for the AN/FPS-77.
Experienced weather equipment specialists perform
maintenance on the FPS-77. However, there are several
precautions that must be observed in order to prevent
serious damage to the set

a. Avoid excessive magnetron current,
b. Apply current to the magnetron slowly, and lower

the current when arcing in the magnetron occurs.
c. Place the antenna control in the manual position

before operating it manually.
d. To prolong the face of the plan position indicator

(PPI) tube, operate the intensity at a level where the
display just becomes visible.

e. Do not attempt to obtain dark patterns, because this
makes erasure difficult. Use the ISO ECHO controls
during the WRITE mode. This dampens the strongest
echoes, reducing the chance that the stronger echoes will
be written too dark to erase.

f To insure that the set is not damaged, follow the
operating instructions posted on the set.

g. If a malfunction occurs, shut the set down and call
the maintenance personnel.

k Do not allow unauthorized personnel to operate the
set. They may not know how to operate it properly. If you
are not checked out on the operation of the set, do not
operate it.

i. Do not operate the set while maintenance personnel
are working on it. Doing so could cause serious injury.

Exercises (253):

1. What is the reason for using the ISO ECHO control
when writing the presentation on the scope?

2. Why should you follow posted operating
instructions?

3. Why should only authorized personnel be permitted
to operate the radar?

4. Why should you never operate the radar while
maintenance personnel are working on it?
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5.2. Theory of Radar
You have heard the; enn "blind as a bat" A bat's

vision is restricted because it is a nocturnal animal and
lives in dark places. Nature compensated the bat by
equipping it with a form of sonar. A bat navigates by
emitting a nearly continuous, high-pitched shriek, which
hits an object and echoes back to the bat. The bat
evaluates this echo and reacts accordingly. Radar works
on nearly the same principle, but the radar displays the
echo on a scope for you to evaluate.

254. Explain the basic theory of radar and compare it
to the echo of sound.

The basic theory of radar is similar to that of the bat's
sonar. Instead of the high-pitched shriek, the radar sends
a short, intense pulse of radio energy directed along a
narrow beam. The radio energy travels at the speed of
light, whereas the shriek of the bat travels at the speed of
sound. This gives radar a much greater range capability.

The radar pulse travels in a directional beam, whereas,
sound travels in all directions. Targets, which the pulse
strikes, reflect a small portion of the energy back to the
radar antenna. In the time between pulses, the returned
signal is detected, amplified, and displayed on various
scopes. The time duration between the emitted and
received signal is a measure of the distance to the target.

Exercises (254):

1. What is the basic theory of radar?

2. Compare the theory of radar to the echo of sound.

5.3. Radar Terms

Some characteristics enhance and some restrict the
detection capability of the radar. As we review a few of
the radar terms and characteristics, we will also discuss
the relative quality of each.

255. Explain the effect of each of the three pulse
characteristics on radar range, and state the two ways
pulse length is measured.

Pulse Characteristics. A few of the fundamental
characteristics of the radar pulse beam are shown in
figure 5-1. An important aspect of radar is the
transmission of definite pulses of energy at prescribed
intervals, which includes a silent period (fig. 5-1) or
"listening time" between pulses. It is this listening time
that permits the energy reflected back to be received and
displayed before the next pulse is transmitted. The
listening time must be long enough for a transmitted pulse
to reach the target and return. This determines the range
to the target, since the range is equal to one-half the
distance that the energy travels.
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Figure 5-1. Representation of pulse radar beam.

Pulse length. The pulse length may be measured in
units of time it takes the transmitter to send one pulse.
Also, the pulse length may be measured in units of
distance from the front (leading) edge to the back
(trailing) edge of the pulse as it travels in space.

To avoid any confusion, as we proceed in discussing
the various motions and measurements involved in radar,
let's relate the emission of pulses of a given duration to
the velocity of the radio energy through space. The
velocity of propagation of radio energy is that of light
approximately 186,000 miles per second. Because the
second is too long a time to use conveniently in radar
computations, time is usually expressed in microseconds,
symbolized Asec or microsec. A microsecond is one-
millionth of a second; therefore, the speed of light may be
expressed as 0.1863 miles/microsec or 300
meters/microsec.

Pulse length, then, is expressed in either microsec or
meters. The duration of the pulse, for example, might be
2.0 microsec as with the FPS-77, representing a pulse
length of 600 meters. We should remember that pulse
length, no matter how it varies, does not affect the
velocity of the emitted radio energy; but, it does affect the
amount of power returned from a target that a pulse has
penetrated. Meteorological targets, such as clouds and
precipitation, allow penetration of the pulse, while targets
such as aircraft or ships do not. The reflection from
portions of the target, after varying amounts of
penetration, will build up the instantaneous power of the
echo. This power ultimately is shown on the scope as a

return.
The amount of energy in each transmitted radar pulse

depends, among other things, upon the duration or length
of the pulse. In other words, if one pulse is 10 times the
length of another pulse, it will have 10 times the energy.
This would allow more reinforcement of an echo and a
brighter picture of the scope. However, the resolution
suffers, and it becomes a problem to determine the quality

of the target that causes the echo. The ideal radar set
would be one that uses short, powerful pulses; however, it
is impossible to get powerful pulses that are short, without
having large physical equipment. As will be shown later,
short intervals between pulses restrict the range of the
radar. Short pulses and short pulse intervals provide the
utmost accuracy and detail of targets; whereas, long pulses
and long pulse intervals increase the range and sensitivity

ON.

SILENT
PERIOD
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of the radar (if used on meteorological targets). On point
targets (nonmeteorological), short pulse and long pulse
intervals give the greatest range.

Pulse length determines the minimum range of the
radar, since the transmitter must shut off by the time the

signal returns.
Pulse repetition frequency (PRP). The PRF may be

defined as the "rate the pulses are transmittedthe
number of pulses per second." Storm detection radar
systems use only one antenna. During the transmission of
the pulse, the antenna serves as the method offocusing the
pulse and directing it in a concentrated beam. After the
pulse has been transmitted, the antenna serves as the
"ear" to pick up any returning signals from targets that
may have been intercepted. This period of waiting for a
returned signal (the listening time) determines the
maximum range of the radar. You may recall that the
range is equal to one-half the maximum distance (round
trip) the signal can travel during the listening time. The
number of pulses that may be transmitted per second
(PRF) is determined by the duration of the listening time.

Although the PRF must be kept low to allow for the
maximum range desired, it must also be kept high enough
to allow a sufficient number of pulses to be returned from
a distant target so that the target may be presented
accurately and with enough detail to be interpreted. If
only one pulse was transmitted to and received from a
given target, the reliability of the scope presentation
would be poor. Therefore, radars are designed so that
many pulses are returned from a single target.

Antenna motion. An important consideration in
determining the number of pulses reflected from a target
is the rate of angular motion of the antenna. If the
antenna moves through too great an angle between pulses,
not only will the number of pulses per target be too low,
but there may be regions not probed for targets. The
antenna of the AN/FPS-77 rotates at a scan speed of 5
revolutions per minute. The antenna motion may also be
expressed by the number of pulses per degree of antenna
rotation. The following is a summary of the PRF,
listening time, and pulses per degree of antenna rotation:

AN/FPS -77

PRF 324 pulses/sec
Listening time 3,080 microsec
Antenna motion 13.5 pulses/degree



Exercises (255):

I. What is the effect of each of the three pulse
characteristics on radar range?

2. What are the two ways to measure pulse length?

256. State the effects of wavelength on attentuation,
and the wavelength 1,1 the AN/FPS-77.

Wavelength. You remember that clouds are virtually
transparent to short-wave solar radiation, while they are
practically opaque to long-wave terrestial radiation. This
phenomenon is responsible for the "greehouse effect" we
discussed in the chapter on General Meteorology in
Volume 1. In radar, too, the absorptivity and reflectivity
of precipitation and water droplets are related to the
wavelength of the radiated pulse.

Modem radars used for meteorological purposes
operate in a portion of the microwave region of the
electromagnetic or radio spectrum from less than 1 to 10
cm. The wavelength of the AN/FPS-77 is 5.4 cm. Other
factors being equal, the echo return from clouds or
precipitation increases with shorter wavelengths. Within
the range of wavelengths used for weather radar, the
smaller droplets are more opaque at the shorter
wavelengths and are more transparent at the longer
wavelengths. In addition, for the same antenna size, the
beamwidth is narrower at shorter wavelengths. This
results in greater resolution. For the detection of snow, or
light to moderate rain, use of the 3 cm radar appears
optimal. However, 3 cm radiation is severely affected by
heavy rain. In regions where large thunderstorms or
hurricanes occur frequently, the use of a 5-cm wavelength
or greater is more desirable. For the detection of clouds,
short wavelengths are desirable. Attenuation or
weakening of the energy in the beam, through rain,
increases at shorter wavelengths. Hence, the choice of
operating wavelength of a radar depends upon its
intended use.

Intervening rain attenuation changes the relative
sensitivity in favor of the 5.4-= radiation of the FPS-77.
The FPS-77 is considerably less affected by precipitation
attenuation than the CPS-9 was. We will explore the
effects of attentuation of radar energy more fully later.
We only intend to illustrate here that the detection of
clouds and precipitation is to a large extent, a function of
wavelength

Exercises (256):

1. What is the effect of wavelength on attenuation?

2. What is the wavelength of radar pulse from FPS-77?

257. Name the three beam characteristics and explain
the effect each has on radar presentation.

Beam Characteristics. By means of a parabolic
antenna, the pulses of energy transmitted by storm
detection radar sets are concentrated into a narrow,
conical beam. The beam is similar to the searchlight beam
in that the energy is focused; however, the radar beam
consists of short bursts or pulses instead of a continuous
flow of energy.

Beamwidth. The pattern of energy emitted by the radar
depends upon the antenna diameter and the wavelength.
An estimate of the beamwidth in degrees is given by:

Beamwidth a
70 x -wavelength

diameter
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The wavelength and antenna diameter must be expressed
in the tame units.

The maximum energy in the beam is along the axis in
the dictionr the antenna is pointed. About 75 to 80
percent of the emitted energy is contained within the
volume of the beam described by its angular width 1.6°
for FPS-77.

To determine beam width at any given range use:

BW in feet BW to meters

FPS-77 BW so 170 (range) BW 51.8 (range)

Since the beam of the FPS-77 is conical in shape, the
vertical and horizontal beam widths are identical at any
given range. A correction factor of one-half beamwidth
must be subtracted from height determinations.

Beam illumination. The portion of the beam through
which the pulse is traveling is said to be illuminated by the
pulse, or to be the illuminated whole of the beam.

The smallest precipitation (or cloud) area which can
be resolved by a radar is the volume fixed by the
beamwidth and a depth equal to one-half the pulse length.
Echoes within this volume will reach the radar receiver at
the same time and will show as one target. One-half the
pulse length is always 150 meters per microsec duration
and is the same at all ranges.

To determine the illuminated volume at any given
range, we will assume that the volume swept out by the
beamwidth and pulse length is a cylinder instead of a
section of a cone. (This assumption, although not true,
will give a reasonable measure of the volume). The
illuminated section may be determined by applying the
formula fa' the volume of a cylinder (with minor
modifications) as follows:

Volume a. in%
Where r a. radius

h pulse length (remember we are to use one-half pulse
length)

Substituting one-half the beamwidth for the radius
(using the formulas given under BEAMWIDTH, and
using meters, rounded to nearest unit), we come up with
this condensed formula for the FPS-77:

Illuminated Volume - r(26 range)' 300
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Figure 5.2. Accounting for refraction.

=3.14 (26)2 range' 300

=6.4 x 10' (range'

The reason for using one-half pulse length will be
described under Range Resolution.

Beam height. Because of the curvature of the earth and
the supposedly straight line of the radar beam, the radar
beam is not at the same elevation above the the earth
througho"t its maximum range. Actually, the radar beam
curves as it goes over the earth, but not as much as the
earth's surface. For our purposes we will assume the radar
beam is straight, and that the radius of the earth is 4/3 its
actual radius (fig. 5-2).

The values obtained for cloud heights from the range
height indicator (RHI) must be corrected for earth
curvature, half beamwidth, standard atmospheric
refraction, and height of the antenna above mean sea level
(MSL).

The condensed formula for beam height (at 0°
elevation) for the FPS-77 in feet is:

Beam height =.66 range:

This determines the height of the axis or center of the
radar beam.

Figure 5-3 illustrates the beamwidth and beam height
at 50 and 100 NM range with a 1° elevation.

Exercises (257):

1. Name the three beam characteristics.

2. What effect does each of the three beam
characteristics have on radar presentation?

258. Given specific cloud patterns, Indicate the type of
resolution that determines how the patterns are
depicted on radar, and state whether each pattern
would be resolved as separate echoes by the FPS-77.

Resolution. Resolution is defined as the ability of the
radar set to differentiate between two targets. When two
targets come within a certain distance of one anbther,
their echoes tend to merge and appear as one echo on the
scope. Target resolution may be described in three ways:
(1) bearing, (2) elevation, and (3) range.

Bearing resolution. The ability of a radar set to separate
two closely spaced targets at the same range, elevation,
and approximate bearing is a function of beamwidth.
Figure 5-4 illustrates the effect of a beamwidth in
differentiating targets. In detail A of figure 5-4, the
distance between the targets is greater than the
beamwidth, allowing for a break in a signal return as the

25,800 FT

17,300 FT

Figure 5-3. Beam width and beam height of the FPS-77 at 1° elevation.
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Figure 5.4. Healing resolution.

beam passes between the targets. Detail B illustrates the
effect of the beam as it passes from one target to the other,
less than a beamwidth apart with no break in signal
return. Signals begin returning from the second echo
before signals stop returning from the first echo. The
presentation on the scope is as a single echo. This
function of beamwidth partially explains why a solid line
of echoes may appear to break up into individual cells as
the line approaches and passes the radar station. The cells
then appear to merge into a solid line again as they move
away from the radar station. As the line approaches,
assuming the spacing between echoes remain constant,
the ability of the radar to resolve individual targets
increases as the beamwidth narrows. For example, if the
targets in detail B of figure 5-4 represent targets at 100

mile range, they would likely appear as two targets,
although the distance between them remains unchanged.

Elevation resolution. The ability of a radar to
differentiate between two closely spaced targets at the
same range and bearing, but at different elevations, is also
a function of beamwidth. Remember that since the beam
of the FPS-77 is conical, the vertical and horizontal
beamwidths are the same. We might consider that detail
A of figure 5-4 is a vertical picture instead of horizontal.
The difference in elevation of the two targets is sufficient
to display two separate echoes as the elevation of the
antenna is changed. Elevation of the beam through the
targets in detail B, however, would display only one echo._

Range resolution. The ability of a radar set to
differentiate between two targets at the same bearing and
elevation but at different ranges is a function of the pulse
length. The shortest distance between two targets must be
more than one-half the pulse length in order for the
echoes to appear separate on the scope. Since pulse length
does not vary with range, the separation necessary is the
same at any range. The minimum distance between two
targets for individual resolution on the FPS-77 is 985
feet.

Figure 5-5 illustrates why range resolution is
dependent upon half the pulse length. As the leading edge
of the pulse reaches the more distant target (B) and begins
returning signals, a 50-meter portion of the pulse is still
returning signals from the nearer target (A). As the
trailing edge passes out of the first target . and ceases
returning signals, the reflected signal from the leading
edge of the pulse has traveled back 50 meters. Therefore,
there is a 50-meter separation between the last signal
from the nearer target and the first signal returned from
the more distant target. If there had been only one-half
the pulse length between the two targets, the signals

A

)

150in

\

11iiI loom 1
B

REFLECTED SIGNAL FROM LEADING EDGE

Figure 5-5. Range resolution.
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Figure 5-6. Extension of radar horizon due to refraction.

reflected from the more distant target (from the leading
edge of the pulse) would have returtv!d to the first target
just as the reflection of the trailing edge of the pulse was

- leaving the nearer target. The result is both reflections
traveling back to the radar together and only one target
appearing on the scope. In order to be resolved, the
minimum distance between two targets, along the same
direction, must be greater than one-half the pulse length.

Exercises (258):

I. Indicate the type of resolution that determines how
the cloud patterns described below are depicted on
radar:
a. Two clouds located 180° from the station are 800

feet apart.

b. Two cloud masses both at 20 miles range are
6,000 feet apart.

c. Two cloud layers 20 miles from the station with a
break of 4,000 feet between layers.

2. State whether each of the cloud patterns listed above
would be resolved as separate echoes by the FPS-77.

259. Specify the type of an anomalous propagation that
would occur under given atmospheric conditions.

Propagation. The propagation of radiant energy along
a radar beam does not coincide with a straightline path
from the transmitter. Figure 5-6 illustrates the difference
between the propagation of a radar beam and the straight-
line path along which the beam is directed. Note that the
actual path of the radar beam is curved. This curved path
is the effect of refraction or bending as the beam passes
through the atmosphere.

25.449

Refraction. The bending of a radar beam through
the atmosphere is caused by density differences. Under
normal atmospheric conditions, as height increases, there
is a relatively gradual decrease in temperature and water
vapor. Under normal conditions, the radius of curvature
of the radar beam for nearly horizontal propagation is
about one-third greater than the earth's. Thus, the radar
horizon is about 15 percent greater than the geometric
horizon.

Anomalous propagation. Anomalous means abnormal,
unusual, or irregular. Wave propagation that deviates
from standard occurs under special conditions. When
wave propagation differs from standard, it is known as
anomalous propagation (AP).

Under certain atmospheric conditions, the refraction
of the beam is so distorted that echoes appear on the radar
scope where there is no echo causing phenomena. The
most significant effect of AP is to display targets at a
shorter or more distant range than the actual target.
Conditions causing the curvature of the radar beam to be
greater than normal result in what is termed
superrefraction:

a. Superrefraction. When warm, dry air overlies
relatively cool, moist air, as in an inversion, super-
refraction may occur. In this case, the radar beam is
refracted below its normal path, as illustrated in detail A
of figure 5-7. The greater the increase of temperature, the
decrease of moisture, or both, with height, the greate: the
degree of superrefraction. In an extreme case, a radar
beam becomes trapped in a "duct"beneath the inversion
and may travel for long distandes without appreciable
attenuation. Detail B of figure 5-7 illustrates the ducting
phenomenon. Under such conditions low level targets a
few hundred miles distant and not normally detected may
be displayed on the scope.
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Several meteorological conditions may lead to
superrefraction. Over land, superrefraction is most
noticeable at night under conditions favoring strong
radiation of heat from the earth. Superrefraction may
occur over the sea either during the day or at night, but it
is most likely to occur in the late afternoon or evening
when warm air drifts over the cool sea. The cool air
outflow from a thunderstorm may also produce favorable
superrefraction conditions. However, during
precipitation the conditions necessary for superrefraction
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Figure 5-7. Three types of anomalous propagation.

are normally absent. Ducting occurs frequently in
subtropical high-pressure zones. It would be well for each
radar location to photograph scope presentations during
such abnormal (AP) conditions for future reference in
identifying targets and distinguishing AP from
precipitation echoes.

b. Subrefraction. Straightening of the beam upward,
or subrefraction, may occur during atmospheric
conditions when the water vapor content increases with
height and the temperature decrea3es with height. This
subrefraction, shown in detail C of figure 5-7, is the
opposite of superrefraction. Subrefraction reduces the
maximum range of detection of low-level targets. Such a
condition may occur in certain types of fog, but does not
occur in precipitation. This abnormal condition is
relatively unimportant for storm detection.

c. Second trip echoes. Anomalous propagation may
also cause precipitation echoes to be observed on the
scope at locations where no precipitation exists. These
are "second trip echoes" or echoes detected from a
previous pulse. The nature of radar is such that all echoes
are detected in the interval between transmitted pulses.
During superrefraction, echoes detected at longranges by
a previous pulse may appear on the scope at short range.
For example, the interval between pulseson the FPS-77 is
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approximately 0.00309 second. During this period the
pulse travels a maximum range for target detection of
approximately 250 miles. Because of processing time in
the receiver, the actual maximum range is somewhat less.
During superrefraction, targets at a distance greater than
250 miles may appear on the scope at much closer ranges.
Second trip echoes of precipitation have a distorted.
fuzzy appearance (without sharp edges), but they may be
mistaken for precipitation at the closer indicated range.
They may be verified by tilting the antenna upward
slightly (1° or 2°). The second trip echo will disappear
almost immediately, while the actual precipitation echo
will show only a slight change in intensity or
configuration.

Exercises (2E9):

1. What type of AP may occur on a calm, clear night?

2. What type of AP may occur when water vapor
content increases and temperature decreases with
height?
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5-4. Radar Detection
The effect of moisture particle size is probably the

most important consideration in radar storm detection,
but other factors play a significant part as well. These
factors include the characteristics of the radar set,
distance to the target, and attenuation by atmospheric
gases, clouds, and precipitation between the radar and the
target. Extraneous scope patterns, such as ground clutter,
electronic interference, and "angels," may also interfere
with the detection of precipitation.

260. Relate the detection of clouds to water droplet
size.

The design characteristics of the individual radar sets
predetemine to some degree how (or even whether) a
specific precipitation pattern of a given droplet size and
distribution will be displayed on the scope. Detection,
you will remember, is partly a function of the set's
operating wavelength. A radar with a short wavelength
facilitates the detection of the smaller water droplets
comprising clouds; the 5.4-cm wavelength of the FPS-77
facilitates its detection of precipitation patterns and
clouds containing large water droplets or large ice
crystals.

Clouds resulting primarily from a condensation
process are composed of water droplets having a typical
diameter near 10 microns with a relatively narrow
distribution of drop size. The droplet concentration
ranges from about 100 to 1,000 per cubic centimeter.
Clouds of this type, such as fair weather cumulus,
altocumulus, and stratocumulus are generally found to be
near the lower limit of detectability by radar.

Growth to larger drop size in clouds occurs by the
process of accretion of moisture from small drops to
larger drops. The longer the lifetime of the cloud, the
greater is the probability of the occurrence of large drops.
Stratus clouds, though typically shallow, develop large
drops by this aging process. Deeper clouds, such as
cumulus congestus also develop large drops because of
the longer lifetime of individual drops within the cloud
masses. The formation of drizzle and rain from stratiform
clouds is the result of this aging process. Through
accretion, stratus clouds may readily develop drizzle with
drop diameters near 0.5 mm.

The development of ice within supercooled water
clouds occurs in the presence of freezing nuclei. The
concentration of the nuclei increases as the temperature
decreases below 0° C. The probability of a supercooled
water droplet freezing also increases with its size.
Generally, water clouds with a cloud top temperature of
12° C. or colder have sufficient active freezing nuclei
for ice crystals to develop. Ice crystals once formed, with
the aid of these nuclei, grow rapidly in size to equivalent
spherical diameters in the vicinity of 100 microns.
Because of their large size, ice crystals in clouds are
readily detectable by the 0.86 cm radar and frequently
detectable by the 3.2 cm radar, despite a relatively low
concentration.

Within deep stratiform clouds, snow crystals tend to
grow as they descend. The echo density thereby increases

from upper to lower levels. Radiosonde ascents generally
show a lapse rate near that of the moist adiabat in this
region of growth. Indication of growth is generally absent
below a level where the lapse rate becomes more stable.
However, on approaching the 0° C. le '.44, the echo
intensity frequently increases again and is associated with
the coalescence of snow crystals into snowflakes.

Because of the great prejudice of the radar toward the
larger size droplets, precipitation particles are detected in
such a way that the importance of the largest particles is
vastly exaggerated, while the smallest ones are virtually
neglected. For instance, if raindrop A has 10 times the
diameter of raindrop B, the echo sent back to the radar
receiver from A will be a million times stronger than
from B, other factors being equal. In some respects, this is
fortunate because the more hazardous weather, in terms
of turbulence, potentially destructive winds, and hail, is
associated witii concentrations of large particles, and
hence intense echoes.

Exercises (260):

1. On what does detection of moisture in a cloud
depend?

2. What is the ratio of energy returned from two
droplets when one is 10 times the size of the other?

261. State how range affects the presentation of echoes
on the scope and state the purpose of range
normalization.

Range Effects. One of the characteristics of radar is
that the power returned from targets is inversely
proportional to the square of the range when the beam is
filled. Distant echoes of the same intensity, therefore,
should appear considerably weaker than echoes closer to
the radar. In addition, distant storms may not fill the
beam, and phenomena causing only relatively weak
echoes may extend above the radar horizon. Thus, a line
of echoes, such as occur in a squall line, may appear
initially as a few small cells, and then lengthen and
apparently increase in intensity as it approaches the
radar. As the line approaches to within a range at which
the lateral distance between cells is greater than the
beamwidth, the line may appear to separate into
individual cells as a result of beamwidth resolution. This
would occur, of course, only if the line had actually been
composed of individual cells which the radar could not
resolve at the greater ranges. Although the line may
appear to break up into cells as it approaches, there would
be no decrease in echo intensity (unless the system were
actually weakening). Assuming a fairly constant intensity,
the line may follow, the sequence of first appearing as
small cells (through the effects of range attenuation and
beam filling), then form into a line (as the beam becomes
filled at closer ranges), break up into individual cells
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(through beamwidth resolution), and follow the reverse
sequence as the echoes pass the station and recede.

In order to compare echoes at different ranges, we use
a feature called range normalization. The purpose of
range normalization is to make phenomena of equal
reflectivity at different ranges appear to have the same
echo intensity and contour definition on the PPI scope.
The range normalization feature has the effect of
allowing a more consistent determination of echo
intensity so that an echo more distant from the radar will
receive the same emphasis, for analysis purposes, as an
echo close to the radar. Without range normalization, the
use of maximum gain in order to more properly examine
distant echoes will cause the nearby precipitation and
ground clutter echoes to saturate the scope from the
center outward, possibly preventing detection of the
distant echoes. The use of a "logarithmic" receiver is
optimal for range normalization because of its capability
of handling a large range of signal intensity without
saturation. The AN/FPS-77 radar is equipped with such a
logarithmic receiver.

The range normalization feature does not correct for
all factors, such as percentage of beam filling, scattering,
and absorption. For example, as the range increases, the
amount of beam filling tends to decrease, and even the
echo within the beam may come from the relatively weak
precipitation at upper levels or from the sides of
convective storms. As long as we keep the limitations of
range normalization in mind, we can still use the
seminormalized scope presentations to improve data
analysis and interpretation. Certainly, echoes normalized
for range effects assume a greater significance to a
weather analyst than echoes not corrected for range and
attentuation.

Exercises (261):

1. How would echoes of equal intensity located at 50-
and 100-mile ranges differ on the scope?

2. What is the purpose of range normalization?

262. Compare the effects of atmospheric cloud, and
precipitation attenuation.

Attenuation. Attenuation is defined as a reduction of
the energy in a radar beam due to absorption or scattering
in the atmosphere. In radar, the transmitted power is
reduced as it is propagated through space. The difference
between the transmitted power at the radar and the
reduced power over some distance out is expressed in
decibels per nautical mile (dB/NM). A certain amount of
signal extinction is a function of distance alone, which is
the factor for which range normalization compensates.
Attenuation, however, refers more precisely to the
reduction of energy caused by the atmosphere through
which the beam passes.

.

Atmospheric and cloud attenuation. Attenuation due to
absorption and scattering by oxygen and water vapor in
the atmosphere depends upon the amount of the
absorbing gas and on the pressure and temperature. The
absorption of the gases varies with wavelength. For
example, oxygen has a strong absorption band near 0.5
cm; water vapor has a weak band near 1.3 cm and
&longer bands near 0.2 cm. Attenuation due to oxygen is
relatively constant at wavelengths above 3 cm. At a range
of 100 miles, the two-way attenuation is only about 2 dB.
Attenuation due to water vapor is more variable and
depends upon its distribution with height Because most
of the moisture is concentrated at relatively low levels,
most of the attenuation occurs within the first 100 miles
of the radar. Over a 100-mile path through a moist
atmosphere with a water vapor content of 10 gram per
kilogram, the two-way attenuation is about 1 dB for the
FPS-77.

Attenuation due to clouds depends upon liquid water
content. For a cloud having a liquid water content of 1
gram per cubic meter over a 10-mile path (reprzentative
of some cumuliform clouds) the two-way attenuation is
about 1 dB for the FPS-77. You will note that the
attenuation over a 10-mile path through a concentration
of liquid water droplets, is as much as the attenuation
over a 100-mile path through a moist atmosphere
containing water vapor. This 10-to-1 relationship is not
meant to be taken as a hard-and-fast rule, but to illustrate
the increased effect of larger moisture particles in
attenuating radar energy.

Precipitation attenuation. As you might suspect from
the previous paragraph, the attenuation due to
precipitation is even greater and often seriously limiting.
Precipitation attenuation depends upon the distribution
of drop size and the precipitation intensity. On the PPI
scope, attenuation due to heavy rain can be recognized by
the typical V-shaped notch on the far side of an echo.
This has been observed infrequently on the FPS-77.

With the FPS77, a 2 in/hr rainfall over a 10-mile path
produces less than 8 dB attenuation; however, 8 dB per
10 miles over a 50-mile path does indicate that
attenuation can be serious in cases of detection through
widespread heavy rain. Attenuation due to snow can
generally be neglected, because maximum snowfall rates
are relatively small and because the attenuation due to
snow is about 1/10 that of rain of the same intensity.

Although attenuation of energy from the melting snow
causing the bright band may be somewhat greater than
that from rain, it can generally be neglected because of its
relatively small depth and because of the fact that the
bright band is normally not apparent during heavy rain.
There may be occasions, however, where the cause of the
bright band is near the ground in moderate, or heavy, wet
snow.

Exercises (262):

1. Compare the effects of atmospheric and doe I
attenuation.
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2. Compare the effects of attenuation through a

precipitation area that is capable of giving 2 inches of
rain in 1 hour to the attenuation of a cloud having a
liquid water content of 1 gram per cubic meter.

263. State how to determine whether an echo is ground
dotter or a dond and how interference from another
radar appears on the PPI scope.

Extraneous Echoes. Although aircraft, clutter,
interference, lightning, or "angel" echoes may appear on
the radar scope, most of these extraneous echoes are
significant only in distinguishing them from patterns
derived from clouds or precipitation. Angel echoes,
presumed to be from invisible sources, are considered to
have some meteorological significance. They are
discussed briefly later in this chapter. Aircraft are
frequently visible on the PPI and appear as point targets
with considerable mobility from one sweep to the next.

Clutter is generally defined as echoes from ground
obstructions, such as trees, buildings, or hills. The higher
the antenna above the ground, the smaller the area from
which clutter will -be detected. Governed by antenna
installation criteria, most ground clutter disappears at
ranges beyond approximately 40 miles. Ground clutter
interferes with precipitation detection generally at low
angles of elevation; however, much of it disappears when
the antenna is raised by 1° or 2°. You can distinguish
clutter from clouds by the sharp, well-defined edges of
the ground clutter echo.

Interference is caused by extraneous signals radiated
by other radar and communications equipment. A
moving spiral pattern on the PPI is a common
characteristic of interference from another radar. Echoes
may often be seen through the interference.

Lightning creates an ionized column of air which
radiates and may form an irregular pattern on the PPI
scope. The lightning discharge itself may also appear as a
radial spike. Only a small percentage of lightning strokes
within range of the radar are observed on the scope
because of unfavorable antenna orientation and
obscuration by rain. Nevertheless, paths tens of miles in
length have been observed, presumably created by
lightning, which in some cases travel nearly horizontally
along or between clouds at altitudes near 20,000 feet.

Exercises (263):
1. Are interference patterns caused by other radar or

communication equipment a serious limiting factor
in distinguishing echoes from meteorological targets
on the PPI?

2. How could you determine whether an echo is ground
clutter or a cloud?

- _

3. How does interference from another radar
commonly appear on the PPI?

5-5. Storm Detection Radar
The AN/FPS-77 is a radar set designed specifically for

detecting meteorological phencimena. Radar uses the
same principles of operation as radio. In fact, radar is the

' acronym for RAdio Detection And Ranging. The fact that
short pulses of high-frequency radio waves reflect from
objects that they strike makes radar possible. Today's
weather radar detects precipitation, water droplets, ice :
crystals, or nowflakes since these reflect the transmitted
radar energy. The wavelength of the transmitted radar
signal is the criScal feature that determines the sensitivity
Qf the weather radar relative to droplet size. Shorter
wavelengths detect smaller droplets. Since the FPS-77 is
designed as a storm detection radar, It operates at a longer
wavelength (5.4 centimeters) than earlier weather radar
sets. This allows the set to detect storm cells and to have
leas attenuation from precipitation. This discussion of
radar includes the types of scopes, the operational
features, and techniques of scope interpretation.

264. Identify the functions of given FPS77
component(s).

Components of the ANIETS-77. The FPS-77 radar set
consists of an antenna mounted on a triangular tower that
should be high enough to allow a full view of the horizon.
The installation usually includes a shelter at the base of
the tower that houses the transmitter and receiver. The
remainder of the working unit is contained in the console
located in the weather station. Also, a remote PPI scope is
available. Figure 5-8 shows the console of the FPS-77;
the PPI scope (E) is in the center, with the controls
located on the scope. The RHI (B) and the A/R (A)
scopes are located above the PPI scope on the upper
panel.

A/R save. Figure 5-9 shows the A/R (azimuth and
range scope) which displays the range and relative
intensity of weather targets. On this scope, the sweep
travels across the face of the tube from left to right in a
straight line. When an echo is received, a "blip" appears
and extends above the sweep, as shown in figure 5-9.
With the set-in range normalization mode, the height of
the blip is proportional to the intensity of the echothe
higher the "blip" the stronger the echo. This scope also
shows the distance of the echo from the radar site. When
you use this scope, the antenna must be stationary and
pointing in the direction of the echo. A range strobe
permits you to expand any 5-mile sector along the
azimuth bearing so that it occupies that full width of the
display.

RHI scope. The range and height indicator (shown in
fig. 5-10) presents a vertical cross section of the echoes
along any azimuth from the earth's surface to the height
limit of the scope. Of course, you must stop the antenna
rotation at the azimuth along which you want to view the
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Figure 5-8. AN/FPS-77 console.
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Figure 5-9. A/R scope presentation.

vertical cross' section. Operate the antenna so that it
oscillates in a vertical plane when you use the range and
height indicator. You can manually raise the antenna by
turning the handcrank clockwise (CW), and lower it by
turning it counterclockwise ((XYI). Rangemarkers are
displayed on the face of this scope.

PPI scope. Figure 5-11 shows the PPI (plan position
indicator) scope that presents a maplike picture with the
position of the antenna at the center:It indicates range
and azimuth (direction) throughout 360°. Rangemarkers
appear as concentric circles about the center of the scope.
The FPS-77 PPI scope has numerous advantages over
previous weather radar PPI scopes. It can be viewed in a
well-lighted room, and it is larger for greater detail and
better accuracy in locating targets with respect to
surrounding geographical landmarks.

The sweep ranges on the PPI scope are 30, 60, 120,
and 200 nautical miles. In addition, the main PPI has a
storage feature that allows the operator to retain a
horizontal picture of the echoes on the main PPI scope
while lie makes vertical scans at several points through the
echoes.

Remote indicator. The remote indicator shown in
figure 5-12 is housed in a single metal cabinet. It can be
located up to 5,500 feet from the main console. The
remote indicator repeats the display of the console PPI.
Signals to the console PPI are also applied to the remote
PPI. The two scopes are nearly identical; the remote PPI,
however, lacks the control switching. Controls at the
remote PPI are limited to CRT (cathode-ray tube)
controls, such as focus and intensity. The remote PPI
operates only when the console PPI operates.

Control panels on console. In addition to the PH scope,
the main console contains the amplifier detector (C, fig.
5-8) and reference signal generator (G, fig. 5-8) panels.
The amplifier detector panel contains the controls for IF
amplification, range normalization, video detection, and
ISO ECHO processing. The reference signal generator
panel contains the circuits and indicators to synchronize
the signals for the radar set.

The two panels, located at the bottom of the console,
are the power distribution panel (F, fig. 5-8) and the
console power supply (D, fig. 5-8y, their purposes are just
as their titles imply. The power distribution panel
contains the switches for the separate units, such as main

CW HAND
CRANK ROTATION

10 MILE
RANGE
MARKS

ofARANIC ROTATION
CCW HAND

VARIABLE RANGE STROBE

Figure 5-10. RHI scope presentation.

power, ONPFF switch, RHI scope main power, A/R
scope main power, and PPI scope main power. The use of
these switches, including turn-on/off procedures, is
usually posted with each set and is covered as part of each
individual's station indoctrination.

Exercise (264):

1. Match the function(s) in column B with the
appropriate component in column A. More than one
function may be matched with a component.

(1)
_ (2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

_ (6)

Column A Column B

A/R scope.
RHI .

PPI scoscopepe.

Remote indicator.
Amplifier detector
panel.
Power distribution
panel.

SWEEP
ROTATION

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
f.

8.

Gives a maplike presentation
but has no controlling
switches.
Rangemarkers appear as con-
centric circles.
Contains the switches for the
separate units.
Contains the controls for IF
amplification, range nor-
malization, and ISO ECHO
processing.
Contains main power switch:
Displays the range and rela-
tive intensity.
Presents a vertical cross sec-
tion.

SWEEP

25-4

Figure 5.11. Main PPI scope presentation.
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Figure 5-12._ AN/FPS-77 remote scope.
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Column B

h. Echo appears as a blip extend.
ing above the sweep.

i. May present an enlarged S-
mile segment.
Would be used to determine
cloud tops.

k. Indicates range and azimuth
through 360° and has an echo
storage feature.

J.

265. Identify the function of given controls of the
FPS-77.

Operation of the AN/FPS-77. There are numerous
controls on the consoletoo many for this discussion to
cover. It is important for you to remember that some of
these controls are sensitive and set damage or impaired
operation may result if they are maladjusted. Also, it is
very important that you have a thorough training program
to insure your proper use of the equipment. Your trainer
will cover the radar turn-on procedures. (Turn-on/off
procedures should be posted on the radar console for
handy reference.)

This section discusses the controls that you will use
most frequently and it should help your understand the
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operation and capabilities of the FPS-77. It should be
particularly helpful if you have not previously opeated the
FPS-77. Let's examine each scope and its operation.

The PPI scope. Assuming that the turn-on procedures
have been followed and the set is in standby position,
perform the following steps to operate the PPI scope:

(1) Hold the DISPLAY MODE switch (V, fig. 5-13)
in ERASE until light goes out or echoes disappear from
the scope.

(2) Position the RANGE SELCTOR (G, fig. 5-13) on
desired range.

(3) Turn the DISPLAY MODE switch (V, fig. 5-13)
to WRITE.

(4) Turn the ANTENNA control (I, fig. 5-13) to
AZIMUTH AUTOMATIC.

(5) Rotate INTENSITY control (U, fig. 5-13) slowly
clockwise until the sweep extends from the center to the
outer edge of scope.

(6) Rotate RANGEMARX GAIN control (J, fig.
5-13) slowly clockwise until rangemarks appear as
intensified circles on the scope.

(7) Rotate VIDEO GAIN control (K, fig. 5-13)
clockwise until target appear.

(8) Turn the ANTENNA control (I, fig. 5-13) to

U T

A. Noise meter off/standby/operate switch
B. Noise meter and meter adjust control
C. ISO ECHO off/on/alarm disable switch
D. ISO ECHO level db control
E. Range normalization switch
F. Lin/Log switch
G. Main PP1 range selection switch
H. Azimuth handwheel
I. Antenna automatic azimuth/manual automatic elevation
J. Rangemark gain control
K. Video gain control

L. Magnetron average current meter
M. Magnetron current raise/lower switch
N. Transmitter reset switch
0. Transmitter radiate on/off switch
P. Rangemark selector switch
Q. DC volts selector switch
R. DC volt meter
S. AFC/Signal crystal current switch
T. Crystal current meters
U. Intensity control
V. Display mode switch

Figure 5-13. Amplifier detector, main PP1 scope, and reference generator.
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A. Video gain control
1B. Astigmatism control
C. Strobe gain control
D. Strobe positioning handwheel)

Figure 5-14. AIR scope.

E. Intensity control
F. Range selector switch
G. Rangemark gain control

MANUAL position. Use care not to move the control to
the ELEVATION AUTOMATIC position.

(9) Turn the DISPLAY MODE switch (V, fig. 5-13)
to STANDBY position.

(Do not paint the echoes on the PPI too dark because this
, may damage the scope.)

Near the station, ground clutter appears as a variety of
echoes (scope is blank the first five miles). Parts of the
ground clutter are sharp as solid objects, and parts may
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appear fuzzy. The ground clutter patteft should be nearly
the same each time for a given elevation angle and range.
For comparative purposes, it is a good practice to post
pictures of the ground clutter pattern for different ranges
as an aid in identifying ground clutter echoes.

The 4/1? scope. Assume that the turn-on procedures
have been followed and the antenna is not rotating.
Position the antenna and observe the PPI while turning
the AZIMUTH HANDIVIIFFI. (H, fig. 5-13) to line up



the desired target. Then perform the following steps to
operate the A/R scope:

(1) Position the RANGE SELECTOR (F, fig. 5-14)
on desired range.

(2) Rotate the INTENSITY control (E, fig. 5-14) and
STROBE GAIN (C, fig. 5-14) slowly clockwise until
sweep appears.

(3) Rotate VIDEO GAIN control (A, fig. 5-14)
clockwise until targets and receiver noise appear.

(4) Rotate the RANGEMARKS control (G, fig.
5-14) clockwise until rangemarks appear on the sweep at
intervals set by the RANGEMARKS SELECTOR switch
(P, fig. 5-13).

Remember that the A/R scope has a horizontal sweep
and target echoes will appear as blips extending above the

sweep. The vertical extent of the blips tells you a great
deal about the intensity of the target. Solid objects
produce tall, sharply defined blips whereas precipitation
patterns produce fuzzy, ill-defined blips.

To examine a small segment of the sweep more closely,
switch the RANGE SELECTOR control (F, fig. 5-14) to
the R SCAN and select the area to be examiend by using
the STROBE POSITIONING HANDWHEEL (D, fig.
5-14). The area examined will be a 5-mile segment
starting at the distance indicated on the NAUTICAL
MILES counter.

The RHI scope. The RHI scope can be operated in
conjunction with the A/R scope very conveniently since
you have already selected a target with the azimuth
handwheel. With the antenna pointing at the target,

I B C

A. Strobe intensity control
B. Rangemark intensity control
C. Intensity control
D. Video gain control
E. Sector scan width control

1110111110

D

45

E F G

F. Height control
G. Range selector switch
H. Elevation handwheel
1. Vertical position potentiometer

Figure 5-15. RH! scope.
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proceed operate the RHI scope, following these steps:
(1) Pos tion the RANGE SELECTOR (G, fig. 5-15)

on the desi range.
(2) Rotate INTENSITY control (C, fig. 5 -15)

slowly clockwise un .1-the sweep appears on the scope.
(3) Rotate the RANdtMlIK INTENSITY control

(B, fig. 5-15).clockwise until gemarks appear.
(4) Rotate the STROBE INTENSITY control (A, fig.

5-15) clockwise until the strobe appears as a 5-mile
intensified area of the trace.

(5) Rotate the VIDEO GAIN control (D, fig. 5-15)
clockwise until the target and receiver noise appear.

(6) Either rotate the ELEVATION HANDWHEEL
(H, fig. 5-15) manually, (clockwise to raise the antenna
and counterclockwise to lower the antenna) or move the
ANTENNA CONTROL switch (I, fig. 5-13) to the
ELEVATION AUTOMATIC position.

The RHI scope has two scales. The scope may be set to
scan up to 40,000 feet or 80,000 feet by using the
HEIGHT CONTROL switch (F, fig. 5-15). Using the
RHI in conjunction with the PPI echo storage feature,
you can get an accurate 3-D interpretation of the
precipitation pattern.

Exercises (265):

1. Match the functions in column B to the controls of
the PPI scope in column A.

(I)
_ (2)

(3)_ (4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Colwnn A
Controls

Column B
Functions

Display mode. a. Controls the appearance of
Antenna control. the sweep on the scope.
Intensity. b. Controls the motion of the an-
Rangemark gain. tenna.
Video gain. c. Controls range displayed on
Rangemark selector. scope.
Range selector. d. Sets brightness of rangemarks.
Azimuth handwheel. c. Controls brightness of targets

on the scope.
f. Selects interval of the

rangemarkers.
g. Erases echoes from scope.
h. Manual control of antenna.

2. Match the function(s) in column B to the control on
the A/R scope in column A.

Colton A
Controls

(I) Range selector.
_ (2) Video gain.
_ (3) Intensity.

(4) Rangemarks.
(5) Strobe positioning

handwheel.

a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

Column B
anaions

Controls brightness of
rangemarks.
Controls appearance of sweep.
Controls brightness of targets
on scope.
Sets desired range.
Expands a five mile segment
of sweep.
Selects segment of sweep to be
expanded.

3. Match the functions in column B to the control on
the RHI scope in column A.

Column A
Controls

(1) Elevation handwheel.
_____ (2) Intensity.
_ (3) Strobe intensity.
_ (4) Video gain.
_ (5) Rangemark intensity.
_ (6) Height control.
_ (7) Range selector.

Column B
Functions

a. Determines range that appears
on the scope.

b. Controls brightness of the
rangemarks.

c. Controls appearance of sweep
on scope.

d. Manual control of antenna
angle.

e. Controls brightness of strobe
on scope.

f. Controls brightness of echoes
on scope.
Sets vertical limits of scope.g.

266. Specify the effect the special controls of the
FPS-77 have on echo presentation.

IF Attenuator. The attenuator control (located just
below NOISE METER, B, fig. 5-13) allows you to vary
receiver attenuation from 0 to 109 dB in 1 dB steps. The
main purpose of the IF attenuator is to permit
comparison of target echo intensities by the "gain
reduction method." Gain reduction by means of the
attenuator allows you to pick out the stronger cells. It also
permits the observation of highly reflective weather
phenomena (such as "bright band" in etratiform rain)
which would otherwise be masked by surrounding areas
of reflectivity.

Range Normalization. The range normalization
switch (E, fig. 5-13) causes targets of equal density or size
within the normalized range to be displayed at their
respective intensity. Without range normalization, the
nearby target (in most cases) appears the strongest
because of its location, whereas a target farther away
might actually be stronger in intensity. Normalization is
provided over a range of 1 to 30, 1 to 60, or 1 to 120
nautical miles, depending on the position you select with
the range normalization switch.

ISO ECHO Contour. The ISO ECHO contour facility
permits targets of very high density (such as storm
centers) which are surrounded by areas of moderately
high density to be clearlj displayed. Because of the high
signal strength of the target returns involved, the IF
postamplifier is always operated in the logarithmic mode
during weather conditions in which ISO ECHO is useful.
When ISO ECHO is used, video signals with amplitudes
that exceed a predetermined threshold level are displayed
as if their amplitude were zero. Thus, a storm center
appears on the PPI scope as a highlight surrounded by a
dark patch whose density decreases gradually towards the
fringes of the storm.

The ISO ECHO threshold is selected by the ISO
ECHO level-dB switch (D, fig. 5-13). Threshold levels of
10, 20, and 30 dB above noise level are available;
thereafter, the threshold is increased in 3 dB steps to 60
dB above noise level.

Echo Memory. Echo memory is a new feature for
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weather radars. The PPI scope has a dark-trace, stored
pattern tube which retains the target pattern until it is
deliberately erased. This also permits a target pattern to
be photographed without the confusion caused by a
moving trace. In addition, it permits target movement to
be observed and photographed. To preserve the life of the
tube, it is important that you make no attempt to increase
the contrast beyond that necessary to make targets and
rangemarks visible. Advancing the INTENSITY,
VIDEO GAIN, and RANGEMARK GAIN controls (J,
K, and U, fig. 5-13) beyond this point makes the pattern
difficult to erase and may burn the screen of the CRT. Do
not use either the writing or the erasing facilities more
often than is operationally necessary (V, fig. 5-13,
DISPLAY MODE switch).

Operation of individual radar sets is an important step
towards learning observational techniques. Know the
functions of the controls, because this helps you obtain
the best echo presentation.

Exercises (266):

1. How does the IF attenuator aid in detecting weather
phenomena?

2. Why is range normalization helpful in determining
echo intensities?

3. What is the purpose of the ISO ECHO facility of the
FPS-77?

4. What is the advantage of the echo memory feature?

5-6. Radar Reports
Radar has contributed perhaps as much to the

advancement of weather reporting and forecasting is g.ty
other single development. The network of radar reporting
stations throughout the United States has made it possible
for severe weather centers to forecast, with extraordinary
accuracy, the development of such devastating
phenomena as tornadoes, hail, and heavy rainfall.
Although many segments of our society still do not realize
the significance of a severe weather bulletin, many do and
take immediate action. When the tTecizr ,=,t is operating
properly, it is capable of providing ti.. :ornaster with
information that visual ii;,htings cannot provide.
However, there are several limitations to the radar
observation.

Naturally, if the radar set is "out for maintenance" it
cannot provide this service. Most equipment personnel
are aware of the important role radar plays when severe
weather is in the area; therefore, the radar is usually
operational when needed. This leaves only one possible

problem areauntrained operators. Some stations
require that only forecasting personnel take and record
radar observations. However, this is not always the rule.
If your activity is a primary or alternate radar reporting
station, you need to insure that the quality of radar
observations is accurate and representative. This is best
done by providing each forecaster and observer with
training when he initially arrives at your station and at
seasonal changes thereafter.

To take, or supervise the taking of radar observations,
you should know the way each element of the radar
observation is obtained and encoded. This section deals
with types of observations, scope interpretation,
recording the observation, severe weather, and processed
radar reports.

267. State how to correct an error on AWS Form 104,
and specify the disposition that is made of the original
copies of this farm for primary reporting stations.

Form Preparation and Disposition. Use AWS Form
104, Radar Weather Observations, to record radar
weather observations. Exceptions to this rule may occur
at units outside the continental United States.

Prepare the form with at least one copy. Begin a new
form with the first observation following 0000 GMT on
the first day of each month and as often as necessary
throughout the month. The legend across the top is self-
explanatory except the date/time. For the date/time, enter
the date and time (GMT) on the first and last observation
on the page. (See F07, printed as a separate supplement
to this volume.)

Column 1 (Date)enter the day of the month for the
first observation on the page and for the first observation
of each new day on the page (foldout 7).

Column 2 (Time)enter the ascribed time of each
observation to the nearest minute (GMT). Omit the "Z"
(foldout 7).

Omit entries for data that are missing or unknown
(unless the entry "U" is specified), but record all
operational status contractions that are transmitted.

AWS units do not make photography notes in column
10 (Remarks) of AWS Form 104.

Other column entries will be covered under
"Interpreting and Recording Radar Observations."

When an error is discovered before the report is
transmitted, neatly erase and correct the erroneous data.
When the error is discovered after the observation is
transmitted, draw a red line through the erroneous data
and enter the correct data above it in red. If the
correction is transmitted enter COR in red in column 10,
followed by the file time (GMT) of the corrected report.

Transmit corrected reports as complete reports with
COR included in the heading. If the error is discovered
within 1 hour of transmission, a correction should be sent
immediately unless an intervening report has been
transmitted. If more than 1 hour has elapsed, make the
correction on the AWS Form 104, but do not transmit the
corrected report.

The original copy of the completed AWS Form 104
for primary reporting stations becomes part of the
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National Climatic Center's records. The second copy
(original copy for stations that are neither primary nor
alternate reporting stations) should be retained and
disposed of in accordance with AFM 12-50, Disposition
of Air Force Documentation. (The second copy may be a
carbon or copier-process copy.)

Exercises (267):

1. How do you correct an error that is discovered after
the observation has been transmitted?

2. How often is the date entered in column 1?

3. What becomes of the original copies of AWS Form
104 for primary reporting stations?

268. State the requirements for taking and recording
radar observations.

Taking and Recording Radar Observations. Each
weather detachment with a radar storm detection set,
AN/FPS-77, provides weather radar surveillance for its
area. Because of the range limitations of weather radar
sets, the surveillance area is usually within a 200-mile
radius of the station.

All AWS units with radar, and AWS units that receive
radar weather information from nonweather radars,
should develop local policies to cover the following:

a. Report to aircraft control agencies any echoes that
may be of immediate significance to aircraft operations.

b. Make maximum use of their facilities to support
local operational requirements.

c. Record and transmit special radar observations at
least every half hour when tornadoes or severe
thunderstorms, verified or not, may be occurring or might
have recently occurred within the radar range or near
your station.

Because tornadic activity and severe thunderstorms
pose a threat to life and property, as well as aircraft
operations, you need to know the correct procedures for
disseminating this data. Top priority is given to the
immediate dissemination of these phenomena, especially
to local agencies. For example, the agency having direct
contact with air traffic control personnel should be
contacted before other local base agencies. Immediately
following local dissemination, the nearest National
Weather Service office should be nctified by telephone
when the radar echo information is indicative of tornado
or hailstorm activity. Following iocal dissemination to
base and civilian agencies, radar information pertaining
to tornadoes or severe thunderstorms is transmitted
longline as a severe RAREP (USD) bulletin. The report
should contain the contraction "SPL" preceding the
hazardous data.

The frequency with which the station reports radar

observations on the teletype circuit depends upon
whether or not the station is a primary network radar
station, an alternate station, or perhaps is not even
designated. This discussion is based on the assumption
that if you know radar reporting procedures for a primary
station, you should have no difficulty if 0.tioned at an
alternate or nondesignated station.

Hourly radar observations. Each AWS unit supporting
the national radar network is responsible for recording an
observation and making a transmission on COMEDS
each hour. There are no exceptions on entering a
transmission each hour; however, an entry on the form is
required for PPIOM or PPINE only when they first
Occur.

When reportable meteorological echoes are observed,
an hourly radar observation is encoded on AWS Form
104 and transmitted over COMEDS. Reportable
meteorological echoes consist of all precipitation echoes
and all fine line echoes associated with meteorological
discontinuities (such as dry cold fronts, prefrontal
windshift lines, and sea-breeze fronts).

Begin the hourly radar observation in time to complete
it before 35 minutes after the hour. All elements of the
observations should be observed within 15 minutes of the
time of the report and the observation time should be as
near H+35 as possible. Between hourly observation
times, special observations may be required.

Special radar observations. Special radar observations
can be compared to special observations for airway
reports. Special RAREPs are encoded whenever
significant changes occur. Unlike scheduled hourly
observations, special observations include only the
echoes of special interest. Selected echoes are reported in
complete detail, including remarks adding significant
information. Special observations are taken when echoes
of special interest are first observed and then z t 10 and 35
minutes after each hour as long as the echoes meet special
criteria. The special at H+35 will be a complete report as
an hourly observation plus additional descriptive details
regarding the special phenomena. The specials at H+ 35
are transmitted in the scheduled radar (SD) collective,
just as an ordinary hourly or in severe RAREP (USD)
form, depending on the phenomena reported.

Encode and transmit a special observation when any of
the criteria in table 5-1 are observed. Table 5-1 also gives
the bulletin heading and type of observation. The type of
observation will be entered in the left margin of AWS
Form 104. All observations that meet the criteria listed in
table 5-1 will have the contraction "SPL" preceding the
hazardous data when transmitted over COMEDS. Use the
bulletin heading that is given in table 5-1. Table 5-2
shows the responsibilities for hurricane observations.

When information is received, whether verified or not,
that an aircraft mishap, ground damage to aircraft, or
damage to the local installation may have occurred within
the maximum range of the radar during the past hour, a
complete radar observation will be taken and recorded.
These observations will be as detailed as possible,
particularly in the area of the event, if this is known.
Observations should be taken and recorded even under
PPINE conditions. They will be designated as specials
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TABLE 5-1
SPECIAL CRITERIA

riteria Bulletin MOD

(1) Tornadoes WO SVR

(2) Severe Thunderstorms
1

WO SVR

(3) Hailstones
2 WO SVR

(4) Extreme echoes SD SPL

(5) Intense echoes located in or near an area SD SPL

.ur which tornadoes or severe thunderstorms
have been forecast

(6) Convective echoes displaying features such

a hooks, holes, appendages, weak echo regions,

SD SPL

:nd high reflectivity gradients which are char-

cteristic of severe weather3

(7) Convective echoes whose projected paths

ntersect
3

SD SPL

(8) Convective echoes with severe weather
otential whose tops are within 5000 ft of the
tropopause, penetrate the tropopause, equal or

ceed 50,000 ft MSL

SD SPL

(9) Convective echoes with intensity greater
han strong that persist at the name location

or an hour or more
3

SD SPL

(10) Line echo wave pattern (LEWP)3 SD SPL

(L1) Eye or center of tropical cyclone
4

SD SPL

(12) Flash floods
5 SD SPL

(13) Aircraft mishap
6 N/A N/A

1A thunderstorm which produces wind gusts of 50 knots or greater

and/or hail 3/4 inch diameter or larger.

2Any storm or storm system producing hail 3/4 inch diameter or larger.

3Include descriptive remarks identifying the feature(s) of special

interest for which the observation was taken.

4Specials for hurricane eye or center data will be taken only when

prescribed by Table 2-2.

5When information is received, whether verified or not, that a flash

flood may be occurring in the vicinity of observed echoes, a special obser-

vation will be encoded and transmitted immediately, identifying the echoes

in question, documenting the flash flood report, and adding further remarks

as necessary. As long as echoes are reported over the Area-of reported
flooding, subsequent observations and amplifying remarks will besncodud and

transmitted at H+40 and H+10.

6These observations will not be disseminated via longline communica-
tions but may be disseminated locally if supported agencies require the

information.
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TABLE 5-2
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR HURRICANE OBSERVATIONS

If station supports
Nat'l Hurricane Ops
Plan

nd is located
thin 25 NM of
NWS hurricane

support station
then the
station will and will

YES

YES 0
Except as provided in 1, transmit a complete
radar observation at H+40 in the hourly SD
collective. The observation will satisfy re-
quirements of US Synoptic Net and will in
addition include all appropriate radar hurri-
cane information. Also transmit a special
observation of the aye or center position at
H+10 as an SD bulletin.

NO

NO /ES or NO

Transmit a complete radar observation at H+40
in the hourly SD collective. The observation
will satisfy the requirements of the US Synop-
tic Net and will in addition include all appro-
riate radar hurricane information. Specials
need not be taken for hurricane observation
purposes, but will continue to be taken in ac-
cordance with criteria (1) through (10) and
(12) of Table 5-1.

(1) In accordance with the National Hurricane Operations Plan, AWS hurricane support stations located
within 25NM radius of a National Weather Service WSR-57 hurricane support station need not transmit

sradar hurricane observations unless for some reason the NWS station is unable to fulfill its reporting
responsibilities. Each affected AWS station will establish an agreement, memorandum of understanding
or similar document with the appropriate NWS unit, prescribing notification procedures which insure that
the AWS station (1) promptly assumes hurricane reporting responsibilities when necessary and (2) imme-
diately ceases hurricane reporting when the NWS station's capability is restored. If the AWS station
involved is also a primary or alternate network participant, the station will of course continue to in-
clude hurricane data in hourly synoptic radar weather observations.
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(SPL) and will be identified in ranarks as ACFT
MISHAP, GND DMG TO ACFT, or DMG TO
INSTALLATION, as applicable. These observations
should not be transmitted via longline communications,
but may be disseminated locally if supported agencies
require this information. The remark ACFT MISHAP,
GND DMG TO ACFT, or DMG TO INSTALLATION
should not be included in the locally disseminated
observation. An aircraft mishap observation need not be
recorded for inflight emergencies; e.g., those declared to
reflect an unsafe condition. However, inflight
emergencies should alert the radar operator to intensify
the watch and to disseminate any significant information
necessary to insure maximum support to the aircraft in
distress.

Exercises (268):

1. When is the hourly observation taken?

2. When are special observations taken?

3. List 6 of the 13 requirements for special radar
observations.

4. List any three of the seven requirements for special
observations that are classed as SVR.

269. Interpret echo character and coverage in given
drawings of PPI scope presentations.

Interpreting and Recording Radar Observations.
The interpretation of radar weather echoes is
fundamentally the same for all radar sets, the major
difference being the versatility and power of the set being
used. The radar operator can obtain considerable
information on the existing atmospheric conditions if he
knows the capabilities of his set and if he understands
something of the significance of the various patterns that
are observed on the radar scopes. For those of you who
presently do not have the opportunity to work with a
radar set, we will attempt to show you by illustration and
discussion some of the patterns that can be observed by
radar; however, experience with a weather radar set is the
best way to become proficient in its use. For those of you
assigned to a station equipped with storm detection radar,
your OJT trainer will provide the opportunity for
increasing your proficiency in operating the set.

Assuming that the proper turn-on and tuning
procedures have been followed, and the antenna is in
motion at 0° elevation, you will observe ground echoes or
ground clutter. Ground clutter will show a variety of
types of echoes; parts of it will be sharp as solid objects
and parts may appear fuzzy, but ground clutter will be the
same each time. For comparative purposes, it is
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considered good practice to mount fi picture of your
area's ground echoes near the sec pe as an aid in
identifying ground clutter characteristics.

On the AA scope, solid objects appear as high, sharply
defined blips. Cloud and precipitation echoes are less
sharply defined, fade rapidly as the gain is reduced, and
appear fuzzy, with somewhat irregular front and rear.
edges. This fuzzy or "grassy" appearance on the A/R
scope is a characteristic of weather echoes. It is caused by
the relative motions of the precipitation particles. During
the time interval between pulses, the particles move
slightly and present a different pattern for each successive
pulse. PPI echoes of solid objects, such as buildings and
airplanes, shoW as strong, sharp returns that will persist
while the gain is reduced. Precipitation echoes are bright
patches that represent the horizontal cross sections of the
areas of precipitation. The brIghtness of the echo and the
clarity of the front edge vary, depending upon the type
and intensity of the target.

Radar echoes of cloud and precipitation areas are
classified according to their general appearance. This
classification is standardized to facilitate reporting echo
data and deciphering radar weather messages. Whenever
you use the weather radar set, you ultimately make these
first classifications automatically with each echo you
observe. Obser ation techniques vary from one operator
to another as well as with the radar type that is used. This
text presents one method of echo observation. Though
observation methods vary slightly from the different
radars, the differences result from two factorsthe name
of the controls and the capability of the set. This
discussion is related to the FPS-77, since it is the
mainstay AWS radar set. Elements of the radar report are
indicated on AWS Form 104. Foldout 7 lists the elements
in the order they are encoded and this is the sequence we
will cover them in this discussion.

Echo character and coverage. When an echo first
appears on the scope, the first thing you will have to
consider is how the echo will be classified. Classification
of echoes for reporting purposes involves consideration
of configuration, coverage, continuity of pattern, and
meteorological processes. Foldout 8 eirinted in a
separate supplement to this volume) contains a synopsis
as to classification of echo character, definitions of
echoes, and their contraction for reporting on the radar
observation form (foldout 7). It is quite possible to have
echoes of more than one characteristic on the scope at the

same time.
Lines of echoes are relatively easy to distinguish on the

PPI scope. A line of echoes has a length to width ratio of
at least 5 to 1 and the length of at least 30 nautical miles.
Any other closely associated group of echoes is an area.

The best way to search with the FPS-77 is to set the
ISO ECHO threshold at a low level (10 dB). Then only
the weakest signals are pictured. The strongest echoes can
be isolated by raising the ISO ECHO threshold by steps
on later scans.

When search is completed, concentrate on and classify
the most significant echoes. The search operation reveals
whether the echo is a line, an area, or a cell. A line of
echoes may be embedded in an area of echoes. This could
be determined by reducing the gain. Figure 5-16
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23.12

Figure 5-16. Effect of gain reduction on scope display.

illustrates the effect of reducing the gain. Notice how the
stronger cells persist as the gain is reduced (detail A
through detail D) and only the strongest cells remain
(detail D). This practice locates the heavier or stronger
activity. You should report the area and the embedded
line separately in the radar observation.

The total weather echo coverage in each reported echo
system (except cells) will be reported to the nearest tenth.

Enter the contraction of the echo character followed
by a space and then enter the amount of coverage in
tenths in column 3 of the AWS Form 104.

Exercises (269):

Indicate the correct column 3 entry (for character and
coverage) for the following simulated PPI scope
presentations.

1. Interpret figure 5-17.

23-453,

Figure 5-17. PPI scope drawing (objective 269, exercise 1).

2. Interpret figure 5-18.

Figure 5-18. PM scope drawing (objective 269, exercise 2).

3. Interpret figure 5-19.

25-455

Figure 5-19. PPI scope drawing (objective 269, exercise 3).

270. Determine what the echo types are in given
diagrams of RHI scope presentations and written
descriptions.

Echo Type. As previously indicated, radar echoes are
primarily the result of precipitation within or falling from
a cloud. The type of precipitation is included with each
radar observation.

Convective precipitation, such as showers and hail, is
distinguished from stratiform precipitation by the
appearance of the echo. Convective activity indicates the
possibility of thunderstorms. Convective echoes have
sharp outlines and uneven texture because of the large
water droplets and variations in precipitation intensity.
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Also, as you use higher IF attenuation values, the echoes

do not disappear uniformly. Stratiform echoes, on the
contrary, show uniform sheetlike echoes with fuzzy
borders, and the echoes disappear uniformly as you
increase the IF attenuation.

The types of precipitation that can be reported are
listed on foldout 8. (Note that intensity symbols are used

with only two types.)
Though thunderstorm activity in itself is not a

precipitation type, a "T" is entered, representing
thunderstorm activity, whenever the echo presentation
indicates conditions characteristic of thunderstorms. For
example, a radar report of a broken line with
thunderstorm activity and rainshowers is entered as "LN
TRW."

It is not always practical to determine and report every
kind of precipitation within an echo system. Rather, the
radar observation reflects -tiut type of precipitation
associated with the Mit XiMUM intensity for convective
systems. For nonconvective systems, only the type that is
predominant throughout the echo system is reported.
However, when you think it is significant, report a
secondary precipitation type. On foldout 7, the
observations at 0233 and 0332 GMT show examples of
two precipitation types for an echo system. When the
precipitation type cannot be determined on the basis of
the reflectivity measurements and the vertical structureof
echoes, other sources of information, such as weather
maps, surface weather reports, visual observations, and
PIREPs, should be used.

Exercises (270):
Determine the echo type and indicate the appropriate
entry for AWS Form 104.

I. The echoes in figure 5-20 are associated with a cold
front in summer.

25.456
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Figure 5.20. RH1 scope drawing (objective 270. exercise 1).

2. The echo in figure 5-21 is associated with a
summertime warm front.
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25.457

Figure 5.21. RHI scope drawing (objective 270. exercise 2).

271. Determine the intensity for given dB readings on
the IF attenuator and indicate the appropriate AWS
Form 104 entry for each.

Echo Intensity. In addition to determining the echo
type, you must also determine the intensity of the echo.
Doing this by subjective brightness is not necessary. With
the development and use of the FPS-77, you can make
quantitative measurements of signal intensity.

This method is based on known factors of reflectivity
from which you arrive at a level of signal strength. This
level is expressed in decibels (dB). (The dB level
indicator is located on FPS-77 radar below the IF
attenuator label.) From the dB level you can determine
the intensity of an echo.

Operate the receiver in LOG mode, and be sure that
the ISO ECHO circuit and receiver gain We calibrated. In
making quantitative measurements of signal intensity, use
the following procedures:

a. Set the RANGE SELECTOR on the PPI and AIR
scopes to "120 NM" and set the RANGE
NORMALIZATION switch to "120 NM."

b. Turn the ISO ECHO switch to the ALARM
DISABLE position (fully clockwise) and set ISO ECHO
LEVEL-DB to "30."

c. With the antenna in the normal scanning position,
write a PPI pattern on the storage tube and note weather
echoes that have the ISO ECHO effect.

d. Stop the automatic azimuth scanning and switch to
manual scan. Turn the manual scan control until the PPI
cursor is on the ISO ECHO signal and observe this signal
on the A/R scope. Note the azimuth and range.

e. Adjust the ISO ECHO threshold control until the
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tABLE 5.3
IF ATTENUATION / ISO ECHO THRESHOLDS FOR ECHO INTENSITY EVALUATION

Echo Intensity

e Normalization Equivalent
HadariWfledivity

Factor ambm-3)
Rainfall
Rate (in hr-1)

4 nm s nm 120 nm
Min* ma7Min* Max* -Min Max*

Weak (-) 30 24 18 t8.9x102 40.1
Moderate ( ) 33 39 25 33 20 27 8.9x102-1.2x104 0.1-0.5

Strong (+) 42 45 36 39 30 33 1.2x104-3.5x104 0.5-1.0

Very Strong (+0 48 51 42 45 36 39 3.5x104-1.1x105 1.0-2.0

Intense CO 54 57 .48 51 42 45 1.1x105-4.7x105 2.0-5.0

Extreme (XX) 60 54 48 ? 4.7):105 > 5.0

ttonuator and isoecho thresholds in decibels above .105.5 dEttn.

most intense part of the signal shows the ISO ECHO
effect about half of the time.

f Read the ISO ECHO LEVEL-DB switch setting.
A power correction may be required. The power

correction is based on the equipment checks made by
maintenance personnel. The procedures for computing
the power correction are covered in Chapter 5, Part C,
FMH-7 (Weather Radio Observations).

Table 5-3 contains the information for determining
echo intensities for all three range normalization modes.
After applying corrections, if any, enter the table with the

1 corrected dB value and read the corresponding value.
FiiiconiictiVe echoes, report the maximum observed

intensity. This will require scanning the echo systems
vertically as well as horizontally. For other echo systems,
report the intensity that is predominant in the horizontal.
When intensities within an echo system vary, it is a good
idea to use a remark to amplify the observation.

Convective example:

MOST SHWRS W OF PIA ARE LGT

Nonconvective example:

INCLS PATCHES OF R+

Because of special problems involving reflectivity
measurement, echo intensities are not reported for ice
pellets, freezing drizzle, drizzle, hail or snow; that is, no
intensity entry is reqnired on the radar recording form.
When other precipitation types are observed and they are
farther than 120 nautical milts from the radar set, echo
intensity b not ordinarily reported. In this case the letter
"U" is entered after the precipitation type. However, echo
areas that overlap this mileage limitation may be assigned
an echo intensity if you believe it is reasonably
representative of the entire system. Otherwise, the echo
intensity is "U." If you have reason to believe the radar
set is performing substandardly, you should report the

echo attensk ra unknown. This situation is indicated by
entering the contraction "ROBEPs" (radar operating
below performance standards) in the Remarks section.
Determining echo intensity is closely related to thenext
entryintensity trend.

Echoes in the very strong category have the potential
for producing hail. Intense or extreme echoes may be
associated with large hail, damaging winds, or even
tornadoes. Remember that there are two limitations when
measuring intensity. You cannot accurately determine
echo i...ftnsity at ranges over 120 nautical miles. Also, it
is unreliable to try to measure echo intensity through an
area of strong precipitation. A V-shaped notch behind an
echo is usually caused by attenuation of the signal by
heavy precipitation. Closely watch echoes that display
very strong intensities because they are indicative of
severe weather. You can determine the tendency of the
echo intensity by comparing it with later consecutive
observations.

Exercise (271):

Use table 5-3 to determine the intensity for the following
dB readings on the IF attenuator and indicate the column
3 entry for each:

Range
Normalization Decibels

1. 30 50
2. 120 49
3. 60 37
4. 60 43
5. 30 38
6. 120 33

272. Select the correct intensity trend for given
changes in decibel readings and indicate the
appropriate AWS Form 104 entry for each.

Intensity Trend. The intensity trend is based on the
trend of the reflectivity values used to determine echo
intensity. Report a change in trend only if the intensity
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has changed by at least one category. For example, if the
intensity of the echo complex is sponger than previously
reported, the intensity trend is said to be increasing. The
minimum time period to use for determining the intensity
trend is 1 hour for lines and areas, and 15 minutes for
cells. On the recording form, enter the following intensity
trend symbols after the echo intensity:

+ Increasing.
Decreasing.

NC No change.
NEW Initial intensity value.

Omit the intensity trend data when you are unable to
obtain a representative value for any reason. The distance
and equipment limitations for echo intensity also apply to
intensity trend. (See F07 for examples of entries.)

Exercises (272):

Using table 5-3, select the correct intensity trend for the
following changes in decibel readings and indicate the
correct column 3 entry for each:

Range Norm Current dB dB 1 Hour Ago
I. 30 58 50
2. 120 36 49
3. 60 40 37
4. 60 36 43
5. 30 58 38
6. 120 37

273. Encode the location of certain radar echoes.

Direction and Distance. The initial search reveals the
general location of the echo. To find the azimuth
(bearing), place the ANTENNA CONTROL to the
MANUAL position and use the AZIMUTH handcrank
and the azimuth scale to pinpoint the direction. Use the
RANGE STROBE on the A/R scope to determine the
distance to the echo. You can also find the width of the
echo from the A/R scope by using the RANGE STROBE
to measure from one side of the echo signal to the other
side. Bear in mind that range or precipitation attenuation
also affects this scope presentation, especially on the far
side of the echo. The RANGE NORMALIZATION
control helps to reduce this effect.

The extent and shapes of echoes are described in terms
of direction and distance from the reporting station. The
direction from the station is reported in whole degrees
relative: to true north as determined from the azimuth ring
on the DPI scope. True north is reported as 360, but 015°
is reported as 15. The distance from the station is
reported to the nearest nautical mile if severe weather is
involved or if special definition is needed. Generally,
however, 5-mile increments are used for easier radar
scope interpretation.

Irregularly shaped echoes are reported by giving the
direction and distance from the station to a series of
points along the edge of an echo area which, when
connected, indicate the general shape and location of the
area. Although the shape of echo systems should be
smoothed and simplified for reporting purposes, select

reported points so that reconstructed patterns are
representative of the true echo coverage. The points are
reported consecutively in a clockwise direction, starting
with the northernmost point. Cells or circular areas are
reported by giving the direction and distance to the center
of each cell or area and the diameter (D) of the echo.

When large echoes are visible at high receiver gain,
they should be examined at a reduced gain (higher IF
attenuator settings) and at various elevation angles to
determine whether or not line activity is present. The
radar observer must identify and locate organized lines of
activity separately within the encompassing area of
echoes. Use a separate line on the radar recording form
for echo parameters that pertain to each related group of
echoes, such as lines or areas. Whrther they occur
separately or within a reported line or area, report
potentially severe weather echoes in as much detail as
practicable.

Report a line of echoes by giving the azimuth and
distance to the ends of the line or to as many poiuts as
necessary on the axis of the line to establish its shape. You
record this data in progressive order from the uppermost
end of the line to the other end. Of course, for a straight
line, you report two points at opposite ends of the line
and the average width (W) of a fairly uniform line. You
can report marked differences in width in as many widths
as necessary to establish the general shape of the line.
These variations in width are reported in the remarks
section of the radar record form.

Exercises (273):

Encode the location of the echoes in the following
figures.

1. Locate the echoes in figure 5-22.
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Figure 5-22. PP1 scope drawing (objective 273, exercist, 1).



2. Locate the echoes in figure 5-23.

Figure 5.23. PPl scope drawing (objective 273. exercise 2).

3. Locate the echoes in figure 5-24.

certain types of echoes. If the report is for a line, the
width of the line is included after the direction and
distance data. For example, the entry for a line that is 15
miles wide is "15W." For lines that contain variations in
width, an explanation is entered in the remarks section of
the observation. The 0933 GMT observation (FO 7)
shows an example of variations in width of a broken line
of echoes.

When the echoes are a circular area, you report only
the center point of the area as the direction and distance
of the echo. The actual size of the echo can then be
determined by reporting the diameter of the echo. For
example, the cell at 0733 GMT on foldout 7 shows the
way to enter the diameter for a circular echo area (cell, in
this case). The entry "D12" in this observation provides
the only clue to the size of the echo. In some cases, a
remark can be included concerning the average diameter
of each cell or echo within the area in the remarks
section. This is illustrated in the 1734 GMT observation
on foldout 7.

Precipitation at the station may cause a bright, diffuse
echo that completely covers the central portion of the
scope. In this case, the distance measurement to the edge
of the echo determines the diameter. Distances and
directions from the station are not reported in this
situation; instead, "OVHD" is entered in place of a
direction/distance group. This situation is shown as a
remark in the 0810 and 0832 BMT observations of
foldout 7.

Exercises (274):

1. Determine and encode the echo diameter or width
for figure 5-22.

2. Determine and encode the echo diameter or width
for figure 5-23.

275. Given drawings of PPI scope presentations (with
past positions), identify the echo movement.

Echo Movement. The speed of movement for the echo
system is determined on the basis of at least two successive
positions 1 hour or more apart. For cells and small
elements the movement is determined over a 15-minute
inverval if it is representative. The direction of movement
is the direction from which the echoes are moving. It is

25.460 reported in two digits, representing tens of degrees in
relationship to true north, using "36" to indicate true
north. The speed of movement is also reported in two
digits. No appreciable movement is indicated by "0000."
The movement groups are preceded by "A" for area, "L"
for line, or "C" for cells. The movement of cellular

274. Determine and encode the echo width or diameter echoes is reported individually when the echo movement
differs between cells. The general movement of the line is
reported as well as the movement of the individual cellsEcho Width or Diameter. As indicated in the when their movement is not the same as that of the line.

preceding discussion, width or diameter is reported for For example, a line echo system movement of 260° at 15

Figure 5-24. PPI scope drawing (objective 273. exercise 3).

in given figures.
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knots and cellular movement of 240° at 25 knots are
reported as "L2615 C2425."

Movement is determined by plotting successive
positions of the centers or boundries of cells and areas,'.
and by plotting the axes of lines. The direction of
movement is the bearing of a line drawn between the
successive positions of the centers. In the case of a line,
the direction of movement is perpendicular to the axis.

The displacement, relative to time, of the echoes
between successive positions represents the speed of
movement. For example, a displacement of 5 nautical
miles in 15 minutes represents a speed of movement of 20
knots.

The speed of movement of a line is the displacement
perpendicular to the axis relative to time. If the line is
pivoting or if portions of the line are moving at different
speeds, the movement is reported at enough points along
the line to fully describe the movement.

A handy chart, such as figure 5-25, displayed near the
radar provides a convenient aid to determine speed of
movement.

Exercises (27S):

1. Identify the echo movement in figure 5-26. (Dashed
lines are 1 hour past positions. Range marks are 5
NM.)

Figure 5-26. PPI scope drawing (objective 275, exercise 1).
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2. Identify the echo movement in figure 5-27. (Dashed
lines are 1 hour past positions. Range marks are 5
NM).

Figure 5-27. PM scope drawing (objective 275, exercise 2).

276. Given drawings of scope presentations and
corresponding descriptions, interpret the echoes and
record the required entries on AWS Form 104.

Echo Tops. Although the echo height data is useful to
both the forecaster and pilot, excessive operation of the
radar in the echo height searching mode keeps you from
using the radar to evaluate and report the other elements
of the observation. For this reason, you must operate the
radar so that you get a true sampling of echo tops without
excessive interruption of the normal operation of the
radar set. For example, an accurate description of the
echo system in terms of location, intensity, movement,
and similar qualities is more important whether the echo
tops are at 33,000 or 36,000 feet.

When scanning for echo top measurements, you must
consider several factors. One is range limitations. Range
limitations are necessary because of decreasing elevation
angles and increasing beam dimensions with distance, in
addition to the unknown effect of variation in
propagation paths. Another difficulty is the necessity of
scanning very high tilt angles that preclude echo top
measurement at very close range.

The designed maximum range of the range height
indicator (RHI) of a particular type of radar is also a
limiting factor. Echo tops are therefore reported only
within 5 to 120 miles for the FPS-77.

Tde heights obtained from the RHI scope must be
corrected for earth curvature, standard atmospheric
refraction, and half of the beamwidth. These corrections
are all combined in figure 5-28. After these corrections
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are made, the tops are converted to mean sea level by
adding the MSL height of the antenna focal point. Tops
are reported in hundreds of feet MSL. FIAH-7C includes
a figure to determine cloud bases for layers aloft.
FMH-7C also includes tables for determining heights of
bases and tops by using elevation angles in case the RHI
scope is inoperative. These tables include all corrections
except for the MSL antenna height.

! For each observation of an echo system, the highest
icloud top is entered in the "MAX TOP" column of the
! radar recording form. For extensive echo systems, such as
lines more than 50 miles in length or areas more than 50
miles in diameter, the location of the "MAX TOP" is
identified in degrees and nautical miles from the station.
The direction and distance is entered in column 9B of
AWS Form 104, Radar Weather Observations. In the
coded radar report, a maximum top of 44,000 feet MSL
located 85 nautical miles from the station on a bearing of
300° appears at MT 440 AT 300/85. This =mark
follows the movement of the echo system.

When an extensive echo system is present, you need to
know how to identify the location of additional echo tops
that are significant throughout the line or area. These
additional echo heights are entered in the remarks section
immediately following the direction and distance of the
maximum top. For additional top reports, the direction
and distance from the station are included for each
individual height that is reported.
Code example:

MAX TOP Column

MT 430 AT 260/45

Remarks Column

TOP 400 AT 235/33
TOP 380 AT 147/26

You should enter remarks that are operationally
significant. For instance, whenever feasible and
appropriate, you can include a remark to indicate that the
average tops are below a certain altitude. For example,
MOST TOPS BLO 250.

In the case of stratoform systems with the same
approximate tops, insert a "U" preceding the maximum
tops. For example, uniform tops of 21,000 feet would be
transmitted as MT U210 with no direction/distance
group.

Exercises (276):

1. Using figure 5-28 and table 5-3, interpret the radar
echo(es) presented on foldout 10 and record the
observation on AWS Form 104 (FO 9).

2. Using figure 5-28 and table 5-3 interpret the radar
echo(es) presented on foldout 11 and record the
observation on AWS Form 104 (FO 9).

277. Identify given remarks that may be used on AWS
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Form 104 as operational status, mandatory, or
amplify* remarks.

Remarks. The remarks section of the radar recording
form is used to enter data that clarifies or amplifies the
observation, as well as additional data that improves the
synoptic use of the data. Make the description as brief
and informative as possible. Use authorized contractions
whenever possible in making entries. Some examples of
significant remarks are shown on foldouts 7 and 8.
Inclose in parentheses any remarks not intended for
transmission.

Operational status remarks. Operational status remarks
must be reported when applicable. A list of operational
status remarks with definitions follows:

a. PPINE. Equipment performance normal in PPI
mode; no precipitation echoes observed; surveillance
continuing.

b. PPIOM. *Equipment totally inoperative, out of
service for maintenance, or out of service due to a power
outage. Follow the contraction with a date/time group
(GMT) indicating the estimated time when operation will
be resumed and the call letters of the alternate station. If
this cannot be determined, report UNK. For limited
outages, see definitions for the operational status
contractions ARNO, RHINO, and ROBEPS. (*All AWS
stations with installed radar will transmit PPIOM and
estimated time of resumption of radar operation
whenever their storm detection radar is out of service.
When the radar becomes operational again, all stations
will transmit either a radar observation or an operational
status contraction at H +35 to clear the PPIOM from the
ARQ base. If a special is transmitted earlier than H +35,
this fulfills the requirement to clear the ARQ base.)

c. PPINA. Radar observation omitted for reasons
other than PPIOM (e.g., higher priority duties precluded
taking the observation). When feasible, follow the
contraction with a date/time group (GMT) indicating the
estimated time when observations will again be available.
Follow the PPINA with a delayed (RTD) radar weather
observation as soon as possible.

d. ROBEPS. Radar operating below performance
standards.

e. ARNO. "A" scope of A/R indicator inoperative.f RHINO. Radar cannot be operated in the RHI
mode; height data not available.

Mandatory remarks. The following standard remarks
must be encoded in the remarks column of AWS Form
104 whenever the associated weather phenomenon is
observed. If both standard and plain language remarks
are included in an observation, the standard remarks
must be encoded first:

a. HOOK (Hook echo). Encode the contraction
"HOOK," followed by a direction and distance group
locating the hook echo.

b. HAIL. Whenever hail is reported as a precipitation
type, encode the contraction "HAIL," followed by one or
more direction and distance groups locating the hail.

C. LEWP (line echo wave pattern). Encode the
contraction "LEWP," followed by a sufficient number of
direction and distance groups along the axis of the line to
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locate the pattern. The LEWP remark can be encoded
only in an observation which inchwes a line.

d. VAULT (echo free vault). Encode the contraction
"VAULT," followed by a direction and distance group
locating the echo free vault. The vault is sometimes called
the bounded weak echo region, or BWER.

e. BASE (base of an elevated layer). Depending on a
system's structure, its distance from the radar, and the
radar beamwidth, it is sometimes possible to observe the
bases of elevated layers. Such observations are of
operational meteorological value and should be reported.
Encode the contraction "BASE" followed by the height
in hundreds of feet. Example: BASE 90. Apply the
necessary correction by using the figure in FMH-7C for
echo bases and adding the MSL height of the antenna.

f MLTLVL (melting level). When a bright band is
observed association with stratiform precipitation, the
zone of enhanced reflectivity should be examined on the
RHI with controls set to provide optimum definition.
Report the height of the top of the bright band in
hundreds of feet as the melting level in remarks. Example:
MLTLVL 75. Apply the necessary corrections by using a
correction graph for echo tops such as those given in
figure 5-28. Remember that the MSL height of the
antenna must be added.

The bright band effect is caused by several processes
associated with melting particles as they fall into warmer
air. The radar return from small water drops is about five
times greater than that from ice particles of the same mass
and shape. As the falling snowflakes become coated with
water, their reflectivity increases. As the particles melt,
they accelerate from the fall velocity of snow (1/2 meter
per second) to that of rain (4 to 8 meters per second). The
increase in fall velocity decreases the number of droplets
per unit volume below the melting level and causes a
corresponding decrease in radar reflectivity per unit
volume. Thus, the melting process creates a horizontal
layer of strong radar reflectivity, much stronger than the
snow above it and a little stronger than the rain below.
The bright band normally occurs 1,000 to 1,500 feet
below the freezing level. Bright band phenomena should
be transmitted to make the radar observation more useful.

Amplifying remarks. Any remarks that will make the
radar observation easier to understand may be
transmitted. This is not mandatory, just good habit. The
remarks listed above classed as mandatory are also
amplifying remarks. The remarks we will now discuss are
optional:

a. MALF (mostly aloft) and PALF (partly aloft). The
remark "MALF" or "1,ALF" may be encoded before the
remark "BASE" when appropriate. Example: PALF
BASE 40.

b. To report additional tops: TOP 440 AT 325/33
TOP 380 AT 145/26.

c. To report confirmed associated severe weather:
TORNADO RPTD 20E ATN 0830.

d. HLSTO 11/4 ASSW CELL.
e. To report suspected severe weather: APRNT

HOOK SWRN CORNER THIS CELL.
f To report different widths of line: LN NWRN END

12W CNTR 20W SRN END 15W.
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g. To report differences in movement: LN NWRN
END MOVMT 2718 SWRN END 2823.

h. To indicate rapid building: TOP 420 TO 480
PAST 20 MINUTES.

This is not an all-inclusive example. Anything that will
make the radar report more useful and easier to interpret
may be included.

Exercise (277):

1. In the following list, indicate operational status,
mandatory, and amplifying remarks by inserting
either an 0, M, or A in the blanks provided:

a ELEMENTS AVG D5
b RHI INDCS ANVIL_ c HOOK 240/33
d PPINE
e APRNT HOOK SW CORNER THIS CELL
f. PPIOM 021835 ALTN BLV_ g HAIL 70/56
h LN NWRN END MOVMT 2620 SRN END

3018
i ROBEPS
j MLTLVL 125

278. Interpret radar reprts received over teletype.

Processed Radar Weather Data. Radar data, other
than those derived from the local radar set, is available to
the forecaster in two forms. The first of these is the
observation received over teletype from other radar
stations. The other is the composite radar summary chart
received via facsimile. Frequently, information on the
development of weather conditions indicating the onset
of severe weather reaches us in the form of a radar report
before surface observations would indicate similar
conditions. For this reason, AWS has adopted the
operational concept of maintaining a radar watch in
order to effectively utilize the radar data within areas of
operational interest. Detachments are required to
monitor radar reports received via teletype and to plot
those reports determined to bt significant to the mission.
These plotted radar weather reports are then
incorporated into briefings that provide the pilot with the
most complete weather depiction and forecast possible.

Radar teletype reports. If your station is not equipped
with storm detection radar, your primary source of radar
information will be the reports received from radar
stations via teletype. Radar equipped weather stations are
required to record and transmit observation in
accordance with the instructions in the FMH 7A,
Weather Radar Observations. These procedures have
already been presented in prior portions of this chapter.
If you have understood the prior presentation and are
able to take and record radar observations on AWS Form
104, you will be able to interpret radar observations
received via teletype. Just reverse the procedure.

Remember that the intensity symbols can be related
not only to the relative echo intensity, but also to the
precipitation intensity. When you refer back to table 5-3
you will find the echo intensity in the left column and a
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rainfall rate in the right column. This can be used as an
estimate of rainfall potential.

You should maintain a current plot of radar reports
within a 200 nautical mile radius of your station. If you
make more than one plot on a chart, plot the data in color
code in order to identify reports differing in time.

Exercises (278):

Use this radar report to answer the following questions.
CVG 0835 AREA 7TRW- /+60/50 190/90 250/105
340/75 80W 2730 MT320 AT 230/28 MOST TOPS
BLO 250

CELL TRWXX/+ 180/100 D20 2632 TOP 540
TORNADO RPTD 45SW LEX 0830

1. What would be the first guess on precipitation
potential within the next 3 hours at Cincinnati, Ohio?

2. Are all the clouds within the reported area
thunderstorms? Explain.

3. Approximately how much rain could be expected
from the cell within 30 minutes?

279. Interpret selected items depicted on the
Automated Radar Summary Chart.

Radar Summary Charts. The Automated Radar
Summary (ARS) is produced by computer at Suitland,
Maryland and transmitted directly to the facsimile

circuits. Radar reports encoded in the digital format (this
code is not discussed in this CDC) are transmitted on the
joint US Weather Service-AWS radar network
(RAWARC) circuits. These reports are collected and
processed by computer at Suitland. The output (ARS) is
then transmitted on the facsimile circuit& (See FMH-7A
for information on digital radar reports.)

Content of ARS. Use figure 5.29 as an aid during this
discussion. Shaded areas give an indication of
precipitation coverage. The contours for echo intensity
levels 1, 3, and 5 are drawn to differentiate areas in which
various levels (from light to extreme) of activity are taking
place. (The intensity level number can be ,equated to
AWS's method of reporting intensity by using table 5-4.
This table also gives the potential rainfall amounts in the
last two columns on the right.)

The height of echo tops Is plotted as an underlined
three-digit number in hundreds of feet (i.e., 4Q). The
height of echo bases is plotted in three digits as for tops,
except that the number is overlined (i.e., r15). A line
extending from the top or base to a small plotted square
signifies the location.

Echo movements are plotted as arrows. The movement
of cells is indicated by an arrow and a two-digt speed of
movement in knots. The movement of areas or lines is
indicated by an arrow with tail barbs. One barb for each
10 knots and a half barb for 5 knots. Stationary echoes
will have the letters "LM" (little movement) plotted
nearby.

Remarks such as HAIL or HOOK and the
precipitation-type designator will appear on the chart. In
addition, the intensity trend will follow the precipitation
type where appropriate (+ is used for increasing and
for decreasing). The intensity is not plotted on the ARS
chart, since it is evident from the echo contouring. Lines
with coverage of greater than 8 tenths will be indicated by
a solid (SLD) designator at the extreme limits of the line.

TABLE 5-4
INTERPRETING ECHO INTENSITY

Code Number
(VIP Level)

Echo
Intensity

Rainfall Rate (in/hr)
Stratiform* Convective**

1 Light Less than Q.1 Less than 0.2
2 Moderate 0.1 - 0.5 0.2 - 1.1
3 Strong 0.5 - 1.0 1.1 - 2.2
4 Very Strong 1.0 - 2.0 2.2 - 4.5
5 Intense 2.0 - 5.0 4.5 - 7.1
6 Extreme More than 5.0 More than 7.1

*Based on Z = 200R1 6

**VIP Levels 1-5 are based on Z = 55R1.6 . Because hail is often
observed with VIP Levels 5 and 6, this Z/R relationship
becomes inaccurate at high VIP Levels. An empirically derived
rainfall rate of 7.1 in/hr is used as the threshold between
VIP Levels 5 and 6.
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The status of the radar will also be available. For
instance, if the radar station transmitted PPINE, NE will
appear on the ARS. If PPIOM is transmitted, OM is
indicated on the ARS. If no report is received from a
radar station, that station's call letters and NA (not
available) are indicated on the ARS chart.

Since several stations may report the same weather
pattern, conflicts may occur. Where conflict occurs, they
will be indicated on the ARS by priority. If conflicting
tops are reported, the highest top is plotted. When there is
a conflict in movement, the highest speed is plotted. If
conflicting intensity trends are reported, the report with
increasing intensity is ranked first, no change in intensity
is ranked second, and decreasing intensity is ranked last.
r6r precipitation types, thunderstorms are ranked
highest. Remarks such as HOOK, LEWP, and HAIL
rank highest of all remarks. When a conflict exists in
reported intensities, the highest intensity is used for
contouring the chart.
--Severe weather watch boxes are also indicated on the

chart. Weather watch numbers are associated with each
box. A label area at the bottom of the chart will indicate
the valid time. The letters WT indicate a tornado watch
box. WS indicates severe thunderstorm watch areas.

A legend is provided in the lower left of the ARS chart
to help people interpret it. Figure 5-29 is an examplo of
the ARS chart. In case of computer failure, a manually
produced radar summary chart may be transmitted. We
will not discuss the manually produced chart in this text.

The automation of the radar summary chart makes this
chart available to the user sooner. You must remember
that this chart provides a description of only a portion of
the weather activity taking place. Other available
observations and forecasts must be consulted to better
clarify ex;sting and future conditions.

Exercises (279):

1. What is indicated by the contour lines on the ARS
chart?

2. How is the difference between area movement and
cell movement indicated?

3. What is indicated by the letters "LM"?

4. What do the letters "SLD" indicate?

5-7. Severe Weather Echoes

The radar is especially important in the detection of
severe weather. Convective activity is apparent to the
naked eye. However, the intensity of convective activity is
hard to determine. The radar aids in recognizing severe
activity.
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THUNDERSTORM ECHO

ON':%TORNADO'ECHO

23.461

Figure 5.30. Tornado "hook" pattern.

Convective precipitation can be readily differentiated
from stratiform on a radar. Convective precipitation
appears as cellular echoes with clearly defined
boundaries and high reflectivity. Stratiform echoes
appear sheetlike with ragged edges.

Convective echoes may be classified as showers or if
lightning is occurring, as thunderstorms. Thunderstorms
are normally larger than showers. Showers may grow into
thunderstorms, which in turn may be transformed into
stratiform clouds. Thunderstorms may contain hail that
will reach the ground, frequently accompanied by strong

FINGERS

A

Figure 5.31. **Fingers."

25.46$



surface winds. Occasionally tornadoes will develop from
thunderstorms. Such thunderstorms are classified as
severe.

Severe weather normally occ.xs in the mesoscele
range, except for hurricanes (or typhoons) which is
synoptic scale. The first portion of this section is on the
mesoscale systems.

280. Identify the possible severe weather associated
with given descriptions of horizontal echo
configurations.

For easier understanding, consider the echoes in
differ-Alt dimensional planes. Horizontally, how do the
echoes appear on Lie main PPI scope?

Hooks, Fingers, and Pendants. Many tornadoes have
exhibited a characteristic hook or "figure 6" attached to
the upwind side of an echo complex. In some cases the
hook is a portion of a noticeable spiral pattern extending
from the main echo (fig. 5-30).

Protruding fingers from a large thunderstorm echo
(fig. 5-31), generally on the upwind side, have been found
to be associated with hail 1/2 inch or more in diameter.
These fingers are believed to be hail shafts on the fringes
of the storm.

Both hooks and fingers have been observed %hich
were evidently not associated with severe weather of any
kind. In addition, many tornadoes have been observed
without the characteristic hook, and hail certainly occurs
without fingers. The observation of these features
depends on the range, on the beamwidth of the radar, on
attenuation, and on the angle of view of the radar.

Pendants are essentially the same: as hooks, but not
fully developed or quite as severe.

"V" Notches. A number of observers in areas such as

Figure 5-32. "V" notch.

Figure 5.33. Dina ion and location of the "hook" echo.

New England and Kansas, have reported tornado
development when separate thunderstorm echoes moving
at different speeds and directions, merge into a single
larger mass. Many of these echo mergers appear to have
been associated with unusually high echo speed,
exceeding 40 knots. The tornado development appears to
occur at a "V" notch (see arrow, fig. 5-32), not caused by
ntteauation, in the junction region of the two echoes.
However, frequent echo convergence has been observed
in Florida without tornado development, although heavy
rain usually occurred. (Tables 5-5 and 5-6 and fig. 5-33
give additional information on echo interpretation from
the PPI scope.)

Exercise (280):

1. Identify the possible severe weather conditions
associated with the following:
a. An echo with a figure "6" located in the right rear

quadrant.

b. A hook echo associated with very strong ( + +),
intense (X), or extreme (XX) echoes.

c. A protrusion or pendant of 4+, X, or XX
reflectivity projecting from the right rear quadrant
of the echo.

d. A "V" notch formed by the merging of two
echoes.

25446 e. Echoes with fingers projecting from the rear
portion of echo; the projections change ricidly.

, 1471



TABLE 5-5
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR HORIZONTAL ECHO CONFIGURATIONPART I

Echo Feature or Configuration Interpretation

1. Hook Echo:

Normally shaped like figure "6".

Normally located in the right
rear quadrant of echo.

Normally associated with
very strong (++), intense (X),
or extreme (XX) echoes. (Only a
very few bona fide hooks have
been observed with strong (+)
echoes.)

Diameter of circle of best fit
(Figure 5-33) is normally less

than 12 nm. Distance from main
body of echo to farthest point
of hook is normally less than
10 nm.

Forms by a cyclonic swirling of
the main echo into hook form.

Forms in a very short time.

Duration varies from a few min-
utes to an hour or more.

Normally cannot be observed
beyond 60 nm.

Probably will not be detected
unless radar is operated at
reduced gain.

2. Echo Protrusion or Pendant:

A highly reflective ( +, X, or
XX) knob usually projecting
from the right rear quadrant
of the echo. (Might have a
hook shape if better radar
resolution were available.)

1. Represents a well organized
tornado cyclone, not the
tornado itself, which is not
detected on radar.
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When the echo characteristics
indicate a bona fida hook,
not a false hook, the echo
should be interpreted to
indicate the existence of
one or more tornadoes and large
hail at or near the cyclonically
swirling and of the hook.

2. This echo characterls:ir is a
somewhat less r:liable iniicator
of severe weatner than the hook.
Normally it should be interpreted
to indicate a severe thuneerstorm
and large hail. If synoptic and
other conditions are favorcble,
tops are higher than normal,
reflectivity criteria are mat, etc.,
the protrusion or pendant should
be interpreted as a tornado.



TABLE 5-6
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR HORIZONTAL ECHO CONFIGURATIONPART 11

Echo Feature or Configuration Interpretation

1. Fingers, Scalloped Echo Edge:

Projecting from rear portion
of the storm.

Are highly reflective (4-1-, X,

or XX).

Are subject to rapid changes
in shape and intensity due to
bursts of falling hail.

2. "V" Notch:

May be formed by the merging
of two echoes into a single,
large echo, forming a "V"
notch at the point of merger.

A false "V" notch may be
exhibited on the CPS-9 radar
(rarely on the FPS-77) due
simply to attenuation by rain
and hail. Attenuation notches
commonly pen outward along
a radial, y'lle true "V"
notches may be oriented in
any direction.

f. Echo elements often exhibit a cyclonic spiralling
inward.

781. Interpret. even descriptions of vertical echo
configurations.

Echo Top Criteria. For this pcztion, consider the
weather echoes vertically as they appear on the RHI
scope.

Hailstorms generally have a higher echo top than
ordinary thunderstorms. fhe probaNlity of hail in the
New England area is zero for echo tops at 20,000 feet and
the probability rises to 48 percent at heights above 50,000
feet. Median echo tops for hailstorms are about 43,000
feet compared to 38,000 feet for ordinary thunderstorms.
Considerable variation exists from region to region. On
the Colorado plains, for instance, hail occurs with echo
tops about 10,000 feet lower than in New England, while
in Texas echo tops in hailstorms are higher than in New
England. Evidently, the height of the echo tops in relation
to the tropopause is a better criterion for the existence of
hail. Most hailsterrns penetrate into the stratospherethe
deeper the penetration, the larger the hail.

1. Indicates hail of 1/2 inch or more
in diameter. (This predictor should

be used with caution.)

2. A bona fide "V" notch should be
interpreted to indicate a tornado
and large hail at the notch.

Thunuerstotans with tornadoes have the highest echo
tops, generally above 47,:0.0 feet, with many storms
reaching higher than 60,000 feet. The greatest frequency
of tropopause penetration by thunderstorms appears to be
near the area of greatest frequency of tornadoes and
severe thunderstorms. A penetration above the
trcpopause by about 10,000 feet is considered to be a
good indication of a torn do- producing thunderstorm
count:ex.

Narrow spikes extending above convective echoes (fig.
5-34) have been observed on some radars out to range of
about 80 miles. They ire evidently the effect of side lobes
directed towards intense echoes, and are believed by
some to be associated with hail shafts in intense
thunderstorms.

Vertical Echo Structure. Analysis of some severe
thunderstorms with hail or tornadoes has indicated the
existence of an echo free vault or clear space from the
ground up to 25,000 feet or higher. The vault is
sometimes called the bounded weak echo region
(RWER). The vault is bound on the upwind. side by a
vertical wall extending down to the ground and on the
upwind side by an echo overhang extending down several
thousand feet (fig. 5-35). This vault lies aimost directly

70



'below the highest top. Farther downwind beyond the
overhang is the anvil cloud. (Tables 5-7 and 5-8 give
additional information on echo interpretation from the
Rill scam)

Exercise (2111)t

1. Indicate the probable echo interpretation for each
description given below:
a. Echo tops penetrate the tropopause.

b. An echo free vault associated with a fairly long
lived thunderstorm.

70
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c. A narrow echo seemingly extending to 70,000 or
80,000 feet, often exceeding the vertical scale of
the FtHI scope.

d. Echo tops penetrate the tropopause by 5,000 feet
or more.

e. A weak echo region that may not be detected
unless reduced gain or ISO-ECHO is used.

f. Tops exceed 50,000 feet.

0 10 20 30
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TABLE 5-7
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR VERTICAL ECHO CONFIGURATIONPART I

Echo Feature or Configuration Interpretation

1. Echo Tops:

Tops exceeding 25,000 ft for the

storms at 35° N lat. This cri-
terion should be adjusted upward
by approximately 2000 ft per 1°
displacement northward.

Tops exceeding 50,000 ft for the

storms at 35° N lat. This cri-
terion may be adjusted as described
above or the tropopause penetration
criterion may be used (see below).

Tops penetrate the tropopause

Tops penetrate the tropopause by
5000 ft or more.

2. Weak Echo Region (WER):

Sometimes called an echo-free
vault, usually located at the
upper low level wind periphery of

echo.

A persistent structure, associated
with a fairly long-lived, "steady-
state" thunderstorm.

May not be detected unless again
reduction or iso-echoing is
employed.

151

1. Echo in question is probably
a thunderstorm, rather than
a rain shower. This cri-
terion is merely a guide for
practical scope interpreta-
tion; it is impossible to de-
termine from radar alone
whether or not a given echo
represents a .thunderstorm.

Echo should be interpreted as
a severe thunderstorm with
large hail, and possibly as
a tornado if other evidence
supports this conclusion.

Severe thunderstorms, hail.

Severe thunderstorm, tornado,
large hail.

2. Represents an intense updraft
of warm, moist air into the
storm, overrunning the colder
low level outflow, the latter
being the gust front, often
indicated by a so-called

fine line. Storms with vaults

should be interpreted as
severe thunderstorms with
surface hail, the latter being
thrown out of the storm from
the vault-overhang structure
and recycled by the updraft.
The vault indicates organized,
persistent, self-regenerative
convection of the sort so
favorable for tornado-genesis.
A strong shear and damaging
winds can be expected ac the
surf ace and aloft near the

vault structure. If the

storm also exhibits a hook,
protrusion, finger, or other
such signature, a tornado is
strongly indicated.
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Figure 5-35. Erho-free vault. 25'469

282. Given descriptions of system organization or
movement, indicate the probable weather conditions
associated with each.

Lines. A line of thunderstorms is termed a squall line.
Squall lines are usually 10 to 20 miles wide and may be

' I

25-470

Figure 5-36. Line echo wave pattern (LBW).

several hundred miles long. The line may be continuous
for as much as 100 miles, but breaks of up to 10 miles
may frequently occur in it. Because of the instability and
changing nature of these lines, a break in the line cannot
be expected to remain very long. Severe storms occur
more commonly in lines than in cells or areas.

Wave Pattern. Many severe storms and tornadoes
have developed near line echo wave patterns (LEWP), as
shown in figure 5-36. An LEWP is defined as a line of
radar echoes where there is an acceleration along one
portion and/or a deceleration along the portion

TABLE 5.8
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR VERTICAL ECHO CONFIGUATIONPART II

Echo Feature or Configuration Interpretation

1. Spike. 1.

Narrow echo seemingly extending to
70,000 or 80,000 ft, often exceeding
the vertical scale of the RHI.
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This echo signature is
produced by side-lobe
backscattering from
highly reflective targets.
The "spike" itself is a
spurious phenomenon;
actual echo tops are lower.
The presence of the "spike"
indicates the target in-
volved is quite reflec-
tive; hence, echoes ex-
hibiting "spikes" should
be examined for other
severe weather features,
particularly if the echo
involved is located at a
range. of 30 nm or more.



immediately adjacent, with a resulting mesoscale wave
pattern in the line. The presence of such irregularities do
not necessarily indicate that a severe storm is imminent.
Since a line, resembling an LEWP, may be formed by
other causes, acceleration or deceleration must be
observed before labeling it as an LEWP.

Echo Convergence. Severe storm potential is great
where two echoes or echo systems merge into a single
mass. Many of these echo mergers are associated with
high echo speeds (usually exceeding 40 knots). The area

to watch is the point of convergence. (Tables 5-9, 5-10,
and 5-11 give additional information for interpretation
of echo systems or movement.

Exercise (282):
1. Describe the probable weather conditions associated

with the following:
a. First echo in new line.

TABLE 5-9
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR ECHO SYSTEM ORGANIZATION AND MOVEMENT-PART I

Echo System Organization
and Movement Interpretation

1. Lines:

2. Line Echo Wave Pattern (LEWP):

Formed by one portion of an echo
or echo-lines moving faster than

another pushed by the develop-
ment of a meso-high behind the
echo.

An LEWD does not normally move
with the 700-mb wind or the mean
wind between 5000 and 20000 ft.
Rather it moves as the meso pres-
sure pattern dictates.

The wave crest can move along the
line or can break away from it.

The LEWP pattern is often masked
by surrounding precipitation. In

these cases, gain reduction or
iso-echo contouring is needed to

make the feature apparent.

The LEWP is normally formed from
strong ( +) or very Strong (++)

echoes.

3 First Echo in New Line:

Northern end of line for lines
oriented N S; NE- SW, etc.'

1. Tornadoes and severe thunder-
storm are much more likely to
be found in echo lines than in
areas. In the midwest, 82 percent
of tornado-producing situa-
tions occurred in association

with lines. Lines should be an
alerting mechanism to the radar

meteorologist.

2. The LEWP should be interpreted to
indicate tornadoes, severe thunder-
storms, hail, and high winds, a3
shown in Figure f-36. The most

severe weather is normally expected

at the wave crest and slightly
south of the crest, as well as in
the portion of the LEWP moving

the fastest. The speed of move-
ment of the LEWP may be a guide

to its severity.

3. The first echo to form in a devel-
oping line is often the one which
will be associated with severe
weather.



b. Line forms into a wave by one portion moving
faster than the rest.

c. Echo motion substantially different from that of
surrounding cells.

d. Pivoting squall line.

e. Intersection of two squall lines or intersection of
squall line with a warm front.

f. Cell which formed ahead of a squall line is
overtaken by the line.

g. Converging cells, in New England or the Midwest.

TABLE 5-10
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR ECHO SYSTEM ORGANIZATION AND MOVEMENTPART II

Echo System Organization
and Movement Interpretation

1. Echo Genesis Region in Established
Line:

Southern end of line for lines
oriented N - S, NE - SW, etc.

2. Erratic Echo Movement, or Echo
Motion Substantially Different
from that of surrounding cells.

Most cells and conglomerations of
cells will move with the 700-mb
wind or with a mean wind between
5000 and 20,000 ft.

Severe echoes are likely to move
in a direction substantially (00 -
400) to the right (and more rarely
to the left) of this steering,
wind.

Severe echoes are more likely than
ordinary echoes to move erratically
and change direction and speed more
or less abruptly, or even make
loops.

3. Pivoting Squall Line:

End of line farther from the pivot
point moves faster than the end of
the line nearer the pivot point.

Normally, the faster moving end is
the northern end of the line.

1. In an ordinary established line
(not a LEWP), the genesis region
is the most likely place to look
for severe weather unless there is

better evidence available to the
contrary. Naturally, when more
concrete evidence develops (such as
a hook, taps penetrating the tropo-
pause, a WER, etc.), attention
should be focused on the echoes
specifically exhibiting these
phenomena.

2. Echoes exhibiting such movement
should be considered possible
severe thunderstorms or tornadoes;
depending on echo tops, intensity,
presence of other severe weather
echo signatures, synoptic situa-
tion, etc. Erratic or different
echo motion should alert tha radar
meteorologist to the potential for
severe weather but is not suffic-
ient alone to indicate the actual
existence of such weather.

3. The faster moving part of the lira
will produce greater than normal
surface gustiness if nothing else.
If the echoes themselves are
strong (+) or very strong (++), or
if tops are quite high, tornadoes)
severe thunderstorms, and hail are
to be suspected.
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283. Given a series of reflectivity values, specify the
raust reasonable interpretation of weather conditions
for each.

Reflectivity Criteria. The echo reflectivity of
thunderstorms increases with the severity of the storm.
Hail is usually associated with the most intense portion of
the echo. There is a tendency for the maximum
reflectivity to occur near 20,000 feet. For thunderstorms
containing large hail, the maximum at 20,000 feet is
about 6 dB greater than reflectivity at 5,000 feet. For
tornadoes, it is about 8.5 dB greater.

The following information concerning reflectivity for
the FPS-77 is an interpolation between the known
reflectivity values for the 3.2 cm and the.10 cm radars:

a. A reflectivity maximum aloft should be interpreted
to indicate hail and/or tornadoes.

b. When the maximum reflectivity between the surface
and 10,000 feet exceeds 1 x 105 mm'/m', hail lc',

indicated.
c. When the maximum reflectivity between the surface

and 10,000 feet exceeds 4 x 105 ms/m5, tornadoes are
indicated.

To determine the reflectivity of an echo you:
(1) Take the dB reading from the radar set (obtained

by using the :F ATTENUATOR and/or the ISO-ECHO).
(2) Apply the power correction factor.

(3) Enter the reflectivity nomOgraln. (fig. 5-37) by
following the indicated range of the echo vertically up the
graph until the dB value is located on the curved lines.

(4) Read the reflectivity value on the right side of the
nomogram under the Ze. (Rainfall rate can be animated
by the scale on the extreme right side, and echo intensity
can be determined by the scale on the left side of the
nomogram.)

Exerciee (283)
1. What would be a reasonable interpretation of

weather conditions for the following:
a. Maximum reflectivity at 0* elevation is 2 X

104innWnin

b. Maximum reflectivity below 10,000 feet is 4 x
105nuem3?

c. Maximum reflectivity below 10,000 feet is 2 X
105mm6 /m'?

TABLE 5-11
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR ECHO SYSTEM ORGANIZATION AND MOVEMENTPART III

Echo System Organization
and Movement

1. Intersection of Two Squall Lines
or Intersection of a Squall Line
with a Warm Front.

2. Cell Which Formed Ahead of a
Squall Line is Overtaken by the
Line.

3. Converging Cells;

In New England and the Midwest.

In tropical and subtropical clim-
ates (specifically Florida where
this technique has been tedted).

Interpretation

1. A micro-cyclone forms at the point

of intersection. Severe thunder-
storms, tornadoes, and hail are
indicated at the point of inter-

section.

2. If the cell being overtaken is
of moderate or greater intensity
and is not small, and if the synop-
tic conditions are favorable for
the severe weather, tornadoes,
severe thunderstorms, and hail are

indicated.

3. Tornadoes, severe thunderstorms,
and hail are indicated, particu-
larly, when the speed with which
the echoes converge is greater
than normal. "Greater than normal"

in this context indicates greater
than 25-30 knots.

;55

Echo convergence does not indicate
tornadoes, severe thunderstorms, or

hail. However, heavy 'rains can

result at the point of convergence.
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d. Maximum reflectivity of 8 x 10smm9mi?

284. Detail the configuration and identifying hamar
of a hurricane/typhoon.

Hurricanes. Coastal radar installations maintain
surveillance of hurricanes that move within range. The
first evidence on radar of an approaching hurricane is the
appearance of the outer band which is often in the nature
of a squall line some 200 miles from the center. This is a
line of heavy precipitation, frequently accompanied by
thunderstorms and tornadoes. A large, mature hurricane
may have a number of prehurricane squall lines as much
as 400 to 500 miles from the eye. Between these lines you
can usually count on a 50-mile gap without precipitation.
The prehurricane squall lines have sometimes been
observed to assume a sharp configuration similar to the
LEWP with which severe extratropical nomadic storms
have been associated.

The first spiral band usually follows the squall line
activity by about 50 miles. Tht hurricane spiral bands are
about 20 miles apart in the outer portions of the storm,
but ,tear the center of the storm they tend to blend
together. The echoes arranged in these spiral bands and
those forming the wall cloud are associated with the
violent wind squalls of a hurricane. The greatest,
heights tee found in some of the more intense cells of the
prehurricane squall line and in the wall cloud
surrounding the echo-free eye at the storm center (figs.
5738 and 5-39).

The diameter of the eye normally ranges from 10 to 30

e.

lie

.4"

_Wow-
Figure 5.38. Ect.t)-free eye.
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Figure 5.39. Hurricane Cleo..

miles, but it may be quite variable. Because the rain may
not be symmetrical around the eye, it may not be possible
to locate the center with accuracy from the echo
configuration. to help in locating the center in cases

. where the eye is either indistinct or in some way
deformed, the use of spiral overlays is of considerable
value. The precipitation bands of hurricanes are in the
shape of equiangular spirals which cross the hurricane
isobars at angles varying from 10° to 20°. An angle of 15°
has been found to be sufficiently accurate for most
purposes. The overlay is adjusted manually so as to fit a
portion of a well-defined spiral band. After a satisfactory
fit has been obtained, the position is indicated on the
overlay, as shown in figure 5-40. Although this method
may give a location which is sometimes in error by more
than 30 miles, it is still a useful observation. In any case,
the eye is the most reliable feature of the hurricane which

can be tracked to provide the direction and speed of the
storm.

The configuration of hurricane precipitation suggests a
height-diameter ratio of 1:40; so, unless abnormal
refraction occurs, the maximum range of detection of
precipitation will be roughly 150 to 225 nautical miles.
The figure may vary considerably from storm to storm,
depending upon propagation conditions, attenuation, and
the actual height to which precipitation extends. As the
storm moves northward away from the Tropics, high-
level .clouds are more apt to be converted into ice
particles. If this happens, some of the ice particles will get
fairly large and may be detectable at long ranges. These
ice particles may give the illusion that the storm has
become much more intense or has suddenly grown in
height because the large-size ice particles are more
readily detectable by radar than the small, liquid cloud

particles.
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Exercises (284):

1. What is the major difference between a hurricane and
other severe weather discussed in this chapter?

2. What is generally the first evidence on the radar of an
approaching hurricane?

3. What are spiral bands?

4. How can the center of a hurricane be located on
radar?

5. Where are the greatest echo heights found in
association with hurricanes?

6. Where do the most violent wind squalls occur in
association with a hurricane?

5.8. Radar Scope Photography
Radar scope photography is used by Class 1-3 stations

with a radar scope photography capability to develop a
scope photo reference file. Radar scope photography is
done by stations who are equipped with photography gear
or by the base photography laboratory for stations
without photography Scar.

M. Define a scope photo reference file and specify
what the file contains.

Scope Photo Reference 111e. The scope photo
reference file is a collection of photographs of locally
observed radar echo patterns for use in the unit's radar
training program. The file is used to develop, maintain,
and increase the technical proficiency of forecasters and
observers who operate the radar.

The scope root.,, reference file must contain at last:
(1) Typir,a1 weather echo patterns in order of

developmcn t. Examples inducts orographic echo systems,
prefrontal convection, and Vat's cyclone precipitation.

(2) Severe weather 'cho patterns, such as
comprehensive photo records of hailstorms, severe
thunderstorms, and tornadoes.

(3) Normal, "fixed" (nonmeteorological) echo
patterns as they appear under various propagation

4110 conditions at various elevatim angles and ranges.
Photographs of ground clutter should be posted near (or
on) the radar for handy reference.

159

(4) Anomalous propagation echo patterns as they
appear at various antenna elevation angles.

Exercises (285):

1. What is a scope photo reference file?

2. What does a scope photo reference file contain?

2116. State the procedures for taking radar scope
PantnaraPas

The followine procedures apply to stations that take
their own radar scope Photographs. The procedures may
vary from station to station and the cameraused may vary
from a 33 mm to an instant camera. For our purposes in
this text, we will consider general procedures only, using
an instant camera.

Each station should have a mounting bracket so that
the camera will be, immobile and held in alignment with

the scope.
M Scope. When taking photographs of the PPI scope

presentation a better picture may be obtained while the
antenna is in motion in the azimuth. Hold the shutter of
the camera open while the antenna makes two complete
revolutions.

RHI Scope.Bold the shutter of the camera open while
the antenna makes two complete vertical sweeps in
automatic elevation.

AIR Scope. Hold the shutter of the camera open for
approximately 5 seconds. The antenna should be in a
stationary position and pointing in ine direction of
interest.

Exercises (2114):

1. What are the procedures to take a photograph of the
PPI scope presentation?

2. What are the procedures to take a photograph of the
RHI scope presentation?

3. What are the procedures to take a photograph of the
A/R scope presentation?

5.P. Angel Echoes
"Angels" are actually radar echoes from invisible

targets. They are most readily observed on the "A" scope
of a vertically directed radar, but they occasionally
appear on RHI and PPI indicators. In addition, there is

381



considerable variation in thei: frequency of occurrence
with respect to geographical location. For example, their
frequency of occurrence in the midwest is greater than in
the New England area.

M. Specify characteristics of amyl echoes.

Angels on the Ill. Angel echoes are observed on the
PPI less frequently than on the indicators of vertically
directed radars. They have been observed at wavelengths
from 3 to 23 cm and appear as incoherent echoes, as if
doe to a large number of scatterers.

Extended lines of angel echoes have been observed
which are associated with aid fronts without clouds or
precipitation, sea breeze fronts, gust lines In advance of
squall lines, and the leading edge of the cold -air outflow
from a thunderstorm. These angel lines are confined to
low levels, often less than 5,000 feet. The lines are usually
only 2 or 3 miles wide and are frequeest.sy referred to as
thin line angels. Wind speed and wind direction behind
the line may be estimated by measuring the angel line
movement.

More widespread, clear-sky echoes have also been
observed on the PPI. During the night, the echoes are
relatively uniform and appear as a haze on the scope out
to about 50 miles. They are apparently associated with
noctural inversions. They show little structure or pattern

and are sometimes observed simultaneously with echoes
resulting from anomalous propagation.

During the day, the echoes have a weak cellular
stricture and appear to be associated with convective
activity. Their maximum range is about 85 miles. On
occasion, the angel "cells" have a relatively uniform size
distribution in the morning and then become larger and
more variable in the afternoon. This behavior is very
similar to that of cumulus clouds in some regions, and is
?art of the evidence indicating that the angels are
associated with convective 'activity. On other occasions,
the echoes consist of parallel bands, resembling "cloud
streets."

Angels on the Rill. Occasionally layers of angels have
been observed on the RHI that extend out to distances of
17 miles from the radar. These angels are also located at
heights coinciding approximately with those of
inversions. Sometimes multiple lines are observed; as
many as five have been noted. These multiple lines appear
to be associated with a complex or multiple invasion .

structure. When viewed obliquely, these angel lines
appear to be incoherent, but increased coherency is noted
as the elevation angle of the antenna.is increased.

Incoherent echoes coinciding with the outer
boundaries of cumulus clouds have also been observed.
These have been called mantle echoes and are vow
infrequently observed, possibly because of their small

Figure 5-41. PPI echoes produced by birds.
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size. They have an inverted U- or V-shaped appearance.
Only the upper boundaries of the c.ioud arc observed, so
that the rad-r is evidently rot detecting the water drops
associated with the cloud.

Exp Imams of Angels. Of the explanations of angels
offered, the two that dominate are echoes caused by
discontinuities in refractive index and those caused by
birds and/or insects. There is no doubt that individual
birds or a sufficient concentration of insects can be
observed by radar.

Figure 5-41 is a PPI presentation of echoes producczi
almost entirely by birds. The radar was a 3 cm, similar to
the CPS-9. The set was operating on maximum gain, on 8
mile range with 1 NM marker, and at 15° elevation of the
antenna. Aside from the ground clutter in the center,
mountain peaks 8 miles east and between 4 and 5 miles
northwest, the echoes comprise migrating birds (warblers,

15000 -

10000'

5000'

thrushes, and an occasional sandpiper), each judged to
weigh from 1/2 to 1 ounce.

. .

Other theories consider refractive index
discontinuities to be the primary cause of angel echoes.
Refractive index discontinuities are caused by sharp
changes in water vapor and temperature over short
distances. For detection there must be a substantial
change in the refractive index over a distance that is small
compared to the radar wavelength. Such a discontinuity
occurring within a distance of lees than 1 cm is difficult to
visualize and even more difficult to measure.

The presence of thin line echoes nas frequently been
observed in advance of squall lines or a thunderstorm
complex. The discontinuity between the downrush from
cumulonimbus clouds and the ambient air may be the
mechanism causing some thin line echoes. This idea is
illustrated in figure 5-42. Some investigators feel that the_

DIRECTION OF

MOVEMENT

PRECIPITATION ECHO
NON PRECIPITATION

THIN LINE ECHO

Figure 5-42. Pointe association between downrush ana thin line angel echoes.
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thin line echoes may be caused by a combination of such
refractive index discontinuities and birds feeding on
insects in the updrafts immediately ahead of and above
the wedge caused by the downrush.

Convection has been offered as the explanation for
point angels and mantle angels. According to theory,
rising thermals or spherical bubbles of air have sharp
changes in vertical velocity, temperature, and humidity at
the top portions. No sharp discontinuity exists in the
wake of the thermal. The spherical shape may cause a
focusing effect, which favors detection at near vertical
incidence over detection at oblique angles.

A layer of angels at the base of an inversion is
presumed to be due to specular reflection, because when
viewed vertically, the echoes are usually coherent as if
reflected from a single reflecting surface. The incoherent
echoes associated with a layer of angels observed
obliquely on RHI or the angels observed on PPI are
presumably due to large fluctuations in the index of
refraction both in the horizontal and vertical.

Although certain inferences can be drawn from their
presence, the meteorological significance of angel echoes
is still an open question. Perhaps, with the accumulation
and analysis of additional data, angel echoes may assume
a more practical meteorological significance.

Exercise (287):

1. Indicate and correct the statements below that are
false:
a. Angels appear on the PPI scope as coherent

echoes.

b. Wind speed and direction behind a thin line may
be estimated by measuring the angel line
movement.

c. The angel echo that is a cloud that is not
completely observed on the RHI is called a mantle
echo.

d. Thin line echoes are frequently observed in
advance of stratiform-type echoes.
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Satellite Picture Interpretation

SENSOR-EQUIPPED weather satellites are rapidly
becoming one of the most important data gathering
mechanisms in the meteorological inventory.
Meteorologists worldwide now depend on this data
source to supplement the more "conventional"
observations. These satellites currently provide cloud -
cover data over "data sparse" areas, filling the
observational voids that have plagued meteorologists for
decades. The data is even more important since it is real
time data. However, the advantages are not limited solely
to isolated areas but also provide invaluable insight into
the weather over areas where conventional observations
are dense.

With continued improvement in satellite technology,
these sensing devices will become even more valuable. To
obtain maximum value, correct interpretation of cloud
photographs is essential. This chapter covers the analysis
procedures needed to obtain maximum utilization of the
data. (Refer to foldout 12 throughout this chapter,
printed in a separate supplement to this volume.)

6-1. Sensors

The term "sensor," as used in satellite meteorology, is
used in a dual sense. It can apply to an individual part of a
satellite or to the whole satellite system. The most
common sensors are photographic and infrared (IR).
Most satellites carry both of these sensors. The data from
the satellite is relayed to ground stations via telemetry and
television.

288. Discriminate between photographic and infrared
sensors.

Photographic. The photographic sensors are simply
cameras that take pictures of the earth and its cloud
cover. They measure reflected sunlight in the visible
spectral range. The picture appears similar to the pictures
you obtain from your camera. Therefore, the shades of
black, gray, and white depend on the amount of reflected
sunlight. The more moisture, the less the reflection and
the darker the picture. A desert will reflect more than a
heavily forested area and produce brighter picture.

The entire system is inexpensive because the sensing
device is uncomplicated and immediate utilization is
possible by the ground receiving unit. The major
disadvantages are the need for sunlight to obtain pictures
and the limitation of detail. With improved sensing

CHAPTIIII1

devices, the limitation on detail should be greatly
reduced.

The three major sensing devices currently used are the
Automatic Picture Transmission (APT), Advanced
Vidicon Camera System (AVCS), and Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP).

Automatic Picture Transmission (APT). This is a system
of transmitting actual detailed satellite pictures to any
unit (within the "line of sight" of a satellite track) that has
the proper receiving equipment.

Each picture may cover an area of approximately
1,700 NM to a side. Eight pictures are taken per orbit or
1 picture every 35 seconds while the satellite is over the
sunlit portion of the earth.

Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS). The AVCS
take pictures, electronically scans them, and then stores
them on tape until they are "requested" by a ground
station. One 3-array picture covers 450 NM longitude
and 1,450 NM latitude. There are 33 pictures taken per
orbit with a resolution of from 1/2 to 21/2 miles.

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). This
is a high resolution camera system with the capability of
1/3 mile detail. It measures visual light in the 0.4 to 0.10
micron wavelength.

Infrared. Infrared (IR) sensors measure long-wave
radiation emitted by cloud, land, and water surfaces.
These measurements are converted to the temperatures of
the surfaces viewed. The error rate of the instrument is
approximately 1/2° C. at the warm end of the temperature
profile, to 1° C. for the cold end. Thus, the temperature
curve constructed can be fairly accurate.

One major advantage of the IR sensors is that
"pictures" may be taken at any time of the day or night.
This allows complete global coverage throughout the
entire orbit. One disadvantage is that IR imagery is more
difficult to "read" than TV photographs.

IR measurements are converted to a photograp
where the clouds and earth appear as different shades of
gray. Therefore, the darkest areas on the photograph
represent the warmest surfaces, and the brightest
represent the coldest surfaces. Thus, warm water would
appear dark gray, whereas cold cirrus clouds would
appear white. IR measurements also show relative cloud
heights by comparing indicated temperatures with
expected heights for that temperature.

IR data is used by scientists to study the earth's heat
budget in an effort to determine whether we have a heat

A5
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Figure 6.1. Comparison of IR vs. TV.

input and output balance. Other scientists are trying to
determine the large-scale gains and losses of heat, the area
distribution of these gains and losses, and the influence
they have on large-scale circulation or storm
development. Further experiments are being carried on to
relate the effect of heat input and output on the available
potential energy and kinetic energy in the atmosphere.

Scanning radiometer (SR). The SR is the most common
IR sensor. It stores the radiation readings on tape unti'.
requested by a ground station. It provides narrow swaths
of data from which images can be constructed. A rotating
mirror provides a horizon-to-horizon optical scan
perpendicular to the direction of satellite motion. The SR
resolution may be as low as 0.3 of a mile at the surface.

Comparison of IR and Photographic Pictures. A
comparison of coinciding IR imagery and TV pictures
shows that many cloud and land features are similar in
appearance, but other features are quite different in
appearance. For example, in IR imagery the gray shade of
oceans varies with temperature; but in a TV picture,
oceans are uniformly dark except in areas of sunlight.

Figure 6-1 shows the relative shades as they appear on
IR and TV pictures. This comparison shows which
features appear similar in either type of display and which
ones appear different. The circled numbers in the
tabulation locate features in figure 6-2.

The IR imagery in figure 6-2,B, and the TV picture in
figure 6-2,A, are coincident. These displays illustrate the
differences and similarities between the two types of data.
The clouds associated with the surface low between Lake
Superior and James Bay are cold and have a high albedo,
so they appear white in both pictures (17). A cold front
extends southwest from the low to the Texas panhandle.
The IR delineates areas of cold middle and high clouds
(17 and 11), but no distinction can be made from the TV
pictures. The stratocumulus west of California (7) does
not appear the same on both displays. The characteristics
of other numbered areas in these pictures can be
identified by referring to the gray scale of figure 6-1.

Exercise (288):

1. For each of the statements below indicate whether it

is representative of photographic sensors or IR
sensors. Some items may represent both sensors:
a. Requires the least amount of time to learn to

analyze.
b. One example is the APT.
c. Measures long-wave radiation emitted by cloud,

land, and water surfaces.
d. Appear as different shades of gray.
e. One example is the DMSP.
f. One example is the SR.
g. Pictures may be taken at any time of the day or

night.
h. Water will appear as a uniformly dark area.
i. Cirrus clouds appear very bright.
j. Pidures may be taken during the complete orbit

around the earth.
k. Data is stored on tape until requested by a surface

readout.
1. Least expensive system.
m. Resolution may be less than 1 NM.
n. Measures reflected sunlight

289. Identify characteristics of given types of orbit or
orientation.

Orbits. It is important that we understand the types of
orbits which satellites make, their orientation, and the
effect that these orbits and orientations have on
measuring ability. Some of the most common are
discussed in this objective. The orbit is the path the
satellite takes circling the earth from a reference point
back to the same reference point. The orbit determines
the areal coverage of the sensor.

Polar orbit. This is an orbit in which the satellite passes
over both the earth's poles.

Equatorial orbit. This orbit is parallel to the equator,
usually between 50° N and 50° S.

Sun-synchronous orbit. This is an orbit in which the
satellite always passes over the equator at the same time
on each of its orbits.

Earth-synchronous orbit. In this type of orbit, the
satellite does not rotate around the earth, so actually it
does not have an orbit. The satellite remains stationary
above a geographical point on the earth at all times. The
obvious advantage of this orbit is the constant monitoring
of a given geographical region.

Orientation. The orientation refers to where the
camera of the sensor is facing.

Space oriented. The axis of rotation of the satellite
maintains the same direction with respect to space. This
keeps the camera toward the earth during the sunlight
hours with the solar cells toward the sun. This orientation
restricts the number of hours the earth can be monitored
by the sensors. During each orbit, there is only a brief
moment when the pictures taken are of a point on the
earth directly beneath the satellite. The remainder of the
pictures are of a sloping surface, and extensive adjustment
is necessary before they are used.
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Earth oriented. With an earth orientation, the sensors
of the satellites would always be facing the earth. The
solar cells would always be facing spaCe. This orientation
allows constant monitoring of the earth's surface.

I Exercise (289):

1. Match the types of orbit or orientation in colump A
with the characteristics in column B.

(I)
' (2)_ (3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

Co bumf A

Polar orbit.
Equatorial orbit.
Sun-synchronous or-
bit.
Earth-synchronous or-
bit.
Space oriented.
Earth oriented.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g-

h.

i.

Column B

The axis of rotation maintains
the same direction with
respect to space.
Satellite passes over both
poles.
Satellite remains stationary
over a geographical point.
Sensors are always facing
earth.
Allows constant monitoring
of a given geographical
region.
Path of rotation parauels the
equator.
Satellite passes over the equa-
tor at the same sun time every
orbit.
Restricts the number of hours
the earth can be monitored.
Solar cells always facing the
sun.

6-2. Cloud kiterns
This section briefly covers small cloud elements or

cloud patterns and some of the general rules for
interpreting them.

290. Identify certain types of cloud patterns.

Cellular. The most common cloud formation found in
satellite pictures are c-en and closed cellular patterns.

...

.Ik. 140W

Cellular patterns aid in identifying regions of cold air
advection; areas of cyclonic, anticyclonic, and divergent
flow.; cloud types; the location of jet streams; and regions
of PVA (positive vorticity advection).

Cellular cloud patterns form as a result of mesoscale
convective mixing within the large-scale flow. The cell
type is dependent on the intensity of. the heating from
below. Open cells form where there (1) is a large air-sea
temperature difference, (2) are unstabus rr.editions, and
(3) are cumulus clouds. Closed cells form where a weak
air-sea temperature contrast exists and, thus, more stable
conditions and stratocumulus clouds result.

The open cells are composed of cloudless, or less
cloudy, centers surrounded by cloud walls with a
predominant ring or U-shape. The closed cells are
characterized by almost pologonal, cloud-covered areas
bounded by clear or less cloudy walls.

In figure 6-3, a large area of the eastern Pacific is
covered by cellular patterns which formed as cold air
moved over the warmer ocean surface. Open cells are
located at A, closed cells at B.

Cloud fiend. A cloud band is a cloud formation with a
distinct long axis where the ratio of length to width is at
least four to one. Bands may be curved or straight. They
may or may not be associated with fronts.

In figure 6-4, a slow-moving, nearly stationary cold
front is shown between high-pressure areas. The frontal
cloud band is in the first stage of dissipation from point A
westward. There are cumuliform cellular clouds behind
the front and some cumuliform and stratiform clouds
ahead of the front. In the area where this front is moving
slowly, the frontal position is placed near the leading edge
of the cloud band.

In figure 6-5, bands at A and B are greater than 1° in
width and conform to the length-width ratio of at least 4
to 1.

In figure 6-6, a band of clouds associated with a
frontal system is seen over the Atlantic. The clouds,

130W

Figure 6-3. Cellular cloud patterns.
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Figure 6-9. Enlargement of cloud elements.

view of clouds. For exarnple, the distinctive cloud panel!):
produced by mountain waves is called a mesosaile
pattern, whereas a cloud vortex is called a mactoscale
pattern.

Cloud Street. A cloud street is an aligned series of
individual elements that are not interconnected. Usually
there are several streets approximately evenspaced. The
cloud streets may be curved or straight. Figure 6-10
shows cloud streets over South Carolina and Georgia as
seen from Gemini N. Tha cumulus elements form into
nearly parallel rows.

..25N Cloud System. A cloud system is cloudiness produced
by or associated with the dynamics of any atmospheric
system. Examples of atmospheric systems are an
occluding storm, a cold upper low, a tropical storm, a

25-488 high-pressure call, etc. The cloud systems associated with
a particular type of atmospheric system usually have a
distinctive pattern.

extending southeastward at A, do not constitute a
separate band since the length to width ratio, as seen
protruding from the front, is less than 4 to 1.

Cloud Line. A cloud line is a series of aligned cloud
elements, nearly all of which are connected, with a
general width of less than 1° of latitude. These lines may
be curved or straight.

In figure 6-7, a large number of nearly parallel cloud
lines are seen in the Atlantic Ocean off the southeastern
coast of the US. South of 30° N some of the lines widen to
almost 1° latitude.

Cloud Element. A cloud element in satellite
meteorology is the smallest distinguishable unit in a cloud
mass or pattern in a satellite picture. The actual size of a
cloud element will vary according to the satellite's height,
the camera system, and where the element is located in
the picture. The higher the clouds, the larger the
"element." The logic of this is simple. The effect of
location within the picture, however, is not as simple. The
camera has a different resolution, starting with the best at
the exact center of the picture and becoming poorer
toward the sides. Resolution means that which the camera
can see according to size.

Careful examination of the cloud lines forming over
the Gulf of Mexico (fig. 6-8) will reveal individual cloud
elements. These elements are small bright cells, separate
from each other, making up the cloud line between the
two arrowheads. At A is a cloud element within a
cumulus mass. Figure 6-9, is an enlargement of a portion
of figure 6-8; it shows the individual cloud elements in
greater detail at points A, B, and C.

Cloud Mass. A cloud mass is an identifiable patch of
cloud elements. A cloud mass is generally equal or
greater in size than an area 2° latitude square. The cloud
amount is usually greater than 80 percent.

Cloud Pattern. A cloud pattern is an arrangement or
distribution of cloud elements, distinct groups of cloud
elements, or cloud masses which show a distinctive
organization. Patterns of all scales appear in the satellite
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Eddy. A mesoscale spiral cloud pattern is an eddy.
This pattern is often produced by perturbations in the
flow caused by islands or similar terrain barriers. The
term also has been applied to swirls of stratus and fog that
are produced by shear in oceanic highpressure areas.

Figure 6-11, shows that the eddies formed on the
downwind side of the Madeira Islands at A, B, and C are
under a strong subsidence inversion.

Striations. Approximately parallel streaks, each only a
few miles in width, seen in an otherwise apparently
smooth overcast area are called striations. A low sun
angle causes highlights and shadows which produce the
striated pattern. Striations frequently give indications of
the orientation of the thickness lines. Striations will not
be found in cumuliform clouds. In middle clouds, they
parallel the 500-mb flow, and in cirriform clouds they
parallel the 300-mb flow. Caution should be used when
identifying striations; many times they are mistaken for
narrow streets, or narrow streets are mistaken for
striations.

In figure 6-12, striations associated with an occluded
front are readily seen from A to B. The striations in this
photograph are aligned parallel to the 1,000 to 500 mb
thickness lines in the area ahead of the front.

In figure 6-13, you can see an example of striations
curving across an occluded frontal system between A and
B.

Sun Glint. A sun glint is an image of the sun on water
surfaces appearing as a bright area or spot. Variations in
the size and brightness of a sun glint are dependent upon
the roughness of the water surface on which it appears.
Figure 6-14 is an example of diffused sun glints. Figure
6-15 shows an intense sun glint. Figure 6-16 shows a sun
glint on the water surrounding Florida, outlining the
coastline in great detail. Tampa Bay is seen at A, and
Cape Kennedy at B. The very bright spots at C are from
sun glint on the many lakes of central Florida, while a sun
glint on Lake Okeechobee is seen at D.

Vorticity Cloud Patterns. The cloud patterns
associated with upper tropospheric vorticity are generally
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Figure 6-10. Cloud streets.

restricted to areas where convective clouds are present.
Thus, they are most commonly observed over the oceans
in the fields of open cellular cumulus behind cold fronts.
There are two significant patterns: enhanced aanulta and
the comma-shaped cloud. Both are caused by increased
convection due to general lifting in the areas of maximum
PVA. Cloud patterns associated with upper tropospheric
vorticity are called vorticity centers.

Enhanced aanuha. This is an area, 3°. to 5° across, of
brighter cumulus clusters lying within a larga field of
cellular cumulus. A vorticity maximum and associated
500-mb trough are located along the upwind edge of the
area. Often the cumulus organization suggests a spiral
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pattern. (This form of the pattern is also called a
maximum vorticity center formation.) Middle or high
cloudiness is either absent or forms a small part of the
cloud cover within an area of enhanced cumulus. Figure
6-17 shows an example. An area of enhanced cumulus
appears at point A. The enhanced area has a more .
congested look and a brighter appearance.

Comma-shaped cloud patterns. The comma-shaped
cloud formation (also called PVA MAX formation) is
more easily recognized than the enhanced cumulus
pattern. It is a bright, layer-type cloud mass formed from
tops of cumulonimbus. A zone of clear skies is often
present on the downwind .side,In figure 6.18, the well-
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Figure 6-14. Sun glint (diffuse).
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developed comnreshaped cloud at the black dot is the
result of a moving vorticity center to the sear of a polar
front. The comma cloud is composed of middle and high
clouds over the lower-level cumulus and is preceded by a
clear slot.

Vorticities which develop within cold air behind a
major cloud band appear as an area of enhanced
cumulus. Not all such areas necessarily continue to
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Figure 6 -IS. Sun glint (intense).
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Figure 6-16. Susi lint on water.

develop. The comma-shape cloud indicates a developing
stage. As these storms reach maturity, they develop a
regular spiral vortex pattern with a long, narrow cloud
band similar in appearance to a frontal band. The north-
south dimensions of these storms rarely exceed 15° of
latitude. During its life cycle, the entire cloud system
remains poleward and separate from the major cloud
band of the wlar front.

E-9 457-4,5 2319Z 3 Apr 69
25-494 500mb Analysis 0000Z 4 Apr 69
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Figure 6-17. Vorticity cloud patterns (cumulus lines).
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Figure 6.18. Vorticity cloud patterns (comma-shaped). I

Exercise- (290

1. Match the descriptions in column B with the cloud
pattern names in column A.

Column A Column B

(I) Cloud element. a. The smallest distinguishable
(2) Cloud mass. unit in a cloud mass or pat-
(3) Cloud pattern. tern.
(4) Cloud street. b. Arrangement of cloud ele-
(5) Cloud system. ments show a d ;stinctive
(6) Eddy. organtzation.
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(13) Comma-shaped.

Column B

c. Spiral cloud pattern or swirls
of stratus and fog produced by
shear.

d. Aligned series of individual
dements that are not con -
nec.xl.

e. Image of the sun on water sur-
faces appearing as bright area
or spot.

f. Approximately parallel
streaks in an otherwise ap-
parently smooth overcast area.
Clm.11neas produced by the
dynamics of any annosliseric
system.

h. An identifiable patch of cloud
elements generally equal or
greater in size than an area 2
latitude square.

i. Middle and high clouds over
lower-level cumulus, associ-
ated with a vorticity max-
imum, and having a distinc-
tive shape.
Qunuliform-type clouds used
to identify regions of cold air
advection; areas of cyclonic,
anticyclonic, and divergent
flow, location of jet stream
and regions of pcetive vor-
ticity advection.

k. Middle of high cloudiness is
either aisent or forms a small
part of the cloud cover associ-
ated with a vorticity tnax-
imum.

I. A cloud formation with a dis-
tinct long axis what're the ratio
of length to width is least four
to one.

in. A series of aligned cloud ele-
ments, nearly all are con-
nected with a general width of
less than 1° of latitude.



Tactical Meteorological Station

YOU MIGHT WONDER why you need to know about
tactical weather sets. Since Air Weather Service provides
support tailored to the requirements of its users, certain
situations might call for you to be sent into remote
locations to obtain weather data. You might think that
with the improved satellite coverage, people do not need
to be sent out into the remote fields. Do not be so sure!
Remember, the satellite even with the best observation
systems, still cannot see through clouds. With the increase
in close support of troops by high performance aircraft,
surface weather information becomes even more critical.
Your observations could make the difference between a
successful mission and a disasterous one. You might be
sent to a site so remote that the only way to get there is by
walking, and there is no source of power except what you
can carry on your back. Obviously, you do not want to
carry any more weight than you have to. This is where the
tactical weather set is most useful, because it is designed
to be light in weight and early transported.

Several different tactical weather sets are currently in
tile Air Force inventory. Each is, designed to operate with
a minimum of power and other equipment. The basic
parameters measured are wind direction and speed,
temperature, humidity (or dewpoint), pressure, and other
parameters, depending on the particular set design. The
currently available sets are continuously redesigned, and
new sets are developed as new sensors or electronics
become available. In this chapter we will discuss only one
tactical weather set, the AN/TMQ-22, Meteorological
Measuring Set.

7.1. AN/IMQ-22, Meteorological Measuring Set.
The AN/I'MQ-22 is a portable surface observation

instrument designed for field use in support of high
performance aircraft. It measures wind speed and
direction, temperature, dewpoint, barometric pressure,
and precipitation. It can be operated in either a portable
mode or a semipermanent mode. In the portable mode,' the wind sensor is hand held, and the
temperature / dewpoint sensor is hung from a convenient
bush or tree. In the semipermanent mode, the wind and
temperature sensors are supported by a tripod or pole,
and the indicating assembly is located in a sheltered area.
In either case, the sensonl are connected to the indicators
by cables. Backpack straps are includcd so that you can
transport the set to otherwise inaccessible sites.
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CHAPTER 7

291. Identify the functions of given components on the
TMQ-22.

The TMQ-22 has two groups of components: the
major components, used to make the actual
measurements, and the minor components, used to
connect the major components together or to process the
measured data into final form. Figure 7-1 shows the
opened TMQ-22 with the components in semistored
position.

Major Components. The major components consist of
the following assemblies: main case, sensor, detector,
precipitation gage, and snow depth gage.

Main case. The main case serves as the storage area for
all the removable components of the measuring set and
additionally contains the front panel and battery case.

The front panel (fig. 7-2) occupies approximately two-
thirds of the main case. It contains all the instruments
required to indicate barometric pressure, air temperature,
dewpoint temperature, wind speed, and wind direction.
The underside of the panel contains the electronic
circuitry for the temperature and wind sensing elements,
and a transparent case which incloses the barometer. A
panel layout which identifies the controls and indicators
is shown in figure 7-2.

The battery case which is a separate compartment
within the main case contains six "D-cell" 1.5-volt
batteries. These batteries provide the power for the sensor
circuits and the wind direction measuring circuit on the
front panel. Access to the batteries is made by loosening
eight screws on the battery case cover and pulling the
cover out and down from its case.

Sensor. The sensor assembly contains components
which measure temperature and dewpoint and a fan to
circulate air through the assembly. It is connected to the
front panel indicators by a cable.

Detector. The detector (fig. 7-3) senses wind speed and
direction. It consists of two main assembliesthe
generator section and the transmitter section. The
generator section, cooisting of the generator, propeller,
and wind vane, pivots about a vertical axis on the
transmitter section. It measures the wind speed and
connects with electrical components within the
transmitter housing to remotely indicate wind direction.
Direction can also be manually read by observing the
direction indicated above an index mark on the
transmitter housing. The transmitter housing, in addition

r
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Figure 7.1. AN/TMQ-22, Meteorological Measuring Set.

to housing the direction sensors, contains a built in
compass for orienting it.

Precipitation gage. The precipitation gage consists of a
spike, used to hold the gage in an upright position, and a
plastic body which actually catches the precipitation. The
body has a capacity of 2 inches of precipitation.

Snow depth gage. The snow depth gage is a calibrated
folding ruler which can be extended to 36 inches. It is
stored in a pocket inside the cover of the main case when
not in use.

Minor Components. The minor components,
although less important in the measurement sense, are
essentiai to the function of the TMQ-22 set. Included in
this group are connecting cables, a pressure reduction
computer, a barometer correction graph, the carrying
straps, and a spare partsitoolkit.

Connection cables. Two connecting cables come with
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the TMQ-22. Each is 6 feet tong and is used to connect
the wind detector and temperature sensor assemblies with .
the electronics in the main cue. The cable length allows
you to locate these assemblies away from obstructions
while the main case is located in a sheltered area.

ML- 402/UM, Pressure Reduction Computer. The
ML-402/UM is used to convert barometric readings to
altimeter settings or to pressure in millibars.

Barometer coffectkIn graph. The barometer correction
graph is used to correct the pressure readings for
temperature. It is individually calibrated for the specific
barometer provided with the TMQ-22 set.

Other minor components: The other minor components
provided with the TMQ-22 set are the backpack straps
and the spare parts/toolkit. The backpack straps are used
to transport the set, and to suspend the main case
assembly when resting the set on the ground is
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A. Barometer
B. External power connector
C. Power switch
D. Null meter
E. Temperature sensor connector
F. Wind detector connector
G. Dewpoint temp control

Figure 7-2. Front

impractical. The spare partatoolkit is used to correct
minor set failures, such as burned out bulbs.

Exercise (291):

1. Match each function in column B with the
component in column A which best describes it.
(Items in column B may be used more than once.)

Column A Column B

(I) Main case. a. Measures wind direction.
(2) Sensor. b. Provides power._
(3) Detector. c. Measures pressure._
(4) Minor components. d. Indicates temperature._
(5) Snow gage. e. Measures solid precipitation.
(6) Precipitation gage. f.

g.
h.

Measures rain.
Computes altimeter settings.
Connects assemblies.

_
Air circulates through it.

H. Speed switch
1. Wind speed meter
J. Bal control
K. Selector switch
L. Indicator lamp
M. Lamp switch
N. Barometer vent valve

panel assembly.

25-742

292. Specify procedures for installation of the
TMQ-22 set.

System Setup. The TMQ-22 can be transported to a
location in several ways: by truck, backpack, air, or hand-
carrying. When the set is transported, the pressure
equalizer valve on the case and the vent screw on the
barometer should be closed by turning them clockwise.
Otherwise, the barometer could be stressed enough by
altitude changes to be either destroyed, or, at the very
least, give faulty readings until it could readjust. Since the
components of the TMQ-22 are precision items, you
should transport the set with as little shock as possible.

Site selection. Once you have arrived in the general area
where the set is to be used, you should locate a site which
best represents the surrounding area. Locate the system
sensors as far away from obstructions as possible. This is

AB
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Figure 7-3. Wind detector assembly.

primarily t allow you to make the most representative
wind and precipitation measurements possible. If a
runway or landing area exists. you should locate the set as
close to the landing area as possible.

Once the site has been selected, relieve the pressure
difference by opening the pressure equalizer valve on the
case and open the case. Then turn the vent screw on the
barometer two turns counterclockwise to open it.

Sensor assembly. Remove the cable marked CX-11552
from its storage compartment in the top of the main case.
Check the connectors for dirt, and clean them if
necessary. Then connect one end of the cable to the
TEMP jack on the front panel. Remove the sensor
assembly from its storage area under the main case
writing surface, and connect the other end of the cable to
it. Suspend the sensor from a suitable support such as a
bush, tripod, or tree limb. A> not hold the sensor while
taking a measurement. Your body acts as a heat and
moisture source, causing invalid readings. Locate the
sensor as far away from ponds, roads, or other heat and
moisture sources as possible. Try to locate it in a place
which most closely represents the surrpundinj area.

Detector assembly. Remove the cable marked
CX-12464 from its storage compartment in the main case
top, and inspect its connectors for diii and damage. If it is
in good shape, connect it to the WIND connector on the
front panel. Remove the detector assembly from its
storage compartment under the writing surface of the
main ceses.-Do this by grasping the generator housing end
of the detector and lifting it straight up. Install the
propeller on the generator shaft, and install the wind vane
in the opposite end of the generator housing. The wind
vane will lock into the housing only one way. This way is
with the flat side on the shaft facing the right side of the

the remaining detector cable end to the assembly and
check that the propeller rotates freely. The assembled
detector with parts named is shown in figure 7-3.

If the set is installed at kt semipermanent site, secure the
assembly to a tripod or pole away from obstructions.
Generally, the tripod or pole should be a minimum of 5
feet tall. Once the detector is installed, orient it until the
compass indicates north under the index mark. When
operating the set in the portable mode, face into the wind,
orient the detector housing to north, and hold the
assembly as high and far away from your body as possible
when taking measurements.

Precipitation gage. Remove the precipitation gage body
and spike from the storage compartment in the top of the
case. Locate a site which is as far away from obstructions

, as possible, and which otherwise represents the general
area. Install the spike by forcing it into the ground with
steady pressure. Use a flat object such as a rock. However,
do not drive it into the ground. If you strike the spike, you
will damage it. After installing the spike, place the gage
body on top of it, and lock the body in by placing the
hook located on the spike in the down position.

housing as you look at the back of the housing. Connectl
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Exercise (292):

S 9

^
1. Identify and correct any false statements about the

TMQ-22 installation procedures:

a. Before connecting the cables to the sensor and
detector assemblies, check them for dirt and
damage.



b. Before you transport the TMQ-22, you should
close the vent on the barometer.

c. You should hand hold the sensor assembly as high
and far away from your body as possible to keep it
away from nonrepresentative moisture sources
near the ground.

d. You must make sure the wind vane is positioned
with the vane vertical, because it will lock in the
generator housing in any position.

e. The precipitation gage spike should be driven into
the ground vertically to insure the rainfall catch is
representative.

f. Obstructions at the site you select can cause the
wind and precipitation measurements to be
erroneous.

293. State the checkout procedures for TMQ-22
components.

Operational Checks. Operational checks should be
made before the TMQ-22 is put into operation for the
rust time, and daily thereafter, to insure that the system is
functioning properly. We will assume that maintenance
personnel are available to correct malfunctions in the set.

All checks are made with the cables and sensors hooked
up.

Physical checks. You should inspect the various
assemblies for dirt and physical damage daily. One of the
more vulnerable areas for problems is the cables. They ;

should be checked for obvious breaks, excessive wear,
and connector tightness. If one of the connectors is loose,
you should inspect it for dirt or moisture accumulation. ;
In addition, if one of the sensor checks fails, you should
recheck the cable connectors for dirt or corrosion on
their inner surfaces, and for tightness before you notify
maintenance. Check that the barometer vent screw is
open. If it is accidentally , 'Nod, you will get erroneous
readings.

Battery check Set the selector switch (fig. 7-2) to the
PEW position, and observe the windmeter behavior. The
meter should read higher than the white dot above the 15
knot mark (fig. 7-4). After a short time, it should deflect -
upward rapidly. This deflection will occur within 30
seconds if the humidity is high. However, if the air is very
dry, or you have just brought the smqor from a heated
building, you may not get the upward deflection on the
wind meter for 2 or 3 minutes. If you do not get the
upward deflection, or the meter reading falls below the
white dot, notify maintenance.

Sens& check To test the sensor for proper response,
place the selector switch in the AIR position. Rotate the
DEWPOINT TEMP control until the null meter (fig.
7-2) centers (nulls). Continue to adjust the control until
the meter needle remains centered for at least 20 to 30
seconds. If you cannot get the meter to center, first check
that the cable connectors are clean and tight. If they are,
or if cleaning them does not correct the problem, notify
maintenance. If a null is reached, record the temperature
reading indicated on the control; then rotate the control
to a reading 5° higher. The null meter needle should
deflect two or more divisions to the right.

WHITE CALIBRATICoN

DOT
UPPER SCALE

LOWER SCALE
=11111211Mle, 25.744

Figure 7-4. Wind speed meter.
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To check the dewpoint circuits, turn the selector
switch to the BAL position and adjust the BAL control
until the wind meter needle reaches the white dot. Then
turn the selector switch to the DEW position, and adjust
the DEWPOINT TEMP control until the null meter
centers and remains stable for 20 to 30 seconds. The
indicated temperature (dewpent) should be lower than
the temperature reading you recorded earlier in the
sensor check procedure. The only time this would not
occur is if ice crystals or fog are present. If either the null
meter deflection test or the dewpoint temperature test
fails, notify maintenance.

Detector check. To test the wind detector, turn the
selector switch to the OFF position, and the speed switch
to the 0-10 position. Hold the detector generator housing
in one hand and spin the propeller in a clockwise
direction while watching the wind meter. The meter
should deflect upscale. Repeat this procedure with the
speed switch in the 0-50 position. If the wind fails to
deflect upward in both speed switch positions, recheck the
detector cable connections for accumulated dirt, water,
or corrosion internally. Also verify that the selector
switch is in the OFF position. If there is no dirt on the
connectors, the connectors are tight, and the selector
switch is in the OFF position, notify maintenance. Also,
if the wind meter only deflects in one speed switch
position, notify maintenance.

To check the direction circuits in the detector
assembly, grasp the generator housing and position it so
that the 90° index is over the index mark on the direction
sensor housing. Set the selector switch to the 180°
position, and the speed switch to the 0-10 position. The
wind meter should indicate 90° on the lower direction
scale. Change the speed switch to the 0-50 position. This
change should have no effect on the reading. Repeat these
steps with the generator index 180°, 270°, and 360°
indexes over the direction sensor housing index. The
maximum error allowed is 5° in either direction from that
indicated by the generator index. Notice that with the
360° (0°) reading, the needle may be very close to the end
of the scale at either end. Repeat the procedure with the
selector switch in the 0° position. When doing this, read
the indicated direction from the upper scale on the wind
meter, and notice that the extreme meter end deflections
are in the vicinity of 180°. If any reading during this
procedure exceeds the 5° tolerance, notify maintenance.

Exercises (293):

1. In what position is the selector switch placed to make
the battery check?

2. When you are making the battery check, what should
be the initial reading on the wind meter?

3. What should you do first if a sensor fails to check
correctly?

4. What is the checkout procedure for the
temperature/dewpoint sensor?

5. What is the purpose of checking out the wind
detector?

294. Given simulated precipitation readings, compute
the amount of precipitation or the snow depth.

Precipitation Measurement. The precipitat:on gage
consists of a plastic cylinder with a total capacity of 2
inches of liquid. It has major calibration marks at 0.1
inch intervals, and minor calibration marks at 0.02 inch
intervals. You read the amount of precipitation by
holding the cylinder vertical, with the liquid-aid interface

_ at eye level. Sight through the lowest point of the liquid
surface to the calibration marks on the far side of the
cylinder. Read the liquid level to the nearest 0.01 inch by
interpolating between minor calibration marks. Record
the reading to the nearest 0.01 inch. Liquid precipitation
freezing in the cylinder will destroy it, so remove the gage
and protect it during freezing weather.

A 36-inch folding ruler is provided with the set to
meaatre snow depth. Tilis ruler is calibrated in 0.5 inch
increments, with major divisions each inch. Your main
problem in making snow measurements is finding a
suitable site. You should select a site which is typical of
the surrounding area, and free of obstructions such as
trees, buildings, and hills. When you locate such an area,
thrust the gage vertically into the undisturbed snow until
the gage reaches the ground. Then read snow depth to the
nearest 0.5 inch. You should take readings in several
places. This increases accuracy because snow depth is
rarely uniform. Drifts, barren areas, or disturbed areas
will cause the readings to fluctuate from place to place..
Therefore, you should take several readings and average
them. The snow depth should be rounded to the nearest
inch and recorded to the nearest inch.
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Exercises (294):

1. Indicate the precipitation readings from figure 7-5.

Figure 7-5. Precipitation gauge measurements (objective 294, exercise 1).

2. Compute the snow depth from the following:
a.,Three readings in figure 7-6.

7
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Figure 7.6. Snow depth measurement (objective 294, exercise 2 a).

b. Five readings in figure 7-7.

Figure 7-7. Snow depth measurements (objective 294, exercise 2 b).
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295. Specify the procedures for obtaining wind speed
and direction.

Wind Evaluation. To measure wind speed, place the
selector switch in the OFF position, and the speed switch
in the 0-50 position. Read the wind speed from the wind
meter, letting each minor division equal 1 knot. If the
wind speed is less than 10 knots, set the speed switch in
the 0-10 position and read each minor division on the
wind meter as 0.2 knot. Because the wind speed is seldom
constant, you must mentally average the speed for 1
minute and record the reading to the nearest knot. Gust
or squall characteristics should be recorded also.

Wind direction may be determined either manually, by
reading the scale on the vertical generator housing and
the index on the transmitter housing; or electrically, by
reading the wind meter on the front panel. When you
read direction manually, each mark on the generator
housing represents 10°. Major marks are at 90° intervals,
and semimajor marks are at 30° intervals. Increments on
the front panel wind meter are the same as on the
generator housing. Notice that the meter has two scales
for direction. Because the set has breaks in the electrical
circuits for wind direction indication, two different
circuits are provided. The break points are at 0° in one
circuit, and at 180° in the other. Two positions are
provided on the selector switch, marked 180° and 0°
respectively, so you can measure direction without
encountering the breaks.

If the wind direction is primarily from the North, you
would set the selector switch to the 0° position, and read
direction from the upper direction seals. With wind
blowing primarily from the South, you set the selector
switch in the 180° position, and read direction from the
lower scale. When the wind blows from the East or West,
use either selector position and the corresponding meter
scale.

Record the wind direction to the nearest 10°. Apply
corrections for magnetic deviation for your location to
the reading, since the wind detector has been oriented to
magnetic North.

Exercises (295):

1. What is the procedure used to obtain the wind speed?

2. What is the procedure used to obtain the wind
direction from the meter if the wind is primarily from
the north?

296. specify the procedures for obtaining temperature
and dewpoint readings.

Temperature and Dewpoint Evaluation. Making
temperature and dewpoint measurements with the
TMQ-22 is relatively simple. However, before you make
these measurements, yo should expose the sensor

assembly for a few minutes at the measurement site. This
allows the assembly to reach the approximate temperature

i of the atmosphere. Failure to so expose the sensor,
especially when the storage temperature differs greatly
from the site temperature, increases the waiting time
before temperature and dewpoint readings are valid.

Temperature measurement. To take a temperature
measurement, first set the selector switch to the AIR
position. Then adjust the DEWPOINT TEMP control
until the null meter pointer is centered. If the null meter
reading remains centered for at least 30 seconds, the
temperature reading is valid. When you have a valid
reading, read the control dial to the nearest half degree

_and round this reading to the nearest degree.

Dewpoint measurement. The procedure for measuring
dewpoint differs slightly from that of measuring
temperature. Before measuring dewpoint, you must
standardize the dewpoint sensor. Do this by placing the
selector switch in the BAL position and adjusting the
BAL control knob until the wind meter pointer lines up
with the white dot located above the 15-knot mark. If you
cannot adjust the BAL control to obtain this reading,
notifypaintenance.

-Once the sensor is standardized, place the selector
switch in the DEW position. Observe the wind meter
reading. This reading should remain above the white dot
at all times, and, after a short time, deflect upward
rapidly. If the meter reading goes below the white dot,
notify maintenance. Shortly after the wind meter deflects
upward, you will obtain a stable null reading by adjusting
the DEWPOINT TEMP control. This reading is valid if
the null reading remains stable for more than 30 seconds.
Read the dewpoint from the control dial as you did the
temperature.

You should know about two peculiarities of the
TMQ-22 dewpoint sensor. First, when the dewpoint-
temperature spread is very large or when the sensor has
just been exposed to a very cold atmosphere, the sensor
will take a long time to stabilize. The best indication of
this is the behavior of the wind meter. Second, when the
indicated dewpoint is below 0° C., the indicated
dewpoint is actually the frost point. If you have an
ML-429/UM, Psychrometric Calculator, available, you
may convert the reading to true dewpoint. To do this,
enter the frost point temperature on the Ti scale located .
on the low temperature side of the calculator. Then read
the dewpoint temperature from the DP scale.

4 0
68 1

i. r

Exercises (296):
1. What selector switch position do you use to measure

temperature?

2. What is the BAL control used for?



3. What indicates that you are measuring frost point
rather than dewpoint?

4. What conditions cause the dewpoint sensor to
require a long time to stabilize?

5. List the steps, in sequence, used to make a dewpoint
measurement.

6. How long should the null meter remain stable before
you consider the dewpoint reading valid?

297. Use a barometer correction graph to correct
simulated barometric pressure readings for
temperature.

Barometric Pressure Evaluation. The barometer used

in the TMQ-22 is a rugged aneroid instrument. It is fitted
with a vent screw which must be closed when the
equipment is air transported. If the instrument is
accidentally exposed to a pressure change of more than 3
inches of mercury during air transportation, the readings
will be inaccurate for 24 hours. Before reading the
instrument, verify that the vent valve is open.

Barometer reading. The barometer pointer rotates
almost twice over the pressure range it is designed for,
with an overall accuracy of .015 inch of mercury. To
determine which scale to use, you must read the small
horizontal scale in the center of the dial face. If the
pointer on this small scale is between 18.8 and 25 inches
of mercury, read the inner scale of the large outer dial. If
the pointer is between 25 and 31.3 inches of mercury,
read the outer scale. Read the pressure to the nearest
hundredth of an inch after tapping the barometer face
lightly.

Temperature corrections. For maximum accuracy, the
barometer reading must be corrected for instrument error
caused by temperature. A correction graph is provided
for each barometer, by serial number. A typical graph is
shown in figure 7-8. This graph shows pressure
correction on the vertical axis as a function of pressure on
the horizontal axis for several standard temperatures. If
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Figure-7 -8. Typical barometer correction graph.
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the temperature of the instrument falls between the Exercises (297)
standard temperatures given, you may wish to interpolate. Use figure 7.3 to answer the following exercises.
Curves are drawn for 30° C., 25° C., 0° C and 40° C. 1. The temperature is 40° C., correct the following
The 25° C. curve is the normal instrument error, since ree;:ngs:
this temperature is close to normal room temperature. a. 30.15.
You compute temperature corrections to the nearest .005 b. 26.70.
inch. Observe the sign of the correction on the graph. c. 22.00.

To illustrate the procedure, let us suppose the pressure d. 20.00.
reading is 28.60 inches and the insirwnent temperature is
30° C. Since there is no curve for 30° C., you can
either use the curve for 40° C. or interpolate between
the 40° C. curve and the 0° C. curve. In this example, 2. The temperature is 30° C., correct the following
we will interpolate. From the graph in figure 7-8, the readings:
correction for this particular instrument is +0.036 inch a. 20.30.
at 40° C. and +0.020 inch at 0° C. Since 30° C. is b. 26.75.
three-fourths of the difference between 40' C. and 0° C., c. 29.95.
you take three-fourths of the difference between the two d. 30.35.
corrections (+0.012 inch) and add it to the 0° C.
correction. In this eumple, the total correction is
+0.032 inch. This total correction is then added to the
barometer reading (28.60 inches) to give a result of 3. The temperature is 20° C., correct the following
28.632 inches. This reading is rounded to the nearest reading:
0.005 inch for a final corrected reading of 28.630 inches a. 20.00.
of mercury. The corrected station pressure can then be b. 23.75.
converted to altimeter setting or sea-level pressure, as c. 27.00.
required, using the Pressure Reduction Computer. d. 29.00.
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Referestat
200 - I.

201 - 1.

Answers for Exercises

CHAPTER 1

(1) L2; (2) L8; (3) LI; (4) L3; (5) L4; (6) L5; (7) L6; (8)
L9; (9) L7.

(1) MI; (2) M6; (3) M2; (4) M3; (5) M7; (6) M9; (7) M4;
(8)M5; (9)M8.

202 - 1. (1) H9; (2) H3; (3) H7; (4) H 1 ; (5) H5; (6) H2; (7) H4; (8)
H6; (9) H8.

203 - 1. (1) Lenticular, M4; (2) fothnwall, L5; (3) rotor, L2.

204 - 1.
204 - 2.
204 -3.
204 - 4.
204 - 5.
204 - 6.

1468.
1070.
1930.
15 /I.
1500.
1501.

205 -1. 9 SCT 120 BNK 230 BNK.
205 - 2. 12 SCT 160 -BKN 250 -OVC.
205 - 3. -X 16 BKN 150 OVC.

206 -1. A ceiling is the height ascribed to the lowest broken or
overcast layer aloft not classified as thin, or the vertical
visibility in a surface based obscuring phenomena.

206 - 2. (1) Rotating beam ceilotneter.
(2) reiling light.
(3)Known heights of unotscured portions of abrupt,'
isolated objects within 1 tit miles of the runway.

206 - 3. Supplement scope height indications with visual
observations.

206 - 4. Use as many scope reactions as are available and average
the readings.

207 -1. Statements a, b, c, r, h, i, and j are false.
a. The height above MSL reported by a pilot must be

converted to height aboveground level.
b. The appropriate color of balloon for estimating the

height of a thin cloud layer is red.
c. The convective cloud height diagram is not suitable for

use in mountainous or hilly terrain.
f. You we at least four consecutive sweeps for

determining vertical visibility into a surface based
obscurirt phenomena.

h. Values of more than 10 times the baseline of the P.BC
or ceiling light may be used as estimated heights.
Values lea than 10 times the baseline are used as
measured heights.

i. Height indications from the RHI scope are unreliable
below 10,000 to 12,000 feet.
An , ndefinite ceiling is the distance you can see
vertically into the obscuring phenomena.

208 - 1.

208 - 2.

208 - 3.

208 - 4.

185

208 - 5.

208 - 6.

208 . 7.

208 - 8.

208 - 9.

208 -10.

a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.

b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
L
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.

8 SCT M13V BKN.
CIG 12V14.
1800.
3 -SCT M6 OVC.
VIRGA W.
172/.
1 SCT 17 SCT E24 BKN 190 BKN 420 OVC.
CBMAM W MOVG SE TCIJ E.
1963.
5 SCT 65 SCT 95 SCT E130 BKN 210 BKN 220
OVC.
TCU E ACCAS E.
1289.
17 SCT 170 SCT.
CB W ACSL E.
1940.
M2 BKN 70 BKN.
2 BKN V Ser:.
1610.
10 -SCT 33 -BKN.
K10 -SCT.
1100.
E7 BKN 70 BKN.
BRKS NE.
1610.
El 0 BKN 35 OVC.
(none).
16/ I.
E130 BKN 460 BKN.
(none).
1077.

209 - 1. 400 feet.
209 . 2. (1) When clouds are present within the measuring

capability of the set or fog is present.
(2) When either of the above conditions is forecast within 3

hours.
(3) When a local need exists.

209 - 3. Position 5-sweep should appear at 0°. Adjust with
SWEEP LENGTH control.
Position 4-sweep should appear at 90°. Adjust with
SWEEP LENGTH control.
Position 3-sweep should appear at 45°. Adjust with
VERT CENTER control.
Position 2-sweep flashes in each rectangle on the scale
(18° markers). If not repeat adjustments for position 5, 4,
aad 3.
Position 1-sweep should trace V to 90°. If not repeat
above adjustments. Adjust HORIZ GAIN control until
sweep width is about 1/8 inch wide.

209 - 4. Proceed with the calibration as listed in answer above plus
synchronize the projector and sweep.

209 - 5. One.
209 - 6. It synchronism the sweep with the projector.
209 - 7. The baseline.
209 - 8. Every fourth :sweep.
209 - 9. Every other sweep or approximately every 6 seconds.
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210.1.
210 - 2.
210 - 3.
210 - 4.

a. 62'. b. 700'.
a. 63'. b. 100'.
a. 15'. b. 100'.
a. 25' and 76°
b. 200' and 1,600'.

211 -1. At night only.
211 - 2. (1) Loosen the pendant clutch so that the pendant will

swing freely.
(2) Sight through the clinometer and center the crouton

on the brightest portion of the light beam spot on this
cloud base. For vertical visibility into obwuring
phenomena sight on the upper limit of the light beam.

(3) Lock pendant clutch without moviag clinometer or
pendant

(4) Reed the angle to =rat degree and release pendant
clutch.

(5) Repot steps 1 through 4 three times and average the
readinp.

(6) Refer to table applicable to the baseline used to obtain
the height value for the average reading.

212 -1. Col 3. 8NS085.
212 - 2. Col 3. 2ACI185 1C1190.
212 - 3. Col 3. 2FG///8ST018 Co113.CIG M018.

213 -1. b, c, f, and h are good day markets; a and g are good night
mark= d can be used at night only to estimate visibility; e
may be wed as a day marker but it poor because of its
color.

214 -1. The greatest distance that known objects can be seen and
Identified throughout half or more of the horizon
surrounding the station.

214 - 2. When your station is such that your view of portions of two
horizon is obstructed

214 - 3. Eight. N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW.
214 - 4. Column 4, I V; Column 13, VSBY 5/ 8V I'/s.
214 - 5. (1) When sector visibility differs from prevailing visibility.

(2) When the sector visibility is less than 3 miles.
214 - 6. TwR VSBY 2 should be enured in column 13.
214 - 7. Sectors are listed in a clockwise direction.
214 - 8. Yes, if you consider it operationally significant.
214 - 9. a. Column 4: 6.

b. Column 4: 3; Colt= 13: VSBY SE2.

215 -1. When the tranaminivity is lea than 15 percent.
215 - 2. The HIGH setting inmates the reading by a multiple of 5.

If you do not divide by 5 you will have an erroneous RVR
computation.

215 - 3. a. Date113505 and initials, RVR 2,000'.
b. Date/1755 and initials, RVR 2,200'.
c. Date/1715 and initials, RVR
d. Date/1915 and initials, RVR 2,200'.

215 -4. RVR 1,000'.

216 - I. The transoissiometer is on at all times. The computer is
turned co wben the visibility Is 2 miles or has, *hen
visibility is forecast to be 2 miles or less within 3 hours, or
a local need exists.

216 - 2. Every 51 seconds.
216 - 3. Put the background toggle swirl: to ON and release.
216 - 4. It Is displayed in hundreds of feet on the primary

Indicator.
216 - 5. Appro:dmately 1 minute.

217 - I.

217 - 2.

217 - 3.

a. RI5VR60+.
b. R15VR60+ .
c. RVR60+.
a. RO9VR10-.
b. RO9VR10-.
c. RVRIO- .
a. R15LVR45.
b. R 1 5LVR45.

186

217 - 4.

217 - 5.

c. RVR4S.
a. RVRNO.
b. RVRNO.
c. RVRNO.
a. R15VR18.
b. R15VR18.
c. RVR18.

218 -1. a. 1/2; b. 0800; c. R 18VR 1 0; d. R0300.
218 - 2. a. 7; b. 9999; c and d (no entry).
218 - 3. a. 4; b. 6000; c. RO3VR60; d. R1830.
218 . 3. a. 1/4; b. 0400; c. R36VRIO; d. R0300.

CHAPTER 2

219 - I. Flume( cloud.
219 - 2. Waterspout.
219 - 3. Tornado.
219 - 4. a. (no entry); b. PILOT FUNNEL CLOUD 25 SW OF

MOVG NEF 1630.
219 . 5. a. TORNADO; b. TORNADO W MOVG NE.
219 - 6. a. (no entry) b. FUNNEL CLOUD B30E35 NE DISPTD.

220 -1. When hail is falling or lightning is observed in the
immediate vicinity of your station and the local noise level
prevents you from hearing the thunder.

220 - 2. a. T+A; b. T+ OVHD MOVG SE OCNL LTGCC FOT
LTGQ3 SE HLSTO 11/i.

220 - 3. a. (no entry) b. T B30E55 MOVD E OCNL LTGCC.

221 - I. Rain and drizzle.
221 - 2. Liquid precipitation that falls and freezes upon impact

with objects on the surface or in flight.
221- 3. (1) Ice pellets; (2) mow gains; (3) snow, (4) bail; (5) ice

crystals; (6) snow pellets.

222 -1. Continuous, intermittent, and showery.
222 - 2. Continuous.
222 - 3. Showery.
222 - 4. Intermittent.
222 - 5. Showery.
222 - 6. (1) Heavy rain; (2) heavy mew; (3) moderate ice Pei le's;

(4) light rain; (5) light drizzle.

223 - I. Insert the dry measuring stick into the tube, withdraw the
stick after 2 or 3 seconds, and read the precipitation depth
to the nearest .01 of an inch at the top of the wet portion of
the stick. (Be sure to empty the gage.)

223 - 2. Remove the collector-funnel unit and measuring tube.
223 - 3. Pour a measured amount of warm water into the overflow

..rya ao melt thz solid precipitation, pour the melted liquid
into the measuring tube, measure the total amount, and
subtract the amount of wenn water used.

223 - 4. 2.10.
223 - 5. 0.15.
223 - 6. 0.44.

224 - I. a. app00; b. appl 2; c. app03 TWO.
224.2. a. 90405; b. No entry required; c. 90499 90412.
224 3. a. No entry required; b. 20012; c. 21002.

225 - I. Fog, ground fog, blowing snow, ice fog, and blowingspray.
225 - 2. Dust, blowing dust, blowing sand, haze, and smoke.
225 - 3. a. Fog; b. drifting mow; c. blowing sand; d. smoke.

226.1. a. (I) 8: (2) T., (3) T 10 NE MOVG E OCNL LTGIC
RWU NE.

b. (1)1; (2)5-BS: (3)VSBY N 3/4 W 1/2.
c. (1)0; (2)2R -SF; (3) R22VR12 Fl VSBY NE 1/16.
d. (1)4; (2) BD: (3) TWR VSBY 6.



227 -1.

228 - I.
228 I
228 - 1
228.4.
228 -5.

229 - I.

230. I.

230 - 2.
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Figure I. Answers for objective 227, exercise I.

CHAPTER 3 231 -1.

Sea level pressure.
Altimeter setting.
Aneroid barometer.
Statior. pressure. 232 - 1.
Microbarograph.

(I) Mercurial barometer; (2) aneroid barometer; (3)
microbarograph; (4) mercurial barometer; (5)
microbarograph; and (6) aneroid barometer.

232

232

- 2.

- 3.

Read the attached thermometer, adjust the mercury to the
zero level, adjust the vernier scale, and read the scales. 232 - 4.
A. 29.236; B. 29.27: , C. 30.128. 232 - 5.

, 187

Apa.

a. OB BAR 29.575, SP 29.570.
b. OB BAR 29.860, SP 29.870.
c. OB BAR 29.215, SP 29.220.
d. OB BAR 28.920, SP 28.910.

At the time the 6-hourly correction is determined. Move
the pen up and down the chart to make the time-check line
the length of two chart divisions.
When the chat error is 15 minutes off (one-fourth of a
chart division). Turn the cylinder until the time is in
agreement.
When the barograph correction exceeds .050 inch. Slowly
turn the adjusting knob on top of the pressure element
housing until the pen is at the correct station pressure.
Every 8 days.
Every 4 days.



233 - 1.
. 233 - 2.

233 - 3.
233 - 4.
233 - 5.

29.170.
29.210.
±.000.
29.195.
The barograph correction must be reset to zero.

234 -1. Make 10 consecutive hourly comparisons, then twice daily
at 6-hourly intervals for 5 days.

234 - 2. Make two comparisons at 6-hourly intervals on the same
day each weft..

234 - 3. Read the attached thermometer to nearest .5° F. and
record in column 4 of AWS Form 85; read the mercurial
barometer and record in column 5, read the aneroid
barometer and record in column 9, compute and apply the
total correction to column 5 entry and enter in column 6;
determine the correction that must be applied to column 9
entry to make it agree with column 6 and enter in column
10; after 10 consecutive readings, add the corrections in
column 10 and enter with comparison numbers in column
11; divide by 10 and enter average correction in column
12; apply average correction to latest column 9 entry and
enter in column 15; and compute the difference between
column 15 and column 6 and enter in column 16.

234 - 4. Disregard and make another comparboh
234 - 5. Discontinue use of aneroid and notify the intermediate

level maintenance personnel.

235 -1. a. Col 59, 1154; col 60, 70.0; col 61, 29.100; col 62,
.120; col 63, 28.980; col 64, 28.985; col 65, .005. `,

b. Col 59, 1753; cot 60, 71.5; col 61, 29.858; col 62,
.127; col 63, 29.731; col 64, 29.710; col 65 +.020.

c. Col 59, 0547; col 60, 72.0; col 61, 28.694; col 62,
.124; col 63, 28.570; col 64, 28.565; col 65, + .005.

d. Col 59, 1157; col 60, 71.0; col 61, 29.733; col 62,
.125; col 63, 29.608; col 64, 29.605; col 65, + .005.

236 -1. Using side 1 of the computer, set the P index to the current
station pressure on the P scale (inches), determine the "r"
value for your station using the table supplied with the
computer and the 12-hour mean temperature, align the
cursor with the derived "r" value, read the sea level
pressure in millibars under the cursor on the "o" scale.

236 - 2. a. 995.1 mb; b. 1009.4 mb; c. 992.7 mb.

237 -1. a. 29.84; b. 29.65; c. 29.99.
237 - 2. a. 29.40; b. 30.79; c. 29.19; d. 31.03; e. 29.83.
237 - 3. (1) Obtain the station pressure to the nearest 0.005 inch.

(2) Using side 2 of the computer, set the P-index to the
obtained station pressure value on either the P or
P.A.S. scale, as appropriate.

(3) Align the cursor over the station elevation on the H-
scale.

(4) Under the cursor on the P or the P.A.S. scale
(whichever is appropriate) read the indicated altimeter
setting value to the nearest hundredth of an inch.

-
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238 -1. a. PRESRR, b. PRES UNSTDY, c. PRESFR.
238 - 2. a. 514; b. 220; c. 500; d. 399 99112; e. 841.

239 -1.
239 - 2.
239 - 3.

80° to +130° Fahrenheit.
50° to +90° Fahrenheit.

a. CoI7, 90; col 8, 71.
b. Col 7, 23; col 8, 25.
c. Col 7,109; col 8, 97.
d. Col 7,-36; col 8 (-40).
e. Col 7,65; col 8,65.

240 -1. Statements b, c, and e are false.
b. The wet-bulb wick should be changed at least once a

week in areas subject to dust.
c. Precooled water should be used.
e. When precipitation is occurring the dry-bulb

temperature must be read prior to ventilation.

241 - 1. Stand in the shade facing the wind and swing the
instrument at the rate of 2 revolutions per second; ventilate
for 15 seconds and read the wet-bulb; ventilate for 10
seconds and read the wet-bulb; continue at 10-second
intervals until successive readings are within 1° then
ventilate at 5-second intervals; continue until two
consecutive readings show no further decrease, and then
quickly read first the wet -bulb and then the dry bulb to the
nearest 0.1° F. (If precipitation is occurring, the dry bulb
must be read before ventilating.)

242 -1. Determine which side of the calculator to use; set the 0°
index on the D-wale opposite the wet-bulb temperature on
the "Ti" scale if the wet-bulb wick is ice covered; or
opposite the DP-scale if the wick is unfrozen; move the
cursor to the wet-bulb depression along the appropriately
colored D scale; then, read the dewpoint on the DP scale
under the cursor hairline.

243 - 1. a. 3.4; b. 0.7; c. 1.3; d. 7.4;e. 1.7.
243 - 2. 61.7.

244 - 1.

245 - 1.
245 - 2.
245 - 3.

246 - 1.
246 - 2.
246 - 3.

Statements a, b, c, and e are false.
a. The GMQ-11 can operate only two readouts.
b. The wind indicator has only one speed range from 0 to

120 knots.
c. The major advantage of the GMQ-20 over the

GMQ-11 is that it can handle 10 readouts.
e. The recorder chart is changed only as necessary to

prevent loss of record.

240 at 6 knots.
195 at 26 knots.
CALM.

24 gusts to 36 knots.
20 squalls to 42 knots.
Yes.
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CHAPTER 4

Figure 7 Answers for objective 247, exercixs 1 through 3.

248 1. a. Wrong order of entry in colt= 5; column 12 should
be altered in three digits-992.

b. Intensity of snow not in agreement with visibility,
column 12 should be entered in three digits-995.

c. A 3- hourly observation requires an entry in column 6;
dewpoint can never be higher than the temperature.

d. Column S should be T+RW because of winds more
than 50 knots.

e. No intensity is assigned to hail; column 12 should be
entered in three digits-002.

f. Visibility of 6 miles or leas requires an entry in column
5; also requires entries in columns 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and
12.

248 - 2. a. Need three digits for wind direction; column 4B does
not agree with column 4A, 48 should also be in four
digits-0800; should have entries in columns 4C and
4D; column 5A should be HZ, column SB should be as
entered in column 5A; height of cloud in the sky
condition column is wrongshould reed 5SC030;

189

column 12 should be entered in four digits-2992; the
Remarks column should have a ceiling remark.

b. Enter wind direction as 00 for calm wind; column 413
should bt in four digits; column 12 should be entered
in four digits; the Remarks column requires no remark
for ceilings above 3,000 feet.

c. Column 11 must exceed column 10 by 5 knots to be
entered; column 4B /ion not agree with column 4A;
column 12 should be entered in four digits; the
Remarks column does not require a CIG NO remark
unless total sky coves. is 5/8 cc more column 13 should
be a PRESRR remark.

d. Enx wind direction in three digits, windspeed should
be in two digits; column 4B is entered in four digits;
column SA should be FG, column SB should be as
entered in SA; column 12 should be entered in four
digits.

e. Column 10 should be entered in two digits; column 48
does not agree with 4A; column SA should be BEM,
column SB should be as entered in SA; column 12
should be entered in four digits the Remarks column
needs a ceiling remark.

248 - 3. RADAT 84M019045056/2.
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1250 -1. 1. RS, barly observation.
2. SP, ice pellets began.
3. I. (no specified requirement).
4. SPonow began.
5. SP, ice pellets ended.
6. RS, ceiling increased to 500' and hourly observation.
7. SP, ceiling demised to less than 500'.
8. SP, ceiling incensed to above 1,000' .
9. SP, ceiling decreased to less than 1,000', ice pellets

began.
101. (no specified requiranent).
11.SP, leipelletiiiuTid,frealitg- precipitation began.
12. SA, hourly observation.
13.SP, freezing precipitation ended, precipitation began.
14. L (no specified requirement).
15.SP, precipitation ended.
16.SP, ceiling increased to above 1,000'.
17.SP, precipitation began.
18.RS, hourly observation visibility increased to 1 mile,

thunderstorm began.
19.SP, visibility increased to 2 miles.
20. SP, visibility decreased to teas than 1'/: miles.

21.SP, hail began, visibility decreased to lest than 1 mile.
22.SP, hail ended.
23.RS, hourly observation, visibility increased to miles

and ceiling increased to 1,500 feet.
25.SP, thunderstorm ended.
26.1. (no specified requirement).
27.SP, precipitation ended.
28. SA, hourly observatice.

250 - 2. 1. SA, hourly observation.
2. SP, precipitation began, ceiling decreased to less than

3,000'.
3. SA, hourly observation.
4. SP, thunderstorm began, ceiling decreased to less than

5. SP, windowed doubled, thunderstorm increased in
intensity.

6. RS, hourly observation, thunderstorm ended, ceiling
increased to greater than 3,000'.
RS, haul), observation, precipitation ended.

251 - 1.

1. DATE/TIME RECEIVEDPIREP 22/2256 (z
LOCATION 02Z5C.TENT OF PHENOMENA 3. TIME 011Sr Vey)

NW DDC. ( XI
4. PHENOMENA AND ALTITUDE

BM N -5 1- N TSTMS 30 BKN 3115 ()GNI. LTG CCCG

S. AIRCRAFT

59
TYPE

S. ONLY IV DIFFERENT FROM FL * a Y. ONLY IF CAT IS [PORTICOLciend . *. SPACE SYNSOL,

(U) UA-0-/OV-i- DDC 3/ 5 04/3- 4, 2.22 if -P-FL-10- WYK /TN. 7 -3 er
OF PHENOMENA 3-LTR (DENT RAOIAL OISTANCE TIME (U KLT LYL TYPE ACFT

/TA-0.-

"c.

'Asp TYPO LOCATION

/S1(4". 0.30 BA' N .V45
I TEMPERATURESASE AMOUNT TOP /SASETOP /SASE AMOUNT TOP/ETC.CLOUD

/WV -IP- /Tit-a- /IC-0-
INTENSITY A . INT NSI V TYP ALTITU

/R).4.40- 13A-W .N -5 1.. N. 7.5 TM S OCNL. LT G C.CC G
(Post hasordoux Wastant entered (Iat) .REMARKS PLAIN TEXT

6. EVALUATION FOR DISSEMINATION For A, B. old C "X" sipp p a ) D. INITIALS
FOITR 00 VRA. LOCAL DISSEMINATION S. LONGLINC DISSEMINATION

E3 C1

`SOS FOR USE IN SURFACE
SERVATiON .

OM C Y
eril /1,11.AMTS oFEr7M6 12 PREVIOUS COITION WILL SE USED.

Figure 5. Answer for objective 251, exercise 1.

CHAPTER 5

252 -1. If needed, altificial respiration must be started as quickly
as possible; treat for shock by loosening tight clothing and
removing bulky itenaK keep the victim warm; if the person
is conscious, give warm coffee, tea, or cocoa, but never
alcohol; if oxygen is available, give it to the person; If the
person is unconscious, place the person on the stomach
with the face turned to one side.

252 - 2. Call medical aid immediately, protect the victim against
shock and infection (do not attempt to remove any clothes
that may be stuck to the burned arca), and make the victim
comfortable.

253 - 1.

253-2.
253-3.
253-4.

254 - 1.

254 - 2.
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4L4

It reduces the chance that the stronger echoes will be
written too dark to erase, therefore &s wing the scope.
To make sure the set is not damaged.
Others may not know how to operate It correctly.
To prevent injury.

The radar sends out a short pulse of energy which is
intercepted and reflected by the target. The returned signal
is amplified and displayed on the radar scope. The time
duration between the emitted and returned signal measures
the dbtimce to the target.
The radio signal amused by the radar travels at the speed of
tight install cOhe !Peed of PPS!. The .4.01.1 a the III4ar

a



travels in a directional beam rather than in all directions
as sound does.

255 - I. a. Pulse length affects the minimum range of the set,
because the transmitter must be shut off by the time the
reflected signal returns.

b. Pulse repetition frequency affects the maximum range.
c. The signal must have time to return to the set before the

next pulse is transmitted. Antenna motion would affect
the maximum range of the set, but ONLY if it turned
too fast for the signal to return be the antenna
moved. This is NOT the case.

255 - 2. Pulse length may be maimed in units of time it takes the
x- Aar to send one pulse (expressed in microseconds) or in
units of distance from the front edge to the back edge of the
pule (expressed in mean).

_ . .
. -

4 256 - I. A short wavelength would be scattered and blocked by
heavy precipitation and thus be attenuated more than a
long wavelength.

236 - 2. Five centimeters.

257 - I . Beamwidth, beam illumination, and beam height.
257 - 2. A correction for beamwidth must be subtracted for height

determinations. Beam illumination affects the presentation
so that the smallest echo that can be resolved by a radar is
the volume fixed by the beamwidth and one-half the pulse
length. Since the height of the beam is not the same
elevation above the earth's surface throughout its
maximum range, a correction for beam height must be
added to cloud height estimates.

258 - I. a. Range resolution; b. Bearing resolution; c. Elevation
resolution.

258 - 2. a. No; b. Yes; c. Yes.

259 - I. Superrefraction (possible ducting) would be most likely to
occur.

259.2. Subrefraction may occur under these conditions if
precipitation is not occurring.

260 -1. Drople size and wavelength of the radar.
260 - 2. 1:1,000,000.

261 - I . The echo at 100 miles would appear much weaker.
261 - 2. To make echoes of equal reflectivity at different ranges

appear with equal intensity and definition.

262 - I. For a cloud having a liquid water content of I gram per
cubic meter, the attenuation is approximately 10 times the
amotun of a moist atmosphere.

262 - 2. The precipitation attenuation would be approximately 8
times the cloud attenuation.

263 - I. Normally not.
263 - 2. Ground clutter echoes normally have sharper, more well

defined edges than a cloud.
263 - 3. Asa moving spiral pattern on the PPI.

264 - I . (I) f, h, i; (2)8..il (3) b, k; (4) a. b; (5) d; (6)c, e.

265 - I. (1)8; (2) b; (3)a: (4) (5)e; (6)f; (7)c; (P)h.
265 - 2. (I ) d, e; (2)c; (3) b; (4) a; (5) f.
265 - 3. (I )d; (2)c; (3)e; (4)f; (3)b; (6)1A (7)8L

266 - I. It permits a comparison of echo intensity by the gain
reduction method.

266 - 2. It allows echoes of equal reflectivity at different range, to
appear with equal intensity and definition.

266 - 3. It permits echoes of very high reflectivity, which are

surrounded by echos of risodentely high refiadvity, babe
displayed dem*.

266 - 4. It Mots the target pattern until ft is deliberately erased.

267 -1. Draw a red line thrthgh the erroneous data and enter the
coact data *bon it in red pencil.

267 - 2. Enter the date for the first observation on the page and for
the first oteervtion of each new day on the page.

267 - 3. They become a inn of the National Weather records.

268 -1. Take the hourly observation as near 33 minutes after the
hour as possible.

268 - 2. When echos of special interest are first observed and then
at 10 and 33 minutes after each hour as long as the echoes
meet special criteria.

268 - 3. Any 6 (idle 13 requinments listed in table
268 - 4. Any 3 of the 7 classed as severe in table 5-1.

269 -1.
269 - 2.
269 - 3.

CELLS.
LN 6.
AREA 5.

270 -1. Thunderstorms, TRW.
270 - 2. Steady rain, R.

271-1.
271-2.
271-3.
271-4.
271-5.

1271-6.

272 -1.
271 - 2.
272.3.
272 - 4.
272 - 5.
272 - 6.

Very strong (+ +).
Extreme 00C).
Strong (+).
Vey strong ( + +).
Moderate (no entry).
Strong (+).

Increasing ( +).
Domaine (- ).
No change (NC)
Decreasing (- ).
Increasing ( +).
New echo (NEW).

273 - I. 5/30 135/35.
273 - 2. 320/23.
273 - 3. 340/35 15/30 270/12 280/32.

274 - I . A line 12 miles wide, 12W.
274 - 2. An area with approximately a 10 mile diameter, D I O.

275 - I. 22!5.
275 - 2. 3216.

276 - I. 835 LN 5TRW+ +/+ 345/50 295/43 200/53 25W L2745
310 330/45.

276 - 2. 2235 AREA 10R/NC 100/53 115/57 185/59 207/57
230/25 100/28 0000 0150.

277 - 1, a. A; b. A; c. M; d. e. A; f.0'. h. A; 0;

278 - I. Less than 0.3 inch.
278 - 2. No. MOST TOPS BLO 250 should indicate mostly

rainsbowen.
278 - 3. More than 2.5 inches.

279 - I. Intensities of 1, 3, and 5.
279 - 2. The movement for an area is indicated by a windshaft for

direction and barbs for speed. The cell movement is .

indicated by an arrow for direction and number for speed.
279 - 3. LM means little movement.
279 - 4. SLD (solid) is plotted on the chart to indicate lines with

coverage of patter than 8 tends.
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280 - 2. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
t.

281 1. a.
b.

c.

d.
e.
f.

282 - I. a.
b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

8.

Tornado.
Tornado.
Severe thunderstorm and large hail.
Tornado and large hail.
Hail 1/2 inch or more in diameter.
Tornadoes with large hail.

Severe thunderstorms and hail.
Severe thunderstorms with hail at the surface; tornado
if associated with hook, finger, or protrusion on thei-
- 1.

Spike-indicates hail shafts associated with intense
thunderstorms.
Severe thunderstorms, tornado, hail.
(Same as behove).
Severe thunderstorms with large hail and possible
tornado (this criteria is not as good as is penetration of
the tropopause).

This is the echo often associated with severe weather.
Tornadoes, severe thunderstamr, hail and high winds.
Potential tornadoes or severe thunderstorms depending
on echo tops.
Tornadoes, severe thunderstorms, and hail, if echoes
are strong or very strong.
Severe thunderstorms, tornadoes, and bail are
indicated at point of intersection.
Potential tornado, sever thunderstorm, and hail,
depending on echo intensity.
Tornadoes, severe thunderstorms, and hail.

283 - 1. a. Thunderstorm.
b. Tornado.
c. Hail.
d. Tornado.

284 - 1. Hurricanes may have all of the other severe weather
associated with it.

284 - 2. The appearance of the outer band, often in the nature of a
squall line some 200 miles from the center of the
hurricane.

284 - 3. The precipitation bands which spiral out from the wall
cloud of a hurricane.

284 - 4. Either by the appearance of an echo-free eye or by using a
spiral overlay.

284 - 5. In the prehurric-ane squall line or the wall cloud.
284 - 6. The violent wind squalls are emaciated with the echoes of

the spiral band or the echoes forming the wall cloud.

285 - 1. A collection of photographs of locally observed radar echo
patterns.

285 - 2. (1) Typical weather echo patterns.
(2) Severe weather echo patterns.
(3) Normal, "fixed" echo patterns.
(4) Anomalous propagation echo patterns.

286 -1. Mount the camera so that it is aligned with the PPI scope
and immobile, and hold the shutter of the camera open
while the antenna makes two complete revolutions.

286 - 2. Mount the camera so that it is aligned with the RHI scope
and immobile and hold the shutter of the camera open
while the antenna makes two complete vertical sweeps in
automatic elevation.

286- 3. Mount the camera so it is aligned with the A/R scope and
immobile and hold the shutter of the camera open for
approximately five seconds.

287 - 1. Statements a and d are false.
a. Angels appear on the PPI scope as incoherent echoes.
d. Thin lines echoes are frequently observed in advance d

squall lines or a thunderstorm complex.

194

CHAPTER 6

288 -1. Statements a, b, e, h, 1, and n represent photographic
sensors. Statements c, d, f, g, and j represent IR sensors.
Statements i, k, and m represent both maws.

289 - 1. (1)b; (2)f; (3)g; (4)c, (5)11, h, i; (6)d, i.

290.1. (1) a; (2)11; (3) b; (4) d; (5)g; (6) c; (7) f; (8) a (9) j; (10)1;
(11)m; (12) k; (13) i.

CHAPTER 7

291 - 1. (1)b,c,d; (2)1; (3)e; (4)g,11; (5)e; (6)f.

292 - I . Statements c, d, and e are false.
c. The senior should be hung from a support, away from

nonrepresentative heat and moisture sources, such as
your body.

d. The wind vane assembly will lock into the generator
housing only if the flat side is on the right side when you
face the rear of the generator housing.

e. The precipitation gage spike should be forced into the
ground, not driven in, in a vertical position to insure
that the measurement is representative.

293 -1. DEW.
293 - 2. Higher than the white dot.
293 - 3. Check that the cable connections are clean and tight.
293 - 4. Set the seleccar switch to AIR, rotate the DEP/POINT

TEMP control until the null meter centers, and continue
to adjust the control until the null meter remains centered
for 20 to 30 seconds; then, rotate the control 5' higher; the
meter should deflect two or more divisions to the right. To
check the dewpoint circuits, turn the selector switch to the
BAL position and adjust the BAL control until the wind
meter needle reaches the white dot; then turn the selector
switch to DEW and adjust the DEWPOINT TEMP control
until the null meter remains centered for 20 to 30 seconds.
The indicated temperature (dewpoint) should be lower
than the temperature obtained with the selector set at AIR.

293 - 5. To test the wind detector, turn the selector to OFF and the
speed switch to the 0-10 position. Hold the detector
generator housing in one hand and spin the propeller in a
clockwise direction. The meter should deflect upscale.
Repeat this procedure with the speed switch in the 0-50
position. To check the direction circuits, set the selector
switch to the 180' position and the speed switch to the
0.10 position and align the 90' Index over the index mark
on the generator housing; the wind meter should indicate
90° on the lower direction scale. Change the speed switch
to 0-50 position; this should have no effect on the reading.
Repeat this procedure by aligning the 180', 270°, and
360° indexes over the index mark on the generator
housing. Repeat this procedure with the selector switch in
the 0° position and read the direction from the upper scale
on the wind meter. If any direction is more than 5° off,
notify maintenance.

294 -1. a. 0.10 inch; b. 1.04 inches; c. 0.79 inch.
294 - 2. a. 5 inches; b. 3 inches.

295.1. Place the selector switch in the OFF position and the speed
switch in the 0-50 position. Read the speed from the wind
meter, letting each minor division equal 1 knot. If the
speed is less than 10 knots, set the speed switch in the 0.10
position and read the scale letting each minor division
equal 0.2 knot. Read and record to the nearest knot of
swerve speed.

295 - 2. Set the selector switch to the 0' position and read the
direction from the upper direction scale to the nearest 10°.

ti
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296 - 1. AIR.
296 - 2. The BAL control standardizes _se dewpoint sensor.
296 - 3. The temperature measured for the dewpoint is OT or

below. *,

296 - 4. The sensor takes a long time to stabilize when the dewpolnt
is very low or when the sensor has been brought out of a
heated area Into aver cold location.

296 - 5 a. Set the selector twitch to BAL.
b. Adjust the BAL control until the wind meter needle

lines up with the white dot
z. Set the selector switch to the DEW position.

1984-746-037/2215 MMUS ,A1.( 843493)1200

417

d. Adjust the DEWPOINT TEMP control unit until the
null meter needle centers.

e. When the null meter remains centered for 20 to 30
seconds, record the reading from the dial of the,
DEWPOINT TEMP control.

296 - 6. 20 to 30 seconds.

297 -1. a. 30.185; b. 26.725; c. 21.960; d. 19.945.
297 - 2. a. 20.520; b. 26.750; c. 29.930; d. 30.325.
297 - 3. a. 19.965; b. 23.750; c. 27.030; d. 29.030.
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1. Cuinutus

L2

2. Ctimiilui'ooiigestii".

L3

4. Cumulonimbus calvus.

L6

7. Stratus.

L8

4,- . 4
.ttt"

10. Cumulus congestus and strAtocumulus.

L4
41,"Ap.i...zAzt447,4;;JIL\7.17rAr174717"7::

'''..411101144 t. `

Mien*" r.
SS

5. Stratocumulus cumulogenitus.

L7

MO MID ail

5

8. Cuniului fractui of bad weather.

L9 I.

01:4,4, _

11. Cumulonimbus capillatus.

L2

3. Cumulus congestus.

419

L5 L8 L9

6. Stratocumulus. 9. Cumulus humilis and stratocumulus.

E3

12. Cumulonimbus capillatua.

25.85

Foldout 1. International low cloud types.
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22. Altocumulus floccus.

14. Altristraturopacus. 17. Altocumtilui trcuisluchfui Undulatus. 20. Altocumulus duplicatus.

M3

421

15. Altocumulus translucidus.

M6

YC

:;-Pf131';" ,"-

18. Altocumulus cumulogenitus.

M7 ,

qr "A'ASti,),%.'..9.. ." -;...., 4;r
3",1s.4; ',....., :41

21. Altocumulus opacus.

M9

23. Altodunaulus castellanus.

24. Altocumulus of a chaotic sky. 25.11

Foldout 2. International middle cloud t



Z :24- )1

H3

H1

26. Ctrrutilth4tiiiiloWais.-''''

H 5

8.,Cirrurspissa aurn onimbegenitue.

A-

31. Cirrus below 45°.

H8

34. Cirrostratus not covering the whole sky.

H3

H2 H4

27. Cirrus spissatus.

423

. ...S.,'

291 Cirrus spissatus mirialoniinbogenitus.

30. Cirrus uncinus.

H 6

vr.

32. Cirrus above 45°.

H8

35. Cirrostratus not covering the whole sky.

H 7

33. CirMstratus covering the whole sky.

H9
t,,".i-k

?

36. Cirrocumulus.

25.87

Foldout 3. International high cloud typei
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t ASRIDOE0 FORM FOR MILITARY USE)

"TITU" LONOITVOt STATION ILIEVATION IRO

rity(NSI.1

TINE SW/V(11MS Nal TO MS

Nei ..
tooGMT), tMTI

o ' Hap
Dm

OAT (1ST) MONTS TEAS STATION AND STAY[ ON COUNTRY

T

p TIME
(NM

(5)

SKY CONDITION

(3)

PULS
VSBY

(WHO

(4)

WEATHER
AND

ORSTNS
TO VISION

le)

SEA
LEVEL

PRES
(no)

(11)

um,
MO

(7)

DEW..
POINT
(0 )I

(0)

WIND A) US

""h")
1121

,,..........,....p.masiREMARKS AND SUPPLEMENTARY CODED DATA
DESIRED ORDER OF ENTRY RVR,SFC based obsc phenomena,remarks eluborotIng

on preceding coded data 3-and 6- hourly additive data,
radical:ode data, runway conditions, weather modification (us)

STATION
PRESSURE

tiveml)

tat

TOTAL

BR7
00140

320

01111

INIT

pat

MTN
(Imo)

(91

SPEED

(1u41()

(tai

CHAAA0
TEN

WHOfii)_II)

.__.

....--------'""'''-----------------lib

SYNOPTIC DATA
STATION PRESSURE COMPUTATION

SUMMA NT OF THE DAY , NOTES, AND MISCELLANEOUS PHENOMENA 1105

54..10 MAX
TEMP WI

ISO

2414/1 MIN
TEMP VT)

(V)
ACTIVE !NWT AND EQUIP CHANGE

TIME (GMT)
I41)

TIMEILGn
(42)

NC.

,.,'''''

PRECIP
(41t)

OW

MOW
PALL

OM

maw
DEPTH

(441)

tiNt
lgd TI

p.my
DO

111,t
leNTI

IIII
IK.

TIME (NM (51)
MIO MT)
to

MIO tOt

PRECIP
(4014,Ewe)
MI

SNOW
PALL

OM

SNOW
DEPTH

(7a)
X ATT THERM (GO)

*/I/ MI MI) Inn (41)

111 TOTAL CORR (42)
PEAK WIND

131 STA PUSS (413) SPEED
Wool
111)

OMUTA
Ittoot
111)

TIME
(CUT)
1115

141 BAROGRAPH (14)

WO ILSTI MHO (1ST) SARK CORR ter

AWS JAN 10 pRgv al
I): U.S. G.P.O. 1980-665-139/17

Foldout 4. Blank AWS Form 10 (objective 249, exercise 1).
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FEDERAL METEOROLOGICAL FORM 1-10 SURFACE WEATHER OBSERVATIONS

(METAR/SPECI FORM FOR MILITARY USE)

A711 u0E LONCITunE STATION ELEVATION(1.9

Feet(MSL)

to 0M7) +

TIME cONvERSioNaar
Era

- firs

mAG To TRUE
D.g
Mg

0Ay(LST) MONTH YEAR

19

STATION I STATE OR COUNTRY

T

Y

P
E

111

TIME

(GMT)
(2)

o1r40 VISIBILITY WEATHER AND
OBSTRUCTIONS TO

VISION

SKY CONDITION

(3)

TEMP

(o C)

(7)

Oliw-
POINT

(0 C)

(S)

ALSTG

(inches)

(12)

REMARKS ANO SUPPLEMENTAL CODED DATA

(All Noma GMT. DESIRED ORDER OF ENTRY:
Cetltng het ht, other remarks elaborating precoding
data, coded additive data group (if specified) radio-
sonde data runway conditions, weather modification.)

(13)

STATION

PRESSURE
(inches)

(17)

TOTAL

SKY
COVER

Q1)

013S
INIT

(15)

0
R

C
7
N

(true)
(9)

3
P

E
E
D

(knots)
(10)-

MAX
WINO

(knots)
(II)

PREVAILING
RUNWAY

VISUAL RANGE

L
E

S

( A)

M
E

7
E

"5
(4B)

LOCAL

(feet or
mites)

(4C)

LONG-

LINE
(meters)

(40)

LOCAL

(6A)

LONG-

LINE

(38)

I I I

I

I 1 I
I I I

I I I

I I

I I t
I I I

I I I

I

I I I

I

I

I I I

I I I"I
I I

i I I

I I I

1 I i

I I

I

I

1....-

IIIIIIIIIIIM

1111., /IdAll
Ilift AM" I I

4SYNOPTIC DATA STATION PRESSURE COMPUTATION --111MMAEYQELISECIAY
ACTIVE RNWY AND

EQUIP CHANGE

REMARKS NOTES. AND MISCELLANEOUS PHENOMENA (90)
24-HR MAX
TEMP (oC)

(66)

24-HR MIN
TEMP (oC)

Ift71

TIME (GMT)
(41)

TIME (LST)
(42)

(431

PRECIP

v)i
(44

SNOW
FALL

(45)

SNOW
DEPTH

(46)

TIME (GMT) (59)

TIME

(GMT)

RNWY

NO

TIME

(GMT)

RNWY

NO

MID (LST) MIC) to:

A TT THERM (60)
PRECIP
Materquiv)
(eel

SNOW
FA LL
(69)

SNOW
DEPTH

(70)
0133R VO BAR (61)

TOTAL CORR (62) PEAK WIND

SPEED
(knots)

1711

ORcTN
(live)

(72)

TIME
(GMT)

(73)
STA PRESS (63)

BAROGRAPH (64)

1410 (LS7) 4,0 (LST)
'

- BARR CORR (65)

AWS
Lop77.44.0

lOa PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE G.P.O. 1980-665-139/

Fnlignut S. Blank AWS Form lOa (objective 249, exercise 2).
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FEDERAL METEOROLOGICAL FORM 1-10 SURFACE WEATHER OBSERVATIONS

(METAR/SPECI FORM FOR MILITARY USE)

LATITUDE LONGITUDE STATION ELEVATIONOil

froot(MSL)

TIME CONVERSION(LST
to GMT) + lira

Hr.

MAO TO TRUE
Deg
Deg

DAY(LST) MONTH YEAR

le

STATION STATE OR COUNTRY

T

Y

P
E

jv

TIME

GM(T)
(2)

WINO VISIBILITY WEATHER AND
ONSTRUC" '1:1NS TO

VISION

SKY CONDITION

LIP

TEMP

(o C)

17/

DEW.

POINT

(o C)

(II

ALIITG

(inches)

(12)

REMARKS A NO SUPPLEMENTAL CODED DA TA

(All Nail GMT. DESIRED ORDER OF ENTRY:
Coiling height. other remark' elaborating procoding
data. coded odditive data group (If specified) radio
Sends data nnway conditions, weather modification.)

(14)

STATION

PRESSURE
(incite.)

(17)

TOTAL

SKY
COVER

GI)

ORS
INIT

(IS)

D
n
C
T
N

(u)
M1

P

E
E

D
(knots)

1101

MAX
WINO

(knot.)WI

PREVAILING
RUNWAY

VISUAL RANGE

LE
S

MA/

M
C

T
E

R
a

GM

LOCAL

(feet or
miles)

MCI

LONG.

LINE
0,10,00

1401

LOCAL

Mai

LONG.

LINK

Mil

6A OW340 /0 6 9060

RASH- PORAsig

I I I

JCBORowleud.loiliACOSOI
I I

/C0606u6e.8143ACOrel
I I

4C1.0048C8016,
1

Ocl

61

OS

64

c191f1

.7994

4993

CIC080 CB sW P!OY E -mu SW

Cle14015 CB OW11) 010V NE P14E5PR

algM015 OCAIL CIGEOC6 OCNI. LTOCG

5W C6 AZAP5 MOv NE
aci.ciis 1

GM

&PI

1J7)

105153 336 /3 7 9999

0557 340 15 5 WOO RAsil- 109Asg

1 i I

600 350 /3 .25 4 6000 75 R4511- 9.5T5
I 1 I

dedud0618C800) 1 ra99/ 6I6171006 15 svl NOV NE OCNL gill
I

I

I I

I LTG Ca co Aups PIOV NE

%as 3Y0 32 5d .2 5.1040 7-3#R45/1 1715 4411006AC8OIS 1 Eal973 CI g 1,1004 IS 5111 PIOV NE Far 01/ I 1
1 1.7cceic e8 0V110 MI 1 NE oitsiR

p

/
01Ok' 050 35 4/ / 6w RON -Fer 9 ht4

I I

361165313cso5aAcry6 06 n01 Qcii"/ M6.31 OCA1L LTC1C eB NE mourik

0757 330 /S 7 9999 a6REstl
I

swah6ifoltor61 1 05 Men Q916 ci&or0 PA. W/v1) 3330: CO
I

I I

I

I I1Ii
Foldout 6. AWS Form 10a (objective 250. exercise 2).



RADAR WEATHER OBSERVATIONS
(For Use By AWS Units)

WBAN FORM 60

PACE NUMEIER (Start each
month w/lh "1" end num6r
In equenc.)

1

TYPE OF RADAR (AN/CPS-9. APQ-19. FPS -77. etc.)
FPS-77

STATION
K IR TLAND A.F. 8.,NEW MEXICO

MONTH YEARir 2 1TETAN/Oar? To 6/2ir
DATE
(GMT)

1

TIME
(G41 T)

2

DESCRIPTION OF ECHO MOVEMENT MAX TOP

REMARKS, WEATHER NOTES, OPERATIONAL STATUS,
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA, ETC.

10

INITIALS

11

CHARACTER. TYPE. INT=NSIT VTREND

3 4

DRCZT

SA

DRC:esT

58

DRCZT

SC

DRCZT

SD

DRCZT

SE

WIDTH.
OIAM
ETER

6

SYS
TEM

7

CELLS
CLE

tAENTS

8

HUN°REDS
OF

FEET
4rst.
9A

AT

ORCTN/

9B

01 0632 AREA 6 RW-/+ 42/47 153/65 24?/1 8

/
329154

/
1

/ 12W

2715

28211)

27211

240
350
340

170 /25
275/112

71132
275/55

CELLS AVG D6
LN NWRN END MOVMT 2718 SWRN 2.823
CELLS AVG 08
LN NWRN END MOVMT 2620 SWRN 2924

G M

GM

LNIO RW/+ 318/123243155
0733 AREA 8 RW/+ 576I 120/80 227/ 165 340/121 /

A LN 10 RW +/+ 341/99223/128 j / / I5W 21322262D380

PV CELL TRW ++/ 4 227/122 / / / / 012. 2824(420) / HLSTO 1 1/4 ASSW CELL
0810AM AREA 10 R /+ / /

/
j
/

I
/

/
/

D30
DI5 282 480

/
/

PCPN AREA CNTRD THISTA
APRNT HOOK SWRN CORNER THIS CELL

OM

CELL TRW+ +/+ 202/112

V / / / / / / 420 TO 480 PAST 20 MINUTES
10832 AREA 10 R / NC / / / D / PCPN AREA CNTRD THISTA GM

CELL TRW + +/+ 180/1 / / D12 626 490 / TORNADO RPTD 20E ATN 08 30
10843 LN 6 TRW +/NEW 7/96 00 5242322480 10 / 67 TOP 410 AT 96/10 TOP 400 AT 168/ 77 LN NR114 GM

MU / / END 12 W CNTR 27W SRN END 20W
OPP.. CELL TRW +/- 168/94 Fen 450 / RH I 1NDCS ANVIL
PA0933
M1032

LN9 TRW +1- 21 I 2425 460 37 /27 LN NRN END 12 W CNTR 20W SRN ENO I5W GM

LN 8 TRW/- 3 1/12 ' 525 450 105/83 AL
1132 LN 7 TRW/- 37/137 2723 420 90/ 88 A L
1233 LN 6 TRW U 43 I 2920 (420) / A L

1332la
r 1435

LN 5 TRW U 46/16: / 2918 (400) / AL
1 / PPINE AL

EIMEI
PA
A,4
UMMa

1734,

/ / / /

' 182920
2529

/
170 /

240 220/43
180 230/15

250 230/95

PPIOM 011740 ALTN HMN
ELEMENTS AVG D5
ELEMENTS AVe D8 CLD LYR DVLPG SW QUAD
ELEMENTS AVG D5
ELEMENTS AVG D6 LGT PCPN RPTD AT SFC

AL
ALAREA 6 R-/NEW 29321 153/62 242/45 /

220/150

/
AREA 7 R - /NEW 262/147237/87

35915 /
209/93182/2

81

AREA 8 R-/11-
115AREAS R-/+ 281/132 249 73201 ____/

/ / SW MOST TOPS 13L0 220
lir 1933 AREA 9 R -/ NC 12/21 137/85 243/24 /

I

'715 200 240/15 ELEMENTS AVG D5 JH
20 AREA 8 R-/- 40/ 47 135/9 2 90128 / '715 200 130 /30 ELEMENTS AVG D5 JH

PRIM
Pri
02

2 I 3 3

AREA 7R / 287/163249/45182 /59 206/145
/ / /

/ I '522 200 220/70
/

ELEMENTS AVG 012 LGT SNW RPTD AT SFC 97 SW
PPINE JH

0233 AREA 10 LS / / / / 1D25

/ ID

1

/
PCPN AREA CNTRD THISTA
PCPN AREA CNTRD THISTA

JH
'0332 AREA 10 LS JH
AWS DEC '1;19 104 PREVIOUS EDITION WILL BE USED.

431

Foldout 7. Completed radar recording form.
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LOCATION TIME OF CHARACTER WEATHER AND I INTENSITY LOCATION AND DIMENSIONS OF ECHOES MOVEMENT ECHO TOPSIDENTIFIER I REPORT OF ECHOES INTENSITY TENDENCY

AN' 1605 I AREA 7 I TRW--I /+ 4/125 221/115 100W 2730 ! MT 350 AT 310/45 i3
REMARKS

41NCH HAIL 310/45

DECODED REPORT
Kirtland AFB NM. Special observation at 1605 Z broken area of echoes con-
taining thunderstorms producing light rain showers at the surface. These echoes
are Increasing in intensity. Area extends from 4°125 nautical miles to 221°115 nau-
tical miles. is 100 nautical miles wide, moving from 270 degrees at 30 knots Maxi-
mum top of the detectable moisture is 35.000 feet MSL. Hail 3/4 inch in diameter
was reported in an echo at 310°45 nautical miles.

The above report is for the echo area in radarscope picture The slash mark (/) is
used to separate the intensity of the echo from the intensity tendency.

MI 11=11 I MEI I SIMI =MI I =MI I NEM I III= I fa I NM I MIMI I 11=11 I MEM I =MI I 1111111 I NM I MINI I SUM I IMO I =NI I 11111
TIME OF REPOR r

I
I

I
I

Time of observation (24-hour clock) in Greenwich Mean Time. The ascribed time
of obseration will be the time of last entry. Th.- ascribed time will be transmitted
as a tour-digit group immediately following the station identifier in all radar reports.

I MINI MIMI I MINI I Ell= I Ma I el= I NMI I NMI MIN I MIN I MIS I EMI I NM I MINI I =Mil 11=11 I NNW I 11=11 I NM I SI
CLASSIFICATION OF ECHOES

I

I

I

I

I
I
I

CLASSIFICATION DEFINITION CONTRACTION

Cell. . A Single Convective echo CELL
Area . . . . . . Related or similar echoes that can be readily

associated geographically for reporting purposes.
Echoes must cover at least 5% of the total area of
the system being reported and in the case of cons
vcctive area more than three cells are required to
mast: an area. AREA

Line Related or similar echoes that form Into a pattern
exhibiting a length-to-width ratio of at least 5 to I

and a length of at least 30 nautical miles. LN
Stratthed Fliated Echo . Precipitation aloft. LYR
Spiral Band Area. . . . Echoes associated with tropical storms, hurricanes.

or typhoons and systematically arranged in curved
SPRL BAND AREA Ilines.

Fine Line. Narrow. non-precipitation echo associated with a
meteorological discontinuity. FINE LN

System Coverage ..... . . . The total weather echo coverage in each reported
echo system (except cells) will be reported to the
nearest tenth

I
I, 2, 3. 4. 5. 6. etc. 0.11

360

90

In 8 MIRO I MIMI MGM I MIMI 11M I MIMI ISOM I MUM I 111111111 I 11=11 I NMI. MINI NMI I MEM I INIIIIN 'NMI I MINI 11=11 I I 11=11 I 11=11 I NMI I MIN Ili I NNW 8 Min I 111/I I MIMI UM 11111111 I NEIN I MIN I MIMII MS I MIN I

PRECIPITATION SYMBOLS. NO INTENSITY
ISYMBOLS USED.

.* L - Drizzle ZR - Freezing Rain
I ZL - rreezing Drizzle

S - Snow

1

SW - Snow Showers

4

PR FCIPI CATION SYMBOLS *

R Rain
MY nail Showers

T Thunderstorms

INTENSITY FOR PCPN SYMBOLS ABOVE *

Light
Moderate No Sign
Heat y

r433
t

Very Heavy +4
Intense X

Extreme XX

I

I

I
I

A - Hail
IP - Ice Pellets many points along the axis of the line as are necessary to establish its .hape
IPW - Ice Pellet Showers I 3. If an irregularly shaped area is covered by echoes. the azimuth and range to salient

MINI I NNW I MINI I 11=11 I 11=11 I MN I NM I NMI I MINI I NM I 111111 I MIN I =Mil I 11=11 I MIMI I 11=11 I MINI I MEI I MIMI I NMI I I Milli 1 NMI I UM I NMI I MID I Mal shape and size of the echo area
points on the perimeter of the area will be reported as necessary to reconstruct the

I 4. If an area of echoes of roughly circular shape is obsered, or if a single echo such as
a thunderstorm cell is observed. the azimuth and range to the t enter of the area or
cell will be reported

MN II.I IN= I MIN I Sini I MINI I MB I NMI I MEI I MIN I MIN I Una IMINI I MN I IMMO lr

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

OPERATIONAL STATUS

STATUS

(I) Equipment performance normal on PPI scan echoes not observed
(2) Equipment out of service for pre,. entit e maintenance resulting in

loss of PPI presentation. . PPIOM
* (The contraction is followed by a date-time group to indicate the

estimated time when operation will be resumed
(3) Observation omitted for a reason other than those alt e, or

not available o ...... . . PPINA
(4) Radar not operating on RHI mode, echo altitude measurements

not available . . . . . . . . RHINO
(5) A-scope or AIR indicator not operating ARNO
(6) Radar operating below performance standards R013EPS
A contraction pertaining to the operational status of the eql.ipment as sent as required
by the table above. In the above list. "PPI" refers to the radarscope (Plan Position
Indicator); the additional letters refer to "no echo" (NE).
=1111111111111.11111111 MIN I 11=111 EMIR IMMO IN= lSioiM1X11.1 1111=1111111111111

CONTRACTION

PPINE

GENERAL NOTES

Rarep Identifier
SD (Storm Detection)--Identifies message as a weather radar observation

When the report contains an important change in echo patterns. or some other
special criteria given in the Weather Radar Manual, Part A has been met. It
is designated as a special (SPL).

Intensity of precipitation at distances exceeding 120 nautical notes from a FPS-77
or other radar of similar sensitivity, or 75 miles from other radars. wall be
reported as unknown (U). Intensities of snow, hail. drizzle. and sleet are not
reported.

One rainfall intensity category is selected to characterize each reported e, ho
system. For convective systems. It is the max,niton intensity in the system
For other systems, It is the intensity predominant in horizontal extent
Persisting echoes are indicated in remarks

Wm I =Mil I MIMI IRMO 11=011 MN I I NUM I MIN I MEM I Mill I NMI I MIMI I I NMI MEM
ILOCATION OF ECHOES

I. Locations of echoes are retail,. e to the radar position The azimuth in degrees true.
NOTE: Echo pattern is classified as a line if its length-to-width ratio is at least 5 to I and its1 and the distance in nautical miles. to salient points of the et hoes are given

length is at least 30 miles.
2. If the echoes are arranged in a line, the atiniiith and distance v.111 be given to as

INTENSITY TREND

TREND CONTRACTION

Increasing . . . . . .

Unchanging, . . NC

Dec rea sing. ...... .

New NEW

Unl,nown . . . . . . . . . Omit
The intensity trend is observed and evaluated an
terms of the net change in the characteristic
intensity during a specified period, which is one
hour for lines and areas and fifteen minutes for
cells.

I
I
I

DIMENSIONS OF ECHOES

Width (W) or diameter (D) is reported In
nautical miles. The average width of lines
and rectangular areas. and the average
diameter of cells and roughly circular
areas, are reported

MN. MIN I MINI I ISM I NON I MINI INN. NMI. Mill I Mill I UMW I NES I NMI I NMI I 11=11 I Inn I 1111111

1!

I

MOVEMENT

Direction, to nearest ten degrees from
which, and speed in knots with which, the
echo is moving. Both cell and system
movement are reported Line movement
is reported in terms of the component
perpendicular to the axis.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

I
ECHO TOPS

Maximum height of detectable moisture. In hundreds of feet alio, e mean sea
level. Tops are not reported beyond 120 :mutatel mile range

I 1111111/1 'EMI. NMI I =Mil I SEM I I NMI I 1111111 I MN I NMI. Ina I MOS I NNE I ISINN

IUNUSUAL ECHO FORMATIONS

.. Certain types of severe storms produce distinctive patterns on the radar
I scope. For example, the hook-shaped echo associated with tornadoes and

the spiral bands with hurricanes The bright band is a narrow horizontal layer
of intensified radar signal a short distance below the 0°C isotherm (Melting
level). Unusual echo formations will be reported in remarks

25-781

Foldout 8. Synopsis of classification of radar echoes.
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RADAR WEATHER OBSERVATIONS
(For Ow By AWS Unr(s)

WBAN FORM 60

PAGE NUMBER (Start lurch
month with P. and number
In ocrquonco.)

TYPE or RADAR (AtqCPS-9, APO-13. FPS-77, etc.) STATION MONTH YEAR DATE /TIME (LST) OA TE/TimE (LST)

TO

DATE
(GM T)

TIME

(GOT)

2

DESCRIPTION OF ECHO MOVEMENT MAX TOP

CHARACTER, TYPE, INTENSITY /TREND

3 4

ORC7GISTT

SA

ORCTV °REX.
0 IS 13 'ST

SO SC

WIDTH,
ORCyORCTN, DIAA

OIST VD.sT ETrn

SO SE 6

SYS
TEM

ElE
AIENTS

e

IAL/N
OPEOS

Of
FEET
iSL
9A

AT

ORC TN/
DIS

98

REMARKS, WEATHER NOTES, OPERATIONAL STATUS.
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA, ETC.

19

INITIALS

11

1 1 1_ 1

__I___ / I /
1 I __1_,__

_1 1 I _ 1 --1-
1 / 1

I L
/ / 1 itmA.1,

1

/ /
J 1 I L____

I
1 1

I 1 _1 I /

I 21

_ / / _ _ 1 _ /
/ / 1 J

/ / / / /
1 I I I
1 I / 1 1

. _ _I _ _ _L_ .. _ _ _1 I , .

I _L. _1

L__

_L. 1

1

II
AWS t.r('-"c";% 104 Prat, T,00+ WILL NE ust.C.

435

Foldout 9. Blank radar recording form (objective 276, exercises 1 and 2).
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350
26C

010

340

TIME 0630 4
PAST POSITION b735 e
RANGE /20 oil
RANGE MARKS /67 Ni

REMARKS 4-14A/GE Nce#Mavifiat)-
120; r:oAefiir WreiVsyry

db 075 e iNTE-vs/TV-
28dh Piz -4L0H
ANTENNA A.e/marg -3,30°

1,437 - 438



40,000

35,000

30,000

25,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

--1 80,000

70,000

60,000

50,000

---- 40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

25.527

Foldout 10. Scope presentations (objective 276, exercise 1).
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310

310

340

330

360
350 010

190 180 170

020

160

030

150

040

140

050

130

060

120

070

110

080
TIME 2230 2
PAST POSITION 2i35Z -
RANGE 6o /tyn

090

RANGE MARKS /0 4//1)

100

REMARKS ie/M./(rE if:Z/E/)2/12,9770
Oj ekcife/f, /4'TE4 /s(rK-3 d,b; 21352 tit/ rc-A, sir/

..54z c ; ,e/Lt'

/FAY TEA/4X /9.2, 7= °
cSonmi7M7",/-1-5--- Aeff' 4;(c.:CT



770C-

t

40,000

35,000

30,000

25,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

4P.,

B0,000

70,000

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

Foldout 11. Scope presentations (objective 276. exercise 2).
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.i .443

TONE TEXTURE
BRIGHTNESS)

LY hOsT G*(T.*J1 1N( IS OO$TATU NOAMAUT$A3 £

lT O* SUN AG4.(. I)4SO1 TtTUøt.4UCUS
NT. LOWt COUO$ M TZ TON*( ,iSOu3.

ICA. (ATUM5 £ JAlJ.T a.ouo SA3 pcP(Icl.A
!TLT Sc'.DIT 10 TC NO OCATt *t

$TUCTLC

wU.DCPOOPG d mM OJ$AXS.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

Note to Student: Consider all choices carefully aryl select the best
answer to each question.

1. (200) Which one of the following distinguishes stratocumulus
from altocumulus?

a. Movement. c. Size of elements.
b. Appearance. d. Color of elements.

2. (200) Which cloud type and its classification has a cirriform
anvil?

a. Cumulus-L1. c. Cumulonimbus-L3.

b. Towering cumulus-L2. d. Cumulonimbus-L9.

3. (201) A corona is often present at night with

a. altocumulus. c. cirrocumulus.

b. altostratus. d. cirrostratus.

4. (202) The cirrus clouds that are often in the form of an anvil
are classified as

a. Hl.

b. H2.

c. H3.
d. H4.

5. (202) Which of the following high clouds and their classifications
is associated with a mackerel sky?

a. Cirrocumulus -H9. c. Cirrostratus-H6.

b. Cirrostratus-H7. d. Cirrus-H4.

6. (203) Which orographic cloud resembles an almond or a fish?

a. Rotor. c. Lenticular.

b. Foehnwall. d. Castellanus.

7. (204) What is the cloud code group for the following sky condition:
cumulus, towering cumulus, and cirrocumulus?

a. 1209.

b. 1208.

c. 1109.

d. 1108.

8. (205) Select the report table cloud layers and heights for the
following observed sky conditions: 3/10 CU 1,500', 2/10 AC 9,500',
and 2/10 CI 20,500'.

a. 15 SCT 95 SCT 205 BKN. c. 15 SCT SO SCT 205 BKN.

b. 15 SCT 95 BKN 200 BKN. d. 15 SCT 90 BKN 200 BKN
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9. (205) Select the reportable layers and heights for the following
observed sky conditions: surface based fog hides 6/10 of the sky,
trace of cumulus at 3,000', and 2/10 cirrus (1/10 opaque) at 30,000'.

a. -X 300 BKN. c. -X 30 BKN 300 BKN.
b. -X 30 -BKN 300 BKN. d. -X 30 -SCT 300 -BKN.

10. (206) You could obtain a measured ceiling by using

a. known heights of isolated objects within 3 miles of the journey.
b. ceiling lights for clouds less than 10 times the baseline.
c. balloons for ceilings less than 3,000 feet.
d. pilot reports within 3 miles of the runway.

11. (207) What is the classification for a ceiling height reported
by a pilot?

a. A.

b. E.

c. M.

d. X.

12. (208) Which of the following is the correct pair of entries for
3 and 13 for a layer of smoke (2/10) aloft at 1,000 feet?

a. 10 SCT; K10 SCT. c. -X; K2.
b. -X; K10 SCT. d. 10 SCT; K2.

13. (209) What is the normal baseline for the rotating beam ceilometer
(RBC)?

a. 300 feet.

b. 400 feet.
c. 600 feet.

d. 1,000 feet.

14. (210) The measured height on the RBC changes rapidly as the elevation
angle approaches

a. 30°.

b. 45°.

c. 60°.

d. 90°.

15. (211) The ceiling light is used to determine

a. daytime visibility. c. daytime cloud heights.
b. nighttime visibility. d. nighttime cloud heights.

16. (212) Select the proper entry for partially obscured conditions
in meter code.

a. X.

b. -X.

c. //.

d. ///.
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17. (213) When selecting visibility markers for nighttime, you should
use

a. unfocused lights. c. light colored objects.
b. dark colored objects. d. focused airways beacons.

18. (214) What entries would you make in columns 4 and 13 of Air
Weather Service (AWS) Form 10 for visibility varying from 5/8
to 1 1/2 to 3/4 to 1?

a.. 7/8; VSBY 5/8 V 1 1/2. c. 1; VSBY 5/8 V 1 1/2.

b. 7/8V; VSBY 5/8 V 1 1/2. d. 1 V; VSBY 5/8 V 1 1/2.

19. (216) The FMN-1 computer is required to be in operation

a. at all times.

b. during flying hours.
c. when the visibility is two miles or less.
d. when the visibility is less than seven miles.

20. (217) What is the column 13 entry of AWS Form 10 for a RVR of
1,000 feet for runway 18R?

a. R18RVR10-. c. R18VR10-.

b. R18RVR10. d. R18VR10.

21. (218) How is prevailing visibility encoded on the AWS Form 10a,
column 4B?

a. In meters, using 4 digits.
b. In feet, using It digits.
c. In statute miles, using 1, 2, or 3 digits.
d. In nautical miles, using 1, 2, or 3 digits.

22. (219) To be classified as a tornado, the whirling vortex must

a. touch the water.
b. touch the ground.

23. (219) For a waterspout,
entry is

a. WS.

b. WTRSPT.

c. remain aloft over water.
d. remain aloft over land.

in column 5 of the AWS Form 10 a proper

c. WATERSPOUT.

d. Any of the above entries.

24. (220) On AWS Form 10, what is the column 5 entry for a thunderstorm
with 45 knots wind gusts and 1/2 inch hail?

a. T + A.
b T + H.

c. TH.

d. TA.
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25. (221) The three main forms of precipitation are

a. liquid, solid, and round.
b. liquid, freezing, and gaseous.
c. liquid, freezing, and solid.
d. solid, freezing, and irregular.

26. (221) What type of precipitation may fall from clear air?

a. Snow. c. Snow grains.
b. Ice pellets. d. Ice crystals.

27. (222) Precipitation is classified as intermittent if it

a. stops and starts at least twice within the preceding hour.
b. stops and starts it least once within the preceding hour.
c. stops and starts at least once within the preceding 15 minutes.
d. is occurring at the station but not at the time of observation.

28. (222) What is the intensity of snow that restricts the visibility
to two miles?

a. Light.
b. Moderate.

c. Heavy.
d. Intense.

29. (223) The collector- funnel unit and measuring tube are removed
from the rain gage when

a. heavy rain is expected.
b. solid precipitation is expected.
c. gusty or high winds are expected.
d. more than two inches of rain are expected within the next

six hours.

30. (224) Which one of the following is the correct way to encode
a six-hour precipitation of 2.68 inches?

a. app TWO 68. c. app// 268.
b. app /268. d. app68'TWO.

31. (225) Name the five hydrometers which are classified as obstructions
to vision.

a. Fog, ground fog, blowing snow, ice fog, and rain.
b. Fog, ground fog, ice fog, blowing snow, and snow.
c. Blowing snow, blowing spray, fog, ice fog, and drizzle.
d. Fog, ground fog, blowing snow, ice fog, and blowing spray.

32. (225) Which of the following obstructions to vision produces
a bluish tinge when viewed against a dark background?

a. Fog.

b. Dust.
c. Haze.
d. Ice fog.
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33. (226) Indicate the appropriate entries on AWS Form 10 for columns
4, 5, and 13, respectively, for the following information: dust
is being picked up by strong surface winds, prevailing visibility
is 6 miles, and tower visibility is 3 miles.

a. 6; D; no entry. c. 6; BD; no entry.

b. 6; D; TWR VSBY 3. d. 6; BD; TWR VSBY 3.

34. (227) Indicate the appropriate entries on AWS Form 10a for columns

4A, 4B, 4C, 4D, 5A, and 5B, respectively, for the following
information: prevailing visibility is 1 mile, runway 03 visual
range 6,000 feet (1830 meters), light rainshowers are occurring.

a. 1; 1600; R03VR60; R1830; RASH-; 80 RASH.

b. 1600; 1; no entry; no entry; 80 RASH; RASH-.
c. 1; 1600; R03VR60+; RP1830; RASH-; 80 RASH.

d. 1600; 1; no entry; no entry; 80 RASH; RASH-.

35. (228) Which of the following concepts is the reference level
for all pressure values?

a. Sea-level pressure. c. Altimeter setting.

b. Station pressure. d. Mercurial barometer reading.

36. (229) Which of the following pressure instruments has a corrective

device to compensate for defects in manufacturing?

a. Microbarograph. c. Mercurial barometer.

b. Aneroid barometer. d. Altimeter setting indicator.

37. (230) The mercurial barometer is read in inches of mercury to
the nearest

a. .001 inch.

b. 005 inch.

c. .01 inch.

d. .05 inch.

38. (231) What is the primary pressure instrument used at most AWS

units for making routine pressure observations?

a. Microbarograph. c. Mercurial barometer.

b. Aneroid barometer. d. Altimeter setting indicator.

39. (232) When used as the primary pressure instrument, the microbarograph

must be set to zero correction when the error exceeds

a. .020 inch.

b. .030 inch.

c.

d.

.040 inch.

.050 inch.

40. (233) How often is a correction computed for the microbarograph
when it is used as the primary pressure instrument?

a. Every three hours.
b. Every six hours.

c. Once per day.
d. At every aneroid barometer comparison.
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41. (234) How many consecutive comparisons are required before the

aneroid barometer is determined standardized?

a. 20.

b. 15.

0. 10.

d. 5.

42. (234) After the aneroid barometer is determined standarized,

how often should barometer comparisons be made?

a. Monthly.

b. Weekly.
C. Daily.
d. Hourly.

43. (235) What is the correct entry in column 65 of AWS Form 10 if
the observed mercurial barometer is 29.963, the sum of corrections
is -137, and the barograph is 29.820?

a. -.005.
b. -.006.

c. +.005.

d. +.006.

44. (236) Refer to test tables 3-1 and 3-2. What is the sea-level
pressure for the following condition: station pressure is
28.040 inches, the 12-hour mean temperature is 45° F, and the
staion elevation is 560 meters?

a. 956.2 millibars. c. 1016.5 millibars.
b. 1015.6 millibars. d. 1614.2 millibars.

45. (237) Refer to text table 3-3. What is the altimeter setting
if the station pressure is 29.040 and the station elevation is
684 feet?

a. 29.19.
b. 29.36.

29.54.
d. 29.77.

46. (238) Select the correct code for a 3-hour pressure trace of
7 and a pressure change of .380 inches (12.9 mb).

a. 7380.

b. 780 three.
c. 729 one.
d. 799 99129.

47. (238) Refer to text tables 3-5 and 3-6. What is the app group
if the trace characteristic indicated that the pressure three
hours ago was 29.000 and the currect pressure is 29.045?

a. 315.

b. 345.

c. 515.

d. 545.

48. (239) The temperature range on the AN/TMQ-11 hygrothermometer is

a. -50 to 90°F. c. -80 to 130 °F.
b. -50 to 90 °F. d. -80 to 130 °C.
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49. (240) If the sling psychrometer dry-bulb is 37° F or below, the
water used to moisten the wet-bulb should be

a. kept at outside temperature.
b. kept at room temperature.
c. precooled.
d. heated.

50. (241) To obtain the wet-bulb temperature, the sling psychrometer
should be ventilated until two consecutive readings

a. are within 1° F or less of each other.
b. are within .5° F or less of each other.
c. show no further decrease in temperature.
d. show a slight increase in temperature.

51. (241) How many revolutions per second should the sling psychrometer
be swung?

a. Two.

b. Three.

c. Four.

d. Five.

52. (242) Using the psychrometric calculator to compute the dewpoint,
select the high range side when the wet-bulb

a. temperature is above 0° F.

b. temperature is above 32° F.
c. depression is greater than 10 F°
d. depression is greater than 15 F°.

.

53. (243) Using the following air temperatures and dewpoint values,
solve for the missing dewpoint (DP) by using interpolation.

71 60

71.4 DP

72 62

a. 60.4.

b. 60.8.
c. 61.2.

d. 61.6.

54. (244) The wind recorder chart is char' ed

a. every 10 days. c. quarterly.
b. every 15 days. d. when necessary.

55. (245) The wind direction is read from the wind recorder chart
to the nearest

a. 5° over a 1-minute period.
b. 5° over a 5-minute period.
c. 10° over a 1-minute period.
d. 10° over a 5-minute period.
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56. (045) Select the procedure for converting magnetic wind direction
to true wind direction.

a. Add the easterly variation to the true direction.
b. Add the westerly variation to the true direction.
c. Subtract the easterly variation from the magnetic direction.
d. Subtract the westerly variation from the magnetic direction.

57. (246) A windshift is a change in wind direction of at least

a. 45° within 15 minutes. c. 60° within 15 minutes.
b. 45° within 20 minutes. d. 60° within 20 minutes.

58. (247) How should you record a peak wind of 36 knots from 280°
at 1146 GMT in column 13 on AWS Form 10?

a. PK WND 2836/46. c. PEAK WND 2836/46.
b. PK WND 2836/1146. d. PEAK WND 2836/1146.

59. (248) All elements of an hourly weather observation should be

observed within how many minutes prior to disseminating the report?

a. 20 minutes. c. 10 minutes.
b. 15 minutes. d. 5 minutes.

60. (248) Which one of the following is encoded only on a 3-hour
observation?

a. Altimeter setting. c. Wind character.
b. Runway conditions. d. Cloud code group.

61. (249) A special observation is required when the ceiling decreases
to less than

a. 5,000 feet. c. 3,000 feet.
b. 4,000 feet. d. 2,000 feet.

62. (249) Which of the following cor itions requires a special
observation?

a. The wind shifts 50° in a 20-minutes period.
b. Rain starts while drizzle is occurring.
c. The prevailing visibility changes from 8 miles to 5 miles.
d. There is an unofficial report that a tornado occured 45

minutes ago.

63. (250) What type of observation should be taken immediately after
notification of an aircraft mishap?

a. Special.

b. Local.

c. Record.

d. Record special.
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64. (251) In the PIREP format, what are the four standard contractions
for turbulence intensities?

a. EXTRM, SVR, FQT, and LGT.

b. EXTRM, SVC, OCNL, and LGT?
c. LGT, MDT, SVR, and EXTRM.
d. LGT, INT, SVR, and EXTRM.

65. (252) First aid treatment for severe burns is complicated because
the victim

a. cannot be moved.
b. usually lapses into shock.
c. should not be exposed to air.
d. cannot be treated against infection.

66. (253) If the magnetron starts arcing while you are operating
the FPS 77 radar, the first step to take is

a. lower the magnetron current.

b. turn off the power switch.
c. call the maintenance personnel.
d. pull the circuit breaker.

67. (254) The radar pulse travles at

a. 1/2 the speed of sound. c. the speed of sound.
b. 1/2 the speed of light. d. the speed of light.

68. (255) Which combination of antenna rotation speed and pulse

repetition frequency (PRF) will result in the greatest number
of pulses returning to the radar?

a. Slow antenna rotation and low PRF.
b. Fast antenna rotation and high PRF.
c. Slow antenna rotation and high PRF.
d. Fast antenna rotation and low PRF.

69. (255) What determines the minimum range of the radar?

a. Listening time. c. Antenna rotation.
b. Pulse length. d. Pulse repetition frequency.

70. (256) What is the wavelength of the AN/FPS-77 radar?

a. 1.6 cm.

b. 3.2 cm.

c. 5.4 cm.

d. 7.3 cm.

71. (257) The smallest precipitation area that can be resolved by
the radar is dependent on beam width and

a. PRF.

b. beam height.

c. wavelength.
d. pulse length.
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72. (258) What type of resolution may cause a solid line of echoes

appear to break up into cells as the line approaches the station?

a. Range.

b. Target.

c. Bearing.
d. Elevation.

73. (258) The ability of the radar to differentiate between two closely
spaced targets at the same range and bearing, but at different
elevations, is a function of

a. beam width. c. wavelength.
b. beam length. d. beam illumination.

74. (259) Select the condition in which anomalous propagation of
the radar beam is most likely to occur.

a. Heavy precipitation is occurring.
b. Abnormal atmospheric conditions exist.
c. The radar set is improperly tuned.
d. The antenna is at higher elevation angles.

75. (260) Based on the concentration of water droplets, which of
the following types of clouds would be more readily detectable?

a. Stratus. c. Stratocumulus.
b. Altocumulus. d. Fair weather cumulus.

76. (261) What control is used to compare intensities of echoes at
different ranges?

a. ISO ECHO. c. IF attenuator.

b. Intensity. d. Range normalization.

77. (262) The reduction of the energy in a radar beam due to absorption
or scattering in the atmosphere is called

a. attenuation. c. radar propagation.
b. superrefraction. d. beam width filling.

78. (262) On the radar plan position indicator (PPI) scope,
attenuation due to heavy precipitation can be recognized by the

a. fuzzy echo appearance on the downwind side of the echo.
b. "fingers" projecting from the upwind side of the echo.
c. scalloped edges on the downwind side of the echo.
d. V-shaped notch on the far side of the echo.

79. (263) Which one of the following may cause clutter on a radar
scope?

a. Birds.

b. Buildings.

c. Aircraft.

d. Lightning.

25150 02 22
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80. (264) The range and height indicator (RHI) scope presents

a. a vertical cross section of the echoes.
b. a maplike picture of echo location.
c. the range and relative intensity of echoes.
d. a view of echo height and movement.

81. (265) Select the two scales with which the RHI can be set.

a. 25,000 and 50,000 feet. c. 35,000 and 70,000 feet.
b. 30,000 and 60,000 feet. d. 40,000 and 80,000 feet.

82. (265) To prevent damage to the PPI, the scope is left blank for
the first

a. three miles. c. eight miles.
b. five miles. d. ten miles.

83. (266) The ISO ECHO control is used when the FPS-77 is in the

a. display mode. c. logarithmic mode.
b. linear mode. d. gain reduction mode.

84. (267) Select the entries which must be made in red pencil on
AWS Form 104.

a. All errors noted.
b. Severe weather echoes.
c. All reports that are transmitted.
d. Errors discovered after the observation is transmitted.

85. (268) Which one of the following does require a special radar
observation?

a. Flash floods. c. Thunderstorms.
b. Aircraft mishaps. d. Echoes of extreme intensity.

86. (269) You should record an area of echoes on the radar as a line
which mast have a length to width ratio of at least

a. 5 to 1 and the length must beat least 30 nautical miles.
b. 5 to 1 and the length must be at least 40 statute miles.
c. 10 to 1 and the length must be at least 50 nautical miles.
d. 10 to 1 and the length must be at least 100 statute miles.

87. (270) When using the IF ATTENUATOR, stratiform echoes on the

RHI are differentiated from convective echoes in that stratiform
echoes

a. will disappear uniformly.
b. will not disappear uniformly.
c. will not change in appearance.
d. have a wide variation in precipitation intensities.
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88. (270) What intensity is reported in the radar report for convective
echo systems?

a. Minimum intensity. c. Maximum intensity.
b. Average intensity. d. Predominate intensity.

89. (271) Which radar echo intensity would indicate a potential
for large hail and damaging winds?

a. Severe.

b. Intense.

c. Very strong.
d. Strong.

90. (272) What is the minimum time period for determining the intensity
trend for lines and areas?

a. 15 minutes. c. 45 minutes.
b. 30 minutes. d. 60 minutes.

91. (273) Echo distance can be accurately determined by using the

a. PPI scope.
b. A/R scope and the RANGE STROBE control.
c. RHI scope and the RANGE STROBE control.
d. remote PPI scope and the RANGE STROBE control.

92. (274) Echo width is reported for

a. lines.

b. cells.

c. circular areas.

d. rectangular areas.

93. (275) In reporting echo movement, which one of the following
is the proper entry for no appreciable movement?

a. CALM.

b. No entry.

94. (276) Echo tops are reported in

a. hundreds of feet MSL.
b. hundreds of feet AGL.

c. 0000
d. 36G0.

c. thousands of feet MSL.
d. thousands of feet AGL.

95. (277) Which of the following operational status
reported when the radar is totally inoperative?

a. ROBEPS.

b. PPINE.

c. PPINA.

d. PPIOM.

96. (277) The bright band is normally located

a. at the freezing level.

b. at the melting levle.
c. 1,000 feet below the melting level.
d. 1,500 feet above the freezing level.

25150 02 22
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97. (278) A currect plot of radar reports should be maintained within
a

a. 100 statute mile radius of your station.
b. 200 nautical mile radius of your station.
c. 300 nautical mile radius of your station.
d. 400 statute mile radius of your station.

98. (279) On the Automated Radar Summary (ARS), the VIP contours
of 1, 3, and 5 relate to echo

a. height.

b. coverage.

c. intensity.

d. movement.

99. (280) A hook-shaped echo configuration on the PPI scope indicates

a. an approaching hurricane.
b. severe turbulence conditions.
c. hail-producing thunderstorms.
d. possible tornadoes or funnel clouds.

100. (280) Which one of the following would likely occur with the
presence of protruding fingers from a large thunderstorm?

a. Hail. c. Heavy precipitation.
b. Tornadoes. d. Severe turbulence.

101. (281) When considering echo height for predicting hail, the
best criterion is echo tops

a. of 35,000 feet.
b, of 50,000 feet.
c. that penetrate the tropopause.
d. that reach within 5,000 feet of the tropopause.

102. (282) Severe weather occurs more commonly in

a. cells.

b. lines.

c. circular areas.

d. elongated areas.

103. (283) Where does the maximum radar reflectivity in severe storms
commonly occur?

a. Near the surface. c. At the echo tops.
h. Near echo center. d. Near 20,000 feet.
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104. (284) The greatest echo heights in hurricanes are found in the

a. vast high cloud system formed as the storm moves northward
and inland.

b. convective clouds that radiate outward from the eye along

the spiral bands.
c., convective clouds in the prehurricane squall line and

in the wall cloud.
d. heavy precipitation occurring in the northeast quadrant of

the storm.

105. (284) What is the most reliable feature of a hurricane which
can be used to track the hurricane's movement?

a. The eye. c. The rain shield.
b. The spiral bands. d. The prehurricane squall line.

106. (285) The scope photo reference file is a photographic collection
of locally observed

a. cloud forms. c. RBC cloud traces.
b. severe weather. d. radar echo patterns.

107. (286) When taking photograph a of the PPI scope, the camera shutter
should be held open while the antenna makes

a. one complete revolution. c. three complete revolutions.
b. two complete revolutions. d. four complete revolutions.

108. (287) When are thin line angel echoes frequently observed?

a. During stratiform cloud development.
b. At night with an unstable atmosphere.
c. In advance of squall lines or thunderstorms.
d. With fronts that have extensive cloudiness and precipitation.

109. (288) How do satellites equipped with infrared (IR) sensors

measure the earth's cloud cover at night?

a. Sense the radiative temperature of cloud tops and terrain
features.

b. Bounce high energy beams off cloud tops and terrain features.
c. Use reflected sunlight from cloud tops and terrain features.
d. Photographing short-wave radiation emitted by cloud tops

and terrain features.

110. (288) Cirrus clouds appear on IR photographs as

a. dark gray clouds. c. light gray clouds.
b. gray clouds. d. white clouds.
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111. (289) What is the best configuration for constant monitoring
of a specified geographical region?

a. Earth oriented sun-synchronous orbit.
b. Earth oriented earth-synchronous orbit.
c. Space oriented sun-synchronous orbit.
d, Space oriented earth-synchronous orbit.

112. (290) Which one of the following is an aligned series of individual
cloud elements that are not interconnected?

a. Cloud street. c. Striation.

b. Cloud band. d. Cloud line.

113. (291) The AN/TMQ-22 barometer correction graph is used to correct
barometric pressure readings for

a. altitude. c. wind speed.
b. temperature. d. instrument errors.

114. (292) When selecing a site to set up the AN/TMQ-22, where should
the sensor be located?

a. As near the road as possible.
b. In an areas as free from obstructions as possible.
c. As close as possible to a building and in the shade.
d. In the case and removed only when taking temperatures.

115. (293) During an operation check of the AN/TMQ-22, in what position
should you place the selector switch to test the temperature
sensor?

a. OFF.

b. BAL.
c. AIR.

d. DEW.

116. (293) When should a physical check of AN/TMQ-22 be made?

a. Once a day. c. Once a week.
b. Twice a day. d. Twice a week.

117. (294) If five snow depth measurements are 4./, 1.5, 2.5, 0.5,
what is recorded for snow depth?

a. 2.5 inches. c. 3.0 inches.
b. 2.7 inches. d. 5.0 inches.

118. (295) When measuring wind speed Tith the ANTMQ-22, in what position
is the selector switch placed?

a. OFF.

b. BAL.
c. AIR.

d. DEW.
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119. (296) When measuring the temperature, you should place the selector
switch on the TMQ-22 in the

a. AIR position and adjust the BAL control.
b. BAL position and adjust the BAL control.
c. BAL position and adjust the DEWPOINT TEMP control.
d. AIR position and adjust the DEWPOINT TEMP control.

120. (297) Refer to text figure 7-8. What is the barometer correction

if the temperature is -20°C an the barometer reading is 29.000
inches?

a. -.020.
b. -.030.

c. +.020.

d. +.030.

END OF EXERCISE
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Preface

VOLUME 2 covered the taking and recording of observations. But what happens to the observations after
they are recorded and for what an. they used? This volume will answer these two questions.

This volume consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 covers the decoding of surface weather codes, such as
land synoptic, ship synoptic, airways, and METAR. It also covers PIREPS and RAREPs, which are
occasionally plotted on locally prepared charts. Chapter 2 presents information on decoding upper air codes.
Chapters 1 and 2 also briefly review plotting procedures. Chapter 3 presents the decoding of analysis and
forecast codes. Chapter 4 covers what happens to the observations after they are recorded. It covers the area
of communications from the telephone t ; the pilot to the metro service radio. Chapter 5 is a brief
introduction to the final result of the observations you takeanalyzing plotted data and making forecasts of
future weather conditions.

There are 12 foldouts-10 of these, FOs 1 through 5 and 8 through 12, are bound in a separate
supplement. FOs 6 and 7 are included as separate inclosures. Whenever you are referred to these foldouts in
the text, please turn to either the supplement cc to the separate inclosures and locate the particular foldout.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for preparing agency identification only and should be of no
concern to the student.

The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or service in this publication is
for information purposes only and does not imply indorsement by the Air Force.

Direct your questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of this volume to the course
author: 3350 TCHTG/TTGUW, ATTN: MSgt Robert D. Huth, Chanute AFB IL 61868. If you need an
immediate response, call the author, AUTOVON 862-2232, between 0730 and 1530 (CST), Monday
through Friday. (NOTE: Do not use the suggestion program to submit changes or corrections for this
course.)

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's instructional aids (Your

-0111k
Key to a Successful Course, Behavioral Objective Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course
Examination), consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If this person can't
answer your question, send them to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student
Request for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 27 hours (9 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of September 1980.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of student-centered objectives. Each of
these carries a three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you. The text that
follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following the
information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see whether your answers
match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective andits text.

Surface Codes and Locally Prepared Charts

MOST WEATHER stations are involved to some degree in
the decoding and plotting of weather codes. Naturally, if
you are assigned to a weather central, you plot a greater
variety of weather charts than the weather observer at a
small detachment. No matter where your assignment may
take you, an important part of your duties involves plotting
weather charts and diagrams. You are expected to produce
plotted charts that represent the various aspects of weather
to the forecaster. The forecaster's success in providing
high-quality forecast service depends upon your speed,
skill, accuracy, and initiative. These same qualities deter-
mine your success and progression in Air Weather Service
(AWS). A thorough knowledge of the weather codes and
proficiency in plotting them insure the forecaster's success
as well as your own.

The codes discussed in this volume are those that you
most frequently encounter as an observer. The objective of
this discussion is not to emphasize encoding or decoding of
individual elements, but rather to illustrate what these codes
represent in terms of their contribution to mission effectiveness.
The symbolic forms and coding procedures for most of
these meteorological codes were presented quite thoroughly
in the AB R25130 (resident) course. Your ability to decode
and plot the data depends primarily upon the amount of
practical experience you have in using any given code.

This chapter covers the surface weather codes used
within the U.S. and internationally. It presents each code
form in enough detai' to refresh your memory on map
plotting rules and policies. This chapter also includes the
data normally plotted on a local area surface chart.

Surface charts are necessary in any comprehensive analy-
sis and forecasting program. The surface chart shows
variations in weather conditions at the earth's surface. The
forecaster is confronted with many more variables when
making a surface analysis than when making an upper air
analysis. Geographical influences, unequal surface heating,
and unequal moisture distribution are only a few of the
problems a forecaster must consider. The analysis of the
weather data depicted on surface charts is basic to any

1
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forecasting service and is not limited to strictly professional
agencies such as the Air Weather Service and the National
Weather Service. Broadcasters on television also use the
surface weather chart (weather map) to present weather
conditions and forecasts to their viewfs.

Surface charts are plotted on various 11,:.7 scale sizes.
Some charts cover the entire Northern Hemisphere (small-
scale, large geographical area). Some cover only North
America. Others cover a larger map scale size (smaller
geographical area), such as the local area work chart
(LAWC). Because of the smaller scale of the larger area
chart, fewer reports can be plotted for a given area. For
instance, two or three station plots could easily cover the
entire southern portion of Japan; whereas an LAWC of
Japan would permit plotting many more stations over the
same area. Therefore, it is important to plot the reports
accurately on these smaller scale charts.

1-1. Surface Codes

The most detailed description of the various synoptic
codes and the coding of the individual elements is contained
in the Federal Meteorological Handbook No. 2 (FMH 2),
Synoptic Code.

First you thould understand the groups of synoptic codes
that are the same everywhere and the groups that have
regional differences. Figure 1-1 shows the six World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) regions which have
regional differences in the code. You must be aware of
these differences in order to decode correctly the synoptic
code.

400. Decode mandatory groups of a land synoptic code
report.

Mandatory Groups of Land Synoptic Code. Turn to
foldout 1 (in the supplement to this volume), plotting guide
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Figure 1-1. WMO regions of the world.

for synoptic code. You can follow the symbolic form at the
top of the page as we discuss each element. The first six
groups are mandatory for all regions. After the first s;x, t to
groups may or may nok be encoded, depending on regional
requirements. The groups which have the symbolic letter
"j" have the most regional variations. Therefore, you
should pay particular attention to them in the individual
discussion of each group.

TABLE 1-1
SKY COVER AMOUNTS

Symbol N Fraction of the Celestial Dome
Covered by Cloud

Symbol Nhm Fraction of the Celestial Dome
Covered by All the C (or C

m
)

Cloud present

Symbol Ns- Fraction of the Celestial Dome
Covered by an Individual Cloud
Layer or Hass

Code Fraction Covered Fraction Covered
Figure in Tenths in Oktas

0 Zero
1 1 or less but not zero-

2 2 and 3 -
3 4
4 5
5 6
6 7 and 8
7 9 or more, but not 10-

7 10

9 Celestial dome obscured,
not be estimated.

Zero
1 Okta or less but not
zero
2

3

5
6
7 or more, but not 8
8

or cloud amount can

It.dex number (II iii). Each synoptic reporting station
reports the block number (II) followed by the station
number (iii). For example, the block number 72 is assigned
to the U.S. and the station number for Green Bay, Wiscon-
sin, is 645. Therefore, the index number for Green Bay,
Wisconsin, in synoptic code is 72645. Immediately follow-
ing the index number is the sky cover and wind group.

Sky cover and wind group (Nddff). The first digit of this
group (N) is the fractional part of the sky (celestial dome) in
eighths that is covered by clouds. Table 1-1 shows the
relationship between the code figure (N) and the fraction
covered in tenths converted to oktas (eighths).

The wind direction (dd) is the direction from which the
wind is blowing and is reported with respect to true north
and to the nearest 10°. If the winds are calm, 00 is reported;
and if they are missing or unobtainable, / / is reported. At
this point it seems worthwhile to mention that a solidus (/) is
reported for missing or unobtainable data in synoptic code,
This is true for all groups.

The windspeed (ff) is usually reported in knots. Windspeeds
from 0-99 knots are reported without a conversion. For
example, a windspeed of 99 knots is encoded 99. When
windspeeds exceed 99 knots, 50 is added to the wind
direction and 100 subtracted from the windspeed. For
example, a wind from 140° (remember, you use only the
first two digits; hence, 14) at 147 knots is encoded 6447.
When interpreting synoptic reports, remember that some
places in the world use meters per second (mps) rather than
knots for windspeed. In this case, use a conversion table
such as table 1-2 to convert windspeed from mps to knots.
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TABLE 1-2
CONVERSION FROM METERS PER SECOND TO KNOTS

Mps 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots
0 1.9 3.9 5.8 7.8 9.7 11.7 13.6 15. 5 17.5
10 19.4 21.4 23.3 25.3 27.2 29.1 31.1 33.0 35.0 36.9
20 38.9 40.8 42.7 44.7 46.6 48.6 50.5 52.4 54.4 56.3
30 58.3 60.2 72.2 64.1 66.0 68.0 69.9 71.9 73.8 75.8
40 77.7 79.6 81.6 83.5 85.5 87.4 89.4 91.3 93.2 95.2
50 97.1 99.1 101.0 103.0 104.9 106.8 108.8 110.7 112.7 114.6
60 116.6 118.5 120.4 122.4 124.3 126.3 128.2 130.1 132.1 134.0
70 136.0 137.9 139.9 141.8 143.7 145.7 147.6 149.6 151.5 153.5
8o 155.4 157.3 159.3 161.2 163.2 165.1 167.1 169.0 170.9 172.9
90 174.8 176.8 178.7 180.7 182.6 184.5 186.5 188.4 190.4 192.3

100 194.3

Visibility and weather (VVwwW). The visibility (VV) is a
coded value that readily converts to kilometers. It can also
be converted to statute miles or yards. Land stations use the
coded values 00 to 89, whereas ship stations 'usually use
code values 90-99. Consequently, you should be familiar
with the geographical area y-,1 are assigned to and the code
each country uses.

The present weather (ww) is reported as a two-digit code
figure. This code figure represents the weather occurring at
the time of observation, except under certain circumstances,
when it may represent the weather during the hour preced-
ing the time of observation. The word description with each
code figure in foldout 2 (in the supplement to this volume)
explains these instances. Foldout 2 also shows the weather
type for each code figure and the appropriate plotting
symbol. Some important points to remember about decoding
ww are as follows:

a. If more than one weather code type occurs, the
highest code number normally has priority. However, code
number 19 has priority over all other codes. Code 17 has
priority over codes 00 through 49. Codes 20 through 29 are
reported only if no other code is applicable at the time of
observation.

b. The word "HAIL" is added to the end of the message
when hail accompanies a shower or thunderstorm.

c. Code figures 00 through 03 are specifications that
describe the general state of the sky during the hour
preceding the time of observation.

d. Code figure 19 is reported for a funnel cloud, tornado,
or waterspout. However, should one of the latter two occur,
"TORNADO" or "WATERSPOUT" is added, as appro-
priate, to the end of the report.

The past weather (W) represents the general character of
weather during the past 6 hours, unless the observation time
occurs at 0300, 0900, 1500, or 2100 hours GMT. At these
times, it represents the general weather character for the
past 3 hours. When two or more values for W are appropri-
ate, then the weather type having the highest code figure is
usually reported. When code figure 3 is reported to indicate
a sandstorm and the temperature is below freezing, the word
"SANDSTORM" is added to the end of the message. This
shows that the code figure for pat,t weather was not blowing

snow. When code figure 8 or 9 is used and hail occurred
with the shower or thunderstorm, the words "PAST HAIL"
are added to the end of the message. When code figure 8 is
reported to indicate showers of snow, rain and snow mixed,
or snow pellets or ice pellets with the temperature above the
freezing point, the plain language words "SNOW", "RAIN
AND SNOW MIXED," "SNOW PELLETS," or "ICE
PELLETS," as appropriate, are added to the end of the
message.

Pressure and temperature (PPPTT). The sea level pres-
sure (PPP) is coded to the nearest tenth of a millibar (mb).
For example, sea level pressure of 1029.9 mb is coded as
299 and a pressure of 989.3 mb as 893. The temperature
(Ti') is coded to the nearest whole degree Celsius and is
coded directly when the temperature is 0° Celsius, or
warmer. When the temperature is below 0° Celsius, 50 is
added to the temperature. Thus 60 would represent -10°
Celsius. In the rare case of temperatures -50° Celsius or
colder, 00 represents -50°, 01 is -51°, and so forth. If you
understand the coding instructions of the next group, the
cloud code group, and its relationship to the sky coter value
(N), it will help you in plotting the correct values.

Cloud group (NhCLhCMCH). The data plotted from this
group is of particular interest to the forecaster because it
contains information on cloud types and heights. In contrast
to codes such as airways and METAR, which can easily be
encoded or decoded, synoptic cloud data requires extensive
code knowledge if you are to properly understand the actual
cloud conditions being reported. Let's see why.

The first digit of the cloud group (Nh) represents the total
amount of all low clouds. If low clouds are not present, the
digit represents the total amount of all middle clouds. If
neither low nor middle clouds are present, 0 is reported.
Use table 1-1 to obtain the correct coded value. An
important fact to recall is that the value reported for Nh may
equal, but may never exceed the value reported for N.

The cloud types CL, CM, and CH are reported in
accordance with the international cloud classification sys-
tem. Therefore, to understand the coding of these cloud
types, review the discussion of international cloud types in
another volume of this course.

The cloud height value (h) of the cloud group often is
misunderstood. The value encoded for h is the height of the



lowest cloud in the sky if low or middle clouds are present.
Although this coded height represents the lowest cloud in
the sky, it may or may not be the height of the low cloud type
reported, depending on the cloud type significance. When
high clouds only are present, h is reported as 9 When the
sky is completely obscured, a solidus (/) is reported for h.
Table 1-3 shows the height range for each coded value of h.

Dewpoint and pressure tendency (TdTdapp). The dewpoint
temperature (TdTd) is reported in the same manner as
temperature (TT). Although the international symbolic form
for the pressure tendency group (4.1p.11,) is different, the data
coded is the same as in Region IV (app), as shown in
foldout 1. The coding of the app group is discussed in
another volume of this course. Remember that an additional
group, 99ppp, is reported when the pressure tendency
equals or exceeds 9.9 mb. In some areas the standard app
group is not reported; a different group is reported in its
place.

In the southern part of WMO Region IV, reporting
stations in the Caribbean, Central America, Mexico. and
the Bahamas replace the standard app group with a 9p24p24
group. The 9 indicator identifies this group. The 9 is
followed by the pressure change for the last 24 hours, rather
than for the last 3 hours. This pressure change (P P ). 24- 24, is
reported as a coded value, as shown in table 1-4.

Exercises (400):

Decode the items listed below from the following land
synoptic report:

72425 76804 60809 09815 53430 12805

1. What are the windspeed and direction?

2. What is the present i..eather?

3. What is the sea level pressure?

TABLE 1-3
CLOUD HEIGHT CONVERSION

Synbol H Height above Ground of the Base of tne
Cloud

Code Height in Feet
Figure

Height in Meters

0

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

0- 1h9

150- 299
300- 599
600- 999

1,000-1,999
2,000-3,699
3,500-10999

5,000-6,499
6,500-7,999

8,000 or higher, or no
clouds.

0- 49

50- 99

100- 199
200- 299
300- 599

6)0- 999
1,000-1,499
1,500-1,999

2,000-2,499
2,500 or higher, or no
clouds.

TABLE 1-4
AMOUNT OF 24-HOUR PRESSURE CHANGE

Symbol P24P211 Mount of Pressure Change at the Station Level During
Past 24 Hours

Code
Firure

Amount of Pressure Change

00
01

02

03
04

05

06
07

08
09
10

11

12

etc.

do change; pressure sane as 24 hours ago
Pressure has risen 0.1 mb

" " 0.2 tab

0.3 nb
" 0.4 nb

" 0.5 nb

" 0.6 nb
" 0.7 sib

ry

" " 0.8 nb
0.9 mb
1.0 nb
1.1 mb

/I tl 1.2 nb
etc.

38 " 3.8 nb

to
39 3.9 nb

L. nb
LI 5 nb
L2 6 mb
L3 /I

7 mb
LL 8 nb
5 " 9 nb

L6 10 mb
7 11 nb

L8 If
12 nb

59 13 nb
50 Not Used
51 Pressure has fallen 0.1 nb
52 " " 0.2 nb
53 0.3 nb
54 " " 0.4 nb
55 0.5 nb
56 0.6 nb
57 0.7 mb
58 0.8 mb
59 " 0.9 nb
60 1.0 nb
61 " 1.1 mb
62 " " 1.2 mb

etc. etc.
88 3.8 nb
89 3.9 mb
90 L nb
91 5 nb
92 6 nb
93 7 nb
94 8 mb
95 " " 9 nb

4. How much has the pressure changed in the past 3
hours?

5. What is the height range, in feet, of the low cloud?

401. Decode supplemental groups of a land synoptic
code report.

Supplemental Groups of Land Synoptic Code. The
remaining nine groups vary by regional requirements and
station capabilities. They basically supplement or add to the
information in the previous six mandatory groups. In most
cases they are adequately covered in your local plotting
procedures. We'lll now take a brief look at each group

Station pressure (6P,P,P,P0). This is a relatively It x
group; it reports the station pressure to the nearest tenth of a
millibar. Station pressures of 999.9 mb or less are ceded
directly. For example, 987.5 mb is reported as 69675.
When the pressure is 1000.0 mb or more, the code figure 3
is reported for the hundreds digit. For example, 1025.7 mb
is coded 63257. The next group of the synoptic code

4



TABLE 1-5
TIME PRECIPITATION BEGAN OR ENDED

Code Time Began or Code Time Began or
Fig
ure

Ended Fig
ure

Ended

0 No precipitation. 6 5 to 6 hours ago.
1 Less than 1 hr. ago 7 6 to 12 hours ago.
2 1 to 2 hours ago. 8 More than 12
3 2 to 3 hours ago. hours ago.
4 3 to 4 hours ago. 9 Unknown.
5 4 to 5 hours ago.

(precipitation) has a few regional variations. These varia-
tions occur primarily because of a different unit of measure
and different requirements for reporting precipitation.

Precipitation group (7RRRrs or 7RRDLDM). This group
is used in most areas of the world. The total amount of
precipitation is reported for the last 6 hours (RR) in either
hundredths of an inch or in millimeters. WMO Region IV
reports precipitation in hundreds of inches. If the total
precipitation is less then 1 inch, the value is reported
directly, just as the RR value in airways code is reported.
When the precipitation equals or exceeds 1 inch, the whole
number of inches is reported in plain language after the 7
group, and the fractional part of an inch is reported as the
RR value. For example, 2.37 inches of precipitation is
reported as 737Rts TWO.

If Rt is reported, it a coded value which indicates the
t:me the precipitation began or ended. Table 1-5 shows the
time represented by each code value. When precipitation is
occurring at the time of observation, or has ended during
the hour preceding the observation, the time the precipita-
tion began is reported. When precipitation is not occurring
at observation time, and has not occurred in the hour
preceding the observation, the time the precipitation ended
is reported. When two or more periods of precipitation
occur during the 6-hour period, the time (beginning or
ending, as appropriate) of the last period of precipitation is
reported.

The depth of snow (s) is reported in inches (up to 8
inches) of snow on the ground at the observation time.
When 9 is reported, it indicates a trace of snow or ice on the
ground. The code for s is also reported as 8 for more than 8
inches; however, the actual snow depth is reported in the
special phenomena group. This group is discussed later in
this section.

In Region V (Hawaii and the Pacific) the directions from
which the low (DL) and middle clouds (DM) are moving are
reported in place of the Rts data that is reported in Region

IV. Cloud movement is especially significant in Region V,
where there is a scarcity of weather reports. Table 1-6
shows the directions the code digits reported for DL and DM

5
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represent. For other regions of the world, it is important for
you to determine the data that is reported in place of Rts or
DL DM.

Significant cloud group (81IsChshs). Thisgroup is reported
only by designated stations in Regions IV and V. When it is
reported, it contains the following:

The lowest cloud layer of any amount.
The next higher layer that by itselfcovers 0.4 or mere of
the celestial dome.
The ilext higher layer of clouds that by itself covers 0.6
or more of the celestial dome.
Any layer of cumulonimbus clouds.

Following the indicator number 8 of the group, the layer
amount (Ns) is reported. Table 1-1 shows the sky cover
amount code figures for Ns. It is reported in the same way
as layer amounts for total sky cover (Nddff). Ifan obscuration
is present, Ns is coded 9. The cloud type (C) is reported as
one of the 10 basic international cloud types, as shown in
table 1-7. The last two digits (hshs) represent the height of
the layer. For lieights of 5000 feet or below, the heights are
coded directly in hundreds of feet. Above 5000 feet, cloud
heights are coded for 1000-foot increments: 56 represents
6000 feet; 57,700 feet; and so on, up to 30,000 feet. Above
30,000 feet, cloud heights are reported for 5000-foot in-
crements: 81 for 35,000 feet, 82 for 40,000 feet. etc.

TABLE 1-6
SHIP'S COURSE (Ds) NND DIRECTION FROM

WHICH CLOUDS ARE MOVING

Code
Fig
ure

Direction
Code
Fig
ure

Direction

0 Stationary. 5 Southwest.
1 Northeast. 6 West.
2 East. 7 Northwest.
3 Southeast. 8 North.
4 South. 9 Unknown.



TABLE 1-7
BASIC CLOUD TYPE

Code

Fig.
tire

Type of Cloud

0 Cirrus
1 Cirrocumulus
2 Cirrostratus

3 Altocumulus
4 Altostratus

5 Nimbostratus
6 Stratocumulus

7 Stratus
8 Cumulus
9 Cumulonimbus

Cloud not visible owing
duststorm, sandstorm,
phenomena.

Ci
CE
Cs
Ac
As
Ns

Sc

St
Cu

Cb
to darkness, fog,
or other analogous

Special phenomena group (9SpSpspsp). The 9 group is
used by synoptic reporting stations to report what the name
impliesspecial phenomena. You only need to know that
more than one of these groups may be reported at a time.
Decoding these groups requires the use of FMH 2. A
general rule to remember about these groups is that they are
used when phenomena is observed that cannot be reported
in other portions of the code. (For example the 904spsp is
used to report snow depth of more than 8 inches.)

24-hour precipitation group (2ff:1j or 2R24R 24R24R 24). This
group represents the total precipitation (liquid equivalent)
measured in the 24 hours before the observation time.
Amounts of less than 0.01 inch are not reported. Precipita-
tion is coded directly in tens, units, tenths, and hundredths
of inches. When precipitation occurs during the preceding
24 hours, but the amount cannot be accurately determined,
2//// is required. Again, outside Region IV this group may
be coded differently.

?PwPwHwHw dwdwPwHwIlw wave groups. Only au-
thorized stations (coastal, lightships, lighthouses) will en-
code the wave groups in their reports. Depending on
location, equipment, etc., authorizations issued to the
individual stations for reporting wave information may vary
from station to station. The wave groups for land synoptic
will be reported the same as in ship synoptic. Decoding
procedures for these groups will be covered under ship
synoptic code reports.

Extreme temperature group (4jj)j or 4TxTxTnTn). This
indicator group varies from one region of the world to
another. In the U.S. the maximum (TxTx) and minimum
(TnTn) temperatures are reported in whole degrees Fahren-
heit. Guidance follows:

a. At 1800 and 0000 GMT, the maximum temperature for
the previous 12 hours is reported.

b. At 0600 GMT, the maximum temperature for the
previous 24 hours is reported.

c. At 1200 GMT, the maximum temperature for the
previous calendar day (midnight to midnight local standard
time) is reported.

The guidelines for reporting the minimum temperatures
are as follows:

a. At 0600 and 1800 GMT, the minimum temperature for
the previous 24 hours is reported.

b. At 1200 hours, the minimum temperature for the
previous 12 hours is reported.

c. At 0000 GMT, the minimum temperature for the
previous 18 hours is reported.

Within Region IV, the 4 indicator group is the last coded
group that is reported. However, there are plain language
remarks. Regardless of the number of groups or remarks in
a synoptic code report, the last element is the message
separation signal (;). In other WMO regions, two more
groups may be added to the report.

Miscellaneous groups. The 5jjjj group is included in
some oversea areas. Decoding of this group requires you to
research the appropriate publications. The 6a3hhh group is
used only by high altitude stations outside Region IV.
Basically, the 6 indicator group reports the height of an
agreed standard isobaric surface. A a 'e value for a3 of 0
= 1000 mb, 1 = 850 mb, and 2 = 700 mb surface.
The altitude of the isobaric surface is ...,orted in meters
(hundreds, tens, and units). The next code, ship synoptic
code, requires much closer scrutiny because of the way the
groups vary with each report that is transmitted.

Exercises (401):

Decode the items listed below from the following land
synoptic report:

72469 83512 48627 14003 863// 03317 68340 7W23 81716
90402

1. What is the depth of snow on the ground?

2. Write the symbol for the significant cloud.

3. What is the amount of liquid precipitation (RR)?

4. What is the coded value for s?

5. What is the time of precipitation (Ri)?

6
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72767 73814 74258 17306
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06 OD 173

74 II7
30 8*2

9?I6/3 00
(2219)

87311 03207 69479

GI9
6

74;07/
3---8V2

I-A- 09/

70020

173

3T

81609 92219

INCORRECT CORRECT

Figure 1-2. Incorrect and correct land synoptic station plot.

402. Correct plotted land synoptic code reports.

Notice that in figure 1-2 there are many errors made in
the incorrect plot. Compare this plot with the correct one. A
summary of the errors follows:

N(7) plo;:cd as ; should be0 .

drift t.)516) Nkinds plotted using speed for direction and direction for
speed.

ww(25) plotted ww-15X ; should have been ww -23 V1.
W(8) plotted W-7 instead of W-8 V.
TT(06) 6 should be plotted without zero (0).
CL(6) was plotted as CM 6p ; should have been ---.
TdTd(03) plotted as 30. TdTd should never be greater than 11'.
app(207) plotted 71 ; should have been On
RR(00) niot as a T for trace when RR is reported as 00.

s (0) never plot s = 0.
N,(I) plotted as a 9 instead of as 1 as reported.
C(6) plotted as C-1 Z ; should have been C-60.
fish, plotted hshs-16; should have been 09.
92216 special phenomena group; exception to normal plotting,

as 922 indicates gusty surface winds and should be
plotted as indicated on the correct plot.

Of course, to correct a misplot, circle the wrong data and
plot the correct data as close as possible to its proper place.

Exercise (402):

1. Compare the plot in figure 1-3 with the land synoptic
report and correct the errors.

72410 91801 02434 23206 9 /// 06502

06 2322 = 1 1 05 \__
06 1).-z=

003

69937 70031 90401

(0401)

25- 747

Figure 1-3. Incorrect land synoptic station plot (objective 402, exercise 1).
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403. Decode a ship synoptic code report.

Ship Synoptic Code. The ship synoptic code differs
from the land synoptic code only because of different
requirements for taking and reporting weather observations
from a ship. The ship synoptic code repeats many of the
basic groups covered by the land code. Therefore, you need
only to study the groups peculiar to the ship synoptic code.
Turn to foldout 3 in the supplement to this volume and
follow along the code as we discuss it in the text.

Location and time (99 LaLaLaQcLoLoLoLoYYGGi,w). Fol-
lowing the identifier "SHIP," or the actual name of the
ship, is the 99 indicator for ship synoptic code and the
latitude (La LaLa). The latitude is reported in tenths of a
degree and is used with the next group to specify the ship's
position. The first digit (Q) of the longitude group identifies
the quarter of the globe where the ship is located. The
quarters are divided as follows:

Latitude Longitude

I North
3 South
5 South
7 North

East
East
west
West

The quarter of the globe digit is followed by the longitude
(L0L,L0L,), which is also coded to the nearest tenth of a
degree.

The next group identifies the day of the month (YY),
time of the observation (GG), and wind indicator (4). If
you use ship synoptic, study this group closely because it
alerts the plotter to important conditions. For instance, if
either 0 or 1 is reported for iW, the winds are in meters per
second. The time (GG) is used to determine whether or not
It is an ^ff-time ship report, which is a common occurrence.
If 30 is added to the time, a DsVsapp group is not in the
report; and if 60 is added, the DsVsapp and the NhCLhCrACH
groups are omitted from the report. A tvpilal coded report
for these first three groups is : "SHiP ':9181 71483
13123 . . . ." This partial report tells you the ship is located
at 18.1° N. and 148.3° W. It is the 13th day of the month,
the report is for 1200 GMT, and the last digit (3) denotes
that the windspeeds are in knots. The next four groups are
identical to the land synoptic code, so they will not be
discussed again.

Ship movement and pressure tendency (DsVsapp). This is
the last mandatory group of the ship synoptic code. As
stated earlier, it should be absent from the report only when
30 or 60 is added to the time. The Ds is the ship's course
and the Vs is for the ship's average speed, both of which L
for the preceding 3 hours. Table 1-6 shows the directions
the code digits reported for Ds represent. When you suspect
that the ship's position LI wrong, you can uw the next digit
(Vs) to determine the rate the ship has moved from one
position to another. Table 1-8 shows the speed represented
by each coded value. This value is also determined over the
preceding 3 hours. The pressure tendency data is the same
as land synoptic code data.

TABLE 1-8
SHIP'S AVERAGE SPF.ED (Vs)

Code

Figure

Nautical Miles
Per Hour

Kilometers Per Hour

0 0 nn/hr 0 inhr
1 6-10 nm/hr 1-10 kn/hr
2 6-10 nm/hr 11-19 inhr
.1 11-15 nn/hr 20-28 kn/hr

L 16-20 nm/h- 29-37 km/hr

5 21-25 nn/hr 38-47 kra/hr

6 26-30 rnhr 48-56 knhr
7 31-35 nn/hr 57-65 km/hr
8 36-40 nm/hr 66-75 k+/hr

9 Over 40 nn/hr Over 75 km/hr

Temperature of the sea and dewpoint (0TsTsTdTd
IT,T,T,t7). The TO', digits represent the difference between
the airtemperature (TT) and the sea temperature in half-degrees
Celsius. When the sea temperature is warmer than the
air temperature,50 is added to TsTs. For example, when
TsTs is 58, it indicates the sea temperature is 8 half-degrees
or 4° Celsius warmer than the air temperature. The last two
digits (TdTd) of the 0 indicator group are the dewpoint
temperature.

The 1 indicator group is a more precise measurement
of the sea temperature and enables you to determine the
free air temperature to a tenth of a degree. TWTWTW represents
the sea surface temperature in tenths of a degree Celsius.
When the sea surface temperature is below 0° Celsius, 500
is added to the absolute value of the sea surface temperature.
For example, 3.1° C. is -31 tenths and would be
encoded as 531. The last digit (tT) is the tenth of a
degree value for the free air temperature (TT). Therefore,
when a 1 indicator group is included, the value of TT is
not rounded off. Consequently, you must add tT to the
temperature.

Ice data (21sEsEsRs) and (C2KDire). This group provides
information on the amount of ice accumulation on the ship.
Table 1-9 shows the code figures (Is) that indicate what is
causing ice to form on the ship. Knowing what causes the
icing, especially icing caused by precipitation, helps the
forecaster as well as pilots in the area. The next two digits
(EsEs) pertain to the ice thickness in centimeters. The last
digit (Rs) pertains to the tendency of the icing (whether it is
increasing or melting). The C2KD,re group at the end of the
ship synoptic report is another ice group. The C2 gives you a
description of the kind of ice observed or the sea surface a'
the shoreline. The K describes the effect that the ice has on

TABLE 1-9
ICE ACCRETION ON THE SHIP (1s)

Code
Fig-

ure

Specifications

1 Icing from ocean spray.
2 Icing fror fog.
3 Icing from spray and fog.

4 Icing from rain.

5 Icing :ron spray and rain.

847
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navigation. The D, gives the bearing of the ice edge from
the ship, and the r gives the distance. The e gives the
orientation of the ice edge to the point of observation. All
these values are coded. FMH No. 2 contains the conversion
tables. Occasionally, a need arises for plain language
remarks in a ship synoptic report. One such example is the
plain language coding of ice phenomena that cannot be
coded in the basic groups.

Wave groups (3PPH.11.) (dwdP.1-1H,v). When
reported, they are reported in the same way in all regions of
the world. The 3 indicator is followed by the period of the
sea waves (PwPw). This is determined by time lapse
between two successive crests as they pass a fixed point. It
is reported in seconds. When the sea is calm, 00 is reported.
When the period cannot be estimated because of a confused
sea, 99 is reported.

The period of sea waves is followed by the height of the
waes (H,liw). The height is coded in I 1/2-foot increments,
therefore, the actual wave height can be obtained by
multiplying the code value by 11/2 feet. For example, code
figure 01 = 11/2 feet; code figure 02 = 2 x 11/2 = 3 feet,
etc. Again, 00 indicates a calm sea.

When only wind waves are being reported, the dwiwPw
Hwliw refers to swell waves rather than wind waes and must
always be preceded by the 3 indicator group. If there are no
wind waves, the swell wave report must be preceded by the
group 30000.

The true direction (dwdw) from which the swell waves
come is reported in tens of degrees. When the sea is in a
confused state, the direction is reported as 99. The period
(Pw) of the swell waves if reported as a code figure rather
than in seconds like the period of wind waves. Table 1-10
shows the time period that each code figure represents. The
last two digits of the swell wave group (HwH,) are reported
the same as for the wind wave group.

Exercises (403):

Decode the items listed below from the following ship
synoptic report:

ZCZC SF0025
SMPA KSFO 041800
SPNN 99382 71331 04483 73510 66806 21322 75060 0101912114 30000

35602

I. Where is the ship located?
Latitude: Longitude:

2. In what quadrant of the globe is the ship located?

3. What are the direction and speed of the ship?

9
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TABLE 1-10
PERIOD OF THE SWELL WAVES

Code
Fig-
ure Period

2
3
14

5
6
7
8
9
0
1
/

5 seconds or less
6 or 7 seconds
8 or 9 seconds

10 or 11 seconds
12 o:. 23 seconds
14 oi 15 seconds
16 or 17 seconds
18 or 19 seconds
20 or 21 seconds
Over 21 seconds
Calm, or period not determined

4. Give the reight of the swell waves.

5. What is the period of the wind waves?

404. Decode an airways report.

Airways Code. After completing Volume 2, you should
have knowledge of the coded elements in the airways code.
You should realize the uses and great importance this code
has in daily weather station operations within the U.S. Turn
to foldout 4 in the supplement to this volume and you will
find that the airways code provides for three different
possible plotting models. One of the chief advantages of
using the airways code is that the remarks ofoperational and
m-teorological significance are included and reports are
received hourly; whereas the synoptic reports are received
once every 3 hours. Each weather station has established
requirements to plot LAWCs. These charts are normally
plotted using the airways code.

Check foldout 4 for a breakdown of the elements reported
in the airways code. The plotting of the airways code is very
similar to the synoptic code, with a few exceptions:

a. The complete sky condition is plotted to the lower right
of the station circle.

b. Sky cover is reported in contractions, but plotted as
symbols.

c. Maximum or minimum temperature is plotted below
the dewpoint temperature.

Follow plotting procedures includea in foldout 4 for all
other elements.



Exercises (404):

From the airways report below answer the following ques-
tions:

PIA 1V3X I/4F 135/33/33/1805/991

1. What is sky covet?

2. The sea level pressure is

3. What obstruction to vision is causing the visibility to be
lowered?

4. The temperature is

5. What are the direction and speed of the wind?

AIRWAYS REPORT

6. The altimeter setting is inches.

405. Correct a plotted airways report.

To correct the airways plot in figure 1-4, we need to do
the following:

h(h) Sky condition. Plot the entire sky condition, not
just the ceiling layer as in the incorrect plot.

ww Present weather. When a thunderstorm is occur-
ring with rain showers, lot the thunderstorm
symbol with a dot above .

RR Precipitation. Plot .03, not 3 as shown in the in-
correct plot.

The station circle must have an overcast plotted, not broken
as shown. It must agree with the greatest amount of sky
cover, not the ceiling layer.
REMARKS Sea level pressure. Nhen the pressure is

estimated as in the reptsrt above, be sure to
plot the E to show that the pressure was
estimated.

Tat 12 SCT E25 BIM 80 OVC 7TRW E149/80/74/1509/E998/T NES AND
CB SWNW MOW) N/ 50703 196 /

80 )4( 149

7 rz tr 07V
74 23 E2,0

3
T NES

INCORRECT

80 E149

75i 407\/

74 g 120E25080(D
.03

T NES AND
C8 SWNW MOVE N

CORRECT

25-748

Figure 1-4. Incorrect and correct airways station plot.
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Exercise (405):

I. Compare the airways report with the plot in figure 1-5
and correct any errors.

MIA 15 SCT E30 8KN 100 OVC 7 RW
MOVG NE/ 00048 137/

160/77/77/0000/000/C8 NE AND SE

77 W.160
7 9 000
77 --- 100 OVC

48

25-749

Figure 1-5. Incorrect airways -'ation plot (objective 405, exercise I).

406. Decode a METAR report.

METAR Code. If you are an observer at an oversea
location, you can expect to become very familiar with the
METAR code. At present, the weat..er observer graduates
from Course 3ABR25130 receive only limited instruction
in the METAR code. METAR code does not alter the
principles of surface weather observations, which are basi-
cally the same throughout the world; rather, it requires
different coding instructions. Therefore, if you are familiar
with the METAR code content, you should be able to
encode or decode METAR reports. Turn to foldout 5 in the
supplement to this volume and follow the METAR plotting
guide and breakdown as we discuss each coded group.

Time group (GGgg). The time, indicating the time of the
observations, is always placed in the heading of a collec-
tive. The time group is usually the standard time of the
observation (1500Z, 1900Z, etc.). Reports which dir.
from the collection time by more than 10 minutes tre,st
contain a separate time group.

Wind direction and speed (dddfflf,/,). This is the mean
wind for the RI-minirte period immediately preceding the
observation. The direction of the wind is reported ;it 'ens of
degrees. Consequently, the third figure of ddd is ziwtys
zero. If the maximum windspeed during the 10-minute
period exceeds the reported windspeed by more than 5
knots, the maximum speed is reported for /fmfm immedi-
ately after dddff. Otherwise, the /fmfm element is not
reported. Mean windspeeds are maximum windspecds
excess of 99 knots are reported in three digits. For example,
290103/126 shows a mean windspeed of 103 knots and a
maximum windspeed of 126 knots. A calm wind is reported
00000, and a variable wind direction is reported VRB. To
be coded VRB, the wind direction must ftrztuate 60° or
more and the windspeed must be greater 6 knots during
the period of observation.

Visibility (VVVV). Visibility is reported in metersto the
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nearest 100 meters, up to 5000 meters; and to the nearest
1000 meter , between 5000 and 9000 meters. Since 5000
meters is the same as 5 kilometers, you may think of
visibility in terms of kilometers for reported values of 5000
and above. When the visibility is more than 9000 meters
(approximately 6 statute miles), report 9999.

Runway visual range (RVRVRVRVR) Runway visual
range is reported when the prevailing visibility is I mile or
less, or when the runway visual range is 6000 feet ;1830
meters) or less. Although runway visual range is dztehttinttd
in hundreds of feet, it is reported in meters. Values oelow
300 meters and above 1830 meters are not reportable values
and are coded M0300 and P1830 (M means minus and P
means plus). This group is not plotted. The renortable
runway visual range values are converted to meters as
follows:

RVR in Hundreds
of Feet

Reported in
';. frs

10- S/10300
10 0300
12 0360
14 0420
16 0490
18 0550
20 06W
22 0670
24 0730
26 0790
28 0850
30 0910
32 0970
34 1030
36 1100
38 1160
40 1220
45 1370
50 1520
55 1670
60 1830
60+ P1830



Present weather (tv'w'). Weather phenomena occurring
at the time of observation are encoded similarly to present
weather in synoptic code. The values are derived from
tables, as they are in synoptic code. In the METAR code.
however, the numerical value from the table is followed by
an abbreviation which further describes the phenomenon.
The abbreviation is two or four letters so that the w'w' is
either four or six characters. For example, 95 is used to
report a thunderstorm in the synoptic code, but in METAR
code the abbreviation "TS" is added so that the group
becomes 95TS. Similarly. a severe thunderstorm is reported
97XXTS in METAR code.

The abbreviations make it easy for you to decode the
present weather element of the METAR code, although they
are intended primarily to make decoding easier for nonweather
personnel. There is nothing mysterious about the letter
combinations used as abbreviations in the w'w' group.
Abbreviations are given on foldout 12 (in the supplement to
this volume), table !.

These abbreviations are amplified by preceding them
with FZ for freezing and XX for heavy or by following them
with SH for showers. Therefore, freezing drizzle is FZDZ,
heavy rain is XXRA, rain and snow occurring together are
RASN, and rain showers or snow showers are RASH or
SNSH. The numerical coded figure, of course, if still the
basic designator for weather phenomena and clarifies the
meaning of the group further. The abbreviation "RASN"
denotes rain and snow occurring together, but the numerical
value indicates the character of the precipitation; 68RASN
means continuous rain and snow, whereas 83RASN means
showers of rain and snow. Note that in the lat:zr case the SH
for showers is not used in order to limit the group to six
characters. The 83 establishes the showery character of the
precipitation. Foldout 2 contains the familiar present weather
chart showing the coded values for the present weather.

Cloud group (NsCChhshs). This group is repeated to
report a number of layers. For each individual layer,
amounts (Ns) are entered to the nearest eighth. When two or
more types of clouds occur with bases at the same level, the
amount entered will refer to the total amount of clouds of all
types at that level, except when one of the clouds is
cumulonimbus and it does not represent the greater amount.

The CC element of the cloud group represents the type of
obscuring phenomena or cloud, When two or more types of
clouds occur with bases at the same level, the type that
represents the greatest amount is coded. In the case of equal
amounts, the type which is considered more significant is
coded. When cumulonimbus clouds are observed at the
same level as other cloud types, and are not reported
because they do not represent the greatest amount, each
type is coded in separate cloud groups; e.g., for 3/8 clouds
observed at 3000 feet consisting of 1/8 CB and 2/8 CU,
1CB030 2CU030 is coded. The 10 reportable cloud types
and the 10 reportable obscuring phenomena types are.

Code .rd Tye Code Obscuring Phenomena

CI Cirrus DZ Drizzle
CC Cirrocumulus GR Hail
CS Cirrostratus RA Rain
AC Altocumulus PE Ice Pellets

12

Code Cloud Type Code Obuurrng Phenomena

AS Altostratus SN Snow
NS Nimbostratus SN Blo ing Snow
SC Stratocumulus FG Fog
ST Stratus HZ Haze
CU Cumulus SA Sand
CB Cumulonimbus FU Smoke

The height of the cloud layers (hshshs) is given by a
three-digit code. Following are some code figures and
corresponding height v alues from the code table.

Code Figure Feet Meters

000 <100 <30
001 100 30
002 200 60

020 2,000 600

048 4,800 1,440
049 4,900 1,470
050 5,000 1,500
051-054 not used
055 5,500 1,650
060 6,000 1,800
065 6,500 1,950

095 9,500 2,850
100 10,000 3,000

110 11,000 3,300
120 12,000 3,600
130 13,000 3,900

300 30,000 9,000
330 35,000 10,500
400 40,000 12,000

When the sky is totally obscured, Ns is coded 9, and the
cloud group is coded 9//hshshs, where ii is the two-letter
phenomena causing the obscuration and hshshs is the verti-
cal visibility.

A partial obscuration is encoded as a cloud group. The
amount of sky hidden by the partial obscuration is entered
first, followed by the two-letter phenomena causing the
obstruction, and i / / in place of hshshs. Some typical exam-
ples are:

2FG///.
4H2///.
2FU///.

Temperature and dewpoint (T'T'T'dT'd). This group
follows the cloud group in the symbolic form. The air
temperature and dewpoint temperature are reported in
whole degrees Celsius. Values less than 10° are preceded
with a zero so that values reported are always in two digits.
For example, a temperature of 9° C. is reported as 09.
Negative temperatuie values are preceded with the letter
"M" (minus) so that a temperature of 9° C. is reported as
M09.

Altimeter setting (PHPHPHPH). Air Weather Service sta-
tions report altimeter settings in inches of mercury and add
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the contraction "INS"; i.e., 29891NS. This group is not
plotted.

Ceiling group (CIG(D)hhh). This group is reported when
a ceiling, variable ceiling, or surface based total obscuration
exists. Ceiling is the height of the lowest layer of clouds or
obscuring phenomena that covers 5/8 or more of the sky at
and below that level. This group clarifies the sky condition
by specifying the ceiling (C1G), the ceiling height classifi-
cation designator (D) (using M, E, or W) when the ceiling is
less than 3000 feet, and specifies the ceiling height (hhh).
The ceiling height includes vertical visibility into a totally
obscured sky. When a layer(s) of clouds is reported, the
amount of which is 5/8 c: more, but the layer(s) is not
opaque, the remark "CIGNO" is entered as the first remark
in the observation. If a variable condition exists and the
variability affects the reporting of a ceiling below 3000 feet.
the condition existing at observation time will be coded.
Some examples of variable sky cover are:

Obsened

2i8 Sc, Varying
to 3/8

318 SC. Varying
to 2/8

2/8 St. Varying
to 1/8

Sky Condition

2ST010 25CO25

25T010 3SC015

2ST010 35CO25

IA C080

Remark

CIGNO OCNL CIGM025

CIGN1025 OCNL CIGNO

CIGE025 OCNL CIG080

As the symbolic form indicates, the last element of a
METAR report is reserved for remarks. The method for
reporting remarks is described in another volume of this
course. The emphasis is placed on the importance of
remarks in Volume 2, in relation to airways reports also
applies to METAR reports. Anything that amplifies and
clarifies the observation or makes it more representative is
appended to the report as a remark.

The term "SPEC1" designates an aviation selected spe-
cial report This code provides for the dissemination of
special observations in the same basic code form as METAR
reports There are only' two significant differences. For one
thing, the time reported with a SPECI report is the actual
time of the special observation GMT. Second, the tempera-
ture/ dewpoint and altimeter setting groups are not included
in SPEC1 reports disseminated long tine. (Altimeter settings
are included in the local dissemination of specials.) All
other elements of the code are identical with the METAR
code form and are governed by the same coding instruc-
tions.

As with the airways code in the United States, your
station has a current plotting model for the METAR code.
Once you're familiar with the standard plotting models that
are at your station, it should be easy for you to adapt to
plotting models used in locally produced charts.

Exercises (406):

Use the METAR report below to answer the following
questions.

1. What is the time of the report?

2. What are the windspeed, direction, and maximum
winds?

3. What is the visibility value?

4. What weather is restricting the visibility?

5. What is the cloud type?

6. What is the dewpoint temperature?

7. What is the ceiling height?

1-2. Locally Prepared Charts

Since the airways code is most frequently plotted on local
weather charts, an impression is created that these charts are
limited to this source of data. This is not the case! Granted,
the analyses required for local charts normally require that a
weather code such as airways be plotted. However, where
the primary analysis is for weather parameters other than
fronts, highs, and lows, it is important that you realize the
types of data available for special analyses and construct
plotting models for each code type. Some of the basic
surface weather codes used for plotting locally prepared
charts are:

Airways.
METAR.
Ship synoptic.
Land synoptic (backup).

When special analysis requirements exist, me forecaster
may ask you to plot weather data that is of an "unscheduled'

These codes are:
Radar reports.
Pilot reports.
Severe weather advisories.
Rawinsonde and dropsonde data (100-mb or 850-mb
levels).
Weather reconnaissance reports.
COMBAR and AIREP reports.

MSGO 1500 27003'10 0500 45FG 7ST005 02M02 2984INS As shown above, almost an./ type of data may be plotted
on a local weather chart. For instance, RECCO data may beCIGM005
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very useful if you are located at a coastal region where a
tropical depression or hurricane is approaching and the
forecaster needs to monitor the storm's every movement In
this case, you may be somewhat "rusty" in plotting these
reports. Therefore, there should be a plotting guide located
near the working area. Because many of these codes are
discussed in other sections of this volume, you should
review the codes that are usually restricted to plotting on
LAWCs. The first of these, pilot reports, provides the
forecaster with information on actual sighting of weather
phenomena and is especially helpful in the identification of
severe weather areas, turbulence, icing, and other phenom-
ena hazardous to flight operations.

407. Decode pilot reports (PIREPs`.

Pilot Reports. At the weather detachment that supports
flight operations on a large scale, pilot report information
has an important part in station operations. The forecaster
uses pilot reports to brief other pilots on weather phenom-
ena that they may experience over the same flightpata. The
forecaster also uses this source of data to confirm predic-
tions of weather movement and development. There are
several methods for making this data more meaningful to
the forecaster and other users, PIREPs should be filed near
the pilot to metro (PMSV) communications unit for ready
accessibility and plotted on a special pilot report chart by
using an abbreviated form of weather symbols or a numbering
system. THese methods of using pilot report data are
satisfactory for most uses. However, on occasion, a need
arises to display this information symbolically on a weather
chart. The format is interpreted as follows:

FORMAT in UA(UUA) /0V /TP /SK ITA /WV /TB /IC /RM

in
UA(UUA)
bOy
/TP
ISK
/TA
/WV
/TBIntensity
/IC
/RM

Transmitting station location identifier
Regular or severe PIREP to follow
Position, time, and altitude

Aircraft type
Sky condition
Air temperature
Wind direction and speed
Intensity, type, and altitude of turbulence

Intensity, type and altitude of icing
Remarks

Your station has established standard policies for ploing
pilot reports, based on AWSR 105-22, The Local Analysis
and Forecast Program. Some general plotting rules that are
usually followed at most stations are:

a When duplicate reports are received, plot the latest
report.

b Always enter the time of observation.
c Illustrate the location of the phenomena.
d Enter the aircraft type with PIREPs that contain turbu-

lence, icing, electrical discharge, and contrail remarks.
e Plot recognizable meteorological symbols for the weather

phenomena.

Figure 1-6 shows an example of two plotted pilot reports.
One example shows a report of phenomena over a specific

14

area, whereas the other shows a report over one location. In
both cases the forecaster is able to interpret this data more
easily than if he or she had to read the report directly from
the teletype report. The forecaster can use this data along
with radar reports and surface weather observations to
obtain greater insight into some of the atmospheric processes
that continually challenge and confront him or her. Often a
pilot is in a position to report weather phenomena, such as
newly formed lines of convective clouds that have not been
identified on radarscopes. This information provides added
information about severe weather development.

Exercises (407):

Use the PIREP below to answer the following questions:

ATL UA /OV AHN 320045 2212 FLO90 /IP UNK /SK OVC ITA 10 /WV
270040 /TB NEG /RM R-

1. Where is the weather phenomena located?

2. What is the outside air temperature?

3. When was the phenomena observed?

4. What station reported the PIREP?

5. Why do we need the ACFT UNKN remark?

6. What type of TURB was reported?

408. State the procedures for plotting radar reports.

At times, the only indications of severe weather in the
area are radar observations. Fortunately, there is a network
of radar reporting stations in the United States that detects
areas of severe weather. Just as the severe weather section
at Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC) evaluates
all radar reports transmitted by the various reporting sta-
tions, each weather detachment is concerned with evaluat-
ing reports of echoes. In most cases, the forecaster can do
this by looking at incoming radar reports. But in some
cases, the forecaster must see the radar echoes displayed on
a radar chart with respect to their actual location. Then the
forecaster can better visualize the atmospheric changes
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taking place when comparing these observations with other
weather reports and facsimile charts. One of your jobs is to
plot these radar reports so that the forecaster Lan obtain a
better picture of the situation.

The rada, report plotting procedure described in this text
is the most commonly used method for plotting radar
reports; however, your detachment may have a slightly
different procedure.

The first step in plotting a radar report is to outline the
dimensions of the echo area. You can find the dimensions
by plotting a point on the map for each direction/distance
group in the radar report. Outline the echo area by connecting
the points with a solid line. For circular areas, plot the point
from the direction/distance group and then plot the diameter
of the area. For lines of echoes, plot the points from the
direction/distance groups and then plot the width of the
area. Figure 1-7 shows examples of plotted radar reports.
Normally the dimension outline is colored red, but some-
times a color code is used to indicate different reporting
times. Using a color code helps enhance the picture for the
forecaster.

The second step is 03 plot the following information
inside or near the echo area outline:

(1) Reporting station call sign (BIV, SSC, etc.).
(2) Type of echo system (line, area, cell, etc.).
(3) Aerial coverage.
(4) Precipitation type.
(5) Intensity (if reported).
(6) Irtensity trend (if reported).
(7) Remarks.

These seven items ( an be transposed direLtly as printed
from the radar report to the map.

The third step in the plotting procedure is to plot the
movement of the echo systems and cells. Use an arrow with
barbs to depict echo system movements. The arrow shows
the direction of movement and the barbs show the speed of
movement. Figure 1-7 shows the depiction of echo system
movement. Plot the movement in or near the outline of the
echo area. Depict the movement of cells by an arrow to
show the direction of movement and a numerical figure
printed at the arrowhead to show the speed of movement.
Plot the movement in the area where the cell movement was
reported. Figure 1-7 also shows the depiction of cell
movement.

The final step is to plot the maximum tops of the reported
echoes. Plot the maximum tops in or near the echo area and
depict them by placing a bracket underneath the reported
maximum tops. Figure 1-7 shows examples of plotted

maximum tops. If you must plot other top (i.e., TOP 350
AT 200;18) use one of two methods. The first method is to
place a dot at the location where the top was reported. Then
plot the top with a line under it as close to the dot as
possible. If there is insufficient room to plot the tops by the
first method, then plot the tops in plain language next to the
echo area.

Some radar reports may also contain a digital section that
you may be required to plot. Following is an example of
such a radar report.

ABC 1933 AREA 6TRW-1-. NC 339, 165 15, 125 159, 130
215/ 115 269/ 115 A2325 MT 370 AT 351, 75
TOP 340 AT 179/ 80

HJ231 113332 KJ233 L11133 M11220022
N122201222 0122000232 PL22133 QL22212

An upward pointing arrow indicates the beginning of the
digital section of the observation.

To plot the digital section of the radar report, you need a
ridded map. Figure 1-8 illustrates a gridded map. Plot the

digital groups one at a time. Find the grid box identified by
the two letters that start the first group. Plot the first number
in that grid box. Any following number should be plotted in
the following grid boxes in the row. Repeat this procedure
for every digital group. Figure 1-9 shows the plotted digital
section from the previous radar report.

Exercises (408):

1 How do you plot the dimensions of an echo area?

2. What information is transposed direLtly from the radar
report to the map?

3 How is echo system movement depicted on a map?

4. How are maximum tops plotted on a map?

5 How is the digital section of a radar report identified?
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ABC 1903 AREA 6 TRW + /NC 339/165 15/125 159/13p 215/115
269/115 A2325 MT 370 AT 351/75 TOP 34p AT 179/8p
tHJ231 113332 JH23333 KL233 LI133 MI1220p22 NI22201222
0122pp0232 PL221333 QL22212

Figure 1-9. Plotted digital radar reports.
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CHAPTER 2

Upper Air Codes

UPPER AIR data furnishes us information about the state of
the atmosphere b. yond the reach of our surface instruments.

ithout the benefit of this upper level data. ;.,eating the
position and height of the tropopause .;etstream becomes
virtually impossible. Data regarding the positions of upper
air troughs and ridges, the advection of heat and moisture,
and thit.kness between constant pressure surfaces would be
missing from our weather maps without upper air observa-
tions. This wealth of information becomes meaningful to
you only when you understand the codes used to record the
data. Knowing the codes permits you to evaluate the
plotting of skew-T diagrams, constant pressure charts,
winds aloft, end station continuity charts.

In this chapter, you take a fresh look at the radiosonde
code (TEMP and TEMP SHIP) and upper wind code
(PILOT and PILOT SHIP). Once you have reviewed each
group of both codes, a study of the plotted data on the
various charts follows. The plotting models are guided by
the general instructions found in AWSR 105-22. Where
plotting policy is left to local option, an existing plotting
method is suggested.

2 -i. Radiosonde Code

The radiosonde code handbook discusses the code format
used and the data for radiosonde code. The complete code is
divided into four individual parts (A, B, C and D). Parts A
and C are specified for worldwide distribution. Parts B and
D are normally intended for distribution in continental or
regional areas. The United States has elected to collect and
distribute Parts A and B in a single message. The code name
"TEMP" has been assigned to the upper air observation
from a land station. The code names are for precise
reference purposes only ana are not transmitted.

Parts A and B, normally completed soon after termina-
tion of the sounding, are transmitted first to provide
sounding data up to and including 100 mb. This makes data
available while the remainder of the sounding is being
evaluated and coded. Several hours later the remaining
parts, C and D, are distributed. Each of the coded parts
contains a specific type of level.

It is customary to call certain standard isobaric surfaces
mandatory levels. These standard levels, chosen by a WMO
agreement, must appear in every report, provided, of
course, the sounding reaches them. Parts A and C are

composed of standard levels. Part A contains only the
standard levels at 100 mb and below. Parts B and D contain
levels, occurring between the standard levels, representing
significant changes in either temperature or hurnidit)
encountered during the sounding. Hence, we use the term
"significant level." Part B includes significant levels up to
100 mb. The following format shows the radiosonde code
that applies to WMO :legion IV (North and Central America)
and V (Southwest Pacific).

PART A.

TTAA YYGGId Ifni
99130130 T0ToT,0D0D0 dadafafafo
00hhh TTT,DD ddfff
85hhh TTT,DD ddfff
70hhh TTT,DD ddfff
50hhh TraDD ddfff
40hhh TTT,DD ddfff

3Ohhh TTT,DD ddfff
25hhh TTT,DD ddfff
20hhh TTT,DD ddfff
15hhh TTT,DD ddfff
IOhhh TTT,DD ddfff
8813,13tP, T,T,TatD,D, didtf,f,f,

77 or 66P,PmPm dmdmfmfmfm
4VbVbV,V,

PART B:

TTBB YYGGiIIni

COUR° ToToTs0D0D0
11PPP TTT,DD
22PPP TTT,DD

33PPP ITT,DD . . , etc.
51515 101AdiAdt

(Identification Section I)
(Surface Data)

(Standard Isobaric Surfaces
Section 2)

(Tropopause DataSection
3)
(Maximum Wind Data
Section 4)

(IdentificationSection I)

(Surface Data)
(Significant LevelsSection
5)

(Regional CodesAdditional
DataSection 8)

PART C:
TTCC YYGGIdllm (Identification Section I)

70hhh TTT,DD ddfff
50hhh TTT,DD ddfff
30hhh TTT,DD ddfif
20hhh TTT,DD ddfff
10hhh TTT,DD ddfff

204

(Standard Isobaric Surfaces
Section 2)



07hhh TTT,DD ddfff
051111h TTT,DD ddfff
03hhh TTT,DD ddfff
02hhh TTT,DD ddfff
Olhhh TTT,DD ddfff
88P,P,P, T,T,T,,D,I), ,d,f,f,f, Tropopause DataSection 3)
77 or 661),PrPr dn.drIlmf,,,fn, 4Vt,Vt,V,V, (Maximum Wind Data

Sect ton 4)

PART D.
TTDD YYGG'Ilin

I IPPP TTT,DD
22PPP TTT,DD
33PPP TTT,DD

(1dentificmonSection I)

(Si,nificant Levels- Section
51

44PPP TTT,DD . etc
51515 101 AdtAdt (Regional CodesAdditional

DataSection 8)

WMO standard hours of observation are 0000, 0600.
1200. aid 13(9 GMT If only two surroundings are taken per
day for synoptic purposes, tilt.) shot& :,e taken at 0000 and
1200 GMT Individual instructions to the station define
combinations other than these mentioned. The actual time
of tilloon release is specified as 30 minutes before the
standard time The follow ing paragraphs discuss the coding
of the observation time in the report along with the coding
of the other data included in the individual parts.

When referring to the code format, you notice that Part A
is subdivided into sections. Each section is described as
Identification, Surface Data, Standard Isobaric Surfaces,
Tropopause Data. and Maximum Wind Data. Within each
section are several groups. For your convenience, the
discussion of each part of the code follows this same
outlining.

The code format also shows that Parts A and C have a
noticeable similarity. Another similarity exists between
Parts B and D. To avoid repetition of discussion, Parts A
and B are outlined in detail; whereas only the unique
features of Parts C and D enter our study.

409. Decode the identification groups of the radiosonde
code, Part A.

Identification Groups, Part A. The message identifier
for Part A appears as the first group. This four-letter group
TTAA, provides quick identification of Part A regardless of
whether the observation comes from a land or ship station.
The next group (Y`r GGId) reports a coded date, time, and
available winds. The day of the month (GMT) and the unit
of windspeed used in the report are coded together in the
two-digit T1' symbol. Code figures 01 to 31 indicate the day
of the month. When 50 is added to the day of the month
code figure, it menas the winds are reported in knots. When
meters per second is used, the day of the month code figure
appears unaltered All United States stations report winds in
knots; therefore, code figures 51 through 81 are used to
indicate the date in the U.S.

The time of observation (GG) is cc;led in whole hours
GMT If you let H refer to ti,e standard time of observation,
soundings may be taken between H minus 45 minutes and

H, with H minus 30 minutes as the preferred release time.
Any observation started within she 45-minute time range
has a standard time reported for GO. A balloon release
outside the 45-minute time range has the nearest whole hour
reported for GG.

Appended to the detr 'ame group is an indicator, !d,
signifying available wind data. This code figure indicates
the highest standard level for which wind data is reported,
even though a lower level may have a missing wind.
Suppose wind data is available ill Part A for all levels
including 100 mb. The Id is coded as 1. Code fig': 1 would
also be reported despi'e a missing wind at 3C0 mb. If 150
mb was the last level for winds, code figure 2 is reported;
200 mb, code figure 3; 300 mb, code figure 4; etc.; with
each standard level assigned an Id code figure. The wind
group is included for all the levels at and below the level
indicated by Id and omitted from levels above. If one level
is missing below the indicated level, ti e wind will be
reported as i / 1 1 1. Each part contains its Gwn id, but since
winds are not normally reported for significant levels, Parts
B and D have a solidus (/) code for Id.

The last identification group (Hill) expresses a geograph-
ical and station numbering system. The block number (H)
designates a geographical area composed of 1000 stations.
Each station is assigned a three-digit number identifier (m).
Used together, the block and station number identify one
observing station in the world without duplication.

Exercises (409):

Use the radiosonde code, Part A, identification data given
below to answer the questions following.

TTAA 06123 72486

1. What geographical area is the report from?

2. What station is the report from?

3. What is the date of the observation?

4. What is the time of the observation?

5 What is the highest level of winds reperted?

410. Decode surface data from the radiosonde code,
Part A.

Surface Data, Part A. Parts A and B both contain
surface data. Two noticeable differences exist between the
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two sets of data. First, the indicators are different: second,
only Part A surface data reports the wind.

Surface voup 99PPP. The surface data indicator for
Part A is 93. rather than 00 as in Part B. Using 99 avoids
possible confusion with the 00 indicator for the 1000-mb
level also reported in Part A.

Part of the surface data reported is the pressure (PPP).
The pressure value represents surface pressure n whole
millibars at one of three possible locations. The location
with first priority is the height of the instrument shelte..
When the Arface pressure is greater than 1000mb. the
coded value omits the digit 1. No further interpretation is
necessary in decoding this pressure alue prior to plotting it.
Remaining surface data includes temperature, dcwpoint
depression. and wind direction and speed. Surface data is
always included in Part A in three separate groups. Any
missing portion of the data is indicated by a solidus (/).

Temperature and dcwpoint data, ToTora, DoDo. It is not
uncommon for a complete radiosonde report to contain a
combined total in excess of 60° temperature and dcwpoint
values. This alerts you to the importance of decoding these
values accurately. An incorrecil), decoded value can result
in a poor analysis of the various charts on which these data
are plotted. On a skew-T chart. a decoding or plotting error
in the temperature can cause erroneous representations of
moisture. false inversions, and 'also superadiabatic !apse
rates Recall that a -uperadiabatic lapse rate is present when
the temperature curve crosses the dry adiabat to the left with
an increase in altitude.

The value of TT indicates the temperature in whole
dcgrccs Celsius for appropriate levels. This is alto true for
TT and Tt I,. which represent the tempzract -e tor the
mandatory levels and tropopausc Thcsc values are not
complete unless you decode the value for Tao, T8. and Tit
Whcn decoded. l'icse values provide you with the tenths
value for the temperature and at the same time indicate
whether the temperature is below or above zero. These
tenths values range from 0 through 9.

To decode a temperature group (T0ToTa,D,D0) of 05718
from the radiosonde -ode, use table 2-1 to determine what
the T, value 7 indicates Table 2-1 shows you that the
temperature (ToT) is a minus value with a tenths value of
0.6 or 0.7. In this example, the decoded temperature is

5.7° Celsius. From table 2-1, notice that the positive
temperatures are indicated by even numbers and the nega-
tive temperatures by odd numbers. Although table 2-1
shows that the tenths value indicated by 7 could be either
0.6 or 0.7. it is not intended that you decide which value to
use. Consider the tenths value to be the same as the coded
value.

The dcwpoint depression (DODO. DD, or DtDt) may be
reported either as an actual or a coded figure. For depres-
sions of 5° or less. the actual value in degrees and tenths is
reported. The number 32 repiesents a 3.2° Depression in
Celsius degrees. A coded figure represents depressions over
5°. Additionally. the larger depressions are encoded as
whole degrees only. Each dcwpoint depression value over
5- is coded by adding 50 so that 56 becomes a depression of
6°, 57 for 7°, 60 for 10°, and further, until 99 signifies a 49°
depression. No provision for larger depressions exists. Also,
values 5! through 55 should never be reported.

TABLE 2 -I
TENTHS VALUES

Symbol Ta Approximate tenths value aid sign of
the air temperature at the ,tandar
isobaric surfaces and si,nificant levels.

Symbol Tao' Approximate tenths value and sign of
the air temperature at the surface.

Symbol Tat Approximate tenths value and sign of
the air temperatire zt t'e level of the
tropopause.

Code
cure

Sign o:
Temperature Temperature

0 0.0 and 0.1
1 - 0.0 and 0.1
2 0.2 and 0.3

3 - 0.2 and 0.3

4 0.!, and 0.5
5 - 0.4 and 0.5

6 0.6 and 0.7
- 0.6 and 0.7

0.8 and 0.9

9 - 0.8 and 0.9

* Sign: means above zero.
- means below zero.

When solidi (/ /) are reported for temperature and ciewpoint
data, they are either missing or unobtainable. For example,
the dcwpoint depression is not reported when the tempera-
ture is below -40° Celsius because of equipment limita-
tions and encoding instructions.

Wind data, dodafijo. The wind direction (dodo) may be
reported to the nearest 5° by adding 0 or 5 to the hundreds
digit of the speed and the speed, is reported to the nearest
knot. For cxamplc. a wind direction of 295° and a speed for
45 knots is encoded as 29545. Remember the wind direction
should be decoded to the nearest 5° by determining whether
e- not 500 has been added to the windspeed (f0f0f0). it has
been added, you add 5° to the value for dd. This is how you
can obtain a wind direction to the nearest 5°.

The values for f0f0f0 are the windspeed. The values
coded for ffof need no conversion unless 500 is added to
the windspeed to obtain wind direction to the nearest 5°.
The wino group 29635, *here fore, decodes as 295° at 135
knots.

Thcsc rules also apply 10 winds for the mandatory levels
(ddfff), tropopause winds (dtdiftftft), and maximum winds
(dindnifinfinfi)

Exercises (410):

Decode the surface data from the following rawinsonde
report:

TTAA 78001 72311 99980 24062 07003

I. What is the pressure t the surface"

2. What are the .rind direction and the windspeed?

22
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3. What are the temperature and dewpoint at the surface?

411. Decode data from the radiosonde code, Part A, for
standard isobaric levels.

Other standard levels reported in Part A give tempera-
ture, dewpoint depression, and wind data for isobaric
(constant pressure) levels. Unlike the earth's surface, where
the pressure varies, the isobaric levels vary in height.
Therefore, height instead of pressure is reported for the
standard isobaric levels.

Standard Isobaric Levels, PPhhh TTTaDD ddfff.
Each isobaric level uses two digits of its own pressure as a
level indicator. The indicator 00 denotes 1000 mb; 85, 850
mb; and 70, 700 mb. No duplicate indicators exist in any
one code part. However, you may notice that both Parts A
and C contain 70 indicators. There should be no confusion
from this identity, since Part A is coded only to 100 mb and
Part C is coded for levels about 100 mb. The 70 indicator in
Part C signifies 70 mb.

Following the indicator for each standard isobaric level,
you find a height (hhh) for that level. These heights are to
the nearest whole meter up to 500 mb and to the nearest 10
meters at 500 mb and above. A group of 85491 indicates
that the data is for the 850-mb level (85) and that the height
is 1491 meters above sea level (491). The group 40714
means that 400 -r.fb level is at 7140 meters. The coded value
in three digits cannot, of course, reflect the complete
height. You determine the proper prefix for each coded
value from the standard heights printed on the skew-T chart
at each level or judge them from experience. Occasionally,
the 1000-mb height is coded with a value over 500. This
means the height of the 1000-mb surface is below mean sea
level. It is unlikely to find the 1000-mb level at 500 meters
above sea level. Therefore, a coded value of 632 actually
reports a height of 132 meters below mean sea level.

These heights tell the forecaster where each standard
isobaric surface stands with respect to the last sounding and
to the computed standard height. When this information is
considered for each level, it provides the forecaster with
indications of troughing, ridging, and warm or cold air
advection.

Three separate groups contain the reported data for each
standard level. However, if he Id indicators shows that
winds are not reported, only two groups represent each
level. Every level must appear in sequence even if the data
for a level is missing. Frequently, the 1000-mb level is
below surface and, obviously, temperature and wind data
cannot be determined; but the report still maintains proper
sequence by showing "00hhh / / / / / / / / / /" for the missing
data.

Similar to the surface level, the isobaric levels contain
reports of temperature, dewpoint depression, and winds
(TTTaDD DDfff). These groups are decoded the same as
instructions given in objective 410.

Exercises (411):

Decode data from the radiosonde coded report below by
answering the questions following.

TTAA 78001 72311 99980 24062 07003 00159 / / / / / / / / / / 85563
13860 06006 70169 03871 04519 50583 10947 05012 40750 24567
04519 30953 39966 04519 25075 481/ / 04027 20219 577/ / 02525
15399 613/ / 34507 10650 653/ / 35011 88169 625/ / 01514 77999

1. What is the height of the 700-mb level?

2. What is the temperature at the 400-mb level?

3. What is the dewpoint at the 100-mb level?

4. What are the wind direction and speed at the 200-mb
level?

412. Decode data from the radiosonde code, Part A, for
the tropopause and maximum winds.

Tropopause, Part A. Part A includes a report of
tropopause data, providing that is occurs between the
surface and 100 mb. Part C contains the tropopause data
when it is above 100 mb. For purposes of illustration,
suppose the tropopause occurs at 240 mb. This data would
then appear in Part A.

A tropopause is represented by three groups of data. The
data indicator 88 in the first group calls your attention to
tropopause information. The remaining portion of the group,
PtPtPt, reports the pressure, in whole millibars, at the
tropopause level. The second group reports temperature,
TtTtTat, and dewpoint depression, DtDt. Standard coding
insturctions apply to this group the same way that they do
for any temperature group at other levels. Standard coding
also applies to the third group (dtdtftftft) containing wind
direction and speed. For similarity of data, the tropopause
level can be compared to the surface. When no tropopause
is observed within the stratum covered by Part A, an
indicator group, 88999, appears in the message. However,
if no tropopause data is coded, this indicates the data was
not ready at collection time and should follow in a correc-
tion message later. Following the tropopause section of the
message Lames another special data sectionmaximum
wind data.

Maximum Wind, Part A. The final section of Part A
reports maximum wind (77 or 66 PmPmPmdmdmfmfmfm
4VbVbVaVa). Aside from meeting qualifying criteria, the
maximum wind must occur at or below 100 mb to be
included in Part A. Two indicator figures, 77 or 66, identify
this section. Indicator 66 places the maximum wind at the
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terminating level of the ascent. The 77 indicator tells you
when the maximum wind occurs below the terminating
level. The pressure (P,P,P,) of the maximum wind level
follows. The second group, of course, reports the wind in
the same way as for other levels.

Reported also with the maximum wind is the vector
difference between the maximum wind and the winds at a
distance of 3000 feet below VbVb and 3000 feet above
Va Va. Vector difference accounts for both speed and direc-
tion, which is not the same as the simple difference between
two speeds. Figure 2-1 is an illustration of a vector between
two speeds. Suppose the line AB represents a maximum
wind of 80 knots from a specia direction as shown. Then,
also consider line AC as a 48-knot speed and wind direction
at a level 3000 feet below. Line BC becomes the vector
difference between the two lines. Vector BC as shown in
figure 2-1 represents 36 knots. The vector difference is 4
knots greater than the simple difference in speed between
the two levels. The reason for a greater difference lies in the
amount of angular (direction) difference between the two
speeds. Figure 2-2 shows the same two windspeeds (48 and
80 knots) from widely different directions. Vector BC now
represents 56 knots because there is a wider angular
difference between the two levels. This explains vector
difference, but the mohod for obtaining it must be taken
from Federal Meteorological Handbook 5, Winds Aloft
Observations.

There are four options for reporting maximum wind with
which you should be familiar. Normally, two groups of data
represent the wind level. Occasionally, a secondary maxi-
mum is also observed and reported, adding a second set of
groups. If no maximum wind can be observed in the stratum
included in Part A, the group 77999 appears in the report as
the third opticti. Finally, when no maximum wind data is

reported, you may assume the data was not available at
collection time, but should follow in a correction message
later.

Part A ends with a message separation signal (;) follow-
ing the last group of the maximum wind section. From the
temperature and dewpoint depressions of Part A, a general
picture of the sounding to 100 mb becomes evident. It
remains for Part B to fill in the gaps, showing the details of
temperature inversions and upper layers of moisture.

Exercises (412):

Use the radiosonde data in exercise 411 and decode the
information by answering the following questions.

1. At what height (in millibars) do we find the tropopause9

C

A 25-275

Figure 2-1. Vector difference.

B

25-276

Figure 2-2 Increased vector difference

2. What is the temperature at the trop?

3. What are the maximum wind direction and speed?

413. Decode the radiosonde code, Part B.

Radiosonde Code, Part B. Unlike Part A, where the
number of levels remains fixed, Part B contains as many
levels as necessary to show the significant changes of
temperature or humidity within the sounding. Signifi-
cant changes in wind not being considered, no winds are
reported.

Identification, Part B. The message identifier, TTBB,
appears first. The remaining groups, date/time and
station number, are identical to Part A with but one
exception. That exception is the wind indicator, Id.

Since no winds are included, Id conveys no meaning for
Part B. Therefore a solidus is always reported.

Surface data, Part B. A repetition of the surface data,
excluding winds, appears as the first level in Part B.
Level indicator 00, instead of 99 as in Part A, indicates
surface data and is not used for any other level in Part B.
The type of data reported for other levels is consistent
with the surface data; namely, pressure, temperatur..,
and dewpoint depression.

Significant levels. Indicators assigned to each level
and numbered in consecutive order maintain proper
sequence. Even a level within a missing data stratum is
assigned an indicator to show the existence of missing
data. The numbering sequence begins with II for the
first level above the surfaced and continues (22, 33, . . .

88, 99, 11) for subsequent levels. (Note that 00 is used
only for the surface level.) When missing data for a
single level occurs, the bounding and missing levels
appear in the message as: 44PPP MaDD 55/ / / / / / / /
66PPP TTTaDD. Of course, the letters would be represented
by numbers in the actual report. The coding of individual
elements follows the procedures outlined in preceding
paragraphs. No significant levels for pressures lower than
100 mb are reported in Part B.
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Additional data. The indicator group, 51515, specifies
that the groups following contain data in regionally
adopted code forms.

Region IV adopted the 101 groups. Various informa-
tion that cannot otherwise be included in the message
finds itself in the 101 group. You can locate the exact
meaning of each 101 group in the radiosonde code hand-
book. The entire list of 101 groups has been broadly
classified under a few general headings. For instance, 101
groups between 40 and 59 (10140-10159) give reasons for
an incomplete or missing report.A group commonly reported
within this general heading is 10143observation delayed.

Groups 10165-10169 are broadly classed as doubtful
and missing data. Group 10167 indicates doubtful tempera-
ture data between specific levels. So that you may knov,
between which specific levels the temperature is doubtful, a
second group, OPIP1P2P2, follows the 10167 PIP, repre-
sents the lower (in respect to altitude) level and shows
pressure in hundreds and tens (520 mb as 52) or whole units
(52 mb as 52) There can be no confusion between these
indicators because 520 mb appears in Part A and 52 mb in
Part C Then the P2P2 shows the upper bounding level.
Another commonly used 101 group in this category is
10168: dewpoint depression missing between specific lev-
els. Again the OP' PIP2P2 group shows the bounding levels.

The next general heading suggests corrected data. These
are the 101 groups from 75 to 89. You recall from the
discussion of tropopausL and maximum wind data that
occasionally this information is transmitted at a late. time in
a correction message. These correction messages begin with
an identification section (TTBB YYGG/ Iliii 51515), then
10178 for tropopause data or 10179 for wind, and finally
end with the data itself. Additional data (101) groups
provide for correcting entire transmissions, specific, man-
datory, or significant levels, or even other 101 groups as
well Possibly you may see a single correction message
containing several corrective groups lumped together. Of
course, any combination of corrections must apply to a
single part of the code. Corrections for Part A are not
combined with corrections to Part B.

The last general 101 group heading is classed miscellane-
ous Thee groups range from 90 to 99 Extrapolated data
and early transmission data are included under this heading.

Exercises (413):

Decode Part B (TTBB) of the radiosonde code below by
answering the following questions.

TTBB 78001 72311 00980 24062 11825 13660 22756 07668 33718
05271 44684 03067 55595 02577 66479 13174 77460 16168 88400
24567 99221 535/ / 11169 625/ / 22159 601/ / 33146 623/ / 51515
10166 04840:

1. What is the pressure at the second significant level above
the surface?

2. What is the temperature at the ninth significant level?

3. What is the temperature at 146 mb?

4. What does the group 10166 indicate?

414. Decode the early transmission message.

Early Transmission Data. The 850-, 700- and 500-mb
standard levels and stability index form an abbreviated
report known as the early transmission message. Coding of
the standard levels follows the same rules outlined in Part
A. These early messages are in addition to the complete
report. The coded data for these levels in the complete
report is in no way affected by the early message. A unique
part of the early message is the stability index.

The stability index, Isis, can be found only in the early
message. The index implies the degree of stability for the
stratum between surface and 500 mb. Stable conditions are
reported by code figure 01 to 40 inclusive. The higher
values indicate greater stability. Code figures 51 to 90,
inclusive, indicate unstable conditions. When the index is
unavailable, it is not reported. Since the stability index and
the early transmission of standard level data fall into the
additional data category, the entire message is assigned the
10196 identifier.

Each early message begins ,)ith an identification section:
TTBB YYGG/ IIiii 51515. The 10196 identifier that fol-
lows shows that 850-, 700-, and 500-mb levels and stability
index data follow. Occasionally, one of the levels cannot be
reported. Rather than burdening the message with a series
of solidi, other 101 groups may be reported to show the
omission. As an illustration, 10195 identifies data for 850 -

and 500-mb levels and stability index. Data for 700 mb
being unavailable, the message completely omits the level.
Code figure 10197 identifies data for the 500-mb level and
stability index, 10198 identifies 700-mb data and stability
index. (Se.... table 2-2.)

Though the early message has a Part B identification
section, it is a separate message. Part B precedes the
transmission of the entire report. Actually, each part of the
code is an individual report and could be transmitted alone,
whether or not the various parts of the code are combined
into a single requirement for the data. Thus, the collection
and distribution of the parts may change from time to time.
Current communications schedules can provide precise
information on the transmission of the radiosonde reports.

Exercises (414):

Use the early transmission data below to answer the
questions:

TTBB 6012/ 72353 51515 10196 85488 10865 27017
70078 01466 30014 50570 16980 32026 07 10194 23026
30013,
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TABLE 2-2
EARLY TRANSMISSION 101 CODES

Symbol AdfAdf = Form of Additional Data
Reported

Code
Figure Specification

94-99: Early Transmission Messages

94 LowLevel Mean Winds for Surface to 5,000foot Layer and

5,000 to 10,000foot Layer ddfff ddfff .

95 Early transmission of 850 and 550-mb data and stability

index follow 85hhh TTTaDD ddfff 50hhh

TTTaDD ddfff isis.

96 Early transmission of 850, 700, and 500mb data and

stability index follow 85hhh TTTaDD ddfff

70hhh TTTaDD ddfff 50hhh TTTaDD ddfff isis.

97 Early transmission of 500mb data stability index follow

50hhh TTTaDD ddfff isis.

98 Early transmission of 700mb data and stability index

follow 70hhh TTTaDD ddfff isis.

99 Not to be assigned.

1. What is the time (GMT) of this report?

2. What does the group 10196 indicate?

3. What is the height of the 700 mb?

4. What is the stability index?

415. Decode the radiosonde code, Parts C and D.

All mandatory levels above 100 mb are reported in Part C
and significant levels in Part D. Data coding is similar to
Parts A and B. Only minor differences between reporting
procedures need to be pointed out. Naturally, the message
identifier is different. Part C is identified by TTCC. Also,
the wind indicator Id, though still a coded figure, indicates a
standard level within Part C. Part D message identifier is
TTDD.

Other deviations exist in the way heights (hhh) and
pressures (PPP) are reported. All heights are in meters and
show the thousands, hundreds, and tens digits. Therefore a
height of 18,510 meters becomes a code value of 851.
Pressures are reported in tenths of a millibar. This becomes
important in Part C only for reporting tropopause or
maximum wind pressure levels and applies to the Part D
significant levels.
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When the tropopause section in Part A is coded 88999,
you may expect tropopause data in Part C. Similarly, you
expect maximum wind data in Part C when 77999 is coded
in Part A When a code of 88999 in Part C appears as well,
no tropopause can be determined. A similar rule applies to
maximum wind, Neither tropopause nor maximum wind
data can be coded in Part C unless they occur at a pressure
less than 100 mb.

The last bit of information that can be added to parts B or
D, wherever it applies, is the plain language data concern-
ing a superadiabatic lapse rate, Plain language data always
follows the 51515 indicator used for 101 groups. The
contraction "SUPER" identifies superadiabatic lapse rates.
Either of the following formats may be reported: 51515
101AddAff SUPER PBPBPTPT, or 51515 SUPER PBPB
PITT. The latter example indicates a superadiabatic lapse
rate without other 101 groups as additional data. Lapse rate
data follows all other 101 groups reported. Bounding levels
of the layer are shown by PBPB (base) and Pet (top). They
represent the pressures in tens of millibars (Part B) or whole
millibars (Part D). Identification of superadiabatic layers
provides great help to the skew-T plotter.

When all four parts are considered together, they com-
plete the TEMP (land station) form of radiosonde.

Exercises (415):

Answer the questions following after inspecting the rawin-
sonde report immediately below.

TTCC 73122 72403 70799 631/ / 28065 50003 707/ / 27574 30312
501/ / 28077 2G572 533/ / 25584
88999
77999,
TTDD 7312' 72403 11700 631 33640 631, , 33460 731, , 44400
707/ / 55360 611/ / 66300 591/ / 77260 529/ / 88210 549/ / 99180
489/ / 11165 505/ / 22145 463/ /

1. What is the temperature at 70 mb?

2, What are the wind direction and speed at 50 MB?

3. What is th2. temperature at 36 nib?

416. Decode TEMP SHIP radiosonde reports.

11111/ Radiosonde Code TEMP SHIP. Ship stations taking
upper air soundings code their data in TEMP SHIP form.

The TEMP SHIP message comes in four parts and is
identical to TEMP in code format, data reported, and
transmission arrangement. The only noticeable difference
you can find between TEMP and TEMP SHIP messages
exists in the identification section.

The geographical and station numbering of ship stations
cannot be easily expressed by an tiro group as in TEMP
code. Instead, the ship's latitude, longitude, the Marsden
Square number replace the 'Jill in the identification section.
Three groups contain location information. Following the
message identifier and date/time groups, which resemble
their counterparts in "EMP code, comes the first of the
three groups--latitude.

The latitude group, 99LaLaLa, reports ship position
between the equator and the pole to the nearest 0.1° latitude.
Longitude and quadrant of the globe are coded in the second
group, Q,LOLOL,Lo. Without direction designators, you
would find it difficult to determine whether latitude was
north or south and longitude was east or west. However, the
coded quadrant figure, Qc, indicates both. Mentally slice
the globe into four parts; once at the equator, dividing north
and south, and again at the 0°/180° meridian, dividing east
and west. From table 2-3, Qc code figures define each
quadrant. Quadrant 7 locates ships navigating the waters
bordering all sides of North America. When Qc appears as
7, you know at once that the latitude is north and longitude
is west. An exact position can then be found, using the
reported latitude and longitude. Longitude also appears to
0.1°

Though the latitude and longitude groups sufficiently
pinpoint the ship location, the third group, Marsden Square
number, verifies the position given in the first two groups.
Since plotting positions are determined from latitude-
longitude, you or your plotters have limited need for the
Marsden system. Figure 2-3 shows the Marsden number
represented by MMM in the code. Each 10° Marsden
Square is divided into 1° subsquares. The ULaULO figures
give the number of the subsquare within the Marsden and,
incidentally, coincide with the units digits of both the
latitude and longitude. Suppose a ship's location appeared
in the MIAMULaUL, group as 08823. From figure 2-3, you
can place the ship north of the Hawaiian Islands at 22° N.
and 153° W. The remaining elements of TEMP SHIP code
bear no difference from TEMP code. Ships even transmit
early data messages.

TABLE 2-3
SYMI1OL Qc

Code
Fie-
ore

Latitude Longitude

1

3
5
7

North
South
South
North

Fast
Fast
West
West
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00

496

Symbol MMM = Number of Marsden Square for the Ship's Position at
the Tune of Observation
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Exercises (416):

1. Answer questions, a through e, using the following
coded report:

UUAA 77121 99471 70169 14676 99021 11811 16022 00181
10411 16022 85500 01016 17027 70005806368 16032 50562
20974 16028 40724 32368 15028 30920 483/t 14045 25037
58I'r 14069 20175 6131/ 14035 1S358 547tt 25004 10616
571!, 29009 88211 63311 14052 77240 15072,

a. What information is obtained from the first group?

2-2. Skew-T, Constant Pressure, and Winds Aloft
Charts

Now that you have reviewed the radiosonde andupper
wind codes, we will review the plotting of this data. Then
we will go one step further and cover the detection and
correction of plotting errors.

417. Use the rawinsonde data provided to detect and
correct any errors on the plotted thermodynamic dia-
gram (skew-T).

Before you begin checking for errors, a review of some
of the plotting rules is appropriate.

b. The 99471 group indicates the and is Plotting Skew-T Charts. The thermodynamic diagram° N.

c. What information can he decoded from the 70169
group?

d. The fourth group includes what information'?

e. What are the temperature and dewpoint at the water
surface?

2 Use the following coded report to answer questions a
through d.

LUAA 77111 99568 70197 18269 99014 09812 21018 00115
08217 85437 00017 21029 70966 06762 21538 50552
23158 22059 40711 35156 22079 30906 481:, 22098 25024
571/ / 22121 20162 631// 22097 15342 5870 22060 10597
591 // 25048 88208 643// 22104 77234 22129 42532,

a. What are the ship's latitude and the longitude?

b. What is the Marsden Square number?

c. The height of the 1000-mb surface is
(coded figure).

d. What are the wind direction and speed at the 250-mb
surface?

4 989

(skew-T) is a commonly plotted chart used by weather
personnel. The number of required charts depend upon
sources of data, season, and the extent of the desired
analysis. In normal operations, one chart is used for each
reporting station, and not more than two surroundings of
new data are plotted on it.

When preparing a skew-T chart, enter a trace from a
previous sounding on the chart for continuity. A 12-hour-
interval between reports permits the forecaster to see on one
chart the atmospheric changes that occur at a particular
station. Trace the temperature and dewpoint curves from the
preceding (continuity) sounding in black ink or pencil
without transcription of data or circling of any point.
Usually, you do this before plotting the first new sounding.
Plot the first new sounding that is 6 or 12 hours later than
the black continuity traced in blue pencil, and plot the
second new sounding (12 or 24 hour after the black trace) in
red pencil. This plotting method allows the use of red for
the third set of curves to emphasize the latest data.

A free air temperature curve and a dewpoint curve are
plotted for each sounding. Locate the points to be plotted on
the chart by reference to the pressure and temperature (free
air or dewpoint) of the level. Plot dewpoint temperatures
after subtracting the dewpoint depression from the free air
temperature. A plotting template is available for this pur-
pose. Indicate the temperature and dewpoint by a small dot
located at the appropriate pressure level. Draw a small
circle of approximately 1/8-inch diameter around each dot
on the temperature and dewpoint curves. This circle will aid
in locating the points when you draw the connecting lines.
The circle further aids in identifying significant points on
the curves. Alway. represent the free air temperature curve
by a solid line and the dewpoint curve by a dashed line.
Identify superadiabatic lapse rates by entering "SUPER"
near the curve and drawing lines to the boundaries.

show temperature and dewpoint curves through strata
of doubtful data, draw them in the normal manner; howev-
er, the limits of these strata must be indicated in the space
above the legend at the bottom right of the diagram (e.g.,
TEMP DBTFL 610-550 MB) in the same color that you
use for plotting the curves. Where there is a stratum of
missing data, terminate the curves at the lower boundary of
the stratum and start the curves again at the upper boundary
of the stratum. Enter the symbol "M1SDA" in the middle



of the stratum of missing data in the same color you use for
plotting the curves. "MISDA" is also entered whenever a
stratum contains no dewpoint data and the air temperature is
wanner than 40° C. Since dew point data is not encoded
for air temperatures .older than 40° C., no plotted remark
is necessary for missing dew point data aboNe that point.

For Inds from 1000 to 100 mb, enter the height of each
standard level on the isobar to which it pertains just inside
either edge of the diagram. Enter the heights for levels
aboe 100 mb just inside the right edge. If necessary , adjust
the position of height entries to allold conflict with other
plotted data. Enter all height values exactly as they are
received

Plot wind data at the standard levels in the same color as
the corresponding sound curves, using wind shaft and
barbs Plot wind data at other levels, taken from the upper
wind report for the same time, on the solid Jots. Plot these
reports in the same manner that you would plot winds on
surface charts (north is at the top of the diagram, a full barb
equals 10 knots, etc.). Use the right-hand staff for the first
wind report, and plot succeeding reports on the middle or
left-hand staff. Usually you do not copy the winds for the
continuity trace unless the forecaster specifically desires
them, in which cLse they are plotted on the right-hand staff.

For identification, enter a legend for each sounding that is
plotted. Station index number (or location identifier), sta-
tion name, and time and date (GMT) complete the legend.
Use the same color for legend entries that you use for the
k.orresponding sounding unes. When a scheduled sounding
is not receiked, k.omplete the legend entries and enter the
101 group, identifying the reason for no observation in the

space aboNe the legend in the appropriate color. If a 101
group is not received, enter "Z MISG."

Possible Plotting En ors. Experience in plotting skew-T
charts teaches you how to detect errors or at least suspect
mistaken plotting. However, not all errors result from
plotting. If, for example, the winds for the standard and
significant 1:Nels are all generally from 270°, while the
wind direction at some middle level is reported as 170°, it is
reasonable to suspect an error at that level. This is particu-
larly true if this reported wind is closely bracketed in height
by winds that are reported from 270°.

Errors in temperature plotting can be detected usually by
inspection of the sounding and by comparison with the
previous sounding. Unmarked superadiabatic lapse rate
should be rechecked for accuracy. Gross or erratic changes
from the previous sounding or nearby soundings are potent
teal errors. Many plotted temperatures are victims of a 10°
error, which plotters inadvertently commit because of the
skewed temperature lines. Accidently connecting a dewpoint
to the temperature curve also causes an unusual looking
lapse rate. It is always a good idea to clip the radiosonde
report to the plotted skew T. Then when a question arises
about the accuracy of the plot, it can be checked immedi-
ately without having to search for the filed report. The
skew-T chart's value as an analysis and forecast tool
attaches a high degree of importance to accurate and rapid
plotting. A carelessly drawn skew-T is worthless.

Chet.k the coded data given below with the actual plotted
skew-T for station 304 (Hatteras NC) on foldout 6 in the
separate inclosure to this volume.

USUS I MAX 010000
1TAA 51001 72304 99027 17633 17005 00234 19258 17518 85603
07827 20025 70200 06280 21525 50588 10780 25034 40756 22180
26542 30961 38956 27042 ':5083 487/ / 27041 20226 603/1 27041
15400 729/ / 28555 10645 69911 31035
88150 729/ / 28555
77154 28063 41527
MB 5100 72304 00027 17633 11016 19657 22802 03815 33799
02880 44787 09480 55633 03280 66447 16580 77428 18561 88417
20180 99400 22180 11300 38956 22150 729/ / 33142 6791 / 44128
647 55100 699/ / 51515 SUPER 80.80

PPB B 51000 72304 90012 17005 17520 18021 90345 19022 19523
20024 90678 20025 20027 20028 909/' 21025 91246 22029 22029
23030 917/ / 22531 92035 25537 26049 26541 9305/ 26541 27541
94059 27041 28063 29035 9503/ 29043 30542

You will find the following errors in plotting:
a. The height of the 850 -mb level.
b. The height of the 250-mb level.
c. The additional data group 51515 SUPER 80-80 not

plotted.
d. The remark "M ABOVE" not plotted at the termina-

tion of dewpoint curve.
e. The station not plotted (Hatteras NC).
f. In the 66447 level, 13.5 plotted should have been

16.5

g. In the 22150 level, 71.9 plotted should have been
72.9.

h. Winds at 400-mb level, 50 knots should have been 42
knots, 260° should have been 270°.

i. No horizontal line drawn for tropopause level.
I. Maximum wind has no arrowhead.
k. In the 77428 group, 39.5 plotted for dewpoint

should have been 29.5.
I. No wind plotted for 45,000 ft.

30

499"



Exercise (417):

1. Use the coded report below to check the plotted ..Kew-T
on foldout 7 in the separate inclosure to this volume

(Station 645, Gr.tei. Bay, WI) for errors. List errors
found in the spr.ce below the coded data.

ITAA 51001 72645 99979 08333 27020 00042 / / / / / / / / / / 85293
13902 28537 70772 14901 26036 50524 31542 25033 40678 431//
24031 30872 423// 22604 25994 439/, 23109 20143 481// 22599
15332 521// 23594 10595 535/, 22563
88400 431// 24031

77240 22610 40809

1111313 5100/ 72645 00979 08333 11903 :3903 22869 14910 33828
12101 44700 14901 55500 31542 66437 39537 77400 431// 88367
419// 99343 44I// 11228 447// 22188 497// 33171 477// 44147
527// 55138 499// 66125 541// 77113 509// 88100 53511

PPBB 51000 72645 90012 27020 27024 27534 90346 28039 28538
28531 90789 27528 26531 26036 91246 25532 25532 25034 92024
24024 24025 23563 9258/ 23070 22603 9305/ 22606 23102 9448/
24096 23563 9501 / 23562 23062

418. Use the radiosonde data provided to detect and
correct any errors in the given constant pressure plots.

Plotting Constant Pressure Charts. Where facsimile
transmission is available, the requirement for constant
pressure chart plotting in the station remains limited. The
plotting need still exists at many locations and at centralized
weather facilities.

A plotted constant pressure model presents no great
challenge, since the amount of data reported for each
isobaric level is confined to four parametersheight, tem-
perature, dewpoint depression, and wind direction and
speed. Figure 2-4 illustrates plotted models both in sym
bolic and numerical form. From general observation, you
notice a darkened station circle, wind direction indicator,
and whole degree_ for temperature and dewpoint dep-es-
sion. Looking specifically at temperature and depression for
the 850-mb level, both parameters have been rounded up to
whole figures according to standard rules (temperature is
rounded from 2.6 to 3, and depression is rounded from 4.5
to 5). The depression at 700 mb is not rounded, being
already reported in whole degrees (67 50 = 17).

The plotted winds show a wind direction indicator at the
end of the shaft in tens of degrees. Though AWSR 105-22
does not require the plotting of this indicator, neither is it
forbidden. When plotters tend to be oor judges of the wind
direction, the indicator proves most helpful. This indicator
is a plotting option which you may exercise or not. Your
decision is weighed against plotter speed, plotter accuracy,
and satisfaction of the chart user. The third general observa-
tion made from the plotted models concerns the darkened
station circle. The darkened circle correlates with the plot
whose depression is 5° or less. An open circle correlates
with the greater depressions. The darkened circles empha-
size areas of high moisture.

Some basic rules governing special situation plotting
need only brief mentioning. Inclose doubtful data in paren-
theses. Plot M for a missing parameter. No plot is made
when both windspeed and direction are missing. If a portion
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of the reported element is garbled or missing, plot X for
each missing digit. Show a missing wind direction by
plotting an X in a break in the shaft. The plotter judges the
best directional position of the shaft. An X plotted at the end
of the shaft means missing windspeed. Extrapolated height
data is to be underlined. A circle drawn around the station
shows a calm. These rules tare generally accepted and
employed, though deviations may exist. Most vital to the
completed chart is that whatever is plotted must convey the
same meaning to everyone using the data.

Consideration should be given to at least three areas of
plotting. decoding skill, plotting accuracy, and chart re-
quirements Decoding skill aimed at increasing plotting
speed is the quick location of data within the report. For
instance, 500-mb data most frequently appears in the
middle of the second line of the report. Knowing this
location cuts search time. Other decoding aids can increase
plotting skill.

500
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65176 02615 71018

\ -50 469
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70969 05767 27512

25,-784

Figure 2-4. Constant pressure plotting model.



Compare the coded data w ith the plotted 500-mb constant
pressure chart (FO 8 in the supplementary material to this
volume). You should find the following errors in plotting:

Station Plotted Should Be

606 IAindspeed 50 45
DD 26 3

712 11' 19 19
DD 59 9

528 DID 80 30
mindspeed 60 55

425 height 505 578
DID 0 I

403 Ti' 18 18
DD 0 I

494 windspeed 40 45

Exercise (418):

I. Compare the coded reports with the 700-mb constant
pressure chart (FO 9 in the supplementary material to
this volume) to check for plotting errors. List errors
found in the space below.

419. Use the upper wind data provided to detect and
correct any errors in the given winds aloft plots.

Plotting ', .._ .4., Aloft Charts. The depiction of the wind
field over a large horizontal area describes a winds aloft
chart. Facsimile transmission of these charts, representing
several different horizontal levels, usually satisfies the
operational need. The forecaster uses these charts for flight
briefing purposes as well as a limited analysis and forecast-
ing tool. For example, a winds aloft chart plotted from data
6 hours later than the latest constant pressure data indicates
changes in a trough or low-pressure circulation from purely
wind-field considerations. Therefore, the forecaster is aware
of changes before receiving the subsequent constant pres-
sure charts.

Winds aloft charts are plotted using the raw insonde or
upper wind reports received over teletype. The wind direc-
tion is plotted to the nearest tens of degrees. The windspeed
is plotted to the nearest 5 knots. The plotting procedures ale
the same as those already presented. Missing or garbled
data is plotted the same as for constant pressure. Plot the
tens of degrees of wind direction at the end of the wind
shaft.

The most common error in plotting a winds aloft chart is
plotting the wrong level of wind on the chart You must be
very familiar with the code to prevent this from occurring.

Exercise (419):

I. Compare the coded reports with the winds aloft plots
given on foldout 10 (in the supplementary material to
this volume) to check for plotting errors. List errors
found below.

2-3. Miscellaneous Upper-Air Codes

This section covers RECCO (reconnaissance) code and
AIREP co: '. RECCO code is used primarily to report
weather conditions in special exercise areas over water or
by aircraft keeping areas of suspected tropical disturbance
formation under surveillance. AIREPs are reported by
civilian and military aircraft (especially overwater flights).

420. Decode a RECCO code report 'hrough the cloud
data groups.

RECCO Code. Using foldout 11 (in the supplement to
this volume), follow along the symbolic format and plotting
guides as we discuss the RECCO code in more detail. For
normal station operations, only certain groups of this code
form are used; therefore, our discussion is limited to these
groups.

Identification and time groups (9XXX9 GGggiu). The
first group of the RECCO code is an identification group
and is usually located at tile start of each RECCO teletype
collection. The three middle digits (XXX) are useful in
determining the units used and whether or not radar data is
available. The numbers reported for XXX and their mean-
ings are given in table I , foldout 1 1.

The time group, GGggiu, givrs time in hours (GG) and
minutes (gg) of the observation at the position indicated by
the latitude and longitude groups. All reported elements in
the code are measured or observed as near as possible to this
time. The last digit (iu) provides information on the moisture
or humidity data reported. AWS manned aircraft report
dewpoint so that (iu) is coded as a 4 when it is available and
0 when it is not. AWS aircraft do not use code figures I, 2,
or 3. The code figures and meanings for iu are given in table
2, foldout 11.

Latitude and longitude groups (YQLaLaL0 L0L01,0Bf c).
To insure that the observers plot RECCO reports at the
correct location, you must periodically check the plotted
stations. The first digit (Y) represents the day of the week,
numbered from I to 7, beginning with Sunday. The second
digit (Q) reveals the aircraft location according to the octant
of the globe. If your station plots RECCO reports, a table
for the global octants should be posted near the piotting
desk as given in table 3, foldout 11.

The last three digits (LaLaLa) give the latitude to the
nearest tenth of a degree. The first three digits (LoLoLo) of
the following group give the longitude in the tens, units,
and tenths of degrees. For example, a position of 168.5°
west longitude is coded 68.5. The octant code tells you that
it is 168.5° rather than 68.5°.

The last two digits of the longitude group provide
turbulence (B) and flight condition (f'd data. When some-
thing other than code figure 0 is reported for B, the true
airspeed of the aircraft is reported in plain language at the
end of the report; for example, TAS460. The turbulence
value is a coded digit that indicates the severity of turbu-
lence; the higher numerical values indicate more severe



turbulence The value reported for the flight condition tells
the forecaster the amount of cloud cover above, at, and
below the flight level The group that follows the longitude
group contains information that you should not ignore when
you check the RECCO report plotting.

Altitude of aircraft (hhhcliclo). The first three digits (hhh)
tell the aircraft altit.ide at the observation time. The height
is reported in decameters. For example, 6970 meters is
reported 697; and 10520 meters, 052. The value reported
for dt is very important because it indicates to the plotter
whether or not the winds are at the point of observation.
When dt is coded as a solidus (/) and da is coded as an 8, the
wind group will be coded as / / / / I. The 8 for da means the
navigator was unable to determine any type of wind. In this
case, the plotter must be careful not to plot the temperature
group as a wind group.

Wind (dd') The wind group of the RECCO code reports
the direction (dd) in tens of degrees ("01" is 5° to 14°) and
the speed (fff) to the nearest knot. If the direction is
variable, "99" is reported. If the wind is calm, "00" is
coded for direction.

Te'nperature and weather (T1TuTuw). The temperature
(TT) is the temperature at flight level and is reported to the
nearest degree Celsius. Negative temperatures are coded
with 50 added to the temperature. For example, 18

Celsium is 68 in the coded message. Depending on the
coded value reported for in in the second group, InT, is
dewpoint depression, relative humidity, or dewpoint tem-
perature data. Dewpoint temperatures are coded tin same as
temperatures The last digit (w) of the temperature group
indicates the general classifi ation of weather at the flight
altitude.

Height data (njHHH) The firs' digit (m) of this height
group provides a more detailed picture of the weather type.
For instance, code value 5 refers to "heavy continuous." If
this intensity classification is used with rain, it means heavy
continuous rain The value reported for j is important in that
it is a code value that is used to identify the proper constant
pressure level for the observation. The levels for the code
values for j are as follows:

Code Value

0
1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9

Pressure Level

MSL
100 mb
850 mb
700 mb
500 mb
:'0 mb
200 mb
100 mb
True altitude minus pressure altitude (D value in
decameters) recorded by pressure altimeter set at
29.92
No radio altimeter subscale Reading in millibars
(thousands figure omitted)

After you have determined the correct standard constant
pressure level, you only need to know what the value for

502'
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HHH represents. You already know that the indicator group,
9XXX9, specifies what height units are used. In most cases,
metric units are used, therefore, the data reported for HHH
is the height in meters or tens of meters of the constant
pressure level. If the report is for the surface, 1000-mb,
850-mb, or 700-mb level (j values of 0, 1, 2, or 3), the
height is reported to the nearest meter. For higher levels,
each height is reported to the nearest 10 meters, with the
tens of thousands figure omitted. For instance, if the report
is for the 300-mb constant pressure surface and the height is
determined to be 10,200 meters, the entry for HHH is 020.

Cloud data (11CAN2N3ChhHH). The cloud code groups
are always identified by the 1 indicator. They are of great
importance to the forecaster when investigating the move-
ment of storms or preparing a cloud analysis and weather

. depiction chart. The digit reported for Kn is a key digit,
since it reveals the number of cloud layers to be reported
with the observation. The following three digits (NI, N2,
and N3) are the amount of sky covered, in eighths, by each
layer. When more than three layers are reported, an
additional 1 group is sent to report the amounts of the
additional layers. For example, an observation that reports
five cloud layers contains the following cloud data. 15336
ChhHH ChhHH ChhHH 12120 ChhHH ChhHH. The cov-
erage amount for each of the five layers is 3, 3, 6, 1, and 2
eighths respectively. Notice that the second 1 group reports
only data for the two additional layers. The actual cloud
types and then heights are sent in five -digit groups follow-
ing .he 1 indicator groups.

Each cloud type (C) is coded according to international
coding instructions for the 10 basic cloud forms. Foldout 2
contains the code value for each cloud type. The heights of
the bases and tops are also reported, using international
rules for coding cloud heights. For example, if a cloud layer
of stratocumulu: with bases at 2900 feet and tops at 6000
feet is present, along with a layer of altostratus with bases of
17,000 feet and tops at an unknown height, the cloud group
is coded 62956 467/ I.

Spec' rules or exceptions concerning the cloud groups
should always be considered. These are as follows:

a. When the sky is chaotic, Kt, is coded 9, and the code
for N represents the total sky cover.

b. 'When it is impossible to determine the presence of
clouds because of darkness or other reasons, the value for
K, is reported as (/) solidus.

c. When one or more cloud layers are dimly discernible
and type, amount, and height are unknown, Kt, is reported 1
to indicate that clouds are present, but the amount (NI) is
coded 9 with the following cloud group coded "/ / / / /."

d. When the presence of clouds below the aircraft cannot
be determined, and it is obvious that no clouds exist above
the aircraft, the 1 group is coded 1/990.

Exercises (420):

Decode the RECCO report below by answering the ques-
tions that follow the report.

I



00 URCA KCHS GULL MIKE OBS I THRU 9
97779

10000 60252 84002 01000 06007 07//2 93150 12370 82545

36370 42510

:0320 60240 87704 01000 99905 07//4 93148 17474 70710

62530 64549 14325 3760 36567 17273 11/00 08080

42710

11040 60234 90002 01003 07003 08//6 03146 13215 6//33

36064 274/1 57336

11450 61230 92562 88012 07007 60//4 94876 13352 8//45

361b4 27476 TAS420
12180 61220 95044 87000 09010 61//4 94868 14541 84577

35960 46164 11500 27477 42834 TAS420
13030 61250 94501 01501 081'08 08//4 93149 12210 84068

27174 56446

13320 61261 92012 010818 ///// 06//4 93149 12530 46167

27174 42621 TAS420
14000 60280 89068 80001 01008 75//4 84797 11400 36066

55156 TAS4I0
14480 60275 84507 01001 05008 05/M 93146 13343 83045

45862 27072 42130

NNNN

I. What is the location (latitude,longitude) of position 8? 10. What is the height of the aircraft in position 2?

2 What is the time o; observation for position 9? I I . What is the height cr the isobaric level in position 6?

3. What is the symbol for the present weather on position 12. How would you report a chaotic sky in RECCO code?
3?

4. What is the location of position 4?

5. What is the temperature for position 8?

6. How many cloud layers are reported in position 5?

7. What is the cloud symbol for the clouds in the fourth
layer of position 5?

8 What is the height of the cloud base in Nsition 8?

9. What isobaric layer is reported in position 4?

421. Decode the surface wind groups of the RECCO
code; and indicate the information included in the
significant weather, icing, and radar groups of the
RECCO code.

Surface Wind Data (4ddff or 5DrSDk). These two
groups are never sent for the same observation. In addition,
they are transmitted only when the observation is at or
below the 700-mb level. The 4 indicator group reports the
direction from which the surface wind is blowing in tens of
degrees (dd) and the windspeed in knots (ff). If the speed is
100 knots or more, 100 is subtracted from the speed and 50
is added to the direction. For example, a wind from 270° at
164 knots is coded 47764 in a RECCO report. When speeds
are in excess of 199, ff is reported as II, and a plain
language remark, such as WIND 205, is added to the report.
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The 5 indicator group reports the surface wind direction
(D) to eight points of the compass as follows:

Code Figure Direction

O Calm
I NE
2 E
3 SE
4 S

5 SW
6 W
7 NW
8 N
9 All directions, no definite direction,

report

Code Figure

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

Signifh ant it -other Change

Marked turbulence begins or ends
Marked temperature change (not with altitude)
Precipitation begins or ends
Change in cloud forms
Fog band begins or ends
Warm front
Cold front
Front, type not specific)

The digit reported for Ss indicates the direction of the
significant weather changes from the observation point (see
table 6, FO 11).

unknown, or no The next digit, We, reveals weather phenomena that is
observed off course.

The surface wind force (F) is coded along the lines of the
Beaufort wind scale. This means the higher the coded
value, the larger the ocean waves and crests; hence, the
higher the surface windspeed. Fa: example, a value coded 6
for the force (F) means large waves begin to form; the white
foam crests are more extensive everywhere (probably some
spray). The forecaster's concern, naturally, is the force of
the surface wind. From the condition stated above for a
code value of 6, the forecaster can judge the windspeed to
be approximately 22-27 knots.

The next digit of the 5 indicator group provides informa-
tion on the state of the sea (S) as follows:

Code Figure State of Sea

O Calmglassy
I Calmnpplcd
2 Smooth wavelets
3 Slight
4 Moderate
5 Rough
6 Very rough
7 High
8 Very high
9 Phenomenal

The las; element of this group. the direction of swell tDk),
reports the direction from which the sea swell is moving
with respect to true north. The coded values for Gk use the
same direction units that are reported for the surface wind
direction (D). The remaining groups of the RECCO code
are used very little in normal operations, therefore, you
need only to understand the basic facts concerning each
clement, as explained in the following paragraphs.

Remaining Groups (6.WsS3W,D 7IrItSbSe laibilliiii
8drdi.SrOe 8Weaece). The 6 indicator group is transmitted
with the observation whenever significant changes occur.
The value reported for Ws reveals significant weather
ctianges that have occurred since the last observation or in
the preceding hour (whichever period is shorter). The code
figures are as follows:

Code Figure Significant Weather Change

O No change
I Marked wind shift
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Code Figure

0
I

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9

Weather Off Course

No report
Signs of humcanc
Ugly threatening ....1/4y

Duststorm or sandstorm
Fog or ice fog
Waterspout
Cirrostratus shield or bank
Altostratus or altocumulus shield or bank
Line of heavy cumulonimbus
Cumulonimbus heads or thundcrstomis

The last digit (D) of the 6 indicator group gives the
bearing of weather off course. D, uses the same coded
directions as the surface wind direction (D) reported in the 5
indicator group (code value of 5 = SW direction). Code
figure 0 is used for D, when We is reported as 0.

The 7 indicator group identifies the rate (4), type (It) of
icing, and the location (SbSe) of the icing. This data is
represented symbolically by the group 7IrItSbSe and is
always the first 7 indicator group. The next group (7h,hil-liFI,)
indicates the ;might of the bast and top of the icing layer.
The first two digits after 7 indicator represent the height of
the icing base, and the last two digits represent the top of the
icing layer. In b.Jth cases, the heights are reported by using
the same coding instructions that are used for reporting
cloud heights of the 10 basic international cloud types.

The last groups of the RECCO code, when transmitted,
are groups reporting radar data. This data is identified by
the indicator 8 The next two digits (d4) give the bearing
of the ccntcr of the echo from the aircraft in tens of degrees.
For example, an echo a; a bearing of 320° is reported as 32.
Some exceptions to the rule arc:

a When echoes ere in an directions, 99 is reported.
b Whcn the distance to the center of the echo is greater

than 95 nautical miles, 50 is added to the d4, and the tens
value of the distance is entereu for Sr For exainple, an echo
150 miles from the aircraft on a bearing of 280° is coded as
785 for drdrSr.

The distance to the echo center is reported in tens of nav'ical
miles. Whcn the distance exceeds 94 miles, a remark is
entered with the observation, such as RADAR AXIS 150
NM. The last digit of the first 8 group (Or) describes the
orientation of a line of echoes. (See table 4, FO 11.) The



second 8 group (8Weaeceie) provides the forecaster with a
better idea of the character and intensity of the echoes. The
first digit (We) reports the width of the ellipse inclosing a
line of echoes or the diameter of a circular echo in tens of
nautical miles. The next digit (ae) reports the length of a
line, or if a circular area, reports the diameter of the area in
tens of nautical miles.

The value reported for ce describes the character of the
echo according to table 5, foldout 11.

The last digit (ie) describes the intensity of the echo
according to the following code:

Code Figure

0
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

Intensity of Echo

No report or unknown
Weak, decreasing
Weak, no change
Weak, Increasing
Moderate, decreasing
Moderate, no change
Moderate, increasing
Strung, decreasing
Strong, no change
Strong, increasing

To supplement coded RECCO messages or supply addi-
tional information, plain language may be inserted at the
end of the message. All RECCO observations transmitted
by AWS manned aircraft must have coded in-flight visibil-
ity appended in plain language remarks. The format is as
follows:

Remark

VSBY 1
VSBY 2
VSBY 3

Visibility

In-flight visibility 0 to 1 mile
In-flight visibility 1 to 3 miles
In-flight visibility greater than 3
miles
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One of your tasks in a weather unit may be to plot the
RECCO collections, therefore, let's examine the various
plotting models.

RECCO Code (Plotting). Referring to the right-hand
corner of foldout 11, you'll note that there are three
standard plotting models used for plotting RECCO observa-
tions.

Complete model.
Abbreviated model.
Constant pressure model.

For normal map plotting operations, it is unlikely your
detachment will ever have a need to plot the complete
model of a RECCO code; therefore, your station will have a
plotting model indicating what is desired in your unit.
Usually the abbreviated model is used when plotting RECCO
observations on the surface chart.

Exercises (421):

1. Using the RECCO report given in exercise 421, what is
the surface wind for position 2?

2. Using the RECCO report given in exercise 421, what is
the surface wind for position 8?

3. What does the Ws indicate in the 6WsS,WeDw group?

4. What does the 7 indicator group identify?

5. What type of information is included in the 8 indicator
groups?
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Analysis and Forecast Codes

THERE ARE TWO other codes that you as a weather
specialist need to be familiar with. These are analysis code
and terminal aerodrome forecasts (TAF).

3-1. Analysis Code

What would happen if the facsimile circuits became
inoperative for an extended period of time? Would you want
to plot all the charts that would be necessary for the
forecasters' use? Even if you wanted to and had the time to
plot all the necessary charts, the forecaster would not have
time to analyze all of the charts The analysis codes can
prevent this from becoming necessary.

CHAPTER 3

422. Decode sections 0 through 4 of an international
analysis code.

International Analysis Code (IAC). This code is di-
vided into message heading and sections numbered 0
through 12. You will not always find all sections included
in any one transmission. This objective will cover the first
four sections of the code. We will use portions of the
following message as we discuss the different sections and
the information presented in each section of the code:

ASNA
10001

99900

KWBC
33388

251400

025'2

81399 13900 20420 81186 05784 20730 81310 15765 50210 81007
13818 10000

85218 03074 10000 85018 05154 00730 85322 07065 00930 85333
17022 21625

85025 14743 20910

99911

66222 15765 16260 16451

66022 16451 16441 15927 15116 14509

66463 12904 13401 13900

66263 13900 13993 04088

66450 04088 04383 04781

66650 04781 05281 05784

66240 04781 04576 04167 04056
99922

44992 05181 05779 06085 05789 05485 05181
44000 04781 05276 05773 06285 15793 05289 05083 04781
44004 13992 14396 14302 13905 13401 13992
44008 14018 13615 13417 13820 14018

44008 13202 13694 04084 04474 04971 05566 06270 06585 16295
15799 15092 04688 04387 14291 14599 14306 13907 13505
13202

44012 16163 15870 15365 15761 16163
44012 01871 01983 11993 12301 13098 03686 04177 03870 03759
44012 04255 04365 04670 05166 05863 06470 06685 16399 15803

14996 14701 14509 14010 13406 13009 13413 14015 14219
13822 13420 13016 12416 12020

44012 06540 06142 05637

44020 06952 06655 06762 07081 07378
44020 17400 17195 16801 16110 15708 15411 15415 15923 16433

16644 16552 16755

44020 14859 15654 16143 15630 14921 14727 14431 13628 13032
44028 17321 17212 16815 16317 16726 16933 17230 17321 19191
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TABLE 3-1
TYPE OF PRESSURE SYSTEM

Code 3152

Pt Type of pressure system
ht Type of topography system

Code
figure

Code
figure

0 Complex LOW 5 HIGH

1 LOW 6 Area of uniform pressure (or height)

2 Secondary 7 Ridge

3 Trough 8 Col

4 Wave 9 Tropical storm

Message heading. Like all weather messages, the first
line of the IAC is the heading. The heading includes data on
the type of message, geographical location, the station
onginating the message, and the date/time group of the
message.

"AS" indicates that the message is surface we!ther
analysis. The "NA" indicates the data is for North America;
"KWBC" is the station that originated the message (Wash-
ington DC). The date/time group (251400) is the transmis-
sion time of the message.

Preamble. The first group of the preamble (10001)
indicates the message is coded in the FM45 (form for
analysis code) format. The second group (33388) indicates
that the position of the pressure systems, fronts, and other

data are coded in the QLaLaL0L0 format. The third group
(02512) indicates the date/time group of the data. The first
digit of this group is always 0 (zero).

Section 0. This section of the message with the prefix
99900 contains data on pressure system centers to be plotted
on the map. Data for pressure systems is given in a series of
three 5-digit groups (8PtPcPP QLaLaLOLO mdsdsfsfs).

The first group gives information on the type, character,
and central pressure of the system. The indicator for
pressure systems is 8. Pt represents the type of pressure
system. (This is given in table 3-1.) Pc gives the character
of the pressure system. (See table 3-2.) PP is the central
pressure of the system. The values given for PP are the tens
and units digits only. For decoding purposes, if PP is

TABLE 3-2
CHARACTER OF PRESSURE SYSTEM

Code 3133

Pc Character of pressure system
he Character of topography system

Code
figure

0

1

2
3

4

5
6

7

8

9

No specification
LOW filling or HIGH weakening
Little change
LOW deepening or HIGH Intensifying
Complex
Forming or existence suspected (cyclogenesis or anticyciogenesis)
Filling or weakening, but not disappearing
General rise of pressure (or height)
General fall of pressure (or height)
Position doubtful

N ote: The specifications refer to the system, when it is at the position indicated by the
position group(s) which follow(s) immediately after the group with indicator
figure 7, 8 or 9.
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TABLE 3-3
OCTANT OF THE GLOBE

Code 3300

Q - Octant of the globe

Code
figure

0

1

2

3

Greenwich
longitude

0* 90'W
90 180W

180 90 1

90 0E

Hemisphere

north

Code
figure

5

6

7

8

Greenwich
longitude

I? 90W
90 180W

180 90E
90 0E

between 00 and 49, it is preceded by 10. If PP is between 51
and 99, it is preceded by 9. The first 8 group (81399)
indicates: 1a low pressure, 3low is deepening, and
99the central pressure is 999 mb.

The second group gives the location of the pressure
system. Q gives the octant of the globe. (See table 3-3.)
LaLa gives the latitude in tens and units of degrees. Lo Lo
gives the longitude in tens and units of degrees. You must
check the octant of the globe to determine if a hundreds
digit is needed. The first location group (13900) indicates
the pressure system is located at 39 N. and 100 W. (The
location group is used in all sections and is decoded in the
same manner in all sections of the code.)

The third group indicates the system's movement. The
general movement of the pressure system is indicated by m.
This is given in table 3-4. The direction (dsds) indicates the
direction the system is moving toward the nearest 10°. The

Hemisphere

I

25 -770

south

speed (fsfs) of movement is given in knots. The first
movement group (20420) indicates: 2the system has
shown little change, 04the system is moving toward
040°, and 20speed of system movement is 20 knots.

Section 1. Tbe section of the IAC prefixed by 99911
contains data or, tile type, intensities, and characteristics of
fronts, as well as the position points needed to draw the
fronts on the chart. Data for frontal systems is given
in a series of five-digit groups (66FtF,F, QLaLaL01.0
QL,L,L0L0 . . ., etc.).

The first group for each front begins with the indicator
66. .Ft represents the type of front. (See table 3-5.) Fi
represents the intensity of the front (table 3-6). Fc gives the
character of the front (table 3-7). The first frontal group
(66222) indicates: 2warm front, 2front is weak, and
2front is undergoing little change.

TABLE 3-4
MOVEMENT INDICATOR FIGURE

Code 2600

m Movement indicator figure

Code Code
figure figure

0 No specification 5 Curving to left
1 Stationary b Recurving
2 Little change 7 Accelerating
3 Becoming stationary 8 Curving to right
4 Retarding 9 Expected to recurve

Note: The specifications refer to the system, front or zone when it is at the position
indicated by the preceding group or groups.
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TABLE 3-5
TYPE OF FRONT

Code 1152
Ft Type of front

Code
figure

Co de
figure

0 Quasi-stationary front at the surface 6 Occlusion

1 Quasi-stationary front above the surface 7 Instability line

2 Warm front at the surface 8 Intertropical front *

3 Warm front above the surface 9 Convergence line

4 Cold front at the surface
5 Cold front above the surface

Preferable to use tropical section of the message In FM 45.D and FM 46.D.

F1 Intensity of front

TABLE 3-6
INTENSITY OF FRONT

Code 1139

Code
figure

Code
figure

0 No specification 5 Moderate, little or no change
1 Weak, decreasing (including fronto- 6 Moderate, increasing

lysis) 7 Strong, decreasing
2 Weak, little or no change 8 Strong, little or no change
3 Weak, increasing (including fronto-

genesis)
9 Strong, increasing

4 Moderate, decreasing

Not e: The specifications apply to the time of the analysis or prognosis when used in
the basic code form, and to the periods indicated by gpgp when used in the
additional sets of groups within FM 45.D and FM 46.D. 25-773

TABLE 3-7
CHARACTER OF FRONT

Code 1133
Fc Character of front

Code
figure

Code
figure

0 No specification 5 Forming or existence suspected

1 Frontal activity area decreasing 6 Quasi-stationary

2 Frontal activity area, little change 7 With waves

3 Frontal activity area increasing 8 Diffuse

4 Intertropical 9 Position doubtful

Preferable to use tropical section of the message.

Note: The specifications apply to the time of the analysis or prognosis when used
in the basic code form, and to the periods indicated by gpgp when used In the
additional sets of groups within FM 45.D and FM 46.D.

25-774
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TABLE 3-8
CHARACTER OF AIRMASS

Code 2538

TABLE 3-9
SOURCE REGION OF AIRMASS

Code 2551

Mh Continental or maritime
character of air mass

Code

Ms Source region of air mass

Code
figure

0 No specification, or indeterminate
1 Arctic (A)

figure 2 Polar (P)
0 No specification, or indeterminate 3 Tropical (T)
1 Continental (c) 4 Equatorial (E)
2 Maritime (m) 25-775 5 Superior (S) 25-776

The location group, QLaLaL,,L, is used as many times
as necessary to adequately position the front. This group is
decoded the same as in section 0.

Section 2. The section of the IAC prefixed by 99922
contains the data and location of isobars. Data for isobars
are given in a series of 44PPP QLaLaL0L, QL,LaL0L0
groups.

The first group for each isobar begins with the indicator
44. The PPP gives the pressure value of the isobar in
hundreds, tens, and units of millibars. If the first digit is a
zero (0), it must be prefixed with a 1 for decoding. The first
isobar group (44992) indicates it is the 992 millibar.

The location group, QLaLaL0L0, is used as many times
as necessary to adequately position the isobar.

Section 3. The section of this code prefixed by 99933
contains data on airmass character, source region, and
thermal structure. Data for airmasses is given in a series of
33MhM,Mt QLaLaL,L0 groups.

The first group for each airmass begins with the indicator
33. Mh gives the character of the airmass (table 3-8). Ms
represents the source region of the airmass (table 3-9). Mn
indicates the thermodynamic characteristic of the airmass
(table 3-10). More than one 33 group may be used for each
location if two airmasses are mixing or one airmass is over
another. An airmass group of 33122, not followed by
another 33 group, would be decoded as: 1continental,
2polar, and 2cold.

The location groups are the same as for previous sections.
Section 4. The 99944 section indicates present weather

conditions. 988ww is the present weather group. 988 is the
indicator and ww is the code for the weather. The ww is the
same two-digit code as is used for synoptic code and is
indicated in foldout 2. A present weather group of 98863
would be decoded as moderate continuous rain.

The location groups are repeated as necessary for ade-
quate location and decoded the same as in previous sec-
tions.

TABLE 3-10
THERMAL CHARACTERISTIC OF AIRMASS

Code 2552

Mt Thermodynamic character of air mass

Code
figure

0

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

No specification
Indeterminate
Cold (k)
Warm (w)
Indeterminate
Cold (k)
Warm (w)
Indeterminate
Cold (k)
Warm (w)

1

if not followed by another 33MhMsMt group, means only one
air mass present; If followed by another 33MhMsMt, means
"mixed" with air mass described In second group

Is followed by another 33MhMsMt group, the air mass reported
In the first group being above the air mass of the second group

is followed by another 33MhMsMt group, the air. mass in the
first group being "transitional" or "becoming" the air mass in
the second group
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The Mdsclsfsfs group may be used with the present
weather group. This would be decoded the same as in
section 0.

Exercises (422):

Use the IAC message below to answer the questions that
follow.

ASNA KWBC 080800

10001 33388 00806

99900

81010 16115 00510

85027 06377 20000

85021 14498 01310

81004 12803 20000

85017 14619 00910

81099 15144 00920

85027 13034 20000

81098 04981 00915

85022 02866 01210

99911

66020 04056 04160

66220 04160 04264 04368

66627 04368 04771 04974 05078

66420 04368 04071 03876 03780

66027 03780 03685 03589 13493 13298 13002

66763 03875 03578

66628 16012 15508 14908 14210

66020 14210 13713 13415

66620 15144 15040 14"37 14138

66420 14138 13841 13!45

99922

44016 07061 06359 05662 05160 04862 05170 05576 05586 15392

14792 04388 13992 13900 14306 14805 15705 16306 16813

17312

44024 06170 06084 15993 16095 16295 06485 06679 06770 06468

06170

44016 13748 14045 14540 14437 14732 15019 15015 14714 14120

13722 13421 12716 12520 11923

44008 12100 12708 13214 13412 13409 13303 13200 13298 12797

12496 12100

44008 15438 15547 15053 14749 14740 14737 14936 15438

44000 15146 15245 15142 15146

44024 13244 13647 14230 14325 14124 13726 13426 13023 12726

44016 02068 02475 02977 03273 03467 03563 03560

44008 042b. 04071 04473 04678 04785 05186 05380 05072 04768

04264

44000 04779 04883 05083 05179 05075 04771 04779

19191

1. The analysis is for what area of the globe? 5. What type of pressure system is indicated in the first
position?

2. What station originated the analysis?
6. What is the location of the first pressure system?

3. What do the digits "88" in the second group of the
preamble indicate? 7. What information is given in the 99911 section?

4. What information is presented in the 999000 section 8. What type of front is indicated in the first group?
of the IAC?
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9. What is the first position of the front?

10 The indicator 99922 represents what type of date?

11. What type of airmass is indicated by 33133?

Section 11. This section includes information on vertical
wind shear. TI-a.: indicator for this section is 88822.

Section 12. The indicator for this section is 77744. This
section is presented in plain language and is used for items
of essential information that cannot be adequately described
in the preceding sections.

Exercises (423):

1. What information is given in section 5 of the lAC?

12. What present weather is indicated by the 98854 group
2. What information is contained in section 6 of the IAC?in the 99944 section of the IAC?

423. Specify the information contained in sections 5
through 12 of the IAC.

The remaining sections of the IAC are seldom used. The
purpose of this objective is to introduce you to the type of
information contained in sections 5 through 12.

All sections except section 12 use the location groups
QLaLaLoLo, and the location group is decoded the same in
all sections. Therefore, the location groups will not be
presented in each section.

Section 5. Section 5 is indicated by 99955 55T1TiTe. The
group 99955 indicates the section for tropical systems. The
55 is the indicator. T1 indicates the type of tropical circulation.
Ti represents the system intensity. T, gives the characteris-
tic of the system.

Section 6. The group 99966 indicates information on
cloud systems. The 9CHbHbHb gives cloud bases. The 9 is
the indicator, C is the type of cloud, and HbHbHb indicates
the base of clouds in hundreds of meters. The 8Nli1li1H1
gives cloud tops. The 8 is the indicator, N is the amount of
cloud cover in eighths, and H1H1H1 indicates the cloud tops
in hundreds of meters.

Section 7. The 99977 group gives information on upper
winds. The winds may be for the time indicated in the
preamble or at a later time given by the group 000gpgp. The
gpgp indicates the number of hours to be added to the time
in the preamble. The next group is the location of the winds
that follow. The groups that follow give winds for standard
isobaric surfaces. For examples, 8ddff indicates wind direc-
tion and speed for the 850-mb level. The indicators 7, 5, 4,
3, 2, and 1 represent the 700-, 500-, 400-, 300-, 200-, and
100-mb levels respectively.

Section 8. The 99988 section gives information on the
characteristics of the jetstream.

Section 9. The 99999 is the indicator for section 9. The
information contained in this section gives the tropopause
characteristics.

Section 10. This section presents information concerning
sea temperature and waves. The indicator for this section is
88800.

t What section contain: information on upper winds?

4. What information is given in section 8 of the IAC?

5 Tropopause characteristics are given in what section of
the IAC?

6. What section contains information on sea waves?

3-2. Forecast Codes

Terminal forecasts are disseminated long line in TAF
code. We will consider the decoding of these forecasts.

424. Decode a terminal aerodrome forecast.

TAF. The code name "TAF" indicates that the forecast
is an aerodrome forecast. In the collectives of forecasts, it is
used only in the collective heading. Amended forecasts
carry AMD after the date-time group (DTG) preceding the
TAF identification. The format and coding instructions are
shown in foldout 12. A detailed explanation of the coding
groups follows.

CCCC. This group is repeated %,,.mt the forecast applies
to more than one location. (An example of a single location:
KBLVScott AFB IL).

G,G,G2G2. GIG, is the beginning and (3202 is the ending
of the forecast period. When the period of forecast begins at
midnight, GIG, is coded as 00. When the period of the
forecast ends at midnight, G2G2 is coded as 24.

dddirfj,. A predominant wind direction is forecast, if at
all feasible. If the direction is expected to vary by more than
60° from a predominant direction, the predominant direc-
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tion is coded and the expected limits of variability are
included in Remarks.

a For ddd, the third digit will always be zero, except
variable wind directions are indicated by VRB.

b. For ff, when windspeeds in excess of 100 knots are
expected, a six-digit group is used and the speed is given in
three digits.

l In the fmfm partion, maximum windspeed is used only
when the maximum windspeed is expected to exceed the
mean speed by 5 knots or more. Maximum winds of i00
knots or more are given in three digits.

VVVV Visibility is rounded down to the nearest reportable
value. A VVVV of 9000 indicates a visibility of 9 kilome-
ters (6 statute miles). A VVVV of 9999 indicates a visibility
of 10 km (7 statute miles) or more. A restriction of visibility
is included when visibility is forecast to be 9 km or less.
(See table 6, foldout 12.)

ii 'it '. Forecast weather is coded in b th numer.:al and
alphabetical abbreviations as shown on foldout 12, table I.
The numbers provide a full description, while the alphabeti-
cal abbreviations give only a categorical description. Nor-
mally, only one w'w' group is used in the forecast period.
However, additional w'w' groups may be used to describe
more adequately the operationally significant weather expected
to occur. WX NIL indicates no significant weather.

N,CChshshs. This group is repeated as necessary to
indicate the cloud distribution. The groups are arranged in
ascending order of height of the cloud base. When a clear
sky is forecast, the abbreviation SKC is used.

a. Ns represents the total amount of clouds in eighths
that is forecast to be at the level hshshs. When Ns = 9 is
forecast, the cloud group will be 9/ /hshshs, where hshsh, is
the vertical visibility. The summation principle does not
apply when coding the cloud groups. Ns refers only to the
clouds at that particular height. The ceiling is identified by a
mandatory entry in the Remarks section. The entry is
mandatory whenever the sum of the cloud amounts at all
levels exceeds 4/8. When the total cloud exceeds 4/8 and a
ceiling is expected, the ceiling height is indicated by the
remark "CIGhshshs." When the total cloud amounts exceed
4'8, but no ceiling is expected, the remark "CIG NO" is
used.

b CC When more than one cloud type is expected at the
same level, only the predominant type is indicated. Howev-
er, when cumulonimbus clouds are forecast, a group re:A--
ring exclusively to the cumulonimbus is used. (See table 2,
foldout 12.)

c hsh,hs. AWS units decode all heights into feet. Use
table 5 of foldout 12 to decode height values.

CAVOK. The term "CAVOK" is used for coding termi-
nal forecasts onl) at AWS units that are designated as ICAO
main meteorological offices. AWS units at other locations
code terminal forecasts using VVVV, w'w', and NsCChshsh,
groups, as appropriate, according to preceding instructions.

61,.h,h,h,k. This includes only icing conditions expected
below 10,000 feet (above the station elevation) that are not
associated with thunderstorm activity. A forecast of thun-
derstorms implies icing of moderate or greater intensity.
When no icing is forecast, this group is not used.
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a. lc is coded as shown in table 3, foldout 12.
b. la,hilti is reported as shown in table 5, foldout 12.
c. tL, the thickness of icing layer, is reported in thou-

sands of feet.

5B/ithbhdL. Turbulence, not associated with thunder-
storm activity, is reported only below 10,000 feet (above
station elevation). A forecast of thunderstorms implies
severe or greater turbulence in the vicinity of the thunder-
storms. When turbulence is nut expected, do not use this
group.

a. Decode B, using table 4, foldout 12.
b. hbhbhb is the height of base of turbulent layer above

the ground level. It is decoded using table 5, foldout 12.
c. tL, the thickness of the turbulent layer, is reported in

thousands of feet.

QNHP2P2P2P2/NS. A QNH group will be included for
each period of the forecast. This group will precede any plain
language groups.

a. QNH is the Q co& indicator for altimeter setting.
b. P2P2P2P2 is the lowest altimeter setting in inches for

the forecast period.
c. INS is the unit's indicator.

Remarks. When using remarks to amplify the forecast,
use standard ICAO abbreviations and try to relate opera-
tionally significant forecast elements to geographical fea-
tures whenever possible. Use the alphabetical weather
abbreviations of table 1 in foldout 12 mien possible for
remarks pertaini..g to weather (Example: RASH OVR
MTNS). You may use start-end times for conditions de-
scribed in remarks; e.g. "RASH OVR MTNS 14-19." Do
not add a "Z" to these times; to do so will result in
computer confusion with change groups.

Change groups. AWS units use GRADU, RAPID, and
INTER to indicate changes from the predominant forecast
condition. These change groups may be used to forecast a
change in any or all forecast groups . _ will be followed by
a description of all the elements which a change is
forecast to occur. When a forecast element is not included
in a change group, it is assumed to remain the same as
forecast by the predominant condition for the period. A new
line of text must be started for each change group.

a. An INTER group is used to ,urecast changes expected
to occur frequently but briefly for specified period of time
(e.g., INTER 2123). In order to legally use an INTER
group, the forecast conditions must occur for less than 30
minutes at a time (45 minutes for thunderstorms) and the
aggregate duration of the intermittent conditions must total
less than one-half the time period.

b. Use a RAPID group when you expect a change in
forecast conditions to change quickly over a period of less
than 30 minutes. For example, if the forecast conditions
were expected to change quickly between 2100Z and
2130Z, encode "RAPID 21."

c. Use a GRADU group when you expect the forecast
conditions to change gradually over a 1- or 2-hour period.
For example, a GRADU group of "GRADU 1113" indi-
cates that the predominant forecast conditions will begin to
change at 1100Z and continue to change at a fairly constant
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rate until 1300Z w len the new predominant conditions are 6. Describe the forecast weather between 1000 and
forecast to occur. 1700Z.

7. Give the amount, type, and height of clouds forecast
Exercises (424): for 1400Z.

Decode the elements in the TAF below by answering the
questions that follow.

TAF KBLV 1010 27020/35 2000 97XX1S 8CB012 QNH2991INS 8. What is the lowest altimeter setting expected?
CIG012 GRADU 1719 25015 9999 WX NIL 3SCO20 4AC080
QNH2998INS CIG080 INTER 2023 00000 9000 IOBR 3ST008
5SCO20 CIG020:

1. What station is the forecast for?

2. What does the contraction "TAF mean?

3. What are the beginning and ending times of the
forecast?

9. What is the forecast visibility between 1900 and
2000Z?

10. What type of weather is forecast at 1900Z?

11. What is the forecast ceiling height between 2000 and
2300Z?

4. What are the forecast wind direction and speed for
1600Z? 12. What are the wind direction and speed expected to be

between 0100 and 1000Z?

5. What is the forecast visibility between 1000 and
1700Z? 13. What is the forecast sky condition after 0100Z?
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CHAPTER 4

Communications

WEATHER DATA observed or received during your shift
on duty are needed for the planning of USAF operations.
Weather not only affects flight operations but also has a
direct bearing on most military operations. Your weather
observations need immediate dissemination to all local
operating units so that decisions conceming the weather's
influence on their operations can be made. In addition, your
observations are relayed to all other locations that need the
information for their operations.

Both military and civilian weather observations are sent
throughout the world. They may be transmitted by teletype,
radioteletype, and continuous wave (CW) radio broadcast.
This exchange of worldwide weather data supports civilian
as well as military forecasting activities.

This chapter discusses the various methods used to
transmit and receive weather data of all types. If your
assignment is at a detachment, your primary concern is
dissemination of weather data to the local operating agen-
cies. Your next concem is the transmission of the weather
data to the Automated Weather Network (AWN). You will
study the responsibilities of the Air Force Communications
Command (AFCC), the Air Weather Service (AWS), and
the Modernized Weather Teletypewriter Communications
System (MWTCS) in the exchange of weather data. This
chapter also discusses the facsimile networks, the CONUS
Meteorological Data System (COMEDS), the local dissemina-
tion procedures, the automatic telephone answering device,
and the pilot to metro services (PMSV) radio. The chapter
ends with a discussion of weather communications quality
control.

4-1. Weather Communications Systems

Long-line dissemination of weather data between a mili-
tary weatner stations is done by an automatic collection-
dissemination network operated by weather editors and
AFCC personnel. At most AWS assignments, your duties
include handling and transmitting weather data. These tasks
contnbute to the global interchange of weather data and are
essential to the operational effectiveness of your unit. As an
observer, you are a keyman in this interchange of weather
data. To fully understand your role in the dissemination of
weather data, you must know about the various weather
networks and their operation.

The USAF,'DCS weather communications networks am
the weather telt we networks, including the AWN, the

weather facsimile networks, and the global weather inter-
cept and broadcast networks. They provide the facilities for
rapid interchange of weather data on a worldwide basis.

The mission of the USAF/DCS weather communications
network is to provide communications service to the De-
partment of Defense (DOD) agencies and the Air Weather
Service in support of global missions. Weather data, be-
cause of its unique character and because of the volumes of
information which must have wide and timely dissemina-
tion, requires special communications network and message
handling procedures. The USAF/DCS weather communica-
tions networks and the AWN provide this unique service.

To make this service operate smoothly, all AWS person-
nel who operate weather communications facilities must
follow the procedures and schedules contained in AWSR
105-2, Weather Communice and AFCCR 105-2,
Weather Communications Jp.ergn'o.-s and Management.
Operating schedules, detailed instructions, and supplemen-
tary procedures are issued by the responsible AFCC eche-
lons to expand on AFCCR 105-2. AWS publishes a master
weather message catalog AWSP 105-52, which contains
complete descriptions of all weather message products
available within the USAF weather communications sys-
tem. These publications govern the military contribution to
the overall interchange of weather data. We will first
examine the teletype networks and their contribution to the
weather information system.

425. From a data or circuit description, determine the
sector of the AWN to which it belongs or the agency
responsible for the data or circuit routing.

The interchange of weather data between various coun-
tries is done through sophisticated communications system
These highly computerized systems are able to handle large
volumes of data within a very short time. In addition,
centralization of the data relay sites has reduced costs while
improving the data available. Much of the military and
civilian weather dissemination system has been absorbed
into this unified system, called the Automated Weather
Network. First we will examine the individual systems
which make up the network and then the overall network.

Air Weather Service Teletype System. In 1976, the
three-circuit COMET (CONUS Meteorological Teletype
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System) network was replaced by a single, medium speed,
versatile communication system. The new system, CONUS
Meteorological Data System (COMEDS), is designed to
operate more simply and save costs by reducing message
preparation time and paper consumption. In addition, the
cost of two circuits and their associated equipment has been
eliminated. COMEDS is a computerized weather and notice
to airmen (NOTAM) system serving essentially the same
purpose as the COMET system. As in COMET system, you
can make an automatic response query (ARQ) for data such
as rawinsonde and international weather data.

You can prepare messages without using paper tape. If
you make a mistake, it is easily corrected by entering
corrected data over the faulty data. In the old system where
paper tape was used, you sometimes had to start again at the
beginning of the message because you omitted just one
character and then found out about it several lines down the
punched tape.

Another feature of the new COMEDS is the ability to
receive messages on a display rather than on a printer. This
cuts down on the amount of paper you must tear and file.
Also, data ARQed by other stations on your circuit are not
printed on your terminalagain saving time and paper.
Since each terminal can be either selected or not selected,
you can ARQ data for the few stations in which you are
interested rather than printing a whole sequence just to
obtain data for one or two synoptic or rawinsonde stations.
Later in this chapter, we will discuss specific COMEDS
terminal equipment features.

Military weather communications is a large part of your
workload while you are on duty in a base weather station.
You are continually filing and posting the incoming weather
messages in their correct positions. The longer you are
associated with weather communications, the better versed
in its procedures you become. As you progress through the
various levels of the weather career ladder, you will use this
communications knowledge to obtain data used to make
operational forecasts. Although your primary concern at this
point is military weather communications, you should also
know about the civilian weather communications system so
that you can use its forecast and observation resources.

National Weather Service (NWS) Teletype Systems.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) controls the
National Weather Service Communications System. The
major difference between the COMEDS used by the mili-
tary and the civilian weather circuits used in the field is
speed. The civilian circuits generally operate at 100 words
per mi ute at the transmit-receive end in contrast with the
1200-word per minute COMEDS rate. However, data is
transmitted within the intermediate circuits of the civilian
weather network between "hub" distribution points and the
central relay point at 800 to 1200 words per minute.

This central relay point, called the Weather Message
Switching Center (WMSC), is located in Kansas City MO.
This center is the computerized circuit control point of the
MWTCS The MWTCS is the relay point for these FAA
Services A (aviation), C (synoptic), and 0 (overseas). The
military dedicated Service A network also originates here.
The civilian aviation weather data you receive is also routed
through these computers Only certain sections of the
Service 0 (overseas) circuits go through this complex. The
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other sections go through the ADWS (automated digital
weather switch) at Carswell AFB TX. Another separate
FAA circuit, the ARQ circuit, also goes through the
MWTCS computer. If the ARQ data is not available at the
WMSC complex, it is requested from the ADWS computers
at Carswell AFB.

Each of the NWS teletype circuits is governed by an FAA
publication. These publications describe each message type,
by heading, and the proper format for transmitting it on the
circuit. In this respect, the publication is similar to AWSR
105 ±2 and AFCCR 105-2.

Service A. Service A consists of weather circuits which
provide aviation weather and notice to airmen (NOTAM)
messages to civilian and military sites throughout the
United States. Certain other message types, such as pilot
reports (PIREPS) and radar reports (RAREPS) are also
transmitted on this circuit. The weather data is collected
each hour, on the hour, and routed to other circuits after
being arranged into bulletins by the computers. Each
distribution point "hub" within the system collects its data
and transmits this data both to other stations in the hub and
to MWTCS. Stations outside the hub have their data
transmitted to the hub stations after the primary data is
collected. The amount of outside data relayed is limited
because of circui: time limitations and because of paper
consumption considerations. Station data requirements are
coordinated with the MWTCS center yearly.

Service C. Service C is another NWS teletype network
which handles synoptic (3- and 6-hour) data and upper air
information. It also provides State weather forecasts and
comments concerning weather products produced at the
National Weather Center located at Silver Springs MD.
Severe weather and public information bulletins are also
sent on this circuit.

Service 0. Service 0 provides aviation weather data and
forecasts between international sites. It is used by the FAA
to interchange data with Mexico, the Virgin Islands, Ber-
muda, and other oversea locations.

Automated weather network. Although most weather
personnel understand the basic operations of the AWN, few
weather specialists realize the significance of their duties in
relation to the AWN operation. Each weather message you
transmit is processed into the AWN for further dissemina-
tion. The quality of these transmissions determines the
success of the AWN operation, therefore, you must know
local communications policies and understand the operation
of the AWN.

The AWN consists of real-time computers located in
major population centers of the world. Weather data is
collected by low-speed communications systems within
each area and then relayed at high speed between centers.
Figure 4-1 shows the major free world relay centers which
exchange military and civilian weather information through-
out the world. Some civilian weather data is collected
within the Asian Continent and relayed through Moscow
directly to NWS computers at Silver Springs MD. There, it
is combined with Canadian weather reports and sent to the
AWN site at Carswell AFB TX. Some data, which may
have doubtful validity, is transmitted, with appropriate
indicators, from radio intercept sites overseas to Carswell
ArB for evaluation. The more routine data which is
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received at the Carswell ADWS is checked for proper
format automatically and then routed to customers within
the western hemisphere in accordance with their require-
ments.

Currently, there are three free-world ADWSs which
service five high-speed data users.

(I) Carswell AFB TX.
(2) Hickam AFB HI.
(3) Croughton AS England.

The high-speed users are:
(1) Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC), Offutt

AFB NE.
(2) Air Force European Forecast Unit (EFU), Ramstein,

Germany.
(3) National Meteorological Center (NMC), National

Weather Service (NWS), National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), Silver Springs MD.

(4) Weather Message Switching Center (WMSC), Fed-
eral Aviation Administration (FAA), Kansas City MO.
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(5) Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC), U.S.
Navy, Monterey CA.

Notice in figure 4-1 that the hub of AWN is the ADWS at
Carswell AFB TX. With the changeover from the COMET
system to COMEDS, the relay point at Tinker AFB OK has
been eliminated; and the COMEDS terminals are linked
directly with the ADWS computers at Carswell AFB. The
data links between the various parts of the AWN system are
two-way and operate at speeds as high as 4800 words per
minute. The AWN system will gradually be upgraded until
It automatically controls virtually all of the weather collec-
tion and relay functions within the United States.

Astro/Geophysical Teletype Network (ATN). This is a
solar observing and forecasting network originating from
the ADWS at Carswell AFB TX. It haiidies the AWS Space
Environmental Support System (SESS). The SESS is a
worldwide network of solar optical, radio, and ionospheric
observing and forecasting sites located at both civilian and
military it tallations. It exists for the purpose of collecting
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routine and special (near real-time) astrotgeophysical data
and for relaying forecasts to and from the Aerospace
Environmental Support Center (AESC), NORAD, Cheyenne
Mountain Complex CO The data and forecasts are used to
make decisions affecting various military communications
systems.

Exercises (425):

1. Which weather circuit transmits low-speed (100-word-
per-minute) data between the United States and the
Azores? Who controls this circuit?

2. Name the circuit which links military weather stations
within the United States.

3. Which center has all FAA aviation weather data pass
through it before reaching ADWS?

4. Name the system through which military rawinsonde
data is transmitted within the United States.

5 What weather relay center transmits Southeast Asian
weather data?

6. On which circuit are State forecasts transmitted?

7. Which group is responsible for evaluating data from
ionospheric soundings and determining IN hiLli military
communications systems to use?

426. Given message origin and termination locations,
trace the routing of a weather message through the
AWN.

lotercepts. Countries with isolated areas or primitive
communications systems send most of their weather data by
radio. The Air Force and Navy operate intercept radio
receiving sites to obtain this weather data. By operating
these sites, not only are more reports available; but the data
received is more timely. Delays encountered in relaying the
data through civilian channels can be as much as 6 hours.

Some reporting stations may not be listed in the directory
published by the WMO. If the intercept sites receive such

data along with data from known sites in the same message
group, the unknown station's location can be estimated. As
more data is received and compared, the site's location can
be more closely established. Once the site is located with
sufficient accuracy, the data it transmits can be used to fill
in details within lesser sampled areas of the world. This
locator function is performed at the weather editor section
of Carswell ADWS

Five Air Force and one Navy site handle most of the
intercept work. Each site is assigned an area of responsibili-
ty . In addition, each site is equipped to act as a backup
receiving site for the others. The general area each site
monitors is located in table 4-1 and in AWSR 100-1,
Global Weather Intercepts.The table also lists the nearest
center through which the weather message is relayed to the
AWN. For example: Torrejon, Spain, would pass its
weather intercepts through the relay center at Croughton,
England. The Clark AB, Philippines, intercepts would be
passed through the Hickam AFB, Hawaii, relay center.

Exercises (426):

I. An FAA briefer at St Louis MO requests current weather
for Cairo, Egypt. If the message was intercepted at
Incirlik AB Turkey, list the AWN relay points through
which it passed.

2. Sunspot activity blocks radio reception of New Zealand
weather transmissions at all Far East intercept sites.
However, Torrejon, Spain, is able to receive the mes-
sages. Trace the message route to an AF forecast site at
Seoul, Korea, and to the Fleet Numerical Oceanography
Center at Monterey CA.

TABLE 4-1
INTERCEPT STATIONS AND MONITOR AREAS

Intercept

Station
Monitored
Area

Relayed to
AWN Through

RAF Croughton,
England

USSR Croughton,
England

Torrejon AB, Western and Croughton,
Spain Southern Africa England

Incirlik AB, Middle East, and Croughton.
Turkey Southern USSR England

Ovada AS People's Republic Hickam AFB HI
Japan of China, North

Korea, Eastern
USSR

Clark AB,

Philippines
South East Asia,
People's Republic
of China

Hickam AFB HI

San Miguel rS
Navy Communic..tions
Station,

Philippines

Australia,

InJonesia,
Paskistan
New Zealand,
India

Hickam AFB HI



3. A weather message is intercepted from central .^..Istralia
routed to AFGWC. List the sites it passed through to get
there.

427. Given a map description, identify the weather
facsimile circuit it is transmitted on.

System Objective. The USAF/DCS Weather Facsimile
Communications Global System is comprised of networks
which serve all DOD requirements and interface with the
NWS and FAA networks. Facsimile products, by their
uniqueness in composition. handling procedures, and ac-
quisition of data, require special communications networks.
Recent changes in machine capabilities within the DOD
facsimile networks have required that the communications
lines be improved to provide the detail needed in some
maps. However, the basic objective of the system has
remained the same: to transfer information of a graphic
nature quickly, accurately, and reliably from central prepa-
ration points to field sites.

System Composition. The weather facsimile networks
are primarily composed of the Strategic Facsimile Network
and the National Facsimile Network within the CONUS and
the European and Pacific Facsimile Networks overseas.
With the exception of a few radio links, these networks
operate at either I 20 or 240 scans per minute (SPM). Within
the CONUS, four facsimile networks carry the majority of
the weather graphics. These are: WFX 1234, FOFAX,
AFX 109, and NAMFAX. Of these circuits, three (FOFAX,
AFX 109, and NAMFAX) use the DLMDC converter or
its equivalent.

National Facsimile Network (WFX 1234). The National
Facsimile Network is the basic weather graphics network. It
transmits graphics such as surface analysis charts, computer-
plorted upper air charts (850, 700, 500, 300, and 200 mb),
weather depiction charts, and prognostic maps. It is primar-
ily oriented toward low-altitude aviation interests and sur-
face weather forecasting.

Most of the material transmitted originates at the National
Meteorological Center (NMC), Silver Springs MD. The
network extends throughout the United States, with com-
munications links to Canada at Vancouver and Montreal.
Selected charts are also relayed to Hawaii and Puerto Rico.
All maps on this circuit are transmitted at 120 SPM.

Forecast Office Facsimile System (FOFAX, GS 10206, 7,
8). This network is often referred to as the satellite network.
FOFAX serves civilian forecast offices and military weather
stations by providing satellite material and other meteoro-
logical graphics needed in their preparation of forecasts and
weather warnings. In acluition to the satellite data, this
network transmits 3-hourly pressure change and height
change charts, preliminary anal) Jis and forecast charts, and
delayed NMC prognosis charts. Charts are transmitted at
both 120 and 240 SPM on this circuit.

The network also distributes National Environmental
Satellite Service digitally prepared satellite mosaics from

both polar-orbiting and geostationary satellites. The three
sites normally used to receive these satellite signals are
Wallops Island VA; WBFO San Francisco CA; and AF
Kunia HI. The San Francisco unit has the ability to transmit
recorded satellite data on the FOFAX network upon request
by other offices.

Strategic Facsimile Network (AFX109). This is a military
network, terminating at various locations, which primarily
transmits graphics used for high-performance aircraft. Cer-
tain data extends as high as 30 mb. Data transmitted
includes gridded forecasts and analysis, Northern Hemi-
sphere significant weather/1000-mb D-value progs, contrail
forecasts, tropical streamline charts, and weather warning
charts. These products may be transmitted at either 120 or
240 SPM.

National and Aviation Meteorological Facsimile Network
(NAMFAX). This network distributes analyses, prognoses,
and selected observational data to offices supporting inter-
national high-altitude civilian aviation operations. NAMFAX
replaces NAFAX and the old Aviation Mete.irological
Facsimile (AMFAX) Network at those locati ,ns which
previously had the AMFAX circuit. The newer network
carries area forecasts of winds, temperatures, and signifi-
cant weather primarily intended for international flights
above 20,000 feet.

Graphic guidance materials in the form of manually
prepared prognoses are entered by Montreal, Canada, and
the National Meteorological Center, Silver Springs MD.
Additional entries to the circuit are numerically prepared
prognostic charts from NMC and digitized cloud mosaics
from NESS. The network is linked to the NWS Alaskan
network and Puerto Rico, as well as Canada and Mexico.
Data on this network is transmitted at both 120 and 240
SPM.

Exercise (427):

I. Name the circuit(s) on which each of the following
charts is most likely to be transmitted.

a. A delayed 500-mb analysis at 240 SPM:
b. A 1000-mb D-value chart: .

c. A 3-hourly weather depiction chart:
d. A satellite chart requested by Portland from San

Francisco.
.

e. A military weather warning chart with MOMSS code
023:

f. A 500-mb gridded D-value, temperature, wind value
prog:

g. The LFM prog chart at 120 SPM: .

h. Numerically prepared PE prog chart to Alaska:

4-2. Facsimile Terminal Equipment

The basic objectives of the facsimile system is to transfer
graphic materials quickly, reliably, and accurately. Without
this mode of information transfer, you would find most of
your time occupied by plotting maps and charts for the
forecaster. This plotting drudgery can still happen if the
facsimile equipment malfunctions. One of the greatest
problems you will encounter is maps which have streaks or
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cuts in them. In this section, you will learn how to minimize
such defects and also how to replace paper and writing
edges. Although the specific machine we will discuss is the
DL-19W facsimile recorder, the basic operation of all
wetprocess (electrolytic) facsimile recorders is the same.

428. Explain how an image is transmitted to and
reproduced by a DLO6G19W facsimile receiver.

Basic Facsimile Theory. The transmission of a graphic
product over an electrical circuit is done by dividing the
image into extremely small elements, determining the
lightness or darkness of each, and transmitting the informa-
tion for reconstructing the image to the other end of the
circuit. In order to successfully do this, the image transmit-
ting and receiving equipment must be positioned at the same
image point and moving at the same rate. The transmitter
must send control signals to the receiver to insure that this is
done. In spite of the fact that a typical facsimile image of 18
inches by 18 inches may be broken down inyo 3,000,000
elements of information, the reproduced image is only an
approximation of the orig:nal,not an exact copy.

Before the transmission is started, the sending station
transmits one or more tones to the receiver, which sets up
the proper scan speed and paper feed rate. These tones also
start the recorder. After the start tone is sent, a phasing
signal is transmitted to insure the beginning of each line on
the received image is in the same position as that of the
transmitter. This phasing signal normally is sent for 20
seconds when a 120-SPM graphic is sent and for 15 seconds
when a 240-SPM graphic is sent. At the end of each
graphic, a stop tone halts the recorder.

DL 19W Facsimile Receiver. The DL 15W facsimile
receiver (recorder) uses a special wet paper to reproduce the
transmitted graphic image. The paper is passed between a
writing electrode, made from a thin steel strip and a wire
helix, mounted on a drum. The contact point between the
writing electrode and the helix, through the paper, corre-
sponds to the image element position being scanned by the
facsimile transmitter. The receiver converts the electrical
signal received from the transmitter into an electric current
which represents the darkness of the image element. This
current, when passed through the paper, leaves a mark
corresponding in density to the transmitted image. A feed
roller mechanism pulls the paper past the helix and writing
electrode at the same rate the original copy is moved past
the transmitting scanner mechanism. Thus, the light and
dark elements of the original chart are reproduced, line by
line, until the complete image is reproduced.

DL MCS MOMSS Decoder and Converter. The
DLMDC MOMSS decoder and converter is a device
which interfaces the DL-19W facsimile recorder with the
NWS FOFAX or NAMFAX networks or the AFX109
network. The DLMDC identifies the schedule number of
the map being received and the mode of transmission, and
converts the bandwidth compressed 3-level signal used for
most 240-SPM transmissions to a 2-level (black-white)
signal compatible with the recorder.

Mode and map selection systom (MOMSS). Preceding
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each map transmission on the NAMFAX, FOFAX, and
AFX109 circuits, a digital code is transmitted. This code
describes the nature (mode) and schedule number of the
transmission. You select the maps you want to receive by
placing coding pins in a matrix within the DLMDC
decoder and converter. The advantage of this is that if the
transmission is delayed, you will still receive the map when
its particular code is sent.

3-level signal converter. This part of the DLMDC
decoder-converter converts bandwidth compressed trans-
missions back into standard 2-level data. At high data
speeds (240 SPM), this converter allows the information to
be transmitted with loss of detail on the same lines as
standard facsimile data. It is automatically selected when
certain modes are selected on the DLMDC.

Exercises (428):

1. List the sequence the facsimile transmitter uses to insure
that the scan elements on the received graphic arc in the
same position as on the original graphic.

2. State the three steps the transmitter uses to transmit the
graphic image over the electrical circuit.

3. Describe how the DL 19W receiver reproduces the
transmitted graphic.

429. Identify the control switches and status lights on
the DL 19W with their functions.

Front Control Panel and Status Lights. The DL 19W
facsimile receiver is equipped with manual controls for
adjusting speed and paper feed rate. You might use these
controls if the receiver is turned on in the middle of a map
you wish to receive. These controls could also be used if the
transmitting site fails to send the proper control signals. The
most commonly used controls are located in the control
panel on the front of the receiver, while lesser used ones are
located on the rear. Status lights on the control panel
indicate the mode the receiver is in. The front panel controls
and status lights are shown in figure 4-2.

Controls. The controls located on the front panel are
POWER, PHASE LEFT/PHASE RIGHT, PAPER FEED,
SPEAKER, The POWER switch turns the receiver on and
off, An indicator lamp is lit when the switch is turned on.
The PHASE LEFT/PHASE RIGHT switch allows you to
move the image either to the left or the right by making the
helix drum rotate either slower or faster than normal. You
can use it to center the map when the receiver is started
during a map transmission. This toggle switch is spring
loaded and returns to center (NEUTRAL) when you release



SPEAKER

Figure 4-2 DL-19W control panel (front)

1

it. The PAPER FEED toggle switch feeds paper rapidly
from the machine when depressed. Like the phase toggle
switch, it is spring loaded and returns to the NEUTRAL
position when released. This PAPER FEED switch can be
used to feed paper through the take up rollers if you failed to
pull enough through when changing paper. It is also used
when you need a map right away and cannot wait for it to
feed out as the next map is produced. The SPEAKER
control is used to control speaker volume. 7ou can check
for a signal by turning this control up. Normally it is left
turned down.

Status lights. Status lights located on the front control
panel indicate the mode settings of the receiver. There are
five lam' in all. From the top down, they are START,
PHASE, - .CTURE, 96 LPI (lines per inch), and 120 SPM.
The START lamp lights whenever the receiver is attempting
to get in step with the transmitter when the receiver is in
idle. The phasing period is normally about 16 to 20 seconds
at the start of each chart or map. After the receiver phases,
the PICTURE lamp will light and remain on until the
transmitter sends a stop control tone. Except for recorders
connected to the FOFAX or high-altitude facsimile circuits,
the 96 LPI and 120 SPM lights are always lit when
receiving a map. The 96 LPI lamp goes out when the
transmitter sends a control tone switch to 48 LPI. This feed
rate change affects the detail of the received image by
changing line spacing. Another control tone is transmitted
to switch the scan rate to 240 SPM. The 120-SPM lamp
extinguishes when the receiver is in 240-SPM mode.

Occasionally, you will find all the status lamps dark and
the power switch on. Either of two conditions will cause
this. If the front door on the recorder is not completely
closed, the internal power is shut off. Also if the paper has
run out, the status lamps are shut off. You should check for
these two conditions before calling maintenance personnel.

Rear Control. You will find several controls located on
the back of the DL 19W receiver. They are used infrequently
but can be valuable when needed. These controls are shown
in figure 4-3. Starting at the top, they are: DENSITY,
48/96, 120/240, and START/STOP. The DENSITY control
sets the darkness of the recorded image. Turning it clock-
wise increases the density of the recorded image. However,
if it is advanced too far, the paper will be burned because
too much electric current is passed through it. Excessive
density also increases the rate of dirt accumulation on the
helix wire and the rate of wear on the writing electrode. The
three remaining switches are spring-loaded, center-neutral
toggle switches. The 48/96 switch, which is the top toggle
switch, control the paper feed rate. For all of the normal
maps it is not used because the receiver reverts to 96 LPI
whenever it receives a stop control tone. The 120/240
switch controls the helix scan rate. Again, when a stop
control tone is transmitted, the receiver reverts to the 120
SPM, which is the normal scan rate for the most maps. On
the FOFAX or high-altitude circuit, some maps are trans-
mitted at the 240-SPM rate; and you might have to switch to
240 SPM manually when the receiver is started in the
middle of a map. The bottom switch on the back of the
receiver is the START/STOP switch, used to start the
receiver in the middle of a map or when the start control
tone is omitted by the transmitting site. The stop side would
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Figure 4-3. DL I9W rear controls.
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be used in the opposite situation when the circuit is idle after
a map and no stop tone has been received.

Exercise (429):

1. Match the switches and status lights in column A with
their functions in column B (items in column B may be
used more than once).

Column A

_ (I )PHASE RIGHT/PHASE
LEFT

_ (2)PAPER FEED switch
(3)DENSITY control

_ (4)START/STOP switch.
(5)120/240 switch

_ (6)48/96 switch
_ (7)PICTURE lamp.
_ (8)START lamp.
_ (9)120-SPM lamp.

(10)PHASE lamp

a

b.

c

d.

e

f.

g

h.
i

3.

k.

I.

m.

n.

Column B

Controls receiver volume.
Automatically feeds paper
at the cnd of a map.
Increases helix speed by
a small amount.
Allows you to feed a map
out of the machine during
machine Idle periods.
Indicates the receiver is
getting in step with the
transmitter.
Is off when receiving a
map at high speed on
FOFAX
Is on when receiving a
map at high speed on
FOFAX
Sets recorder resolution.
Selects helix speed.
Starts recorder automatic-
ally
Allows you to receive a
map which failed to re-
ceive proper control tones.
Controls image darkness
Increases helix speed for
the duration of the map.
Can cause burned paper.

430. Identify and correct false statements about loading
paper and replacing writing edges in the DL 19W
facsimile recorder.

Paper Replacement Precautions. When you replace paper
in the DL I9W recorder, you must take certain precau-
tions to prevent map loss and recorder damage. You should
never close the door of the recorder without having paper
between the helix and the writing edge. If you do, the
recorder might be accidentally turned on, which would
damage it. In addition, moisture coming in contact with the
point where the helix and writing edge meet will cause
corrosion, destroying both the helix and writing edge by
pitting. Physical pitting of the helix and writing electrode
also takes place if you slam the recorder door. This will
happen even if paper is between the helix and writing
electrode. The final result of this pitting is vertical streaks
on the chart. The helix and writing electrode will have to be
replaced to correct the streaked condition.

Paper Replacement Procedures. To replace the roll of
paper, first turn off the recorder. Then remove the empty
core by opening the door of the recorder and pressing the
core to the right. Remove the plastic wrapping from the new
roll of paper and position it so the paper unrolls from the

back of the roll, upward. Place the roll back into the recorder
paper holder by forcing the right spindle back and aligning
the roll core on the spindles. After the roll is in place, lift up
the roller bar (takeup pressure roller, fig. 4-4) on the top of
the machine. Grasping both sides of the paper, pull enough
of it off the roll to feed it under the raised roller bar. If
creases are present, feed additional paper out until no
creases are below the takeup pressure roller on the top of the
machine. If creases are left in the paper path, they can cause
the takeup roller to jam, ultimately causing the paper to plug
the recorder, and resulting in lost maps.

Writing Edge Replacement. When you replace the
paper in the recorder, you should also replace the writing
edge. If a new edge is not available, you should turn the
edge around so that a new surface (the other side of the
strip) will contact the helix. If the paper runs out during map
reception, you can wait until the "standby" period immedi-
ately following map transmission to replace the edge, thus
minimizing loss of map information.

To replace the writing edge, turn the recorder power
switch off and open the door. Remove the writing edge
from its holder by lifting the part extending from the right
side as in figure 4-5. If you have any difficulty removing the
edge, the holder may be removed from the recorder for
easier replacement of the edge. To do this, lift the flap
below the edge holder on the cover and loosen the four
screws. Next, carefully remove the holder by pushing it to
the left and up.

Insert a new writing edge into the narrow channel of the
holder by forcing it flush against the tent-over left end of
the holder, as shown in figure 4-6. Firmly and carefully
push the entire length of the writing edge into the holder
(fig. 4-7). The edge should be forced down until its height is
even along its entire length. If the holder was removed from
the machine, it must now be reinstalled by reversing the
removal procedure and tightening the four screws.

Exercises (430):

I. Mark the statements below true (T) or false (F). Correct
the false statements.

a. It is all right to slam the door of the DL I 9W
receiver, as long as paper is between the helix
and the writing edge.

b. When replacing the roll of paper, the new roll is
positioned so the paper feeds from the front,
upward.

c. In replacing the writing edge, care must be taken
to adjust the edge in its holder for even edge
height.
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Figure 4-4 Paper replacement, DL -19W.
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Figure 4-5 Removal of writing edge from holder.
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Figure 4-6. Inserting new writing edge in holder



Figure 4-7 Noah mg height of writing edge.

d. A few creases where the paper feeds under the
takeup roller is all right.

e. If the roll of paper runs out in the middle of the
map, the writing edge need not be replaced until
the "standby" time at the end of that map.

431. Given descriptions of facsimile chart defects, state
the most likely causes and the necessary corrective
actions.

Chart Defects and Corrective Actions. In order for the
recorder to produce maps of the highest quality, you must
clean it at least once every 24 hours of operation. In normal
operation, the recorder accumulates microscopic fibers,
rubbed off the back of the paper, and chemical deposits,
formed by electricity passing through the paper. These
deposits form on the wire helix and nearby drum surfaces.
When the deposits accumulate to the point where they
prevent contact between the paper and the helix, thin, light
vertical streaks appear in the map. In extreme cases, these
deposits can build up until they cause the helix to actually
cut the paper.

Another problem occurs if you don't replace or reverse
the writing edge. In normal operation, the edge is eaten
away. When the edge is allowed to wear too far, the writing
edge holder comes in contact with the helix. Since the
holder is much wider than the writing edge, the image
appears blurred when compared with the normal image
areas. This is corre.;ted by replacing the writing edge with a
new one or reversing the old one.

The first step in correct cleaning procedure is to turn the
power off and open the front. Raise the top paper roller, pull
the paper clear, and remove it from the recorder. Moisten a
small, clean, stiff brush with denatured alcohol and clean
the helix, and writing edge. An old toothbrush or similar
brush with stiff bristles works best. When cleaning the helix
or drum, start from the left-hand edge and rotate it as

required to expose the helix for cleaning. Wipe excess
alcohol and residue from the writing edge, helix, and plastic
paper guides, using a small piece of moist recording paper.
Clean accumulated dirt from the paper compartment with
another small piece of moist recording paper.

Exercises (431):

1. You begin to receive maps which have a blurred
appearance in certain areas. These areas are in vertical
alignment and grow wider with time. What is the cause?
How do you correct the problem?

2. If a cut area appears on the left side of the paper about an
eighth of an inch wide and a slightly wider area lacking
an image surrounds it, how would you correct it? What
is the most likely cause?

3. The dark phasing bar at the beginning of the map
displays narrow, light, vertical streaks. These streaks
also appear in the same position on the map. Cite the
cause and corrective action to take.

4-3. COMEDS Terminal Equipment

With the change from the COMET system to the
COMEDS, new terminal equipment was introduced.
This system terminal is the Model 40, provided by
Western Union. It consists of either a keyboard display
(KD) unit, a receive-only printer (ROP), or both. Various
combinations of these KD and ROP units are included
within each Model 40 terminal. Although the combina-
tions vary, the operation of each assembly within each
terminal remains the same. Figure 4-8 shows the general
arrangement of the various assemblies with the terminal.
This terminal system has some features which will not
be exploited for several years in the AWN system.

The terminal operates at 1200 words per minute, this
is approximately three' times the rate of the COMET III
printer it replaced and 12 times the rate at which the
military dedicated service "A" printer operates. The
terminal is designed to reduce the need for paper
supplies and for ease in correcting messages. By routing
messages to the display of the terminal, quick looks at
data can be made without expending paper.

In this section, we will examine the functions of each
assembly within the terminal and the improved features
of the COMEDS terminal ARQ capability. In addition,
we will examine the alarm conditions which can occur
and how to correct them. Some of the information about
this terminal will seem rather useless, but if a situation
occurs where you need data for a critical mission and the
terminal malfunctions, you will be happy to have the
information.
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Figure 4-8. Model 40 COMEDS terminal.

432. Given descriptive situations concerning the Model
40 KI) unit, state either (1) the cause of the problem,
(2) the steps required to correct the problem, or (3)
the steps required to do the procedures requested
(or stated).

The KD unit is comprised of two parts: the display
screen and the keyboard assembly. The KD unit will
send and receive messages or may be used to prepare
messages while the associated ROP is printing data from
the ADWS. When the KD is in the off-line (LOCAL)
mode, data entered from the keyboard appears on the
display Errors are simply corrected by use of the cursor
and editir.g controls located on the keyboard assembly.

Display Screen. The display screen shows all charac-
ters larger than standard pript size for easy reading. This
assembly has three controls: a tilt control, located on the
right support of the display; a brightness control, located
under the right front edge of the screen; and a screen
ON'OFF switch, located under the left front edge of the
screen. The brightness control controls the character
intensity, while the tilt control positions the display for
easy reading The display shows 24 lines of print at one
time, with a maximum of 80 characters per line. The
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maximum capacity of the display system is 72 lines of
print, divided into three pages of 24 lines each. The start
of each page is identified by one or more dots appearing
in the left-hand margin, opposite the start of the first line
of each page. The first page is identified by one dot, the
second by two dots, and the third by three dots in the left
margin. Although the display line capacity is 80 charac-
ters, ADWS limits the maximum number of characters
per line to 69. This allows the ADWS system to
interface with other equipment which is limited to 69
characters per line, such as the FAA MWTCS printers.

A lighted square, called the cursor, shows on the screen
at all times. It performs three functions. (I) indicating the
next character entry position, (2) performing edit and
correction functions, and (3) scanning messages during
transmission.

Each character transmitted to and from the Model 40
contains a code for error detection. This code is called a
parity code. If the Model 40 receives a garbled character
which contains a parity error, it substitutes an error symbol
for the garble. This symbol is displayed differently by the
KD unit and the ROP. On the KD, the symbol appears as
SB, while on the ROP, it appears as if, . The following
example illustrates how the same parity error appears on
each display for the same message.



Display Screen Receive Only Printer

RR KWRI
DE KAWN 1521SBO
ZUI KWRI 152128
MESSAGE TEXT
NNNN

RR KWRI *
DE KAWN 1521WO
ZUI KWRI 152128
MESSAGE TEXT
NNNN

In each case, the parity error occurred on "3" in the filing
time (152130) of KAWN's response to the ARQ which
KWRI originated.

The reception of a parity error symbol in place of a
character indicates the text should be checked. Note that the
B of the display screen parity error prints right below and to
the right of the S, and the combined space of the symbol is
the sank: as one character. The parity error symbol on the
ROP likewise is the same size as one character, with the two
As and the three lines through them being vertically lined
up. If, in transmission of a message from the terminal to
ADWS, a parity error occurs, no error indication is sent to
the terminal

Keyboard Assembly. The Model 40 keyboard (fig. 4-9)
is similar to that of an electric typewriter. It produces
alphabetic characters in upper case only and certain other
punctuation and character symbols. Since the Model 40 is
used in applications other than the COMEDS network,
some of its keys and functions have no use on the network.
The symbols and punctuation appearing on the upper
portion of certain keys may be obtained by pressing the
SHIFT key and, while holding it, pressing the desired
symbol key.

You will note a number of two and three letter symbols
above the letters of certain keys. These are control func-
tions. The only one which you use is the end-of-text (ETX)
function, which appears above the C. This function is used
at the end of your message to indicate to the computer that
the transmission ends. You enter it by holding down the
CONTROL key (located beside the spacebar) and depress-
ing the C key. The ETX code appears on the display screen
as an E. If you fail to place an ETX code at the end of your
message, the cursor will continue to transmit until it

encounters another ['TX code or reaches the last character
of the last line of the third page of memory.

Within the keyboard proper, there are three keys which
are never used: SYN, ACK, and NAK. These keys are used
in other terminal applications for computer control, but
have no application in COMEDS.

You end each line of your message with a NEW LINE
function. This function creates a character, appearing as the
symbol E on the display screen, which signals the Model
40 to transmit two carriage returns and one line feed to the
ADWS computer. Since you are limited to 69 characters per
line in the COMEDS, this symbol should always appear at
the end of each line of the message.

Operational mode keys. A row of operational mode keys
is located above the main keyboard of the Model 40. These
keys are: SEND, REC, LOCAL, FORM SEND, HIGH
LIGHT, FORM ENTER, TAB SET, TAB CLEAR, and
CLEAR. In COMEDS, the FORM SEND, TAB SET, and
TAB CLEAR functions are not used. Note that each
operational mode key, except CLEAR, has a light on it that

lights to indicate it is enabled. The functions of these keys
follows.

a. SEND: When the SEND key is depressed, the mes-
sage which begins under the current cursor position is
transmitted to the ADWS until an EXT code is encountered.
When the transmission is completed, the KD unit reverts to
receive mode.

b. REC: Depressing this key allows you to receive traffic
routed to the display.

c. LOCAL: LOCAL mode is used to prepare and edit
messages for subsequent transmission to the ADWS com-
puter. It is the only mode which permits you to enter data
from the keyboard into the display.

d. HIGH LIGHT: When this key is enabled, any charac-
ter entered from the keyboard will flicker alternately bright
and dim on the screen. When the FORM ENTER key is
enabled, the HIGH LIGHT feature is deactivated.

e. FORM ENTER: The FORM ENTER key is used by
you to enter or delete protected data on the pages of
memory. When data is entered with this key activated, it
will appear on the display screen at half brightness. The
only way it can be altered is by having the FORM ENTER
key on. This "protected" mode is used to save frequently
used, fixed format data, thereby saving time in preparing
information for transmission. (Headings of frequently used
ARQ messages would be an example.) Because the infor-
mation entered using protected storage cannot be altered,
you must position the cursor beyond any protected data
positions before receiving data on the display screen. If you
attempt to enter data over protected storage without the
FORM ENTER key enabled, the new character is not
entered, and an alarm sounds.

f. CLEAR: Depressing this key clears all unprotected
information to the right of the cursor position, as far as the
end of memory. If you wish to clear all unprotected data
from memory, you depress the HOME key, then the
CLEAR key. If the FORM ENTER key is enabled and the
CLEAR key depressed, you clear all data to the right of the
cursor position, including the protected data.

Cursor controls. The cursor controls are located on the
left -hard side of the keyboard. They function to move the
cursor or lines of data without altering the information in
memory. The HCME key positions the cursor at the first
character position on the first page of memory. CURSR
RETRN returns the cursor to the beginning of the line it is
positioned on. The UP arrow, DOWN arrow, RIGHT
arrow, and LEFT arrow move the cursor in the respective
directions indicated. If you depress them firmly, the cursor
movement repeats. SCROL UP and SCROL DOWN moves
the data up or down, one line at a time. Like the arrows,
these keys repeat. SEGMT ADV is used to move the data
displayed 24 lines into memory in order to display the next
page of the text. The CURSII TAB key has no function in
the COMEDS system and is not used.

Editing controls. The editing controls, located on the
right side of the keyboard, are used to alter information on
the KD display. LINE INSRT moves unprotected storage
data down one line for the insertion of a line. This line is
inserted beginning where the cursor is positioned. If no
more lines are available in memory, this key does not
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Figure 4-9. Mf.xlel 40 keyboard

function LINE DLETE clears u .protected data from the
line on which the cursor is positioned and mores all
unprotected data which appears below that line up one line.
CHAR INSRT moves unprotected data one character to the
right so there is a space character at the cursor position for
entering a new character. If there is no space available at the
end of the line where the cursor is positioned, no movement
of data will occur. CHAR DLETE clears an unprotected
character at the cursor position and moves all unprotected
data on the line one position left.

Exercises (432):

I . A symbol Si; appears on the screen of the display when
receiving data. What caused the symbol to appear?

2 You transmit data to the ADWS computer and ask for
readback on the KD unit. When the data is sent back,
much more data appears thanyou thought you transmitted.
What did you fail to do?

3 You wish to prepare and edit a weather message prior to
transmitting it Which key' ould you activate first?

4 You wish to Lieu all data from the KD memory. List the
steps needed, in sequence.
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UNE
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DLETE

INSRT
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Used to alter information.
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5. After entering several lines of data, you notice that you
failed to enter a whole line of data. Name the keys, in
sequence, you depress to correct the message.

6. When you attempt to insert a character with the CHAR
1NSRT key, nothing happens. Explain why.

433. Identify and correct incorrect statements concern-
ing the operation and functions of the Model 40 ROP.

Receive-Only Printer. The Model 40 ROP (fig. 4-10)
has a 1000-character buffer storage built in. This allows
data to be received while the printer is accelerating from a
stopped condition. As soon as the printer reaches proper
speed, it will print the data. This is in contrast to the Model
28 teleprinter, which garbles data during the period its
motor is reaching speed. Each ROP is equipped with a
motor control unit, which shuts the printer off when 5
minutes elapse after the last data is received. However, this
control unit is reset by reception of new data.

Terminal control keys and indicators. The ROP is equipped
with control keys, used to clear problem status indicators,
and indicators which show the actual status of the ROP. The
functions indicated are DATA FRROR, INTRPT, iN SER-
VICE, and LOW PAPER. Figure 4-11 shows all controls
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Figure 4-10. Model 40 receive-only pnwer.

except LOW PAPER, which is located on the right side of
the ROP cover.

The INTRPT indicator is lighted when either the cover of
the ROP is lifted or a malfunction exists within the ROP.
When the terminal ROP is operating normally, the lamp is
not lit. The light is extinguished when the cover is properly
closed or when the key which houses the indicator is
depressed.

The DATA ERROR indicator lights whenever the ROP is
selected and a parity error occurs in data sent to it. The
printed copy should be checked when this indicator is lit. To
turn off the indicator, depress the key which houses it.
Sometimes printed data contains errors which cause garbling
of the messages without having parity erros. Therefore, you
should check for garbling even though the data error light is
not lit.

LOW PAPER is indicated by a light in the paper feed
button of the ROP. It is located on the right-hand side of the
ROP cover and is depressed to feed paper manually from
:he pnnter. When the paper in the printer reaches a
predetermined low level, the lamp is lit. The only way to
extinguish it is by replacing the paper roll. In addition to the
low paper indication on the ROP, an alarm circuit within the
terminal activates when the ROP is selected for reception of
data and this condition exists. (We will discuss the terminal
alarms in the next objective.)

The IN SERVICE lamp is the only indicator which
should be lit when the ROP is operating properly. It lights

whenever the ROP has power applied and is ready to print
data. If it is off, you should check to see that the cover is
closed properly. If the ROP appears to be receiving data and
the lamp is still extinguished, depress the key housing the
lamp to turn it on.

Changing paper and ribbons. Ce..ain procedures must be
observed when changing the paper and ribbons in the ROP.
These procedures are listed inside the cover of the ROP and
are described in the following paragraphs. If you do rot take
certain precautions while making these changes, you dam-
age the printer. At the speed this printer operates, the
mechanism could be easily destroyed if the paper or ribbon
is not installed correctly.

To change paper, first turn off the ROP. The switch is
located on the bottom left rear of the ROP. Then raise the
cover of the ROP and release the pressure roller. Remove
the exhausted paper roll from the machine and remove the
spindle from it. Place the spindle in a new roll of paper and
position it in the printer so that the paper feeds from the
bottom back of the roll. Fold the paper at approximately a
45° angle in either direction, as shown in figure 4-12. Feed
the paper through the paper tray until the leading edge
appears under the pressure roller shaft. DO NOT feed the
paper between the ribbon and the type pallets. Pull the paper
through between the printing platen and the pressure roller,
aligning it evenly. Engage the pressure roller, insert the
paper through the cover window opening, and close the
ROP cover. The IN SERVICE lamp should light when you
turn the printer back on. If it does not, insure that the cover
is closed, and then depress the IN SERVICE key.

Ribbon-changing procedure is shown on the inside of the
ROP cover. Figure 4-13 shows a diagram of the ribbon
path. To change the ribbon, first turn off the power to the
ROP. Then lift the cover and remove the ribbon from the
printer. When you remove the ribbon, be sure that no
printing pallets are tangled in the ribbon. Position the full
spool of new ribbon on the free-wheeling spindle in such a
way that the ribbon unwinds from underneath. Feed the
ribbon along the ribbon path, taking care that the ribbon
passes between the type pallets and the paper. In passing the
ribbon between the type pallets and the paper, hold it taut to
avoid tangling it with the type. Attach the free end of the
ribbon to the empty spool and wind it sufficiently so the
second eyelet is wound onto the spool. Again, be certain
that the ribbon feeds from the bottom of the spool. Mount
the spool on the empty spindle and take up the slack in the
ribbon by rotating the free-wheeling spool. Recheck to
make sure the ribbon is not tangled in the type pallets Close
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Figure 4-11. Receive only printer cont:oI keys.
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Figure 4 12 Folding paper for loading the ROP

the cover of the ROP and turn it back on. If the IN
SERVICE lamp does not come on, depress the iN SER-
VICE key.

You should be aware that the terminal does not signal
when an ROP is inoperative. Therefore, you must send a
message to the ADWS computer when the ROP is inopera-
tive. The message differs slightly, depending on the config-
uration of the particular terminal located at the site. Table
4-2 shows the proper format to use for each type of terminal
and terminal configuration. The computer will then reroute
the messages to your alternate ROP (if available).

Whenever the ADWS computer is reloaded or systems
are swapped, you must reenter the ROP down message.
Otherwise, the data will be routed to the inoperative ROP
and be lost. A special message heading is sent to all stations
whenever the system is changed. This heading is REUS.
When you receive such a message, you should resend the
ROP down message as soon as possible after the system
change is complete.

Exercise (433):

1.1dentify the following statements as true (T) or false (F)
and correct any that are false.

__a. The DATA ERROR indicator turns on when
the lid of the ROP is raised.

_b. When the printer is selected and has a LOW
PAPER condition, the INTRPT light is turned
on and the receive alarm sounds.

___c. When threaded properly, the paper passes between
the ribbon and the type pallets.

_d. When replacing the ribbon, the full takeup reel
is placed on the spindle so the ribbon feeds from
the bottom.

_e. When loading paper, the paper is folded so there
is about a 45° angle on the leading edge.

_f. The IN SERVICE lamp lights when the cover
of the ROP is closed and the ROP is ready to
receive messages.

_g. If you let too much slack exist when threading
the ribbon in the ROP, it could tangle with the
type pallets and damage them.

_h. The DATA ERROR light is activated when garbled
information is received by the ROP.

_i. You can turn off any of the ROP status indicators
by correcting the indicated malfunction and then
depressing the proper indicator key.

__j. If you receive a meessage headed "REUS" when
your ROP is down, you ignore it.

25-749

Figure 4 -13. Changing ribbon on the ROP.
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TABLE 4-2
RECEIVEONLY PRINTER DOWN MESSAGES

CONFIGURATION

"C" (2KDs & 2ROPs)

Observer KD & ROP down

Forecaster ROP & KD down

Observer ROP down

Forecaster ROP down

"E" (1KD & 2ROPs)

Observer ROP inoperative

Forecaster ROP inoperative

ACTION

ARQ(NL)

AROP DOWN(ETX) sent from Factr KD

ARQ(NL)

AROP DOWN(ETX) sent from Obs KD

ARQ(NL)

ROP DOWN(ETX) sent from Obs KD

ARQ(NL)

ROP DOWN(ETX) sent from Fcstr KD

ARQ(NL)

AROP DOWN(ETX) sent from Fcstr KD

ARQ(NL)

ROP DOWN(ETX) sent from Fcstr KD

NOTE: A short response message will be returned to the sending KD or to
the "active" ROP if the "P" is appended to the beginning ARQ line
(ARQP sent in place of ARQ).

434. Given the description of an alarm condition on the
Model 40 terminals, determine which alarm will be
activated and/or the corrective action required to clear
the alarm condition.

MM 400 Controller. All Model 40 terminals, except
the stand-alone ROP version, contain an MM 400 control-
ler, It is the "brains" of the terminal and acts as an interface
between the various units within the terminal and the
computers at ADWS. This controller advises the computer
if the KD unit has any data to transmit and whether the KD
unit is ready to receive or not. It also routes appropriate data
transmitted by the computer to the proper unit within the
terminal. If the KD unit is transmitting a message and the
computer wants to halt it to select another terminal to
receive, the computer transmits a DC-3 (Device Control 3)
to the controller. The controller then sends a signal to the

KD, halting transmission. The computer indicates when it is
ready to continue by transmitting an STX (start-of-text)
code to the terminal. The controller then signals the KD to
resume transmitting. Certain error conditions cause the
controller to activate alarms. You should know which alarm
condition sets each alarm because you could, if pressed for
time, fail to transmit your observation on time, which could
result in an AXXX message.

MM 400 control panel. The control panel on the MM -400
consists of four lighted switches (fig. 4-14). These switches
are used to correct error conditions within the controller or
signal the status of the terminal to the computer. Two of the
switches are alarms.

The RECEIVE ALARM switch will be activated (lamp
lights and audible alarm sounds) if the KD unit is in the
RECEIVE mode, the terminal is polled by the computer,
and one of the following conditions occurs:

a. An ETX code is received prior to an STX code.
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Figure 4-14. MM-400 control panel.

b. The paper supply in the ROP is low.
c. Power to the ROP is off.
d. The 1000-character buffer for the ROP is full.
e. The KD unit is inadvertently changed to SEND or

LOCAL mode during reception of data.
f. The computer selects another KD unit in the circuit

using a DLE data link escape) code during reception.

The SEND ALARM is activated (lamp lights and audible
alarm sounds) if the KD unit is in SEND mode and one of
the following conditions occurs:

a. The computer polls another KD unit on the circuit by
use of an ENQ code (enquiry code).

b. You accidentally switch the KD to RECEIVE or
LOCAL mode while the computer momentarily is selecting
another station for reception after transmitting a DC-3
code to your terminal, causing it to pause in the middle of a
transmission.

c. You switch the KD unit to SEND mode while the
OUT-OF-SERVICE switch is activated.

These alarms are silenced in slightly different ways. The
RECEIVE ALARM is simply reset by clearing the condi-
tion and pressing the RECEIVE ALARM switch. The
SEND ALARM cannot be silenced until you place the KD
in either the RECEIVE or LOCAL modes. After this is
done, you can silence the alarm by depressing the SEND
ALARM switch.

In addition to the RECEIVE and SEND ALARM switches,
there is an OUT-OF-SERVICE switch. This is used by
maintenance personnel to disable the terminal and should
never be activated except by direction of the maintenance
technician. The last switch on the MM-400 controller is
the AUDIBLE OFF switch. If this switch is activated (white
light on), the audible alarm will not sound when an alarm
condition occurs.

Line test and terminal reset. Two other switches LINE
TEST and TERMINAL RESET, are used to test the
terminal for failures or to correct terminal errors. The LINE
TEST switch, located on the right-hand side of the control
panel, is used by maintenance personnel to isolate problems
to either the terminal or the communications circuit. This
switch should be set at the NORM position unless the

maintenance technician directs otherwise. The TERMINAL
RESET switch, located on the left-hand side of the KD
console, is used to correct slither of the following condi-
tions:

a. An alarm condition which cannot be cleared by
resetting the appropriate alarm switch.

b. A keyboard display mode of operation that cannrst be
manually changed.

When either of the above conditions -ccurs, move the
TERMINAL RESET switch to the DOWN position and
release it. Then clear the alarms by depressing the SEND
ALARM and RECEIVE ALARM switches. This should
return the terminal to normal position.

Exercises (434):

I. Determine which alarm is activated by each condition
described below.
a. The character buffer is filled.

b The keyboard display unit is switched from SEND
mode to LOCAL mode with the terminal momentar-
ily stopped by the AWN computer.

c, The computer polls another KD by an enquiry code
while your KD is transmitting.

d The terminal receives an ETX code before receiving
an STX code.

2 What procedure should be tried when the RECEIVE
ALARM cannot be turned off even through the alarm
cause has been corrected?
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3. While receiving a message on the ROP, the RECEIVE
ALARM light illuminates, but no alarm sounds. At the
same time, a red stripe appears on the paper in the ROP,
and the red light in the paper button comes on. List the
actions necessary to correct all conditions.

435. State procedures used in preparing data for trans-
mission in both protected and unprotected data modes;
identify a problem presented and the precautions to take
when using the protected data mode.

COMEDS Message Format. You must properly format
your weather messages in order for them to be accepted by
the AWN system. Certain rules must be followed and
certain functions must be used for the AWN computers to
properly process your message. Two functions which are
unique to the COMEDS terminal are the new line (NL)
function and the end-of-text (ETX) function. These func-
tions are used to separate data or indicate continuation of
data where line space limitations exist.

When you prepare a message which exceeds 69 characters
in length, you must indent each line four spaces after typing
the first line. This allows the computer to distinguish the
multiline message from a group of messages sent together.
The only weather messages which do not follow this rule are
data from PIBAL, rawinsonde, rocketsonde, and reconnais-
sance observations. The headings of these weather mes-
sages allow the computer to separate the data entries of
successive messages. Also, these observations are seldom
sent as multiple messages from the same transmitting site.
Certain service messages, such as AXXX replies and ARQ,
will not have multiple lines indented because of the manner
in which the computer handles them. For these service
message formats, refer to AWSR 105-2.

Here is an example of entry of a message which exceeds
the 69-character per line limit:

RAN SA 1200 5 SCT 8 SCT E12 BKN 20 OVC 3 R 023/54/52/03051

996/50801(NL)

(4 spaces) 172/RB47 VSBY LWR MW(ETX)

The following is an example of sending two single-line
messages, with each message being one line:

RAN SA 1300 10 SCT 8 77/59/3108/001(NL)

BLV SA 1300 12 SCT 15 79/56/2408/013(ETX)

If you send multiple-line observations from multiple
stations, you should indent the data four spaces on each of
the continuation lines of each message and start the next
station message without indentation. Naturally, each line is
ended with a NL function, except the last line of the last
message, where the ETX function would be used.

MesSage preparation and transmission (unprotected mode).
To prepare messages on the Model 40 terminal in the
unprotected data mode, first depress the LOCAL key. Enter
the message in proper foi-mat and edit it for errors. To
transmit the message, reposition the cursor at the beginning
of the message and depress the SEND key. When the
computer polls the terminal, the message will be transmitted
and the terminal KD unit will revert to the RECEIVE mode.
This is indicated by the SEND lamp going out and the
RECEIVE lamp lighting.

Preparation of messages in protected data mode. If
commonly used formats are prepared in th protected data
mode, variable fields may be changed for subsequent
transmissions. This type of message preparation saves time.
An example of such a format is the standard heading for
ARQ procedures at your site. Such consistently used
formats should be stored in a protected area of memory for
recall and reuse. The first page of memory should be used
for such protected formats because if formats are located on
page three, received data might attempt to overlay them.
This would cause data loss. If a power failure occurs, the
information in memory, including protected data, is destroyed.
Therefore, if your site loses power, you must enter protected
formats in memory.

To prepare information in protected mode, position the
cursor at the first position you wish to write in. Then
depress the FORM ENTER key. Its lamp will light. Prepare
the message and edit out any errors. After editing, position
the cursor at the beginning of the message and depress the
FORM ENTER key. This will extinguish its light. Then
depress the SEND key to transmit the message. When the
KD reverts to RECEIVE, reposition the cursor below the
last protected format position. To do this, you must first
depress the LOCAL keys, position the cursor with the
cursor controls, and then depress the RECEIVE key to place
the KD unit in RECEIVE mode.

The last part of a lengthy message may not be received on
the KD unit. This will happen if the computer message is
longer than the remaining storage locations in the KD unit.
After the message fills the memory, any additional charac-
ters will overprint the last location on page three of the
memory. Since only ARQ data will be routed to the KD,
you must either make sure the message is short enough to fit
in the memory or reroute the message to the ROP by
entering ARQP in place of ARQ in the request message.

EXercises (435):

1. List the steps you must take to alter data which is
protected.

2. When protected data forms are used to transmit mes-
sages, what must you do to prevent loss of replies on the
KD?
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3. A lengthy ARQ reply is routed to the KD unit. If a large
number of protected entries are present in the KD, what
problem might occur?

4. List the steps for preparing data and transmitting it using
the unprotected data mode.

436. Identify and correct false statements concerning
ARQ preparation.

COMEDS ARQ Procedure. COMEDS terminals use a
simplified ARQ format. Unless a precedence higher than
routine is needed for the message requested the message
heading is as follows:

ARQ (NL)

If a higher message precedence is needed, you would insert
00 (for immediate) or PP (for priority) before the ARQ in
the heading line. Within the body of the ARQ, you are
limited to no more than nine entries per line and no more
than five lines per request.

COMEDS terminals may receive ARQ replies on either
their KD unit displays or their ROP units. By placing ARQP
in the message heading instead of ARQ, you cause the
requested message to be routed to the ROP instead of the
KD display. If the KD unit is not in the RECEIVE mode,
the message will also be routed to the ROP instead of the
KD display. If the KD unit is not in the RECEIVE mode,
the message will also be routed to the ROP.

The COMEDS terminals may also request that ARQ
messages be sent to the ROP of another terminal. This
routing flexibility may be desired when another terminal's
KD unit is inoperative. The request message is made in the
following manner:

RR ADWS ARQP (NL)
DE CCCC(NL)
(message) (ETX)

You insert the appropriate call letters of your servicing
ADWS unit in place of ADWS (KAWN, EGWR, PHIK).
Do not request data through any other ADWS location than
the one servicing your unit. In the DE line, substitute the
call sign for the terminal you want the message routed to or
CCCC. For example: Tinker AFB wants to ARQ a transmis-
sion to Scott AB (BLV) ROP. The message would appear as
follows:

RR KAWN ARQP(NL)
DE BLV(NL)
(message (ETX)

Exercises (436):

1. Identify the following statements as true (T) or false (F)
and correct any that are false.

a. To request data with a priority precedence, you
insert 00 after ARQ in the message heading line.

b. The message you would transmit to ARQ for
Hollman AFB (HMN), whose KD is inoperative,
is:

ZZ KANN ARQP(NL)
DE HMN(NL)
FT CNM ROW ABQ(NL)
(ETX)

c. You do not have to specify the precedence of a
routine message when ARQing a message for
your site.

d. The largest number of stations you can include
in any one of line of an ARQ request is 10.

437. Indicate the procedures for obtaning data missed
during circuit outages and identify the data retrans-
mitted automatically for TYPNO/TYPOK requests.

TYPNO/TYPOK. Data missed during circuit outages is
requested by transmitting a TYPNO/TYPOK message.
TYPNO/TYPOK requests generate. the automatic retrans-
mission of precedence one and two messages. Data of lower
precedence must be requested by ARQ. TYPNO/ TYPOK
requests must be submitted separately from any other ARQ
messages. If data is not required, the 'TYPNO/TYPOK
request need not be sent unless directed by the parent
weather wing. The message format in COMEDS is:

ARQ (NL)

TYPNO/TYPOK 111700 111750 (ETX)

Requests for time periods in excess of 6 hours cannot be
processed If the outage occurs in two Zulu days, make a
separate request for each Zulu day. For example, if the
outage is from 2250Z on the 16th to 0120Z on the 17th, the
TYPNO/TYPOK requests would be TYPNO/TYPOK 162250
162359 and TYPNO/TYPOK 170000 170120.
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Exercises (437):

1. Indicate the message(s) required for a circuit outage
starting at 311830 and ending at 010030.

2. What data is received automatically when a TYPNO/
TYPOK request is transmitted?

3. How is required data obtained when it is not automati-
cally retransmitted following a TYPNO/TYPOK request?

4-4. Dissemination and Operator Maintenance

What good is a weather observation if it never gets to the
agencies that need it to make operational decisions? What
maintenance procedures are the operators authorized to do?
This section will discuss dissemination priorities, general
procedures, backup procedures, use of the automatic tele-
phone answering device, and the maintenance that the
specialist is authorized to perform.

438. State the dissemination priorities.

Dissemination Defined. Dissemination is the act of
delivering a complete weather t -)servation to the using
agencies.

Dissemination Priorities. All observations are
disseminated immediately to the local agencies which
control air traffic and then to other local agencies
requiring the information for operational flight deci-
sions. Third priority is long-line dissemination over the
COMEDS or teletype systems. The lowest priority is
local dissemination to users that require the information
for nonflight operations. All record (SA) and record-
special (RS) observations should be completed in suffi-
cient time to allow for local and long-line dissemination
prior to file times. Local procedures should be estab-
lished at each weather unit, in order of priority, that is
consistent with local requirements and schedules file
times for long-line transmissions.

Exercise (438):

1. State the dissemination priorities.

439. Given a sample observation, indicate the coding
and format for local dissemination.

Meaning of Local Dissemination. Local dissemina-
tion is the transmission of a weather report to users in the
local service area of the weather station.

Coding and Format for Local Dissemination. The
code form for recording and dissemination of local
observations is about the same as that used to enter the
individual elements on AWS Forms 10 and 10a.

Correct telewriter format is important. Care must be
taken, when writing on a telewriter roll, to insure entries
are legible and easily read. When subject to misinterpre-
tation, draw a slant through the number zero (e.g.,0),
underline the letter "S" (e.g. S), and draw a dash
through the letter Z (e.g., -Z-).

Requirements for entering data on the telewriter are:
Station call letters.
Type of observation.
Actual time of observation (GMT).
Observation report (altimeter setting must be indi-
cated as ALSTG).
Time dissemination completed; then a slant and observ-
er's initials.

See figure 4-15 for two examples.
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BLV SA 1058
200 SCT 7
5 7/41 1 8 0/0 7
A L5FG 30. 954
PA + 34059/6.6

gLv L 1126
A LSTG. 30.05-
PA + 335-

2(06
Figure 4-15. Sample telewriter disseminations.



Exercise (439):

1. Indicate the proper format for the local dissemination of
the following special observation at Scott AFB (BLV)
on 15 July 1977. Time of observation: 0750. Sky
condition: measured 700 feet overcast. Visibility: 1 mile
with fog. Wind: 270 degrees at 3 knots. Altimeter
setting: 30.03 inches. Pressure altitude: + 330 feet. Ob-
server: LW.

440. Indicate how voice communications are recorded
and verified.

Maintain current instructions outlining priorities and
procedures to be followed for local dissemination of obser-
vations by voice relay. When disseminating by voice, use a
"read back" system to insure that data has been correctly
recorded at the receiving end.

Record of Voice Dissemination. Maintain a record on
AWS Form 40 (fig. 4-16), and tape recording, if available,
to indicate:

a. Actual time of observation (GMT).
b. Time in minutes past the hour of observation was

transmitted to the tower and other local aircraft control
agencies, and the initials of individual receiving the obser-
vation.

c. Initials of individual making dissemination.
d. Pressure altitude and/or density altitude.
e. Reasons for delay or nondelivery of an observation.

Bakcup Local Dissemination Procedures. Use the fol-
lowing procedures as a guide in establishing a backup
system for local dissemination during outages in the pri-
mary system.

a. When the primary system (telewriter, local teletype,
etc.) is inoperative in the observing site and the weather
station has trasmit capability to our traffic control agencies
on the system, relay observations directly to the weather
station for local dissemination.

b. When the only means for local dissemination is voice
(telephone or hot line), disseminate observations immedi-
ately to local traffic control agencies (e.g., tower, TAPCON,
GCA), and then relay data to the weather station for other
local dissemination requirements.

Exercises (440):

1. How are voice communications recorded and verified?

2. What are the local dissemination procedures for backup?

441. Indicate the maintenance that the operator is
authorized to perform.

Operator Maintenance. The only maintenance that the
weather specialist is normal:), authorized to perform is to:

a. Dust and clean equipment.
b. Change paper, charts, ribbon, and writing edges on

recording or transmission equipment.
c. Fill inkwells on recording equipment.
d. Make pressure adjustments on the microbarograph.

Operator maintenance for most of these items (exception:
filling inkwells) were covered when the specific items of
equipment were discussed in Voltime 2 and, previously, in
this chapter.

LOCAL DISSEMINATION LOG
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Figure 4-16. AWS Form 40.
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Exercise (441):

1. What are the items of maintenance that the operator is
authorized to perform?

442. Specify the purpose of the automatic telephone
answering device and the information that it should
provide.

Our service is designed primarily for those units directly
involved in aircraft operations, but we also support such
units as civil engineers in planning their operations. We
provide them with climatological data and long-period
forecasts so they can best plan activities in which weather is
a factor. What about those units not having a continuing
need for weather information? On a training command base,
for example, where students are moved in formation be-
tween their classes and quarters, student squadron personnel
would be interested in a forecast for the day to aid them in
specifying the items of foul weather gear to be worn. This
wouldn't be a daily requirement, but at least an occasional
one. How does the student squadron get this forecast
information?

In the interest of keeping telephone contacts with the
forecaster at a minimum, full use of an automatic telephone
answering device is encouraged. Units (or individuals) on
the base can dial the tape-recorded forecast and receive
information specific enough to allow them to plan activities
for the next 24 hours. The use of such a device has the
obvious advantage of allowing a forecaster to devote attention
to those duties directly supporting aircraft operations with-
out sacrificing the needs of the rest of the base.

A new recording is usually made when the observation or
forecast is no longer representative. Each recording should
begin with the reminder that the taped forecast is intended
for official military use only. The recording should include
the current observation, the specific forecast for the next 6
hours (including local weather warnings in effect), and an
outlook in general for the remainder of a 24-hour forecast
period. On Fridays, a general outlook for the weekend
should also be included. Other items of general interest
usually included are the maximum and minimum tempera-
tures expected during the 24-hour period, and (during the
winter months) the "chill factor."

To insure that the taped forecast reflects the desired
information, most detachments use a standard format to be
completed and read by a forecaster or observer while
recording. The use of a format insures a high '...gree of
standardization in presenting the weather information. This
helps users who are not overly familiar with weather
terminology to understand the information given.

The availability of weather information via the automatic
answering device should be publicized periodically in the
base bulletin to make the base at large aware of the service.
Not only does this device promote good public relations,
but it also minimizes telephonic contacts that may distract
you from your primary duties.

Exercises (442):

1. Why do most weather stations use the automatic tele-
phone answering device?

2. What information should be placed on the automatic
telephone answering device?

4-5. Operation of Pilot to Metro Facility

The PMSV facility stands quite high in its contribution
toward the fulfillment of the overall mission of the AWS.
Before the installation of PMSV, pilots sometimes found it
quite difficult (if not impossible) to get terminal forecasts
and current weather data once they were airborne. The
process involved calling the tower and requesting the data;
then waiting until the tower could relay the request to the
weather station, receive an answer, and transmit the infor-
mation to the pilot. Needless to say, through the multiple
handling of this information, it often lost something in the
telling; and more often, the result was excessive delay for
the pilot in getting the information. Today, the pilot,
through the PMSV facilities, has direct contact with numerous
weather forecasting facilities throughout the United States.

The PMSV takes priority over all other weather station
activities except those duties associated with EWO (emer-
gency war orders) and aircraft emergencies. Normally, the
people on the ground can wait; whereas, the plane in the air
may not be able to do so. As the total effectiveness of the
PMSV is dependent upon the personnel using the equip-
ment, only qualified personnel are authorized to operate it.

443. State the basic procedures for answering the PMSV,
the use of AWS Forms 30 and 12 and PIREPS, and the
limitations of the PMSV radio.

Basic Requirement for PMSV. The regulation that
governs the operation and maintenance of the PMSV
facilities used by AWS personnel is AWSR 105-12, AWS
Pilot to Metro Service. PMSV facilities are arranged so that
any aircraft in flight is within the range of at least one
PMSV facility. These facilities are presently in use
throughout the United States and at many oversea installa-
tions.

In addition to stipulating the policy and procedures to be
followed in the use of the PMSV facilities, AWSR 105 -12
requires that a PMSV call be answered as soon as possible
and that a PMSV log (AWS Form 30) be maintained to
record the contacts and information conveyed. Figure 4-17
is an example of a partially completed AWS Form 30.

Perform an equipment check of the PMSV facility daily.
In figure 4-17 the check was made at the beginning of the
new day (GMT), which is often the case at many stations.
When making the radio check, whether with the tower or
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Figure 4-17. AWS Form 30.

with an aircraft, it is conventional to give and request a
report on the readability (good, fair, and poor) and the
strength (loud or weak) of the PMSV facility. Any reports
other than "good and strong," "loud and clear," or "5 by
5" should be checked out through the tower. Poor reception
should be brought to the attention of the responsible AFCC
communications maintenance section for further checking
and correction if necessary.

Entries 2 and 3 in figure 4-17 are examples of contacts
with aircraft at middle and upper levels. You will notice that
the entries in the Information Given Pilot column is quite
similar for both aircraft. The PIREPs are, in turn, similar
for both aircraft, in that cloud tops and turbulence are
reported The disposition of the PIREPs is logged in the last
column. In our example, the PIREPs were transmitted over
teletype Contacts with aircraft normally carry entries simi-
lar to these examples. if a station records PMSV contacts on
tape, it is necessary to enter only the ai.-cf3ft identification,
time of contact, and PIREP on AWS Form 30.

PIREPs. Evaluate all PIREPs received to determine if
they should be transmitted locally, long line, or both. This
includes all PIREPs regardless of how they were obtained.
PIREPs received from sources other than the PMSV are
logged on AWS Form 12. As a minimum, all PIREPs that
include icing or turbulence should be transmitted.
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Limitations of the PMSV Facility. UHF radio waves,
the type employed in the PMSV facilities, travel in a
straight line, thus limiting the contacts between pilot and
forecaster to the line of sight. Mountains or other high
obstructions, as well as the curvature of the earth, limit the
effective range of UHF radio. The range of the UHF radio
is, therefore, proportional to the altitude of the aircraft and
the roughness of the terrain over which the radio contact is
being made. As an example, over nonmountainous terrain,
an aircraft at an altitude of 10,000 feet should be able to
contact a weather station on the PMSV from 120 nautical
miles away. An aircraft at 40,000 feet can make suitable
contact as far as 240 nautical miles from the station. You
can see from this example something of the limitations of
the PMSV which are due to altitude. Mountains, of course,
would alter these ranges considerably. Your station will no
doubt have a chart showing the transmission limitations, if
any, in the various quadrants from your station.

Exercises (443):

1. How soon must a PMSV call be answered?



2. What is entered on AWS Form 30?

3. How is the disposition of PIREPs logged?

4 What form is used to log PIREPs if received from a
source other than the PMSV?

5. What two factors determine whether an aircraft will be
able to make contact with your PMSV?

6. What are the minimum requirements for the transmis-
sion of PIREPs?

444. Given a simulated PMSV contact, specify the
correct format used to answer the contact.

Voice Communication Procedure. You will find in
using ;1.1e PMSV that proficiency is acquired with practice.
Although AWSR 105-12 is quite clear in outlining the
procedure to be employed in PMSV communication, it is up
to you to develop an ease of operation. When using the
PMSV, adhere to proper voice communication procedures
and use terminology familiar to the pilots.

A few helpful hints to the beginning forecaster or
observer are: release the transmit button on the mike after
each transmission, jot down the aircraft identification, keep
the transmission as brief as possible and restricted to
weather, and remember that operation of the PMSV facility
is one of your highest priority duties in the weather station.
AWSR 105-12 emphasizes this high priority by requiring
that all PMSV calls be answered as soon as possible.

Answering the call. When replying to a call from an
aircraft, always do the following:

Identify the calling aircraft.
Say the words: "This is."
Identify your location, followed by "Metro."
Indicate readiness to receive by saying "over."

Example: "MAC 41935, this is Chanute Metro, over."

After communication has been established, you should
shorten the transmission in the following manner:

Use only the last three digits of the aircraft identifica-
tion.
Omit the words "this is" from callup or reply.
Omit your location identification.
Transmit message immediately after callup, without
waiting for aircraft reply.

Omit the word "over" if the message obviously re-
quires a reply.
Emphasize appropriate digits, letters, or words to dis-
tinguish between similar aircraft identifications.

Phonetic pronunciation. When using the letters of the
alphabet in a transmission, you should refer to them in the
following manner, with emphasis on the italicized portions.

A Alfa (AL-FAH)
B Bravo (BRAN -VON)
C Charlie (CHAR-LIE)
D Delta (DEL-TAH)
E Echo (ECK-OH)
F Foxtrot (FOKS-TROT)
G Golf (GOLF)

H Hotel (HOH-TELL)
I India (1N- DEE -AH)
J Juliet (JEW-LEE-EIT)
K Kilo (KEY-LOH)
L Lima (LEMAN)
M Mike (MIKE)
N November (NO-VEM-BER)

O Oscar (OSS-CAR)
P Papa (PAH-PA!!)
Q Quebec (KEH-BECK)
R Romeo (ROW-ME-OH)
S Sierra (SEE-A/R-RAH)
T Tango (TANG-GO)
U Uniform (YOU-NEE-

FORM)

Victor (V1K -TAH)
W Whiskey (W/S-KEY)
X Xray (ECKS-RAY)
Y Yankee (YANG-KEY)
Z Zula (ZOO-L00)

Numbers are pronounced as follows:

I Wun
2 Too
3 Tree
4 Fow-er
5 Fife

6 Six
7 Seven

8 Alt
9 Nm -er
0 Zero

Meanings of words and phrases. You should also become
familiar with and use the following words and phrases over
the PMSV facility as appropriate.

Word or Phrase

ACKNOWLEDGE

AFFIRMATIVE
CORRECTION

GO AHEAD
HOW DO YOU HEAR ME?
I SAY AGAIN.
NEGATIVE
OUT

OVER

READ BACK
ROGER

SAY AGAIN
SPEAK SLOWER
STAND BY
THAT IS CORRECT
VERIFY
WORDS TWICE
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Meaning

Let me know that you have received
and understand this message
Yes.
An error has been made in the trans-
mission (or message indicated). The
correct version is ...
Proceed with your message.
Self-explanatory.
Self-explanatory.
That is not correct.
This conversation is ended and no re-
sponse is expected.
My transmission is ended and I expect
a response from you.
Repeat all of this message back to me.
I have received all of your last trans-
mission (to acknowledge receipt
only).
Self-explanatory.
Self-explanatory.
I must pause for a few seconds.
Self-explanatory.
Check with originator.
Communication is difficult. Please
say every phrase twice.



Examples of transmissions. Now that we have presented
the phonetic alphabet, the proper method of pronouncing
numerals, and the correct words and phrases used in PMSV
contacts, let us proceed to a few practice examples. The
first example will be for an inbound aircraft, and the second
will be for an aircraft requesting en route information for a
distant point. Let us assume that an inbound aircraft is due
to arrive at your station and the latest observation and
forecast are as follows:

Observation: 1800Z 20 SCT M40 BKN 250 BKN 5H
121/59/53/2315/991.

Forecast: 1900Z 27015 8000 05HZ 5ST020 2SC040
8CS300 QNH2990INS CIG020.
You must remember to concert the forecast to airways code
format before relaying the forecast to the pilot.

The conversation would begin with: "Chanute METRO,
this is JOY fife wun; over."

"JOY fife wun, this is Chanute METRO; go ahead."
"This is JOY fife wun; request Chanute's latest weather

and forecast for wun niner zero zero Zulu; over."
"RogerJOY fife wun; the wun ait zero zero Zulu

Chanute weather is too thousand scattered, measured ceiling
fower thousand broken, too fife thousand broken cirriform,
visibility fife in haze, temperature fife niner, dewpoint fife
tree, wind too tree zero degrees at wun fife, altimeter too
niner niner wun; the forecast for wun niner zero zero Zulu is
ceiling too thousand broken, lower thousand broken, and
tree zero thousand overcast, visibility fife in haze, wind too
seven zero degrees at wun fife, altimeter too niner niner
zero; over."

"JOY fife wun, roger; out."
The next example is for a C-130 overflying Chanute to

Grissom. The latest observation and forecast for Grissom is:
Observation: 1900Z GUS 15 SCT M30 BKN 10

122/58/52/2410/992.
Forecast: 2100Z GUS 25015/25 8000 80RASH 5ST015

5CU025 QNH2992INS CIG015.
Wind: 10,000 ft. RAN GUS 270/25; Temperature: 4°

The conversation between the aircraft overflying Chanute
and the forecaster at Chanute would perhaps be something
like this:

"Chanute METRO, this is MAC tree fife; over."
"MAC tree fife, this is Chanute METRO; go ahead."
"MAC tree fife, request en route winds and temperature

at wun zero thousand to Grissom, and latest weather and
forecast for too wun zero zero Zulu for Grissom; over."

"MAC tree fife, roger; stand by."
"Mac tree fife, winds aloft wun zero thousand Chanute

to Grissom too seven zero degrees at too fife, temperature
minus fower, the wun niner zero zero Zulu Grissom weather
is wun theuFand fife hundred scattered, measured ceiling
tree thousand broken, visibility wur. zero, temperature fife
ait, dewpoint fife too, wind too fower zero degrees at wun
zero, altimeter too niaxr niner too; the forecast for too wun
zero zero Zulu is ceiling wun thousand fife hundred broken,
too thousand fife hundred overcast, visibility fife in light
rainshowers, wind too fife zero degrees at wun fife gusting
too fife, altimeter too niner niner too; over."

"MAC tree fife, roger; out."
In these examples, note the manner in which the pilot
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calls the weather station. Note also the correct method of
answering. Notice that in stating the time, the word Zulu
(phonetic alphabet) was used for the letter "Z," and the
numbers are sounded by digits. Also notice that the person
originating the call terminated the message. Multidigit
numbers, other than altitude values, are sounded as separate
digits. For example, the altimeter setting 29.92 is transmit-
ted as too niner niner too 4 ititude values and cloud heights
such as 900 would be niner hundred; 25,000 would be too
fife thousand.

To gain proficiency in the use of the PMSV facility, you
should learn the phonetic alphabet and its pronunciation, the
numerical pronunciations, and the proper words and phrases
as described in this text. Then practice on an intercom or
tape recorder until you are permitted to make actual contacts
with aircraft. As a weather specialist you are restricted to
relaying observations and printed forecasts. Requests for
any other information must be referred to the nearest station
having a forecaster on duty if there is no forecaster on duty
at your station. Remember one of your primary sources for
PIREPs is through your PMSV contacts. Therefore, you
should consider it as part of your duty to request a PIREP
from aircraft calling on the PMSV.

Exercise (444):

I . You have established contact with SAM 56273, and the
pilot has requested the current weather and the forecast
for 2 hours. Specify the correct format for giving the
following information:

Observation

ForPcast

10 SCT M30 BKN OVC5RW-130/74/70/2315022/992/
CB W MOVG E.
23015/25 8000 80RASH 2ST010 4CU030 8CS300
QNH2990INS CIG030 INTER 23020/35 3200 95TS
6CB010 3SCO25 CIG010.

4-6. Communications Management

One of the purposes of communications management is
to use the resources available to the greatest extent possible.
You fit into the system b monitoring the use of communi-
cations equipment and chains. You, as the person closest
to the equipment and circuits, art in the best position to
transmit and receive data correctly and determine if the data
terminals and circuits are operating properly.

In this section, we will study error messages and quality
control summaries, equipment and circuit outage logs, and
weather data requirements. When you use these manage-
ment tools properly, you improve the efficiency of the
weather data communications system and thereby save the
Air Force money and other resources.



445. Given examples of AXXX messages and other
necessary information, create appropriate reply mes-
sages and explain what caused the AXXX messages.

AXXX Bulletins. The Carswell ADWS and AFGWC
monitor selects scheduled transmissions and informs the
originator(s) of nonreceipt of data or receipt of garbled data
The monitor uses AXXX(NN) KAWN bulletins for this
purpose, and stations appearing in these bulletins transmit
their data in the format listed below. Stations who repeatedly
fail to correctly respond to AXXX messages are reported to
higher headquarters.

AXXX(NN) KAWN. This is a computer-generated bulletin
that contains all U.S. military stations from which certain
weather data (observations, forecasts, upper air, radar) has
not been received or was received garbled at Carswell
(KAWN). This bulletin deals only with current data.
Stations appearing in these bulletins transmit their data in
one of three ways: as RTD (routine delayed weather reports)
if data was not transmitted as originally scheduled; as COR
(corrected weather message) if original data is in ehor; or as
the original if no error is evident in the hard copy and it was
originally transmitted on schedule. Sample AXXX mes-
sages are shown in table 4-3. Note that the (NN) group in
the heading is different for forecasts and observations. This
group is more fully covered in AWSP 105 -52, Volume 3.

TABLE 4-3
EXAMPLES OF AXXX MESSAGES

AXXX (NN) KAWN MESSAGES

OBSERVATIONS

AXXX10 KAWN 251815

STATIONS NOT RCVD KAWN

NBE BAD MXF NBG NMM NQA OZR OFF

STATNS SURVYD 152 REPORT MISG 8

INT ZDK

FORECASTS

AXXX62 KAWN 250220

STATNS NOT RCVD KAWN

AEX BAD BIX BLV FFO

STATNS SURVYD 25 REPORT MISG 5

INT ZDK

Quality Control Summaries (OCS). In addition to the
creation of the AXXX(NN) KAWN bulletins, the computer
also checks surface observations for each AWS site for
errors. The computers produce a weekly quality control
summary (QCS) listing, by AWS station, that includes the
date/time group and text of observations failing the valida-
tion check. If an error is detected and a corrected report is
transmitted, the corrected report removes the erroneous
report from the QCS. Reasons for failure are indicated using
diagnostic codes in AWSR 178-1, Evaluation Program,
Attachment 2, (Quality Control, Surface Diagnostic Code,
Reason for Rejection). These reasons are also listed in table
4-4.

AFGWC sends one copy of all QCSs to AWS and three
copies of applicable summaries to each wing. The wing
forwards a copy of the QCS to each unit for action. At the
unit level, you are required to review the quality control
summary and take appropriate action to correct the mis-
takes. A typical QCS listing is shown in figure 4-18.

In a sense, the QCSs are the end product of a three-step
system used to minimize errors. The other two actions occur
before the QCS is created. These are the actions you
perform when you check your work for errors before
entering your observation into the AWN system and rechecking
your message for errors after you have transmitted the data.
You should always recheck your calculations and entries
immediately after you have prepared the message and again
after the message is sent. Remember, the errors only reach
the QCSs if you do not detect errors and send corrections.

Exercises (445):

1. At station HMN, you receive the following message:

AXXXIO KAWN 231527
STATNS NOT RCVD KAWN
AD' HMN
STATNS SURVYD 149 REPORT MISG 2
INT ZDK

The message you transmitted contained an error. From
your corrected entries below, prepare a proper response
message.

HNIN SA 1500 30 SCT 51-1/013,`57143123051975 307 1100

2. At station BLV, you receive the following message:

AXXXIO KAWN 160915
STATNS NOT RCVD KAWN
RAN BLV GUS
STATNS SURVYD 147 REPORT MISG 3

The message you transmitted was late. From your
observation below, prepare a proper response message.

BLV SA 0900 080 BKN 7 002/86/5i/3107/973/506 1070
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TABLE 4-4
QUALITY CONTROL- AIRWAY OBSERVATION ERRORS

Code Reason for Rejection

1 Ceiling designator missing

2

5

More than one ceiling
designator reported

Incorrect layer height value

6 Incorrect ceiling designator

7 Cloud contraction missing

8 Ceiling designator
reported without ceiling

9 Ceiling designator "IP
reported with other than "X"

10 More than one opaque over-
cast layer reported

11

12

Incorrect cloud con-
traction sequence

"CLR" not reported alone

13 Sky cover heights not
in ascending order

15 "x" or "-x" not accompanied
by valid obscuring phenomena
(present weather)

18 Incorrect visibility value

20 Visibility of 6 statute miles
or less not accompanied with
weather and/or obstructions
to vision

21 Incorrect present
weather contraction

22 Incorrect present weather
contraction sequence

23 Intensity of drizzle or snow
(occurring alone) not in
agreement with prevailing
visibility

24 Fog reported with T/TD spread
of 11°F or greater

25 Freezing precip reported
with temperature above 36°F

26 Frozen precip (other than
hail) reported with
temperature above 45°F

27 Precip reported with no
clouds in sky condition

28 Missing sea level pressure
on 3- or 6-hourly report;
"M" not reported

Cod. Reason for Rejection

29 Nonnumeric character
(other than "E" as
a prefix) reported in
sea level pressure

31

32

33

34

35

Missing temperature;
"M" not reported

Missing dew point, "M"
not reported

Temperature exceeds
normal range (-76 to
+130°F)

Dew point greater than
temperature

Temperature -35°F or
below and dew point not
reported as missing (M)

37 Nonnumeric character
(other than E) reported
as a prefix to' wind
direction

38

40

Incorrect wind direction

Average wind speed -

greater than wind gusts

41 Wind gust under 10 knots
or squall under 20 knots

42

43

44

Missing altimeter setting;
"M" not reported

Hourly altimeter changes
exceeds 0.10 ins

Missing or incorrect
pressure change
characteristic and
amount (app)

45 Amount of pressure change
(pp) not consistent with
3-hourly altimeter change

46 Pressure characteristic
(a of app) inconsistent
with sign (+, -, no change)
or 3-hour altimeter setting
trend

47 Precip reported in/past
six hours but no "RR"
reported

48 Sky not clear or totally
obscured; no cloud code
group reported on 3- or 6-
hourly reports

60 Garbled report - not
decoded
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KRAN QUALITY ';ONTROL SUMMARY FOR WEEK ENDING JUNE 9 77

KRAN STATION LISTING 511Z 6 JUNE

REASON FAILED 42

KRAN 0511 250 SCT 40 2403 QNH2995.;

77 AIRWAY 725310 LAT= 4018 LON= 8809

(Computer lost message or confused TAF and AIRWAYS reports)

KRAN STATION LISTING 1700Z 7 JUNE 77 AIRWAY 725310 LAT= 4018 LON= 8809

REASON FAILED 42

KRAN 1700 60 SCT E 120 BKN 200 OVC 40 76/39/1909/BLDG CU E;
(Observer failed to enter altimeter setting)

KRAN STATION LISTING 1800Z 7 JUNE

REASON FAILED 28 44 48

77 AIRWAY 725310 LAT= 4018 LON= 8809

KRAN 1800 60 SCT 250 SCT 40 83/26/1006/999;
(3 or 6 hourly; observer did not enter sea level pressure
or additive data pressure tendency and cloud group)

Figure 4-18. Sample quality control summary

3. You receive un AXXX message with your station listed
un it, but you v ere neither late transmitting the observa-
tion nor was the observation in error. What should you
do?

446. Given specified equipment or circuit outages, make
the appropriate entries on AWS Form 42.

Communications Service Record (AWS Form 42).
Whenever a piece of equipment or a communications circuit
fails at your station, you should enter certain information on
the AWS Form 42. This form gives you a list of items
needed to report the failure to your local maintenaace
group. Items you report are equipment type and model
number (teletype or facsimile), circuit the equipment is
connected to, time of failure, and any symptoms which
would isolate the problem to either equipment or circuit. A
sample AWS Form 42 is shown in figure 4-19.

The reporting procedure you use to report problems
depends on whether your site is collocated with an AFCC
maintenance unit or not. When your site is collocated with
the AFCC unit, report the problem to a single point within
NCMO (usually called the workload control unit). If your
site is not collocated, and maintenance is by contract, notify
the contractor and then notify the servicing AFCC commu-
nications area NCMO. When you are not collocated and no
AFCC assistance is required, you may delay reporting the
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outage until either the end of the maintenance day (1200Z)
or the end of your duty day if you are at a part-time station.

You do not have to report a facsimile communications
outage if it only affects one chart, unless the loss of the
chart causes a mission impact. You should, however, report
chronic facsimile reception problems even though the charts
received are usable.

The AWS Form 42 has no fixed cutoff date. You can
continue to use it until it is completely filled, or you can
change it on a date basis, depending on your local unit
policy. When disposing of the form, consult AFM 12-50
Disposition of Air Force Documentation, for instructions.

Entries at the top of the AWS Form 42 are self -

explanatory. Fill out the spaces in the body of the form
according to the following instructions:

Circuit or Machine No. Enter the circuit to which the
equipment is attached if you determine that the circuit is
faulty, enter the number of the machine if it is faulty.
Generally, each piece of equipment is given an identifying
number when installed. However, if one is not provided,
you should enter the machine type, such as COMEDS
terminal.

DTG Z Out. Enter the date/time (GMT) that the circuit or
equipment failed. If the equipment failed while the site was
not manned, enter the time you discovered the malfunction,
not the time that the last data was received.

Type of Outage. Check the appropriate column. If the
circuit failed, check Ckt; if the equipment, check Eqp.
Check 0th if neither the circuit nor the equipment failed.
However, enter the cause of the failure (if known) in the
Remarks column, along with any explanatory information.
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Flgurc 4 19. AWS Form 42

Condition Check the Red column if the failure results in
loss of service Check the Amber column if you did not lose
service but the malfunction limited operation. An example
of the Amber condition would be if one of your facsimile
machines failed and you switched to the spare. In this case,
if the spare failed, you would not be able to recei'.e the data.

DTG Z Reported Enter the date /time GMT when the
NCMO or maintenance contractor was notified of the
failure.

JCN. If NCMO was notified of the failure, enter the job
control number which they give you. If maintenance is
performed by contract, and you are not collocated with an
AFCS unit, enter the initials of the maintenance person
contacted.

DTG Z In. Enter the date/time (GMT) that service was
restored or that the equipment was repaired.
Total Outage Enter time in hours and minutes (or total
minutes) between DTG Z Reported and DTG Z In. If you
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are a part-time station, adjust this time for hours of
operation. You do not count the hours that the station is
closed.

Remarks. Enter cause of outage, when known, informa-
tion about the failure, if 0th was checked, and any other
items you consider appropriate which might help isolate the
problem. Also enter any delays (over 3 hours) you experi-
ence in obtaining maintenance and any steps you took to
isolate the trouble (such as substituting a spare machine or
switching circuits to the equipment).

INIT. Initial when requesting maintenance and when
reporting service restored.

Exercises (446):

Make the appropriate entries on the blank AWS Form 42
provided in figure 4-20 for the following malfunction
situations:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Figure 4-20 Blank AWS Fonn 42 (objective 446. exercises I through 3)

1. At 1900Z your COMEDS receive-only printer fails. You
arc at a remote site and notify Western Union of the
failure at 1905Z. The repairer arrives at your site at
2030Z and completes repairs at 2045Z. The date is 20
Mardi, and the AWS Form 42 was started 15 March
1977. No spare terminal is available at your location.
Your initials are HDW, and the repairer's are BDC. Fill
out appropriate parts of an AWS Form 42.

2. Your DL 19W, located at Boondock AFB, breaks a
helix wire at about 0800Z on 22 March 1977. You arrive
at the weather station to open up at 11002 and discover
the failure at 1105Z. You replace it with the spare. You
notify NCMO at 1115Z and are given job number
220004. The repairer arrives at 1210Z and repairs the
machine in 1 hour. The machine serial number is
GTX305. Your initials are SAH. Make the proper
entries on the Form 42.

3. On 25 March 1977 at 1405Z, your teleprinter on circuit
GT8022 begins to misprint. Substituting another ma-
chine on the circuit does not correct the misprinting
(circuit fault). You notify NCMO at 1425Z. At 1445Z
the circuit ceases to print, and at 1455Z you receive data
normally. When you notified NCMO, they gave you a
job control number of 250025. Your initials are SAH.
Make appropriate entries on the AWS Form 42.

447. State the procedures and information sources for
establishing and validating weather data requirements.

Weather communications functions at stateside stations
are generally standard throughout AWS units. Most of the
communications policies are standard and the equipment
types are similar. This is not necessarily the case when it
comes to weather data requirements.

Weather Data Requirements. Weather data require-
ments are lists of data that weather units need to carry out
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their missions. These requirements fall into four major
categories:

(I) Meteorological data routinely available in the world-
wide weather communications system. The sources of these
data are described in vanous military and civilian commu-
nications publications.

(2) Meteorological products prepared by centers that do
not fall in the category described above.

(3) Meteorological data and products specifically tai-
lored to support military command/control systems.

(4) Meteorological data packages containing weather
information designed for use in supporting contingency
operations.

Occasionally, unique situations arise that require a weather
unit to submit a permanent or temporary request for weather
data not listed on its weather data requirements list. The
data requirements sys...., has the flexibility to meet such
occasions. Howe ,er, with the COMEDS ARQ capability,
normal ARQ procedures can be applied to unclassified
missions for short periods or when the data ;s needed only
intermittently.

AWS units are responsible for establishing and registering
their weather data requirements (through comer ,u chan-
nels) with the appropriate AWS theater agency. Three
categones of priority have been established so the weather
communications system can provide the required meteoro-
logical data to various AWS units at the time the data is
needed. The three categories of priority under which data
requirements can be submitted arc routine, priority, and
immediate. Individual units or parent headquarters should
evaluate each weather data requirement submitted to insure
it is placed in its proper category, otherwise the weather
communications system may be overloaded and its
responsiveness impaired.

For any of these levels of request, certain data must be
sent to the appropriate servicing automatic digital weather
switch weather editing unit. The information sent is.

a. Specification of the data type(s) required, such as
hourlies, TAFs, or synoptic data.

b. WMO block,station number or ICAO, FAA call sign
of required station(s), if available. If ships are required, use
the AWN computer-built ship editing blocks diagram in
AWSP 105-52, Volume 3, Attachment A I I.

L. The message heading for all data requested other than
SA, SD, SI, SM, FC, FT, and upper air.

d. Detailed justification which supports the data require-
ment.

e. Date/time service is requested to begin. Allow at least
15 days. Routine updates are made every other Thursday at
1140-1150Z. Units will be advised of the effective
date/bulletin heading by the servicing ADWS unit.

f. Duration of the, requirementpermanent or tempo-
rary If temporary, include the dates data is required.

The three priority categones are described in the follow
ing paragraphs.

Routine. This is a request necessary to meet normal
mission changes. Routine requests for data v.ill be forwarded
by letter, prep..ied in duple .ate, direst to the appropriate
ADWS, with iliformation Lopes as required by intermedi-
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ate headquarters. Oversea units should use AUTODIN
when routine requirements are needed within 30 days and
the known mailing delay might not allow the ADWS 15
days' processing time.

Priority. A request to meet requirements generated by
"no notice exercises" or other short notice situations where
there is insufficient time to submit a routine request falls
into the priority category. Under these conditions the AWS
unit is authorized to task the ADWS by priority service
message for the support required. Support periods are
normally limited to no more than 10 days. Extensions
should be fully justified. The AWS unit requesting this type
of support should notify its parent headquarters (both
squadron and wing) within 24 hours via AUTODIN mes-
sage and furnish:

a. Date/time support was requested.
b. All information concerning data requested.

Immediate. Immediate data requests will be made to meet
requirements generated by tactical actions, national or
international emergencies, and situations which gravely
affect the national security of the United States. Under these
conditions the AWS unit is authorized to task the servicing
ADWS by immediate serv;ce message for the support
required. The ADWS unit will make this requirement its
pnmary concern and will continue until notified to cease by
the originator. AWS units requesting this support will notify
their parent headquarters immediately by telephone and
AUTODIN message.

Annnual Validation of Standard Weather Data. In
addition to obtaining data based on the requirements of a
particular mission, you must validate your everyday re-
quirements. This is done by an annual validation. The
validation procedure insures that your individual unit data
requirements are registered with the appropriate ADWS and
maintained in a current status.

Annually, prior to 15 January, the appropriate ADWS
forwards copies of the previously registered individual unit
data requirements list to immediate headquarters (wings,
groups, or squadrons). Sufficient copies are provided to
enable each activity to retain one copy and return two copies
to the ADWS aftei. certification.

When your unit receives copies of its registered data
requirements list, your unit reviews the list for currency and
accuracy. If no changes or corrcctions are necessary, the
unit retains one copy and forwards he other copies through
channels to du. servicing ADWS. If changes are required,
they are made in accordance with instructions issued by the
individual ADWS. Each July, your unit is required to
identify its mission essential facsimile requirements and
forward one copy to AWS/SYCN. One copy will be
retained at your unit.

Your unit is responsible for continuously reviewing its
data requirements to insure `tat only mission essential data
is received. Whenever a specific teletype data type is to be
deleted, you must do so by submitting a letter directly to
your supporting ADWS.

During review of your data requirements, you should
examine the mission requirements for the station. If the
mission has changed radially, you should examine the data
types with the view that extra data which is no longer used



TABLE 4-5
DATA DESIGNATORS (TT)

S

SA

SD

SE
SF

SG

Surface Data Observations
Hourly and/or half-hourly
(airway hourly)

Radar

Seismograph earthquake
Atmospherics
Microseismograph

FC

FD

FE
FF
FG

FH

TAF 6-hour recovery forecasts
Winds aloft forecasts
Extended forecast
Flight forecast
Radio warning service (radio
propogation forecast)

High altitude forecast
SI Intermediate hours (3-hourly FI Ice forecast

synoptic) FM Temperature extreme forecast
SM Main hours (6-hourly FN Regional forecasts

synoptic) FO Operational forecasts
SP Special (aviation) FR Public forecasts
SR River and special FR Route forecasts

service FS Surface prognostic chart
SW Supplementary airway

weather
FT Plain language terminal

forecast (PLATF)
SX Miscellaneous surface FU Upper air prognostic chart
U Upper air data (Observation) FW Winter sports forecast with
TW Thermal winds data
UA Aircraft report (PIREP) FX Miscellaneous forecasts
UB ABSTOP FZ Marine forecasts
UC Combined pilot balloon and A Analysis

RAWIN collective AB Weather summaries
UD Maximum wind AC Convective analyses
UE Temp-Temp ship (Part D) AH Thickness analyses
OF Temp-Temp ship (Parts C & D) AL Zonal wind analyses
UG Pilot-Pilot ship (Part B) (hemispheric)
UG Pilot-Pilot ship (Part C) AS Surface
UI Pilot-Pilot ship (Parts A & B) AT 3-hourly analyses
UJ Combined RAOB & RAWIN Coll AU Upper air
UK Temp-Temp ship (Part B) AV Vertical motion analyses
UL Temp-Temp ship (Part C) AW Wind analyses
UM Temp-Temp ship (Parts A & B) AX Miscellaneous
UN Rocketaonde data AZ Zonal analysiR (hemispheric)
UO Tropopause C Climate Data
UP Pilot-Pilot ship (Part A) CS Surface climate data
UQ Pilot-Pilot ship (Part D) CU Upper air climate data
UR Reconnaissance flight (regular W Warnings

and hurricane) WH Hurricane warnings (or
US Temp-Temp ship (Part A) advisories)
UT CODAR WW Warnings other than
UV Vector wind differences hurricane
UW RAWIN (electronic) Miccellaneots Data Headings
UK Miscellaneous upper air RE ADWS computer reload
UY Pilot-Pilot ship (Parts C & D) notices

Forecasts and Prognoses DF Fall-out data
FA Aviation forecasts (comb) MANAM Corrections to manuals
FB Aviation forecast
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costs you time and money. For example, you supported
mostly student training flights which were located in the
local area. However, this year the training function has been
moved; and your primary responsibility has been shifted to
briefing rilots who use two ranges for bombing runs. The
best way to check your data requirements is to review
briefing forms and discuss primary flight areas with pilots
and their support group(s).

After determining the area of day-to-day operations, you
should review the weather c'iarts available for us' in the
weather station. AWSP 105-52, Volume 1, Facsimile
Products Catalog, lists and describes the weather charts
which are available. After reviewing the weather charts,
check which stations provide weather reports in your
operation's area. AWSP 105-52, Volume 2, Weather
Station Index, lists stations by call letters and by WMO
number (or an Air Force assigned equivalent). It gives the
coordinates and information on data types that each station
transmits. The pamphlet lists this information for stations
throughout the world.

In examining your data requirements, you may wonder
what a particular heading means. Each message in the
AWN data list has a heading assigned to it for reference
purposes. The germl form of this heading is "TTAA(i)
CCCC YYGGgg."

The first two letters, "TT," refer to the type of data.
Table 4-5 is a partial listing of data designators which
identify the type of weather data for any message. For
example, a "TI" of SM identifies surface synoptic (land or
ship) data for terminal forecast data. Except for a few
special indicators, the first letter of the "Ti" group
indicates a subgroup. Table z -6 shows a general listing of
categories by first letter.

Symbolically, the next two digits of a weather message
heading (AA) refer to the geographical location of the
message. You are not expected to know each geographical
designator, but you should be able to recognize some of the
designators for countries that play an important role in the
worldwide exchange of weather data. Table 4-7 shows a
partial 'fisting of the geographical designators. You should
familiarize yourself with the designators used by your
station. k complete list is included in AWSR 105 -2.

Some weather message headings contain a number fol-
lowing the data and geographical acsignators. T!''s number
is included with the message heading for at east three
different reasons:

(1) To distinguish between two or more messages of
similar content from the same geographical area. (First
message, no number; second message, 1; third message, 2;
etc.)

(2) To indicate the height level and sections of analysis
or prognostic facsimile charts (8 for 850 mb, 7 for 700 mb,
etc.)

(3) To indicate height levels, periods of validity, and
sections of upper air prognosis messages.

The next main part of the weather message heading is the
location indicator of the station originating the message
(CCCC). The important thing to remember about this group
is that although the identifier is usually from the same
geographical area that the message is intended for, it does
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not necessarily have to be. For instance, a collection that is
compiled for transmission in Japan contains the location
identifier of the center in Japan that prepared the message,
rather than the actual geographical source of the data. This
location identifier is based on the International Civil Avia-
tion Organization (ICAO) listing for communications cen-
ters. For example, the ICAO identifier for Hickam Field,
Hawaii, would be "PHIK." In some cases Department of
Defense agencies, such as AWS, relay this data using
circuit nomenclature in place of the standard ICAO identifi-
er. This is because of the cross relay of weather data from
the WMO sources.

The last part of the weather message heading provides the
time and data (YYGGgg). "YY" is the date, "GG" is the
whole hour, and "gg" is the minutes of the message. The
time reported for each category of data is shown below and
is in universal time.

a. Observationsscheduled time of the observation.
b. Specialsactual observation time.
c. Analysis and prognosestime of the data used to

derive the analysis or prognosis.
d. Corrected (COR) messagestime of the oi:ginal

message.
e. Variable reports such as PIREPS or amended forecasts

(AMD)the time of message preparation.

AWSP 105-52, Volume 3, Weather Message Catalog,
lists most of the types of messages transmitted on teleprinter
circuits. It also gives information on data formats and
frequency of each message, as well as the heading sub-
groups within each general message form. By using the
subgroups carefully, you can limit the area of data you wish
to receive. Whenever you wish to request data on the
COMEDS ARQ system, you must use the proper message
headings. Otherwise, the system replies that the request is
invalid.

When you review your facsimile data requirements, you
can refer to AWSP 105-52, Volume 1. This publication
lists the facsimile products and their current (subject to
change by MANOP message) schedules on the various
facsimile circuits. Each heading may contain subheadings
which give you more detail concerning the frequency and
contents of each chart.

TABLE 4-6
ADwS MESSAGE CONTENT DESIGNATORS

(First Letter Decode)

A
C

F
H

0

S

T
U

Analysis
Climate
Forecast

Astro/Geophysical
Astrophysical Alert
Oceanographic Analysis
Oceanographic Forecast
Surface
Satellite
Upper Air

Warnings



TABLE 4-7

GEOGRAPHICAL DESIGNATORS (A A)

AA Antarctica BG Guyana
AB Albania BH British Honduras
AC Arctic Region BI Burundi
AD Southern Yemen BK Banks Islands
AF Africa BM Burma
AG Argentina BN Bonaire
AI Ascension Island BO Bolivia
AK Alaska BR Barbados
AL Algeria BZ Brazil
*AM Mid-Atlantic
AN Angola CA Caribbean
AS Asia CC Curacao
AT Antigua CD Khmer Republic (Cambodia)
AU Australia CE Central African Republic
AZ Azores CF Congo, Republic of

CH Chile
BA Bahamas CI China, People's Republic of
*BB Bay of Bengal CL Sri Lanka
BC Botswana CM Cayman Islands
BD Lesotho CN Canada
BE Bermuda CO Columbia

*Approved for USAF use only

Exercises (447):

1. List the procedures for establishing data requirements.

2. Briefly define the three priority categories under which
data requirements are submitted.

3. How often should data requirements be updated and
validated?
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4. Name four information and guidance sources helpful in
reviewing unit data and examining station mission
requirements.

5. Explain the main parts of the general format (TTAA
CCCC YYGGL,g) for weather message headings in the
AWN data list.
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Analysis and Forecasting

YOU, AS AN OBSERVER, should have a better apprecia-
tion of the duties you are required to perform if you are
familiar w ith w hat the forecasters do with the observations
and maps that you produce. This chapter will cover some of
the material in analysis at i forecasting. The information in
this chapter will not qualify you to analyze charts or make
forecasts. You can improve your career advancement
opportunities and can better prepare yourself for completing
the Weather Technician Course by working with a forecaster,
as an apprentice, whenever possible.

5-1. Analysis

The first section of this chapter will introduce informa-
tion on analysis. We will mention nephanalysis, surface
analysis, constant pressure chart analysis, vertical consis-
tency, and skew-T analysis.

448. State the purpose of the LAWC and cite the factor
that determines the area normally covered by an LAWC.

Local Analysis and Forecast Program. Each AWS unit
that prepares terminal forecasts and/or warnings is required
to develop a Local Analysis and Forecast Program (LAFP).
The analysis portion of this program involves identifying
the centrally and locally prepared products that are required
to satisfy the unit's mission.

The charts produced at centralized facilities are used to
depict the large-scale weather features. The local forecaster
must be concerned with the small-scale features that are
often not identifiable on the facsimile charts. To alleviate
this problem, the local unit must produce work charts that
supplement the centrally prepared maps.

LAWC Area and Data Coverage. The LAWC is an
analysis of sufficient data to fully describe the cause,
extent, and approximate duration of operationally signifi-
cant weather within the local analysis area. Because the area
covered by the LAWC is on a smaller scale than that on
facsimile maps, it is possible to include finer details than
those included on the large-scale charts.

The area covered by an LAWC is normally the distance
moved in 24 hours by most storm systems. Usually a map
scale of 1.3 million or 1.5 million is used for the base
LAWC. The information plotted on the LAWC depends on
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the mission and manpower of a station. This information
can include any of the standard plotting models, ranging
from the 3-hourly synoptic data to PIREPS and RAREPS.
In fact, i<< some locations a PIREP may be better than a
surface observation, but another location a RAREP may
be more reliable. For those areas affected by severe weather
conditions, plot the existing and forecast severe weather
areas on the LAWC. The LAWC is the "work chart" of the
weather station, and you can put any data unit that will aid
you.

Exercises (448):

1. What is the purpose of the LAWC?

2. What determines the area normally covered by an
LAWC?

449. Given statements concerning surface analysis, iden-
tify the statements as either true or false.

Preliminary Steps in Surface Analysis. When all avail-
able weather reports have been plotted on the weather map,
you are ready to analyze the map. A preliminary step in
analyzing the surface data is to study the previous charts and
draw past positions of fronts and pressure systems on the
map to be analyzed. The past history is very important and
can be used for a first guess at the positioning of the current
front and pressure centers.

The next step leading to the analysis consist of vist.illy
scanning the nap, noting the plotted information ark.
general windflow. check for obvious plotting errors.

Basic Analysis. Once the preliminary steps are complct
ed, you are ready to make the basic analysis. This analysts
consists of sketching lines that connect points of equal
sea-level pressure. These lines, called isobars, outline the
areas of high and low pressure. Normally, isobars are drawn
for 4-mb intervals using 1000 mb as the base value. Some



typical isobars which would be analyzed for on a map
wou' - 988, 992, 996, 1000, 1004, 1008, etc.

1.. wing of an isobar is merely the drawing of a line
that follows the general windflow and connects points
having equal numerical pressure values. The numerical
values referred to when drawing isobars are the sea-level
pressure values plotted to the upper right of the station
circles.

Isobars should be drawn so that they agree not only with
the pressure, but also with the wind. The distance between
isobars should agree with the reported windspeeds. The
stronger the wind, the closer the isobars are to one another.
It must also be kept in mind that winds blow across isobars
at a slight angle, inward toward a center of low pressure and
outward from a center of high pressure. If the terrain is
smooth, this angle is small; the rougher the terrain becomes,
the greater the angle.

Isobars representing different sea-level pressure values
never touch or cross. Touching or crossing signifies two
different pressures at the same time and place, which is
impossible.

When representing the large-scale movement of air, it is
more probable that you will use simple isobars than compli-
cated isobars. In figure 5-1, the basic analysis shows how
the beginner draws isobars to precisely fit the pressure
readings. The final analysis in figure 5-1 shows the isobars
correctly drawn to take the shape of smooth, flowing lines.
An irregular appearance is frequently due to minor errors in
observations. Hence, irregularities that do not show any
systematic arrangement are likely to be the reflection of
errors. If a reported pressure seems incorrect, compare it
with the previous report from the same station to determine
whether the pressure change is probable.

The isobars near fronts should be drawn so as to bring out
the frontal discontinuity. Correctly drawn isobars are kinked
at a front, with the kink always pointing toward higher
pressure, as in figure 5-2.

In drawing isobars over large areas, start in a region
where they are easy to draw. Drawing isobars over land
areas where observations are numerous is less difficult than
over ocean areas where reports are limited. The best method
is to draw isobars over land regions first; then extend the
isobars over adjacent oceans. Other conditions being equal,
it is easier to draw isobars in areas of strong wind than
where the winds are weak. Isobars should be drawn so that
they agree logically with the preceding map. The previous
map is the key to the present chart. For example, suppose
that the preceding map shows a young, deepening cyclone.
The present map should show that the low has deepened.
The deepening is indicated by new and closer isol ..s
around the center.

In drawing an isobar, keep in mind that the higher
pressures are on one side of the isobar and the lower
pressures are on the other side. If pressures are higher (or
lower) on both sides of an isobar than the value of the isobar
itself, someone has made a mistake.

The two-station method of analysis is a very good method
by which to actually begin and complete the basic analysis.
The first step in the two-station method of analysis is to
select the area of the chart over a land surface where
numerous reports are available. Locate the area of highest
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and lowest plotted pressure values. Select one region of
high or low plotted pressures. Locate in this region the
station having the highest or lowest plotted pressure values.
Note this pressure value. Go in any direction from this
station to a station immediately adjacent. Note the pressure
at this station. Determine what standard isobaric value
(1000-mb, 1004-mb, etc.), if any, fits between these two
stations in a logical numerical order. If a standard isobar can
be drawn between these two stations, draw a short pencil
line between these two stations and more or less parallel
with the wind shafts at the two stations. If a standard isobar
does not fit between the two stations, continue in the same
direction to the next adjacent station and repeat the entire
process outlined above.

Figure 5-3 shows how to begin the analysis by starting a
1008-mb isobar between one station with a sea-level pres-
sure of 1007.2-mb and another station with a sea-level
pressure of 1010.1-mb. Note that the isobar is drawn closer
to the station reporting 1007.2-mb than the other station.
This is done because 1008-mb is closer to 1007 2-mb than
1010.1-mb.

Check the plotted pressure values at several stations
immediately dc Nnwind from the point of origin. If it is
found that the numerical value of the isobar being drawn fits
in a logical numerical order between only two of these
stations, project the short line being drawn to this new point
(see fig. 5-4). Repeat the search, always downwind. Project
the isobar to the new point. Repeat this procedure until the
isobar you are drawing runs off one edge of the chart,
returns to the point of origin kthe ends join to form a closed
curve), or enters an area where there are no reports and
there is no justification for continuing.

Remember'ng that all points along an isobar represent the
same numerical pressure value, move from the finished
isobar, at any point, outward to an adjacent station. Deter-
mine if another isobar, of greater or lesser value, may be
placed between this station and the isobar just completed. If
so, proceed in the same manner outlined. If not, continue in
the same direction to the next adjacent station. Eventually,
you will encounter an area between two stations where the
next standard isobar may be drawn; when you do, proceed
in the manner outlined.

This process is repeated until an isobar has been drawn
for all standard values insofar as the plotted information

Figure 5-3 Drawing an isobar
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Figure 5-4. Continuation of an isobar.

permits. When this stage in the analysis has been reached,
the basic isobaric analysis is complete.

Final Analysis. When the isobars have been drawn for
all standard values possible and the fronts and pressure
centers have been located, the weather map is ready for
final analysis.

The final analysis consists primarily of smoothing out
any irregularities in the isobars which were drawn during
the basic analysis. After all isobars have been smoothly
redrawn and labeled with then representative pressure
value, label all high-pressure centers with a blue, block
letter H, and label all low-pressure centers with a red, block
letter L. Then label the fronts and weather, using the
appropriate standard symbols you learned in Volume 1.
Figure 5-5 is an example of a completed analysis.

Remember, also, to check that:
a. Isobars representing different pressure values never

touch or cross.
b. Isobars never split.
c. The spacing between isobars is directly related to the

windspeed.
The closer the isobars are to one another, the stronger the

wind; the wider the space between isobars, the weaker the
wind.

d. Isobars agree not only with pressure but also with the
general windflow. Winds blow in a clockwise direction
about a high-pressure area and counterclockwise about a
low-pressure area in the Northern Hemisphere. Because of
the effect of surface friction, winds blow across isobars
at a slight angle from high to low pressure.

Exercise (449):

1 Identify the following statements as either true (T) or
false (F).

_a. Isobars are normally drawn for 4-mb intervals.
_b. The winds blow across isobars at a slight angle from

low to high pressure.
.____c The final analysis consists of smoothing out any

irregularities in the isobars.
___d Isobars connect points of equal sea-level pressure.
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_e. Isobars will be close together when the winds are
weak.

_f. Isobars which represent different pressure values
never cross.

450. Given statements concerning frontal analysis, iden-
tify the statements as either true or false.

Frontal Analysis. The location of fronts is determined
by past history, airmass analysis, satellite data, and reports
on the current maps. Fronts and their associated weather
move in established directions and normally at a constant
rate of speed. Therefore, they may be located on the present
map by using the movements from previous maps.

In locating fronts, the properties of the airmasses on each
side of the fronts should be analyzed so that the fronts are
placed where they separate unlike airmasses. Airmass
identification was discussed in Volume 1. There are also
indicators which are used to identify fronts based on reports
on the current maps.

Cold fronts. These fronts are normally located in well-
defined pressure troughs (elongated areas of relatively low
pressure) whenever there is a marked temperature contrast
between two airmasses In most cases, a careful analysis of
the isobars indicates the correct position of the pressure
trough that contains the front. Other indicators of the
presence of a cold front are:

a. Pressure tendencyfalls ahead of the front and rises
after the front passes.

b. Wind shifting from the south to the northwest.
c. Cloud formcumuliform.
d. Precipitationshowery.
e. Temperature--decreases after passage.
f. Dewpointdrops after passage.
g. Visibility and ceilingnormally increase rapidly after

frontal passage.

Warm fronts. Active warm fronts are also generally
located in pressure troughs on the surface map. The troughs
are not as pronounced as cold fronts. Therefore, other
dements are needed to correctly position the warm front.
Rey are:

a. Pressure tendenciesfall before and steady after fron-
tal pass:ge.

b. Win-lnormally southeast to south, shifting to south-
west.

c. Cloud formstratified.
d. Precipitationcontinuous.
e. Temperature and dewpointcontinues to increase

after passage.f Visibility and ceilingincrease slowly after passage.

Occluded fronts Because an occlusion is a combination
of a cold front and a warm front, an occlusion has the
characteristics of both warm and cold fronts.
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Exercise (450):

1. Identify the following statements as either true (T) or
false (F).

_a. Fronts separate unlike airmasses.
_b. Previous maps can be used to help locate the front

on a current map.
_c. The pressure rises after the passage of a warm front.
_d. Stratiform clouds are predominant with cold fronts.
....._.e. The wind shifts to the northwest after passage of

a warm front.
_f. The dewpoint drops after passage of a cold front.

451. State the categories and procedures used in
performing a nephanalysis.

Nephanalysis. Nephanalysis is the analysis of cloud
ceilings and/or visibilities which are usually based on
surface observations. Outline areas of ceilings less than
1000 feet and/or visibilities less than 3 miles in a solid red
line. Ceilings equal to or greater than 1000 feet up to 3000
feet, and/or visibilities 3 miles or greater but less than 5
miles, are inclosed in scalloped blue lines. All ceilings
above 3000 feet are not normally inclosed. (This may vary
from station to station.)

Exercises (451):

1. What weather elements are depicted in a nephanalysis?

2. What are the limits on ceilings and/or visibilities in-
dicated by a solid red line?

3. What Values of ceilings andor visibilities are indicated
by scalloped blue lines?

452. Identify and correct false statements concerning
analysis of constant pressure charts.

Analysis of Constant Pressure Charts. Map analysis
includes not only surface weather charts but also upper air
charts. The upper air charts used in conjunction with the
surfae charts are essential for accurate forecasting. With
the aid of upper air charts, the forecaster gets a 3-dimensional
view of the synoptic situation.



The flow pattern of the air in the free atmosphere above
the layer of frictional influence next to the earth is indicative
of the type of weather that will occur at the surface of the
earth. The direction in which pressure systems, fronts,
tropical storms, and the like move depends upon the
windflow above the frictional layer of the atmosphere. To
determine this windflow factor, analyze upper air charts.

The basic upper air charts in use today are termed
constant pressure charts, since they depict conditions existing
along a constant pressure surface. They are a valuable aid in
forecasting any weather conditions for any locality.

From previous study in this course, you should remember
that atmospheric pressure decreases with height. From time
to time and from place to place, there are different pressures
at a particular level in the atmosphere. The constant
pressure charts are designed to show these differences of
pressure in space and time.

Although constant pressure charts may be prepared for
any or all of the mandatory levels, the most common charts
in use are the 850-, 700-, 500-, 300- and 200-mb charts.
The approximate heights of the constant pressure surfaces
are as follows:

Millibar Chart Meters Feet
850 1,460 4,7E0
700 3,010 9,880
500 5,570 18,280
300 9,160 30,050
200 11,790 38,660

Analysis Elements. A constant pressure chart can be
analyzed for many different elements; however, this discus-
sion will be limited to the three most commonly analyzed
elements: contours, isotherms, and moisture.

Contours. Contours are lines of equal height drawn on a
constant pressure chart. These contours show the height of
the constant pressure surface in question. They are normally
drawn for 30-meter intervals on the 850-mb and 700 -mb
charts; for 60-mb Intervals on the 500-mb chart; and for
120-meter intervals on the 300-mb and 200-mb charts. The
contours are labeled at the edges of the chart, or when there
are closed contours, at the top an&or bottom of the closed
contour.

Contours are the upper air equivalent of isobars. They
look about the same as isobars but are usually much
smoother. They are drawn for meter intervals rather than
pressure intervals, as are the isobars.

The contours on the constant pressure charts show
smooth, sweeping orientations of low-pressure troughs and
high-pressure ridges instead of the confused pressure distri-
bution often found on surface charts. Normally, they
parallel the wind direction and are spaced inversely propor-
tional to the windspeed. When the contours are close
together, the winds are strong; when the contours are far
apart, the winds are weak. Closed high- and low-pressure
systems appear less frequently on constant pressure charts
than on surface charts.

High and low areas can be located by the reported height
values. Lows have a lower height value than the surrounding
reported heights, and highs have higher reported heights

than the surrounding reported heights. High and low sys-
tems on constant pressure charts are labeled in the same
manner as on surface charts. An H in blue denotes a high
and a red L denotes a low.

Isotherms. Isotherms are lines of equal temperature,
which are usually drawn for every 5 C. ° of temperature,
beginning with any value divisible by 5 (e.g., 10° C., 25°
C., 15° C., etc.). The standard color for isotherms is red.

Moisture. Areas of moisture are outlined in green wher-
ever the dewpoint depression is 5 C.° or less. The satellite
picture can also prove to be an invaluable aid for locating
moisture in data-sparse areas.

Analysis Technique. As with the surface chart, constant
pressure chart analysis should consist of the following four
steps:

(1) Before accomplishing anything else, review the pre-
vious charts for the past history of the constant pressure
surface in question. As with the outface analysis, first make
any corrections to the previous analysis that may be
necessary due to late or ad& mai reports. Trace the
pertinent features of this past history onto the chart being
analyzed.

(2) Preliminary analysis. before actually drawing a con-
stant pressure chart, survey it visually to get the general
overall idea of the windflow and the height pattern that
exists.

(3) Basic Analysis. After you have visually checked the
chart and noted the general overall idea of the windflow and
height pattern, start the actual analysis. First, sketch the
contours lightly. As stated previously, contours nearly
always parallel the wind direction. Next, sketch the trough
lines. Then sketch the isotherms and outline the moisture
areas.

(4) Final analysis. When the basic analysis is complete,
make the final analysis.

Smooth the contours and draw them heavily in black.
Label all contours with their correct value. Draw in the
trough lines as a solid black line. Smooth the isotherms and
label each with the representative temperature value. Color
the areas of moisture in green. Label the high- and low-
height centers. Figure 5-6 is an example of an analyzeu
constant pressure chart.

Exercise (452):

1. Identify tile following statements as true (T) or false (F)
concerning the analysis of constant pressure charts. Correct
the false statements.

__a. Sketched contour 1:nes are seldom parallel to the
windflow.

_b. Contours are normally drawn for 30-meter intervals
on the 8.10-mb chart.
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_c. Contours are lines of equal pressure.

_d. Upper air charts aid tl.e forecaster in getting a
3-dimensional view of the synoptic situation.

_e. Isotherms are drawn for every 10 C°.

_f. Areas of moisture are outlined wherever the dew-
point depression is 5 C.° or less.

453. Select correct statements concerning vertical con-
sistency of sui,'ace and upper air analyses.

Vertical Consistency. If the facsimile circuits should
fail, it may be necessary to analyze surface and upper air
charts. To do this correctly, it is necessary to know the
vertical structure of highs, lows, and fronts.

The surface weather chart depicts systems only in the
horizontal. The vertical extent and orientation of pressure
systems depend on the thermal structure of the atmosphere.
Low-pressure systems normally slope toward the cold air
aloft. High-pressure systems normally slope toward the
warm air loft.

Isothermal packing. All fronts slope toward the cold air.
Warm fronts normally slope toward the north or northeast.
Warm fronts are seldom reflected in the upper air above the
850-mb levz1. Cold fronts normally slope toward the west
or northwest. Cold fronts are normally reflected in the upper
air to the 700-mb level or higher. The isotherms at the
850-mb level normally show a packing ahead of the warm
front and behind the cold front. The idealized pattern of
isotherms and positioning of the 850- and 700-mb troughs
in relation to the surface front are shown in figure 5 -7.

Cold-core high. The pressure decreases with height in a
cold-core high (see fig. 5-8). Cold-core highs normally
become lows aloft.

\\-10%
-5 °c

-0 °c
+5 °c

25-783

ngute 5-7 Surface front, 850-mb isotherm, 850.mb trough. and 700-mb
trough relationship (idealized).
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Figure 5-8. Cold-core high.
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Warm-core high. The vertical spacing of isobars increase
with height in a warm-core high (see fig. 5-9). A warm-core
high will maintain itself aloft, either as a closed high or a
high-pressure ridge.

Cold-core low. Temperatures decrease toward the center
of cold-core lows. Cold-core lows increase in intensity with
height (see fig. 5-10).

Warm-core low. Temperatures are the greatest near the
center of a warm-core low. A warm-core low disappears
rapidly with height and may become a high-pressure ridge
aloft (see fig. 5-11).

Exercise (453):

1. Identify the following statements as true (T) or false (F)
concerning vertical consistency of surface and upper air
analyses. Correct false statements.

_a. The surface chart depicts the vertical profile of
pressure systems.

_b Low-pressure systems slope toward warm air loft.

c Warm-core lows disappear rapidly with height.

_d. Warm-core highs maintain themselves aloft.
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Figure 5-9 Warm-core high.
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Figure 5-10. Cold core low

454. State the procedures for computing the LCL, CCL,
CT, LFC, and SSI on the skew-T diagram.

Computations of the skew-T serve as the primary tools
used by the forecaster in preparing daily forecasts. The
skew-T can be used to analyze the airmass or a front.
It may also be used to forecast maximum and minimum
temperatures, thunderstorms, fog, icing, and many other
parameters.

Lines on the Skew-T. You should be familiar with the
temperature and pressure lines on the chart. The only other
lines we will discuse in this segment will be the lines you
need to know to complete the objective. The dry adiabats
are the brown lines sloping from the lower right to the
upper left. The mixing ratio lines are the dashed lines
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Figure 5-11. Warm core low.

sloping from lower left to upper right. The moist (saturation)
adiabats are the solid green lines curved from lower right
to upper left.

Lifting condensation level (LCL). The LCL is the
height at which a parcel of air becomes saturated when it
is lifted dry adiabatically. The LCL is obtained by drawing
a line from the surface temperature upward, parallel to the
dry adiabat, and drawing a line from the surface dewpoint
upward, parallel to the mixing ratio line. The pont' where
these two lines intersect is the LCL (see fig. 5-12). The
LCL may be labeled in millibars. feet, or meters.

Convective condensation level (CCL). The CCL is the
height at which a parcel of air, if heated sufficiently from
below, will become saturated. The CCL is obtained by
drawing a line from the surface dewpoint upward, parallel
to the mixing ratio line, until it intersects the temperature
curve (see fig. 5-13). The point of intersection is the CCL.
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Figure 5-12. Lifting condensation level
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Figure 5-15. Showalter stability index.

Convective temperature (CT). The CT is the temperature
that must be reached at the surface if convective clouds are
to form dne to heating. The CT is obtained by drawing a
line from the CCL downward, parallel to the dry adiabat, to
the surface and reading the temperature at that point (see
fig. 5-13). If the CT is reached, the convective clouds will
form at the CCL.

Level of free convection (LFC). The LFC is the height at
which a parcel of saturated air becomes warmer than the
surrounding air and will continue to rise freely. The LFC is
obtained by drawing a line from the LCL, parallel to the
moist adiabat, until it in'-rsects the temperature curve (sec
fig. 5-14). The point of intersection is the LFC. Not all
skew-T soundings will have an LFC.
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Showalter Stability Index (SSI). The SSI is one of the
computed stability indexes that may be used to forecast the
possibility of showers, thu- derstorms, tornadoes. (The SSI
is never used alone to forecast any of the above conditions.)
The SSI is obtained by finding the LCL for the 850-mb level
and then drawing a line from the 850-mb LCL upward,
parallel to the moist adiabat, to the 500-mb level (see fig.
5-15',. Read the temperature at this point and algebraically
sdbtract this temperature from the 500-mb temperature. The
difference between these temperatures is the SSI. If the
lifted temperature is colder than the 500-mb temperature,
the SSI is a plus value. If it is warmer, the SSI is a minus
value.



Exercises (454):

1. What are the procedures for computing the LCL?

2. What is the procedure for determining the CCL?

3. How do you find the CT?

4. What are the procedures for computing the LFC?

5. How do you determine the SSI?

5-2. Forecasting

The following section is a very brief introduction to a few
items that the forecaster must consider. The sole purpose of
this section is to familiarize you with these items.

455. State what is included in the conditional-climatology
tables and how the summaries are used in local forecast-
ing.

Conditional-Climatology (C C) Tables. Most of the
current CC summaries are a compilation and grouping of
all the climatological records of ceiling and visibility
available for a given base. in other words, they are the
historical summation of what has occurred at that base since
permanent records have been maintained. So, unless the
weather-producing factors in that area have undergone
considerable change in recent years, these summaries point
out what to expect in the way of ceiling or visibility trends
based on what has happened in previous years. They give
the probability of a particular event occurring, based on
what has happened under similar circumstances during the
period from which the tables were prepared. This historical
time period, called the period of record (POR), is located in
the upper center of each page of the summary.

Ceiling and visibility summary tables. Since we have
referenced the summaries, let us cons;der what information
they contain. The current summaries are separated into two
tables, one of ceiling and one of visibility. In the past, other
summaries have grouped these two parameters together into
weather categories, however, this did not distinguish be-
tween the parameters in the cases when one was relatively
poor and the other one essentially unlimited. The major
shortcoming of the weather category grouping was that the
forecaster was never sure which parameter places the
weather into the s,.ecified class or category of weather.
Thus, it is felt that a better forecast will result if the

meteorologist knows which of these parametersceiling or
visibility (or both)is the major problem area.

The current summaries are divided into month, hour, and
wind direction, with the information listed on the upper
right comer of each page of the sun. Ty. This is done to
enhance the reliability of the extracted forecast values.

Ceiling /visibility categories. Next, both the ceiling and
visibility are divided into six categories. Ceiling is desig-
nated A through F and visibility J through 0. These
categories are listed in the front of summaries and are as
follows:

CAT A
CAT B
CAT C
CAT D
C Al E
CAT F

CAT J
CAT K
CAT L
CAT M
CAT N
CAT 0

Ceiling Categories (Feet)

< 200
200 but

= 500 but
1000 but
3000 but
10,000

< 500
< 1000
< 3000
<10,000

Visibility Categories (Statute Miles)

< 1/2
1/2 but
1 but
2 but

= 3 but
6

<1
<2
<3
<6

Let's take a specific example from the summary for
Chanute during January (fig. 5-16). The station code
number and name appear in the upper center of the table. In
this case, the station is 14806 and Chanute AFB IL. Under
this is the POR which is from July 1936 to May 1971. The
information in the upper right corner tells us that this is a
conditional-climatology table for the month of January with
an initial valid time of 1200 to 1300 (local standard time)
and wind directions from 090° to 179°.

The first column is the initial (INIT) ceiling category for
1200-1300 LST. The first category listed is A, which
includes ceilings less than 200 feet. Thus, any time during
the POR that the ceiling was less than 200 feet at 1200 LST,
such observation was included in this category. At the
bottom of the table are two numbers which give the number
of times the observation has fallen into category A and what
percent this is of the total observations that occurred with
this wind direction during January. The total observations
are also listed at the bottom of the table in the column
labeled "ALL." In the example cor Chanute, there were
354 observations with 24 of them or 6.8 percent, falling into
category A.

The second column is labeled "SUBS," and this refers to
the category the ceiling fell into at some given time later.
1 he definitions of the categories are the same as for the
initial categories. The next 13 columns give the percent
frequencies to the nearest whole percent for the hours that
are indicated above the columns. Zero (0) values represent
occurrences of less than 0.5 percent, and blank field
indicates no prior occurrences. The hours indicated are
consecutive hours following the initial time and are given
every hour for the first 6 hours, and then at 3-, 6-, or
12-hour increments following the 6th hour. Thus, the
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CONDITIONAL. CLIMATOLOGY DATA PROCESSING BRANCH STATION 14806MONTH JANUARY USAF ETAC
CHANUTE AFB ILHOUR 12-13 1ST, 18-19 Z AIR WEATHER SERVICE/MAC POR JUL 36-MAY 71WIND SECTOR 090-179

CEILING CATEGORY HOURS SUBSEQUENTVISIBILITY CATEGORY HOURS SUZSEQUENT
INIT SUBS 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 12 15 18 24 36 48 INIT SUBS 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 12 15 18 24 36 48

J J 72 64 44 48 56 40 48 23 15 10 12 4 A A 67 71 58 46 58 42 50 23 15 5 8K 8 16 20 16 24 32 5 4 B 25 21 29 33 21 21 23 8 20 8L 16 16 12 20 4 12 20 15 8 10 4 4 C 8 4 4 8 8 21 4 31 31 30 25 13M 4 12 15 10 8 4 D 4 4 13 13 17 38 23 31 10 38 38 38N 4 8 12 12 12 16 31 23 29 24 31 21 E 4 8 8 15 130 4 4 4 4 16 31 38 38 48 69 67 F 8 20 8 62 50OBS 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 13 13 21 25 13 24 OBS 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 13 13 20 24 13 24
It J 27 36 41 32 18 32 27 28 28 10 9 B A 15 20 22 32 24 24 24 34 28 10 10 3K 55 32 27 32 41 23 18 17 11 14 14 6 11 66 46 49 41 41 44 39 31 36 26 22 7 2L 14 23 18 18 18 23 32 22 22 29 9 6 9 C 15 15 10 7 10 5 12 7 23 17 21 15M 5 5 5 5 5 11 11 10 9 6 9 D 5 15 17 12 22 17 15 17 17 23 37 17 32N 9 14 14 18 18 9 11 22 29 23 22 18 E 2 2 2 2 10 7 8 5 30 9 11 6 10 36 61 64 F 2 2 5 2 7 7 7 7 10 10 48 51OBS 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 18 18 21 22 18 22 OBS 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 29 29 39 41 29 41
L J 3 6 9 20 26 26 20 32 36 24 6 11 C A 4

8
12 12 31 23 25 24 8 18 4K 3 3 14 14 II 9 14 4 14 3 20 4 9 B 12 15 23 155 15 27 8 18 20 12 27 14 8L 74 51 37 31 29 26 20 36 18 24 9 4 C 62 58 42 42 35 23 19 9 10 20 19 14 42N 11 17 17 14 11 9 6 7 11 18 17 7 II D 15 23 23 23 23 23 12 27 20 16 23 18 15N 6 14 17 14 23 31 34 7 7 6 17 32 14 E 4 12 15 15 9 10 16 12 50 3 9 6 6 6 14 14 26 31 43 69 F 15 14 15 12 12 32 31OBS 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 28 28 34 35 28 35 OBS 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 22 20 25 26 2'2 26s-C)

H J 4 8 8 13 13 21 18 18 17 21 14 D A 2 2 2 12 19 23 11 7K 4 8 9 5 44 8 5 4 B 5 11 9 14 10 10 19 111 16 9L 38 25 21 8 17 17 8 5 18 25 17 18 13 C 14 18 30 27 30 36 35 23 20 16 9 10 7N 33 33 29 33 25 25 13 36 23 8 13 14 13 D 61 52 41 48 50 43 28 19 20 27 30 26 23N 29 38 42 38 38 38 29 9 23 29 21 23 42 E 9 18 16 14 5 5 2 19 17 14 5 90 8 8 8 21 23 14 17 21 27 29 F 16 11 11 5 5 5 9 10 10 14 27 42 45OBS 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 22 22 24 24 24 24 OBS 44 44 44 44 44 44 43 31 30 37 44 31 44
N J 1 3 4 3 1 6 3 3 6 7 2 7 E A 8 10 10 9 4 10 8K 3 4 3 7 11 5 5 3 11 11 8 B 9 8 13 15 11 6 3L 5 8 7 10 12 11 6 15 14 15 12 13 7 C 2 4 7 6 7 13 13 3 13 22 10 8N 3 4 4 8 11 5 7 20 14 18 19 15 4 D 9 17 13 13 24 22 15 13 23 21 39 35 21T 75 63 53 48 48 48 43 40 60 43 23 16 25 E 81 72 72 65 52 44 34 38 33 36 20 13 230 16 23 30 26 23 27 28 17 3 15 27 43 48 F 9 9 11 15 15 17 23 15 18 11 9 30 42OBS 73 73 73 73 73 73 72 60 58 67 73 61 71 OBS 54 54 54 54 54 54 53 40 40 47 54 40 5.)

0 J 1 1 1 1 4 5 4 4 7 10 P A 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 3 3 9 7K 1 2 1 1 3 5 5 7 6 5 3 B 1 1 1 2 3 2 6 12 9 7L 1 1 2 4 5 3 3 6 14 10 13 8 C 1 1 1 1 4 5 10 15 13 6 10M 1 1 3 2 3 4 3 7 6 10 9 4 D 2 1 1 4 6 7 10 13 13 21 16 20 17N 4 9 9 13 15 14 14 25 25 25 17 19 19 E 8 14 16 15 18 20 21 26 24 19 15 17 140 95 90 87 81 78 78 74 60 52 45 54 48 56 P 90 84 81 79 73 70 62 51 47 35 41 39 44OBS 174 174 175 175 175 174 174 120 116 155 175 120 174 OBS 164 164 165 165 165 164 165 127 123 154 165 127 163

INITIAL CATEGORY ALL J K L N N 0 INITIAL CA,2ZORY ALL A B C D E FPERCENTAGE 100.0 7.1 6.2 9.9 6.8 20.6 49.4 PERCENTAGE 100.9 6.8 11.6 7.3 12.4 15.8 46.6TOTAL OBS 354 25 22 35 24 73 175 TOTAL OBS 354 24 41 26 44 54 165

Figure 5-16. Conditional-climatology table.
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column for 1 hour later shows that Chanute has experienced
conditions that remained in category A 67 percent of the
time, went to category B 25 percent of the time, and went to
category C 8 percent of the time at 1400 LST. On the right
side of the ceiling table, under the column labeled "24,"
the conditions at 12-13 LST on the following day ar:.
shown to have been: A-8 percent, B-8 percent, C-25
percent, D-38 percent, E-13 percent, and F-8 percent
of the time. In this example, note that during the past 35
years at Chanute, an A ceiling at 12-13 LST has never
changed to D or E during the first hour. The same
procedures may be applied to obtain values for Chanute
under different initial ceiling and/or visibility conditions, at
different initial times, and with different wind directions.
Thus, for the indicated time periods up to 48 after the
present observation, the tables give a readout of the actual
ceiling and/or visibility that has occurred during all the
previous years that were used in the period of record for this
base. It must be emphasized, however, that these summa-
ries are not forecasts but climatological records of actual
weather observations.

CC summaries application in forecasting. We now
have a simple condensed form of how a given weather
parameter (ceiling or vic;hility) changed (or remained the
same) during all the associated weather regimes of years
gone by. The next step is to take this information and apply
it to the preparation if the forecast.

Before proceeding into the use of the table, the forecaster
must realize that the summaries must not be followed
blindly. Aa a forecaster guide, they should be considered
together with all other evidence, as any other "tool"
should be. However, they are so significant, because of
their climatological nature, that other contradictory evi-
dence should be available before you go against what CC
suggests. The summaries will, in most instances, narrow
down the range of probabilities and keep the forecaster from
going off the deep end.

The high.tr the percent of time a given category occurs,
the more faith one can have in its application. However,
since there are six categories of each element, a percentage
occurrence of less than 20 has little or no significance;
hence, such a category should not be forecast unless
overriding synopt:c evidence dictates otherwise. Actually,
trying to play the exact percentage figures at any time
should be done with caution; the more significant features
may be the hour-by-hour trend.

Statistically, if a given condition occurs 40 percent of the
time, then conversely, it also means it does not occur in 60
percent of the cases. So the forecaster who uses these tables
must use them with care. Let's look at another example. If
the CC summaries for 3 hours from now indicate the
occurrence of a B category ceiling 35 percent of the time
and a C category 40 percent, the chances are 3 out of 4 (75
percent) that a verifying forecast will fall in one or the other
of these two classes. Which one you decide on, independent
of synoptic features, should be influenced by the trend of
the last few hours, trend yesterday, or during the past few
days if similar conditions existed, and a comparison with
the respective CC visibility forecast category.

Another factor one must bear in mind besides the
percentages are the actual number of times a particular

category has occurred. When the summaries tell us C will
change to D 65 percent of the time after 3 hours, this figure
has much more meaning if the actual occurrences of C are
500 times rather than, say, 5 times. As a rough guide, to use
the CC summaries with a high degree of confidence, a
given element should have occurred at least 20 times in the
past years.

One drawback of the summaries is that they are skewed
toward good weather. This is because most of our stations
enjoy a much higher percentage of good flying weather than
bad. Hlnce, CC is more helpful when the weather is
relative poor than when it is wide open. In most CC
summari, the odds shown for forecasting instrument flight
rule (IFR) conditions when "unlimited" is observed are
often so small that the average forecaster will be leery of
using them. In these instances, the forecaster should rely
more heavily on the synoptic analysis and progs. However,
even in these cases, CC does indicate that the forecaster
had better have a real good reason for the forecast before
going against what the summaries say. A typical example of
this comes from figure 5-16. If the current condition is
uti;imited (category F), but the forecaster feels that a stratus
ceiling may form 6 hours later (1800 LST), he/she had
better consider it carefully unless there are station reports to
the windward indicating it was already present or pilot
reports showing it was forming and moving toward the
station. Why? The CC table shows that in 35 years of
record Chanute has experienced a category A ceiling only 1
percent of the time, and only 30 percent of the time has the
ceiling dropped below 10,000 feet.

On the other hand, the CC summaries are most helpful
when conditions are poor and the problem is to determine
whether the situation will improve, deteriorate, or remain
the same. Any time forecasters go against a CC value of
50 percent or greater without a good synoptic reason, they
are fighting the odds. While the summaries may not
pinpoint the forecast for you, they can keep you in the right
ball park. They can keep you from making a forecast of
weather that has never happened before.

Now let's look at a few specific examples on how to use
the summaries, again referring to figure 5-16. If the
observation at 1200 LST is a 300-foot ceiling, the table says
that forecasting anything but category A or B for the next 9
hours would be a long shot. The odds would stick with
category A for the first 9 hours. The forecast for the period
from 12-24 hours cannot be made with any degree of
confidence from the table because of the failure for any
given category to predominate. The table does indicate,
however, that category C has a slightly higher percentage
than the other categories while categories E and F have low
percentages.

One possibility that might help the forecaster decide what
to forecast after the 9th hour is to find the CC table with
an initial time at that hour (in this case 2100 LST); and,
using category A as an initial condition, determine what the
probability is of the given conditions occurring at later
hours.

Another example comes from figure 5-16 when the
visibility is 1/4 mile at 1200 LST. The summary odds show
that visibility should remain below 1/2 mile for 9 hours,
then improve to 3 miles or more.
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One of the easiest and most efficient methods of routinely
making use of the CC summaries in preparing the local
forecast is to make it one of the first entries on the forecast
worksheet. This insures that the interpretation of the table is
not biased by what the forecaster feels the synoptic situation
indicates. The forecast should be made using the actual
percentage values and trends from the CC summaries and
then modified by the synoptic features. In this way, and
only in this way, can the forecaster be sure of considering
climatology and the synoptic weather in the proper perspec-
tives and with the correct weight given to each one.

Exercises (455):

I. What is contained in the CC tables or summaries?

2. What does a percentage occurrence of 20 or less in the
category summaries indicate for the forecaster?

3. What is usually a more significant verification feature in
the summaries than the percentage of occurrences?

4. In using the CC tables, what is another important
factor (besides percentages and hour-by-hour trends) for
the forecaster to consider?

5. Under what weather conditions and with what particular
problem are the CC summaries most helpful to the
forecaster?

6. What is one of the easiest and most efficient methods of
routinely making use of the CC summaries in prepar-
ing the local forecast?

456. Define and state the procedure for using extrapolation
technique in short-range forecasting.

Definition. In synoptic meteorology, extrapolation com-
monly refers to the forecasting of a weather pattern feature
based solely on recent past motions of that feature.

Extrapolation Techniques. To use extrapolation tech-
niques in short-range forecasting, the forecaster must be
familiar with the positions of fronts and pressure systems,
their direction and speed of movement, precipitation, and
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cloud patterns that might affect the movement of these
weather patterns. At the same time, the evaluation of the
local weather must be followed through constant review of
the local area weather radar, pilot reports, and all weather
observations for the local terminal and nearby stations.

The following steps are a recommended procedure for
extrapolation. In actual practice, you may combine several
of the steps.

Step 1. Select time interval for continuity. The selected
time interval between analyses should be based on the
length of forecasts issued and the specific synoptic situa-
tion. In clear weather conditions, a simple review of
synoptic-scale, 3-hourly surface analyses and nephanalyses
is adequate to keep abreast of the situation. When lowering
conditions develop upstream, forecasters should begin
monitoring and recording the continuity of these analyses.
A 3-hourly continuity is suggested initially, but as the
weather approaches the local area, more frequent and
detailed analyses will be necessary to produce accurate
forecasts of changes from one ceiling category to another.
The period of continuity maintained on work charts should
be sufficiently long to depict significant accelerations or
decelerations of important features.

Step 2. Develop accurate analyses. All available sources
of data (RAREPS, hourlies, PIREPS, satellite data, etc.)
should be plotted and analyzed on work charts with a scale
adequate for the density of observations surrounding the
local station and an area sufficiently large to maintain
adequate continuity of approaching weather. The forecaster
should analyze those portions of the cloud observations
pertinent to the current operational forecast. Generally, as
many parameters should be analyzed on the work charts as
clarity permits. A disadvantage of separate neph charts is
that correlation of neph curves with analyses of closely
related phenomena such as precipitation, visibility, and
total cloud cover is more difficult.

Step 3. Overlay a, .4ses and refine continuity. Neph
curves for specific ceiling categories should be transferred
to an acetate and refined, based on later analyses and on
passage times at upstream stations. A consistent pattern and
the movement of major features should be readily apparent
from three or four continuity positions. As new positions
are added to the continuity, there will be changes, of
course, in the shape and size of the pattern. Neph areas
undergo modification for many reasons. Foremost of these
is the effect of synoptic-scale features. These, combined
with local terrain features, local moisture and pollution
sources, and especially diurnal variations within the cloud
system, produce constantly changing patterns.

Step 4. Choose identifiable control points. Features
prominent from one neph curve to another should be
selected as control points.

Step 5. Extrapolate. The distance between identically
numbered control points should be measured and converted
to speeds and accelerations. The control points are then
extrapolated forward in time along the established tracks,
using the analyzed speeds and accelerations.

Step 6. Met watch onset times at upstream stations.
Hourly data should be analyzed and later specials reviewed
to better estimate the timing of changes as critical opera-
tional conditions approach the local station.



Exercises (456):

1. What is the meaning of extrapolation in synoptic mete-
orology?

2. In using extrapolation techniques in short-range
forecasting, what must the forecaster be familiar
with and evaluate?

3. List the steps in the recommended procedures for
extrapolation.

5-3. Meteorological Watch

Meteorological (met) watch is an advisory service that
provides observed and forecast weather information in
support of operational missions. Any observed or forecast
information that is flagged in local dissemination in re-
sponse to a particular agency's requirements is termed a
"met watch advisory." This section will cover the four
types of met watches and the procedures for prepzring and
encoding met watch advisories.

457. Specify the type of met watch required for given
situations.

Terminal Met Watch. This first type of met watch is the
monitoring of meteorological elements for a specific point,
such as an airbase. Terminal met watch advisories are
issued to operational authorities and other base agencies
when the established meteorological conditions occur or are
forecast to occu1. These agencies have established proce-
dures for further dissemination and handling of the adviso-
ry.

To perform terminal met watch, you must know the
following information:

a. The terminals for which the station is responsible.
b. The weather elements and minimums that require

notification of operational personnel.
c. Amendment criteria.
d. Minimum leadtime desired.
e. Method of notification.
f. The hours of responsibility for terminal met watch.

Area Met Watch. Area met watch is normally provided
by forecasting units, weather support units (WSL;,, and
other facilities that support a local flying area, range,
reservation, training area, etc., and whose supported agen-
cies require such sevice. Methods and procedures are
coordinated between each AWS unit and its supported
agencies.

Flight Met Watch. AWS units provide flight met watch
when a supported agency requests met watch for specific
flights or when directed by appropnate authority.

Route Met Watch. You provide a route met watch when
a supported agency requests met watch for specific routes or
when directed by appropriate authority.

Exercise (457):

1. Identify the type of met watch required in each of the
following cases:
a. A supported agency requests met watch be provided

for a specific flight.

b. Supported agencies are notified of changes in the
weather conditions at your local station.

c. MAC has requested met watch of specific routes.

d. TAC has requested met watch of their practice range.

458. State procedures for preparing, encoding, and
issuing met watch advisories.

Preparing Met Watch Advisories. Met watch advisories
must be prepared and issued based on criteria established by
the local weather facility and its supported agencies. This
means that you must be constantly alert for changes in the
weather that meet this established criteria.

Sources of information for met watch. In the met watch
program, you must take maximum advantage of all avail-
able information, both forecasts and observations. Put this
information into met watch advisories as necessary to
satisfy the rec'iirements of the supported agencies.

Sources of information for met watch include:
a. Surface weather observations.
b. Radar weather information from locally

installed storm detection radars.
c. Pilot reports received locally or by teletype.
d. Satellite information.
e. The station forecast.
f. Forecasts issued by other agencies, turbulence and

icing forecasts, military weather advisories, and any
other products available.

If any of this information indicates that a met watch
advisory is required, the next step is to encode and issue the
advisory.

Issuing Met Watch Advisories. At your base. for
example, let's assume that a met watch advisory must be
issued when the ceiling or visibility deteriorates, or is
expected to deteriorate, to conditions below 200 feet or 1/2
mile. With these as established criteria, you "met watch"
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MET WATCH FORECAST AND ADVISOR LOG

DATE

l'a APR 74
ISSUED

18/1200 z

VALID

1300 z . 1600 z
DISSEMINATION REMARKS

AGENCY Time INITIALS

TERMINAL OR AREA

G!!5 RAPCON 1201 z SD

TOWER 1202 z GBTEXT

2 Y 72 F
9A5E OP5 1203 z RI(

51C CP 1203 z J F

z

z
FOREC ASTER

wise. pAnyiaL
ISSUED

Z

VALID

Z t

DISSEMINATION REMARKS

AGENCY TIME INITIALS
TERMINAL OR AREA

z

TEXT

z

z

z

z
FORECASTER

Figure 5-17 AWS Form 15.

the ceiling and visibility for deteriorating conditions that
will affect your base. Once you decide that conditions for
your base N.% ill go below, one of these criteria, you should
issue a met watch advisory.

Met watch advisories are issued to each agency requiring
the information. Normally these agencies are notified by
means of the Electrowriter/TelAutograph or teletype. If an
agency cannot be notified by one of these means, then the
agency must be notified by some other method, such as the
telephone.

Encoding Met Watch Adv:sories. A record of the
original met watch service must be maintained. When you
disseminate a met watch advisory by some system which
provides a record (i.e., Electrowriter/TelAutograph), and
each agency requiring the information in that particular
advisory has access to the dissemination system, no other
records or encoding is required. Otherwise, the advisory
must be encoded on AWS Form 15, Met Watch Forecast
and Advisory Log.

Figure 5-17 is an example of a met watch advisory on
AWS Form 15 that you might encode and issue for your
station. Notice that the time of issuance and validity is the
first three entries. It is not necessary to enter the name of the
base unless the advisory is for a base other than your own.
The next entry is the actual forecast condition for which the
advisory is being issued. In the Dissemination column, list
the agencies to be notified. In the Time column, following
the agencies notified, enter the time that you actually
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notified each agency. After the Time colum, enter the
initials of the recipients to verify dissemination. In acutal
practice, depending on your local station's policies, you
may log more than one advisory on this form by merely
entering the date along with the times in the first three
columns, and you may also be required to use an advisory
identifying number.

Exercises (458):

1. To whom must a met watch advisory he issued?

2. When is it required to complete AWS Form 15?

3. When is it required to enter the name of the base on
AWS Form 15?

4. What is the normal means of notifying supported agen-
cies of an advisory?

5. Who establishes met watch advisory criteria?
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Reference:

400 - I.
400 - 2.
400 - 3.
400 - 4.
400 - 5.

ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

CHAPTER 1 405 - I.

180° at 105 knots.
Slight rainshowers.
1009.8 mb
.5 mb or .015 in.
1000 to 1999 ft.

401 - I. 2 in.
401 - 2. - -.
401 3. .01 in.
401 - 4. 3.
401 - 5. Precipitation began I to 2 hours ago.

402 1.

6 232
02 E 02 \/

6 = 3
T

(0401)
25-76"

77 60 160

7 s1-0 00,
77 6S150E3001000

.48
CB NE AND SE

MOVG NE
Figure 2 Correct airways plot (answer for objective 405, exercise 1)

406 - 1. 1500 GMT
406 - 2. 270° at 3 knots; maximum wind--10 knots.
406 - 3. 0530 (500 .reters).
406 - 4. Fog.
406 - 5 Stratus.
406 - 6. 12° C.
406 - 7. Measured 500 feet (1500 meters).

407 - 1. 45 miles northwest of Athens, Georgia
407 - 2. 10° F.
407 - 3. 2212 GMT.
407 - 4. Atlanta, Georgia.
407 - 5. It is needed to emphasize the turbulence report
407 - 6. None.

Fio'tre I. Correct land synoptic ).lot (answer for objective 402, exercise
I). 408 - I.

408 - 2.

408 3.

408 - 4.
403 - 1. Latitude 38.7 N., longitude 133.1 W.
403 - 2. 7 North and West. 408 - 5.
403 - 3. Not reported (30 added :o time).
403 - 4. 3 ft.
403 - 5. Not reported (30,000).

404 - 1. Total obscuration.
404 - 2. 1013.5 mb
404 - 3. Fog.
404 - 4. 33° F. 409 - 1.
404 - 5. 180° at 5 knots. 409 - 2.
404 - 6. 25.91. 409 - 3.
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Plot a point on the map for each direction/distance group
in the radar report. Connect the poiots with a solid line.
Reporting station call sign, type o;*echo system, area cover-
age, precipitation type, intensity, intensity trend. and remarks
By an arrow witn barbs.
Plot the ma: muin tops in or near the echo area by placing
a bracket underneath the repined maximum tops.
Ar upward pointing arrow indicates the beginning of the digital
se, in.

CHAPTER 2

Block 72, United States.
Station 486, Ely, Nevada.
The sixth day of the month.



409 - 4 1200 GMT,
409 - 5. 200 mb.

410 - I. 980 mb.
410 - 2. 070° at 3 knots.
410 - 3. Temperature +.24° C , de,Arpoint + 12° C

411 - 1

411 - 2.
411 - 3
411 - 4.

412 - 1.
412 - 2.
412 - 3

413 - 1.
413 - 2.
413 - 3.
413 - 4

3169 meters
124.5° C.
Not reported.
025° at 25 knots

169 mb.
162.5° C.
None reported

756 mb
124.5° C.
162 3° C.
Height doubtful

414 - ! 1200 GMT.
414 - 2 That data for 850, 700, and 500 mb, and stability index

follow
414 - 3 3078 meters.
414 - 4 + 7

415 - 1

415 - 2
415 - 3.

163.1° C.
275°, 74 knots.
161 1° C.

416 - I. a.
b.
c.
d
c.

416 - 2 a.
b
c.
d.

417 - I (I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

418. 1 (I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

419 - 1. (1)
'2,
(3)
(4)
(5)

420 - I

420 - 2.
420 - 3.
420 - 4.
420 - 5
420 - 6.

Data and time.
Latitude, 47 1.
Quadrant of the earth and longitude.
Location by Marsden square.
Temperature + 11.8° C.; dewpoint + 10 7° C.
56.8' N.; 19.7° W
182
115.
220 °; 121 knots.

No station in legend.
No line indicating tropopausc.
850-mb temp should be 113.9, not 112.9.
850-mb dewpoint should be 114.1, not 114.9.
700-mb dewpoint should be 115.0, not 115.9.
903-mb dewpoint should be 114.2, not 1:6 9.
828-mb dewpoint should be 112.2, not 113 1.
228-mb level not plotted.
Maximum wind has no arrowhead.
No wind direction indicator for 35,000 ft. or for maxi-
mum wind.

637 temperature should be 11, not 0.5.
747 dewpoint depression should be 13, not 24.
734 dewpoint depression should be 6, not 56.
734 windspeed should be 50, not 55.
655 dewpoint depression should be 1, not 0.
562 height should be 973, not 873.

:440 windspeed should be 15, not 5.
353 windspeed should be 25, not 20.
433; no wind direction indicator plotted.
456; 6000-ft wind plotted; no 3000-ft wind reported.
637; 4000-ft wind plotted instead of the 5000 ft

28.0 N 89 W
1448 GMT

23.0 N.. 92.5 W.
125° C
Four

420 - 7.
420 - 8.
420 - 9.
420- i0.
420 - 11.
420. 12.

10.000 ft.
500 mb.
10 decameters.
3149 meters.
Kr, is coded as 9.

421 - !. 270° at 10 knots.
421 - 2. NE at a Beaufort force of 1.
421 - 3 Significant weather changes since last observation
421 - 4. Identifies icing and the location of the ice.
421 - 5. Radar information.

CHAPTER 3

422 - 1. North America.
422 - 2. KWBC-Washington DC.
422 - 3. Positions are located by latitude and longitude.
422 - 4. Pressure systems (central pressure and location).
422 - 5. Low.
422 - 6. 61° N., 115° W.
422 - 7. Data on frontal systems.
422 - 8. Quasi-stationary front at the surface.
422 - 9. 40° N., 56° W.
422 - 10. Isobanc data.
422 - 11. Continental, tropical, warm (cTw).
422 - 12. Intermittent drizzle (not freezing)

423 - 1.

423 - 2.
423 - 3
423 - 4.
423 - 5.
423 - 6.

424 - I.
424 - 2.
424 - 3.
424 - 4.
424 - 5.
424 - 6.
424 - 7.
424 - 8.
424 - 9.
424 - 10.
424 - 11
424. 12.
424 - 13.

Tropical systems.
Cloud systems.
Section 7 (99977).
Characteristics of jetstreams.
Section 9 (99999).
Section 10 (88800).

Scott AFB IL (KBLV).
Terminal aerodrome forecast.
Begins at 1000 GMT and ends at 1000 GMT.
270° at 20 knots, gusting to 35 knots
2000 meters (11/4 statute miles).
Heavy thunderstorm with rain but no hail.
8/8 cumulonimbus at 1200 feet.
29.91 in.
7 miles or greater.
None.
8000 ft, intermittently 2000 ft.
250° at 15 knots.
3SCO20 4AC080, CIG080.

CHAPTER 4

425 - 1. Service 0, controlled by the FAA.
425 - 2. COMEDS.
425 - 3 Weather Message Switching Center (WMSC), located at

Kansas City MO.
425 - 4. COMEDS.
425 - 5. Hickam AFB HI
425 - 6. Service C.
'25 - 7. Aerospace Environmental Support Center.

426 - I. From Incirlik, the message is sent tc. Croughton, England,
and then to ADWS at Carswell AFB TX. From Carswell
AFB, it passes through the WMSC at Kansas City MO, and
finally reaches St. Louis MO.
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426 - 2 From Torrejon, Spain, the messages are sent to Croughton,
England, and then to ADWS at Carswell AFB TX. For the
Korean forecast site, the message is relayed from Carswell
AFB to Hickam AFB HI, and then to the Korean forecast
site. For the Navy, the message is relayed from Carswell
AFB to Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center.

426 - 3. The message is intercepted by the Navy Communications
Facility at San Miguel, Philippines. It is transmitted through
Hickam AFB HI, to ADWS at Carswell AFB TX, and then to
AFGWC at Offutt AFB NB.

427 - I. a. FOFAX. b. AFX 109 c. NAFAX, NAMFAX.
d. FOFAX. e. AFX109 f. AFX109 g NAFAX,
NAMFAX. h. NAMFAX.

428 - 1 It transmits speed and paper feed conditioning tonesa
start tone and a 15- to 20-second phasing signal Then it
sends the graphic.

428 - 2. The transmitter divides the image into small elements, deter-
mines the lightness and darkness of each element, and trans-
mits this information to the receiving units.

428 3 The receiver converts the sigral into an electnc current This
current is passed through wet paper, which is squeezed be-
tween a fixed writing electrode and a rotating wire helix.
The current passing through the paper leaves a mark corre-
sponding in density to the graphic image being transmitted.

429 - 1 (1) c (2) d. (3) I, n. (4) k. (5) i, m (6) h. (7) g
(8) g (9) f. (10) e,f.

430 1 a F You should always close the door of the DL119W
gently to prevent nicking the writing electrode or helix
wire.

b F The paper must be placed in the DLI I9W so the
paper feeds from the back of the roll, upward.

c. T.
d. F. You should never allow any creases to 'oral below

the takeup rollers because they could cause the paper
to jam.

e. T.

431 - 1. The blurred image is caused by the wnting electrode strip
being worn down until the holder comes in contact with the
paper. Replace the writing edge.

431 - 2. Clean the helix. Dart and chemicals have accumulated on the
helix and drum until the paper is being cut.

431 - 3 Streaks are caused by accumulated paper fibers and chemi-
cals on the helix wire. You can correct the problem by
cleaning the helix.

432 - 1. A panty error was received.
432 - 2. You failed to place an ETX function at the end of the

message
432 - 3 LOCAL.
432 - 4 Plate the KD in LOCAL mode. Enable FORM ENTER.

Depress the HOME key. Then depress the CLEAR key.
432 - 5. Press the CURSR RETRN key and then the UP arrow until

the cursor is positioned in front of the line where the data
is to be inserted. Press the LINE INSRT key and then type
in the line of missed data.

432 - 6. Three things could cause this: The KD is not in LOCAL
mode, the data was entered in the protected mode and the
FORM ENTER is not enabled, or there is no space available
in the line. (The latter should not hzppen, because there is
room for 8( characters, but AWN imposes a 69 character per
line limit.)

433 - 1 a F The INTRPT light comes on when the lid of the ROP
is raised.

b F When the pnnter has a LOW PAPER condition,
the paper button light is on, the RECEIVE ALARM
lamp is on, and the alarm sounds.
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c. F. When replacing paper in the ROP, make sure the
paper passes behind the nbbon and not between the
nbban and the type pallets

d. T.
e. T.
f. T.
g.
h. F. The DATA ERROR lamp is activated when a panty

error is transmitted to the ROP.
i F. You can turn off any of the ROP indicators

except the IN SERVICE lamp by correcting the indi-
cated condition and depressing the proper control
key.

j. F. If your ROP is down when the REUS message is
received, you should send another ROP down message
as soon as possible.

434 - 1 a. RECEIVE ALARM.
b SEND ALARM.
c. SEND ALARM.
d. RECEIVE ALARM.

434 2. Move the terminal .eset switch to the DOWN position and
release it. Then reset the alarm.

434 3 Replace the paper in the ROP, depress the RECEIVE AI ARM
reset switch, and depress the AUDIBLE OFF switch to enable
the alarm-sounding circuit in the terminal.

435 - I. Place the KD unit in LOCAL mode. Position the cursor at
the first location to be altered. Depress the FORM ENTER
key. Enter the new data.

435 2. When the KD reverts to RECEIVE mode, immediately switch
to LOCAL, reposition the cursor below the last protected

data location, and reset the KD to RECEIVE mode.
435 - 3. It is possible that the message might be longer than the

available space. If this occurs, all data after the next to
last character in page 3 will be overprinted in the last
character of page 3.

435 - 4. Place the KD in LOCAL, position the cursor on a blank
line and type in the data, edit the data for errors, reposition
the cursor to the beginning of the message, and depress the
SEND key.

436 - I a. F. To request data with a priority precedence, you
insert PP before the ARQ in the first line of the mes-
sage.

b. F. To transmit an ARQ message for Holloman AFB
(HIdN), whose KD is inoperative, your message would
look like this:

c

d.

RR KAWN ARQP (NL)
DE HMN (NL)

FT CNM ROW ABQ (EXT)

T.
F. The largest number of stations you can include in
one line of an ARQ request is nine.

437 - I. ARQ(NL)
TYPNO/TYPOK 311830 312359 (ETX)
ARQ(NL)
TYPNOITYPOK 010000 010030 (ETX)

437 - 2 Precreience one and two messages.
437 - 3 Required data other than precedence one and two must be

requested by a separate ARQ message.

438 - 1 The first prionty is to local agencies which control air
traffic. The second priority is to local agencies requiring
the information for operational flight decisions. The third
pnority is long-line dissemination over the COMEDS or tele-
type system. The lowest prionty is local dissemination to
users that require it for nonflight operations.



439 - I

JIN
BLV SP 1350

M7 OVC I F
270/03

ALSTG 30, 03
RA.+330

51 /LW

Figure 3 Tcicwritcr disscmir anon (answer for objective 439, exercise 1)

440 - 2. When the primary system is inoperative, relay by using the
forecaster's telewriter. If the only operative backup is hot line
or telephone, relay first to air traffic control personnel.

441 - I. Dust equipment; change paper, charts, ribbons, and writing
edges; fill inkwells; and make adjustments to the microbaro-
graph.

442 - 1 The automatic teleohone answering device provides infor-
mation to military users and minimizes the number of tele-
phone contacts for the forecaster.

442 - 2. The recording should contain the current. observation and
forecast, the possibility of severe weather (when appropriate),
the maximum and minimum temperatures, and the chill factor
during the cold months.

443 - I. As soon as possible.
443 - 2. A record of contacts and information conveyed and received.

If the records of PMSV contacts are recorded on tape, it
is only necessary to enter time, aircraft identification, ar.d
PIREP on AWS Form 30.

443 - 3. By checking the appropriate block on AWS Form 30 to indi-
cate if transmitted locally, long line, tr. to the observer (ROS).

443 - 4. AWS Form 12.
443 - 5. The aircraft height and distance from the PMSV station (if

no obstructions exist).
443 - 6 Transmit all PIREPs that include icing or turbulence.

444 - I. "273, METRO, weather wun thousand scattered, measured
tree thousand broken, tree zero thousand overcast, visibility
fife in light rainshowers, temperature seven fower, dewpaint
seven zero, wind too tree zero degrees at wun fife gusting
too too, altimeter too niner niner too, TS west moving east.
Forecast prevailing condition no change, altimeter too niner
niner zero, intermittently wun thousand broken, too thousand
fife hundred ovecast, visibility too with thunderstorms and
rainshowers, wind too tree zero degrees at too zero gusting
tree fife; over."

.
445 - I. HMN SA COR 1500 30 SCT 5h 'J13/57/43/2305/975/ 307

1100
445 - 2. BLV SA RTD 0900 080 BKN 7 002186/51/3107/973/ 506

44C - I Maintain a record on AWS Form 40 and require receiver 1070
to read back the message. (Use tape recording if available.) 445 - 3. lust retransmit the original messace.
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446. 1, 2, and 3

I.

2.

3.

COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE RECORD
UNIT

RESPONSIOLE SERVICE AGENCY PERIOD COVERED (m./..1.4.,..)

FROM I S MARC H I I) 77 THRUFOR MAINTENANCE, TELEPHONE

INSTRUCTIONS
(I) DTG Z OUT, Enter Wye! Dr Stin WI Ms. of wog*.
(2) TYPE OF OUTAGES Cheek CKT ( Inuit), EQP ;equipment), r 0TH Whet PlIn In ...ris. mg.. Perms. sit c.d. alsn. ma./
(3) CONDITION, Cheek RED (lose sof WO t e) or AMBER (sroir net Net. but pennon linsitod, e.g., Ile rpm. wrngle).
(4) JCNi Enter AFCS1 ACM0 lob central number et **Initials a th osolntainor t OW at unite not rolletooll with AFCS.
(5) TOTAL OUTAGE, Enloe Nem in beer. end ;einem (or total osInutirs) brotwoon DTG Z REPORTED end DTG Z IN (adjuted at gamine ttien for hours of operation).

Entry ptlenel for AMBER conditions unls required by peters, wing
(4) INITI Initlel when requesting reeintenwt and reporting n stentl. .1 ...vim

CO 31 IQ (5)
CIRCUIT

or

MACHINE NO.

DTG Z

OUT

CONDITION DTG z

REPORTED
JCR

DTG R

IN

TOTAL OUTAGE
REMARKS

Hmn. 141.N.CKT ISP 0TH RED AMID
COMEDS
TER N AL z0/%90o V 201/905 8 0C 20/2a45 4 0

e55

ROP FAIL UR 6

,...,..A. 8,,,,....A.
$ORRE USED

v,,:-
fw-t.,4

IradEll
01...,9,4,
#GT)(-305 22/1105

25/1405 V

V

V

1, 22/1115

25/1425

220004

250025

£211310

25/1455 30
CIRCUIT FAILUSLE CMEcKED
es, 5lOiTcalsJG, moac..1-1t.465GT8022

El
...
MI

III r.

d
AWS :°:7, 42 NCTIOUT COITION WILL LISCO.

Figure 4. Completed AWS Form 42 (answer for objective 446, exercises I through 3).

447 1 (I) Specify types of data required. (2) List WMO block/
station numbers or ICAO call signs. (3) List message head-
ings for special sequences. (4) Give detailed justification
for requirements. (5) Give date/time request is to begin

(6) State the duration of the requirements.
447 2 Routine Requests necessary to meet normal mission changes

Priority Requests necessary to meet requirements generated
by "no notice exercises" or other short notice situations
where there is insufficient time to submit a routine request.
Immediate. Those data requests made to meet requirements
generated by tactical actions, national/intemational emer-
gencies, and situations gravely affecting national security.

447 - 3. Any time a change in requirements occurs, but at least
annually.

447 - 4 AWSP 10016, Military-Dedicated Service A Networks; AWSP
105152, Volume I, Facsimile Products Catalog; AWSP
105152, Volume 2, Weather e'ation Index; AWSP 105152,
Volume, 3, Weather Message uatalog.

447 - 5. "TT" refers to type of data; "AA" refers to geographical
location of the message; "CCCC" is the location indicator
of the originating station, and "YYGGgg" is the date (YY),
whole hour (GG), and minutes (gg) of the message.

CHAPTER 5

448 I. To supplement the centrally prepared maps. The LAWC
helps the forecaster identify the small features that are
often not identifiable on the fai.similie charts.

448 2. Normally the distance moved in 24 hours by most stoim
systems.

449.1. a.

b.
c.

d.
c.

f.

450 - 1. a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
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451 - 1. Ceilings and/or visibilities.
451 - 2. Ceilings below 1000 feet and,or visibilities less than 3 miles
451 - 3 Ceilings equal to or greater than 1000 feet. but less than

3000 feet and/or visibilities equal to or greater than 3 miles,
but less than 5 miles

452 - I a F. Sketched contours nearly always are parallel to the
windflow.

b T
c F Contours are lines of equal height.
d T
e F Isotherms are drawn for every 5° C
f T

453 - 1 a

b

c.
d.

F Surface charts depict systems only in the hoazontal
F. Low-pressure systems normally slope toward cold
air aloft.
T.
T

454 - I Draw a line from the surface temperature upward parallel
to the dry adiabat and draw a line from the surface dewpoint
upward, parallel to the mixing ratio. Where these two lines
intersect is the LCL.

454 - 2 Draw a line from the surface dewpoint upward, parallel to
the mixing ratio line until it intersects the temperature curve

454 - 3. Draw a line from the CCL downward, parallel to the dry
adiabat to the surface, and read the temperature at that point

454 - 4. Draw a line from the LCL upward, parallel to the moist
adiabat until it intersects the temperature curve.

454 - 5 Find the LCL for the 850-mb level, draw a line from the
850 -nib LCL upward, parallel to the moist adiabat to the
500-mb level; read the temperature at this point, and alge-
braically subtract from the 500-mb temperature.

455 - 1. A compilation and grouping of all climatological records of
ceilings and visibilities for a base. These records ar the his-
toncal summation of what has occurred (as far as ceiling/
visibility are concerned) at a base since maintenance of per-
manent weather records.

455 - 2 Such category should not be forecast unless there is over -
nding synoptic evidence to the contrary

455 - 3. The hour-by-hour trend.

Au GAFS AL(843495)1,200

455 - 4. The actual number of times a particular category has oc-
curred. As a rough guide to forecasters, in using the sum -
manes with a high degree of confidence, a given element
should have occurred at least 20 times during the POR

415 - 5. When weather conditions are poor and the problem is to
determine whether the situation will improve, get worse, or
remain the same.

455 - 6. Make the percentage values and trends from the summaries
one of the first entries on the forecast worksheet. Determine
the current ceiling and visibility by category; enter the ap-
propnate table for time and wind direction to determine the
probability of the different categones occurring in the next 24
hours.

456 - I. The forecasting of a weather pattern feature based solely
on recent past motions of that feature.

456 - 2. He/She must know positions, directions, and speeds of fronts
and pressure systems; he/she must also be familiar with pre-
cipitation and cloud patterns that might affect movement of
weather systems. He/She must evaluate local weather through
constant review of local weather radar, pilot reports, and
weather observations for the local terminal and nearby sta-
tions

456 - 3. (1) Select the time interval for continuity; (2) develop ac-
curate analyses, (3) overlay analyses and refine continuity,
(4) choose identifiable control points, (5) extrapolate, and
(6) met watch onset times at upstream stations

457 - 1. a.
b
c.
d.

Flight met watch.
Terminal met watch.
Route met watch.
Area met watch

458 - 1. A met watch advisory is issued to each agency requiring
the information.

458 - 2 When the met watch advisory is disseminated by some sys-
tem which does not provide a record and/or when an agency
requinng the information does not have access to a dissemi-
nation system which provides a record.

458 3. When the met watch advisory is for a base other than your
own.

458 4 Supported agencies are normally notified by means of the
Electrownter/teleAutograph or teletype.

458 - 5 The local weather facility and its supported agencies

104
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Notes
In ww code figures 00,01,02, ond 03 the circle shown in the table
represents the station circle. If the wind shaft interferes with
plotting of the short lines,these lines ore moved slightly in o
clockwise direction.

Time of report(GG) mil be entered when other than the
synoptic time of the chart being plotted

Symbols for ww in code figures 93,94,95, ond 97, ond for
W1.3,ore alternates. The temperature, station locotion, or
remarks will normally indicate which should be plotted. When in
doubt, both symbols ore entered.
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Foldout 3. Breakdown and plotting guide for ship synoptie'code.
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6 HOURLY REPORTS
3 HOURLY REPORTS

HOURLY REPORTS

SPECIAL REPORTS

Note h(h) INCLUDES CEILING
CLASSIFICATION AND CLOUD
HEIGHTS REPORTED AS
ONE, TWO OR THREE
FIGURES.

AIRWAYS CODE PLOTTING GUIDE

'FOR MORE DETAIL ON THE CODE FOR,. SEE ANSA( 10$ 24. VOLUME /
. _ .._ ._

-,.

NM , ENV EINEIII
I ..._...4........._

f

.

h(h)

. EllE ...::.:.sionumaime
Nh VV ; ww PPP TT, TdTd,dd f f

EIE

WO P

. .
.."'''''''.1, 1

k--... /

FIEMARKS p p R R I : C
f
ICM r

,.. H

1

:Sp Sp SpS n/x In/ x 2
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: 24 24 74 :4

/ 0

f f 'CsFq F9/7'.
1

REPORTED
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(ALTERNATIVES)

CLR (0) 0 0
CLR (vd/ m 0
FEW CLDS) `1*/

SCT CD) ICD

BKN ( th) 1114,1 4
ovc ( ®)

0 VC 1W/
BINOVC OR
KIR CLDS VSB)

0
.--X OR X 0

PLOT SYMBOL FOR

GREATEST AMOUNT OF

SKY COVER

584

REPORTED PLOT
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/ o sppIRR

REPORTED PLOT
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WATERSPOUT
Y

A
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4

a
0
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I c
R 13

.-4-0-
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R

-
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0
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[ SAMPLE SEOUEN.7S PLOTTING MODELS SAMPLES PLOTTED

ORDINARY HOURLY SEQUENCE 1:1

* *4\
c 4 dd

MS BKH 90 BKN 220 OVC II 2 SM-F

h(h)N h hoohlh h (h)Nh VV vw

132/29/ 28/ 3112 G18/992

PPP/ TT/TdTd/dd ff/eP,,P,,

THREE HOURLY SEQUENCE

THE SAME AS THE HOURLY
SEQUENCE WITH THE
FOLLOWING ADDED.

704 1917

o pp I CLCmCH

C18

29 132

I*
V

28 M5090111)220E1)

29 .132
0

2 v
4 \

28 8 m509002200

SIX HOURLY SEQUENCE fl,1

THE SAME AS THE HOURLY 04 dd
SEQUENCE WITH THE
FOLLOWING ADDED:

7 010 2 1 9 1 7 90 3 2

a pp RR I CLCNICH9 SpSpspsp

24
Th

20017

2 R24R24R14%.

Td Td

y,o, Tn./. Rz.R2,R2, R2,

G18

2
29 .132

II-2
* 04 \
V

28 8 M50900220E131
2410432) .02/00 17

TRANSMITTED.

iMAY OR MAY NOT BE TRANSMITTED.

NOT TRANSMITTED.

25-785

Foldout 4. Breakdown and plotting guide for airways code.1
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Foldout 5. Breakdown and plotting guide for METAR code.
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USUS1 KLOU 150000

TTAA 65001 72606 99021 01600 31004 00190 06000 26518 85531

04650 26531 70108 00264 28552 50570 18926 27046 40733 29556

29041 30931 467// 29054 25049 567// 29549 20188 655// 31551

15363 613// 28556 10614 671// 30537

88185 679// 31052

77173 30564 41720

TTAA 65001 72712 99997 02911 17008 00164 ///// ///// 85479

03000 26536 70031 03580 24540 50562 19159' 26544 40725 29180

28550 30924 471// 29049 25041 575// 29564 20181 641// 29556

15356 629// 23555 10609 611// 28032

88174 669/1 74059

77237 30068 ..311

TTAA 65001 /2528 9992 15650 20018 00146 ///// ///// 85506

06811 25051 70087 00480 25058 50570 16780 26057 40733 27980

25553 30933 449/1 26047 25052 531// 27052 20193 639// 26054

15368 637/1 27572 10619 6.53// 27060

88174 655// 27063

77149 27572 41015

TTAA 65001 72518 99013 08020 18016 00193 08628 18519

07038 26546 70121 00580 26057 50573 17756 29041 40736

26540 30934 449/1 28550 25053 549// 29558 20193 643/1

15367 641// 29051 10617 659// 280.51

88182 687// 29555

77999

TTAA. 65001 72425 99994 18259 19008 00198 ///// ///// 85571

08626 23539 70149 00880 24527 50578 15908 25043 40744 25966

26561 30945 425// 27079 25066 501// 27100 20208 617// 28605

15383 653// 28104 10631 661// 28554

88155 691/1 28104

77213 27607 41219
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28537 30938 445// 28549 25057 535// 30044 20198 639// 29556

88174 671// 30066

77181 30069 410//

TTAA 6501 72520 99980 17060 21515 00190 ///// ///// 85559

08229 25043 70148 02080 24537 50577 17515 26547 40741 27765

25550 30942 4251/ 27575 25063 523// 28103 20204 625// 27594

15380 649// 29075 10628 641// 28558

88200 625// 27594

77227 28112 41924
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88178 673//
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42i
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423// 29060 25065 523// 29083 20206 631// 29586

30083 10625 685// 30555
29078
42518
74494 99024 09206 23014 00215 09416 23530 85564
70145 00680 28541 50575 17980 29543 40740 26939
423// 30541 25062 515// 29559 20203 615// 29558

412//
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Foldout 8. Plotted constant pressure, NE U.S. section, with coded data.
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11SUS1 KIND 150000
TTAA 65001 72637 99984 14020 19009 00103 ///// ///// 85467

08212 23542 70048 00510 24551 50565 18780 24571 40728 29364
25068 31927 437// 26083 25047 525// 25590 20189 615// 26570

-15365 631// 26603

88999
77253 26603 427// 7715.; 25591 41321

72429

iTTAA 65004 72645 99985 02210 35005 00089 ///// ///// 85391

00906 25022 70929 05980 23560 50548 20580 23606 40711 29760

23117 30908 463// 25027 553// 20167 611// 15346 609/1 10602
575//
88209 617// /////
77443, 23636 43120
77361 22635 41927

TTAA 65001 72747 99982 22956 32008 00221 ///// ///// 85418

15959 34024 70874 19363 31539 50532 30322 24554 40687 415//

24071 31876 545// 24066 25995 507// 24574 20141 501// 25066

15329 501// 25569 10592 527// 26550

88300 545// 24066

77330 24078 40516
TTAA 65001 72734 99982 '02215 31012 00074 ///// ///// 85380

00411 27031 70926 06956 '24552 5048 22563 24590 40709 32180

24618 31907 455// -24638 25026 547// 25137 20166 607// 25612

15346 571// 26576 10603 547// 26552

88208 617// 25619

77292 24639 40913

TTAA 65001 72662 99910 15156 14006 00248 ///// ///// 85486

13917 18512 70958 16556 29017 50543 32180 27534 40698 403//

29529 30890 507/1 32529 25009 513// 29034 20154 517// 27042

15340 513// 26038 10602 535// 26039

88318 507// 33538
77999

TTAA 65001 72655 99986 16150 33010 00209 ///// ///// 85445

10367 02022 70922 16509 33014 50542 26513 25041 40699 39918

24046 30891 463// 23597 25011 505// 24112 20156 519// 24081

15343 513// 23574 10604 567// 26052

88351 4831/ 24059

77287 24114 43705

72553

TTAA 65001 72562 99925 12356 34010 00247 ///// /////

13326 35018 70973 10936 28516 50550 27356 25531 40706

25035 31901 437// 23603 25023 471// 24099 20169 523//

15354 525// 25071 10614 567// 25056

88377 423// 25548

.77294 23604 42303

7253.
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24592
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Foldout 9. Plotted constant pressure, North Central U.S. with coded data.
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UJUS28 KAWN 271200

PPBB 77120 72340 90012 19006 18546 24016 90345 27027 27525 28016
90678 26.508 21505 27507 909// 30520 91245 34027 33523 33024 91679
30028 29029 28534 9205/ 29035 29539 93025 29551 30060 30063 94023
29076 30057 28540 945// 27053 9502/ 27546 27547;

PPBB 77120 72349 90023 18010 20017 22522 90456 23021 23520 24020
90789 25518 27015 29018 91246 28516 29020 29528 917// 29530 92035
28030 30534 30047 93025 30058 30074 30580 94135 30080 30049 26548
948// 28546 9502/ 28046 28041;

PPBB'
90789
92058
9502/

7120 72353 90023 18008.21535 22032 90456 22528 23025 26021
28018 30513 31010 91124 29510 29509 25520 9169/ 26522 27517
28019 29533 30540 9305/ 30050 30050 94346 29567 29548 27546
28042 28037;

PPBB 77120 72433 90012 18006 20013 22520 90345 25016 25015 25013
90678 26513 28517 29017 909// 29518 91124 30021 29522 29524 9168/
29525 28525 9205/ 29535 31053 93025 30064 29563 30074 9379/ 30562
28555 94135 27561 29078 29042 950// 27539;

.PPBB
90789
29033

77120 72456 90012 24004 24007 23529 90346 24535 25529 25022
25517 27515 28513 91246 31518 30522 29528 917// 29030 92057
30550 30554 9305/ 30560 30087;

PPBB 77120 72637 90012 25004 26505 31011 90345 32518 30525 29528
90678 29031 28534 28037 909// 29043 91024 29546 29050 29051 916//
29055 92015 29558 29547 30058 927// 30068 93035 30064 29561 28060
9368/ 27061 28563 94135 29543 26028 27528 948// 25529 950// 25526;
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Foldout 10. Plotted winds aloft with coded data.
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PLOTTING GUIDE, RECCO CODE

P101Nr. &NW
on UpperAir

MANDATORY

frLi &TENT%
INDICATOR

GROUP

9 X X X 9 DOS

Co

cs.

M

A,"

ge

ee.

U T 0 LeLeL dd fff TT Tu 4511

Note,
deft group is omitted
from 'sport when dt d0 Is /8

HHH 1 IRAs

JO If MORE THAN 3 CLOUD

LAYERS ARE REPORTED

C- THE I -GROUP IS REPEAT

0
ED

WITH ADDITIONAL

Choral GROUPS

AS NECESSARY

HH 1 Nfl 015N C hh HH

1

ash

41'
br

ZO

.7

ONLY ONE OF
THESE GROUPS

WILL SE
TRANSMITTED

cr
? \ tit

e , 0
ab "1' _0

4rfack4)

4.
Z; 44. t

.0 Vcc i"" * +
4- 4,

SP Se 7 AIM Hi 8 dr Sr 8 W0

CODE FIG. d1

000E
F10

PLOTTED POSITION

rai6MOS11122g
A PLOT OM REPORT-
''' ED ACTT POSITI%L...
I 76 N. MI.

2 125
3 175
4 225
6. 125

175
7 225

275
9 300

ii

TABLE I 9XXX9

000 NOT USED
III English Units -Helvetii In foot RECCO

REPORTS

2t2 Moots Units-Heights In meters WITHOUT
RADAR

333 Pressure (M////Pere/ DATA
444 NOT USED
115 NOT MO
ASS 29110 Units -Magas In het RECCO

RESORTS

777 Metric Units-10151M In waste WITH
RADAR

Pressurstefillligeol
D NOT USED

TABLE 2 Iii

0 % Ni HonildIty
I %Relative tisaidity Rsateted

C. Gat sib Oepressios Ripest se
2C.Oes Peat sowsssies Reputed

4 *C. Ow Pallet noosoed

594

TABLE 3
0 90W

10'W -iso

7 190- IOC

0- 0g
4 NOT USED

0- 90W
*Ow- too*

7 100- WE
e 9- CAE
111 NOT UM

CODE FIG. do
(s. tm (wow an. *Naomi
sweif row If q.vgr are

SAWA

"V.
LAN-

TABLE 4 Os

O CIRCULAR us-WNW.
NNE -1$s 411 SE -NW

A Nt -ow 7 MC -NNW
ENE.. wile s -

4 12-1V Uslisrtols

CODE
FIG.

CODE FIG. m
0

1 12 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9

w

0

NO ENTRY2

3

..--.
X

5 I

_

6 ... : it

7 * *5 _
**
* .

* , / *
V V

a
V

13 A11 T4(

TABLE 15 co

I ACT

2. ILO
3 ACT LII
4 ILO IN
5 ACT ALM

SLO ALCMS

TABLE 6 SoSo and Ss

0 No Report
I haloes Position
2 P PooitlM
3 20n
4 40o a
5 On a

SO n a

7 100oa
150n a
Mors Tess 150o in

iiFST COPY AVAILABLE

bV
ic

1/4

ZO

ic

ty

8 .fc J C 00k S

lir

Ws

v

We

Y

'It
V

Ow is

o Ps --) CG .Ns

I A NO / f C R .1.t- ( v / -/ -III
2 .8. ha 2 ...-- SM _,.._ 7 c' --o- -/NC...
3 .9. u\ . t. 9 -s- v (A -ki-...

4 h Z f MD *AI = V / /-
5 -"v. h 3 R0 k{ ) ( CI: / /NCullo,

6 n 2 0- --. V R= 2. Ve cl, -.-- /4:L.
7 hi -- \HI WF 4 LI\ +/-I
8. D " 1 VHCF" It +/NCla

9 g A PH F Fs X +/+

COMPLET DEL
If sum se r --111-

4'11
Cril
111

:2103.111=1
ECJIMIE1211

UICECTI]
CM/AM MI I:7
11181LHEMI1211
.7Tri rA LI3

ilil II

F
( Identifier

A8BREVATED MODEL

(Oaais ar"-

'( Identifier) F

CONSTANT PRESSURE
CHART
MODEL

HI-

SURFACE (or two**,'maw)
CHRT-ASCENT
OR

A
DROPSONDE

MODEL

SURFACE RADAR PLOT MODEL

;4

T

( I dsHil4r

Is

C.
r

(Identifier 1

EXAMPLE

.
-11 0°1175.6

01152

P
ee

11/-10
7V.A."

15/7/4 AO NO

( POS #3)

e.A.

CVAMPLe, LARK woo smart 17771 04184 71575 18340 WW1 08039 884107 10017
.----.. Ina 01000 Me // 43330 USN 77/74 MI& NM Mtn

25.160

Foldout 11. Breakdown and plotting guide forRECCO coiri95.
t.;



W Sigalliceat,presuat sad forecast weather
TABLE

Decode

Rain

Heavy rein

freezing rain
Heavy freezing rain
Rain and snow
Heavy rain. and anew

Snow

Heavy snow
'

Seen grains
Ice pellet.
Showers

Heavy showers

Showers of rein and snow
Heavy showers of rain and snow
Snow showers
Heavy snow showers

L Soft nail

Hail
Heavy hail
Rain
Heavy rain
Hail
Heavy hail
Thunderstorm
Thunderstorm with hail
Heavy thunderstorm
Thunderstorm with dust-

storm or sandstorm
Heavy thunderstorm with nail

Cede
04 FU
06 HZ
01 PO
11 11IFG
12 MIFG
17 TS

18 SQ

19 FL
31) REDZ
21 RERA
22 RESN
23 RESN
24 RERA
25 RESH
26 RESH

27 REGR

29 BETS
30 SA
31 SA

32 SA
33 XXSA
34 XXSA
35 xxsA

BUN
39 BLSN
46

41 RCFG
BCFG1._

42 FG
43 FG
44 FG
45 FG
46 FG

FG
4 F2FO
49 FZFG
50 DZ
SI DZ
52 DZ
53 D2
54 XXDZ
SS DMZ
511,7 FZDZ

FZDZ '

Decode
Smoke
Deshatro
Dust devils

Shallow fog

Thunderstorm
Squall
Funnel cloud
Recent drivel,
Recent rata
Recent snow
Recent Isis sad *now
Recent freexiag rain
Recent alurzers
Recent snow showers
Recent hail
Recent thunderstorms

Deststoni

Code

Si RA
SO RA
60 RA
61 RA
.62 RA
63 RA
64 XXRA
6S XXRA
66 FZRA
67 FZRA
6$ RASN
69 RASH
70 SN
71 SN
72 SN

73 SN

74 XXSN
7S XXSN
77 SW
79 PE

.80 RASH
$1 XXSH
$2 XXSH

CZ: RASH
84 RASH
85 SNSH
86 XXSN
V GR
q.GR
$9 GR
90 XXGR
91 RA
92 XXRA
93 GR
94 XXGR
9S Ts
96 TSGR
97 XXTS
91 TSSA

99 XXTS

or sandstorm

Heavy dust
sandstorm

F- Blowing snow

Fog patches
I

Fog

Freezing Sag

Drizzle

Freezing 61:21e

lc .- kiss

Cade
0

2

3

4

S

6
4

59.6

Decode
Sate or trace
Light icing
Light icing in cloud
Light icing in precipitation
Moderate king
Want* king In cloud
Moderate king in precipitation
Seem king
Semi king in cloud
Seem kin is patelpitation

TABLE

°WM° code figure 0 is
no icing. AWS units
will use 0 to indicate
a trace of leis&

TABLE 2

CC - Clevil Type

Cede Decade Cede Decode

Cl Cirrus NS Nimbostratus

CC Cirrocumulus SC Stratocumulus

CS Cirrostratus ST Stratus

AC Altocumulus CU Cumulus

AS Altostratus CB Cumulonimbus

TABLE 4

S - Terhelence

Cone Dec
0 None
1 Light turbulence
2 Moderate turbulence in clear

air, infrequent
3 Moderate turbulence in clear

sir, frequent
4 Moderate turbulence in cloud,

infrequent
S Moderate turbulence in cloud,

frequent
6 Severe turbulence in clear air,

infrequent
7 Severe turbulence in clear air,

frequent

8 Severe turbulence in cloud,
infrequent

9 Severe turbulence in cloud,
frequent

(NOTE: AWS units will encode extreme turbulence by
use of code figure 6, 7, 8, or 9 and adding "EXTRM
TURB h

B
h

B
-hBBh' " in REMARKS.)

TABLE 6

Statute Met Nautical Miles Meters

0
1/16
1/8
3/16
1/4
5/16
3 /8

1 '2

5 '8

3 '4

7 '8

1

1 1 '8
1 1 '4
1 3 '8

1 '2
1 5 '8
1 3 4
1 7 8
2

2 1 '4
- --
2 1 2

3

4

5

6
7 and abcwe-

0. 00 0000
0.05 0100
O. 10 0200
O. 15 0300
0.20 0400
0.25 0500
01 30 0600
0.40 0700
0.45 0800
0. 50 0900
0.55 1000
0.60 1100

1200
D. 70 1300

1400
0.80 1500

1600
0.90 1700
1. 00 1800
1.10 2000
1.2 22 00
1. 3 2400
1. 4 2000
1. 5 2d00
1. 6 3000
1. 7 3200
1. 8 3400
1. 9 3000
2. 0 3700
2.2 4000
2. 4 4500
2. 5 4700
2. 6 4600
2. 7 5000
3. 0 6000
4. 0 7000
4. 3 6000
5. e '-I060

6. 0 9999

'TABLE 5 Code 1690

hstOB Height of lowest level of turbulence
hihihi - Height of lowest level of icing
h.h.h. - Height of base of clouds whose genus is indicated by CC

Notes:
(1) The code is direct reading in units of 30 metres.
(2) The code table is to be considered as a coding device in which certain code figures

are assigned values. These are discrete values, not ranges. Any observation or
forecast of values to be coded in the code table is to be made without regard to the
code table. The coding is then accomplished according to the following rule:
If the observed or forecast value is between two of the reportable values as given in

the table, the code figure for the lower reportable value is reported.

Code
figure

000

001

002

003

004

005

006.

007

008

009

Metres

.430 010 300.

30 .011 330

60 etc. etc.

90 099 2 970

120 10IJ 3 000

150 110 3300

180 120 3 600

210 etc.

240 990 29 700

270 999 30 000 or more

naiad 12. TAF %nut ard at adder.
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TERMINAL AERODROME FORECAST (TAF) CODE
CkVOK 5 I B j bah II kg I 11. (Mil : PAP2P2 IIIIN

9a , a * .
, e , . ., i, , ,e 4 4i.

ey,,ip
a e e ./ li 4". , I.//4.4,/,:tot ; i4,- 0 , v 4,
e,,, I. ..ct , 44 :el /4-

i I vir i j17 AC 4 i nit , AI

e,e / 0, . Ifs, , 0.? .,:4 APi , 4 4i 4t 4 clu 1 # 4;
a. i 4' i i .e ' 0 * c? / I 1:

SOe 4f t , ,e4e 0 1 e ast.

EXAMPLE Of TAP POIDIAT POI MOLINE TELETYPE TRANSMISSIONS

ICILY .1 12 12 2 3.11 1 /2/ 9999

GNAW 16 1 I 2.30211/ Ell WOO
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1tAS11

4C VISO

SCO92 0

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

CIG2S11
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S T 0 P - 1. MATCH ANSWER SHEET TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBER.

2. USE NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY.

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

25150 03 23
WEATHER CODES, COMMUNICATIONS, ANALYSIS, AND FORECASTING

Carefully read the following:
DO's:

1. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer

sheet address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification

number" in the righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do

not match, return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI
immediately with a note of explanation.

2. Note that item numbers on answer sheet are sequential in each

column.
3. Use a medium sharp #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet .

U. Write the correct answer in the margin at the left of the item.

(When you review for the course examination, you can cover your

answers with a strip of paper and t.ien check your review answers

against your original choices.) After you are sure of your answers,

transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a

clean eraser. But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if
at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.

6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments

through your unit trainer or OJT supervisor. If voluntarily

enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI Form 17.
DON'Ts:
1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for

ep^h review exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks.
Double marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks

will register as errors.
3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.
4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #2 black lead pencil.
NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED ON THE VOLUME

REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the
VRE is the Learning Objective Number where the answer to that

item can be located. When answering the items on the VRE, refer
to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The VRE
results will be sent to you on a postcard which will list the
actual VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate
the Learning Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the
text and carefully review the areas covered by these references.
Review the entire VRE again before you take the closed-book
Course Examination.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

Note to Student: Consider all choices carefully and select the best
answer to each question.

NOTE: Use the following synoptic report (section 0) to answer questions
1 through 2.

AXXX 03214
72206

1. (400) The AXXX group informs you that the report

a. is from a sea station.

b. is from a land station.
c. contains Section 1 only.

d. contains both Sections 1 and 2.

2. (400) What is the block number of the reporting station?

a. 72.
b. 032.

c. 206.
d. 722.

NOTE: Use the following synoptic report (Section 0) to answer questions
3 through 5.

BBXX 05124
FOXTROT 04124 99326 71452

3. (400) What day of the month was the observation taken?

a. 4th day.

b. 5th day.

c. 12th day.

d. 24th day.

4. (400) What is the latitude of the reporting station?

a. 32.6° N.
b. 32.6° S.

c. 45.2° N.

d. 45.2° S.

5. (400) What is the time of the report?

a. 0400 GMT. c. 1200 GMT.

b. 0500 GMT. d. 2400 GMT.

607
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NOTE: Use the following synoptic report (Sections 0 and 1) to answer

questions 6 through 9.

AXXX 21064

72365 11361 43310 10218 20183 30156

40118 57044 69933 78099 33370

6. (401) What is the dewpoint temperature?

a. 11.8° C.

b. 15.6° C.

c. 18.3° C.

d. 21.8° C.

7. (401) What are the wind direction and speed?

a. 330° at 10 knots. n. 100 at 21 knots.

b. 200° 18 knots. d. 020° at 18 knots.

8. (401) What type of low cloud is reported?

a. Cumulonimbus. c. Stratocumulus.

b. Cumulus. d. Stratus.

9. (401) What past weather is reported?

a. Rainshowers. c. Drizzle.

b. Thunderstorms. d. None reported.

NOTE: Use the following synoptic report (Section 2) to answer questions

10 and 11.

22252 01015 20000 318// 43613

10. (402) What is the sea temperature?

a. -1.5o C.

b. +1.5° C.

c. -1.0° C.

d. +1.0° C.

11. (402) What type of waves are observed?

a. Instrumentally-determined wind wavez. only.

b. Visually determined wind waves only.
c. Swells only.
d. All of the above.

NOTE: Use the following synoptic report (Section 2) to answer questions

1? and 13.
22273 00251 11905 31624 42810 54114

12. (402) What is the direction and speed of movement of the ship?

a. NE at 6-10 knots. c. W at 11-15 knots.

b. S at 6-10 knots. d. NW at 11-15 knots.

25150 03 23
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13. (402) What is the sea temperature?

a. -0.2° C.
b. +5.1° C.

C. 11.9° C.
d. +25.1° C.

14. (403) Which one of the following plots is correct based on the
synoptic report below?

AXXX 06124
72274 11661 60317 10185 20146 30082 40056
52078 60302 79586 84971

a,

b.

is3

-6, ost,0 M 78/
IS 644 el

to oao

14
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15. (403) Which one of the following plots is correct based on the
synoptic report below?

BBXX 12124

TANGO 12124 99452 71508 11101 82305 10294

20289

a

30164 40137 52036 60021 74455 886//

19 X37
O ":":" tve 3(0

).9 9,1
t 0

TANGO

b.

)51 %.1-1

ot 36/

ow).
TANGO

NOTE: Use the following airways report to answer questions 16 through
19.

CEF 3 SCT M5 BKN 20 BKN 21/2F 098/73/71/0000/9C2/10703 16// 20004 WET RWY

16. (404) What is the sea level pressure?

a. 30.098 inches. c. 98 millibars.
b. 30.98 inches. d. 1009.8 millibars.

17. (404) What is the amount of precipitation in the last 6 hours?

a. .03 inches. c. 7 inches.
b. 3 inches. d. 7.03 inches.

18. (404) What cloud type is present?

a. Cumulus. c. Stratus fractus.
b. Stratocumulus. d. Stratus.

19. (404) The wind direction and speed is

a. calm.

b. 107° at 03 knots.

610
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c. 107° at 03 mph.

d. missing.
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20. (405) What is the correct way to plot a sea-level pressure reported
as E198?

a. (198). c. '198.

b. 198 with a line under it. d. E198.

21. (405) Based on the following airways report, how many errors
are contained in the airways plot?

15 SCT E20 BKN 100 OVC 6RW- 149/53/51/0000/998/400

53 149

6RW-0 00-

a. One.

b. Two.

51

c. Three.
d. Four.

NOTE: Use the following METAR report to answer questions 22 through 25.

MCOV 0818 23009 1000 81XXSH 8CU016 24/22 29831NS CIGE016

22. (406) What is the wind direction and speed?

a. East at 18 mph. c. Southwest at 9 mph.
b. East at 18 knots. d. Southwest at 9 knots.

23. (406) What is the reported visibility?

a. 1000 feet. c. 10 statute miles.

b. 1,000 meters. d. 10 nautical miles.

24. (406) What weather is occurring?

a. Light rainshowers and patchy fog.
b. Light rainshowers.

c. Moderate or heavy rainshowers.
d. Moderate or heavy rainshowers and patchy fog.

25. (406) The temperature and dewpoint are

a. 24° C and 22° C. c. 24° F and 22° F.

b. 22° C and 24° C. d. 22° F and 24° F.

25150 03 23
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NOTE: Use the following PIREPS to answer questions 26 through 32.

BNA UA /017 BNA 040075 1529 FL090 /DC-9 /SK OVC 050 /TA02 /TB

MDT 080-100

DAA UA /OV DNA 2215 FL050 /ACFT U?KN /SK 6 THN-OVC /WV 250050

/TB LGT

ATL UA /017 AHN 320045 1623 FL290 /C-141 /SK OVC /WV 330105 /IC

LGT MXD

MIA UA /017 TPS 090040 - MIA 120030 0043 FL130 /T-39 /AK XLE

/TA - 20 /LN TSTMS NE-SE OCNL LTGICCC

26. (407) Which PIREP is reporting light turbulence?

a. BNA.
b. DAA.

c. ATL.

d. MIA.

27. (407) WLich PIREP is reporting an air temperature above freezing?

a. BNA.
b. DAA.

c. ATL.

d. MIA.

28. (407) Where is the location of the PIREP that was received at
MIA?

a. Over TPS. c. 90NE TPS to 120 NE MIA.
b. TPS to MIA. d. 40E TPS to 30 SE MIA.

29. (407) Where is icing being reported?

a. Over DAA

b. Over AHN.

c. Northeast of ATL.

d. Northwest of AHN.

30. (407) Which PIREP is reporting the tops of a cloud layer at 5,000
feet:.

a. BNA.

b. DAA.

c. ATL.

d. MIA.

31. (407) Which PIREPs are reporting wind direction and speed?

a. BNA and ATL. c. DAA and ATL.
b. DAA and MIA. d. Winds are reported in all of the PIREPS.

7
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32. (407) The DAA PIREP would be plotted as

a. P.2215Z 6 THN OVC LGT ICG 50 ACFT UNKN.
b. P.2215Z 6 THN OVC WV 250050 LGT TURB 50 ACFT UNKN.

0. P.2215Z WV 250050 LGT ICG 50.
d. P.2215Z 50 ACFT UNKN 6 THN OVC LGT TURB.

33. (408) Radar reported echo system movement is plotted on a map

a. with an arrow with barbs.
b. as a plain language remark.
0. with an arrow with a numerical figure printed at the arrowhead.
d. by transposing the printed value in the radar report directly

to the map.

NOTE: Use the radiosonde code, Part A, identification groups TTAA
62001 72229 to answer questions 34 through 36.

34. (409) What is the valid time of the report?

a. 01/2000Z. c. 20/0100Z.
b. 12/0000Z. d. 29/2200Z.

35. (409) What is the highest standard level for which wind data
will be reported?

a. 100 millibars.
b. 200 millibars.

c. 600 millibars.
d. 700 millibars.

36. (409) What is the station call number?

a. 222.
b. 229.

c. 620.

d. 722.

NOTE: Use the coded report belcw to answer questions 37 through 39.

TAA 78001 72311 99980 24062 07003

37. (410) What is the surface pressure?

a. 723 millibars.

b. 780 millibars.

c. 980 millibars.
d. 999 millibars.

38. (410) What is the surface temperature?

a. 7° C.

b.0 24° C.

c. 62° F.
d. 70° F.

39. (410) What is the direction of the surface winds?

a. 7°.

b. 62°.

c. 70°.
d. 240°.

8
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NOTE: Use the radiosonde code below to answer questions 40 through 44.

TTAA 69001 78016 99015 24061 27002 00155 23060 26003 85547

12856 25011 70155 07480 25032 50584 09380 26524 40752 22180

25540 30958 36536 21071 25182 455// 22081 20228 555/// 23579

15408 639// 24554

88999

77276 22090 42010

40. (411) What is the temperature at the 1000-millibar level?

a. 6° C.

b. 15° C.

C. 23° C.

d. 60° F.

41. (411) What is the dewpoint at the 500-millibar level?

a. 8° F.

b. 1.3° C.

0. -17.3° C.

d. -39.3° C.

42. (411) What is the wind direction and speed at the 100U-millibar

level?

a. 003° at 26 knots. c. 230° at 3 knots.

b. 026° at 60 knots. d. 260° at 3 knots.

43. (412) What is the pressure at the maximum wind level?

a. 220 millibars. c. 727 millibars.

b. 276 millibars. d. Not reported.

44. (412) What are the winds at the tropopause level?

a. 240° at 79 knots. c. 220° at 90 knots.

b. 250° at 54 knots. d. Not reported.

Use the radiosonde code below to answer questions 45 through 47.

TTBB 6812/ 72532 00985 06250 11923 08663 22793 02346 33763

03761 44728 06161 55700 06580 66662 07380 77604

12380 88579

12380 99357 39180 11324 439// 22269 495// 33150 513// 44100

57911.

9
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45. (413) What is the pressure at the second significant level above
surface?

a. 227 millibars. c. 793 millibars.
b. 229 millibars. d. 930 millibars.

46. (413) What is the temperature at the fifth level above surface?

a. -8.0° C.
b. -6.5° C.

c. 5.8° C.
d. 6.50 C.

47. (413) What is the dewpoint at 662 millibars?

a. -8° C.

b. -30° C.

c. -37.3° C.

d. 80.3° C.

NOTE: Use the early transmission message below to answer questions
48 through 50.

TTBB 6012/ 72353 51515 10196 85488 10865 27017 70078 01466

30014 50570 16980 32026 07 10194 23026 30013

48. (414) What is the time of this report?

a. 0000 GMT.

b. C600 GMT.
c. 1200 GMT.

d. 1500 GMT.

49. (414) What is the stability incex in this report?

a. 07.

b. 13.

c. 26.

d. 94.

50. (414) What does the 10196 group indicate?

a. Pressure, temperature, and dewpoint.
b. Inclusion of data for the 1000-, 850-, 700-mb levels and

the stability index.

c. Inclusion of data for the 850-, 700-, 500-mb levels and the
stability index.

d. Inclusion of data only for the 850-, 700-, and 500-mb levels.

51. (415) What data is sent in Part D (TTDD) Section?

a. Mandatory levels above 100 mbs.
b. Mandatory levels below 100 mbs.
c. Significant levels below 100 mbs.
d. Significant levels above 100 mbs.

10
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52. (416) What is the difference between TEMP and TEMP SHIP codes?

a. Identification groups.
b. Temperature groups.
c. Pressure groups.
d. Wind groups.

NOTE: Use the following PILOT SHIP report to answer questions 53 and
54.

QQAA 77173 99470 70170 14677 55385 20022
21023 14026 55340 14034 14037 15046 55320
18022 26006 28014 77999

53. (416a) What are the winds at the 850-millibar level?

a. 140° at 26 knots. c. 200° at 22 knots.
b. 210° at 23 knots. d. 020° at 22 knots.

54. (416a) What are the winds at the 250-millibar level?

a. 140° at 37 knots. c. 140° at 34 knots.
b. 150° at 46 knots. d. 015° at 46 knots.

NOTE: Use the following upper wind report to answer questions 55
and 56

PPBB 78000 72311 90023 07003 05504 05006 90467 05004 05013
04517 9089/ 05018 05022 91246 05016 04015 03514 9205/ 04512
04521 93035 04518 03527 04027 94148 02025 03014 27008 950//
29008

55. (416b) What is the surface wind direction and speed?

a. 005° at 4 knots. c. 055° at 4 knots.
b. 007° at 3 knots. d. 070° at 3 knots.

56. (416b) What is the wind direction and speed at the 16,000-foot
level?

a. 030° at 14 knots. c. 045° at 12 knots.
b. 035° at 14 knots. d. 045° 18 knots.

57. (417) What must be done to show temperature and dewpoint curves
through strata of doubtful data?

a. Draw the temperature and dewpoint curves in green.
b. Draw the temperature curve as a dashed line.
c. Draw both curves in the normal manner and indicate the limits

of the strata next to the temperature curve.
d. Draw both curves in the normal manner and indicate the limits

of the strata above the legend.
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58. (417) How is a stratum of missing data entered on the skew-T?

a. Dash the temperature line through the missing data area.

b. Connect the temperature line through the misaing data area

with a solid line.

c. Place "MISDA" above the legend box.

d. Enter "MISDA" in the middle of missing data area.

59. (418) Why is the station circle darkened when plotting constant
pressure charts?

a. To indicate moisture when dewpoint depression is 5° or less.

b. To indicate moisture when dewpoint depression is 5° or greater.

c. To indicate that the sky is overcast.

d. To indicate temperatures greater than 0 C.

60. (418) How is doubtful data plotted on a constant pressure chart?

a. Underline the doubtful data.

b. Prefix the data with an E.

c. Inclose the doubtful data in parentheses.
d. Circle the doubtful data in red pencil.

61. (419) What type of data is used to plot winds aloft charts?

a. Synoptic and RECCO reports.

b. Upper wind and synoptic reports.
c. Rawinsonde and RECCO reports.

d. Rawinsonde or upper wind reports.

25150 03 23
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NOTE: Use the following RECCO report to answer questions 62 through 66.
00 URCA KCHS

GULL MIKE OBS 1 thru 9
97779
10000 60252 84002 01000 06007 07/12
93150 12370 82545 36370

42510

10320 60240 87704 01000 99905 07//4 93148 17474

70710 62530
64549 14325 35760 36567 17273 11700 08080 42710

11040 60234 90002 01003 07003 08/16 03146
13215 6//33 36064

274// 57336

11450 61230 92562 88012 07007 60//4 94876 13352 8//45
36164

27476 TAS420
12180 61220 95044 87000 09010 61//4 94868 14541 84557
35960

46164 11500 27477 42834 TAS420

13030 61250 94501 01501 08008 08/14 93149 12210
84068 27174

56446
13320 61261 92012 01018 ///// 06//4 93149 12530 46167 27174

42621 TAS420
14000 60280 89068 80001 01008 75//4 84797
11400 36066 55156

TAS 410

14480 60275 84507 01001 05008 05/11 93146 13343

83045 45862
27072 42130

NNNN

62. (420) What is the location (latitude/longitude) of position 9?

a. 27.5° N, 84.5° W. c. 27° N, 184° W.

b. 27.5° N, 184.5° W. d. 89.0° N, 180° W.

63. (420) How many cloud layers are reported in postion 5?

a. One.
b. Two.

c. Three.
d. Four.

64. (420) What indicates that the dewpoint is the same for all positions?

a. Coded dewpoint is 00. c. iu of 1.
b. Coded dewpoint is 99 d. iu of O.

65. (421) What data is indicated in the 7 group of RECCO code?

a. Icing data. c. Surface winds.
b. Radar data. d. Significant clouds.

13
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66. (421) What is the surface wind reported in position 9?

a. 045° at 62 knots. c. 270° at 72 knots.
b. 210° at 30 knots. d. 330° at 45 knots.

67. (422) What does the first group under the 99900 heading of the
International Analysis Code (IAC) indicate about pressure systems?

a. Type, character, and movement.
b. Type, movement, and temperature.
c. 'ripe, character, and central pressure.
d. Type, central pressure, and movement.

68. (422) Which of the following information is contained in Section
2 of the IAC?

a. Air mass characteristics.
b. Intensity of fronts.
c. Location of isobars.
d. Movement of pressure systems.

69. (423) An 850-millibar wind of 230° at 20 knots would be encoded
in Section 7 of the IAC as

a. 82320.
b. 823020.

c. 852320.
d. 99985 23020.

NOTE: Decode the following TAF sequence to answer questions 70 through 73.

KBLV 1212 32012/20 9999 2CI250 QNH2980INS

GRADU 1416 29010/16 9999 3SCO20 65CO20

QNH2975INS CIG050

GRADU 1820 30015/25 9999 35T010 6SCO20

530006 QNH2965INS CIG020

INTER 2002 30025/35 3200 96TSGR

4NS006 6CB010 CIG010;

70. (424) What is the valid time of forecast?

a. 12Z to 12Z. c. 08Z to 20Z.
b. 12Z to 20Z. d. 12Z to 08Z.

71. (424) What is the minimum ceiling forecast?

a. 600 ft.
b. 1000 ft.

c. 2000 ft.
d. 5000 ft.
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72. (424) What is the turbulence forecast?

a. Light from surface to 6000 ft.
b. Moderate from surface to 6000 ft.

c. Light from 10,000 ft. to 16,000 ft.
d. Moderate from surface to 600 ft.

73. (424) What is the minimum visibility forecast?

a. 1 mile. c. 3 miles.

b. 2 miles. d. 5 miles.

74. (425) MWTCS consolidates circuit control and relay functions
for services A and C into a single relay center located at the

a. Tinker Wi ther Relay Center (KWRF), Tinker AFB, Oklahoma.
b. Weather Message Switching Center (WMSC), Kansas City, Missouri.
c. Fleet Numerical Weather Facility (FNWF), Monterey, California.
d. Automated Weather Network (AWN) Relay Center, Carswell AFB, Texas.

75. (425) Which one of the following locations does not have an automatic
digital weather switch (ADWS)?

a. Carswell AFB TX. c. Fuchu AS, Japan.
b. Hickam AFB HI. d. Croughton AS, England.

76. (426) The primary intercept site for weather data from South
Africa is

a. Incirlik AB, Turkey. c. Clark AFB, Philippines.
b. Croughton AS, England. d. Torrejon AB, Spain.

77. (427) The facsimile maps transmitted over AFDIGS are furnished
by

a. AFGWC.

b. the Navy.
c. the National Weather Service.
d. all of the above.

78. (428) The purpose of the AFDIGS modem is to

a. recompose compressed data of 4800 bits per second to video
data of 43,200 bits per second.

b. provide for compatible transmission between the AFDIGS circuit
and the recorder.

c. decode the video data received from the AFDIGS circuit and
then to transmit the data to the recorder.

d. provide an interface between the DACOM decoder and the recorder.

79. (429) Which status lamps on the modem remain lit during normal
operation?

a. MR, ER, RS.

b. CO, CS, ON.
c. ON, MR, CO.

d. RS, CS, ON.
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80. (430) The blade on the AFDIGS recorder should be replaced when
it wears to within

a. 1/16 inch of the blade holder in position "3."

b. 1/16 inch of the blade holder in position "1."
c. 1/8 inch of the blade holder in position "3."
d. 1/8 inch of the blade holder in position "1."

81. (431) You are working on the AFDIGS recorder and try to lift
the blade out of its holder slot, but the blade will not release.

What is the probable cause of this condition?

a. Chemical deposits have caused the blade to adhere to the blade
holder.

b. The blade has worn so much that the blade holder will not
release the blade.

c. The clamping button has locked the blade in place.
d. The power to the recorder has not been turned off.

82. (432) What is the maximum number of characters per line that
the ADWS will allow on a COMEDS message?

a. 55.

b. 69.

c. 80.

d. 99.

83. (432) Which of the following control functions is allowed in
a COMEDS message?

a. ETX.
b. SYN.

c. ACK.
d. STX.

84. (432) What operational mode should be used to enter data from
the keyboard into the display?

a. SEND.

b. REC.
c. TAB SET.
d. LOCAL.

85. (433) On the COMEDS receive-only printer, when a parity error
is received,

a. the symbol SB is printed.
b. the receive alarm sounds.
c. the DATA ERROR light turns on.

d. the symbol Ex is printed.

16
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86. (434) When the SEND key is depressed, the alarm immediately sounds.
What caused the alarm to sound?

a. The OUT-OF-SERVICE switch was also activated.

b. The 1000-character buffer for the ROP was full.
c. The KD unit inadvertently changed to LOCAL mode during reception

of data.

d. The TERMINAL RESET switch was not reset after a previous malfunction.

87. (434) What is one of the purposes of the TERMINAL RESET switch?

a. To correct a KD mode of operation that cannot be changed manually.
b. To return the KD to normal operation after using the LINE

TEST switch.

c. To return the KD to normal operation after using the OUT-OF-
SERVICE switch.

d. To resume a halted transmission after the computer transmits
a DC-3.

88. (435) The FORM ENTER key must be used on the COMEDs when preparing

a. multiple line ARQs.

b. data in the protected mode.
c. to send data for another station.
d. corrections to data in the unprotected mode.

89. (436) On a request for ARQ data with a routine precedence, reply
routed to the ROP, the heading line should read:

a. PP ARZ(NL). c. ARQ(NL).

b. PP KAWN ARQP(NL). d. ARQP(NL).

90. (437) When a TYPNO/TYPOK mesage is sent to the servicing ADWS,
what messages are automatically retransmitted by the ADWS?

a. Precedence one messages.
b. Precedence one and two messages.
c. Precedence two and three messages.
d. All of the above messages.
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91. (437) Which one of the following is the correct TYPNO/TYPOK request
for a curcuit outage from 13/2315Z to 14/0025Z?

a. ARQ(NL)

TYPNO/TYPOK 132315 140025
b. ARQ(NL)

TYPNO/TYPOK 132315Z 140025Z
c. ARQ(NL)

TYPNO/TYPOK 132315 132359 (En)
ARQ(NL)

TYPNO/TYPOK 140000 140025 (ETX)
d. ARQ(NL)

TYPNO/TYPOK 132315Z 132359Z (ETX)
ARQ(NL)

TYPNO/TYPOK 1400002 140025Z (ETX)

92. (438) Which one of the following categories has first priority
when disseminating observations?

a. Local air traffic control agencies.
b. Local agencies making operational flight decisions.
c. Longline over COMERS.
d. Local nonflight agencies.

93. (439) What are the required entries when disseminating an observation
on the telewriter?

a. Station call letters, type of observation, time of observation
(local), ALSTG, time dissemination completed, and observer's
initials.

b. Station call letters, type of observation, time of observation
(local), ALSTG, time dissemination began, and observer's initials.

c. Station call letters, type of observation, time of observation
(GMT), ALSTG, time dissemination completed, and observer's
initials.

d. Station call letters, type of observation, time of observation
(GMT), ALSTG, time dissemination began, and observer'. initials.

94. (439) What element is missing from the locally disseminated observation
below?

MYR SA 1656

100 BKN 7

78/61 CALM

PA + 55

a. Station call letters.
b. Type of observation.

47/RH

c. Altimeter setting.
d. Time dissemination completed.

25150 03 23
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95. (440) How are voice communications verified and recorded?

a.

b.

Read observation twice and record receiver's initials on AWS
Form 80.

Read observation twice and record receiver's initials on AWS
Form 40.

c. Have receiver read back observation and record receiver's
initials on AWS Form 80.

d. Have receiver read back observation and record receiver's
initials on AWS Form 40.

96. (441) Which one of the following items of maintenance is the
observer authorized to performed?

a. Calibrate the wind equipment.
b. Calibrate the aneroid barometer.
c. Change the helix in the facsimile.
d. Change the writing edge in the facsimile.

97. (442) Why do weather stations use automatic telephone answering
devices?

a. To keep telephone contacts with the observers to a minimum.
b. To keep telephone Contacts wiht the DETCO to a minimum.
c. To keep telephone contacts with forecaster to a minimum.
d. To keep telephone contacts acurate and timely for users.

98. (443) How often must a PMSV equipment check be performed?

a. Every shift. c. Twice weekly.
b. Daily. d. Weekly.

99. (443) Where should PIREPs received from sources other than the
PMSV be logged?

a. AWS Form 12.
b. AWS Form 30.
c. On a local PIREF worksheet.
d. It is not required to log them on any form.

100. (444) If you were on duty at Scott AFB and MAC 38472 called you
on the PMSV, what would your reply be?

a.

b.

c.

d.

"MAC fow-er seven too, this is
"MAC tree ait fow-er seven too,
"MAC fow-er seven too, this is
"MAC tree ait fow-er seven too,
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Scott Metro, over."
this is Scott Metro, roger."

Scott Metro, acknowledge."
this is Scott Metro, over."
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101. (445) What bulletin is used to inform an originator that his
or her message was not received at Carswell ADWS?

a. AXXX KAWN. c. AXXX(NN) KAWN.
b. AXXX KGWC. d. AXXX(NN) KGWC.

102. (446) If your facsimile machine breaks down and you switch to
a spare facsimile machine, which CONDITION column on the AWS
Form 42 should be checked?

a. Red.
b. Green.
c. Amber.
d. No annotation is needed because a spare facsimile was available.

103. (446) You am, located at a part-time station that is closed
from 0300Z til 0900Z. At 0115Z, the wind recorder becomes inoperative

and you notify NCMO at 0130Z. The repairman arrives at 0200Z
but is not able to fix the equipment until the next morning at
0945Z. What would you enter under TOTAL OUTAGE on AWS Form 42?

a. 1 hour, 35 minutes.
b. 2 hours, 15 minutes.
c. 8 hours, 15 minutes.
d. 8 hours, 30 minutes.

104. (447) You are notified to support an airlift of supplies from
your base to a disaster area in South America. What priority
should you use to establish data requiements?

a. Routine.
b. Urgent.

c. Priority.
d. Immediate.

105. (447) What heading would appear in a bulletin on waterspouts
in the Caribbean?

a. WHCA.

b. WWCA.

c. WHCN.

d. WWCN.

106. (448) The area to be plotted on an LAWC is determined by the
distance moved by most storm systems in

a. 12 hours. c. 36 hours.
b. 24 hours. d. 48 hours.

107. (449) Preliminary steps in surface analysis include

a. checking for plotting errors.
b. visually scanning the general windflow.
c. studying the past history of the weather systems.
d. all of the above.
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108. (449) Isobars are closely spaced whenever the

a. pressure is high.
b. pressure is low.
c. winds are strong.
d. winds are light.

109. (449) Which one of the following is done during the final analysis
of a surface map?

a. Isobars are drawn for all standard values.
b. Current weather systems are located on the map.
c. The past history of the weather systems are drawn on the map.
d. The reported weather is labeled using appropriate standar

symbols.

110. (450) Which one of the following is an indicator of the passage
of a cold front?

a. Winds shift from northeast to southeast.

b. The clouds are mainly stratiform.
c. The precipitation is showery.
d. The dewpoint rises after passage.

111. (450) Name three indicators of the passage of a warm front.

a. Pressure falls before and steady after; wind normally southeast
to south, shifting to southwest; clouds - stratified.

b. Clouds stratified, temperature decrease, showery precipitation.
c. Clouds - cumuliform, wind shifts southeast to southwest,

temperature increase.
d. Pressure falls before and rises after; wind normally southeast

to south, shifting to southwest; clouds - cumuliform.

112. (451) What are the limits indicated by a solid red line on a
nephanalysis?

a. Ceiling values 1000 feet and/or visibilities of less than
3 miles.

b. Ceilings of 1000 feet and/or visibilities of 3 miles or less.
0. Ceilings less than 1000 feet and/or visibilities of 3 miles

or less.
d. Ceilings less than 1000 feet and/or visibilities of less

than 3 miles.

113. (451) When performing a nepnanalysis, a station reporting a
visibility of 3 miles is inclosed by a

a. solid red line. c. scalloped red line.
b. solid blue line. d. scalloped blue line.
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114. (452) At what interval are contours drawn on the 700-mb chart
and 500-mb chart, respectively?

a. 30 meters, 60 meters. c. 60 meters, 120 meters.
b. 60 meters, 60 meters. d. 120 meters, 120 meters.

115. (452) How are isotherms depicted on a constant pressure chart?

a. In green for every 5 C°. c. In red for every 5 C°.
b. In green for every 10 C°. d. In red for every 10 C°.

116. (453) In which direction do cold fronts normally slope?

a. Northeast. c. Northwest.
b. Southeast. d. Southwest.

117. (453) Which of the following statements describes a cold-core
low?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Temperature decreases toward center of
increases in intensity with height.

Temrerature decreases toward center of
decreases in intensity with height.

Temperature increases toward center of
increases in intensity with height.
Temperature increases toward center of
decreases in intensity with height.

the low and the low

the low and the low

the low and the low

the low and the low

118. (454) What are the procedures for computing the LCL?

a. Draw a line from surface dewpoint upward, pp;.allel to the
dry adiabat, and a line from the surface temperature upward,
parallel to the mixing ratio line.

b. Draw a line from surface temperature upward, parallel to
the dry adiabat, and a line from the surface dewpoint upward,
parallel to the mixing ratio line.

c. Draw a line upward from the surface temperature, parallel
to the dry adiabat, until it crosses the temperature line.

d. Draw a line upward from tha surface temperature, parallel
to the dry adiabat, until it crosses the dewpoint line.
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119. (454) What are the procedures for computing the Showalter Stability
Index?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Find the LCL for 850 millibars and
that point upward, parallel to the
millibars.
Find the CCL for 850 millibars and
that point upward, parallel to the
Find the LCL for 700 millibars and
that point upward, parallel to the
millibars.

Find the CCL for 700 millibars and
that point upward, parallel to the

then draw a line from
moist adiabat, to 500

then draw a line from
mixing ratio, to 500 millibars.

then draw a line from
moist adiabat, to 500

then draw a line from
mixing ratio, to 500 millibars.

120. (455) What meteorological elements are included in conditional-
climatology tables?

a. Ceilings and clouds
b. Visibility and ceilings.
c. Clouds and precipitation.

d. Visibility and precipitation.

121. (455) In which one of the following situations would conditional-
climatology tables be most helpful?

a. The current weather conditions are poor.

b. The current weather conditions are "unlimited" but expected
to deteriorate.

c. The current weather conditions have occurred fewer than 10

times previously.
d. Weather information exists that contradicts the C-C tables.

122. (456) In order to use extrapolation techniques, what information
does a forecaster need to know?

a. Positions of fronts and pressure systems, their direction
and speed, precipitation, and cloud patterns.

b. Positions of fronts and pressure systems, their direction

and speed, precipitation, and visibility.
c. Position of fronts and pressure systems, their direction

and speed, precipitation, and sky condition.

d. Position of fronts and pressure systems, their direction
and speed, visibility, and ceilings.

123. (458) Who establishes the criteria for issuing met watch advisories?

a. Air Weather Service.
b. The supported command.
c. Each AWS unit.
d. The local weather facility and its supported agencies.
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124. (458) When must a met watch be encoded on AWS Form 15?

a. Whenever the met watch is disseminated on the Electrowriter.
b. Whenever the met watch is verbally disseminated.
c. Whenever the met watch is disseminated by teletype.
d. All met watches must be encoded on AWS Form 15.

END OF EXERCISE

ATC/ECI SURVEY

The remaining questions (125-135) are not part of the Volume Review
Exercise (VRE). These questions are a voluntary ATC/ECI survey. Using
a number 2 pencil, indicate what you consider to be the appropriate
response to each survey question on your answer sheet (ECI Form 35),
beginning with answer number 125. Do not respond to questions that
do not apply to your Your cooperation in completing this survey is
greatly appreciated by ATC and ECI. (AUSCN 100)

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

A. Authority: 5 U.S.C. 301, Departmental Regulations

B. Principal Purpose: To gather preliminary data evaluating the
ATC/ECI Career Development Course (CDC) Program.

C. Routine Uses: Determine the requirement for comprehensive
evaluations in support of CDC program improvement.

D. 4hether Disclosure is Mandatory or Voluntary: Participation
in this survey is entirely voluntary.

E. Effect on the Individual of not Providing Information: No adverse
action will be taken against any individual who elects not to participate
in any or all parts of this survey.

QUESTIONS:

125. If you have contacted ECI for any reason during your enrollment,
how would you describe the service provided to you?

a. Excellent..

b. Satisfactory.

24

c. Unsatisfactory.
d. Did not contact ECI.
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126. My ECI course materials were received within a reasonable period
of time.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

127. The condition of the course materials I received from ECI was:

a. A complete set of well-packaged materials.
b. An incomplete set of well-packaged materials.
c. A complete set of poorly packaged materials.
d. An incomplete set of poorly packaged materials.

128. The reading level of the material in the course was too difficult
for me.

a. Strongly agree.
b. Agree.

129. The technical material

c. Disagree.
d. Strongly disagree.

in the course was too difficult for
me at my present level of training.

a. Strongly agree.
b. Agree.

c. Disagree.
d. Strongly disagree.

130. The illustrations in the course helped clarify the information
for me.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

131. Approximately how much information in the course provides
general information about your AFSC?

a. Between 80 and 99%. c. Between 40 and 59%.
b. Between 60 and 79%. d. Between 20 and 39%.

132. Approximately how much information in this course was current?

a. Between 80 and 99%. c. Between 40 and 59%.
b. Between 60 and 79%. d. Between 20 and 39%.

133. The format of the text (objective followed by narrative and
exercises) helped me study.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.
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134. The volume review exercise(s) helped me review information
in the course.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.

b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

135. Check the rating which most nearly describes the usefulness
of the information in this CDC in your upgrade training program.

a. Excellent. c. Marginal.
b. Satisfactory. d. Unsatisfactory.

NOTE: If you know this CDC contains outdated information or does
not provide the knowledge: that the current specialty training standard

requires you to have for upgrade training, contact your OJT advisor
and fill out an AF Form 1284, Training Quality Report.
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STUDENT REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

AUTHORITY: 44 USC 3101. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide student assistance as requested by individual students.
ROUTINE USES: This form is shipped with every ECI course package. It is utilized by the student, as needed, to
place an inquiry with ECI. DISCLOSURE:, Voluntary. The information requested on this form is needed for
expeditious handling of the student's need. Failure to provide all information would result in slower action or
inability to provide assistance.

SECTION I: CORRECTED OR LATEST ENROLLMENT DATA. MAIL TO ICI. GUNTER AVS. ALA 36118

1. THIS REQUEST CONCERNS COURSE 2. TODAY'S DATE 3. ENROLLMENT DATE 4. PREVIOUS SERIAL NUMBER

I 1

5. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 6. GRADE/RANK 7. INITIALS LAST NAME

1

.

LI LI
8. OTHER ECI COURSES 9. ADDRESS: (OJT ENROLLEES - ADDRESS OF UNIT TRAINING

NOW ENROLLED IN OFFICE/ALL OTHERS - CURRENT MAILING ADDRESS) 11. AUTOVON NUMBER

ZIP COPE 12. TEST CONTROL OFFICE
ZIP CODE/SHREDIIIII

10. NAME OF BASE OR INSTALLATION IF NOT SHOWN ABOVE:

SECTION II: Old or INCORRECT ENROLLMENT DATA

1. NAME: 2. GRADE/RANK: 3. SSAN:

4. ADDRESS: 5. TEST OFFICE Z1P/SHRED:

ADDITIONAL FORMS 17 available from trainers,
SECTION III: REQUEST FOR MATERIALS, RECORDS, OR SERVICE OJT and Education Offices, and ECI. The

latest course workbooks have a Form 17
Place an "X" through number in box to left of service requested) printed on the last page.

1 EXTEND COURSE COMPLETION DATE. (Justify in Remarks)

' SEND VRE ANSWER SHEETS FOR VOL(s): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 - ORIGINALS WERE: NOT RECEIVED, LOST, MISUSED

3 SEND COURSE MATERIALS (Specify in remarks) - ORIGINALS WERE: NOT RECEIVED, LOST, DAMAGED.

4 COURSE EXAM NOT YET RECEIVED. FINAL VRE SUBMITTED FOR GRADING ON (Date):

III RESULTS FOR VRE VOL(s): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 NOT YET RECEIVED. ANSWER SHEET(s) SUBMITTED ON (Date):

tiRESULTS FOR CE NOT YET RECEIVED. ANSWER SHEET SUBMITTED TO ECI ON (Date):

7 PREVIOUS INQULRY (ECI FORM 17, LTR, MSG) SENT TO ECI ON:

III; GIVE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANCE AS REQUESTED ON REVERSE:

9 OTHER (Explain fully in remarks)

REMARKS: COntinue on Reverser

OJT STUDENTS must have their OJT
Administrator certify this rejuest.

I certify that the information on this form is accurate and that this
request cannot be answered at this station. (Signature)

ALL OTHER STUDENTS may certify their
own reouests.

ECI
jUN 7
FORM

7

17 PREVIOUS EDITIONS MAY BE USED
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SECTION IV: REQUEST FOR INSTRUCTOR ASSISTANCE
NOTE: Questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of textual material should be forwarded

directly to preparing agency. Name of agency can be found at the bottom of the inside cover of each text.
All other inquiries concerning the course should be forwarded to ECI.

VRE ITEM QUESTIONED:

Course No.

Volume No.

VRE Form No.

VRE Item No.

Answer You Chose
(Letter)

Has VRE Answer Sheet
been submitted for grading?

0 YES NO

REFERENCE
(Textual support for the
answer I chose can be
found as shown below)

In Volume No:

On Page No:,

In (Left) (Right)

Column

Lines Through

Remarks:

MY QUESTION IS:

Au GAFS AL(840813)800
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